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Last but flot least, to ail my experimental sub

jects, who patiently and willingly agreed to expose

themselves to a variety of stimuli, and to others

flot named here or in the acknowledgements at

the end of each chapter, whose kindness, courtesy

and help have made this work possible, I express

my deep indebtedness.

1.1 Objectives of this chapter

The evidence that environmental physical stimuli

may cause physical disease—in the sense that ex

posure, avoidance or manipulation cf them in

creases, decreases, or removes the chance of be

coming iii or reverses iii health when it occurs—

is established for a large number of factors and

diseases.

The role of extrinsic, psychosocial stimuli is

flot se clear. We shah endeavour te present a

survey ef present knowledge (cf. Kagan and Levi,

1972). To do se we shall consider some hypoth

eses, speculatiens, and research cencerning the

relationship between psychosocial stimuli and

— mechanisms thought te be associated with

disease;
— precursors of disease;

— disease itself.

In this chapter, and throughout this book, an

attempt will be made te focus on the general,

non-specific aspects cf man’s reaction te a variety

cf psychosocial stimuli. The auther is clearly

aware of the theoretical and clinical importance

cf stimulus as well as cf response specificity but

felt that the non-specific aspects are net only

equally important but have se far attracted less

attention.

1.2 Definitions

First we shail define seme terms (Kagan and

Levi, 1972).

Psychosocial stimuli: In this context we are

referring te stimuli which originate in social rela

tionships or arrangements (i.e. in the environ-
ment), affect the organism through the mediation

under certain circumstances and in certain in

dividuals cf causing disease.

Psychobiological program: A propensity te react

in accordance with a certain pattern, e.g. when

solving a problem or adapting te an environment.

Determinants of this program in an organism are

genetic factors and earlier environmental influ

ences.

Mechanisms: These are physiological reactions

in the erganism induced by psychosocial stimuli

which, under some conditions cf intensity, fre

quency or duration, and in the presence or ab

sence of certain interacting variables, may lead

te precursors of disease, and, eventually, te disease

itself.

Stress: This is used here in the sense that Selye

described it, namely the non-specific response cf

the body te any demand made upen it; a stereo

typed, phylogenetically old adaptation pattern,

primarily preparing the erganism for physical

activity, e.g. fight or flight. These “stene age”

responses, which may be proveked by a variety

of psychosocial and other conditions ef modem

life. when no physical action is possible or socially

acceptable, have been suspected of eliciting phy

sical and mental distress or malfunction, or even

structural damage. Briefly, then, stress is one cf

the mechanisms suspected ef leading under cer

tain circumstances te disease (cf. Selye, 1971).

Precursors of disease: These are malfunctions

in mental or physical systems which have net

resulted in disability but which, if centinued, wihl

do se.
Disease: Disease is disabihity caused by mental

or somatic malfunction. Disability is failure in

Stockholm, April 1972

Lennart Levi

1 INTRODUCTION: PSYCHOSOCIAL STIMULI,

PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS, AND DISEASE

By Lennart Levi

of higher nervous processes and may be suspected, performance of a task. This must always include
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tasks considered essential, might include tasks

considered normal, and, when more is known,

will include tasks that are considered optimal. (In

applying this definition it is necessary to state the

level of the biological hierarchy to which it refers.

Disease as defined is different at the ceil, organ,

and organism level.)

Interacting variables: These are intrinsic or

extrinsic factors, mental or physical, which alter

the action of “causative” factors at the mecha

nisrn, precursor, or disease stage. By “alter” we

mean they promote or prevent the process that

might lead to disease.

Examples to clarify the use of these terms will

be given below. It must be said now that although

it is often possible to categorize factors according

to the above definitions, there are many occasions

when the category is flot clear or when categories

are interchangeable. Nevertheless we think they

will facilitate discussion, and probably lead to a

better understanding of the problems (cf. Carie

stam and Levi, 1971; Kagan and Levi, 1972).

1.3 A theoretical model for psychosocially
mediated disease, and some hypotheses

Our theoretical model (cf. Lachman, 1964; Simon

and Neweli, 1964; Chapanis, 1964) of this above

mentioned relationship in the pathway of psycho

socially mediated disease bas been visuaiized in

figure 1:1.

Our experimental work, part of which is to be

reported in the present context, has been based on

this model and on the foilowing series of hy

potheses.

Every psychosocial change can act as a stres

sor in Selye’s sense of the word. In response to

such an exposure, and in accordance with the

phylogenetically old adaptation pattern (‘psycho

biological program”, cf. figure LI) which man

has in common with his prehistoric ancestors and

with ail primates, the neuroendocrine system be

cornes activated, preparing the organism for phys

ical activitv. e.g. fight or flight. even in situations

where such reactions are clearly inadequate. The

resulting increase in “stress (Selye)” may lead to

an “increased rate of wear and tear” in the or

ganism, in predisposed individuals eventually lead

ing to disease of one type or another.

Should this be so, one might expect (a) that a

great variety of stimuli, physical as well as psycho

social, would, directly or indirectly (cf. Mason,

1971), evoke physiological responses, some fea

tures of which (e.g. changes in sympathoadreno

medullary activity and possibly in plasma lipid

level)

are stereotyped and nonspecific, (b) that

a positive and statistically significant relationship

should exist between the degree of e.g. life

change (Rahe, 1969) and sympathoadrenomedul

lary activity (e.g. as reflected in adrenaline excre

tion), and between life change and various types

of morbidity, and (c) that e.g. hyperlipoproteine

mia should predict not only death in degenerative

myocardial disease but also death in general,

being a mechanism and/or a precursor in a non

specifically evoked pathogenetic process. Evidence

supporting these hypotheses wouid point to the

existence of a common, general, nonspecific factor

in the pathogenic process, in addition to a number

of more or less specific ones.

One of the crucial points in this chain of rea

j soning is that “stress (Selye)” can be evoked by
/1 every or almost every change, including psycho-

social change. This would mean that increases in
“stress

(Selye)” should occur as concomitants not

Extremely
only of psychological reactions usually described

pleasant as unpleasant but also of those described as clearly

pleasurable, cf. figure 1:2. If this is so, flot only

the unpleasant reactions but the pleasant ones too

should be accompanied by “an increased rate of

wear and tear in the organism”. This aspect of

psychophysiological relationships lias been almost

totally neglected in the past.

Over the past few decades the concept of

“stress” bas become increasingly popular and is

now often used by many behavioral scientists and

by laymen to indicate a sequence of events that

almost by definition are regarded as annoying.

distressful, and/or noxious and harmful. This is

flot the way the term is used here. True, Selye

and others usually assume that “stress (Selye)”

is positively related to “the rate of wear and tear

in the organism”, thus being potentially harmful

at least from the viewpoint of an internist. How

ever, one should flot forget that “stress (Selye)”

or certain aspects of it may very well be beneficial

from, say, the perforinance viewpoint, particularly

when the performance involves physical activity.

As to psychological performance, an inverted-U

relationship has often been demonstrated between

efficiency and arousal level, cf. O’Hanlon (1970)

and Frankenhaeuser (1971). In a long series of

studies, Frankenhaeuser and her group have

shown that high adrenaline excretors usualiy per

form significantly better in tasks involving per

ceptual confliet, choice-reaction, and under-stimu

lation, but flot in those involving over-stirnulation,

where the opposite is the case (for review of these

studies, see Frankenhaeuser, 1971).

1.4 Type of evidence to be reviewed
The relationships shown diagramatically in figure

1:1 have been studied in several kinds of investiga

tion, in animais and in man.

“STRESS (SELVE)”

N

Extremely
uripleasant

/
z

— EXPERIENCE CONTINUUM

Figure 1:2. Theoretical model regarding the relation
between physiological stress as defineci by Selye and
pleasant, indifferent, and unpleasant experiences of
various environmental stimuli, e.g. “life change”. Note
that the physiological stress level is lowest during in
difference but neyer goes down to zero. Pleasant as
well as unpleasant emotional arousal is accompanied
by an increase in physiological stress (but not neces
sarily in distress).

Figure 1.1. A theoretical model for psychosocially
mediated disease. The combined effect of psycho
social stimuli (1) and the psychobiological program
(2) determines the psychological and physiological
reactions [mechanisms (3), e.g. stress] of each mdi
vidual. These may, under certain circumstances, lead

10 precursors of disease (4) and to disease itself (5).
This sequence of events can be promoted or coun
teracted by interacting variables (6). The sequence is
flot a one-way process but constitutes part of a
cybernetic system with continuous feed-back (Kagan
and Levi, 1972).
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In neurophysiological studies, different parts of

the brain have been stimulated chemically or

electrically and concurrent psychic and physiologie

reactions have been measured (Bajusz and Jas

min, 1964; Nalbandov, 1963) to clarify pathogenic

mechanisms. In studies making use of psycho

logical, sociological and epidemiological methods,

groups of patients and matched control groups of

healthy subjects have been compared for recent

or premorbid exposure to various psychosocial

stimuli, or with respect to “program” or inter

acting variables. Studies have been prospective

or retrospective. They show associations between

psychosocial stimuli or interacting variables and

mechanisms; and between mechanisms and pre

cursors of disease; and between psychosocial

stimuli and disease. Attempts have also been made

to assess the relative importance of genetic and

environmental factors in the pathogenic process

by comparing uniovular and biovular twins who

were subjected to different environmental in

fluences after birth. Studies have also been made

of the entire pathogenic process as represented in

figure 1:1, subjects or groups with certain char

acteristics being exposed to psychosocial stimuli

assumed to be noxious, and the reactions in terms

of mechanisms, precursors and disease being

studied over time. Studies with precursors and

diseases as endpoints have been made on animais,

and analogies have been made with respect to

corresponding processes in man. Generally, two

classes of psychosocial stimuli have been applied:

the specific, and the non-specific (cf. Wolff, 1960).

The specific stimuli have little or no effect in

themselves and assume significance only because

of their capacity to act as signals and symbols.

The nature and degree of the psychological and

physiological reactions they evoke are dependent

mainly on individual past experience. Symbols

that are gravely threatening to a certain individual

may be meaningless to a neutral observer, and

vice versa.

The other approach involves non-specific stim

uli, which influence the mechanisms in almost

every subject whatever his past experiences, ai

though the degree of the reaction may vary con

siderably from individual to individual.

DEPRIVATION
eg. understimulation -

— STIMULATION CONTINUUM

Figure 1:3. Theoretical model regarding the relation
between physiological stress as defined by Selye and
various levels of stimulation. According to this hypo
thesis, deprivation of stimuli as well as excess is ac
companied by an increase in “stress (Selye)”.

In both cases, the responses are markedly

modified by a great number of interacting vari

ables. Some of these variables have been experi

mentally manipulated.

Some of these studies will be referred to below

as evidence of a relationship between psycho

social stimuli, interacting variables. mechanisms,

precursors of disease, and disease. Where possible

we wiil indicate whether this relationship is cer

tain, probable, or speculative.

1.5 Psychosocial stimuli and physiological

mechanisms

1.5.1 Some general considerations

First we will discuss some of the psychosocial

stimuli that have been suspected to be pathogenic,

under certain circumstances and in certain in

dividuals.

As mentioned above, every psychosocial (or

physical) environmental change can evoke “stress

(Selye)”. A perusal of the literature leaves the

reader with the impression that the relationship

between psychosocial stimulation and “stress

(Selye)” can be best described as a U-shaped

curve, cf. figure 1:3. The highest stress levels are

usually found at the extremes of the stimulation

continuum, i.e. during exposure ta over- or under

stimulation. In general, deprivation or excess of

almost any influence is found to be stress pro

voking in Selye’s sense of the word. For instance,

high stress levels may be induced during sensory

deprivation and sensory overload, in response to

extreme affluence as weIl as to extreme poverty,

parental overprotection as well as parental de

privation, extreme permissiveness as well as ex

treme restriction of action, etc.; for discussion,

see Kagan and Levi (1971, 1972), and Carlestam

and Levi (1971). William Cowper (1731—1800)

obviously refers to a similar relationship, empha

sizing that “Absence of occupation is flot rest/ A

mmd quite vacant is a mmd distressed” (Retire-

ment 1. 623).

In an impressive series of studies, Rahe (1969)

has demonstrated the pathogenic significance of
the degree of life change, although his studies did

flot cover the mechanisms involved. Rahe’s model

of the relationship between life change (the sum

of pleasant and unpleasant changes) and morbidity

seems to be unipolar, i.e. the higher the life

change, the greater the risk for subsequent mor

bidity. One is tempted to consider whether the

model shown in figure 1:3 is applicable ta Rahe’s

general hypothesis too. If so, life change could

be just another example of stimulation, which

would mean that very low as welL as very high

degrees of life change would be accompanied by

high levels of “stress (Selye)”.

Examples of experimental psychosocial stimuli

will be given later in the present chapter and in

the next one. Suffice it to emphasize that many of

the stimuli are flot “purely” psychosocial, and that

very often the experimental or “ral life” con

dition exposed the subject to a rather complex

mixture of stimuli, which makes it extremely dif

ficult indeed to demonstrate that a certain reac

tian, precursor or disease is causally related to

this or that specific psychosocial stimulus.

In his penetrating discussion of the “non-spe

cificity” concept in stress theory, Mason (1971)

further emphasizes the difficulties implied in ail

attempts to partial out the primary effects of
purely physical stimuli (e.g. cold, heat, physical

trauma, physical exertion) from the secondary

effects elicited by psychologicai reactions to them.
At least with reference ta adrenocortical func
tian, he puts forward the alternative hypothesis
that the non-specificity and stress concepts should
be regarded flot as physiological but rather as

behavioural, i.e. invoiving a higher level of central

nervous system function than was previousiy

realized.—Although it would have been tempting

ta carry this discussion further, it does flot fail

directiy within the scope of the present discourse

(which is centered on the responses to psycho

social stimuli oniy) and wiil therefore not be

deait with in more detail.

The mechanisms demonstrated to be infiuenced

by such psychosocial stimuli can be classified into

the foliowing rather broad categories:

— mental (higher nervous) processes

— endocrine processes, especially hypophvseal.

adrenal and thyroid function

— lymphatic and immunoreactive processes

— other physiological processes.

In the present context we will focus on the

endocrine mechanisms, particulariy on the secre

tian of adrenaline, noradrenaline, corticosteroids

and thyroxine. Although there probably are many

other endocrine mechanisms, these have been

considered particularly relevant and studied most.

1.5.2 Sympathoadrenomeduliary activity

It is well established that the sympathoadreno

medullary systen2 is influenced by a great varietv

of psychosocial stimuli in animais as well as in

man (cf. e.g. Selye, 1960). It bas been claimed

that if a sympathoadrenomedullary stimulation

lasts too long or is repeated too often, the result

viil first be functional disturbances in various

organs and organ systems (cf. Dunbar, 1954). It

bas further been hypothesized that such a dys.

function, if long-standing and/or intense, may re

suit in permanent structural changes of pathogenic

significance at least in predisposed individuals

(Nodine and Moyer, 1962; Raab, 1966; Wolf and

Goodeil, 1968). The theory that the sympatho

adrenomedullary system reacts by an increased

secretion of adrenaline in various emergency

states, including those elicited by psychosocial

stimuli, was put forward by Cannon and sum

marized by him as early as 1929. Twenty-five

years passed, however, before this increased se

cretion was actually demonstrated.

In 1954, using Euler’s new, sensitive fluor

imetric methods, Euler and Lundberg first de-
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monstrated an increased urinary catecholamine

excretiOfl in airforce pilots and passengerS during

ordinary flight, and they attributed this to the

psychosocial stimuli arising from the situation to

which the subjects were exposed. In 1957 and

1958, Elmadjian, Hoagland and their collaboratorS

at the Worchester FoundatiOn published data

demonstrating an enhanced urinary catecholamine

excretion in professional hockey players as well

as in amateur boxers and psychiatric patients in

situations comprising a variety and combination

of psychosocial and physical stimuli (Elmadjian,

1963). Using a composite program of emotionally

charged films, a stimulus that can be considered

to be rather “purely” psychosocial, Euler et al.

(1959) demonstrated that this type of stimulus was

equally effective in evoking such catecholamifle

reactioflS.

Since then, enhanced syrnpathoadrefl0medUly

activity has been demonstrated in response to a

wide variety of situations comprising psycho

social stimuli, such as matriculation and other

exams (Bogdonoff et al., 1959, 1960; Pekkarinen

et al., 1961; Pàtkai et al., 1967), centrifuge rides

(Silverman and Cohen, 1960; Frankenhaeuser

et al., 1962; Goodail, 1962; Berman and Pettitt,

1961), extensive medical examinationS (Ulvedal

et al., 1963), dental treatment (Weiss et al., 1965),

acrobatic, supersonic and space flight (N.A.S.A.,

1961; Klepping et al., 1963; Colehour and Gray

biel, 1964; Hale, 1965), motor-car driving (Smith

and Bennet, 1958; Schmid and Meythaler, 1964),

water immersion (Goodail et al., 1964), sensory

deprivation (Mendelson et al., 1960; Cohen et al.,

1961 a), hospital admission (ToIson et al., 1965;

Nelson et al., 1966), and a variety of laboratory

situations characterised by over-stimulation, un

der-stimulation, anticipation, and conflict (Fran

kenhaeuSer, 1971).

These studies clearly imply exposure to psycho

social (several of them also to physical) stimuli.

However, some of these exposureS have been of

relatively short duration, while others clearly do

not belong to the everyday experienCe of an

ordinary population.

However, a number of the stimuli used in

studies at our laboratory (Friiberg et al., 1971)

do relate closely to habituai activity and some

have been of prolonged duration. In laboratory

studies, groups of subjects have been exposed to

a variety of psychosocial stimuli including: (a)

simulated industrial work (sorting of steel halls),

(b) simulated office work (proof reading), (c) ap

pearance before an audience, (d) film programs

chosen to induce anxiety, aggressivefleSS, and

other emotional reactions, (e) simulated psycho

motor tasks, and (f) prolonged function under

simulated ground combat conditions. In a series

of field studies, the reactions of various occupa

tional groups to real life stimuli have been studied,

namely the stimuli arising from the subjects’ own

work situation. These situations included those

facing (a) telephone operators, (b) invoicing clerks

and IBM operators paid a salary, (c) the same

subjects paid on a piece-wage basis, (d) office

clerks subjected to changes in work environmeflt

(conventional offices and office landscapeS, and

different noise levels), (e) supermarket cash desk

girls (during rush hours and ordinary conditions),

(f) paper mill workers working in three shifts,

night and day, and (g) engine-drivers working ir

regular shifts at various seasons.

Further data indicating an increased liberation

of catecholamifles in response to a variety of

psychosocial stimuli or in different states of emo

tional arousal have been presented by Eiduson

et al. (1957), Sulkowitch et al. (1957), Regan

and Reilly (1958), Bergsman (1959), Nilsson

(1960), Shatalova and Myager (1960), Friedman

et al. (1960), Cohen et al. (1961 b), Sloane et al.

(1964), Hames et al. (1965), and Goudonnet

(1971) and reviewed by Hoagland (1961), Sourkes

(1962), Euler (1965), SchildkraUt (1965), Kety

(1966), FrankenhaeuSer (1967), Graham et al.

(1967), Mason (1968 b), and O’Hanlon (1970).

Briefly, then, this “annotated bibliography”

clearly indicates that psychosocial stimuli do,

indeed, influence sympathoadrefl0medy activ

ity.

1.5.3 AdrenocortiCal activity

Increased adrenal cortical activity has been noted

in response to hospitalizatiOn (Mason et al., 1965),

anticipation of laboratory procedures (Mason,

1959; Persky et al., 1959), thoracic surgery (Price

et al., 1957), medical exams (Bliss et al., 1956),

psychiatric interviews (Hetzel et al., 1955; Oken

et aI., 1960; Persky et al., 1958), pursuit-meter

operation and psychological tests (Freeman et al.,

1944; Korchin and Herz, 1960), motor-car driving

(Frost et al., 1951; Hill et al., 1956), participa

tion in flying activities (Craven and Smith, 1955;

Hale et al., 1958; Colehour, 1964), or in intense

combat action (Elmadjian, 1955; Pace et ai,

1956), whereas viewing Disney nature-study films

actually lowered the 17-hydroxycorticosteroids in

plasma (Handlon et al., 1962).

For review in the field of psychosocial stimuli

and adrenal cortical response see Hamburg (1963),

Berkun et al. (1962), Rubin and Mandeil (1966),

and Mason (1968 a). Briefly, it is generally agreed

that adrenal cortical stimulation occurs in re

sponse to a variety of psychosocial stimuli, but

that the hypophyseo-adrenocorticl system reacts

more slowly and requires somewhat higher stim

ulus intensities before reacting than does the

hypothalamo-adrenomedullary system. A very

comprehensive discussion of the reactions of the

hypophyseo-adrenocortical system is to be found

in Yates and Maran (1972).

1.5.4 Thyroid activity

The evidence concerning the relationship between

psychosocial stimuli and thyroid function is less

conclusive and will therefore be presented and

discussed in more detail. Stimulation of the an

terior hypothalamus or median eminence as well

as of the hippocampal formation produces a de

finite increase in thyroid hormone secretion, as

does stimulation of the cervical sympathetic nerve

and of the vagal nerve (McKenzie and Solomon,

1964). According to Rees and Moli (1968), the

hypothalamus is involved in the maintenance of
the secretion rate of thyroid stimulating hormone

(TSH) under normal conditions, possibly through
the mediation of a thyrotropin-releasing factor

(McKenzie and Solomon, 1967). A Iong-acting
thyroid stimulator (LATS), probably of pathogenic

significance in Graves’ disease, bas also been re
ported (McKenzie, 1966; McKenzie and Solomon,
1967; Hetzel, 1968). Recently, Persky et al. (1968)
2—723033

reported a statistically significant relationship

between LATS and Thematic Aperception Test

(TAT) and Holtzman test hostility content, as well

as between emotional arousal and TSH.

A variety of hormones, the catecholamines

probably being the most potent and physiological

iy important, have been reported to influence

thyroid function. Thus, adrenaline injection in

man bas been reported to raise TSH and protein

bound iodine (PBI) levels, without, however,

altering iodine uptake (Johnston, 1965); on the

other hand, Reiss et aI. (1949) report an in

creased uptake, with a maximum 3—4 hours after

the injection. As with the related problem of

stressor effects on thyroid function, part of the

controversy is probably explained by the tendency

to apply resuits obtained in animal experiments to

considerations of thyroid physiology in man; fur

thermore, there is a time and a dose dependency

of catecholamine-provoked thyroid reaction. Small

doses probably increase and larger doses inhibit

thyroid secretion, cf. Siiderberg (1958) and Ramey

(1966). Ackerman and Arons (1958) report that

the stimulating effect of adrenaline is exerted

directly on the thyroid gland, because the effect

is flot abolished by hypophysectomy in dogs. The

picture is further complicated by the simul

taneous increase in thyroid hormone elimination

reported to occur in response to catecholamine

infusion, cf. Pitt-Rivers (1960), Ackerman and

Arons (1958) and LaRoche and Johnson (1967).

As mentioned in the above review, it has been

found that emotional reactions due to psycho

social stimuli are accompanied by a marked in

crease in adrenal cortical and medullary activity

in humans, cf. Levi (1968). Most conspicuously,

there is a rise in catecholamine excretion, some

times to levels indicative of phaeochromocytoma.

It is conceivable that these endogenous catechola
mines affect thyroid function in much the same

way as do exogenous catecholamines, and, if so,

one or more links in the hypothalamic-hypophy

seal-thyroidal chain are used as a target area.

Against this background, many studies have

been made in which animals have been exposed

to various environmental stimuli. The resuits are

diverse and conflicting. This may be due, at least
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in part, to (a) differences in the time chosen for

measurement of thyroid activity in relation to

the preceding stimulus exposure, (b) specific ef

fects of the various stimulus procedures applied,

and (c) reactions specific to the species of mam

mais used in the experiments, in addition to the

more obvious factors of (d) assay methods, (e)

variations in attempts to control extraneous in

fluences like dietary and nondietary iodine in

take, and (f) criteria of thyroid function. Some

of the Soviet studies, making use of conditioned

reflex techniques, have been summarized by

Amiragova (1959). She conciudes that the cerebral

cortex exerts its influence on the thyroid gland

through neuro-humorai pathways, a variety of

“higher nervous stimuli” increasing the liberation

of thyroid hormone. Similarly, exposure of mice

to cats, which might be considered as a “psycho

social” stimulus, significantly increased the thyroid

uptake of J131 (Rantanen et al. 1965, cf. also

Eickhoff 1967). Giving 1131 to tame rabbits ex

posed to barking dogs, Kracht (1954) demon

strated that “elimination of thyroid-stored iodine

began 10—30 minutes after stress, though flot

with equal intensity” as in wild animais subjected

to the same stimuli.

Exposure of sheep to insertion of a cannula

into the jugular vein has been reported to pro

duce rapïd but transient rises in plasma protein

bound iodine (PBI) and PBI’3’ (Falconer and

Hetzel, 1964). Subsequently, after these changes

had subsided, similar rises were demonstrable

after a series of firework explosions, and, most

consistentiy, after exposure to a barking dog.

These rises lasted up to 2 hours. The same authors

report that restraint was followed by an increase

in PBI’31, but after training no such effect was

observed.

Using the conditioned avoidance technique in

monkeys, Mason et al. (1961, 1968 d) report slow

but proionged elevations in plasma butanoi ex

tractable iodine. With a similar experimental

design, Harrison et al. (1966) and Harrison (1968,

personai communication) induced thyroid hyper

secretion, which, however, was flot seen in every

monkey and did flot bear a direct reiationship to

the degree of emotional upset observed.

As to previous studies in man, a number have

attempted to relate different psychiatric clinical

states (for review see Hamburg and Lunde, 1967;

McKenzie and Solomon, 1967; Dewhurst et al.,

1968 a; Mason, 1968 c) and fluctuations in these

states to the thyroid function of the patients in

question. Thus, oard et ai. (1956) report PBI

leveis distinctly higher than in controls in 30

patients within 24 hours of their admission to the

psychiatric section of a generai hospital. Simiiarly,

Hetzei et ai. (1956) report increases in serum

PBI in euthyroid patients subjected to stressful

real-life experiences. Related resuits have been

reported by Kleinsorge et al. (1962).

Sensory deprivation experiments inducing anx

iety and depression have also been reported to

evoke increased plasma levels of TSH (Zucker

man et al., 1966). Using the opposite type of

emotional stimulus—an arousing film (“Wages of

Fear”)—Aiexander et al. (1961) and Flagg et al.

(1965) demonstrated that the viewing procedure

was accompanied by significant PBI and PBI’3’

increases, particularly in hyperthyroid subjects.

Wolff (1953) describes fluctuations in plasma

protein-bound iodine in association with exposure

to stressful life experiences. Increases of as much

as 100 per cent were recorded in some subjects.

Some changes took place within an hour of the be

ginning of the stimulus exposure, a psychiatric in

terview. In a similar investigation, Tingley et al.

(1958) examined the protein-bound iodine on

control days as weli as on stress days (exams for

the medical student subjects) and found significant

increases during the latter conditions. Simiiarly,

three out of four medical students, exposed to an

important examination, reacted with a significant

elevation of thyroidal 1132 uptake (Crooks, 1968).

More recently, Persky et ai. (1968) and Dewhurst

et al. (1968 b) have reported a statisticaiiy signif

icant relationship between emotionai reactions

of various kinds and TSH levels. Exposing a total

of 63 army officers and corporals to a 75 hour

vigii including 72 hours of intellectuai perfor

mance and/or performance in an eiectronic shoot

ing range under controlled environmental condi

tions, Johansson et al. (1970) demonstrated a

highly significant increase in protein-bound iodine,

in individual cases to levels ciearly above what
are usually considered normal limits. Part of this

study is to be reported in detail in Chapter 7.
Briefly, then, it may be concluded that a variety

of psychosocial stimuli may elicit significant in

creases in protein-bound iodine as well as in other

indices of thyroxine release, in animais as weil as

in man.

1.5.5 Psychosocial stimuli: influence on human

physiology

Thus, there is good evidence for a variety of ef

fects of psychosocial stimuli on neuroendocrine

function. The neuroendocrine reactions thus elicit

ed can, theoretically, in turn influence ail or

nearly ail existing physiological variables.

The thyroid hormones have been shown to

increase the turnover of carbohydrates, iipids,

calcium, and magnesium, the heart rate and con

tractility, and total peripheral resistance, the se

cretion of hydrocortisone and growth hormone,

and the sensitivity of some tissues to the cate

cholamines. The catecholamines are powerful

vasoactive agents with pronounced effects on

carbohydrate and lipid metabolism. The adrenai

cortical hormones regulate, among other things,

the carbohydrate metabolism and the metabolism

of minerals and water. Consequently, a very large

number of physiological processes are influenced,

directly or indirectly.

In summary, we know that psychosocial stimuli

cause physiological changes, which in turn could

lead to precursors and disease.

1.6 Interacting variables, precursors, and
disease
Interacting variables may be predisposing or pro
tective. Either may be extrinsic (environmental)

or intrinsic.

Many predisposing interacting variables that
appear to be physicai in nature may have a
psychical element, e.g. heat, noise, overcrowding,

malnutrition, cf. Mason (1971).
Many of the protective interacting variables

are of a psychosocial origin, e.g. habituation, ad
aptation, coping, and substitution.

Partiy depending upon the presence, or absence,

of such interacting variables, psychosocial stimuli

may or may flot influence physiological mecha

nisms, precursors, or even disease itself.

Some of the psychosocially evoked changes in

physiological function do in turn evoke proprio

ceptive signais to the cerebral cortex. In some

individuals, and under certain circumstances, even

perfectly “normal” signais of this type may be

interpreted by the individual as symptoms of

disease (as in the case of hypochondriasis). If the

psychosocial stimulation exemplified above is pro

nounced, prolonged, or often repeated, and/or if

the organism is predisposed to react because of

the presence of predisposing or absence of pro

tective interacting variables, the results may be

hyper-, hypo- or dysfunction in one or more

organs and organ systems. Examples of such re

actions are tachycardia and palpitations, vasovagal

syncope, pain of vasomotor or muscular origin,

hyperventilation, increased or decreased gastro

intestinal peristalsis etc. These reactions may, but

need not, be accompanied by unpleasant emo

tional reactions like anxiety, depression, apprehen

sion, etc.

It is often postulated that the development of

psychosocially induced diseases is preceded by a

“precursor” state characterized by malfunction

of mental and physiological systems without ap

parent disability.

However, as mentioned in connection with the

definitions, it is sometimes impossible to demar

cate the mechanisms from the precursors or from

disease itself. This is particularly so when, in

clinicai practice, the mechanism and, more often,

the precursor, is given the disease label, e.g. as

in the case of “gastro-intestinal distress”. Thus,

there is no sharp borderline between “normal”

reactions on the one hand and hypochondriacal

reactions and psychological and/or physiological

dysfunction characterized as precursors or diseases

on the other. Besides, the definition of the level

where normality ends and disease begins is closely

interrelated with the social psychology of labelling

(Mechanic, 1970). For reviews of evidence con

cerning the reactions described above the reader

is referred to e.g. Dunbar (1954), Tanner (1960),

I
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Simon et al. (1961), Bykov (1959), Roessier and

Greenfield (1962), Teitelbaum (1964), Gelihorn

and Loofbourrow (1963), Delius and Fahrenberg

(1966), Wolf and Goodeil (1968), Lader (1969)

and Levi (1971).

Further, psychosocial stimuli may also influence

health by impeding recovery and aggravating

disabiiity, whatever the etiology of the primary

disease. Such a psychosocially induced response

may be rooted e.g. in an intense anxiety over the

disease or the situation, and possibly complicated

by secondary gains such as utilization of the

disease as a means of avoiding responsibility,

justifying one’s incapacity and providing a release

from social pressure.

The precursors and diseases mentioned above

are ail clearly influenced by psychosocial stimuli.

They are ail characterized by disturbed function

of one type or another, but presumably flot by

more or less chronic functional or even structural

changes. The role of psychosocial stimuli in the

etiology and pathogenesis of “psychosornatic dis

eases” where such changes have taken place (as

in the case of peptic ulcer, bronchial asthma, es

sential hypertension, thyrotoxicosis, and degenera

tive heart disease) is less clear, partly because so

littie is known about the etiology and patho

genesis of these disorders.

According to some of the hypotheses men

tioned above, the human organism’s pattern of

response to a variety of environmental stimuli,

including the psychosocial ones, constitutes a

phylogenetically old adaptational process (“stress”

in Selye’s sense), preparing the organism for phys

ical activity, usually for fight or fiight. However

purposeful these activities may have been in the

dawn of the history of rnankind, they have ceased

to be very adequate in the adaptation of modem

man to the endless number of socioeconomic

changes, social and psychological conflicts, and

threats invoived in living in a highly industrialized

modem, urban society. Furthermore for social

reasons, man bas to repress rnany of bis emotional

outlets and motor activities. This creates a situa

tion in which there might very well be a disin

tegration between the expression of emotion, the

neuroendocrine concomitants of emotion and the

psychomotor activities likely to accompany such

emotion. For exampie, in a marital or occupa

tional setting, modem man may feel anxiety or

aggression and exhibit the neuroendocrine con

comitants of the emotional reaction without

showing it in his facial expression or verbal or

gross motor behaviour. On the other hand, situa

tions do occur when man is compelled to ex

hibit emotional expressions and to perform phys

ically or verbally in a way grossly incongruous

with his actual neuroendocrine and emotional

state. If this “stress” pattern of response to psy

chosocial stimuli and/or this psychophysiological

discrepancy lasts long enough, it has been suspect

ed to be of pathogenic significance. Indeed, pro-

cesses of this kind have been claimed to con

stitute a major factor in the etiology of several

diseases in the field of internai medicine. An early

notice on this psychosornatic reiationship is to be

found in Ecclesiasticus 30: 24 (about 200 B.C.),

indicating that “envy and wrath shorten the life”.

The evidence for and against this and related

hypotheses cornes primarily frorn animal experi

ments, epidemiological studies, and physiological

measurements and observations in clinical prac

tice. A detailed presentation and discussion of

such data fait outside the scope of this chapter. In

this context, it may suffice to recail the proposed

relation between psychosocial stimuli and cate

cholamines, plasma lipids, corticosteroids, thyroid

function, and electrolytes, and to mention the

reiationship between catecholamines, hyperlipide

mia and atherosclerosis, and the combined action

of catecholamines, corticosteroids, thyroid hor

mones and potassium deficiency in degenerative

heart disease.

1.7 Psychosomatic research

1.7.1 Some general considerations

“Scientific study of emotion and of the bodily

changes that accompany diverse emotionai cx

perience marks a new era in medicine. We know

now that many physiological processes which are

of profound significance for health . .. can be

controlled by way of emotions. In this knowledge

we have the key to many problems of prevention

and treatment of iflness.” This was written some

35 years ago, by Flanders Dunbar, in the intro

duction to her first large survey of experimental

and clinical studies in the field of “emotions and

bodily changes”. However, in spite of the in

numerable studies published since, part of which

have been reviewed above, this “key to many

problems of prevention and treatment” bas been

elusive, and we are still confronted with a con

fusing variety of controversial data on psycho

somatic reiationships, not to mention the inter

pretations of and the hypotheses built on these

data (cf. Mason, 1970).

A perusal of the literature in this field, how

ever, leaves the reader with a feeling that part of

this controversy might have been avoided (a) by

more attention being paid to methodological pro

biems, and (b) by subjecting the various links in

the hypotheticai chain of events mentioned above

(figure 1:1) to a more systematic and compre

hensive study. Here, we review previous knowl

edge and suggest some new ways of examining

Mason’s (1970) key question, “What normal body

mechanisms are involved in psychosomatic ill

nesses and how and why do they go wrong?”

Psychosomatic research is primarily concerned

with physiologicai and psychological reactions in

duced by environmental stimuli that are usuaily

referred to as “psychosocial”. In most of the psy

chosomatically oriented medical literature, various

disorders have been related to a number of such

stimuli to which the patients usually are said to

have been exposed prior to and/or in conjunction

with the onset of the particular disease (Levi,

1967).

The constellations of these stimuli inherent in

everyday life—at work, in the family, even in

the clinical situation—are, however, usually very

complex and the interaction with physical stimuli
of many types complicates the picture stiil more.
It is, therefore, very difficult clinicaliy or even

epidemiologically to distinguish between the
various links in the hypothetical chain of events
and to map out the relative importance, if any,
of one or another of the many psychosocial in
fluences.

As a complement to ciinicai and epidemio

logicai studies, researchers in various disciplines

and parts of the world have increasingiy made

use of psychophysiological and psychoendocrine

experiments by exposing an individuai or a group

to various stimuli, single or combined, intense or

moderate, of long or short duration, etc. Or a

stimulus bas been applied to various individuals

or groups—patients and “healthy controls”,

femaies and maies, young and old, extroverts and

introverts, people who do or do not make use

of various coping mechanisms, etc. In either case,

we may want to study psychologicai and!or phys

iologicai functions at various levels of complexity,

using different methods of measurement and dif

ferent “languages” in describing the reactions and

their underlying mechanisms. Theoretically, we

wouid like to study the entire sequence of events

in alt relevant groups when exposed to ail re

levant stimuli, the measurements comprising ail

relevant variables. This, of course, is flot possible.

Therefore, in medical research, we are likeiy to

concentrate on stimuli and mechanisms suspected

by some as potentially of pathogenic significance,

or on individuals or groups iikely to be more (or

less) at risk than the general population.

1.7.2 The stimuli

The use of different kinds of functional and pro

vocation tests bas long been practised in phys

ioiogy and clinical medicine, the patient being ex

posed to such stimuli as physical work, ACTH,

insuiin, cold, and aliergens, in order to test the

quality and quantity of bis response. The psycho

physiological experiment makes use of psycho

social stimuli in a corresponding way, by exposing

subjects ta (a) threats to self-esteem or physicai

integrity, (b) various types of high or low sensory

input, (c) open-ended situations, or (d) environ-

mental change in generai, of varying magnitude,

frequency, and/or veiocity.

As already mentioned, these stimuli may be

specific, i.e. have a special meaning for the sub

ject, or non-specific, that is to say active to some

extent on ail individuals irrespective of the sub

ject’s genetically and environmentally determined

psychobiological “programming” (cf. Wolff,

1960).

I
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In a review of psychophysiological “stress”

studies, Harris et al. (1956) classify experiments

of this type according to the kind and duration of

stimulus employed. According to these authors,

short-term stimuli may be exemplified and cate

gorized into

• Failure stressors (e.g. subjects told about pre

vious failures but given one more chance to

solve insoluble problems).

• Workload, pacing and distraction stressors

(e.g. subjects have to perform a task, some

times at above-normal speed, sometimes being

distracted by meaningful or meaningless

noises, flasliing lights, electric shocks, etc.).

• Fear-inducing stressors (real or simulated

threats of criticism, of being fired, of physical

danger; or unpredictability implied in the

stimulus situation, etc.).

Long-term stimuli are similarly subdivided into

four categories:

• Combat stressors (subjects are exposed to at

tack situations or a defensive stand over long

periods of time).

Stressors of hazardous duty (i.e. of submarine

and aircraft personnel, or soldiers near the

front une area but flot in actual battle).

Stressors of confinement and isolation (i.e.

submarine or astronaut duty, prison confine

ment, low sensory input).

Prolonged performance stressors (vigilance

tests, monotonous work etc. resulting in fati

.

.

.

gue).

Most of the short-teum studies have been per

formed in psychological or physiological labora

tories, whereas the long-term stressors are often

given in a “real life” setting. Many of the labora

tory studies have been well designed scientifically

but may lack realism and meaning to the subjects

tested. The real-life situations, on the other hand,

usually have been realistic enough but in many

cases badly controlled, and so their resuits are

indecisive.

1.7.3. Interacting variables

It is common knowledge that different individuals

do flot react identically to any given stimulus or

set of stimuli. Neither does an individual react

identically on various occasions even if we try

to keep the stimulus conditions reasonably con

stant. The reasons for this inter- and intrain

dividual variability are manifold: processes like

habituation, adaptation, learning, and coping;

constitutional factors, genetic as well as acquired;

group interaction, interaction effects with other

stimuli—just to mention a few. Factors like these

must be taken into account when choosing our

subjects, and the circumstances for their study.

1.7.4 Reactions

On the reaction side, a study of “emotions and

bodily changes” usually implies simultaneous de

termination of these two sets of variables and an

analysis of the relation between them, if any.

Trying this, we face a series of problems. Need

less to say, the actual, subjective experiences of

our subjects are not accessible to direct measure

ment, neither are the basic neuroendocrine pro-

cesses which are closely linked to these experi

ences. We have to be content with mere indirect

studies of these phenomena, e.g. the subject’s

verbal report of his experiences, or measurements

of hormone levels in body fluids.

A very large number of such psychological and

physiological variables have been described and

measured in man’s response to various psycho

social stimuli. Psychological responses have been

measured by direct observation, by interviews,

questionnaires and projective techniques. A great

number of physiological measurements have deait

with various aspects of cardiovascular, respiratory,

gastro-intestinal and renal function, each study

usually focusing on a few variables, and without

paying much attention to the underlying physio

logical mechanisms, treating them as a “physio

logical black box” (Mason, 1970).

1.7.5 What to measure, and why

Another set of studies—including those by the

present author—have deait not so much with

specific organ functions but with the more basic,

integrative aspects of physiological response, i.e.

the neuroendocrine reactions. During the last two

decades, chromatographic, isotope. immunoassay,

microspectrophotometric and fluorimetric rnethods

of measurement have become available that allow

a relatively detailed study of functions related to

what is commoniy called the hypophyseo-adreno

cortical and the hypothalamico-adrenomedullary

axes. In man, these functions have usually been

studied by determining various hormones (and

compounds influenced by these hormones) in

blood, urine, liquor and in various tissues.

In some of these studies, the psychological re

sponses were assessed simultaneously, with respect

to self-ratings by the subjects, and to performance

when work of one type or another was involved.

The primary target for the studies conducted

at our laboratory has been the human organism’s

sympathoadrenomedullary activity {measured as

the urinary excretion of adrenaline and noradren

aime, analyzed fluorimetrically, Euler and Lishaj

ko (1961)1. This set of variables was chosen for

several reasons. First, the responses of the sym

pathoadrenomedullary

system have been studied

less than those of the adrenocortical system, part

ly because satisfactory methods for assay of

hormones belonging to the last-named system have

been availabie for a longer period of time. Second,

it is known that the catecholamines may play im

portant roles in the physiology of the human

organism, in health as well as in disease. Third,

eariier studies conducted by the present author

and by others gave reason to suspect a rather

close relationship between sympathoadrenomedul

lary and psychological function.

Some of the studies comprised measurements

of other physiological variables as well (e.g. plas

ma lipids, erythrocyte sedimentation rate, serum

iron, protein-bound iodine, urine flow and spe

cific gravity, urinary creatinine, ECG pattern),

to provide data relevant to specific objectives of

the study.

1.8 General objectives of the studies to be
presented
It is the purpose of the rest of this monograph

to discuss methodological issues and to present

five typical investigations from our laboratory.

They were carried out over a four-year period

(1962—65) and ail had the following general ob

jectives in mmd.

Firstly, to ascertain whether, and, if so, to

what extent exposure to some psychosocial stim

uli encountered by modem man (e.g. piece-work)

actually elicits significant changes in sympatho

adrenomedullary and other physiological functions

as reflected in changes in a number of blood and

urine constituents. Shouid this be so, it may turn

out to be necessary to take the psychosocial situa

tion of the patient into account when ciinically

interpreting laboratory data on these constituents.

Secondly, to find out whether any physiological

reactions provoked in this way have a reasonably

high and steady correlation with the subjective

state experienced and, one may hope, reported

by the subject. The objective wouid be to see if

the physiological reactions could be used as a

predictor or index of subjective reactions in cases

where these are not readily accessible to direct

measurement with psychological methods (Euler,

1964 and 1965), as an index which cannot be

masked by verbal or overt behaviour (cf. Mason,

1970).

Thirdly, to study possible interindividual dif

ferences in the “programming” of the organism

as reflected in differences in different groups’

(males and females) reactions to identical stimuli.

Fourthly, to sec if physiological reactions to

psychosocial stimuli experienced under relativeiy

long-term conditions were similar to those pro

duced in acute laboratory experiments.

Fifthly, to identify mechanisms by which psy

chosocial stimuli are likely to lead to disease.

Much of the discussion to be presented in the

following chapters is based on the “stress (Selye)”

concept. As repeatedly emphasized by Selye, this

concept should be regarded as a working hypoth

esis, to be evaluated and re-evaluated with re

fined methods. The use of this concept does not

necessarily imply an unconditional acceptance

of an absolu te “non-specificity”. Clearly, there

is a progressively greater burden of proof involved

as we move through the sequence of hypotheses

that a particular bodily response is evoked (a) in

a relativeiy great diversity of situations, to (b) by

a relatively great diversity of stimuli, to (e) by

“every stimulus”. At the present stage, ail of these

hypotheses seem to deserve evaluation.
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2.1 Objectives of this review

As mentioned in Chapter 1, a perusal of current

psychoendocrine literature confronts the reader

with a confusing variety of controversial data, flot

to speak of the interpretations of and the hypoth

eses built on these data. Very probably, at least

some of this controversy is due to the failure of

a number of authors to take into account the

numerous extraneous influences and other sources

of error found in this field. Some of these factors

wilI be reviewed and discussed in the present

chapter. Their relative importance may vary from

one investigation to another. If, for example, the

stimulus situation is very intense and dramatic,

the effects of extraneous stimuli may be swal

lowed up in the intense reactions precipitated by

the experimental stimulus. If, on the other hand,

one is concerned with the effects of relatively

subtie stimuli, as in the case of many of the

stimuli of every-day life, the effects of extraneous

influences may completely confuse the resulting

picture and practically rule out an evaluation of

the results.

These extraneous “sources of error” are usually

categorized as primarily psychological and pri

marily physiological. However, there are many

occasions when the category is not clear. The

following perusal, which is not of course ex

haustive, reviews and discusses, on the basis of

current literature and own studies, the effects of

some sources of error considered to be important

and relevant in the context of the present book.

For reasons mentioned above, the categoriza

tion is based on the factor’s quality of (a) a

stimulus, (b) a determinant of the psychobiological

program, (e) an interacting variable, or (d) a

problem related to the measurement of the re

sponse (cf. figure 1:1). A preliminary account

of some of these problems has been published

earlier (Levi, 1967).

2.2 Control conditions acting as extraneous

stimuli

A problem bordering between psychology and

physiology is that of the so-called control periods.

These periods are usually expected and often

automatically assumed to be completely neutral,

characterized as they should be by baseline con

ditions and relaxation. Nevertheless, although the

subjects are not exposed to the experimental stim

uli, they may well be subjected to a variety of

other stimuli during these periods. without the

experimenter being aware of it. In general, psy

chologists seem to be prone to disregard extra

neous physiological stimuli, whereas physiologists

tend to disregard psychological factors. The fol

lowing are some examples of both types.

In sorne investigations, needles or catherers are

placed in the subject’s veins, arteries or various

orifices immediately before or even during the

control period. It is perfectly conceivable that

such stimuli may evoke psychological reactions.

Less attention is paicl to the fact that procedures

like these may induce physiological reactions as

well (Havel and Goldfien, 1959; Stone et al.. 1968),

e.g. a rise in plasma free fatty acids, this reac

tion being modified if the subject is allowed to

verbalize his experiences in this setting (Stone et

al., 1968). If subjects are reassured as to the

benign nature of a laboratory procedure, the

physiological (and psychological) reactions pro

voked by it can be considerably attenuated, as

reflected in the ballistocardiogram, blood pres

sure and heart rate (Reiser et al., 1955). Single

or repeated venipunctures have been shown to

activate the adrenal gland (Cleghorn and Graham,

1949/50; Bayliss, 1955). If the venipuncture is

accompanied by a withdrawal of considerable

quantities of blood, a physiologicai stimulus is

added to the psychological one, leading among

other things to a stimulation of the sympatho

adrenomeduilary system, as manifested in a re

lease of catecholamines (de Schaepdryver, 1958;

Schmid et al., 1964).

Cardiovascular reactions have been demonstrat

ed to occur even during what are usually re

garded as trivial procedures, such as blood pres

sure recordings by the cuff method (Davis et al.,

1955), a finger prick (Ship, 1960), or even pre

sumably neutral verbal reports concerning name,

rank, etc. (Weiner et al., 1962).

The various ingredients of the experimental

situation are especially effective as stimuli if the

subject is facing them for the first time (Curtis

et al., 1968). This threatening quality of a novel

experjence may further be enhanced (or dimin

ished) by several psychosocial factors, which ac

cordingly must be taken into account. These in

clude, among others, (a) extent of previous ac

quaintance with experimenters and co-subjects;

(b) sexual composition of the group; (e) extent

of specific preparation for the procedure; (d) pre

vious volunteer experience; and (e) confidence of

staff at tirne of admission (Fishrnan et al., 1962).

It bas furthermore often been taken for granted

that oniy those stimuli that evoke unpleasant

emotional reactions may evoke physiological re

actions. However, sorne studies do indicate that

stimuli evoking what is usually described as plea

surable emotional responses like joy, pride and

love, may likewise be accompanied by rather

pronounced psychophysiological reactions (Ste

venson, 1950; Davis, 1956/57).

As pointed out by Clynes (1964) psychophys

iological systems often display a sensitivity to the

rate of change of the stimulus rather than to its

(steady state) quantity. Accordingly, every change

in the experimental setting, although flot con

sidered by the experimenter as a stimulus (and

especially flot so if the change is a pleasant one),

may evoke psychophysiologicai responses in the

subjects. Pre-experimental and!or extraneous pro

cedures may thereby evoke equivalent or even

stronger emotional and endocrine responses than

do the intentional stimuli applied during the ex

periment proper (Persky et al., 1959; Corson et

al., 1963; Cook and Wherry, 1950).

It is conceivable that some subjects corne to

the experiment after a quarre! with their husbands

or wives. Others may be worried about their

chiidren or about extraneous factors unknown to

the experimenter. Some people report to the lab

oratory e.g. after a sleepless night, an experience

that bas been shown to be accornpanied by an

increase in adrenaline excretion (Hasselman et al.,

1960). Others report to the laboratory when

fatigued after duty, the higher average values of

e.g. total 17-bydroxycorticosteroids (17-OHCS),

17-ketosteroids and mucoproteins in urine report

ed to occur under such conditions as compared

to off-days (Ishihara and Kamori, 1960) rarely

being taken into account. The potency of such

every-day environmental events bas also been

demonstrated by Mason (1959), who found a

30 per cent fa!! of urinary 17-OHCS in monkeys

over the weekend, when the animais experienced

less contact with the laboratory personnel.

Similarly, the characteristics of the social en

vironinent and the nurnber of exposures to it rnay

influence the psychophysiological reactions (Ma

son and Brady, 1964). During hospitalisation,

adrenal hormone excretion levels have usually

been found to be highest during the first day and

then tend to diminish (Toison et al., 1965, Pek

karinen et al., 1960). Rats, too, exhibit a higher

catecholamine excretion during the first few days

in a new cage (Crawford and Law, 1958).

In some cases there may be a habituation to

such environmental stimuli, resulting in a graduai

decrease in reaction intensity (cf. Levi, 1963). In

others, a repetition of the stimulus may, in con

trast, lead to increasing reactions, depending in

part upon how the stimulus was perceived during

previous exposures.

Some experimenters have made use of sleep

and night rest as reference periods, assuming

these conditions to be true!y basal. However, this

cannot be taken for granted, partiy because rnany

subjects dream quite a lot, and dreams may be

accompanied by rather pronounced reactions in
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physiological variables like heart-rate and blood

pressure as demonstrated by e.g. MacWilliam

(1923), cf. also Bôttiger (1971).

2.3 Stimulus duration and timing of

measurements
As pointed out by several authors, physiological

reactions elicited by a certain stimulus may vary

very considerably with the duration of the stim

ulus, because there is often a difference between

the reaction to a stimulus that is acute rather

than chronic.

If, for instance, the stimulus condition is pro-

longed and of high intensity, there may well be

an initial increase in the secretion of adrenaline

followed by a decrease due to adrenomedullary

exhaustion. This type of reaction sequence has

been said to occur e.g. in experiments with very

high population densities in natural and confined

animal populations (cf. review by Thiessen, 1964).

Similarly, Sourkes et al. (1959) described a graduai

fall-off in the increase of adrenaline output in

response to repeated administration of insulin in

mental patients, interpreting this fall-off as due

to adrenomedullary depletion. As pointed out by

Butterworth and Mann (1957), cited by Schùmann

(1960), the catecholamine content is restored in

about 6 or 7 days after a nearly complete deple

tion, i.e. a rather slow rate of resynthesis. This

mechanism as an alternative to or combined with

the process of habituation, may explain the grad

ual decline in psychoendocrine response on re

peated stimulation (cf. Rasmus, 1936/37; Persky

et al., 1966; Pekkarinen et al., 1960), as well as

the relatively low adrenal hormone levels found

in soldiers exposed to prolonged combat action

(Pace et al., 1956; Boume, 1969 and 1970) and

in chronically anxious patients (Levi, unpublished

results).

A similar sequence of events has been described

for other endocrine systems. In bis study of

thyroid function, Ramey (1966) found that pro

longed exposure to intense light, noise, or electric

stimulation in rats produces an initial phase of

“hyperthyroidism” which lasts for about 10 days

and is then followed by hypofunction of the gland.

Similarly, Weltman et al. (1962), exposing albino

mice to solitary confinement, found suggestions

of an initial stimulation in thyroidal activity; this

was followed by signs of reduced thyroid func

tion towards the end of a 4-month confinement.

A similar sequence of thyroidal events has

been reported in response to infectious diseases.

Reichiin and Glaser (1958) review a number of

studies and interpret the results as indicating an

acute stimulation of the thyroid gland followed

by “functional exhaustion”, cf. also Shambaugh

and Beisel (1967). Multiphasic thyroidal responses

have also been reported by Goldenberg et al.

(1959), Zingg and Perry (1953), Schwartz and

Roberts (1957), and Gejrot and Notter (1962).

2.4 Bodily posture and physical activity

A change in the subject’s posture may act as a

rather potent physiologie stimulus, affecting sev

eral of the reactions often studied in psycho-

physiological experiments, like kidney function

(Ni and Rehberg, 1931), urinary catecholamine

excretion (Sundin, 1958), and plasma noradrena

line (Adkins et al., 1961; Munro and Robinson,

1960). Physical activity also influences sym

pathoadrenomedullary function; for a review see

Euler (1969).

2.5 Dietary stimuli

The intake of food has been shown by numerous

investigators to influence adrenal and related phys

iological variables. The list of such stimuli com

prises glucose ingestion (Dunér, 1953; Weil

Maiherbe and Bone, 1954), intake of ascorbic

acid (Eidelman, 1958; Oserova, 1957), vitamin

P-like compounds (Clark and Geissman, 1949),

deficiency of vitamin B 1 (McGoodall, 1951) and

riboflavin (Sourkes et al., 1960), a diet rich in

protein (Abelin et al., 1957; Pitknen, 1956),

blood-flow to the liver (Carisson and Waldeck,

1963) and to the gastrointestinal system following

a meal (Hggendahl, 1963 b).

Catecholamine production has also been said

to be influenced by starvation (Leduc, 1961) and

by dietary deficiences of tryptophan and niacin

(Woodford and Barthwal, 1964). Finally, it must

be remembered that the various dietary sources

of exogenous urinary amines must be kept in

mmd, including as they do several fruits, bever

ages and flavouring agents (Waalkes et al., 1958;

Crout and Sjoerdsma, 1959; and Ferry et al.,

1965), including sodium cyclamate (Marquardt

and Classen, 1971), although most of these com

pounds have been reported to influence cate

cholamine metabolites and conjugates only, and

flot the free catecholamines (see, however, Car

don and Guggenheim, 1970).

2.6 Drugs, tobacco, alcohol, caffeine
containing beverages

The measures of adrenal hormones may further

be transiently as well as chronically influenced

by a variety of drugs (cf. e.g. Woods et al., 1956;

Axelrod, 1962; Domino, 1962; Leanderson and

Levi, 1967; Klingenstri5m, 1960; Manninen and

Pekkarinen, 1966; Fletscher, 1963).

It may be noted that these drugs include flot

only psychotrophic substances, oral sympathomi

metics and sympatholytics but also tetracycline

(Neill et al., 1961) as well as inhaled vasocon

strictor substances for nasal stuffiness or asthma

(Roth et al., 1958).

Urinary catecholamine excretion is also affected

by moderate or low quantities of ethanol, and

long periods of ethanol ingestion (Perman, 1958

and 1961; Abelin et al., 1958; Kliewe and Gillis

sen, 1955; Wartburg et al., 1961), by tobacco
(Westfall, 1965; Ewer et al., 1959; Watts and

Bragg, 1956; Watts, 1960; Silvette et al., 1961;

Kershbaum and Bellet, 1964; Beckett et al., 1965;

Frankenhaeuser et al., 1970) and caffeine-con

taining beverages.

A recent study conducted at our laboratory bas

shown that a large single dose of ethanol not

only provoked pronounced increases in adrena

une and noradrenaline excretion during and soon

after the ethanol ingestion, but also augmented

adrenaline, noradrenaline and 17-hydroxycorti-

costeroid excretion during next day’s hang-over.
Moreover, this increase in the urinary excretion
of adrenal hormones tended to persist for a
whole week after the ethanol ingestion (Brohult

et al., 1970). As to the effects of caffeine-con

taining beverages, the reader is referred to two

other studies conducted at our laboratory, focused

on the endocrine effects of moderate (Levi.

1967 a) and high single doses of caffeine (Fri5berg

et al., 1969), both demonstrating significant ef

fects of caffeine ingestion on the urinary excre

tion of adrenaline and noradrenaline.

2.7 Extrinsic and intrinsic biological

rhythms; environrnental temperature

A large number of psychological and physiological

variables have been shown to exhibit rhythmic

changes with various amplitudes, phases and

cycle lengths (cf. Conroy and Mills, 1970). Ac

cordingly, the level may vary considerably be

tween various hours of the day. In addition, it

may be noted that these rhythms may be different

in different subjects, affecting not only levels but

reactivity as well. Examples of such inter-individ

ual differences are to be found in shift-workers,

variously at various intervals after shift change,

as recently demonstrated at our laboratory (Frii

berg et al., 1971), as well as in those who are

habitually more alert in the evening and morning,

respectively (Fâtkai, 1971). 0f less importance

but still with significant effects on endocrine

function, are the weekly hormonal near-rhythms

described by Halberg et al. (1965). In females,

the menstrual cycle must be taken into account
(Elmadjian, 1963; Piliego et al., 1964). There is

also a seasonal variation (Hale et al., 1963),

which may be different in different countries de

pending on climatological conditions (Montagu.

1959; Sulman et al., 1962; Feller and Hale, 1964;

Johansson et al., 1968). This must be taken into

account e.g. when evaluating differences between

different groups, between control and experimen

tal periods, and between studies carried out at

different hours of the day (cf. Karki, 1956; Euler

et al., 1955; MiIls, 1966; Curtis et al., 1966).
What has been said above also applies to the

climate present in the laboratory. Many experi

ments have been carried out on nude or nearly
nude subjects without allowing for the possibility
that a change in environmental temperature may

j
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have pronounced influence on biochemical vari

ables. As shown by Euler (1960), Rodahi et al.

(1962), Arnett and Watts (1960), and Suzuki

et al. (1967), exposure to even a moderately cold

environment is accompanied by a diuretic re

sponse and by an increased excretion of cate

cholamines. For a recent review and original data

on the endocrine effects of cold, see Lennquist

(1972).

2.8 The initial “neuroendocrine tone”

According to Dykman et al. (1959) and Klein

et al. (1961), natural servo control systems usually

have non-linear responses. As the severity of the

stressor increases, the response will approach the

limits and will decrease progressively, cf. Wilder

(1950, 1957 a and b). According to other authors

(e.g. Lacey and Lacey, 1962; Hutt and Hutt,

1970) it seems that while this “law of initial

values” holds for some variables in some experi

mental settings, it has no general validity (cf.

Edgren, 1971).

Differences in initial neuroendocrine tone may

further be manifest in a different sensitivity 10

the catecholanunes. Accordingly, some individuals

may be more affected by the same amounts of

adrenaline and noradrenaline than others (Beyth

and Gutman, 1965; Doyle and Fraser, 1961;

Lifshits, 1961; Ugoleva, 1960; Axelrod, 1965).

This may depend upon the catecholarnine interac

tion with the corticosteroids and ACTH (cf. Ros

ton, 1961; Lecomte et al., 1960; Euler, 1955;

Panisset et al., 1961) and thyroid hormones

(Kuschke et al., 1960; Wurtman et al., 1963;

d’Iorio and Mavrides, 1963; McDonald et al.,

1935; Sumbajev, 1961; Dawidowicz, 1961; Brew

ster et al., 1956; Harrison, 1964) or upon in

creased tissue sensitivity (Swan, 1952; Zhmakin,

1957; Yoshinaga et al., 1960; Raab and Krzy

wanek, 1965).

Such an increased tissue sensitivity may be

caused by hyperventilatory alkalosis (Nash and

Heath, 1961; Baisset and Montastruc, 1960;

Campbell et al., 1958; Blumenthal et al., 1961).

This alkalosis may in turn be suspected to in

fluence the excretion of amphetamine, norephed

rine, ephedrine and methylephedrine (Beckett and

Rowland, 1965 a and b; Wilkinson and Beckett,

1968). Such a hyperventilation and aikalosis may

be induced by phychosocial stimuli (Lowry, 1967).

The catecholamine excretion level and con

sequently also its reactivity may further be

changed if the subject is studied after a period

of insomnia (Myager and Gochev, 1964) and

sleep deprivation (Hasselman et al., 1960). Acute

muscular work (Gray and Beetham, 1957; Ishi

hara et al., 1959), at least at higher work loads

(Frankenhaeuser et al., 1969), also induces an

increased catecholamine output, cf. paragraph 2.4.

2.9 Diseases possibly affecting cate

cholamine levels and responses

Similarly, it is known that various diseases may

affect catecholamine excretion, which might com

plicate the interpretation of experimental resuits

obtained e.g. with patients suffering from hyper

tension (MØller et al., 1957; Yoshinaga et al.,

1960), acute myocardial infarction and acute

cerebrovascular disease (Rossini, 1965), various

vascular diseases (Kazantsev, 1961), liver cirrhosis

(McGoodall et al., 1964; Warter et al., 1961),

acute infections (Dengler et al., 1959), Addison’s

disease (Zefirova and Matlina, 1960). various

neurotic and psychosomatic complaints (Myager,

1971), and cardiac insufficiency (Pekkarinen et al.,

1960).

As already mentioned, conditions leading to

a shift of the blood flow to the liver might affect

catecholamine metabolism (Vendsalu, 1960; Phil

pot and Cantoni, 1941; Warter et al., 1961).

There has further been speculation about disorders

that are probably accompanied by a sympatho

adrenomedullary hyporeactivity. Such a deviation

in reactivity has been described e.g. in patients

with vestibular dysfunction (Colehour and Gray

biel, 1964; Colehour, 1965; Gejrot et al., 1967).

2.10 Age
The age of the subjects must be taken into ac

count in comparing the resuits of various in

vestigators. Pincus (1956) and West and al. (1961)

have demonstrated a progressive decrease in the

urinary excretion of steroids with aging. In the

case of catecholamine excretion, no significant

differences in excretjon levels have been found

between groups of young and old subjects in a

study conducted aL our laboratory (Carlson et al.,

1970) and by Johansson (1968), but Cohen and

Shmavonian (1964) have reported significant dif

ferences in catecholamine reactjon in a vasomotor

conditioning experiment.

2.11 Direct and indirect effects of sensory
stimuli
A confusing factor in many studies making use

of non-specific stimuli, such as noise and flicker

ing light, is that such stimuli may affect the

endocrine equilibrium of the subject flot only by

inducing emotional responses, as the investigators

usually assume, but also through reflex stimula

tion of the optic and auditory nerves and on to

the hypothalamichypophyseal system. An example

of this phenomenon is the fact that any noise

above the level of 70 phon can evoke vegetative

(and possibly endocrine) reactions even in the

absence of any detectable emotional reaction in

the individual, e.g. during sleep (Lehmann and

Tamm, 1956; Jansen and Schulze, 1964). Finally,

the noise may be strong enough to stimulate the

vestibular part of the 8th nerve. Such a stimula

tion may resuit in endocrine and autonomie reac

tions, mediated by the reticular formation and

the hypothalamus (Bugard, 1960). For a review

of physiological effects of noise see Kryter (1970),

Nitschkoff and Kriwizkaja (1968), Welch and

Welch (1970) and Karisson and Levi (1971).

Light, too, has been claimed to influence hy

pothalamichypophyseal function in a reflex way

without the subject being emotionally affected

(Landau and Feldman, 1954; Hofman-Credner,

1953). Such a reflex reaction to sensory stimuli

might possibly overshadow the emotion-correlated

physiological effects of these environmental

stimuli.

2.12 Biochemical individuality
As mentioned above, variations in “neuroendo

crine tone”, be they physiological or due to pa
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thological states or processes, do affect the levels

and reactivity of various psychophysiologjcally

relevant parameters. This tone may further be

determjned by biochemjcal individuality, which in

turn may be due to genetic or environmental fac-

tors, e.g. nutritional state. Clinical as well as

subclinical, inborn or acquired “errors of metab

olism” may in turn influence the initial “neuro

endocrine tone” as well as the quality and quanti

ty of reaction to diverse stimuli, cf. Corson (1971)

and Wolf (1971).

2.13 Renal function, bladder emptying,

catecholamjne breakdown or hydrolysis
In interpreting differences in the urinary excre

tion of catechojamines it should be remembered

that this excretion may be—and probably is—a

non-linear progressive function of the production

of these hormones in the organism (Elmadjian

et al., 1956).

In addition there are good reasons to assume

a considerable inter-subject as well as an intra

subject variance in renal function during the

changes in autonomjc activity that accompany

different emotional reactions (Miles et al., 1952;

Miles and de Wardener, 1953; O’Connor and

Verney, 1946; Verney, 1946; Kelsall, 1949; Ry

din and Verney, 1938; Chalmers et al., 1949;

Corson et al., 1962; Corson, 1971; Pfeiffer and

Wolff, 1950; Schottstaedt et aI., 1956; Mirsky,

1955; Schwartz and Shields, 1954), with changes

in renal blood flow, glomerular filtration, and

tubular secretion and reabsorption, which, in turn,

conceivably could affect the catecholamine clear

ance (Pekkarjnen & Pitkiinen, 1955; Dawson and

l3one, 1963; de Schaepdryver and Leroy, 1961;

Perman, 1961; Menshikov, 1962).

The matter is further complicated by the fact

that the catecholamjnes are capable of influencing

renal function (small amounts increasing and

greater amounts reducing the diuresis) and there

by possibly also their own renal clearance (cf.

Handley and Moyer, 1954; Botting and Lockett

1961; Gaunt et al., 1945; de Schaepdryver et al.,

1959; de Schaepdryyer and Leroy, 1961).
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The possibility of urine retention in the bladder

during emotional stress should also be mentioned

(Straub et al., 1950; Stutzin, 1926). When cathe

terization is used instead of voluntary voiding, a

new psychophysiological stimulus is introduced,

which may affect different individuals in quite

different ways (Miles et al., 1952; Miles and de

Wardener, 1953). Further, we should flot forget

what may happen to the urine samples before

analysis. Different urines contain different

amounts of substances able to hasten or retard

the breakdown of the catecholamineS, at least

prior to acidification. Ascorbic acid and phos

phates in the urine increase the durability of the

catecholamineS (Mann, 1953), whereas metals in

ionic form, particularly manganese, copper, nickel

and iron, by catalysing their oxidation, decrease

the durability (Harthon, 1959; Mirch, 1958;

Chaix et al., 1950; HggendahI, 1963 a). This

catalytic action may be fortified by such sub

stances as uric acid and creatine (Bouvet, 1951),

and repressed by sulphurcontaifling amino-acids

(cf. Fors, 1964). The urinary pH, too, is of im

portance (Finholt & Stokke, 1952); a shift to the

alkaline side caused by e.g. emotional hyperven

tilation (Jankovska, 1931; Wood, 1941) acceler

ating the catecholamine oxidation.

There is a further source of error acting in the

opposite direction, i.e. by increasing the levels of

free catecholamines in the urine samples, namely

the routine used in many laboratories of col

lecting e.g. 24-hour samples in containers used

by the patient and carried by him. Usually these

containers hold a certain amount of acetic or

hydrochioric acid, in order to ensure the proper

acidification of the urine. As a consequence, the

amount of acid is calculated to ensure a urinary

pH of about 3 when the total sample has been

collected. Accordingly, the urine collected in these

containers during, say, the first haif of the col

lection period may become too acid, possibly

resulting in a hydrolysis of conjugated cate

cholamines and, accordingly, in an increase of

free catecholamines (cf. Hàggendahl, 1963; Euler

and Lishajko, 1961).

2.14 Urinary and plasma catecholamines as

indices of sympathoadrenomedUllarY
function
Euler’s original proposal (1964) of using the

urnary catecholamine excretion as a measure of

sympathoadrenomedullarY activity and “stress”

has been criticized by several authors. Thus it has

been said that the urinary excretion of free cate

cholamines provides but a rather poor picture of

catecholamine release (Kety, 1966) because only

some few per cent of the amount released is cx

creted in this form (cf. e.g. Cohen et al., 1962).

It has further been claimed that the catecholamine

turnover and flot only the release might be in

fluenced by the stimuli used.

These objections must be assessed, however, in

relation to the use to which urinary catecholamine

measurementS are to be put. While it may be true

that the free catecholamines in urine do flot pro-

vide a quantitative measure of catecholamine re

lease, they do at least probably indicate whether

or not the release has been augmented or reduced.

Taking this argument one step further, the rank

order correlation is presumably rather high be

tween release into the blood stream and excre

tion with the urine, the excretion probably giving

us at least an impression of the magnitude of the

release. We know the approximate range for nor

mal variation in catecholamine excretion and the

ranges where we begin to suspect a pheochromo

cythoma. Urinary catecholamines, moreover, have

the great advantage of yielding an integrated

measure of sympathoadrenomedullarY activity

over a certain period of time, say some hour

or hours. Also, studies (cf. Frankenhaeuser, 1971)

have demonstrated a high positive correlation

between self-rated “subjective stress” and adrena

line excretion. Thus, it seems probable that even

though the excretion of free catecholamines does

not give an exact and detailed picture of cate

cholamine release and turnover, it does at least

provide an index of “subjective stress”, as well

as a semiquantitative index of catecholamine re

lease. For these reasons, inter alia, it was con

sidered to be a useful tool for a validation of

some aspects of the “stress (Selye)” construct.

A proposed alternative for measuring sympa

thoadrenomedullary activity is to analyze the ex

cretion of some of the major catecholamine meta

boutes, i.e. metanephrine, normetanephrine or 3-

methoxy-4-hydroxymandelic acid (cf. e.g. Stud

nitz, 1960). True, these metabolites constitute a

considerably higher proportion of the total cate

cholamine release than do the free catecholamines,

although nothing is known about the constancy

of this proportion. But a detailed study of sym

pathoadrenomedullary activity and metabolism

would no doubt be facilitated by seriai, simulta

neous measurements of ail free and conjugated

catecholamines and catecholamine metabolites

(and enzymes involved in 0-methylation and

oxidation). This, however, feu outside the scope

of the present study.

Although a study comprising the measurement

of all agents mentioned above offers obvious

advantages, a number of difficulties remain in

evaluating the various excretion data. One of

these can be described as follows.

The adrenal medulla contains a store of cate

cholamines, which are released during periods

of increased demand, whereas the formation of

new hormone is mainly, though flot entirely, re

legated to the recovery period (Blaschko, 1960;

cf. also Bygdeman et al., 1960). Nothing h known

about the magnitude of these stores in people of

different psychophysiological make-up. The pos

sibility exists that some individuals have a smal

1er store and, because of this or for some other

reason, may be unable to release hormones above

a certain limit (cf. Pincus and Elmadjian, 1946;

Pincus et al., 1949).

Considering ah these sources of error in the

evaluation of catecholamine release by measuring

the excretion of urinary catecholamines and cate

cholamine metabohites it may be asked whether

the determination of plasma catecholamines (Hiig

gendahl, 1963 a; Weil-Malherbe and Bigelow,

1968; O’Hanlon et al., 1970) would flot provide a

better index of sympathoadrenomedullary activity.

This is probably 50 in the study of very acute

reactions to short term stimuli, like those utilized
by Holmberg et al. (1967) in collaboration with

our laboratory, demonstrating rapid increases in

plasma catecholamines in response to short term

exposures to noise and to forced mental arithme

tic. However, it should be kept in mmd (cf. Kety,

1962) that the plasma catecholamine level is af

fected by much the same type of factors as is

the level of urinary catecholamines, like produc

tion, storage, release, “utilization”, 0-methylation,

oxidation, and renal excretion. If one or more

of these factors change, the plasma level certainly

does flot reflect the release rate (cf. Manger,

1962). Second, the half-time of the catecholamines

in plasma bas been estimated to be approximateiy

1 3/4 min (Cohen et al., 1959; Vendsalu, 1960)

and the turnover time (= the time required for

complete replacement of circulating hormone by

a fresh endogenous supply) to be approximately

30 seconds (Cohen et al., 1959). This makes the

time factor very critical, much depending on the

minute of the experimental procedure in which

the blood sample is to be drawn. Third, if we try
to compensate for this by drawing serial blood

samples, the bleeding itself may act as a powerful

stimulus (Walker et al., 1959:, Fowier et al.,

1961). Fourth, and most important, the Euler

model allows measurements to be made on the

unrestricted human subject or group of subjects

in their normal environment, without inducing

any discomfort or pain whatsoever.

By reflecting, albeit only approximate1, the

sympathoadrenomedullary function over a defined

period of time, say 1—3 hours, the urinary cate

cholamines present obvious advantages over the

plasma catecholamines for the estimation of the

organism’s reaction to stimuli of moderate or long

duration, i.e. to the majority of the psychosocial

stimuli of every-day life.

Accordingly, the urinary catecholamines have

been considered clearly more practicable in a great

number of laboratory situations and in nearly ail
situations that are identicai or close to “real hife”,

even though the mechanisms underlying their

relation to sympathoadrenomedullary activity,
“stress (Selye)” and psychological phenomena
should stili be regarded as something of a phys
iological “black box”.
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2.15 Biased selection of subjects

Many psychophysiological studies make use of

so-called normal volunteers. However, the sub

jects who participate in an investigation because

of the payment offered to them, the wish to be

explored, or as a manifestation of “arousal seek

ing” behaviour, usually form a heavily biased

sample at least from the psychological and pos

sibly also from the physiological point of view,

being anything but “normal” (Lasagna and Fel

singer, 1954). In a psychiatrie evaluation of 56

volunteers for hallucinogen studies, Esecover and

Wilkens (1961) found 41 per cent to be in need

of psychiatrie treatment. Pollin and Purlin (1958)

described a similar incidence in a group of 29

volunteers, mentioning a desire for new experi

ences, feelings of obligation linked to their re

ligious convictions and avoidance of difficuit or

tinpleasant situations (i.e. in jail or in military

service) as motivating factors. Subjects who in

dicated that they would volunteer for a psycho

logical experiment were further found to report

significantly more coffee and caffeine-pill usage

and cigarette smoking than non-volunteers and

to score significantly higher on the following

MMPI scales: paranoia, schizophrenia, hypo

mania, control, and social participation (Schubert,

1964). Briefly, then, these and numerous other

studies do indicate that volunteer populations

are, in general, selected samples, and flot rep

resentative of the general population.

2.16 Attitude and motivation: the experi

mental subject and the experimenter

Whatever the selection of subjects for an experi

ment, we have to be aware of the existence of

important differences in the subject’s motivation

and attitude to the laboratory environment and

to the investigatorS (Pollin, 1962), e.g. if the ex

perimental group includes patients (as it often

does). For obvious reasons such subjects often

are rather dependent upon the medical staff,

whom they may be anxious to please, and they

may have difficulties in expressing aggressive feel

ings towards the medical investigator, especially

if he happens to be the doctor in charge of their

medical care (Reiser, 1961) whereas e.g. psycho

logists are more readily attacked.

If in-patients, the subjects may be quite familiar

with the research environment and with the in

vestigator. They may even project therapeu tic

implicationS into the experimental setting to such

a degree that the situation becomes completely

deprived of the threatening significance possibly

presupposed by the investigators (Grinker et al.,

1956, 1957).

The “normal control group” in psychophysio

logical studies may include a variety of categories

_experimenterS, paid and unpaid undergraduate

and graduate students, hospital personnel, military

personnel, industrial workers, office clerks, and

others (Levy, 1962). It is obvious that the famil

iarity with and attitude towards the laboratory

environment and experimental settirig may vary

quite a lot, depending upon which category you

choose. Such factors are potent in modifying the

attitudes and the psychological reactions induced

by the experiment (Kaplan, 1956), and, conse

quently, the physiological concomitants of these

reactions (Sabshin et al., 1957; Handion et al.,

1962; Hamburg, 1962; Korchin and Herz, 1960;

Fishman et al., 1962; Elmadjian, 1963; Haggard,

1943; Malmo et al., 1951).

The medical student is often said to be the

ideal laboratory animal for psychophysiological

research. Presumably psychology students are

looked upon in the same positive way. These two

categories are very often utilized as so-called nor

mal, healthy controls. But all these subjects are

usually quite familiar with the research setting,

and with the investigator. Most control groups

of other composition are not. Medical and psy

chological students, by virtue of their professional

interest in the investigation, are motivated to co

operate fully, and by virtue of their intelligence

are able to produce accurate and carefully con

sidered data, in contrast to some other groups of

volunteers (Goldstein, 1964).

Some of these groups may further be inclined

to trust the experimenterS, while others may flot.

Such feelings may also influence and be in

fluenced by the attitude and behaviour of the ex

perimenters. Most of us usually feel some ap

prehension when deliberately inducing unpleasant

reactions in a fellow man. In some experiments

there may even be some potential risks involved.
In such cases the experimenter would be inclined

to watch closely and with concern for what may
happen. This, in turn, might bias his observation
and, in addition, influence the attitudes of his
subjects. And what happens to the experimenter

subject relationship if the experimenter—or the
subject—is an attractive girl or a duli-looking

male? One can only guess.
Psychophysiological research usually depends

on the willingness of the subject to participate, to

be controlled, to be observed, to report what he
feels, etc. However, there are flot only many
degrees but also many styles of willingness, of
which the following are a few examples (Levy,

1962).

A subject may for instance,
— agree to try it for a while,
— agree to try it as long as he can,
— assume that he will just plain “do it”,
— eagerly enter into this interesting new experi

ence,

— agree in order to humor the peculiar people
who asked him.

In adopting a style of willingness it is as if the
subject were to say, singly or in combination:

— I want to do this because ... (any number of
things could be inserted)

or,

— I don’t want to do it, but I will because I
must,

— I don’t want to do it, but I will because I
ought to,

— I don’t want to do it, but I will because they
want me to,

— I don’t want to do it, but I will, to see if: (a)
it will get me, (b) I can do it.

Also group dynamics including pressure to
wards conformity and pressure towards assump
tion of leadership may affect various subjects in
different ways, providing either arousal or reas
suring connotations (Back and Bogdonoff, 1963).

Group dynamics may further modify the psy
chophysiological response to an experimental
stimulus by providing the subject with group sup-

port and group belonging, but may e.g. equally

well lead to competition between group members.

The effects on the motivation, and, presumably,

on the physiological reactions may be significant

ly different depending upon whether a subject is

motivated by (a) intrinsic interest, (b) social in

centive, (e) feedback about performance en

couraging improvement, (d) monetary incentive,

(e) importance, (f) social competitive incentive,

(g) progressive piece-wage incentive, (h) threat of

punishment, and (j) administration of punishment

(Surwillo, 1958).

Factors like those mentioned above may in

fluence not only attitudes, observable behaviour,

and answers given in questionnaires and inter

views, but also the physiological variables we are

to measure in our subjects.

2.17 Defences, coping behaviour, cognitive
factors
Various types of psychological defence and coping
behaviour in response to an experimental situa

tion constitute another research problem, because

they are difficult to predict and still more diffi

cult to estimate, and because they affect both
psychological and physiological reactions (Laza
rus et al., 1962; Lazarus, 1967 and 1971), com
plicating the evaluation of such data. As re
peatedly pointed out by Lazarus, it probably

makes a great difference whether the stressor is
seen as something inevitable that we cannot do
anything about or whether it is something for
which direct action is possible in altering the en
vironment-person relationship, e.g. by attack or
avoidance or planning in some way to mitigate
the disturbances. When the stressor is considered
to be inevitable, the person engages in various
“defences”, including various means of changing
his own perception. Even though there might be,
objectively, a real threat, as in the case of ex
posure to actual combat (Boume, 1969) or to
fatal disease in their own children (Wolff et al.,
1964), the subjects may deny the danger. When
the threat is generated in a laboratory situation,
the subject often realizes that he is in an experi
ment and that it is quite unlikely that the ex
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perimenter, in view of bis etbical responsibility,

would actually expose bim to real danger.

Tbe tendency to project a tberapeutic meaning

into the procedure bas already been mentioned.

Other subjects may treat the procedure as a joke,

teil socially inappropriate stories and make pe

jorative or personai remarks about the experi

menter, wbile others may be iistless, and do not

look at, respond to, comply with, or interact at

ail with the experimenter (Weiner, 1962). Tbey

may refuse to work with the task presented in

the situation, stating “I bave neyer worked sucb

a probiem” or “this is a siliy thing to do”. Some

subjects intellectualize the situation, e.g. by work

ing out the statistical probability of something

really unpleasant or dangerous happening. Others

try to cope actively with the situation, by con

centrating on each move, keeping tbeir attention

on what they are doing, or seeking out additionai

information by scanning or by questioning tbe

experimenter, developing expectant hypotheses or

pleasing or placating tbe experimenter to gain

support and reassurance (Oken, 1962; Riocb,

1971).
Cognitive factors affecting experimental resuits

have aiso been discussed by Biatz (1925), Landis

and Hunt (1932), Schachter and Singer (1962) and

Frankenhaeuser et al. (1964). The same stimulus

can be threatening or not depending upon the

interpretation a person makes about its personal

significance. Very often, the interpretation of the

input is made in terms of the goal. The same

psychophysiolOgical reactions, e.g. increases in

beart rate, can be interpreted by the subject in

terms of anxiety, aggression or elation, depending

in part on bis own expectations and on bis knowi

edge of the expectations of the experimenter or

the bebaviour of tbe group.

These interpretations are heavily influenced by

cultural factors (cf. Mecbanic, 1970). One man’s

meat is anothcr man’s poison—groups of dif

ferent age, sex, social and cultural background

differ wideiy in their definition of e.g. what is a

stressor, a threat, an open-ended situation, distress,

disease, etc.

2.18 Data from questionnaires and

observations
Limitations of questionnaires and rating scales in

the quantification of psychologicai reactions (cf.

Winter et al., 1963) should also be mentioned in

the present context. In some cases subjects are

expected just to classify their feelings and ex

periences in nominal scales, e.g. whether or not

they bave reacted with anxiety, aggression, dejec

tion, elation etc. For various reasons, including

tbose mentioned in the previous paragraph, tbis

may be rather difficuit. Emotionai states and re

actions are usually not very simple or clearcut,

more often constituting what bas been called “af

fective territories”. Many subjects report pre

dominantly those emotional reactions wbich are

most obvious and assumed by them to be expected

by the expcrimenter (Azrin et al., 1961), whereas

more subtle and above ail “paradoxicai” reactions

tend to be forgotten, repressed or denied.

In ordinal scales the subject bas to choose be

tween alternative answers indicating the intensity

of bis reaction, such as “extreme” anxiety, depres

sion etc., or “moderate” anxiety etc., or “no anx

iety at ail”. The assumption that “extreme” is

more than “moderate” probably hoids true for

each subject and during a ratber limited period.

But different individuals no doubt impiy different

amounts even when they use the same words to

quantify their experiences and even a single in

dividuai may have difficulty in using the same

frame of reference consistently to describe reac

tions that occur severai weeks apart. Another

drawback with such scales is that they yield data

on an ordinal level only. We do not know whether

the distance from “extreme” to “moderate” is

the same as from e.g. “moderate” to “not at

ail”, etc., as is the case in an interval scale.

The scaling methods mentioned above are in

direct (Thurstone, 1927; Ekman, 1967), in con

trast to the direct methods (cf. Stevens, 1957;

Ekman, 1967) such as magnitude estimation. As

pointed out by Bjôrkman and Ekman (1962), the

direct methods are based on the fundamental as

sumption that subjects are able to quantify their

own experiences on a ratio scale. The use of such

scales in psychophysiological research bas been

urged by Ekman (1969). In the typical case the
subject is told that by definition bis experiences

and reaction—say, bis aoxiety—in a certain situa

tion have the value of, say, 100. He is then asked
to rate any subsequent or previous experiences in

per cent of this standard. If he feeis twice the

amount of anxiety, he is expected to report that

he is “200 anxious”. If he feels haif the amount,

bis ratiog should be 50 etc.

The direct methods do furnish data that are

more easy to translate into numerical symbols.

On the other hand, they also probably demand

greater sophistication from the subjects under

study. For a comparison between resuits obtained

by direct and indirect methods, see Ekman (1967),
and for a comprehensive review of advantages and

disadvantages with various rating scaies, see Guil

ford (1959).

What bas been said about “emotional” reac

tions also appiies to the self-ratings of “physical”

reactions, i.e. the subject’s proprioceptive im

pulses. Some individuais, e.g. hypochondriacs,

have high awareness of their autonomic activity,
whereas the perception of this activity, its inter

pretatioo, and, consequentiy, the report of it, may

be quite poor (or different) in other subjects,
aithough the autonomie aetivity itself may be the
same in both cases (cf. Mandler and Kremen,

1958).

Even more difficuit is a proper interpretation
of the intensity and the particular quality or type
of emotion mereiy from observations of the sub
ject in an experimentai situation (Abercombie,
1964; Ackner, 1956).

2.19 Optimal design of psychophysiological
studies
2.19.1 Some generai considerations
A great many psychological and physiological
sources of error have been described above. For
obvious reasons, such a description can neyer be
exhaustive. On the other hand, the inclusion of
a factor in this compilation does not impiy that
it is necessarily of great practical importance in
every psychoendocrine experiment, calling for

specific standardization or control. In some cases

the effects of several of these factors seem to be

minor, in others possibly even non-existent. The

result may very well be due to the signal-noise

relationship, which may vary from experiment to

experiment. True, it may be prudent to account

for as many as possible of these sources of error

but one should be equaily aware of the risk of

going too far in attempts to standardize the ex

perimental conditions and to control extraneous

factors, because the standardization and control

procedures may themselves have psychoendocrine

effeets by introducing routines that may be highly

artificial f0 the subject and, conversely, prohibit

other routines, for which the subject bas a high

motivation. Thus, the question of standardization

and control is tricky, and the rules and regula

tions outlined in this chapter shouid not be re

garded as rigid but rather as a check list for the

psychophysioiogicai experimenter.

2.19.2 Some ethical considerations

When conducting research in tise psychophysio

logical fieid, if is essential that the experimenter

strictly adheres f0 the ethics of the medical pro

fession. As regards ciinical research, several sets

of recommendations have been issued, the so-cal

led Declaration of Helsinki (J. Clin. Invest. 46:

1140, 1967) being one of the most recent and

most wideiy accepted. As regards subject groups

like patients, chiidren and prisoners, there is con

siderabie controversy about the borderline be

tween cthical and non-ethical researeh. On one

central issue, however, ail are agreed. The design

must be acceptable from the purely scientific

point of view. If it is not, research on and cx

perimentation with human subjeets are neyer

justified (Freund, 1969); neither are they if the
studies are conducted in a negligent manner.

Further problems arise if a human study or

experiment is of scienfific value but of no thera
peutic benefit f0 the subjects involved. Some of

these studies do not entail any discernible harm

f0 fhe subject, while others involve pain and stiil

others possible hazards f0 health and well-being.

Here, a cost-benefit analysis must be made,
balancing possible unpleasantness and risk against
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the knowledge gained, knowledge that may even

tually benefit society and ultimately, perhaps, the

subject himself (Blumgart, 1969).

Much psychophysiological research is conduct

ed on so-called normal volunteers. It is usually

recommended that the subjects should be informed

in advance as fully as possible about “what they

are letting themselves in for” in deciding to par

ticipate (Parsons, 1969). The term usually used

in this context is “informed consent”. However,

as pointed out by this author, nobody in the

system can ever be fully informed, except in the

more trivial kinds of situation. “Full” informa

tion presupposes the preparation of a long and

complex document, part of which would probably

flot be understood, in addition to increasing the

burden on the subject and introducing undesir

able effects on his motivation and attitudes.

Therefore, in the end, the question of “informed

consent” is, in part, a matter of mutual trust.

Even so, one way to safeguard the individual

should be to inform the subject of his freedom

to resign his status as an experimental subject

at any time or to use the threat of doing so as

a source of leverage for the protection of his

rights (Parsons, 1969).

The information given should provide the sub

ject with a fair explanation of pertinent informa

tion concerning the procedure, and its possible

risks and/or unpleasant aspects, taking into con

sideration the subject’s weil-being and ability to

understand the nature, expected duration, and

purpose of the investigation, the hazards involved

and the likeiy benefits (Jaffe, 1969). One major

protection of the subject cornes from the review

of protocols by peer and non-peer groups. If pos

sible, the protocol should be approved by a pro-

perly organized ethical committee, if available.

In many studies, rnonetary rernuneration is

used to motivate the subjects to participate. Often

such a rernuneration substantially increases the

possibilities to recruit healthy volunteers. This

way of recruiting subjects has been criticized by

some authors, but one may ask, with Lasagna

(1969), whether such volunteering—provided it is

flot tantamount to coercion—is generically dif

ferent from the case of the test pilot who takes

certain risks in return for money, excitement, or

both.

As emphasized by Moore (1969), experirnents

exist where there is no means of becorning in

formed other than through the experiment itself,

even when there is a desire to give—or take—

consent. The very fact that the procedure bas

flot previousiy been carried out in man indicates

that the scientist himself lacks at least some of

the critical information required for “inforrned

consent”.

Moreover, one may question the necessity of

informing potential subjects of ail inconveniences

in the study before they consent to participate.

For one thing, it may be rather tricky to de-

termine what an “inconvenience” is in a given

case. For another, the inconveniences wiil be re

veaied anyhow, as the experiment proceeds. They

will flot remain a secret to the subject. If these

inconveniences prove too great, the subject can

protest and bave them changed, or he can with

draw from the investigation (Curran, 1969).

Briefly, then, whenever possible, the subject

should be accepted as a member of the research

team, making him and the investigators colleagues

in a joint enterprise.

2.19.3 Choice of subjects

Experirnental and control groups should be chosen

with great care. They should be random samples

of the populations they are intended to represent.

They should be instructed and inforrned in a

uniform way, preferably both orally and in writ

ing. In ail cases where the experiments do involve

unpleasurabie sensations or medical risks, the sub

jects should be informed in proper detail about

these aspects, and care should be taken to ensure

they know what they have agreed to before con

senting 10 participate in the study (informed con

sent), in general agreement with the Helsinki

Declaration.

Attention must be paid to any possible addi

tional differences between the experirnental and

control groups, other than the major variable

under study, which might significantly affect the

physiological or psychological parameters con

cerned (Pollin, 1962). Attitudes, motivation, cog J

nitive factors, therapeutic implications, defences,

and extraneous influences should be controiled,

or at least recorded. Large consumers of tobacco

or of caffeine-containing beverages should be

avoided, inter alia because of the possible occur

rence during the study of withdrawal symptoms.

Whenever possible, the subjects should serve as

their own controls, preferably in a cross-over

design.

2.19.4 Procedure during control periods and

prior to the experiment proper

Control conditions should promote relaxation and

equanimity. The subjects should report at the

laboratory well in advance of the experiment pro-

per, in order to allow them to settie down, be

corne attached to measurement devices etc. or

exposed to venipunctures before the control period

proper begins. In order to rninimize apprehen

sion and anticipatory anxiety, the subjects can

be provided with weekly magazines, and soft

music of moderate volume may be played, unless

the subjects indicate that they dislike such music.

The subjects should be conveniently seated. If

the experiment is to take place in a hospital or

in locations, where other activities are carried

out, one should ensure that the subjects are pre

vented from seeing, hearing or generally being

disturbed or influenced by such activities.

The subjects should be told well in advance

to refrain from taking drugs (except in case of

emergency), alcoholic and caffeine-containing bey

erages and tobacco. They should further be told

to fast, or to eat standard meals at standard in

tervals, before reporting to the laboratory. The

instructions should further comprise information

concerning when to go 10 bed the night before

the experiment, to avoid unusual physical and

mental exertion and to report anything unusuai

in their reactions or anything clearly deviating

from their daily routine. They should be en

couraged to eau the experimenter if anything is

flot clear of if they are in any doubt how to act.

If the subjects are sub-divided into several

groups, one should make sure that the group

dynamies, if any, are similar.

2.19.5 Some precautions reJating to the

experiment

Hour of day, physical climate, bodily posture, the

amount and type of food and fluid, the intervais

between the servings, the prohibition against walk—

ing around, smoking, coffee drinking etc., ail

should be strictly controlled.

Consideration should be paid to whether or not

the subjects are to be familiarized with the control

and/or experimental settings by introducing pre

experimental sessions.

In females, the position in the menstrual cycle,

if any, should be registered. Minor disease pro-

cesses like common colds, migraine attacks etc.

should be asked about in the pre-experimental

questionnaires. The subjects should be encouraged

to report whether or flot they have followed the

instructions in all their details. After the end of

the study, the subjects should be asked whether

they have been disturbed by any extraneous in

fluences, or whether anything worth mentiofling

bas occurred in their reactions that had flot been

asked about in the questionnaires.

The urine or blood samples should be collected

at pre-determined intervals and immediately

treated (e.g. acidified and/or frozen) in such a

way that breakdown of the compounds to be

studied is avoided. The assays should be made in

a random sequence and the laboratory personnel

should flot be informed whether the samples were

from the control or the experimental periods.

Until they have cornpleted the questionnaires,

the subjects should flot be allowed to comrnuni

cate with each other. They should be provided

with enough space to fill in their questionnaire

without risk of being overlooked by their neigh

bours.

Subjects should be informed about the experi

menter’s professional secrecy.

In selected cases, subjects can be paid for par

ticipating in the study, in order to ensure maximal

co-operation.

For further discussion of methodological issues,

the reader is referred 10 e.g. Ingle (1958), Max

well (1958), Witts (1964), Humphrey (1963),

Sainsbury and Kreitman (1963) and Enger (1966).

An excellent, comprehensive and stimulating guide
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to research methodology is to be found in Seiye

(1964).

2.20 General design of and methods used

in the present studies
2.20.1 Some general considerations

Most of the rules presented in the above para

graph have been followed in the studies to be

reported in the following chapters and in other

ones carried out at our Iaboratory, unless stated

otherwise, either below or in the particular chap

ter.

2.20.2 Experirnental and control conditions

The first three studies to be reported (cf. Chap

ters 3—5) comprised an experimental period,

preceded and followed by a control period of the

same length. During the two control periods, the

subjects were comfortably seated, listening to soft

light music and being allowed to read weekiy

magazines, or else just doze. The control periods

of the two studies involving films were spent in

the room where the films were shown. In the

study involving simulated industrial work, the

control periods were spent in a rest room adja

cent to the room in which the work was per

formed. The study reported in Chapter 6 was per

formed in the offices of the Swedish Board of

Telecommunications and did flot include any

control periods. The long-term vigil (Chapter

7) started with a three-hour control period (spent

in an adjacent rest room) followed by 24 ex

perimentai periods. In ail studies, attempts were

made to protect the subjects from noises, sights

and other disturbing influences possibly to be

encountered in the various environments. The

physical climate was kept reasonably constant

throughout the study. The subjects were not ai

lowed to discuss their experiences until after

completion of the questionnaires. They were flot

aliowed to leave their seats or to walk around cx

cept when told to do so. Urine samples were

obtained simultaneously. a private, numbered loca

tion being provided for each subject. During the

control periods, everything was done to ensure a

pleasant, relaxed and comfortable atmosphere.

The subjects were instructed to leave for the

laboratory in good time and to report there at

ieast some 10-15 minutes before the start of the

first control period, in order to avoid rush and

hurry and to have time to settie down and to

acquaint themselves with the prevailing environ-

mental conditions. The subjects who had difficulty

in getting to or from the laboratory by public

transport were given taxi money. In ail group

studies, each of the subjects was given an in

dividual number by which to identify himself in

questionnaires, urine and blood samples etc., and

enabling him to find the seat and the lavatory

reserved for him.

At the beginning of each period, the subjects

were served fluid and food at points of time and

in amounts indicated in each report. The amounts

of fluid were chosen to secure sufficient diuresis

and to avoid thirst, and the amounts of food to

avoid hunger but also surfeit. In this way the

level of food and fluid intake was controlled

throughout each experiment.

In the simulated industrial work study (Chap

ter 5), however, no food was served, because the

study comprised parameters easily infiuenced by

food.

Prior to each study save the iast-mentioned one,

the subjects were told f0 eat and drink at pre

determined intervals and in predetermined

amounts, to abstain from drugs and from alcoholic

beverages from the morning before the study and

caffeine-containing beverages and tobacco from

bedtime on the previous night. They were told

to go to bed on the evening of the preexperimental

day early enough to secure a good night’s sleep,

and to avoid on the preexperimental day, when

ever possible, physical or mental exertion.

2.20.3 Ethical aspects

Before consenting to participate, the subjects

were thoroughly informed about the aim of the

study, the procedure and measurements involved,

the timetable to be foiiowed, and the necessary

precautions to be taken. This information was

given orally as well as in writing. The subjects

were given a fair chance to ask for additional in

formation and were completely free not to par

ticipate, or, alternatively, to withdraw from the

study at any time.

Accordingly, an attempt was made to comply

with the rules put forward in the Declaration of

Helsinki. After the foundation of an Ethical Com

mittee at the Karolinska institute, ail studies con

sidered to imply potentially unpleasant reactions

or potential risks to the subjects were cleared

with this Committee.

2.20.4 Selection of subjects

In ail studies but one (cf. Chapter 5), the sub

jects were so-called normal, healthy volunteers,

who received a comparatively modest sum as

compensation and as an additional incentive for

their participation.

Needless to say, and for reasons given in para

graphs 2.15 and 2.19.2, our groups did flot con

stitute random samples from the general, healthy,

aduit population of Sweden. On the other hand,

within the limits posed by ethical considerations,

attempts were made to avoid as far as possible an

overrepresentation of the extremes from the nor

mai distribution curve in various respects.

For the film study reported in Chapter 3, the

subjects were recruited by personal invitation

from a population of office cierks known to the

experimeriter. The subjects of the piece-wage study

(Chapter 6) constituted the entire invoicing unit

of the Swedish Board of Telecommunicatjons.

With a few isolated exceptions, ail those ap

proached agreed to participate.

In contrast, the subjects for the sex film study

(Chapter 4) no doubt form a biased sample

from several points of view, as reported and

discussed in Chapter 4. In view of the type of

stimuli to which they were to be exposed, this

was considered unavoidable for ethical reasons.

Similarly, the subjects for the long-term vigil

did not constitute random sarnples from the pop

ulation of officers and soldiers. Because of the

anticipated unpleasantness and even some con

ceivable risks impiied in the exposure, only sub

jects considered to be in good physicai and mental

health were selected. The bias of this selection

was probably further enhanced by the informa

tion given to the population approached, namely

that only those who knew that they were in good

health were to be selected for the study proper.

The subjects of the study reported in Chapter

5 differred from those of the other studies in

one essential aspect, namely that they were out

patients of the medicai department at the Karo

linska hospital. Ail had been referred for examina

tion because of suspected cardial abnormalities

but no such abnormalities had been found in any

case. These subjects were motivated primarily by

the possibility of learning about their physiological

reactions to psychosocial stimuli. They received

no remuneration apart from this information. The

examination routine which they had undergone

before participating in this study had probably to

some extent habituated them to the conditions of

measurement to be used. This was why it was

considered to be an advantage to use this type of

subjects and flot a sample of the usual popula

tion of “normai healthy volunteers”.

2.20.5 Selection of stimuli

The specific reasons for selecting the various

stimuli will be presented and discussed in each

chapter. In general, an attempt was made to use

short-term as well as long-term stimuli, stimuli

usually evoking predominantly pleasant and pre

dominantiy unpleasant emotional reactions, spe

cific and non-specific stimuli and stimuli charac

teristic of laboratory situations and of “real life”.

2.20.6 Selection of variables

The reasons for selecting urinary catecholamine

excretion as one of the main variables of the

studies to be presented have been given in para

graphs 1.7.5 and 2.14. The choice of additional

variables will be commented in each chapter.

2.20.7 Methods of measurement

2.20.7.1 Some genera! considerations

In order to permit comparisons between the re

sults of the studies to be presented in the follow

ing five chapters, attempts have been made to

use similar or identical research strategies and

methods of measurement. It must be remembered,

however, that these studies were carried out over

a period of four years, during which time the cx-
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Have you feit expectant during the first rest period?

D very expectant (6 points)

L] rather expectant (5 points)

L] flot that rnuch expectant (4 points)

How have you feit during the first rest period?

extremely very
Pleasurable sensations LI LI D

Unpleasant sensations D
General emotional
arousal D

Figure 2:1. General lay-out of rating scaies used in the
studies presented in Chapters 3—7. The 4, 5 and 6
point scales furnish data primarily on the ordinal

perirnenters couid flot avoid making use of ex

perience gained from their own work and from

that reported by others. This helps to explain

why the studies nevertheless differ in design and

methods of measurement, in spite of the desir

ability of keeping these aspects constant.

2.20.7.2 Rating scales

The earlier studies (Chapters 3—6) ail made

use of indirect methods of measurement, cf. para

graph 2.18 above. The simple ordinal scales had

either 4, 5, 6 or 11 points.

The 4-point scales ranged from “flot at ail”

anxious, etc. (= 1 point) to “very” (== 4 points),

over “siightly” (= 2 points) and “fairly” (= 3

points).

The 5-point scale used in Chapter 5 ranged

from “the most unpleasant experience I ever had”

(= 5 points), over “very pressing and unpieasant”

(= 4 points), “rather pressing and unpleasant”

( 3 points), to “it did flot bother me on the

whole” (= 1 point).

The 6-point scales ranged from “flot at ail”

(= 1 point) to “great” anxiety, etc. (= 6 points),

the intermediary points being denoted “very little”

(== 2 points), “fairly littie” (= 3 points), “flot

ail that much” (= 4 points), and “moderate” (= 5

points).

In the 11-point scales ranging between “flot at

ail” (= 1 point) to “extremely” (= 11 points),

intermediary points were denoted “slightly” (= 3

points), “somewhat” (‘= 5 points), “rather” (= 7

(points), and “very” (= 9 points).

Examples of how these scales were actually

presented are given in figure 2:1. Although these

scales are primarily ordinal, at least the 11-point

variety cornes rather close to the characteristics of

a graphic interval scale.

The reason for successively increasing the num

ber of steps in these scales from 4 and 6 to

11 was the initially rather small dispersion of the

answers over the various steps.

Much criticism can be levelled against the use

of such scales (cf. paragraph 2.18). The variables

are poorly defined. The ordinal scaies are flot

equidistant, and a particular score may have

rather different meanings to different individuals.

On the other hand, as aiready pointed out, these

scales were used solely for the very limited pur-

pose of ordinal or semi-quantitative assessments.

Thanks to their simpiicity, they were probably

readily understood by the subjects. According to

some reports such rather crude ratings may some

times even be superior to formaiized assessments

in well-defined variables (cf. discussion in Cron

holm, 1969).

Thus, it was lioped that the scales would serve

to check whether or not a stimulus had evoked

any psychological response in a subject or a

group of subjects, and whether any such response

was predominantly of a type usuaHy described as

pleasant or unpleasant. Ciearly, the scales were

flot primarily intended for the study of psycho

physiological relationships.

On the other hand, the more recent study, re

ported in Chapter 7 made use of a direct method,

namely magnitude estimation (cf. paragraph 2.18),

with the intention of studying such relationships.

The sensitivity and reliability of the ordinal scales

were not examined; probably they are rather crude.

In these respects, the magnitude estimations were

probabiy more satisfactory. For one thing, they

were found to demonstrate a marked circadian

rhythm in some of the variables. Had their sen

sitivity and reliability been very low, this would

probably flot have been the case.

Briefly, then, although the ordinal rating scales

used are open to much criticism, they were in

troduced with the rather restricted aim of de

monstrating whether or flot psychological reac

tions had been induced, the accompanying phys

iological phenomena of which we wanted to study.

In addition to this information on a nominal

level, they furnish ordinal data, in some cases

even bordering to semiquantitative ones. Even so,

these data are flot collected for the study of

psychophysiological relationships. Only one of the

studies (Chapter 7) was designed primarily to

assess such relationships. In this study, direct

measurement methods were used, namely magni

tude estimations.

2.20.7.3 Physiological rnethods

In ail the studies, the assay of free adrenaline

and noradrenaline has been performed in ac
cordance with the fluorimetric method described
by Euler and Lishajko (1959, as modified 1961).
In consultation with these authors, it was decided

that the pH of the filtered urine sample should

be adjusted to 8.3 (the original paper mentions

8.2—85) and that of the eluate to pH 6.3 (the

authors propose 6.2—6.3).

In general, if in the hands of experienced and

weli-trained laboratory assistants, this method has

been found to function very satisfactorily. The

reliability of the assays as performed by us is il
lustrated in table 2:1 and in figures 2:2—3. The
recovery of added catecholamines was similar to

that reported by Euler and Lishajko (1959).
In view of the very considerable number of

samples to be analyzed, attempts have recently

been made at our laboratory to semiautornatize

the analytic procedure (Andersson et al., 1972).
However, ail catecholamine data presented in this
volume have been obtained by the manual method
mentioned above.

Before the urine samples were acidified and
deep-frozen aliquotes were separated for creat
mine analysis, which was performed according to
Lieb and Zacheri (1934) in the first of our five
studies (reported in Chapter 6) and in ah other
studies according to the AutoAnalyzer method
described by Chasson et al. (1965).

As mentioned above, several of the studies
comprised the assay of other variables as well.
The methods used will be reported in the chapter
concerned.

2.20.7.4 Statistical methods

The main class of problems under study relates
to the human organism’s reactions, if any, to
various psychosocial stimuli. As mentioned in the
introduction, we are concerned here chiefly with
differences in reactions to sets of psychosocial
stimuli. To analyze such differences, the t-test

D rather hittle expectant (3 points)

D very little expectant (2 points)

D not at ah expectant (1 point)

D D

Table 2:1. Analyses of 32 duplicate urine samples for adrenahine and noradrenahine.

rather somewhat slightly flot at ail

D LI D D D L] D D

LI D D D LI D LI D

45

D D D D D LI D D L] D

Adrenaline Noradrenahine
ng/min flg/min

Range 1.00—36.28 4.23—103.6
Mean difference 0.96 1.98
Standard deviation for inean difference 0.72 2.16
Mean per cent deviation 16.11 7.95

hevel. The lay-out of the 11-point scales borders to
that of an interval scale.
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1St analysis

Figure 2:2. Relationship between analyses of urinary

adrenaline in duplicate samples at various excretion

levels, obtained by the fluorimetric method of Euler

and Lishajko (1961).

24 32 40 48 56 64 72 80 88 96 104

1st analysis

Figure 2:3. Relationship between analyses of urinary

noradrenaline in duplicate samples at various excre

tion levels, obtained by the fluorimetric method of

Euler and Lishajko (1961).

physiological measurements, and to tise parametric

tests (t-test and product-moment correlation)

throughout.

Throughout this book ‘,
, and indicate

that p o 0.05, 0.01, and 0.001, respectively.
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3.1 The problem marnage, gain of a new family member, personal

According to Selye, “stress” may be defined as success etc.

the generality of the organism’s reaction to ail True, no distinct dichotomy can aiways be

types of environmental stimuli, made between “pleasant” and “unpleasant” life

Until recently, however, the psychosomatic lit- events. The psychological reaction to both types

erature has regarded disease-provoking physio- of events may often be characterized by consider

‘ logical stress reactions — “stress (Selye)” — al- able ambivalence. However, although many bor

most exclusively as concomitants of conflict, dis- derline and mixed cases exist, it is probabiy

satisfaction and frustration, i.e. generally of feasible to predict with considerable certainty the

unpleasant emotional experiences (distress). classification in these terms of a large number

Against this background, we should like to in- of life events in a large number of people. For
troduce the hypothesis that the phylogenetically example, although it is conceivable that bereave

old, stereotyped reaction pattern called “stress ment may evoke joy and marnage may evoke

j (Selye)”, inter alia presumably reflected in the distress and sorrow, no one would deny that the

urinary catecholamine excretion, may be in- reverse is probably considerably more frequent.

duced not only in response to stimuli usually evok- Similarly, it may sometimes be rather difficuit

ing distress but also in response to psychosocial to categorize psycholngical reactions into “pleas

stimuli generally classified as “pleasant”, e.g. ant” and “unpleasant”. As emphasized by Freud

those evoking pleasant excitement and enthusiasm and other authors (for review, see Bergler, 1956),

(Figure 1:2). laughter for instance may comprise considerable

elements of conscious or subconscious aggression

and/or anxiety. But even in such cases most of us
are usually able to report whether the predomi
font quality of our psychological reaction is

pleasant or not. In the present context, we shall
focus on emotionai reactions not in the sense of

their hypothetical undenlying variable but on the
subjects’ qualitative (and sometimes also quan
titative) report of their reactions.

If seems reasonable to assume that life changes
of a pleasant character also confront the human

organism with the necessity to adapt, and that
the organism reacts to this with the same old

preparation for increased physical activity that

has been described to occur when facing condi
tions requiring fight or flight, i.e. with “stress
(Selye)”. Should this be so, “stress (Selye)” can

also be induced in response to e.g. promotion,
wage increase, success, praise, etc.

This hypothesis finds some support from the
recent demonstration by Holmes, Rahe and others
(for review, see Rahe, 1968, 1969 a and b, 1972)
that the greater the degree of change in a sub
ject’s life during a certain period of time, the

higher is his risk of undergoing a significant de

crease in health status. The life changes men
tioned by these authors inciude some that are
usually classified as pleasant, like engagement,

Our second hypothesis in the present context is
that stimuli evoking a decrease in the intensity
of emotional reactions, whatever their quality,
also evoke a decrease in catecholamine excretion.

3.2 Choice of methodology
As already pointed out, real-life settings no doubt
often induce pnedominantly pleasant, or unpleas
ant, subjective neactions and accordingly, the phy
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siological concomitants of these reactions. On

thc other hand, these settings are almost in

variably very complex and often defy physiological

and psychological measurement.

In a laboratory setting, the study of psycho

logical and physiological reactions and psycho

physiological interrelations is considerably easier,

partly because of the greater case in standardizing

measuremcnts, controlling cxtrancous factors, and

eliciting more “pure” cmotional reactions, in sub

jccts with well-trained ability for introspection.

On the other hand, the relevance of such data

has been questioned with respect to their appli

cability to “real life” on the grounds that the

setting in which they have been collected tends to

be artificial.

Our first problem therefore was to arrive at a

type of stimulus that combines the advantages of

“purity” and specificity with those of reproduci

bility, potency and realism. According to the

literature, showing various types of films pro-

vides these advantages in the experimental induc

tion of emotional reactions in man (Dale, 1935;

Mirams, 1951; Bouman, 1954; As, 1958; Laza

rus and Opton, 1965).

Globus and Shulman (1963) call attention to

certain formal characteristics of the film stimulus

situation. The film provides a partially structured

visual and auditory stimulus which captures major

sensory avenues. The darkness, immobility, re

lative lack of distractions, and isolation from

objective reality-orieoted interpersonal events all

facilitate the provocation of affective arousal.

Motion pictures as experimental psychosocial

stimuli have the advantages of being standard,

largely repeatable, analyzable, and manipulatable,

arc available in many varieties and reproduce ef

fectively natural life conditions, the very “flow

of life”. These were considered powerful argu

ments for the choice of motion pictures as stim

uli in the present context.

Our second problem, discussed in some detail

in Chapter 2, was to choose a physiological

variable which might be assumed to be closely

related to emotional processes and to “stress

(Selye)” but which at the same time would be

easy to measure in a non-interfering way.

As emphasized in the previous chapters, the

excretion of urinary catecholamines, as an index

of sympathoadrenomedullary activity and an

estimate of “stress (Selye)”, offers several advant

ages: (a) the collection of urine from a certain

period of time is a very non-interfering procedure.

(b) the catecholamine output during a given

period provides an integrated measure of the

sympathoadrenomedullary activity during this

period, and (e) this variable is less complex and

more “basic” than, say, heart rate or blood pres

sure. On the other hand, no information was

available as to whether a film show of 1—2

hours would induce sympathoadrenomedullary

reactions that were sufficiently strong and per

sistent to be accompanied by measureable changes

in catecholamine excretion. Therefore, a logical

first step was to find out whether or not the

urinary catecholamine excretion was at all in

fluenced by viewing films.

This was accomplished in a study (Euler et al.,

1959) in which 10 medical students were shown

a 1-hour film program comprising scenes from

fictional and documentary moving pictures de

picting the various forms of violence usually en

countered in such contexts. This program was

found to induce, in addition to increased self

reported emotional arousal, a statistically signi

ficant increase of adrenaline and noradreoaline

excretion, by 70 and 35 per cent respectively.

An increase in adrenaline excretion of the same

magnitude was also found in a similarly designed,

subsequent study, in which a group of soldiers

was exposed to a 2-hour film program (Levi,

1963). Accordingly, the type of stimulus used,

namely watching film programs, was fouod to be

effective in eliciting not only an emotional, cardio

vascular and neuromuscular response as de

monstrated by other authors (for review, see Levi,

1967), but an increased excretion of free cate

cholamines as well. Following this demonstration,

it was decided to use film programs to study the

hypotheses mentioned above. A preliminary ac

count of this study that was conducted in 1963,

has been published (Levi, 1965).

3.3 Choice of film stimuli
When selecting the films for this study, the author

was looking for specimens that would fit the fol

lowing criteria: (a) each program should be of

about 90 minutes, (b) it should be of good film

atic quality, and (c) one program should serve as

a “control”, being as pastoral and “calm” as

possible, offeriig no more than a modicum of

entertainment, and the other three programs

should, in contrast, be of a type which presumably

induces rather pronounced emotional arousal,

although each of a different quality.

These objectives were accomplished by perusing

lists of current films for hire from several leading

film distributors. This perusal was performed in

close cooperation with the staff of these com

panies and with one of Sweden’s most experienced

professional film critics, Mr. Gunnar 01dm. The

films deemed worthy of consideration were sub

sequently viewed and a final decision arrived at.

The films selected for the four evenings are

described in the following.

The choice for the tirst evening of the experi

ment was a composite program of four bland

natural-scenery films, produced by the Swedish

National Railway Company and depicting beauti

fui pastoral scenes mainly from four Swedish pro

vinces (Dalsland, Medelpad, Scania and Dale

carlia). Ah films had a sound track with a speaker

commenting on the beauty etc. of the provinces

in question to the accompanyment of film music.

This program was intended to be a “neutral” stim

ulus (as concerns emotion-arousing). The reason

for starting the series with this program was that

the subjects in spite of our attempts to minimize

such effects, could conceivably be somewhat more

tense and anticipative on the first evening of the

study than on subsequent evenings. Thus, this

order of presentation works against the hypoth

esis that there would be more pronounced reac

tions to the “arousing” films than to the relatively
neutral “control” films. Although a rotated design

would have furnished some advantages, it was

considered unfeasible for practical reasons.

A further reason for including it in our study
was that some or ail of our subjects could be

expected to react primarily to the “cinemato

graphic situation” per se, and not to the “emo

tional quality” of the variqus film stimuli.

The film selected to be shown on the second

evening was Stanley Kubrick’s “Paths of Glory”,

considered to be agitating and anger-provoking. A

French infantry regiment near the end of the

first world war is ordered on an almost impossible

mission. When the mission breaks down, the entire

regiment is accused of cowardice in combat. As

a lesson to the other soldiers, three men are

arbitrarily picked and courtmartialled. Following

a most unjust trial, a judicial murder is commit

ted, the three men being executed by a firing

squad.

The program for the third evening was a com

edy, “Chariey’s Aunt”, directed by Hans Quest

and considered to be charming and very amusing.

The Oxford students Charley and Jack are cx

pecting a visit by Charley’s aunt, Donna Lucia.

Two beautiful girls, Amy aod Katty, have ac

cepted their invitation for lunch provided that

Charley’s aunt is present as chaperon. However,

Donna Lucia cables that she wiii be late. In order

to save the lunch, Charley and Jack persuade a

perpetual student, Lord Babberly, to dress up

as Donna Lucia. Following a variety of complica

tions, the real Donna Lucia appears and reveals

the plot. However, all ends well: Jack and Charley

become engaged to the girls, as does Donna Lucia

to Lord Babberly.

The film for the fourth evening was Mario

Bava’s gruesome ghost story “The Mask of Satan”,

based on a novel by Gogol. In the l7th century a

witch is burnt but her cremation is incomplete.

Due to this, when—200 years later—two phys

icians come to the castle where she lies buried,

she rises from the dead, and transforms the older

of the physicians into a werwolf. Together they

ravage the castle, occasionally drinking the blood

of its inhabitants, thereby transforming them into

vampires and distorted monsters. The chief target

for their persecution is a lovely young girl who

is relentlessly hunted and, in the end, falis victim

to the blood-sucking activities mentioned above.

However, the younger physician, by a combina

tion of witchcraft and muscular strength, succeeds

in conquering the monsters, and the witch is

j
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burnt again, this time resulting in a complete

cremation.—In spite of this somewhat trashy plot,

the film has been considered by film critics to

contain obvious artistic qualities and to be a

beautiful and quite effective hair-raiser.

Briefly, then, the four film programs were hy

pothesized to differ from each other in the fol

lowing respects: (a) the first program was hy

pothesized to be considerably less arousing than

the control periods preceding and following the

program, by virtue of equanamity-inducing and

attention-distracting qualities, (e) the Iast three

programs were hypothesized to be more arousing

than the control periods preceding and following

each film, and (d) the comedy was hypothesized

to induce emotional reactions of a pleasant type

rather different from those possibly evoked by

the hair-raiser and by the war film.

3.4 Material and rnethods

The 20 subjects participating in this study were

ah female office clerks (age range 17—55, mean

26 years). Ail were clinically in good health,

physically and mentally, as judged from inter

views and questionnaire returns. An attempt was

made to choose subjects who in one way or

another were somewhat familiar with this type

of study, in order to avoid reactions due to the

novelty of the entire experimental setting: 14 of

those chosen for this study had participated in

other psychophysiological studies performed by

our laboratory (Levi, 1964, 1967). Four were

their work-mates, and the remaining two belonged

to the clerical staff of the Department of Medi

cine of Karolinska hospital and, hence, were

rather weli informed about the experimenters and

the generai outiines of their studies. Ail who

were approached by the experimenters consented

to participate in this study, being motivated part

ly by interest and curiosity, partly by being paid

the equivalent of $16 for their participation.

They were exphicitly informed that the aim of

this study was to investigate how different types

of film programs affect the individual urinary ex

cretion of adrenaline and noradrenaline. During

four consecutive evenings, four different film

programs would be shown that had been selected

from the ordinary story film repertoire. The pro-

grams wouid flot inciude any films prohibited by

the Film Censor Board, only ordinary movies of

good quality. This detailed information was also

given with the intention further to reduce any

apprehension concerning the experimental setting

per se. Thus, every subject knew in detail ail

objectives and routines of the study save one,

namely the specific films or even types of film

that would be shown (cf. Bringmann, 1966). In

this way, the subjects were made maximaily coo

perative, and ail routines ran smoothly and es

sentially as pianned by the experimenter.

The study was performed on four consecutive

evenings (Tuesday through Friday). The subjects

were instructed flot to take any drugs or alcoholic

beverages whatsoever from the day before the

start of the study (i.e. from Monday morning)

until its end. As concerns the four experimental

days, the subjects were instructed flot to smoke

between 10.00 a.m. and 10.45 p.m., to eat lunch

as usual approximately at noon and then flot to

eat anything except the food served in the labora

tory.

They were further asked flot to drink anything

after lunch save two glasses (approximately 300

mi) of tap water at 4.00 p.m., to void as com

pleteiy as possible at approximately the same

hour, and to report at the laboratory at 5.20 p.m.,

the experiment proper starting at 5.30 p.m. At

5.30 p.m., the subjects were instructed to empty

their bladders as completely as possible, again to

drink 300 ml of tap water and to eat two sand

wiches that were served to them. This procedure

was repeated at 7.10 p.m. and 8.50 p.m.

The urine samples produced on the last two

occasions and at 10.30 p.m. were collected for

analysis. Accordingly, the urine samples were col

iected at the end of three consecutive 100-minute

periods, one preceding the film show (control

period A, 5.30—7.10 p.m.), one comprising the

90-minute film program (film period B, 7.10—

8.50 p.m.), and one after the performance (con

trol period C, 8.50—10.30 p.m.).

As mentioned in paragraph 2.7 (page 31), psy

chological and physioiogicai variables are known

Day
No.

N
20

,

N
20

3
N=
20

4

N==
19

Period

A
B
C

B-
2

A—C

A
B
C

B:C

Expectant

2.50±0.37
2.05±0.34
1.60±0.24

0.00ns

0.90*

2.05±0.34
4.84±0.31
1.30 ± 0.16

3.17***

0.75*

2.60±0.39
4.75 ±0.3 3
1.45 ±0.22

2.72***

l.l5**

2.58 ±0.40
4.84±0.41
1.33 ± 0.19

2.89***

1.25**

to exhibit a circadian rhythm. Keeping this in

mi, we choose the measure

B_A+C

for the study of the effects of the films shown, be

cause there was reason to expect e.g. adrenaline

excretion to exhibit a circadian decrease and

fatigue ratings to increase between the first and

the second control period. If this change is rea

sonabiy linear, the measure mentioned above

represents the effect of the experimental stimuli

used during the film period. Furthermore, the

random error of the mean of (A) and (C) is

smaller than for either of them taken separately.

For this procedure to be fuliy effective, the three

periods shouid be pure, clear cut and character

ized by control and experimental conditions, re

spectively. As rnentioned above, attempts were

made to attain precisely such conditions. On day

4, N = 19 because one of the subjects failed to

corne due to headache.

During ail four evenings, ail details in the ex

perimental setting were strictly standardized, in

cluding instructions, stimuli, posture, time scheme,

food, fluid intake, and urine collection, in ac

cordance with the rules outhined in Chapter 2.

No communication was aliowed between the sub

jects during the film show or in connection with

the completion of the questionnaires.

The design of the 6-point scales used in this

study is shown in figure 2:1. Within this frarne

work, the subjects were asked whether they had

feit expectant (fiirvhintansfuhl), engaged and carried

away (engagerad och medryckt), frightened (upp

skrmd), uneasy (orohig), agitated (uppri5rd), ag

gressive and angry (agressiv och arg), despon

dent (nedstmd), amused, happy and cheerful

minutes; B, 101—200 minutes;

Table 3:1 A. Means±S.E.M. and changes in self-rated psychological variables before, during and after

four different film programs shown on four consecutive evenings (day 1: neutral film, bland natural

sceneries; day 2: the war film “Paths of Glory”; day 3: the comedy “Charley’s Aunt”; day 4: the hair

raiser “The Mask of Satan”). Number of subjects as indicated in left coiumn. The ratings were made on

six-point scaies ranging between “very” (6 points) and “flot at ail” (1 point). A stands for the period 0—100

and C, 201—300 minutes.

r
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Engaged and Frightened Uneasy Agitated

carried away

2.15±0.35 1.00±0.00 1.26±0.20 1.00+0.00

2.15±0.37 1.00±0.00 2.15±0.40 1.15±0.00

1.45 0.22 1.00±0.00 2.10 0.35 1.00 ± 0.00

0.35’ 0.00” 0.47s 0.i5’

0.70* 0.00s —0.84’ 0.00’

1.90±0.33 1.00±0.00 1.05 ±0.05 1.00±0.00

5.00+0.36 2.800.45 3.21±0.44 4.80±0.29

1.85 ± 0.32 1.10±0.10 1.35 ± 0.22 i .30 0.16

313*** 1.75*** 2.Ol*** 3.65***

0.05’ —0.10” —0.30’

1.95 + 0.37 1.00 ± 0.00 1.10 ± 0.07 1.00±0.00

5.85±0.11 1.00±0.00 1 .000.00 1 .000.00

2.20±0.38 1.00±0.00 1 .05j0.OS 1.00±0.00

3•77*** —0.07’ 0.00’

0.00” 0.05’

2.47±0.39 1.00±0.00 1.21 ±0.21 1.00±0.00

5.32±0.24 5.000.37 4.58+0.45 4.470.37

2.22±0.36 1.84±0.34 1.72+0.30 1.61 ±0.29

2.97*** 3.58*** 3.1hl*** 3.17***

0.25s 0.5l’

2
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(road, glad och munter), whether they had laughed

(skrattat), and whether they had feit bored

(uttrâkad) and tired (trôtt). These ratings were

performed with respect to the first rest period,

the film period and the second rest period.

3.5 Resuits
3.5.1 Psychological variables
3.5.1.1 Expectancy and engagement

Self-rated expectancy and engagement both cx

hibited significant increases during ah three story

films but not during the natural-scenery program

(cf. table 3:1 A). Expectancy ratings decreased

significantly from control period A to control

period C, as did the engagement ratings of the

first evening but flot of the subsequent evenings.

3.5.1.2 Fright, uneasiness; agitation

The mean questionnaire “fright” scores increased

significantly during “Paths of Glory” and “The

Mask of Satan” but did not change significantly

during the other two film programs. This also

applied to self-rated “uneasiness” and “agitation”

scores. No changes occurred between the two

control periods during any of the evenings for

any of these variables save a small but significant

increase in “fright” and “agitation” during the

fourth evening, cf. table 3:1 A.

3.5.1.3 Aggression and despondence

“Aggression” rates increased significantly during

“Paths of Glory” only, cf. table 3:1 B. During

this film but also during “The Mask of Satan”

No changes occurred from the first to the second

control periods save for “despondence” on the

second evening.

3.5.1.4 A in usement and laughter

“Amusement” as well as “laughter” ratings (table

3:1 B) increased significantly during “Charley’s

Aunt”, decreased significantly during “Paths of

Glory” and “The Mask of Satan”, and did not

change significantly during the natural-scenery

films. No significant changes occurred between

the first and the second control periods except

for a significant increase in “laughter” ratings fol

lowing “Charley’s Aunt”.

3.5.1.5 Boredom and fatigue

“Boredom” ratings (table 3:1 B) increased signif

icantly during the natural-scenery films and de-

creased significantly during “Charley’s Aunt”. A

significant increase was also found during the

control period following the natural-scenery films.

Fatigue ratings decreased significantly during all

films but the natural-scenery film period (table

3:1 B) throughout the study.

3.5.2 Physiological variables

3.5.2.1 Adrenaline excretion

As shown in figure 3:1 and Table 3:2, adrena

line excretion decreased significantly during the

natural-scenery films but increased significantly

during the films of the three subsequent evenings.

During all four evenings there was a significant

faIl in adrenahine excretion from the first to the

second control period.
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Table 3:1 B. Means ±S.E.M. and changes in self-rated psychological variables before, during and after four
different film programs shown on four consecutive evenings (day 1: neutral film, bland natural-sceneries;
day 2: the war film “Paths of Glory”; day 3: the comedy “Charley’s Aunt”; day 4: the hair-raiser “The
Mask of Satan”). Number of subjects as indicated in left coiumn. The ratings were made on six-point scales
ranging between “very” (6 points) and “not at ail” (1 point). A stands for the period 0—100 minutes; B,
101—200 minutes; and C, 210—300 minutes.

Table 3:2. Means ± S. E. M. and changes in urinary adrenaline, noradrenaline, creatinine, urine volume

and specific gravity before, during and after four different film programs shown on four consecutive

evenings (day 1: neutral film, bland natural-sceneries; day 2: the war film “Paths of Glory”; day 3: the

comedy “Charley’s Aunt”; day 4: the hair-raiser “The Mask of Satan”). Number of subjects as indicated

in left column. A stands for the period 0—100 minutes; B, 101—200 minutes; and C, 201—300 minutes.

Day Period Aggressive and Despondent Amused, happy Laughing Bored Tired
No. angry and cheerful

I A 1.00±0.00 1.20±0.20 3.30±0.40 3.50±0.18 1.20±0.16 2.10±0.32
B 1.00±0.00 1.20—0.12 3.55--0.34 2.95±0.29 2.55--0.35 3.75—0.42

N = C 1.00±0.00 1.35—0.18 2.90—0.33 3.10±0.28 2.15=0.26 4.800.30
20 A--C

B————— 0.00’ 0.45 0.88* 0.30ns
2

A—C 0.00” 0.40ns 0.40flS

2 A 1.00±0.00 1,05±0.05 2.95±0.29 2.45±0.23 1.40=0.18 2.20*0.34
B 2.95=0.44 4.00±0.42 1.40±0.27 1.15±0.08 1.05±0.05 1.55—0.26

N = C 1.16=0.11 1.50±0.21 2.95±0.29 2.75±0.24 1.30±0.18 3.90±0.35
20 AH-C

B———— 1.87*** 2.72*** —

1.SSin i.4Sfh —0.30
2

A—C 0.0011S 0.l0

3 A 1.00±0.00 1.20±0.12 3.05±0.34 2.15±0.20 1.45±0.18 2.50±0.34
B 1.00±0.00 1.00±0.00 5.95±0.05 5.70±0.13 1.00±0.00 1.20±0.16

N = C 1.00±0.00 1.15±0.11 3.45±0.31 3.53±0.22 1.45±0.18 4.26±0.34
20 A+C

B—---———— 0.00’ —0.17» 2.70*** 2.86***
2

A—C 0.00’ 0.05’ 0.00”

4 A 1.00±0.00 1.26±0.18 3.21±0.34 2.63±0.23 1.32±0.22 2.11±0.34
B 1.56±0.27 2.53±0.44 1.42±0.30 1.00±0.00 1.16±0.16 1.11±0.11

N = C 1.00±0.00 1.28±0.18 2.61±0.29 2.84±0.23 1.56±0.29 3.42±0.41
19 A+C

B—---——— 0.56ns 1.26*
2

A—C 0.00 0.60

Day Period Adrenaline Noradrenaline Creatinine Urine volume Spec. gravity
No. ng/min ng/min mg/rnin ml/min (N—l)x 1000.

1 A 5.89±0.97 14.83±1.95 0.90±0.06 2.43±0.25 8.68±0.79

N = B 2.82±0.29 10.83±1.01 0.89±0.05 3.07±0.10 4.75±0.25
20 C 3.88±0.45 13.47±1.48 1.00±0.06 2.30±0.10 7.05±0.35

A—C
B—--------— —2 06*** 3 32* 05 O 71” 3 12fl9

.,

A—C 2.01* 1.36rs 0.13ns 1.63*

2 A 6.07±0.49 15.21±1.23 0.89±0.07 2.81±0.26 9.35±1.39

N = B 7.60±0.78 16.42±1.31 1.01±0.06 4.38±0.29 4.75±0.40
20 C 4.49±0.53 16.59±1.36 0.88±0.06 1.87=0.17 9.80±0.78

AH-C
B—-———— 2.32** 0.5211s 0.l3 2.04***

A—C 1.58* —1.38’ 0.01 O.94fl —0.45’

3 A 5.48±0.34 16.47±1.20 0.69±0.04 2.69±0.25 8.95±1.44

N = B 7.05±0.73 18.03±1.27 1.06±0.05 4.06±0.18 4.85±0.26
20 C 3.81±0.61 17.53±1.15 0.75±0.04 1.46±0.14 10.16±0.74

A+C
B——-—----- 2 41*** I 03’ o 33 1 98*** 4 7Ofh

.)

A—C 1.67** 1.23*** 1.21’

4 A 7.48±0.57 14.61±1.08 0.78±0.04 2.65±0.20 7.72±0.57

N = B 10.56± 1.45 19.57±1.60 1.04±0.07 4.47±0.28 4.63±0.23
19 C 5.50±0.53 18.64±1.49 0.78±0.07 1.28±0.08 13.00±0.96

A+C
B———--——- 4.07** 2.95** 0.26** 2.50***

2
A—C 1.98** 0.00,s l.36***

there was an increase in “despondence” ratings.
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films

Figure 3:1. Urinary excretion of adrenaline (ADR) be
fore, during and after viewing (a) bland natural
scenery films, (b) the war film “Paths of Glory”, (e)

Natural-scenery
films
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3.5.2.2 Noradrenaline excretion

Figure 3:2 and table 3:2 demonstrate a significant

fail in noradrenaline excretion during the natural

scenery films. In contrast, there was a nonsignif

icant rise during “Paths of Glory” and “Charley’s

Aunt” and a significant rise during “The Mask

of Satan”. No significant changes occurred from

the first to the second control periods apart from a

rise on the fourth evening, when the last-named

film was shown.

3.5.2.3 Urinary creatinine

As shown in figure 3:3 and table 3:2, significant

increases in creatinine excretion were noted during

the film periods of “Charley’s Aunt” and “The

Mask of Satan” but flot of the other two pro-
grams. No significant changes occurred during any

of the evenings from the first to the secand con

trol period.

3.5.2.4 Urine volume

The film periods of ail four evenings were ac

companied by a significant increase in urine

volume (cf. figure 3:4 and table 3:2). On the

second and subsequent evenings there was a

significant decrease from the first to the second

control period, whereas the corresponding change

on the first evening was non-significant.

3.5.2.5 Specific gravit)’

Urinary specific gravity decreased significantly

during the film period of ah four evenings, and

from the first to the second control period of the

first evening and increased significantly the first

to the second control period of the Iast evening

(cf. figure 3:5 and table 3:2).

3.6 Discussion
3.6.1 Comparison between subjective reactions to
different films

Almost no significant differences were found be
tween the subjective reactions reported for the
first control period on the four evenings. This
supports the assumption that the psychological
“starting position” of our subjects remained sim
ilar throughout the study.

As to the filin period, the natural-scenery films
would—according to the experimenter’s assump
tion—induce feelings of calmness and equanimity
(and possibly boredom). “Paths of Glory” was
selected for its assumed aggression-provoking pro
perties, “Charley’s Aunt” was assumed to be
primarily comical and amusing, and “The Mask
of Satan” was picked for its assumed fright-in
ducing properties. The author is well aware that
emotional reactions are unlikely to be entirely
clear-cut and “pure”. On the other hand, the
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four programs were assumed to be very different

from each other and to evoke emotional reac

tions which likewise clearly differ. This assump

tion finds support in the self-ratings of our sub

jects: the natural-scenery films were accompanied

by a significant increase in “boredom” ratings,

“Paths of Glory” was accompanied by feelings

of “aggression” (but also of several other types

of emotional reactions), “Charley’s Aunt” was

characterized by increased “amusement” and

“laughter” ratings, and “The Mask of Satan”,

finahly, was primarily reported to induce feelings

of “uneasiness” and “fright”, cf. figure 3:6 and

tables 3:1 A&B, 3:3 A&B and 3:4 A&B.

3.6.2 Quality of emotional reaction and changes

in sympathoadrenomedullary and renai function

In general, it was found that both types of emo

tional reactions, “pleasant” as well as “unpleas
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Table 3:3 A. Statistical comparisons of means for self-rated psychological variables between day 1 and days

2, 3 and 4. (N = 19.) The ratings were made on six-point scales ranging between “very” (6 points) and

“flot at ail” (1 point). A stands for the period O—100 minutes; B, 101—200 minutes; and C, 201—300

minutes.

Diif. Period Expectant Engaged Frightened Uneasy Agitated

betw. and carried
days away
No.

1—2 A 0.26 0.26ns 0.OO 0.21” O.O01s

B 1.05’

C 0.32’ —O.11” 0.79’ —0.32’

A+C
B—————— ._2.66***

2
A—C —0.05”-’ 0.68”-’ O.58s 0.32”’

l—3 A —0.16” O.21’ 0.OOs O.16ns 0.0Os

B 0.OO” 0.95* 0.16s

C 0.16’- O.OOs 1.11’

A+C
B—--------— 339*** 0.32”’ O.l6S

2
A—C —0.32”’ 1.00* 0.OOS 0.95* 0.00”’

1—4 A —0.21”’ 0.05”’ O.0O”

B
C 0.32” 0.74”’ 0.42”’

A+C
B——

2
A—C —0.53”’ O.47s 0.84* —0.37” 0.63*

Table 3:3 B. Statistical comparisons of means for self-rated psychologicai variables between days 2, 3 and 4.

(N = 19.) The ratings were made on six-point scales ranging between “very” (6 points) and “flot at ail” (1

point). A stands for the period O—100 minutes; B, 101—200 minutes; and C, 201—300 minutes.

Diif. Period Expectant Engaged Frightened Uneasy Agitated

betw. and carried
days away
No.

2—3

2—4

3—4

A
B
C

B
2

A—C

A
B
C

A±C
B———

2
A—C

A
B
C

B
2

A—C

0.05ns
—0.16”-’

O.34s

—0.26”

0.47”'
0.05”

0.00”-’-

0.18”'

—0.47”

—0.1 lflS

O.16nS

— 0.16”'

0.21”

—0.05ns

—0.37”'

—0.74”'

0.32”-’

—0.53”

—0.32”'

0.05”'

O.21”

—0.47”
0.58**
0.05”

0.79*

0.53”'

O.00ns
1.68**
0.11”’

1.63**

—0.11”’

0.00ns

0.74*

O.00ns

0.84*

O.05”'
2.00***
0.32”'

1.87***

O.37”'

0.16”'

—0.37”’

0.21”'

—0.llns

0.58”'

O.00ns
3•74***
0.32”

3.58***

0.32”'

O.00ns
0.74”'

—0.32”’

0.89”'

0.32”’

0.00ns
_3.O0***

0.63*
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Table 3:4 A. Statistical comparisons ofmeans for self-rated psychological variables between day I and days
2, 3 and 4. (N = 19.) The ratings were made on six-point scales ranging between “very” (6 points) and
“flot at ail” (1 point). A stands for the period 0—100 minutes; B, 101—200 minutes; and C, 201—300

Diif. Period Aggressive Despondent Amused,happy Laughing Bored Tired
betw. and angry and cheerful s

days
No.

1—2 A O.0O 0.16”’ 0.32ns O.95***
B 2.00*** 1.74*** 1.58*** 2.26***
C —0.16”’ 0.16”’ 0.05”-’- 0.32”' O.84*** O.89**

A+C
B———------ 1.82*** 1.11 l.26’-’ 1.84***

2
A—C 0.16”' 0.32”' 0.26”’- 0.63”’

1—3 A 0.00”' 0.00”' 0.21”-’- 1.32*** —0.26”'
B O.O0 0.21”' 1.63*** 2.63***
C 0.00ns 0.16”' —0.53”' —0.53” 0.68** 0.58*

A+C
B—— 0.00”’ 0.13’ i.42*** 2.50***

2
A—C 0.00 0.16”' 0.74s l.84***

1—4 A 0.00”' 0.05”’ 0.05”' 0.84* 0.11”' —0.05”'
B 0.53”’ 2.00*** 1.89*** l.47** 2.58***
C 0.00”-’- 0.05”- 0.37”' 0.26”' 0.63* l.32**

A+C
B——--——-— 1.79*** 1.34*** 1.21** 1.95***

2
A—C 0.00”- —0.11”- 0.58”' —0.74”’

Table 3:4 B. Statistical comparisons of means in self-rated psychological variables between days 2, 3 and
4. (N = 19.) The ratings were made on six-point scales ranging between “very” (6 points) and “flot at ail”
(1 point). A stands for the period 0—100 minutes; B, 101—200 minutes; and C, 201—300 minutes.

Diff. Period Aggressive Despondent Arnused, Laughing Bored Tired
betw. and angry happy and
days cheerful
No.

2—3

2—4

3—4

A
B
C

B
2

A—C

A
B
C

B
2

A—C

A
B
C

B
2

A—C

0.00ns
1 .84***
0.16”’

1.76**

O.00n”
1.32*
0.16”'

1.24*

—0.16”'

0.00ns

O-00”’

—0.53”’-

0.00”’

—0.16”'
2.89***
0.32”'

2.82***

0.21”'
1.37**
0.21”'

1.37*

—0.42”’

—0.05ns

—0.llns

._l.45**

0.05”'

—0.11”’

0.47”'

0.00ns
0.32”

0.03”'

0.58”'

4•53***

0.89”'

4.16***

—1.05”

0.37”’-

1.21**

—0.llns
0.16”-

—0.05”'

0.24”'

0.05”'

4.68***
0.79*

453***

0.05”'
0.05ns

0.16”'

O.ilns

0.ilns
—0.llns
—0.21”'

0.32”

0.16”'

0.05”'

0.2l”'

0.21”’

0.37”'
0.32”'

0.66*

0.Osns

0.00”’
0.32”’-
0.42”’

0.llns

0.42”'

0.26”'
0.05”'

0.74*

—0.47”’
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ant”, were accompanied by significant and similar

changes in sympathoadrenomedullary activity as

reflected in the urinary excretion of adrenaline

and noradrenaline, and in renal function as in

dicated by changes in urine volume, specific grav

ity and creatinine excretion. These changes are

evident in the individual film experiments but are

best demonstrated by comparing the reactions

during the three psychologically “arousing” films

with each other and with those during the bland,

psychologically “non-arousing” control program.

In spite of the experimenter’s attempt to find

stimuli that would evoke relatively specific emo

tional reactions, the reactions turned out to be

rather composite and complex, although very

probably different on the different days. For this

reason, the experiment does not provide optimum

conditions for a study of quantitative psychophy

siological relationships. However, qualitative re

lationships may be studied with greater accuracy.

Comparing “Charley’s Aunt” with “Paths of

Glory”, there are very conspicuous differences in

psychological reaction as reported by the subjects,

cf. figure 3:6 and tables 3:3&4. In contrast, no

significant differences were found in the phys

iological reactions to the two films as represented

by our measurements save in creatinine excre

tion (cf. tables 3:5 A&B). Accordingly, one might

conclude that most of the physiological reactions

measured are flot specifically related to the quali

ty of the reaction but to its intensity, in support

of the hypothesis presented in figure 1:2.

According to the Funkenstein (1956) hypothesis,

aggressive feelings are related to increases in for

adrenaline release, whereas anxiety is related to

release of adrenaline. In the original experiments

forming the basis for this hypothesis, no direct

:measurements were made of these hormones in

one or another of the body fluids. True, some

authors who have made use of such measure

ments, daim that the resuits confirmed the hy

pothesis. However, some recent, well controlled

studies have failed to corroborate this (cf. Fran

kenhaeuser, 1971), an opinion that is further

supported by the finding that although “Paths of

Glory” was accompanied by a significant in-

crease in “aggression” ratings, while “The Mask

of Satan” was not, the noradrenaline excretion

during the last-named film was significantly

higher, as was the increase during the film period

over the control levels.

Similarly, “fright” rating levels and increases

were significantly higher during “Paths of Glory”

and “The Mask of Satan” than during “Charley’s

Aunt”, but no significant differences existed be

tween these films with respect to adrenaline ex

cretion.

3.6.3 Quantity of emotional reaction and changes

in sympathoadrenomedullary and renal function

As shown in table 3:1 B, the natural-scenery films

were accompanied by a significant increase in

“boredom” ratings. One might further hypoth

esize that these films, by diverting the attention

of the subjects away from “arousing” stimuli of

various kinds, actually induced feelings of relaxa

tion and equanimity that were more pronounced

during the film period than during the control

periods before and after. It might weIl be that

such an assumed decrease in psychological

“arousal” level was reflected in the significant

decrease in catecholamine excretion found during

the natural-scenery films. It should be noted that

this decrease occurred in relation to the mean

of both control periods, so that the probable cir

cadian decrease in adrenaline excretion during

evening hours would seem to be less acceptable

as an explanation of this phenamenon, cf. par

agraph 3.6.4 below.

Mason et al. (1957) have suggested that the

central nervous system exerts a tonic influence

on hypophyseo-adrenocortical activity, and the

same group of authors bas later demonstrated

that viewing Disney nature-study films signifi

cantly lowers the levels of plasma 17-hydroxycor-

ticosteroids (Handion, et al., 1962). Our findings

support the hypothesis that adrenaline excretion

reacts in a similar way, and further that it reflects

not the quality but the intensity of the simultane

ous psychological “arousal” (cf. also discussion

in Chapter 4).

Table 3:5 A. Statistical comparisons of means for adrenaline, noradrenaline and creatinine excretion, urine
volume and specific gravity between day I and days 2, 3 and 4. (N = 19.) A stands for the period 0—100
minutes; B, 101—200 minutes; and C, 201—300 minutes.

Diif. betw. Perjod Adrenaljne Noradrenaline Creatinine Urine volume Spec. gravity
days No. ng/min ng/min mg/min ml/min (N—l)x 1000

l—2 A —0.l7’ 0.03ns
B 0.OtFs

C 0.18ns 0.42**
A--C

B—-——----— -2.26 1.53S
2

A—C 0.49ns 3.19* 2.42ns

1—3 A 0.48s 0.22** 0.00”
B 0.05flS

C —0.05’ 0.30** 0.81***

A—C
B———-—--— 1.50”

2
A—C 0.53ns 2.90ns 2.89*

l—4 A —1.46v’ 0.44e’ 0.14* 1.00
B —0.13’ 0.l6’
C 0.28* 1.02***

A—C
B———----— _1.84*** 2.58**

2
A—C 0.l7’ 5.87*** 6.84***

f Diif. betw. Period
days No.

Table 3:5 B. Statistical comparisons of means in adrenaline, nordrenaline and creatinine excretion, urine
volume and specific gravity between days 2, 3 and 4. (N = 19.) A stands for the period 0—100 minutes; B,

101—200 minutes; and C, 201—300 minutes.

2—3

Adrenaline
ng min

Noradrenaline
ng min

A
B
C

B
2

A—C

Creatinine
mg min

0.65s
0.25ns
0.61S

0.04s

Urine volume
mlmin

2—4

—1.68”

Spec. gravity
(N—1)x 1000

4:

0.19*

0.12*

0.07ns

A
B
C

B-
2

A—C

0.13”
0.25ns
0.39**

— 0.02”

—0.26”

—0.97”

1 .99”

0.32”-’

0.32e’
0.05fls

—0.1 6ns

0.03ns

0.47flS

3.—4

0.62s
— 4.63 *

—2.06”-’

—3.9 l’l’

2.68*

0.llns
— 0.02”-

Obus

—0.l3”

0.olns

A
B
C

A-’-C
B————

2
A—C

0.25”

0.60**

—0.52’

—l.62’

I .32’’
0.16’

—3.1 l**

l.05

4.42*

1.89**

—1.08”

_2.23*

—0.08”’
0.03ns

0.07

2.98**

0.l2’

0.2ls

0.51’

—0.07’

1.00
0.1 1”-

1.08”’

—0.08”-’ 395*
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3.6.4 Psychosocial stimuli aud physiological

responses

Although the physiological reactions demonstrated

in this study are in no way extreme, it is ob

vious that experimental psychosocial stimuli of

relatively short duration and of an every-day

character are capable of evoking significant reac

tions in every one of the physiological parameters

investigated here. The catecholamine data cor

roborate our earlier findings demonstrating in

creases in the excretion of urinary catecholamines

in response to film shows. The data on urine

flow, specific gravity and urinary creatinine

similarly demonstrate significant effects of psy

chosocial stimuli on renal function. When evaluat

ing these reactions it should be remembered that

adrenaline excretion and urine flow have been

found to decrease in the evening because of the

circadian variation—as demonstrated by Lean

derson and Levi (1966) and Levi (1969)—in

subjects undergoing a similar procedure to that

used in the present study but not being exposed to

fiLm shows.

The differences found in the present study be

tween the first and the second control period

(A—C, cf. table 3:2) in adrenaline excretion and

urine flow confirm these observations. This means

that the reactions found as to these variables are

probably more pronouneed than appears from a

comparison between the levels during the film

period and first control period, only.

cholamine output. It was found that viewing bland

uatural-scenery films was accompanied by a signif

icant increase in “boredom” ratings, with no

other sigificant emotional reactions reported. Con

comitantly, significant decreases were found in

adrenaline and noradrenaline excretion. The ag

gression-evoking “Paths of Glory” and the amuse

ment-evoking comedy “Charley’s Aunt” were bath

accompanied by similar increases in adrenaline

exeretion, with no change in noradrenaline ex

cretion. The most fright-provoking of the four

programs, “The Mask of Satan”, was accom

panied by significant increases in the excretion of

both catecholamines. It is proposed that the

natural-scenery films produced a decrease in

emotional arousal that was reflected in a decrease

in the catecholamine excretion. The three “arous

ing” films were ail accompanied by significant

increases in adrenaline excretion in spite of the

great differences between the emotional reactions

provoked. It was further found that the emotional

ly “arousing” films evoked significant renal reac

tions as reflected in changes in urine volume,

specific gravity and creatinine excretion.
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3.7 Summary
Against the background of theoretical considera

tions presented in Chapter 1, a study is described,

in which 20 healthy female office clerks were

shown four different film programs on four con

secutive evenings in order to study whether (a)

not only fright- and aggression-evoking psycho

social stimuli but amusement- and laughter-evok

ing too would be effective in provoking the same

type of sympathoadrenomedullary and renal reac

tions, and (b) whether stimuli evoking feelings of

calmness, equanimity and possibly boredom

would be effective in decreasing urinary cate
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4.1 The problem
As already repeatedly pointed out, it has long

been known that sympathoadrenomedullary re

actions accompany the emotional reactions of

anger and fear (Cannon, 1929). A similarity be

tween the physiological concomitants of these

emotions and those accompanying sexual arousal

bas been noticed by several authors (MacLean,

1965). For example. tachycardia, hyperventila

tion, pupillary dilatation, perspiration, and in

creased arterial blood pressure have been shown

to occur not only in anger and fear but also

during sexual arousal (Bartlett, 1956; Bernick

et al., 1968; Klumbie and Kleinsorge, 1950; Lan-

dis and Gulette, 1925; Marston, 1928; Masters

and Johnson, 1966; Scott, 1930; Wenger et al.,

1968). in spite of the generally pleasant character

of the last-mentioned response. It may be noted

that such a stereotyped reaction to widely dif

ferent influences is suggested by Selye’s (1960,

1971) concept of stress and by the results present

ed in Chapter 3. One of the main characteristics

in this reaction pattern seems to be an increased

sympathoadrenomeduliary activity, which accord

ing to Schachter and Wheeler (1962) in turn

seems to be closely related to what these authors

calI “emotionality”. On this basis one would ex

pect an increased secretion of adrenaline and

noradrenaline (perhaps as a preparation for

muscular activity) to be a common denominator

of these three otherwise 50 dissimilar emotional

states—anger, fear, and sexuai arousal. Whiie

such an increased secretion, as refiected by an

increased excretion of urinary catecholamines has

been demonstrated repeatedly during anger and

fear (for review, see Chapter 1) and aiso during

amusement (cf. Chapter 3), nothing is known

about catecholamine excretion during sexual

arousal, probably because of the difficulties of

inducing such feelings in controlled experiments.

Further indications of a possible relationship

between sympathoadrenomedullary and sexual

function can be derived from the experiments in

rabbits reported by Markee et al. (1952) sug

gesting that “an adrenergic substance is liberated

following mating”, because “if certain of the

activities of adrenaline are blocked during the

first minute after mating, ovulation is prevented”.

Finaliy, there is some scanty evidence that a

chronic increase in sympathetic tone (e.g. evoked

by unreleased sexual tension?) may play a mIe

in the genesis of certain functional genital dis

orders (Brundin, 1965; Cieciorowska and Telko,

1961; Harris, 1948; Husslein, 1964; Read, 1951;

Sj5strand, 1965; Wengraf, 1953). Such dysfunc

tion has been said to occur as a physiological

concomitant of iongstanding emotionai distur

bances, at least in predisposed individuals (Art

ner, 1964; Arvay and Nyiri, 1958; Clark, Jr. and

Treichier, 1950; Dunbar, 1954; Seiye, 1961;

Shanan et al., 1965). Similar reactions have been

reported in animais subjected to crowding, frustra

tion, or strong sensory stimulation (e.g. Àrvay

et al., 1956; Sackler et al., 1960; Christian, 1960;

Sai-Halasz, 1960; Mason et al., 1961; Thiessen

and Rodgers, 1961; Calhoun, 1962; Sackier and

Weltman, 1963; and Zondek and Tamari, 1964).

In a reiativeiy limited number of studies, genital

reactions have been experimentally induced in

man, most of the studies being centered on the

experimental induction of unpleasant emotional

states and the simultaneous measurement of uter

inc motility (Bickers, 1956; Garret, 1960; KelIy,

1962; Robertson, 1939).

Accordingly, in addition to their relevance for

the evaluation of the “stress (Selye)” construct,

findings in this field may have implications for

the theory and practice of gynecology and ob

stetrics. In addition to these psychosomatic im

plications, there are also somatopsychic aspects.

It is nowadays generally accepted that sexual

functions are closely interrelated with neurotic

disturbances, a view that rests mainly on clinical

observations. However, a few investigators have

shown that problems of this kind may be studied

experimentally with sophisticated tools of mea

surement (Lazarus, 1966; Sines, 1957; As, 1958).

Briefly, then, the relationships between sexual

arousal, arousal of a different character, and me-

actions within the sympathoadrenomedullary sys

tem deserve further study. This formed part of

the background to the present experiment.

According to the Kinsey report (Kinsey et al.,

1953), the human male has a much greater pro

pensity to respond to “psychosexual stimuli”

(erotic pictures and literature) than the female,

whose “distance receptors” are ciaimed to be re

latively less important for sexual arousal (cf.

Sherman, 1971). In contrast to the on-the-spot re

sponses of the male to perceptual images (Money,

1961), the female is claimed to respond primarily

to direct bodily contact (Beach, 1961). True, re

sponses to psychosexual stimulation do occur in

the female also, but only after considerable la

tency, as demonstrated in the experiments re

ported by Masters and Johnson (1965). 0f course,

such a difference in reactivity may be ascribable

primarily to education and other social influences

(cf. Sigusch, 1972), but there is some scanty

evidence that such differences exist in infrahuman

mammalian species as well (Beach, 1961; Kinsey

et al., 1953), thus possibly speaking in favour of

a biological origin. It has also been proposed that

this phenomenon may be related to a difference

in male and female dependence upon the cerebral

cortex for sexuai behaviour (Gorbman and Bern,

1962).

Briefly. then, the prirnary object of the present

study was to determine whether: (a) experimental
ly induced sexual arousal in man is accompanied
by changes in sympathoadrenomedullary activity

as reflected in the urinary excretion of adrenaline

and noradrenaline; (b) changes in catecholamine

excretion during sexual arousal bear any relation

to the intensity of the arousal as rated by the

subjects; and (c) females and males react dif

ferently to the stimuli used, psychologically and

physiologically. The present chapter is based, in

part, on a preliminary account published some

years ago (Levi, 1967) and on a more compre

hensive version published recently in another con

text (Levi, 1969).

4.2 Choice of methodology
Showing various types of films provides an ef

fective, convenient, and easily reproducible meth

od for the experimentai induction of emotional

reactions in man (cf. Chapter 3). This method

has been used by the present author in a series

of studies of psychophysiological responses during

various experimentally induced emotional states

in healthy subjects (Levi, 1963; Levi, 1965; Levi,

1967). For reasons mentioned above, it was con

sidered warranted to extend the study to include

sexual arousal, using the same general experi

mental design.

To induce sexual arousal we made use of a

film program composed of four short-length silent

filins (duration 11, 5, 11 and 14 minutes, me

spectively), two of them in colour, realistically

displaying human intercourse, with the sex organs

clearly visible. The monochrome films depicted

middle-aged actors and were pmobably of rather

ancient date, whereas the two colour films were

rather new and displayed young actors of both

sexes. The audience comprised both sexes who,

however, were seated on different rows.

In order to avoid the satiety likely to occur

when viewing a consecutive series of intercourses,

these films were separated by bland, silent natural

scenery films (duration 6, 8 and 17 minutes, me

spectively). Films of the latter kind have been

found not to induce any emotional or sympatho

adrenomedullary stimulation (cf. Chapter 3).

The first-named films had been confiscated by

the legal authorities, who placed them at the

author’s disposai for the purpose of this study. It

may be noted, however, that this study was car-
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ried out in 1964. Today, the National Swedish

Board of Film Censors no doubt releases even

considerably more advanced films of this type

for public display without any legal restrictions.

4.3 Material and methods

The 103* subjects participating in the experiment

were ail healthy students: 53 females (mean age

24, range 22—30) and 50 males (mean age 27,

range 23—40). Ah the male subjects and 10 of

the females were medical students attending

clinical courses. The remaining 43 females, who

were senior physiotherapy students, were included

to make up for the uneven sex distribution among

the medical students, only some 20 per cent of

whom were women.

Prior to volunteering for the experiment, ahi

the subjects were informed about the type of

stimuli to which they would be exposed and that

the intention was to study some of the physio

logical reactions to such stimuli in the two sexes.

They were explicitly told flot to participate if

hikely to be distressed by the type of stimuli in

question. For this or other reasons, 50 of the

153 subjects originally registered withdrew from

the experiment (5 female and 11 male medical

students, and 34 female physiotherapy students).

Needless to say, this way of selecting subjects

produces a biased sample. However, since some

of the stimuli might be psychologicahly harmfui

to sensitive subjects, such a procedure was judged

to be necessary for ethical reasons. Furthermore,

the original recruitment of subjects from these

two professions itself resulted in a sample that

is highly selected, particularly in view of such a

student’s familiarity with looking at and handling

the naked human body. Thus, the resulting bias

cannot be assessed readily in its effects on the

reaction pattern and must be considered in draw

ing conclusions.

Urine samples were collected at the end of

three consecutive 90-minute periods, one preced

ing the film showing (control period A, 6.30—8.00

p.m.), one inciuding the entire 72-minute film

program (film period B, 8.00—9.30 p.m.), and

one after the performance (control period C,

9.30—11.00 p.m.). The subjects were instructed

to empty their bladders 90 minutes before the start

of the experiment, i.e. at 5.00 p.m., and to drink

300 ml of tap water. This procedure was repeated

every 90 minutes, with a total fluid intake of 1,200

ml for the period concerned. The subjects were

served two standard sandwiches at about 6.30,

8.00 and 9.30 p.m. The use of drugs was pro

hibited from the pre-experimental day onwards,

alcoholic beverages for the entire experimental

day, smoking from 10.00 a.m., and caffeine-con

taining beverages from 1.00 p.rn. on the day of

the experiment.

Subjective reactions were reported with the aid

of seif-rating scaies on a questionnaire (see para

graph 2.20.7.2) administered toward the end of

each period. Some of the estimates were obtained

with the aid of 6-point self-rating scales (same

as those reported in Chapter 3). Other estimates

were obtained with 11-point scales. The exact

wording (transhated here, Swedish wording given

in brackets) of the last-named items was.”How

have you felt during the first rest period (film

period, second rest period): (a) pleasureable sensa

tions (lustknslor), (b) unpleasant sensations

(olustk.ns1or), and (c) general emotional arousal

(ahhmànt kns1omssigt beriird)”, and “Did you

feel sexually stimulated (sexuelit stimulerad) dur

ing the first rest period (film period, second rest

period)?”, cf. figure 2:1.

Based on the considerations mentioned in Chap

ter 3, the measure

A+C

2

was computed for alh variables as an expression

Table 4:1. Statisticah comparisons (Chi-square test) between the groups concerning answers to a question

about previous sexual experience.

Answers to respective alternatives

Males Fem&es

Alternatives No. % No. %

Lived intimately with someone 37 77.1 31 59.6
Had isolated instances of consummated sexual contacts 9 18.8 7 13.5

Not had any instances of consummated sexual
contacts 2 4.1 14 26.9

Total 48 100 52 100

Chi-square = 9.66; p < 0.01
Questionnaire returns were obtained from 48 maies and 53 females. One of these female subjects refused to supply

the requested information.

Table 4:2. Means and S.E.M. of self-rated psychological variables for male and female groups and for

group differences (sexual arousai, pleasurable and unpleasant sensations, and general emotional arousal),

and tests of significance between periods and between group means.

* In the presentation of resuits, N is often < 103. This
is explained by the foliowing circumstances: (a) A
number of urine samples were used for a study outside
the scope of this paper and, accordingly, were flot
available for the catecholamine or creatinine assays.
(b) Due to an error in the verbal instructions, 18 of
the male subjects left the iaboratory without having
been given the opportunity to complete a series of
questions administered at the end of the second con
trol period. (c) In addition, a few questions were oc
casionally answered ambiguously or flot at ail.

The subjects whose data were affected by the cir
cumstances mentioned under (a) and (b) were distrib
uted at random. Point (c) concerned a few subjects
oniy and thus does flot add appreciabiy to the selec
tion bias mentioned below.

Male group (M) Female group (F) Diif. betw. gr. (M —F)

Variable Period’ Mean± S.E.M. Mean± S.E.M. Mean± S.E.M.

Sexual arousal A 1.42 0.16 1.28 0.15 0.1411s 0.21

Males: N = 45 B 6.69 0.33 4.66 0.42 2.03*** 0.54

Females: N = 53 C 1.84 0.23 1.40 0.15 0.44s 0.26
A+C

B——————- 5.06*** 0.32 3.32*** 0.40 1.74** 0.52
2

A—C 0.h6 —0.i2 0.19 _0.30ns 0.25

Pleasurable
sensations A 2.63 0.39 2.15 0.26 0.48’ 0.39

Males: N = 29 B 6.43 0.57 4.47 0.42 1.96* 0.60

Females: N = 5h C 2.20 0.26 1.96 0.20 0.24’ 0.28
A+C

B———--— 4.Oh*** 0.55 2.4h*** 0.44 1.60** 0.60
2

A—C 0.43” 0.29 0.19ns 0.20 0.24rS 0.30

Unpleasant
sensations A 1.46 0.23 1.59 0.18 0.25

Males: N 28 B 3.37 0.45 4.55 0.40 0.53

Females: N = 52 C 1.33 0.15 1.88 0.21 0.25
A+C

B——-———— 1.97*** 0.45 2.81*** 0.36 0.50
2

A—C 0.h3ns 0.13 0.24 0.42” 0.27

General emotional A 2.19 0.22 3.04 0.26 0.32
arousal B 6.17 0.45 6.00 0.37 0.h7’ 0.51

Males: N 30 C 2.24 0.27 2.68 0.26 0.34

Females: N = 52 ArnC
B—— 395*** 0.46 3.h4*** 0.37 0.81fls 0.51

2
A—C 0.32 0.36ns 0.30 0.40

B— I
of the effects of the films shown.

The ratings were made in 1h-point scales ranging between “extremely” (11 points) and “flot at all” (h point).
I ‘A stands for the period 0—1 12 hours; B, 1 12—3 hours; and C, 3—4 12 hours.
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The male group turned out to be sexually some

what more experienced than the female (p < 0.01)

according to their questionnaire reports (table

4:1). The pereentage of married subjects was the

same in both groups, namely 6 per cent.

4.4 Resuits

4.4.1 Psychological variables

4.4.1.1 Sexual arousal

The film period was accompanied by a significant

increase in mean self-rated sexual arousal in both

sexes (table 4:2). The levels of tbis arousal as

reported by the subjects are demonstrated in the

frequency polygon of figure 4:1. This shows that

21 per cent of the females and only 4 per cent

of the males reported a total absence of sexual

arousal. Proceeding to the higher levels of sexual

amusaI, the males increase and the females de-

A+C
B—————

2
A—C

1.63*** 0.17

2.15*** 0.25

crease in frequency, while at the extreme of sex

ual excitation we find a few females but no

males. The mean level of sexual arousal is signifi

cantly higher in the male group compared with

tbe female during the film period but not during

the control periods. This sex difference also ap

plies to the increase in sexual arousal that is re

ported to have occurred during the film showing

as compared with the control periods (table 4:2).

4.4.1.2 Pleasurable sensations

Both groups reported a moderate significant in

crease in “pleasurable sensations” during the film

period, the increases as well as the mean level

reached being significantly higher in the male

group (table 4:2).

4.4.1.3 Unpleasant sensations

A significant increase in “unpleasant sensations”

was also reported by both sexes during the film

period, the mean level but not the change being

significantly higher in the female group. It may

78

Frequency
per cent

—— Females (n=53J
= Males (n = 50)

20

‘

10

79

Table 4:3. Means and S.E.M. of self-rated psychological variables for male and female groups and for

group differences (uneasincss, agitation and expectancy), and tests of significance between periods and
between group means.

A
\
\

Not at ail Slightly

Male group (M) Female group (F) Diif. betw. gr. (M—F)

Variable Periodl Mean+ S.F.M. Mean+ S.E.M. Mean± S.F.M.

Uneasiness A 1.31 0.10 1.81 0.18 0.21
Males: N = 48 B 1.56 0.13 1.91 0.16 0.21
Females: N = 51 C 1.15 0.07 1.40 0.12 0.14

A+C
B——-———— 0.33** 0.11 0.30’ 0.18 0.03n1 0.22

2
A—C 0.161 0.10 0.41* 0.19 0.22

Agitation A 1.13 0.06 1.23 0.09 —0.10’ 0.11
Males: N = 47 B 2.59 0.23 2.96 0.22 0.32
Females: N = 52 C 1.27 0.09 1.42 0.12 —0.15’ 0.15

l.39*** 0.23 1.63*** 0.20 0.30
2

A—C 0.10 0.14 0.05’ 0.18

Fxpectancy A 3.44 0.22 2.73 0.21 0.71* 0.31
Males: N = 48 B 4.00 0.20 2.57 0.23 1.43*** 0.30
Females: N = 51 C 1.29 0.09 1.40 0.12 —0.11 0.15

0.50** 0.18 1.13*** 0.25

0.82* 0.34

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - 9 10
Somewhat

Figure 4:1. Frequence polygon
showing.

N
Fairly Very

11
Sexually aroused
questionnaire score

demonstrating selfrated sexual arousal in the males and the females during the filin

Extrenely

The ratings were made on 6-point scales ranging between “much” (6 points) and
1A stands for the period 0—1 1/2 hours; B, 1 1/2—3 hours; and C, 3—4 1/2 hours.

1.33*** 0.23

No communication was allowed between the

subjects during the film period. Briefly, the design

of this study was rather similar to the one me

ported in Chapter 3.

A few months after the experiment, each sub

ject was asked (by letter) about his or her sex

life. Tbe exact wording (likewise translated) of

this question was: Have you, prior to this film

study, ever

L lived intimately with someone (stadigvarande

intimt fiirhâllande)

had isolated instances of consumated sexual

contacts (enstaka fullbordade intima kontak

“not at aIl” (1 point).

L

be noted that the absolute ratings were relatively

low in both groups (table 4:2).

ter)

L

L

not had any instances of consumated sexual
contacts (ieke haft fullbordade sâdana kon
takter)

4.4.1.4 General emotional arousal

In their overail assessment of “emotional arousal”,

whatever its quality, both groups reported signifi

cant but similar increases during the film period,

the female group also being slightly but signifi

cantly more aroused during the first control

period, i.e. prior to the film (table 4:2).

I do not wish to answer the question (jag ôns

kar inte besvara frâgan)

4.4.1.5 Uneasiness; agitation

Tbe mean questionnaire scores of “uneasiness”

increased very moderately in both sexes during

the film period, the increase reaching statistical

significance in the male but not in the female

group (table 4:3). This is a reflection of the fact

that the mean questionnaire score was signifi

cantly higher in the female group during the first

control period, i.e. before the start of the film

period. There were no statistically significant dif
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Noradrenaline
ng, min

Urinary creatinine
mg min

Urine volume
mimin

Specific gravity
(N—l)x 1000

ferences between the groups as to changes in

questionnaire scores during the experiment.

The questionnaire scores for “agitation” in

creased slightly but significantly during the film

period, similarly in both groups. No significant

differences were found between the groups (table
4:3).

4.4.1.6 Expectancy

The mean “expectancy” scores were significantly
higher in the males prior to, as well as during, the
film period. Expectancy increased significantly

1.51

in both groups during the film period, the in-

crease, however, being significantly more pro
nounced in the male group (table 4:3).

4.4.2 Physiological variables
4.4.2.1 Adrenaline excretion

As shown in table 4:4 and figure 4:2, the adren
aline excretion of the male group increased mark

edly and significantly during the film period. The
corresponding increase in the female group, al
though reaching the same level of significance,
was markedly and significantly smaller. Both sex

Male group

Figure 4:2. IndividuaL values for urinary adrenaline
excretion in males (left) and in females (right) during

es displayed a significant fall from the first to

the second control period. The excretion levels

of the males were significantly higher than those

of the females throughout the experiment.

4.4.2.2 Noradrenaline excretion

Table 4:4 and figure 4:3 demonstrate that nor

adrenaline excretion increased markedly and sig

nificantly during the film period, the reaction

being of the same magnitude in both groups.

During the second control period, the noradren

aime excretion of the female but not of the male

group returned to the level in the first control

6—723033

Female group

visual sexual stimulation and during control condi
tions. Dashed une indicates mean values.

period. During the film period and during the

second control period, the excretion level was

significantly higher in the male group.

4.4.2.3 Urinary creatinine

The urinary creatinine excretion of the male

group did flot change significantly during the

experiment. The female group, however, showed

a significant decrease in creatinine excretion from

the first to the second control period. The dif

ference between the groups is significant in this

respect. Throughout the experiment, the creatinine

excretion of the female group was lower than that

of the male (table 4:4).

Table 4.4. Means and S.E.M. for male and female groups and for group differences in catecholamine
excretion, creatinine excretion, urine flow, and specific gravity. Tests of significance between periods and
between groups.

ADR ngmifl. ADR ng1min.

Male group Female group Diif. betw. gr. (M—F)

Variable Period’ Mean± S.E.M. Mean+ S.E.M. Mean+ S.E.M.

Adrenaljne A 8.67 0.55 5.50 0.31 3.17*** 0.62
ng min B 14.37 1.57 6.09 0.51 8.28*** 1.63

C 5.69 0.68 3.86 0.33 1.83* 0.75
A--C

B——----—— 7.19*** 1.15 1.41*** 0.28 5.78*** 1.18
2

A—C 2.98*** 0.47 l.64*** 0.26 ]•34* 0.53
A 24.96 1.08 22.71 1.09 2.25ns 1.52
B 35.68 1.62 29.57 1.73 6.11* 2.34
C 28.28 1.26 22.39 1.36 5.89** 1.83

A+C
B———-—— 9.06*** 0.94 7.02*** 0.94 2.04S 1.31

2
A—C 0.76 0.32ns 0.73 1.04

A 1.25 0.03 0.88 0.02 0.37*** 0.03
B 1.29 0.04 0.82 0.03 0.47*** 0.04
C 1.33 0.06 0.82 0.03 0.51*** 0.05

A+C
B——---— 0.00” 0.03 0.03 0.03ns 0.04

2
A—C 0.05 0.06* 0.03 0.05

A 1.20 0.10 1.66 0.18 0.20
B 1.70 0.15 2.25 0.19 0.24
C 0.80 0.05 0.71 0.07 0.09ns 0.09

A+C
B——--——— 0.70*** 0.13 1.06*** 0.15 —0.36’ 0.20

2
A—C 0.40*** 0.10 0.95*** 0.17 0.19

A 20.96 0.99 12.80 1.19 8.l6*** 1.49
B 15.37 1.03 8.69 1.00 6.68*** 1.40
C 22.02 0.76 18.50 0.94 3.52** 1.16

A--C
B—————— 0.73 0.91 0.84ns 1.12

2
A—C 0.92 1.28 4.64**

For each determination except the
45 females being tested.
1A stands for the period 0—1 1/2 hours; B, 1 1/2—3 hours; and C, 3—4 1/2 hours.

urinary creatinine levels (30 males and 26 feinales), there were 46 males and

Control
period I

Film
period

Contrai
period li

t
Contrai FUm
period I period

Control
period li
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4.4.2.4 Urine flow

There was a marked and significant increase in

urine flow during the film period, similar in both

groups, and a marked and significant decrease

from the first to the second control period, this

Control
period II

being significantly more pronounced in the female

group (table 4:4 and figure 4:4). During the first

two periods, the urine flow was significantly

higher in the female group.

4.4.2.5 Specific gravity

Urinary specific gravity decreased significantly
and markedly during the film period, to a similar
extent in both sexes. In the male group the in
crease in specific gravity from the first to the
second control period was slight and nonsignifi
cant. In the female group, however, there was a
pronounced and highly significant increase, which
was significantly higher than that of the male
group. During the first two periods of the ex
periment, specific gravity was significantly lower
in the female group than in the male (table 4:4
and figure 4:5).

4.5 Discussion
4.5.1 Sexual amusaI and urinary excretion of
adrenaline and noradrenaline

During the film period there was a significant
rise in the urinary excretion of adrenaline as well
as of noradrenaline in both sexes, probably re
flecting an increase in sympathoadrenomedullary
function (Euler, 1964).

The question is whether this rise is ascribable
to an increase in sexual arousal. A number of
alternative explanations should be considered.

Firstly, it might be argued that the cate
cholamine increases were a response, not to the
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specific qualities of the films shown, but to the

cinematographic, experimental situation as such.

However, the resuits of an earlier experiment

of sirnilar design do flot support this explanation

(cf. Chapter 3): Bland natural-scenery films were

shown to cause a significant decrease in the cate

cholamine excretion of healthy females. Thus,

the increases found in the sex film experiment

were probably flot due to an unspecific influence

of the cinematographic situation as such but to

the emotional elements present in the film pro-

gram.
Secondly, it is of course impossible to design a

film program in such a way that sexual arousal

is the only reaction to it in ail subjects. Con

sequentiy, it may be argued that the changes in

catecholamine excretion during the film period

chiefly reflect emotional reactions other than the

sexual ones. The film program, for instance, may

have induced feelings of uneasiness. As seen from

tables 4:2 and 4:3, such reactions were, indeed,

reported to occur during the film period. How

ever, if the catecholamine reactions are to be ex

plained in terms of an emotional arousal of a

predominantly non-sexual character, why did the

maie group react with a significantly stronger

adrenaiine increase than the female one, in spite

of the fact that the few significant intergroup dif

ferences as to seif-rated and reported non-sexual

emotional reactions speak in favour of somewhat

stronger unpleasurable feelings in the female

group? There is no a priori reason to believe that

the non-sexual reactions of the females—contrary

b their report—were iess pronounced than those

of the males.

It is therefore considered more probable that

the sexuai arousal evoked by the experimental

stimulus is, indeed, the main factor related to the

increase in catecholamine excretion in both groups

during the film showing.

The decrease in adrenaline excretion in both

groups from the first to the second control period

is probabiy at ieast in part due to diurnal varia

tion (Levi, 1968).

4.5.2 Relationship between sexuai arousal and

sympathoadrenomedullary activity

For reasons mentioned in the introduction, our

next problem concerns the quantitative relation

ship, if any, between sexual arousal and sympa

thoadrenomeduilary activity. Needless to say,

neither of these functions was accessible for direct

measurement. The psychologicai reactions were

presumably of a composite character and probably

difficuit to report correctly even for the rather

sophisticated subjects participating in this study.

Furthermore, such reports are bound to be in

fiuenced by the well-known disinclination or even

disability of a number of people honestly to report

reactions that are usually taboo or considered to

be socially controversial. Finally, for reasons

mentioned eariier, the subjects knew to what type

of stimuli they were to be exposed and may have

presumed that they were expected to react with

sexual arousal. This cognitive factor may have

contributed to this type of reaction at the ex

pense of other types that were possibiy experi

enced but perhaps less readily reported by the

subjects. Accordingly, there is good reason why
the subjects’ self-ratings cannot be taken as a
truc index of what they actually experienced, and
stili less, of the total sexual arousal of the orga.
nism.

Neither can it be taken for granted that the
urinary excretion of free catechoiamines is a
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simple function of the total release of these

hormones during the period of urine collection

(cf. paragraph 2.14), even if this release is pro

bably the major determinant of the amount ex

creted.

Against this background, it seemed unlikely

that the correlation between these two sets of

variables would be very high. Taking the correla

tion in the feinale group between the simultaneous

changes in catecholamine excretion and sexual

arousal during the film period in relation to the

mean of the two control periods (B-[(A+C) ÷ 21),
we found that r = 0.27 for adrenaline as well as

for noradrenaline (0.05 <p < 0.10). The corre

sponding correlation coefficients were also cal

culated for the changes from the first to the second

control period (A—C). Here, the product-moment

correlation in the fe,nale group between sexual

arousal and adrenaline was 0.34 (p <0.05) and

between sexual arousal and noradrenaline 0.38

(p <0.01). The corresponding correlation coef

ficients for the changes from the first control

period to the film period (B—A) were 0.38

(p < 0.01) and 0.29 (0.05 <p <0.10) respec

tively.

The corresponding correlation coefficients in

the male group were considerably lower, namely

0.11, 0.06, —0.16, 0.29, 0.13, and 0.13, respec

tively (p > 0.05), cf. table 4:5. The reason for

this sex difference is not known. It is possible

that the females gave more honest and reliable

reports of their reactions than did the males. This

would be in accord with the findings of Maslow

(1965), indicating that “females were far more

honest and open” and “found it easier . . . to talk

about these things because their self-esteem is

less involved”. 0f course, this need not be the

only or even the main explanation. The matter
no doubt deserves further study.

4.5.3 Sex differences in the reactions to visual

sexual stimulation

Our data indicate that some individual females

actually were more responsive to the stimuli used

than any of the men in the sample, both with

respect to psychological and to noradrenaline

reactions. In general, however, the female group
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reacted less than the male group, both with re

spect to reported sexual arousal (figure 4:1 and

table 4:2) and to adrenaline excretion (figure

4:2 and table 4:4).

This might be explained by assuming that in

females sexual arousal is flot—as in males—re

lated to the function of the sympathoadrenome

dullary system. However, the fact that the cate

cholamine changes in the female group are posi

tively and significantly correlated to the changes

in sexual arousal runs counter to such an as

sumption.

A number of other possible or probable ex

planations of the sex difference in catecholamine

excretion remain to be discussed. One hypothesis

is that females are adrenomedullarily less reactive,

at least in response to psychological stimulation.

Such a female adrenomedullary “hyporeactivity”

has, indeed, beeri demonstrated in response to

mental work (Frankenhaeuser, 1972). True, both

sexes have been shown to excrete similar amounts

of 3-methoxy-4-hydroxy-mandelic acid—one of

the major catecholamine metabolites—in response

to stressor situations of a more potent type and

with no performance involved, like exposure to

cardiac catheterization (Schmid et al., 1965) and

to dental treatment (Weiss et al., 1965). This,

however. does flot necessarily invalidate the “hy

poreactivity” hypothesis.

A further possibility is that most females were

flot markedly aroused by the sex-film program

because the stimulus situation lacked “romantic”

elements. Such elements, however, were abundant

ly present in a study of similar design (Levi,

1967). In this study, 15 of the subjects who took

part in the study reported in Chapter 3, were

shown a program considered to be highly romantic

and sensual, composed of love scenes from e.g.

Dassin’s “Fedra”, Thomas’ “The Wild ami the

Willing”, Valcroze’s “Le Coeur Battant”, Schle

singer’s “A Kind of Loving”, and Malle’s “Les

Amants”. The reason for selecting relatively short

scenes from fine different films instead of choos

ing one complete normal-length film was the

author’s inability to find any single film that

fulfilled the criteria of being exclusively charac

terized by joyous love and reasonably free from

other elements such as tragedy, comedy and dra

ma.
Briefly, this program proved stiil less effective

in eliciting catecholamine responses in the group

of 15 female office-clerks. However, this does

not necessarily invalidate the explanation under

discussion, because each of the nine film se

quences might have been too short to allow iden

tification and to provoke sexual arousal, or be

cause what is needed to provoke such arousal

in many females is the combination of “sexual”

and “romantic” elements and not each element

per se.

The sex differences might also be explained

by arguing that the films were of a kind that

primarily appeals to a male audience, in that the

possibilities for identification are greater. How

ever, the films used depicted the participation of

both sexes to the same extent in a number of

heterosexual activities, including undressing,

nudity, petting, fellatio, cunilingus and coitus.

Thus, the identification possibilities were pre

sumably much the same for subjects of both

sexes.

Other hypothetical explanations of the sex

difference with respect to changes in cate

cholamine excretion may include the factors of

body weight and age (cf. paragraph 2.10). It has

been shown, however, that the first of these

factors is not significantly correlated to cate

cholamine excretion (Bergsman, 1959), while no

significant difference existed between our two

groups as regards the other.

The difference in sexual experience between

the two groups, as presented in table 4:1, might

also have contributed to this difference in reac

tion if one assumes that previous sexual ex

perience “conditions” an individual to subsequent

reactions to visual sexual stimuli. This assump

tion, however, is flot supported by the results of

a statistical comparison between the 31 “experi

enced” and 14 “inexperienced” female subjects

as to changes (B-[(A+C) ÷ 2]) in sexual arousal

and adrenaline excretion, the means and standard

errors of the means being 3.6±0.6 and 1.84±0.41

for the “experienced” group and 3.2±0.6 and

1.01 ± 0.40 for the “inexperienced” group, respec

tively (p > 0.05).

Thus, although no firin conclusions can be

drawn, the author is inclined to interpret the

present resuits as favouring Kinsey’s hypothesis

that females are generally less aroused than males

in response to visual sexual stimulation (Den

grove, 1967; Sigusch et al., 1970).

4.5.4 Sexual arousal and renal function

Both sexes displayed a pronounced increase in

urine volume during the film period as compared

with the control periods, and a corresponding

decrease in specific gravity. These changes can

flot be ascribed to circadian variation or the hydra

tion procedure, because a similarly designed con

trol experiment without exposure to any experi

mental stimuli showed a steady decline in diuresis

over lime (Levi, 1968). Thus it seems reasonable

to interpret the changes as being due to the stimuli

presented in this experiment, i.e. the sex films.

On the other hand, in another similary designed
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study (cf. Chapter 3), an increase in diuresis and

a decrease in specific gravity were demonstrated

in response to a number of other kinds of film

programs.

Thus, the psychogenic diuresis (Miles et al.,

1952) demonstrated in the film experiments (re

ported in Chapter 3) occurred in the present study

as well (cf. table 4: 4).

The urine flow of the females was higher and

the specific gravity lower than that of the males.

This group difference is probably primarily a

reflection of the females’ significantly lower body

weight (female and male means and S.E.M. being

56.8±0.7 kg and 72.6±0.8 kg, respectively), and

consequently their higher intake of fluid/kg body

weight.

However, one stili has to explain the sex dif

ferences in antidiuretic reaction from the first to

the second control period, when the decrease in

urine flow and the increase in specific gravity

were significantly more marked in the female

group in spite of the higher degree of hydration.

This might theoretically be due, in part, to a

combined effect on renal haemodynamics of the

catecholamines—which is different at different

levels (cf. paragraph 2:13)—and of the antidiuret

ic hormone, the release of which is probably

elevated during sexual excitation (Eriinkô et al.,

1953; Friberg, 1953).

The change in creatinine excretion between the

two control periods is also significantly different

in the two sexes, the males exhibiting a nonsignifi

cant increase and the females a small but signifi

cant decrease, probably reflecting corresponding

changes in glomerular filtration.

4.5.5 Non-sexual psychological reactions

The males’ slightly higher scores of pleasurable

feelings and slightly lower scores of unpleasurable

ones are in accordance with the Kinsey hypothesis

that men are more prone to sexual arousal from

visual stimuli than women, there being a signifi

cant positive correlation between sexual arousal

and pleasurability ratings (males: r = 0.40, p <

0.05; females: r = 0.70, p <0.01). The higher

expectancy ratings in the male group probably

reflect the same general trend. Ratings of uneasi
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Table 4.5. Correlation coefficients (r) between simultaneous changes in catecholamine excretion and self
rated sexual arousal in male and fernale groups.

Variable Group SEXUAL AROUSAL

A+C
B——-— A—C B—A

Males 0.11s 0.l6 0.13’
Adrenaline Females 0.27(*) 0.34* 0.38**

Males 0.06s 0.29(*) 0.l3’
Noradrenaline Fema]es 0.27(*) 0.38** 0.29(*)

A stands for the period 0—l l;2 hours; B for 1 1/2—3 hours; and C for 3—4 1j2 hours.
(*)

= 0.05 < p < 0.10
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ness, on the other hand, were generally very

similar in both groups with respect to levels as

well as to changes in levels. This runs counter to

the common assumption that young females are

disturbed more easily by the type of stimuli ap

plied here than young males.

4.6 Summary

A total of 53 feinale and 50 male students were

shown a 1 1/2-hour film program (comprising four

short, silent, sexual films) preceded and followed

by control periods of equal duration. Adrenaline

and noradrenaline excretion increased significant

ly in both groups during the film period in rela

tion to control levels before and after. During

the film period, significant increases in sexual

arousal were reported by both sexes, the self

rating scores as well as their increases, how

ever, being significantly higher in the male group.

This difference in reported sexual arousal was

parallelled by a corresponding difference in

the urinary excretion of adrenaline, both the cx

cretion levels and the increases over the control

levels being significantly higher in the males.

Possible explanations for the sex differences are

discussed. Changes that occurred in urine flow,

specific gravity and creatinine excretion during

and after this type of psychosexual stimulation

are reported, as are some psychoendocrine rela

tions. Their possible significance is discussed

against the background of the Kinsey hypothesis

that men are more prone than women to sexual

arousal from visual stimuli.
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5 STRESSOR-INDUCED CHANGES IN PLASMA LIPIDS AND

URINARY EXCRETION 0F CATECHOLAMINES, AND

THEIR MODIFICATION BY NICOTINIC ACID

By Lars A. Canson, Lennart Levi and Lars Or

5.1 The problem

Chronic exposure of man to various psychosocial

stimuli leads to increased plasma concentrations

of cholesterol (Friedman et al., 1958; Thomas

and Murphy, 1958; Wertlake et al., 1958; Grundy

and Griffin, 1959 a) and very low density lipo

proteins (Grundy and Griffin, 1959 b). Little is

known about the mechanisin of this psychosocial

ly induced rise in plasma lipoproteins. The rele

vant data may be summarized as follows.

Distress reactions are accompanied by a con

siderable increase in the urinary excretion of

adrenaline and noradrenaline, probably reflecting

.a corresponding release of catecholamines from

the sympathoadrenomedullary system (cf. Levi,

1961; Euler, 1964; Levi, 1967 a; Levi, 1967 b).

Catecholamines stimulate the mobilization of free

fatty acids (FFA) from adipose tissue (cf. Havel

and Goldfien. 1959; Carlson et al., 1965 a). Short

term emotional arousal in man, such as fear,

anxiety, and psychosexual stimulation, bas also

been found to be accompanied by increased plas

ma levels of FFA (Bogdonoff et al., 1959; Car

don and Gordon, 1959; Bogdonoff et al., 1960 a).

Plasma FFA are rapidly incorporated into tri

glycerides of the liver and of the plasma lipo

proteins (cf. Carlson et al., 1965 a). The liver is

probably the main site of formation of endogen

ous plasma lipoproteins (cf. Canson et al.,

1965 a). In the fasting state, when lipogenesis is

low, FFA are the main precursors of the hepatic

and plasma triglyceride fatty acids. An increased

mobilization of FFA from adipose tissue, e.g. by

catecholamines, leads to a rise in the triglyceride

content of the liver (Friedman and Byers, 1960;

Feigelson et al., 1961; Carlson and Liljedahl,

1963; Carlson et al., 1965 b) and plasma (Fried

man and Byers, 1960; Carlson et al., 1965 b).

Prolonged treatment with catecholamines also

leads to hyperlipoproteinemia.

These data suggest the following hypothesis

for the mechanism underlying the hyperlipopro

teinemia induced by psychosocial stimuli. Ex

posure to such stimuli can evoke an increase,

mainly mediated by the sympathoadrenomedul

lary system, in the mobilization of FFA from

adipose tissue. As a resuit, the amount of trigly

cerides in the liver increases, thereby stimulating

the secretion into plasma of triglycenides from

this organ. Ultimately, plasma triglyceride levels

rise, as do the levels of other lipoprotein con

stituents, e.g. cholesterol.

5.2 Choice of methodology

One way of testing this hypothesis would be to

expose subjects to psychosocial stimuli of re

latively short duration and moderate intensity

(Levi, 1961), to make sure that this exposure

does, indeed, evoke distress reactions, and to study

the effect, if any, on catecholamine excretion [as

an index of sympathoadrenomedullary activity,

cf. Euler (1964)) and on the concentration in

arterial plasma of FFA, triglycerides, and cho

lesterol. In order to assess the role of FFA mo

bilization in this context, the effect of an anti

lipolytic agent (nicotinic acid) on psychosocially

induced responses of the plasma lipids might be

studied, as nicotinic acid is known to inhibit the

stimulated FFA mobilization produced by ex

ogenous catecholamines in vivo (Canson and

Orii, 1962; Carlson et al., 1963) and in vitro

(Carlson, 1963 a; Carlson, 1965).

To accomplish this, we needed a set of psy

chosocial stimuli that could be assumed to be
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meaningful and potent enough to evoke moderate

distress in most of the subjects but flot so potent

that their application would be unethical and/or
would make it difficuit to recruit subjects for
the study.

Physiology and clinical medicine both make

extensive usè of various tests of stimulation,
function and tolerance. Usually, various physical
and chemical agents are utilized as stimuli—e.g.
physical work, ACTH, insulin, cold, allergens,
etc. In spite of the well-known fact that psycho
social stimuli, too, can strongly influence a variety

of physiological variables, such stimuli have been
used to only rather a limited extent in medical
research and for diagnostic purposes (Levi, 1963).

There is growing awareness that working-life
subjects many people to a wide variety of distress
and stress-provoking psychosocial stimuli (cf.
Bronner and Levi, 1967; Carlestam and Levi,
1971). This would speak in favour of the applica
tion of such stimuli for our purposes, among
other reasons because they are presumably ex
perienced as meaningful, constituting part of most
people’s every-day experience. On the other hand,
the need to obtain serial, fasting, arterial blood
samples for the study of plasma lipids made it
less practicable to conduct an investigation in a
real-life work setting in a factory, workshop or
office. We therefore preferred a laboratory setting
that simulates some of the psychosocial elements

of working-life.

Accordingly, the stimulus situation was designed
to comprise simple, monotonous but attention
demanding routine work, that is affected to only
a minor degree by learning and intelligence and
requires no special training or skill, i.e. a com
mon type of work in factories and workshops.
The task involved two hours’ sorting of 2000
steel balls of four different sizes, 14, 15, 16 and
17 thirtysecondths of an inch, making a difference
of about 0.8 mm between any two consecutive
sizes, which is possible but difficuit to observe,
makes the subject feel that he might be doing the
work incorrectly, and confronts him with the
necessity of making a great number of consecutive
decisions. Imitating what seem to be pertinent
environmental stimuli in industrial and craft

work, the task would be performed in the presence
of a realistic and presumably disagreeable in
dustrial noise (97-104dB-C), variations in intensity
of a dazzling light, rush due to a considerable
shortage of time, and continuous critical observa
tion (cf. Levi, 1961). The study was conducted
in 1962 and 1963. Preliminary notes on some of
the results have been published (Carlson, 1964;
Carlson et al., 1965 a; Carlson et al., 1967). This
chapter is based on relatively comprehensive ac
counts published more recently (Carlson et. al.,

1968; Levi, 1970).

5.3 Material and methods
The subjects were selected from patients con

sulting a medical out-patient clinic for minor

complaints. With the exception of 10 subjects,

who were hypertensive (during the first 2-hour
period of our study they had a diastolic blood
pressure ranging between 100 and 130 mm Hg),

the 33 middle-aged males finally selected were

free from cardiovascular, endocrine, metabolic, or

any other serious disease as judged from history,

physical examination, and routine laboratory in

vestigations of blood and urine. No subject was on

any regular drug. The ECG at rest was normal
in all subjects.

These subjects were chosen instead of so-called
normal, healthy volunteers partly because they
were already familiar with being subjected ta

medical procedures, so that an additional pro

cedure would not be an entirely novel experience.
In addition, the present study was envisaged as
part of an extended research program to which
two of the authors planned to re-invite these sub
jects. Before consenting to participate in the
present study, the subjects had received detaiLed
written and oral information and instructions
about its nature and purpose.

The subjects were divided into three equal-sized

groups, so that means and variations with respect
to age, blood pressure, and levels of plasma tri
glycerides and cholesterol were similar in ail
groups (tables 5:1 and 5:2).

The 11 control subjects sat comfortably for the
three 2-hour periods of the experiment no stres

Contrai
MV±SEM
Range
Untreated stress’
MV±SEM
Range
Treated stress’
MV±SEM
Range

1.89±0.17
1.04—2.28

293± 17
239—385

2.09±0.14 288± 14
1.49—2.80 252—386

1.92+0.18 300+ 17
1.07—2.66 231 —388

sors or treatments were introduced (control

group).

Eleven subjects spent the first and the third

2-hour period relaxing and resting but underwent

the experimental work procedure as described

below during the second of the three 2-hour

periods, without, however, receiving nicotinic

acid (untreated stress group).

The remaining 11 subjects (treated stress group)

also underwent the control and experimental pro

cedures indicated above. In addition, this group

was given during the week prior to the experiment

proper, nicotinic acid in increasing dosage, up to

a maximum of 1 g three times daily, reached

after 4—5 days. The last pre-experimental nico

tinic acid dose was taken approximately 16 hours

1.41+0.18 307± 14
0.71—2.49 263—378

1.85±0.15 264+ 14
1.31—265 208—342

1.18+0.15 198± 9
0.68—2.08 171 —240

14±22
—1.28—-0.30 —122—72

—0.24±0.17 — 24±12
—0.75—-0.02 — 70—49

_102±22**
—1.52—-0.19 —217—17

before the beginning of the 6-hour experiment

proper. During this experiment, starting 30 mi

nutes after its beginning, these subjects were

further given six doses of 0.5 g of nicotinic acid

by mouth at intervals of 30 minutes, as indicated

in Figure 5:1. The pretreatment mentioned above

was given in order to minimize and accustom the

subjects to the flush produced by the drug. Other

wise the unpleasantness of the flush, if experi

enced during the actual experiment, might have

interacted with the psychosocial stimuli in their

effects on the variables under study

The subjects reported at the laboratory at 7

a.m. after fasting overnight and refraining from

food, tobacco, coffee, and tea in the morning.

An arterial catheter was placed in the left brachial
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Table 5:1. Age, blood pressure, heart rate, and FFA in the three groups at the start of the first control
period (0 hours). Mean values (Mv), standard errors of the mean (SEM), and ranges.

Blood pressure

Group Age Systolic Diastolic Heart rate FFA

years mm Hg beats/min meqjliter
Contrai
MVSEM 49± 2 153± 8 91± 4 66— 2 0.64±0.08
Range 43—62 125—200 70—115 60—78 0.39—1.11
Untreated stress
MV+SEM 52— 2 164+ 9 98± 5 61± 3 0.69±0.09
Range 32—57 110—205 70—125 50—80 0.48—1.50
Treated stress
MV+SEM 48± 3 146± 6 95+ 5 68± 4 0.620.05
Range 32—59 120—190 70—120 54—96 0.47—0.94

Table 5:2. Plasma lipid levels in the three groups determined 3—8 weeks before and at the start of
the experiment (0 hours). Mean values (MV) ± SEM.

3—8 weeks before the Change during the pre
experiment O hours: start of experiment experimental period

Group Triglycerides Cholesterol Triglycerides Cholesterol Triglycerides Cholesterol

mmoles/liter mg/l00 ml mmoles/liter mg/lOO ml mmoles/liter mg/100 mi

1 N = 9 since no pretreatment values were available in two subjects in each group.
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A systohc
pressure

artery; heparin was flot used. The subjects were
then allowed to rest for at least 1 hour, i.e. until
9 a.m., when the experiment proper started. The
experimental procedure involved three consedutive
2-hour periods, the second being the “work”
period for two of the groups, as indicated above.
As indicated above, the task involved sorting
small shiny steel bails of four very similar sizes
in the presence of a loud industrial noise, varia
tions in the intensity of a dazzling light, rush due
to Iack of time, and standardized criticism. The
criticism was presented in writing 13 and 28 min
utes after the beginning of the “work” period, the
subjects being blamed for slowness and careless
ness, respectively, at these times. During the con
trol periods before and after this period (i.e.
during the first and third 2-hour period) the sub
jects relaxed by reading a weekly magazine and
listening to soft music. No food was served. At
the beginning of each period, the subjects ingested
300 ml of tap water. Urine samples were collected
at the end of each 2-hour period.

Serial blood samples were drawn into heparin
ized syringes every l5th or 30th min (figure 5:1

and table 5:4), immediately centrifuged, and the
plasma lipids were extracted. FFA were deter
mined by the method of Dole (1956) as modified
by Trout et al. (1960), total cholesterol according
to Sperry and Webb (1950) and Carlson (1960),
and triglycerides by the method of Canson (1960
and 1963 b).

During the first 2-hour period, the subjects
were asked how they feit “now, immediately
before the start of the test”. After the second
2-hour period, the subjects were asked how they
felt “during the test”. During this period observa-

tions were made every 10 minutes by one of the
authors concerning the “level of general emo
tional arousal” manifested by the subjects.

5.4 Resuits

5.4.1 The pre-experimental period: changes in
plasma triglycerides and cholesterol
As indicated earlier, the subjects were assigned
to the three groups so that means and variations
with respect to blood lipid levels, i.e. the levels
found during the screening procedure 3—8 weeks

Table .5:3. Self-rated distress during the second
2-hour period, involving rest for the control group
but “work” conditions for the other two groups.

Table 5:4. Statistical comparison of means ± SEM and changes in urine volume, specific gravity, urinary
creatinine, systolic and diastolic blood pressure, and heart rate in the three groups.

Control Untreated Treated
group stress gr. stress gr.

The most unpleasant
experience I ever had
(det obehagligaste
jag varit med 0m) O O O

Very pressing and 0 2 0
unpleasant (mycket
pressande och obe
hagligt)

Rather pressing 2 3
and unpleasant
(ganska pressande
och obehagligt)

Rather trying but 0 6 7
flot actually un
pleasant (ganska be
svitrligt men inte
direkt obehagligt)

It did not bother me 9 0 3
on the whole (jag
var pâ det hela taget
obertird)

Total 11 11 11

Spec. Syst. blood Diast. blood
Group Period’ Urine volume gravity Creatinine pressure pressure Heart rate

mljmin (N-1)xl000mg/min mm Hg mm Hg beatsmin

Contro]s A 3.10=057 8.0±1.3 1.14±0.10 147.6± 2.0 90.3± 4.4 65.8+ 2.0
B 2.24±0.26 7.8±1.1 1.02±0.05 138.4± 7.4 86.4± 4.5 65.1± 1.8
C 1.79±0.18 8.8±1.4 1.08±0.06 138.0± 8.2 84.3— 6.2 651± 2.8
B—A —0.86 —0.2 —0.13 — 9.2** — 39**

— 0.7
B—C —0.45 —1.0 —0.07 + 0.4 + 2.1 ± 0.0
A—C +1.32* —0.8 —0.06 ± 9.6* + 6.0 + 0.7

Untreated A 3.10±0.41 8.6±2.0 0.90±0.06 158.8— 8.7 98.7± 5.2 62.7= 3.2
Stress B 1.53+0.27 11.6±1.8 0.86±0.05 153.8± 8.3 99.1+ 5.6 76.6± 5.1

C 2.18+0.29 8.4±2.2 1.03±0.15 156.3± 7.4 98.9± 4.7 64.9+ 3.8
B—A +3.0 —0.04 — 5.0 + 0.4 +13.8***
B—C +3.2 —0.17 — 2.4 + 0.2 +11.6***
A—C +0.91* +0.2 —0.13 + 2.6 — 0.2 — 2.2

Treated Stress A 3.75±0.40 7.9+1.9 1.19±0.06 143.4± 4.8 93.6± 2.9 69.4± 3.3
B 2.61±0.45 9.8+2.0 1.04±0.06 144.4+ 4.4 95.9± 2.3 79.3± 3.1
C 1.64+0.30 12.4±2.5 0.99+0.06 141.6± 4.0 95.9± 2.9 69.2± 2.8
B—A —1.15 +1.9 —0.14 + 1.0 + 2.3 + 9.8***
B—C +0.97* —2.6 +0.05 + 2.7 + 0.0 +10.1*
A—C +2.l1*** —4.5 +0.20* + 1.7 — 2.3 + 0.3

Group differences A ±0.00 +0.6 —0.24 +11.2 + 8.4 — 3.1
B —0.71 +3.8 —0.15 +15.4 +12.7 +11.4*

Untreated Stress C +0.40 —0.4 —0.05 +18.3 +14.6 — 0.2
minus B—A —0.71 +3.2 +0.09 + 4.2 + 4.3 +14.6***
Controls B—C +4.2* —0.11 — 2.9 — 1.9 +11.6***

A—C —0.40 +1.0 —0.19 — 7.1 — 6.2 — 2.9

Treated Stress A ±0.65 —0.1 —0.04 — 4.3 ± 3.3 + 3.6
minus Controls B +0.37 +2.0 —0.03 + 5.9 + 9.6 +14.2***

C —0.14 ±3.6 —0.09 + 3.6 +11.6 + 4.1
B—A —0.29 +2.1 —0.02 ±IO.2** ± 6.2 +l0.6***
B—C --0.51 —1.6 +0.12 +12.3 — 2.1 +10.1*
A—C +0.80 —3.6 ±0.14 — 7.9 — 8.3*

— 0.4

Untreated Stress A —0.66 ±0.7 +15.4 5.1 — 6.7
minus B —1.08 +1.8 —0.18 + 9.4 + 3.2 — 2.7.
Treated Stress C —0.54 —4.0 a-0.05 +14.6 + 3.0 — 4.3

B—A —0.42 +1.1 ±0.10 — 6.0 — 1.9 + 4.0
B—C +5.7* —0.23 — 5.2 + 0.2 + 1.6
A—C +4.6 + 0.8 + 2.1 — 2.4

A heart
rate

beats/min

10•

Control
Group

U ntreated
Stress
Group

‘A stands for the period from O—2 hours, B for 2—4 hours, and C for 4—6 hours.

Treated
Stress
Group

Control
Group

Figure 5:1. Mean ± standard error of the mean for
the changes in systolic blood pressure during the first
15 minutes of the second 2-hour period in the control
group (left), the untreated stressor-exposed group
(centre) and the treated stressor-exposed group (right).

U ntreated
Stress
Group

Treated
Stress
Group

Figure 5:2. Mean ± standard error of the mean for
the changes in heart rate during the first 15 minutes of
the second 2-hour period in the control group (left),
the untreated stressor-exposed group (centre) and the
treated stressor-exposed group (right).
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before the actuai experiment were similar in ail

groups (table 5:2). In the intervai between this

measurement and the actuai experiment i.e. dur

ing the pre-experimental period, the trigiyceride

levels of the control group feli moderately but

significantly. In the untreated stress group, there

was no significant change. The reason for this

difference in reaction pattern is not known but

may have been due, at least in part, to a hy

pothetical, relative decrease in apprehension in

the controi group, in contrast to some simiiarly

hypothetical, moderate but continuous apprehen

sion in the untreated stress group, as both groups

knew in advance the experimental procedure

they were to undergo. The influence on the tri-

giyceride leveis may have been similar to that

found in the experiment proper, as indicated

beiow. Finaily, the treated stress group showed

a significant and pronounced fail in plasma tri

giycerides during the pre-experimentai period,

probabiy attributable to the remaining lipid-iower

ing effect of the pretreatment with nicotinic acid

(Altschul et al., 1955).

5.4.2 The experiment proper

5.4.2.1 Soine indices of distress reactions

During the first 2-hour (control) period, eight,

eight and ten of the subjects in the controi group,

the untreated and the treated stress groups, re

(right). Dashed line indicates means. Arrows indicate
nicotinic acid administration (0.5 g 6 times, i.e. every
30 minutes in the treated stressor-exposed group).

spectively, reported that they felt “caim and un

concerned”, generally in support of our assump

tion that this period would be characterized by

feelings of calmness and equanimity. In contrast,

the corresponding self-ratings with regard to the

second 2-hour period demonstrate moderate dis

tress reactions in most of the subjects beionging

to the untreated and treated stress groups but in

only a few in the controi group, see table 5:3.

While performing the observations mentioned in

paragraph 5.3 we found it most difficuit to

quantify the distress reactions, if any, of our sub

jects on the basis of their gross behaviour. Suf

fice it to say that these observations, crude as

they were, are generaliy in agreement with the

data from the self-ratings, indicating that both

stressor-exposed groups probabiy experienced

moderate distress during the work period whereas

the controi subjects during the corresponding

period were reiativeiy unconcerned.

5.4.2.2 Some indices of cardiovascular reactions

The blood pressure (figure 5:1) of the untreated

stress group increased significantiy when mea

sured 15 minutes after the start of exposure to

“work” conditions. Systoiic blood pressure in

creased by 12 ± 2 mm Hg and diastolic biood

pressure by 9±2 mm Hg (p < 0.001 and p <0.01,

respectively) from the values found just before

Treated Stress
minus Controls

Untreated Stress
ITunus
Treated Stress

exposure started. In the treated stress group the
corresponding increases were 14±4 mm Hg and
9±2 mm Hg (p <0.01 and p <0.001, respec
tively). The control group exhibited no corre
sponding change.

The experimentally induced blood pressure re
actions were of short duration. Comparing the
n-zean blood pressure during each of the three
2-hour periods (table 5:4), the changes between

periods were not significant in either of the two
work-exposed groups. The controi group showed
significant decreases of the mean systolic and
diastolic blood pressures. The differences in levels
and reactions between the two work-exposed
groups werc not statistically significant; neither
were the corresponding differences between the
untreated stress group and the control group.

Exposure to the experimental work conditions

Ii control group untreated stress group
ADRADR

ng/min

30

20

10

o

30 7

treated stress group

4

10

ADR
ng/min

30

20

10

o

20

4 6 0 2 40 2
H ours

o
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Table 5:5. Statistical comparisons of means 1± SEM and changes in plasma FFA, trigiycerides and
cholesterol, and urinary adrenaline, and noradrenaline in the three groups.

I 1

H ours

Figure 5:3. Individual values for the excretion of
adrenaline during the three 2-hour periods in the
controi group (left), the untreated stressor-exposed
group (centre) and the treated stressor-exposed group

I work I

0 2 4 6
H ours

Free fatty
Group Period’ acids’ Triglycerides’ Cholestero1 Adrenaline Noradrenaline

meq/liter x 100 mmole/liter mg/100 ml ng/min ng/min

Controls A 78.6± 6.2 1.24±0.19 308± 10 7.62± 1.10 23.4± 4.1
B 79.6± 6.2 1.21±0.17 296± li 5.59± 0.96 23.6± 2.9
C 82.2± 6.4 1.22±0.17 292± 12 6.57± 0.90 24.3± 2.9
B—A + 1.0 —0.02 — 12 — 2.04 + 0.2
B—C

— 2.6 —0.01 + 5 — 0.98 — 0.7
A—C

— 3.6 +0.02 + 16* ± 1.05 — 0.9
Untreated Stress A 71.0± 6.5 1.78--0.15 271± 13 9.53± 2.37 23.8± 2.8

B 82.9± 6.2 1.88±0.15 278± 12 13.31± 3.94 33.1± 3.6
C 93.2± 3.9 2.00-r-0.18 268 14 8.85 1.72 28.2-- 3.8
B—A ±Il.9** ±0.10 + 7 + 3.78 ± 93***
B—C —0.12 + 10 ± 4.46 + 4.9
A—C + 3 + 0.68 — 4.4

Treated Stress A 45.2± 2.8 1.24±0.15 199± 7 13.39± 1.39 29.0± 2.4
B 27.6± 2.3 1.07±0.13 201± 9 19.52± 2.70 42.0± 3.9
C 27.4± 2.1 0.99±0.12 200± 11 14.96± 1.73 32.0± 2.6
B—A —0.17 + 2 ± 6.l3** +13.1***
B—C ± 0.2 ±0.08 + 1 ± 457* 10.0**
A—C ±17.7*** ±0.25*

— 2 — 1.57 — 3.1
Group djfferences A — 7.6 -0.55 — 37* + 1.91 + 0.3

B ± 3.4 +0.66**
— 18 + 7.73 ± 9.5

Untreated Stress C +11.0 ±0.78**
— 23 + 2.28 ± 3.9

minus
Controls B—A +10.9* +0.12 + 19* + 5.82* + 9.2

B—C — 7.6 —0.12 + 5 + 5.45 + 5.6*
A—C

— 13 — 0.37 — 3.6
A ±0.00 + 5•77** + 55
B —0.15 — 95*** +l3.94*** ±18.4**
C —0.23 — 91*** + 8.39*** + 7.7
B—A —0.15 + 14 + 8.17*** +12.9*
B—C + 2.8 +0.09 — 4 + 5.55* lO.7fl
A—C +2l.4*** +0.23*

— 18 — 2.62 — 2.2
A +25.8** +0.54* + 72***

— 3.86 —. 5.2
B +55.3*** +0.81*** + 77***

— 6.21 — 8.9
C +65.7*** +1.01* + 68** — 6.11*

— 3.8
B—A +29.4*** +0.27* + 5 — 2.35 — 3.7
B—C + 10 — 0.10 — 5.1
A—C + 5 + 2.25 — 1.4

‘-A stand for tbe period from 0—2 hours, B for 2—4 hours, and C for 4—6 hours.
2 Mean values calculated on the basis of six measurements (period A), eight measurements (period B), or five
measurements (period C) in each subject.

Mean values calculated on the basis of three measurements (period A) or two measurements (periods B and C) in
each subject.

—723O33
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was accompanied by significant accelerations in

heart rate, the levels and responses being of the

same magnitude in both exposed groups (figure

5:2 and table 5:4). The heart rate of the control

group remained on a constant level throughout

the experiment, significantly below that during

the work period for the two exposed groups.

5.4.2.3 Some indices of syinpathoadrenomedullary

and renal reactions

In the control group, urinary adrenaline excretion

decreased during the second 2-hour period, ai

though the change was flot significant (table 5:5).

In the untreated stress group there was a non-

significant increase during the same period, while

the increase in the treated stress group was signifi

cant, cf. figure 5:3.

During the first control period, the adrenaline

excretion was significantly higher in the treated

stress group than in the control group (table 5:5).

Otherwise, there were no significant differences

between the adrenaline levels of different groups

during this period.

Comparing the changes in adrenaline excretion

H ours

group (centre) and the treated stressor-exposed group
(right). Dashed une indicates means.

in the three groups, no significant differences were

found between the two work-exposed groups,

whiJe the reactions of both groups during the

second 2-hour period differed significantly from

those dispiayed by the control group (table 5:5).

The noradrenaline excretion of the control

group remained largeiy unchanged throughout the

experiment (table 5:5), whereas in the other two

groups it increased significantly and similarly

during work exposure (figure 5:4). During the

first 2-hour period the level of noradrenaline ex

cretion was much the same in ail three groups.

The urine volume in ah three groups decreased

significantly between the first and the third of the

three 2-hour periods. Table 5:4 lends some sup

port to the hypothesis that both work exposure

and nicotinic acid treatment affect urine flow.

As to urinary specific gravity, no significant

changes occurred in any group, though the general

trend corresponded to that for urine flow, cf.

table 5:4.

Creatinine excretion decreased significantly in

the treated stress group from the first to the third

2-hour period of the experiment (table 5:4). Apart

from this, there were no significant changes in
any of the groups. During the first 2-hour period,
when the administration of nicotinic acid started,
the group receiving this exhibited a significantly
higher creatinine excretion than the untreated
stress group, but during the hast two 2-hour
periods there were no differences between the
groups.

5.4.2.4 Free fatty acids, triglycerides and cho
lesterol in arterial plasma
In the control group the concentration of free
fatty acids remajned largely unchanged through
out the experiment In the untreated stress group,
FFA remained constant during the first 2-hour

The changes are calculated on the individual changes
and are expressed as means ±S.E.M. ‘, and
indicate that p < 0.05, 0.01 and 0.001, respectively, for
the statistical significance of the changes from 2 hours.

period and increased significantly during and
after work exposure (figure 5:5, table 5:6). In the
treated stress group, the concentration of FFA
feli during the first 2-hour period, when nicotinic
acid treatment started (figure 5:5), reaching a
mean level of 0.24±0.07 meq/Iiter immediately
before the start of work exposure; there was no
significant rise in 2-hour means during or after
the work period (table 5:6). The absolute levels
of FFA were significantly lower in the treated
stress group than in the other two groups during
the last two 2-hour periods.

Throughout the experiment, the triglyceride
levels of the control group remained unchanged,
whereas those of the untreated stress group in
creased significantly towards the end, the levels
being significantly higher in the latter group
throughout the experiment. In the treated stress
group, on the other hand, the triglyceride level
decreased progressively and significantly. The
contrasting behaviour of the triglycerides in the
untreated stress group and the treated stress group
is summarized in figure 5:6; the group differences
in respect of both the levels and the changes are
highly significant throughout the study (table
5:5).
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Table .5.6. Changes in arteriai concentration of FFA
(in meq/l X 100) from 2 hours (just prior to start of
the work period for two of the groups) and onwards.
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Figure 5:5. Individuai values for arterial plasma levels
of free fatty acids in the control group (top), the un
treated stressor-exposed group (centre) and the treated
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tinic acid administration (0.5 g 6 times, i.e. every 30
minutes in the treated stressor-exposed group).
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Figure 5:6. Mean ± standard error of the mean for
the changes in plasma triglycerides during and after
the second 2-hour period, which was designed to in
duce distress in the untreated and treated stressor-ex
posed groups but flot in the control group. * and
‘:* indicate that p < 0.05 and 0.01, respectively.

The plasma cholesterol levels feu slightly to

wards the end of the experiment in the control

group (table 5:5 and figure 5:7), but there were

no significant changes in either the untreated

stress group or the treaied stress group. The cho

lesterol levels of the treated stress group were

significantly lower than those of the other groups

throughout the experiment. The difference be

tween the decrease from the first to the second

2-hour in the control group and the corresponding

increase in the untreated stress group is statistical

ly significant (p <0.05), cf. table 5:5.

5.5 Discussion

5.5.1 Some general considerations

As demonstrated above, the simulated work con

ditions provoked, in most of the subjects ex

Figure 5:7. Mean ± standard error of the mean for
the changes in plasma cholesterol during and after the
second 2-hour period, which was designed to induce
distress in the untreated and treated stressor-exposed
groups but flot in the control group. * indicates that
p <0.05.

posed to these conditions, (a) distress reactions,

(b) cardiovascular reactions, and (c) sympatho

adrenomedullary reactions. These reactions were

flot modified by nicotinic acid treatment, at least

not to a marked degree.

Concomitantly with the reactions mentioned

above, FFA and triglycerides in arterial plasma

rose significantly. This rise was significantly and

markedly modified by nicotinic acid treatment.

5.5.2 Distress, sympathoadrenomedullary activity,

lipid metabolism, and nicotinic acid

The exposure to experimental psychosocial stimuli

caused a significant increase in the concentration

of free fatty acids both during and after the work

period in the untreated stress group but flot in

the treated stress group (means for 2-hour peri

ods). The FFA increase was probably caused by

an increased mobilization from adipose tissue.

According to our hypothesis (p. 91), increased

activity of the sympathetic nervous system plays

a significant role in the increase of FFA con

centration seen after exposure to psychosocial

stimuli (cf. Bogdonoff et al., 1960 b). Thus, gan

glionic blockade with Arfonad® inhibits the rise

in FFA during anxiety (Bogdonoff et al., 1960 b).

In the untreated stress group there was a signifi

cant, positive correlation between the changes in

adrenaline excretion and the changes in FFA

levels between the first and the second 2-hour

period (r = 0.61, p < 0.05). The corresponding

correlations in the control group and in the

treated stress group were, as expected, not signifi

cant (r = 0.23 and r = 0.11, respectively). The

low correlation between these two variables in

the treated stress group may have been caused by

a

selective nicotinic acid induced blockade of

FFA without a corresponding influence on adre

nal medullary function.

No significant correlation was found in any

group between the corresponding changes in nor

adrenaline excretion and FFA levels. However,

nothing is known about the relationship, if any,

between increased sympathetic activity locally in

adipose tissue and the urinary excretion of cate

cholamines. Furthermore, the urinary catechola

mines provide an index of the mean sympatho

adrenomedullary activity during the period of

urine collection, whereas the blood samples in

form about the moinentary situation as regards

lipid metabolism. Finally, other FFA mobilizing

hormones may also have been released during and

particularly after the work period and contributed

to the changes in FFA level, cf. Robison et al.

(1971).

The lowering effect of nicotinic acid on the

concentration of FFA during the first 2-hour

(resting) period is in accordance with previous

results in man (Canson and Orci, 1962; Canson

et al., 1963). The decreased (but possibly not en

tirely blocked, cf. figure 5:5) response of FFA

to psychosocial stimuli during nicotmic acid treat

ment suggests an inhibition of the stressor-in

duced enhancement of lipid mobilization (CarI-

son et al., 1963) due to inhibition of lipolysis in

adipose tissue (Carlson, 1963 a; Carlson, 1965).

The exposure to psychosocial stimuli was ac
companied by an acute rise in the plasma tri

glyceride concentration of the untreated stress
group, without inducing concomitant changes in
the cholesterol level, indicating an increase in the
amount of triglyceride-rich but cholesterol-poor
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very low density lipoproteins. An increase in

these lipoproteins that raises the plasma trigly

ceride content by 0.20 mmole!liter would increase

the cholesterol concentration by only about 5 mg!

100 ml. Such small changes in cholesterol con

centration would not be detected with the tech

nique used. Measurements of the concentration of

plasma lipoproteins in medical students during

stressful examination periods have shown (Grundy

and Griffin, 1959 b) that the concentration of

the cholesterol-rich low density lipoproteins

(SfO-l2) was unaffected, while that of the tri

glyceride-rich very low density lipoproteins

(Sfl2-400) increased by 50 per cent. This is an ac

cordance with our findings during short-term

distress, and with those recently reported by

Taggart and Carruthers (1971) from a study of

racing-car drivers.

According to our hypothesis, there is an in

creased mobilization of FFA from adipose tissue

during distress [and probably during “stress

(Selye)”], eventually resulting in an elevated con

centration of triglycerides in plasma. Our data

support this hypothesis since the plasma triglyc

erides increased in the untreated stress group, in

which the concentration of FFA increased, and

decreased in the treated stress group, in which the

concentration of FFA decreased. This decrease

occurred before the stressor exposure and the

FFA then remained at a low level throughout the

study. The following rough calculations represent

an attempt to evaluate the quantitative aspects of

our hypothesis.

5.5.3 Plasma triglycerides and the mobilization of

free fatty acids: some quantitative aspects

The increase in plasma triglycerides in the un

treated stress group was approximately 0.20

mmole!liter from the start of the work period

(at 2 hours) to the end of the experiment (at

6 hours). Assuming that the plasma volume was

3 liters, the mean increase of triglycerides in plas

ma works out as 3X0.2 = 0.6 mmole, which cor

responds to 3X0.6 = 1.8 meq of fatty acids.

Similarly, the plasma pool of triglyceride fatty

acids is calculated to have decreased by 2.2 meq

in the treated stress group. If our hypothesis is

100
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correct, the amount of FFA taken up by the liver
must thus have changed by at least 2 meq in both

the untreated stress group and in the treated

stress group. To calculate the changes in the in
flux of FFA to the liver. let us assume (a) that

25 per cent of the FFA turnover is taken up by
the liver (Carlson and Ekelund, 1963), and (b)
that the fractional turnover rate of FFA at rest

and during the work period in the untreated stress
group was 0.30/minute (Fredrickson and Gordon,

1958), rising to 0.40/minute during administration

of nicotinic acid when the FFA level was around

0.30 meq/liter (Carlson et al., 1963). The amount

of EFA taken up by the liver at rest was thus

0.25/0.30/0.7/3/60 10 meq/hour.

In the untreated stress group the FFA level
increased to about 0.9 meq!liter for 4 hours. The

increase above the resting state of the influx of
FFA to Hie liver was thus: (0.25/0.30/0.9/3

/60/ 4)—(10 /4) 10 meq!liter. In the treated

stress group, the FFA level was reduced to 0.3
meq/liter for approximately 4.5 hours. As above,

it can be estimated that the hepatic uptake of
FFA during this time was reduced from the
basal uptake by (4.5/ 10)—(0.25 X 0.40 /0.3 X 3.0

/60/ 4.5)20 meq. The calculated changes in

the amount of triglycerides in plasma, 1.8 and
2.2 meq, respectively, are thus much smaller than
the figures for the changes in the hepatic uptake
of FFA, 10 and 20 meq, respectively. The changes
in the hepatic uptake of FFA are thus great
enough to cause changes 5—10 times greater than

those seen in the plasma triglyceride pools.

Our resuits thus support the hypothesis but
cannot establish it, as other mechanisms than
those involved in our hypothesis may also have
contributed to the changes observed in plasma

triglyceride levels. Hepatic triglyceride output
could have been stimulated in other ways than
by increased fLux of FFA, while during nicotinic

acid treatment its output could have been reduced

by other rnechanisms, e.g. by direct interference

of nicotinic acid on lipoprotein secretion in the
liver. Furthermore, both distress-provoking psy

chosocial stimuli and nicotinic acid may have in
fluenced the fractional turnover rate of very low
density lipoproteins.

5.5.4. Distress, urinary catecholamines, and

nicotinic acid

According to the self-ratings of our subjects,

moderate distress reactions occurred during the

second 2-hour period, primarily in the two groups

exposed to the simulated work. Concomitantly,

increases in catecholamine excretion were noted,

in agreement with previous findings (cf. paragraph

1.5.2).

One subject in the untreated stress group ex

creted 27.6, 49.7, and 21.6 ng of adrenaline per

minute and 47.5, 64.0, and 59.5 ng of noradrena

line per minute during the three consecutive 2-

hour periods, respectively, i.e. very considerable
amounts, even during the two control periods.

During the first 2-hour period this subject re

ported that he felt “calm and unconcerned”. At

the end of the work period, he reported that dur

ing this period it had been “rather trying but not

actually unpleasant”. His observed behaviour,

bowever, indicated relatively pronounced distress,

although primarily during the work period. if, for

some reason, it is considered justifiable to ques
tion the “normality” of this case from the cate

cholamine point of view—to suppose that these

high values are attributable to some intrinsic

cause not relevant in this context and to exclude

this subject—the two work-exposed groups differ
significantly from each other in catecholamine

excretion during all three periods, the excretion

of the treated stress group being higher, possibly

due to the nicotinic acid treatment. The addition

of nicotinic acid, nicotinamide, nicotinuric acid,

and N-methyl-nicotinic acid in a concentration of
2 g/liter to separate urine samples did not in
fluence the determinations of catecholamine levels
performed in this study. Consequently the elevated
values of the nicotinic acid group cannot be
ascribed to any interference from nicotinic acid
or its main metabolites with the procedure for
estimating catechol amines. The treated stress

group exbibited a significantly higher creatinine
excretion than did the untreated stress group but
only during the first 2-hour period. This might
have been accompanied by an increased renal
clearance of catecholamines. While it is true that
the effects of nicotinic acid on the sympatho

adrenomedullary system require further study (cf.

the hypotheses put forward by Hoffer and Os

mond, 1960), it is of major importance in our

context that nicotinic acid certainly did not in

hibit the stressor-induced rise in catecholamine

excretion.

5.5.5 Cardiovascular reactions

Stressor exposure was accompanied by a brief

rise in systolic and diastolic blood pressure (cf.

Holmberg et al. 1967), whereas rest under con

trol conditions was accompanied by a fall. Nico

tinic acid treatment did not modify the blood

pressure responses. This is in accordance with

previous findings that nicotinic acid does not

inhibit the blood pressure response to injected

noradrenaline (Canson and Onii, 1962). Similarly,

our results indicate that exposure to psychosocial

stimuli is accompanied by an acceleration in heart

rate, which is not modified by nicotinic acid

treatment. This lends some further support to

our assumption that the nicotinic acid blockade

of the rise in plasma lipoproteins that accom

panied distress reactions is explained by an in

hibition of the sympathoadrenomedullary-medi

ated mobilization of FFA from adipose tissue,

and not by an inhibition of the sympathoadreno

medullary activity per se.

5.5.6 Clinical aspects

This study bas cleanly shown that increased plas

ma-triglyceride levels, and probably an increased

sympathoadrenomedutlary activity, are readily in

duced even by a work situation which is not real

but simulated, of short duration and moderate

intensity. It is tempting to speculate about the

effects of the socioeconomic or other real-life

stressors, which may be repeated over months

and years and surely may represent a threat to

the individual far exceeding that implied in our

laboratory situation (Fniedman et al., 1958; Levi,

1967 b and c, 1971; Raab, 1966; Cleghorn et al.,

1969). The frequent finding of elevated levels of
tniglycerides in plasma from patients with coro
nary heart disease are worth considering in this
context (cf. Carlson et al., 1965 a; Selye, 1971;
Wolf, 1971; Raab, 1971). For further discussion
of these and related aspects, see Chapter 8.
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5.6 Summary
Thirtythree male volunteers were studied in the

morning after fasting overnight; 11 (the control

group) vere allowed to sit comfortably for three

consecutive 2-hour periods, no stressors or treat

ments being introduced; the remaining 22 were

divided into two groups, each being exposed to

psychosocial stimuli (simulated work) during the

second of the three 2-hour periods. Following one

week of premedication with nicotinic acid and

after a drug-free interval of at least 16 hours, the

subjects in one of these groups were each given

a total dose of 3 g of nicotinic acid during the

first 3 hours of the experiment, whereas the other

group received no treatment.

The simulated work situation comprised mono

tonous but attention-demanding psychomotor per

formance (sorting small ball-bearings) under un

favourable environmental conditions (noise, flick

ering light), shortage of time and criticism. Ex

posure to this situation evoked moderate distress,

accompanied and!or followed by increases in

heart rate, hlood pressure, urinary excretion of

adrenaline and noradrenaline, and levels of free

fatty acids and triglycerides in artenial plasma.

No such increases were seen in the control group.

The experimentally induced rise in free fatty

acids was markedly modified by nicotinic acid

treatment and triglycenides felI instead of rising,

whereas the increase in catecholamine excretion

was not significantly affected, neither were the

increases in heart rate and blood pressure.

The hypothesis is discussed, from a qualitative

as well as a quantitative viewpoint, that there is

a direct relationship between the increased con

centration of free fatty acids accompanying dis

tress reactions in man (and possibly evoked by an

increase in sympathoadrenomedullary activity)

and the eventual development of “stress hyper

lipoproteinemia”
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6.1 The problem: payment by resuits as an
example of psychosocial stimuli in every-clay
life
6.1.1 Some general considerations on payment by

resuits

One of the factors inherent in modem working

life that is most often claimed to induce stress

and distress in employees is payment by resuits,

i.e. piece-wages of one type or another. For this

reason, and in order to study whether or not

moderate changes in psychosocial conditions of

work would bc effective in eliciting psychological

and physiological responses, we conducted the

study to be presented in this chapter.

Piece-work systems have in common the pay

ment of a price or rate per piece or unit of work.

This price may be uniform at ail levels of output

or may vary as production rises (cf. Marriott,

1957). Thus, when discussing piece-wages one

must define the type referred to: pure or mixed

picce-wages, individual or group piece-wages,

linear or non-linear piece-wages.

Systems by which workers’ earnings increase

more than output are based on the philosophy

that the workers should benefit from the reduc

tion of overhead costs that is achieved as output

rises. Under the high piece-rate system workers’

earnings are linearly related to output, as they

are under straight piece-work, but a greater in

crement is paid for each increase in output. For

example, an increment of 1.33 per cent may be

awarded to the workers’ time-rate for each 1 per

cent increase in output.

Accelerating premium systems are based on the

principle that earning increments are small for

low and average lcvels of output, but become

increasingly larger as output exceeds the average.

The increments thus differ for each 1 per cent

increase in output. At low output the differences

are small and scarcely apparent to the worker,

but at high output they provide a powerful stim

ulus to the worker to increase his output more

and more (ILO 1951).

Apart from these schemes there are bonus sys

tems where a major part of the income is paid

in salary form, to which is added a small bonus

for each piece of work accomplished. This bonus

may be linear, accelerating or diminishing. The

resultant incentive to work harder is comparative

ly slight and may even disappear at the higher

performance levels.

6.1.2 Incidence of payment by resuits

According to statistics for the year 1969 prepared

by the Swedish Employers’ Confederation, 63.2

per cent of the total hours worked in Swedish

industry were paid by result in one form or

another. Similar findings have been made for

workers employed by the Swedish State and local

authorities (Bolinder, personal communication).

In a recent nation-wide survey of wage systems

in Sweden conducted by the Swedish Employers’

Confederation it was found that 95 per cent of

the responding firms employed piece-rates to a

greater or lesser extent. Moreover, ail the large

firms paid at least part of their blue-collar work

ers on a piece-rate basis. 0f the total number of

hours worked, soma 45 per cent were paid for by

straight piece-rates, while about 20 per cent were

paid for by bonuses of one kind or another.

The use of payment-by-results or bonus systems

has increased somewhat in Swedish industry dur

ing the postwar pcriod (cf. table 6:1), mostly in

industries where hourly rates formerly prevailed.

Table 6:1. Average volume of piece-work in Swedish
industry (Source: Swedish Employers’ Association).

Year Piece-work volume in per cent
of total

1950 61
1955 62
1960 64
1965 65

In Great Britain, ail types of payment by results
taken together cover 43 per cent of all workers

in industry (33 per cent of ail workers in the
British economy). In the Scandinavian and East
European countries and in the USSR the propor

tion of workers on piece-wages is higher, about
50—70 per cent of those employed by industry
proper. In the USA the proportion is lower and
bas been estimated to some 30 per cent (McKer
sic, 1970).

Paying civil servants and other so-called sala
ried employees by unit of output is much less
common. The Swedish industry with the targest
proportion of salaried employees—engineering—
pays less than 5 per cent of their work on this
basis. The piece rate in these cases amounts to
only a small bonus, the remainder of the payment
being regular monthly salaries. In this sector,
payment by results is applied primarily in card
punching routines, and, to a lesser extent, in type
writing. photoprinting, drawing and invoicing.

However, great interest bas been displayed in
a wider application of piece rates in white-collar
employment, and—unless strong arguments are
found against payment by results—we may pre
sumably expect a fairly rapid spread during the
next few years. This trend, however, is presently
a matter of much controversy.

The introduction of some type of piece-wage
for civil servants bas been proposed by the em
ployer in many sectors of Swedish public ad
ministration. Soma of the organizations belonging
to the Swedish Central Organization of Salaried
Employees (TCO) have agreed to tentative cx
periments in this direction but have also exprcssed
their hesitation due to occasional spontaneous
negative reactions, especially from the higher age
groups.

6.1.3 Payment by results: influence on

productivity

Reviewing a series of laboratory experiments and

field studies, Vroom (1964) concludes that a pos

itive correlation generally exists between piece

wages and productivity. The introduction of piece

wages in industry and office life bas generally

been found to increase productivity (Viteles,

1953; ILO, 1967; Hoffman, 1964; Richman,
1964; Edgren and Rhenman, 1970, p. 44). Ac

cording to Hoffman’s and Richman’s descriptions,

this likewise applies in the People’s Republic of

China and the USSR, respectively, where payment

by results is said to be extensively and increasingly
used.

But the co-occurrence of payment by results

and high productivity does not warrant the as

sumption—often made by management—that the

latter is necessarily a result of the former. Both

may be due to other factors: for example, more

efficient and alert management, better labour-

management relations, or better organization of
the work (ILO, 1967).

With reference to Swedish conditions it has

bcen emphasizcd (Lindholm, 1966) that the

favourable effect of piece rates on production
may be explained to some degree in terms of
“indirect” factors rather than the financial stim
ulus as such, e.g. (a) favourable attitudes of the
Swedish trade unions and workers towards pro
duction advances and cost-cutting programs in
generat, (b) concomitant favourable effects of the
introduction of piece-wages on work planning,
(e) favourable effects because picce-wages have
constituted a vital impelling force for the intro

duction of work studies, and (d) the general belief
that piece-work should always entail a higher
work tempo.

A search for published evidence on the effccts
of incentive payment systems in the form of con
trolled experiments is not very rewarding numeri
cally, as a glance at any textbook which includes
this subject will reveaL. However, Marriott (1957)
reviews twa experimental studies worth mention
ing in the present context.

Burnett (1925) conducted a laboratory experi
ment in order ta compare the effects of time-rate
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and piece-rate remuneration. Four girls, aged 17,

were given a highly repetitive task, two months

on time-rate and five weeks on piece-rate, sepa

rated by an interval of six months. On time-rate

they worked six hours a day for four consecutive

days a week at a rate of 30 shillings a week. At

tempts were made to simulate actual factory con

ditions. Unfortunately, the author gives no details

concerning the piece-rate payment. The report

states that during the five consecutive weeks of

piece-work, output increased over the average for

the time-rate period by 7.2, 18.0, 20.2, 10.8 and

7.9 per cent, respectively.

Wyatt (1934) studied 10 girls in a factory,

under reasonably well controlled conditions. The

girls, aged 15—16, worked in pairs on five opera

tions of unwrapping, wrapping, packing, weighing

and combined weighing and wrapping of cho

colate and toffee. For nine weeks, each worker

received a fixed time-rate irrespective of output;

after this, a competitive bonus system was applied

for the next 15 weeks and a flat piece-rate for

the following 12 weeks. It was found that both

piece-wage models were accompanied by substan

tial increases in work output. These increases

came rapidly and remained relatively steady tiil

the end of the period. A return to the original

time-rate for the unwrapping operation was ac

companied by a substantial decrease in output.

During the next nine weeks the subjects were

given bonus-rates for an operation very similar

to the packing process mentioned above. A con

siderable and progressive increase in work output

occurred as compared with time-rate conditions.

These two studies and similar ones are difficult

to evaluate for many reasons. The usual manage

rial and supervisory controls were absent. The

experimental conditions introduced by the ex

perimenters involved changes flot only to the re

muneration system but to many other factors as

well. The groups were small and the age range

was restricted to adolescents, whose financial

circumstances presumably induced them to earn

ail the money they could.

The over-ali evidence, part of which is re

viewed by Locke, Bryan and Kendali (1968),

nevertheless suggests that monetary incentives

enhance work output. These authors also present

five studies of their own supporting their hy

pothesis that these incentives affect task perfor

mance only through or by means of their effects

on the individual’s goals or intentions.

Reviewing some of the beneficial resuits usually

expected by management, Shimmin (1959) men

tions flot only (a) increased output, (b) higher

earnings and (c) better production control and

planning, but also (d) greater cooperative efforts

by workers and (e) more satisfied employees.

Briefly, then, it is generally agreed that piece

wages constitute one of the most important in

centives to boost productivity. It is often claimeci

that piece wages are a necessary prerequisite of

good performance, yielding higher earnings for

workers and lower costs for management.

6.1.4 Payment by resuits: psychological and

physiological effects

In spite of this nationwide or even worldwide

acceptance, littie is known about the psy chological

and physiological effects of this remuneration

system. The evidence mentioned above suggests

that money strengthens motivation at work, there

by probably increasing the intensity and endur

ance of employees’ performance, but at the same

time it is conceivable that excessively strong mo

tivation, if prolonged, could lead to undue strain

on psychological and physiological mechanisms.

The urge for or need of money may temporariiy

or permanently seduce the individual to ignore

psychological and physiological warning signais

such as physical and mental fatigue, nervous ten

sion, dysfunction of organs and organ systems

etc.
Yoder (1947) has pointed out that piece-wages

may encourage a disregard for essentiai health

considerations, because “workmen, when they are

liberally paid by the piece, are very apt to over

work themselves, and to ruin their health and

constitution in a few years”.

Discussing possible disadvantages inherent in

piece-work, Marriott (1957), too, mentions among

other things

(a) a tendency for quality to deteriorate

(b) a danger of disregarding safety regulations

and thereby increasing accidents

(c) a tendency by some workers to overwork and

to undermine their health

(d) jealousy among workers because some are

able to earn more than others.

Guttormsson and Smith (1971) report a study

of attitudes among 2,705 subjects in Swedish civil

administration (National Postal Bank). A majority

of the subjects were women. Ail were working

at departments where piece-wages had already

been introduced or would be within the next year

or two. Out of those who were on salary, 45 per

cent expressed positive attitudes toward a mixed

piece-wage system, compared with 39 per cent

of those already on piece-wages. The correspond

ing negative attitudes were expressed by 37 per

cent and 42 per cent, respectively. Attitudes were

generaliy more negative among the over 40s. Sub

jects working under individual piece-wage plans

were more positive towards piece-wages in general

than those working on group piece-wages: 51 per

cent of those on individual and 25 per cent of

those on group piece-wages described a decreased

propensity to help fellow workers since the in

troduction of piece-wages; 47 and 57 per cent

respectively reported no change in this respect.

Out of those on salary, 73 per cent believed that

piece-wages would lead to a loss of comfort and

well-being. Out of those working on individual

and group piece-wages, 60 per cent and 70 per

cent, respectively, reported a decrease in comfort

and well-being since the introduction of piece

wages. A great majority of ail subjects reported

that they envisaged, or had experienced, an in

creased feeling of distress in response to piece

wages.

This aspect—the relationship between piece

wages and reported experience of distress—has

been studied in more detail in two socioiogical

investigations. Gardeil (1971) found that industrial

workers who were paid by the piece (in combina

tion wjth low jncome and unskilled tasks) rated

lower on a number of “mental health” variables.

Similarly. Oh1strim (1970) and Bolinder and Ohi

stp3m (1971) identified piece-wages as a factor

contributing to subjective feelings of dissatisfac
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tion and distress, respectively. However, none of

these investigations aimed at quantifying psycho

logical and physiological reactions to the piece

work situation, only measuring attitudes to piece

wages.

6.2 Choice of methodology

The above constituted the background for the

study to be reported in this chapter. If reliabie

data could be produced on the stress and dis

tress evoked by different work routines and

modes of management in various professions, this

wouid have obvious implications for activities

such as the engagement of new employees, trans

fers within a given company, vocational guidance,

safety precautions, and industrial hygiene, and

also with regard to the fair assessment of re

muneration, mental hygienic evaluation of pro

posais for new processes, streamiining and auto

mation.

It is also important clinically to know how the

human organism adapts or fails to adapt to cer

tain minor, but often repeated, psychosocial stim

uli of an every-day character.

In order to furnish at ieast part of the basis

necessary for such deveiopments, we have exposed

groups of subjects to conditions of work that are

often assumed to constitute significant stressors

in modem working-iife.

These conditions inciuded those facing tele

phone operators, invoicing clerks working on a
salary and piece-wage basis, office clerks sub

jected to changes in work environment (conven

tional offices, office landscapes, different noise

levels), supermarket cash desk girls (during rush

hours and ordinary conditions), supervisors in

engineering, and paper mil! workers and engine

drivers working in various shifts.
The responses to these exposures were assessed

with respect to psychological self-ratings by the

subjects; performance was evaluated, subjectively

and—wherever possible—objectively, and sym

pathoadrenomeduliary activity was measured as
the urinary excretion of adrenaiine and noradren

aime.
The great majority of experiments in the fieid

of psychophysiological research have utilized

I
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laboratory situations as stimuli. Although labora

tory situations like those mentioned in the pre
vious chapter have obvious advantages, they are

cieariy hable to iack realism to the subjects tested.

Therefore, as mentioned above, we aiso made use
of real life situations which have been mani

pulated to suit necessary design requirements. As

an exaniple of studies of this kind, an investiga
tion conducted in 1962 and reported in prelimi

nary form elsewhere (Levi, 1964) will now be

described in detail.
The primary aim of the present study was to

find out (a) if a change in remuneration system

from salary to piece-wages is accompanied by

changes in urinary catecholamine excretion, and

(b) how these two payment systems affect psy
chological reactions and levels of performance.

6.3 Material and methods

Ail 12 subjects were young, healthy, female in

voicing clerks (age range 18—31, mean age 20.4).

They constituted the entire subordinate staff of

one of the invoicing departments at the Swedish

National Telecommunications Administration.
After being carefully informed about the aim and

procedure of this study, ail agreed to participate.
They were toid that the study aimed at a com
parison between the effects of salary and piece

wages. They were further informed about some

of the supposed pros and cons of these remunera
tion systems but aiso about our general ignorance
in this field. This was done in order to equalize,

as far as possible, the attitudes towards piece

wages, and to neutralize any possible bias for or
against either of these modes of remuneration.
It turned out that none of the girls had any ex
perience of piece-work. Ail had worked at the
present invoicing department for a year or more
under the same supervisor and for a modest
monthly salary.

The study proper was conducted on four con

secutive days, beginning on a Tuesday and ending
on a Friday. However, in order to accustom the

subjects to ail details of the experimental pro

cedure per se and to minimize any possible ap

prehension that it might entail, the subjects fol-

Figure 6:1. Graphic presentation of the accelerating
premium system applied during days 1 and 3. One
Swedish krona is at present (March 1972) US $0.21,
and English £0.08.

lowed ail details of the procedure on the Monday

too, this day thus serving as a pre-experimental
“dress rehearsal”. So from Monday on, the sub

jects were instructed to go to bed before mid

night, abstain from alcoholic beverages and drugs,

and from tobacco from awakening to the end of
the working day. They were further asked to
drink two glasses of tap water at bed-time, on

awakening to drink two additional glasses and
empty their bladders, to omit breakfast and morn

ing coffee, and to report at the office flot later

than 8.00 a.m. Having arrived they were allowed
to relax for some 15 minutes.

At 8.15 a.m. they emptied their bladders and

were asked to eat two ham sandwiches, to drink

two glasses (300 ml) of tap water and to complete
a short questionnaire. This routine was repeated
every 2 1/2 hours, i.e. at 10.45 a.m. and 1.15

p.m. At 8.30 a.m. they started to work. At 3.45

p.m., the subjects again emptied their bladders,
completed the questionnaire and went home.

In accordance with this schedule, they worked
a total of 6.75 hours durmg their eight-hour day.
Ail this time they worked at their usual invoicing

day 1
(piece wages)

day 3
(piece wages)

task, in their usual environment and under their
usual supervisor, who knew them well. The task
involved performing on an invoicing machine a
few simple mathematical operations, the resuit
of which was then typed on a postal paying-in
form and on a check slip.

On the second and fourth of the four experi

mental days, remuneration was on the customary

basis, namely the modest monthly salary. On the

first and third days, on the other hand, a system

of piece-wages was introduced. As the most ex

treme form of piece-wages was considered to be

PERFORMANCE (invoices/period)Wage Increment 10 salary for Iwo days’ piece
work al variaus levels of performance
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3, left) and salaried conditions (days 2 and 4, right).
Dashed line indicates means.
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the non-linear, progressive, individual mode!, a

piece-wage of this type was added to the ordinary

saiary if and when the subjeets’ performance ex

ceeded 160 invoices per hour (figure 6:1). This

level was chosen as a suitabie base-une because

previous work studies, performed by the Admin

istration a few months earlier without the em

ployees’ knowiedge, had demonstrated in this

group of invoicing-clerks a habituai mean work

output of approximately 160 invoices per head

and hour of work (range 122—195).

The system included a moderate deduction for

each subject’s miscalculations and typing errors,

by eight invoices per hour for each per mille of

errors (habituai mean 2.5 per mille, range 0.0—

6.8 per mille).

The number of invoices per time unit, and the

mean per mille of invoicing errors were estab

lished by a cross-check made by the experimen

ter’s clerical assistants.

Except for the change in remuneration, the ex

perimental setting was held constant. The in

dividual work output and the number of errors

were kept secret from the employer as well as

from fellow-workers in order, as far as possible,

to eliminate pressures from these sources, be they

real or imagined, on the individual invoicing

clerk.

Subjective reactions (rushed, tired, physical dis

comfort—in Swedish: jàktad, trtitt, kroppsliga

obehag) were assessed on simple 4-point rating

scales ranging from “very” (rushed etc.) = 4

points, over “fairly” = 3 points, and “slightly” =

2 points, to “flot at all” = 1 point (in Swedish:

mycket, ganska, nâgot, inte alls).

Briefly, then, a strong monetary incentive was

introduced on days 1 and 3, but only for a work

output exceeding the habituai level. This system

was chosen in order to mimic qualitatively (al

though not quantitatively) what industrial man

agement actually might do to eliminate a bottle

neck in a production process. Thus, the study was

designed as a factorial experiment with the factors

(a) salary versus piece-wages, (b) first versus

second day of presentation of each mode of re

muneration, and (e) morning versus afternoon.

Five differences of special interest were calculated

1 Piece-wages A 771.8 26.4
B 736.9 28.2
C 719.8 21.7

2 Monthly
salary A 364.4 15.4

B 343.7 18.6
C 308.6 21.8

3 Piece-wages A 765.2 27.0
B 762.1 30.4
C 711.0 29.0

4 Monthly
salary A 409.3 19.3

B 314.5 19.6
C 347.4 21.3

1A stands for the period 0—2 1/2 hours, B for 2 1/2—
5 hours, and C for 5—7 1/2 hours.

and will be reported below, namely between (a)

piece-wages and salary, (b) afternoon and morning

hours, (e) afternoon and morning hours during

piece-wages and salary, (d) second and first pair

of days, and (e) piece-wages and salary on second

and first presentation, table 6:6.

6.4 Resuits
6.4.1 Differences in reactions to salary and piece

wages

6.4.1.1 Output

During the two days on salary only, the subjects

performed at a mean rate of 155 invoices per

hour and head, i.e. very close to the predeter

mined habituai level of 160. During the two days

with piece wages, output more than doubled, to

331 invoices per hour and head (p <0.001), cf.

figure 6:2 and table 6:2.

In spite of this very considerable increase in

output, the number of errors remained very low

(mean 3.0 per mille, range 0.6—8.1 per mille),

not significantly different from the habitual level

reported above.

6.4.1.2 Subjective reactions

During saiaried days, the “rush” and “physical
discomfort” scores were all on a very low level,
only a few individual girls occasionally reporting
sensations of this type. Under piece-wage con
ditions these rating scores rose significantly (p <
0.01), but the sneon levels were still below or
around 2 points (i.e. “slight” feelings of rush and
physical discomfort), cf. table 6:3.

“Fatigue” ratings also increased significantly

(p <0.01) from salaried to piece-wage condi
tions, reaching “moderate” (= 3 points) mean
levels towards the end of the piece-work days, cf.
table 6:3.

On the morning of the forth day (salaried

work), one of our subjects started to complain
about pronounced menstrual pain. After having
completed the first two work periods of that day,

r —

Table 6:2. Means and S.E.M. for output of work
[invoices per 2 1/2 hour period, each comprising
2 1/4 effective working-hours, during days 1 and 3
(piece-wages)anddays 2 and 4 (salary)j.

Work output
(invoices)

Day No. Condition Period’ Mean+ S.E.M.
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Table 6:3. Means and S.E.M. for self-ratings (rush, fatigue, physical discomfort) for each pcriod during
days I and 3 (piece-wages) and days 2 and 4 (salary).

Rush Fatigue Physical discomfort

Day No. Condition Period’ Mean+ S.E.M. Mean+ S.E.M. Mean+ S.E.M.

I Piece-wages A 1.75 0.25 1.50 0.20 1.33 0.19
B 1.50 0.20 2.17 0.27 1.92 0.26
C 1.83 0.27 2.58 0.34 2.17 0.35

2 Monthly salary A 1.00 0.00 1.25 0.25 1.00 0.00
B 1.00 0.00 1.25 0.13 1.00 0.00
C 1.08 0.08 1.33 0.14 1.00 0.00

3 Piece-wages A 1.08 0.08 1.33 0.14 1.33 0.19
B 1.42 0.19 2.33 0.31 1.75 0.31
C 1.83 0.30 2.92 0.23 2.25 0.41

4 Monthly salary A 1.00 0.00 1.33 0.14 1.25 0.25
B 1.00 0.00 1.67 0.26 1.25 0.25
C 1.00 0.00 1.75 0.22 1.42 0.26

The ratings were made on 4-point scales ranging between “much” (4 points) and “flot at aIl” (1 point).
1A stands for the period 0—2 1/2 hours, B for 2 1/2—5 hours, and C for 5—7 1/2 hours.

Adrenaline

ADO
ng/mn

Nor
ngjmin

salary

pince Nages

Noradrenal jan
salary

pince wages

10.45—13.15 13.15—15.41

Figure 6:3. Means and S.E.M. for adrenaline excretion
during each period of work during piece-work condi
tions (days 1 and 3, filled bars) and on salaried days
(days 2 and 4, white bars).

t—723033

13.15—15.45

Figure 6:4. Means and S.E.M. for noradrenaline excre
tion during each period of work during piece-work
conditions (days 1 and 3, filled bars) and on salaried
days (days 2 and 4, white bars).
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6.4.2.2 Subjective reactions

“Fatigue” scores increased significantly (p <

0.001), as did those for “physical discomfort”

(p <0.05), whereas the changes in “rush” scores

did flot reach significance, cf. table 6:6.

6.4.2.3 Physiological reactions

Neither adrenaline nor noradrenaline excretion

rates exhibited any significant changes from morn

ing to afternoon hours, whereas urine volume

decreased (p < 0.05), as did creatinine excretion

(p <0.01). No significant changes were found in

specific gravity, cf. table 6:6.

6.4.3 Differences between morning and afternoon

hours under salaried and piece-work conditions

The increases in “fatigue” and “physical discom

fort” ratings were significantly higher during piece

work than during salaried work, (p < 0.01, and

p < 0.05, respectively), as was the decrease in

urine volume (p < 0.01). For the other variables

studied, no significant differences were found, cf.

table 6:6.

6.4.4 Differences in reactions during first and

second pair of days

No significant changes occurred from the first

two days to the last two in any of the variables

under study, cf. table 6:6.

6.4.5 Differences between the two remuneration

models on first and second presentation

The difference between the two remuneration

conditions turned out to to be significantly greater

on the first than on the second presentation day

for urine volume (p <0.05), specific gravity (p <

0.05) and creatinine (p <0.01) but flot for any

of the other variables, cf. table 6:6.

6.5 Discussion

6.5.1 Differences between salary and piece wages

Every psychological and physiological variable

covered by this study turned out to be influenced

by the change in remuneration system. As our

subjects were free to choose their performance

rate under both conditions of work, it must be

concluded that the piece-wage incentive rein

forced the motivation to work at a higher rate.

It is, however, extremely unlikely that the subjects

would have been able to maintain their output

at the very high level found during the piece

work days for any length of time.

It is often claimed (Shimmin, 1959) that such

an increase in productivity is accompanied by a

corresponding decrease in the quality of work.

This was, however, not the case to any marked

degree under the conditions of our study. Again,

it is conceivable that a long-term experiment

would have given different results.

Table 6:4. Means and S.E.M. for urinary excretion of adrenaline and noradrenaline for each period during

days 1 and 3 (piece-wages) and days 2 and 4 (salary).
Urine volume

08.15—10.45 10.45—13.15 13.1 5—1 5.45

Figure 6:5. Means and S.E.M. for urine volume during
each period of work during piece-work conditions
(days 1 and 3, filled bars) and on salaried days (days
2 and 4, white bars).

Adrenaline ng/min Noradrenaline ng/min
Day No. Condition Period’ Mean± S.E.M. Mean+• S.E.M.

I Piece-wages A 7.33 1.03 20.62 2.50
B 8.52 1.13 23.81 2.89
C 8.44 1.28 24.46 2.33

2 Monthly salary A 5.02 0.46 19.20 1.86
B 5.46 0.88 19.16 1.77
C 4.97 0.82 18.22 1.47

3 Piece-wages A 7.49 1.21 23.49 2.36
B 7.00 0.72 24.33 1.98
C 7.38 1.27 24.49 1.80

4 Monthly salary A 4.87 0.66 17.55 1.91
B 6.20 1.01 17.16 2.31
C 6.98 1.00 19.11 1.55

‘A stands for the period 0—2 1.2 hours, B for 2 1/2—5 hours, and C for 5—7 1 2 hours.

she left for home. Her adrenaline excretion levels 6:6, and table 6:5). Creatinine excretion, too, in

during these two periods were about twice as creased (p < 0.05) during the days on piece-wages,

high as those from the corresponding periods of cf. table 6:5.

day 2.

6.4.1.3 Physiological reactions 6.4.2 Differences in reactions during morning and

There was a highly significant increase in adrena- afternoon hours

line as well as noradrenaline excretion (p < 0.001) 6.4.2.1 Output

under piece-wage conditions, cf. figures 6:3 and Throughout the study, output decreased signifi

6:4, and table 6:4. Significant changes (p < 0.001) cantly (p < 0.001) from the first working period

were also found for the increase in urine flow (8.30—10.45 a.m.) to the third (1.30—3.45 p.m.),

and decrease in specific gravity (figures 6:5 and cf. table 6:6.

Table 6:5. Means and S.E.M. for urinary creatinine, urine flow and specific gravity for each period

during days 1 and 3 (piece-wages) and days 2 and 4 (salary).

Urinary creatinine Urine flow ml min Specific gravity
mg/min (N—l)xl000

DayNo.Condition Period’ Mean S.E.M. Mean± S.E.M. Mean= S.E.M.

I Piece-wages A 1.11 0.18 2.24 0.17 8.03 0.69
B 0.80 0.04 1.60 0.16 9.42 1.10
C 0.68 0.04 1.46 0.12 9.25 0.99

2 Monthly salary A 0.83 0.03 1.28 0.12 11.83 1.25
B 0.75 0.10 1.06 0.11 13.00 0.97
C 0.65 0.05 1.21 0.10 13.08 0.89

3 Piece-wages A 0.83 0.04 1.73 0.21 11.33 1.65
B 0.73 0.03 1.76 0.14 9.33 1.03
C 0.65 0.04 1.62 0.10 9.17 0.55

4 Monthly salary A 0.75 0.05 1.57 0.17 12.50 1.39
B 0.77 0.05 1.31 0.13 12.00 1.76
C 0.75 0.03 1.61 0.12 9.33 0.89

I
Sp.ifu grv,ty s,Iary

:.

‘A stands for the period 0—2 1/2 hours, B for 2 1/2—5 hours, and C for 5—7 1/2 hours.

0815—1045 10.45—13.15 13.15—15.45

Figure 6:6. Means and S.E.M. for urinary specific
gravity during each period of work during piece-work
conditions (days 1 and 3, filled bars) and on salaried
days (days 2 and 4, white bars).



This may also apply to “rush”, “physical dis

comfort” and “fatigue” ratings, ail of which in

creased significantly during piece-work days.

Nothing definite can be concluded about whether

or flot the increase in these ratings was due to

the piece-wages per se, or to the increase in out

put. Although the means for these ratings neyer

reached more than “slight” or “moderate” in

tensity, the questionnaire returns as well as clinical

observations support the assumption that mdi

vidual girls worked at a supraoptimal rate and

experienced relatively pronounced discomfort.

Catecholamine and creatinine excretion, urine

flow and specific gravity were ail significantly

affected by the remuneration system. Mean adren

alune excretion was about 40 per cent higher

during piece-work compared with salaried work.

It might be argued that this increase in adrena

line excretion reflects a corresponding increase

in muscular work. But although muscular work

has been demonstrated to affect adrenaline ex

cretion, this is only true of rather high levels of

exertion (Frankenhaeuser et al., 1969). There

fore, it seems more justified to assume that this

increase primarily reflects a corresponding in

crease in distress. This also applies to the other

physiological reactions, these being of the same

direction and order of magnitude as those de

scribed during short-term exposure to other types

of psychosocial stimuli. In the case of noradrena

line and creatinine excretion, however, the effect

may have been mixed, comprising also the con

sequences of increased muscular activity.

6.5.2 Differences between morning and afternoon

hours

The changes in variables over hours of work are

relatively small and represent a combined effect

of circadian variation and the duration of work.

The increases in”fatigue” and “physical discom

fort” ratings and the decrease in output are in

accordance with every-day experience. The

changes in urine volume and creatinine excretion

are probably due to the circadian variation dem

onstrated to occur during these hours of the

day, cf. paragraph 2.7.

6.5.3 Differences between morning and afternoon

hours during salaried versas pieee-work conditions

Our findings support the assumption that the re

muneration system, and flot just circadian varia

tion, is responsible for some of the reactions oc

curring from morning to afternoon hours.

6.5.4 Differences between first and second pair

of days

Several other investigators have found that an

increased familiarity with the experimental situa

tion results in decreases in psychological and

physiological reactions to it. Thanks to the pre

experimental “dress-rehearsal day” included in

our study, ail subjects were to some degree ac

customed to their routine and the cxperimental

procedure. One might hypothesize this to be the

reason for no significant effects occurring from

a repetition of the expnsure, though of course it

is conceivable that the absence of any significant

changes was due to a combined effect of habitua

tion (decreasing the levels) and prolonged ex

posure (increasing the levels), resulting in no net

change.

6.5.5 Differences between the two remuneration

models, first and second presentation

j The results speak in favour of a diminishing dif

ference betwecn the reactions tn the two re

muneration models when exposure to them is

5 repeated. We do not know whether this difference

5 would diminish still more after prolonged ex

posure or even disappear altogether. Probably
this would depend on the interplay between the

characteristics of the piece-wage system and the

expectations, needs, attitudes and other charac

teristics of the individuals.
Clearly, the object of the present study was not

to describe the psychosomatic health hazards, if
any, or the relative efficiency of the remunera
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tion systems. The aim was simply to compare the

effects of two every-day settings with respect to

their effects on psychological, behavioural and

physiological variables. The results support the

assumption that psychosocial factors of an every

day type have, indeed, significant effects on the

functions under study. It was further found that a

real-life setting can be used in the study of psy

chosocial influences on psychophysiological reac

tions.

6.6 Summary
Following a dress rehearsal day, 12 healthy female

invoicing clerks were studied under conditions

very similar to those involved in their every-day

work, a number of extraneous physical and psy

chosocial stimuli, however, being kept under con

trol. Highly progressive piece-wages were in

troduced on the first and third day of the ex

periment, and were found to result in significant

increases in output but also in rush, fatigue and

physical discomfort ratings, in adrenaline, nor

adrenaline and creatinine excretion and in urine

flow, with a concomitant decrease in specific

gravity. The implications, clinical and methodo

logical, of these results are discussed.
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Table 6:6. Means, S.E.M. and tests of significance for work output, subjective reactions, and phy
siological reactions with respect to differences between (a) piece-wages and salary, (b) afternoon and
morning hours, (c) afternoon and morning hours during piece-wages and salary, (d) second and first pair
of days, and (e) piece-wages and salary on first and second presentation.

.111

DIFFERENCES BEIWEEN

piece-wages and afiernoon and afiernoon and second and first the two remu
salary morning hours morning hours pair of days neration models

during piece-work on second
and salaried and first
conditions prcsentation

Variable Mean+ S.E.M. Mcan S.E.M. Mean— S.E.M. Mcan+ S.E.M. Mcan+ S.E.M.

Work output 396.35*** 25.62 9.90 5.38 16.62 10.85 8.53 —14.64 14.95
(invoices)

Rush 0.56** 0.15 0.23 0.14 0.38 0.31 —0.14 0.09 —0.22 0.16

Fatigue 0.7l** 0.16 0.79*** 0.14 1.08** 0.25 0.21 0.12 —0.19 0.22

Physical
discomfort 0.64** 0.19 0.48* 0.17 0.79* 0.29 0.14 0.18 —0.33 0.19

Adrenalincng/min 2.ll*** 0.45 0.77 0.72 —0.53 0.87 0.03 0.45 —1.68 0.80

Noradrcnaline 5.13*** 0.86 1.35 0.68 2.13 1.81 0.11 1.22 2.06 1.70
ng/min

Urine volume 0.40*** 0.08 0.08 0.12 0.13 0.08 0.17
ml/min

Specific gravity 0.49 —0.73 0.79 0.46 1.20 —0.17 0.59 2.39* 0.95
(N—l)x 1000

Urinary
creatinine 0.05* 0.02 0.05 —0.22 0.12 —0.06 0.04 0.05
mg/min

I

I
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7 PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS TO

AND PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE DURING PROLONGED

AND COMPLEX STRESSOR EXPOSURE

By Lennart Levi

I.

7.1 The problem
All studies reported in the previous chapters have

been of relatively short duration, partly because

such studies are easier to conduct and partly be

cause they were focused intentionally on rather

acute reactions to short-term stimuli. Whereas we

know that catecholamine excretion jn man

changes rather rapidly when the organism is ex

posed

to psychosocial influences, other clinically

relevant physiological and biochemical variables

may necessitate stimulation—or at least a time

lag—of considerably longer duration before re

actions materialize. Here, then, was the main

reason for making repeated measurements over

a rather long period, comprising at least several

days. An additional reason was that it is usually

assumed that the psychosocial stimuli of real life

which really are of pathogenic significance, are

relatively long-lasting. At least they certainly

usually do act on the organism for considerably

longer than just an hour or two or even a day. It

therefore seemed to be of considerable interest to

study the psychological and physiological reac

tions of the human organism to relatively pro

ionged exposure.

True, a number of studies have been published

which involved stimuli that lasted several days,

but many studies of this type have either been

conducted under poorly controlled conditions, the

subjects often being allowed to smoke, drink

coffe and choose the work/rest cycles they pre

ferred, or the measurements have comprised either

psychological or physiological or performance

variables, but usually not a combination of these.

In view of the above, the present study was

designed to include the following objectives.

First, we intended to study changes over time

in self-ratings of “distress” and “fatigue” under

strictly controlled environmental conditions.

Second we intended to collect data on changes

in catechoiomine excretion in response to pro

longed exposure to presumably distress-provoking

stimuli under controlled conditions. Would the

increased excretion elicited by short-term expo-

sure persist at the enhanced level, continue to

increase, or bc brought back to—or even below

—the control lcvel by some homeostatic mecha

nism?

Third, although it was known that catechol

amine excretion was higher during waking than

during sleeping hours, available data did not

clearly indicate whether this difference was due

to rather acute effects of Zeitgebers such as (a)

participation in physical and mental activities,

(b) bodily posture, (c) eating and drinking, (d)

smoking and (e) a generally higher sensory input,

as opposed to some intrinsic (circadian) rhythms.

Fourth, as mentioned in paragraph 1.5.4, exist

ing information was rather inconclusive as to the

influences of psychosocial stimuli on the release

of thyroid hormones in man. In view of our igno

rance concerning the etiology and pathogenesis

of Graves’ disease, and the pronounced influence

of these hormones on a great number of physio

logical and biochemical variables in health and

disease, inter alia interacting with the catechola

mines, it seemed important to study protein-bound

iodine (PBI) as an index of thyroid function under

the influence of a rather prolongcd stressor expo-

sure.

Fifth, as emphasized by Malmstrôm (1970)

and many others, iron plays a central role in the
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energy metaboiism of ail living ceils. There exists
a labile iron exchange compartment which is in
equilibrium with the plasma stores (for a review,
see Najean et al., 1970), and changes in plasma
iron levels are accordingly bound to reflect some
of the changes in iron kinetics. Plasma iron is
known to exhibit a circadian rhythm (Vahlquist,
1941; Hemmeler, 1944; HØyer, 1944; Walden
striim, 1946; Hamilton et al., 1950; Laurell, 1953;
Perkoff et al., 1959; Speck, 1968). It is further
reported that serum iron levels decrease in re
sponse to infections (for a review, see Bothwell
and Finch, 1962) and 2—3 days before the onset
of menstruation (cf. Zilva and Patston, 1966), to
gross cerebral stimuli such as short-wave irradia
tion of the brain-stem, lumbar puncture, pneumo
encephalography and intraventricular bleeding
(Laurell, 1952; Schifer, 1964), and to injections
of histamine, adrenaline, adrenal cortical extracts
and ACTH (for a review, see Laurell, 1952).
Moreover, Liljedahl et al. (1969) have demonstrat
ed an accelerated elimination of plasma iron fol
lowing meniscus or hernia operations with minimal
blood loss. Phlebotomy of comparable volume to
the loss by bleeding and haemolysis (100—150
ml) did not accelerate iron elimination.

Low serum iron levels have been reported in
schizophrenic patients (Frohman et al., 1958), and
in psychiatric patients shortly after admission to
a mental hospital (Skaug, 1970; Amdisen, per
sonal communication), and iron deficiency is
often accompanied by mental fatigue, lack of
drive, lack of concentration, loss of energy, and
rapid mental exhaustion (Heilmeyer and Har
werth, 1970).

Briefly, then, serum iron levels seem to be in
fluenced in a rather stereotyped way by a con
siderable number of diverse stimuli that possibly
act through a common neuroendocrine pathway,
conceivably activating the reticuloendothelial sys
tem (Schiifer and Boenecke, 1949; Laureli, 1952;
Lederer, 1962; Zilva and Patston, 1966), and iron
metabolism, in turn, exercises a profound influence
on a great number of organs and organ systems.
Accordingly, one of the aims of the present study
was to investigate whether changes in serum iron
could be induced by experimental stressor ex

posure of young, healthy male subjects receiving
an adequate supply of alimentary iron.

The study also comprised several other physio
logical and biochemical variables that will not be
reported in detail in the present context. As some
of these data may help to elucidate the problems
under discussion, they will be mentioned, but
only in the discussion.

7.2 Choice of methodology
In order to achieve the objectives indicated above,
we needed an experimental situation that could
be expected to induce distress (and stress) reac
tions of a prolonged nature but flot so pronounced
as to be harmful to the population in question.
The situation should further be rather homo
geneous with respect to the stimuli applied (to
allow systematic studies of changes in reactions
over time as well as the detection of circadian
rhythms) and should allow simultaneous assess
ments of performance (as to quality and quantity),
subjective reactions, and the physiological and
chemical variables mentioned above.

To accomplish this, we designed an electronic
shooting range and created a situation in it that
our subjects, who were officers and soldiers,
would presumably recognize as involving some of
the elements of prolonged ground combat. This
“pseudorealistic” setting was rather convenient
for the assessment of psychomotor performance
(quantity and quality) and it also kept the subjects
uniformly occupied. Furthermore, the task, which
was of a vigilance type, was considered rather
meaningful for military subjects.

Briefly, then, the procedure was assumed to be
meaningful to the subjects, kept them uniformly
occupied throughout the study, did not allow
self-chosen periods of rest, allowed studies fo
cussed on stress, distress and circadian rhythms,
made possible the collection of urine and blood
samples at predetermined intervals and generaliy
made it possible to study psychomotor perfor
mance, subjective reactions and physiological and
biochemical reactions under strictly controlled
environmental conditions.

7.3 Material, methods and procedures
7.3.1 The subjects
The 31 subjects of the study were Army officers
and corporais attending platoon-leader training
school, with an age range of 20 to 44 years, the
mean being 29.

They were in excellent health and either non
smokers or able to give up smoking for the days
of the experiment. Ail the subjects volunteered
for this study after they had received precise
written information about its aim and the proce
dure involved (informed consent).

The Army officers were selected from a large
sample of regular and reserve officers who had
responded to a memorandum inviting them to
participate. To qualify, every subject had to pass
a thorough medical examination, including ECG
at work. Only those who were found to be in
perfect health were allowed to participate. The
corporals were recruited in a similar way, some

probably

being motivated by professional interest,
others by a desire for a new thrill or the medical

4
check-up offered as part of the investigation, or
by the monetary reward (Swedish Kronor 200: —,

i.e. approximately US $40.—).
Clearly, this procedure resulted in an experi

mental group that did not form a random sample
of the populations from which it was drawn; on
the contrary, the group constituted a highly se
iected pick. Many of the subjects were active
sportsmen. As judged by their superior officers
they constituted a positive seiection, physicaliy
and intellectually as well as according to military
criteria. However, in view of the assumption that
the strain on the subjects would be considerable,
this selection was considered necessary on ethicai
grounds.

7.3.2 The procedures

7.3.2.1 Pre-experim entai procedures
During the week prior to the experiment, each
subject was allowed to adapt to the test situation,
adjust the telescopic sight and support of his
rifle, choose the most convenient height for his
adjustable office-chair, and do some trial shoot
ing. He was also carefuily instructed in and in
formed about all the details of the experimental
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procedure in order to secure maximal co-oper
ation. During this week, the subjects also under
went a comprehensive check-up including (a) a
medical investigation, (b) a psychiatrie investi
gation, (e) two personality inventories, (d) a bi
cycle ergometer maximal work capacity test, in
cluding ECG, and (e) biochemical parameters.

A “pre-stress” blood sample was obtained on
either Wednesday or Thursday of the pre-experi
mental week, between 12.00 noon and 3.00 p.m.
The venous puncture was always preceded by
restriction on physical activity for at least four
hours; this time was used to inform and instruct
the group about the experimental routine, to de
monstrate the premises, and to complete the
questionnaires. Food and fluid (two standard
sandwiches with ham, 300 mi tap water) were
administered every three hours from awakening
until three hours before the blood sample was
collected, ail tobacco, coffee and alcoholic bever
ages as well as ail unscheduled activities being
strictiy prohibited during the same period. None
of the subjects was or had recentiy been on any
drug regimen whatsoever.

The experiment, run in 1965, was conducted in
two shifts, four weeks apart, the first with 15
subjects, the second with 16. As the procedures
and resuits were practically the same for both
shifts, they will be reported together. Preliminary
accounts have been published (Levi, 1966, 1967).

7.3.2.2 The experiment proper

The experiment started on a Tuesday morning.
On awakening, the subjects, having fasted over
night, emptied their bladders, drank 300 ml of tap
water and reported at the laboratory as indicated
below. At the beginning of the control period
they again emptied their bladders, drank 300 ml
of tap water and were served two standard sand
wiches (with ham and beef). This procedure was
repeated at 3-hourly intervals throughout the
experiment, which ended on Friday, a good 75
hours later. In this way, each subject produced
25 urine samples from the same number of 3-hour
periods.

During the 3-hour control period (for half the
group 8.00 a.m.—11.00 a.m.; for the other haif

Il



11.00 a.m.—02.00 p.m.) the subjects relaxed,

listening to soft music, reading weekly magazines,

or just dozing. During the subsequent 72 hours,

divided into 24 3-hour periods, they were exposed

to the experimental conditions, which simulated

some of the elements of war.

The situation involved shooting on a specially

designed shooting-range (figure 7:1) with elec

tronic rifles (producing light-beams) at small

targets (tanks) containing photo-diodes. The tanks

moved across the field of vision at unpredictably

varying speeds, disappeared behind the horizon

of the shooting-range and reappeared again after

n perpetually changing interval. Each shot and

each hit was registered electronically and mdi-

vidual results were noted at the end of each 3-

hour period. Shortly after the end of each period,

the individual number of shots and hits obtained

during the period was reported to each subject in

order to increase his motivation. The optimal

shooting rate was one shot per second during the

time the target was visible over the horizon. This

rate was indicated by small flashing lights in the

neighbourhood of the target area. The entire

target area was operated automatically.

In alternate periods the pendant lamps were

turned on, which made the shooting task relatively

easy. In the intervening periods, however, the

lights were off, the only source of illumination

now being weak footlights near the target area.

In addition, in these periods an authentic battie

noise from a tape-recorder was played, amplified

to a level of approximately 95 dB-C.

An unabated 2 3/4 hours of such activity was

followed by a concentrated 15-minute period for

answering questionnaires, ingestion of the stan

dard meal described above, voiding urine for
analysis, and attendance to other toilet functions.

After this pause, the shooting range was switched
on again, and in this manner the experiment was
continued for three days and nights.

Throughout the experiment, members of the
research staff prevented the subjects from falling
asleep or turning away from their task. If some
one feil asleep, he was roused immediately and
told to go on shooting. The subjects were con
tinuosly supervised by the experimenters and their
assistants, one being in the shooting-range, the
other watching via closed-circuit television in an
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adjoining room, communicating with the subjects

through the amplifiers.

The physical setting was such that the activity

was performed in a large room, isolated from the

rest of the hospital. There were no windows nor

any other means of communicating with the outer

world, and the subjects were deprived of their

watches in order to minimize any cues as to time

of day. No activity but the experimental one was

allowed. The subjects had to sit on their chairs

alI the time except when voiding.

A “post-stress” blood sample was obtained

after at least 72 hours of stimulus exposure, in

each subject at the same time of day as the “pre

stress” sample ± 30 minutes, being preceded by

the same food and fluid at the same interval as

mentioned above.

7.3.3 Methods of measurement

Self-ratings of “distress” and “fatigue” were made

every 3 hours by the magnitude estimation method

(cf. paragraph 2.18) and on 11-point rating scales

(cf. paragraph 2.20.7.2). By definition, the amount

of “distress” and “fatigue” at the beginning of the

vigil was given the value of 100 in the magnitude

estimations. During each of the subsequent 3-hour

periods, the subjects were asked to report their

average 3-hour “distress” and “fatigue” in per

cent of this initial level.

Performance in the psychomotor task on the
shooting range was evaluated as to speed and
accuracy simply by reading off the individual
counters for shots and hits.

Serum iron was analyzed according to Agner

(1955) and protein-bound iodine by the method

of Riley and Gochman (1964). The samples from

the different days for each subject were always

analyzed in a single sequence and by the same

laboratory technician. The standard deviation in

blind analyses of duplicate samples within the
range of values found by us has been investigated

previously and amounted to 4.9 cg/100 ml plasma

for serum iron (Strandberg, 1966) and 0.3 cg/100
ml plasma for protein-bound iodine (Crowley and
Jensen, 1965).
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Figure 7:1. Schematic drawing of the shooting range. The target area is shown in the left upper corner.
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Figure 7:2. Means ± S.E.M. of self-ratcd “distrcss”
(magnitude estimations). Control level by definition
= 100 for control pcriod 08—il and 11—14 hours,
respectively. Black markings on time scale indicate
periods with bad illumination and high levels of
battle noise.
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Figure 7:3. Self-rated “distress” and “fatigue” (mag
nitude estimations) during the control period (day 1,
08—11 hours for half the group, 11—14 hours for the

7.4 Resuits

7.4.1 Behaviour and performance

7.4.1.1 Self-ratings

As shown in figure 7:2, magnitude estimations of
“distress” increased significantly throughout the

study. A comparison of initial control levels (i.e.

8.00—11.00 a.m., or 11.00 a.m.—2.00 p.m., on

day 1) and levels during the corresponding periods

of days 2, 3 and 4 shows a significant and pro

gressive increase, see figure 7:3. SeIf-ratings on

the 11-point scale (figure 7:4) show the same

trend, though the highest means neyer reach more

than moderate levels.

Magnitude estimations of “fatigue” increased

step-wise from day to day throughout the study

(figure 7:5), besides exhibiting a significant cir
cadian rhythm, cf. also figures 7:3 and 7:4.

7.4.1.2 Observed behaviour

Pronounced fatigue was the main observable be
havioural reaction in our group, cf. figure 7:6.
In spite of the highly uniform environmental

stimulation, and the subjects’ relative lack of cues

as to the hour of day, sleepiness was observed to
be far more pronounced during the hours im
mediately following midnight. It is noteworthy

that three out of the four subjects who vomited
did so during the early morning hours.

In general, the behaviour of our group was not

very conspicuous. However, rather pronounced

confusional reactions did occur in two subjects:

Subject “A “ was in bis early twenties. On the

third day, in his short conversation during the

food breaks, he reported some confusion about

what bis fellow subjects said and also about some

of his own viewpoints. He said, for example, that

bis thoughts “spun clockwise” and that he “ought

not to forget the instruments for the dentïst”.

At noon, the experimenter observed that the

subject was fiddling about with bis rifle, scruti

Dayl Day2 Day3 Oay4
11-14 11-14 11-14 11-14

nizing it thoroughly but not shooting. He related

that he did not know bow to use it but was trying

to find out. On being asked to leave the shooting

range, the subject went to the wall, which he

inspected and fingered in a search for non-existing

seams. He was escorted to a bed and put to sleep.

Initially he exhibited some uneasiness about being

cranky and therefore not being allowed to go

home after the end of the vigil. Being reassured

that such feelings might be normal in sleep-de

prived people, he feil asleep and slept for 9 hours,
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Figure 7:5. Self-rated “fatigue” (magnitude estima
tions) under conditions described in figure 7:2.
Means ± S.E.M.

being woken up, however, every third hour for

eating, drinking and producing a urine sample.

Afterwards he reported no recollection of this

sleeping period and also indicated that he had a

complete blackout for the period just prior to his

removal from the shooting range. Having slept,

the subject recovered completely and finished the

study as originally planned without behavioural

or subjective disturbances.

The other subject, “B”, was in his late twenties.

During the afternoon of the second day, he re

ported increasing anxiety, malaise and emotional

tension. Indicating a wish to leave the study, he

was kindly asked to give it another try for a few

more hours, which he agreed to do. After an hour

or so he vomited and then reported that he felt

better. After a few more hours he suddenly rose,

complaining of intense anxiety and claustrophobia,

and indicated that he “could not stand it any

more”. He was immediately removed from the

shooting range and put to bed, being dealt with

in much the same way as subject “A”. After 9

hours of sleep (with breaks every three hours

for food, drink and urine samples) he felt com

pletely recovered and finished the rest of the

study without any subjective or observable dis

turbances.

7.4.1.3 Performance

Performance as reflected in number of shots and

number of hits decreased significantly througbout

the study, cf. figures 7:7 and 7:8. Although the

quality of performance (number of hits) varied

considerably between any two consecutive 3-hour

periods (probably mainly because of the differ

ence in illumination between alternate periods),

there is a tendency towards a circadian rhythm.

Briefly, then, the exposure was accompanied by

moderate increases in “distress” and “fatigue”

save in a few subjects, who exhibited more pro

nounced reactions including confusional states,

and by rather marked drops in performance.
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Figure 7:7. Number of shuts per 3-hour period under
conditions described in figure 7:2. Means ± S.E.M.

Figure 7:6. View of the sbooting range during early
morning hours of the second night, illustrating be
haviour characterized by pronounced fatigue and
sleepiness. Picture taken with ultra-red (invisible)
light and special film. The visible faces have been
retouched to make them unrecognizable.
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Figure 7:8. Number of hits per 3-hour period under
conditions described in figure 7:2. Means±S.E.M.
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Figure 7:9. Adrenaline excretion under conditions de
scribed in figure 7:2. Adrenaline excretion peak in
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tion of episode of claustrophobia and panic in one
subject.
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7.4.2 Physiological reactions

7.4.2.1 Adrenaline excretion

The urinary excretion of adrenaline followed a

sine-shaped curve, exhibiting significant circadian

rhythm (Fri5berg et al., 1970), with a maximum

during the hours following 12.00 noon and a

minimum about 12 hours later, cf. figure 7:9.

Adrenaline excretion exhibited a successive rise

from the first day to the next, the increase over

the control level being highly significant, figures

7:10 and 7:11.

As shown in figure 7:9, one of the subjects ex

hibited a pronounced increase in adrenaline ex

cretion on the second day of exposure. This was

subject “B”, who reported intense anxiety and

claustrophobia (see above), and the increase in

reported emotional tension largely coincided with
the increase in catecholamjne excretion, cf. also
figure 7:12.

7.4.2.2 Noradrenaljne excretjon

Figure 7:12 demonstrates the individual levels of
noradrenaljne excretjon throughout the study. The
noradrenaline curve is more irregular than the
one for adrenaline, exhibits a significant but less

pronounced circadian rhythm (Friberg et al.,
1970) and shows peak values at about 8.00 a.m.
Figures 7:10 and 7:11 demonstrate a significant
rise from day 1 to day 2, but only for the period

8.00—11.00 a.m.

7.4.2.3 Urine flow

In spite of the 3-hourly standard intake of fluid
throughout the experiment, urine flow exhibited
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Figure 7:12 Noradrenaline excretion under conditions
described in figure 7:2. Noradrenaline excretion peak
in left diagram parallels the development and exacer

a very marked circadian rhythm (Friiberg et al.,
1970), reaching peak values at about 9.00 a.m.

As to changes over time, the effects on this
variable, as on several of the others, differ some
what, depending upon which set of 3-hour
periods the comparison concerned, namely 8.00
a.m.—11.00 a.m. or 11.00 a.m.—2.00 p.m., cf.
figures 7:9 and 7:10.

7.4.2.4 Specific gravity

Specific gravity of the urine samples exhibited a
decrease, cf. figures 7:10 and 7:11. Specific gravi
ty displayed much the same cycle as urine flow
but varied in the opposite direction.

7.4.2.5 Protein-bound iodine

The mean level of protein-bound iodine and the
S.E.M. the week before the vigil started was
6.1±0.2 ug/100 ml plasma. At the end of the
vigil, the level had risen by 30 per cent to 7.9±
0.2 ig!100 ml plasma (figure 7:13), the rise being
statistically highly significant (p <0.001), cf. Jo
hansson et al. (1970).

In the “pre-stress” samples, PBI levels above
84ug/100 ml plasma (i.e. above the upper normal

limit with the assay method used in this context)
were found in three subjects. At the end of the
exposure, eight of the 31 subjects exhibited levels
of this magnitude.

7.4.2.6 Serum iron

The “pre-stress” serum iron level was 111 ± 6.1
g/100 ml plasma. At the end of the vigil the
level had decreased by 52 per cent to 53.0±3.7
ig/100 ml plasma (p <0.001), see figure 7:14.

In the “pre-stress” samples, serum iron levels
below 75 ug/100 ml plasma (= lower normaI
limit) were found in three of our subjects. At
the end of the exposure, levels below this point
were found in 28 subjects.

7.5 Discussion

7.5.1 Self-ratings, observed behaviour and
performance
7.5.1.1 Self-ratings

As shown above, self-ratings of “distress” and
“fatigue” increased significantly throughout the
exposure. It is noteworthy that the enhancement
of “distress” and “fatigue” ratings over time is.

before after

Figure 7:13. Protein-bound iodine before and after
the stressor exposure.

more pronounced when the comparisons between
days are made with respect to the period 8.00—
11.00 a.m. than to the next period, 11.00 a.m.—
2.00 p.m., cf. figures 7:3 and 7:4. This finding
supports the assumption of an interaction between
duration of exposure and time of day, as influ
enced by a circadian rhythm. The 24-hour means
for each of the three days likewise show signif
icant increases in “distress” and “fatigue” ratings
(Fri5berg et al., 1970).

7.5.1.2 Observed behaviour

Dramatic delusional and confusional states have

been described repeatedly in sleep-deprived sub
jects (for review see Naitoh, 1969; Rechtschaffen

and Eakin, 1969). It has been claimed that sleep
deprived subjects who develop florid psychotic
behaviour appear to have atypical personalities
and personal histories. However, the two subjects
in the present study who exhibited a confusional
and a claustrophobie reaction, respectively, were
flot and had neyer been psychiatrically conspicu
ous as judged from pre-experimental psychiatrie
interviews. Their reactions were rather benign and
transient, disappearing after the equivalent of a
good night’s sleep.
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7.5.1.3 Performance

Performance decrements following sleep depriva

tion combined with continuous work have been

described repeatedly (for review see Naitoh, 1969;

Morgan et al., 1970; Drucker et al., 1969). Our

resuits, indicating quality and quantity deere

ments, are in general agreement with those re

ported by other authors. Feeding back informa

tion to the subject on how weil he had per

formed each task shortly after its execution (Wil

kinson, 1961) and the intermittent exposure to

noise (Wilkinson, 1963) probably tended to coun

teract the performance decrements. The reasons

for the decrements are no doubt manifold, one of

them probably being the occurrence of brief

intermittent lapses in performance as described

e.g. by Bjerner (1949), who demonstrated that

such lapses were accompanied by a transient fali

in pulse rate and a change in the EEG pattern,

indicative of brief periods of sleep.

The quality and quantity of performance are

no doubt influenced by many other factors as

well, such as changes in motivation (cf. Ax et al.,

1957) and the occurrence of minor neurological

disturbances, e.g. ptosis and tremor (Sassin, 1970).

It is unlikely that learning contributed to coun

teract the performance decrements substantially,

because ail the subjects were qualified marksmen

and the shooting task was not very different from

ordinary rifle shooting.

7.5.2 Physiological reactions

7.5.2.1 Adrenaline excretion

As shown in the review in paragraph 1.5.2 and in

Chapters 3—6, psychosocial stimuli of short du-

ration can evoke enhanced sympathoadrenome

dullary activity as reflected in plasma levels and

urinary excretion of adrenaline. The present

study demonstrates that a similar reaction occurs

in response to a stressor exposure lasting several

days. The prolonged exposure is accompanied by

a significant and sustained increase in adrenaline

excretion over control values (cf. figures 7:10 and

7:11), as well as by a significant increase in 24-

hour adrenaline excretion over days (Frberg et

al., 1970).

Rubin et al. (1969) reported a 205-hour sleep

deprivation study on 4 subjects, 2 of whom ex

hibited increased excretion levels of urinary

vanillylmandelic acid (VMA) during the latter

haif of the deprivation period. However, these

subjects had access to television, radio, a phono-

graph, table tennis, and a snack kitchen, and in

the slack periods between various psychological

testing procedures they amused themselves with

games, physical activities, and other diversions.

In addition, according to the authors, the subjects

used a “basin of ice cubes-face immersion tech

nique” to combat increasing waves of drowsiness,

creating their own version of the coid pressor

test, which has been shown to increase the urinary

excretion of VMA (Sapira and Shapiro, 1966),

making the results difficult to evaluate. Exposing

subjects to physical work in combination with

ambient temperatures and one night’s sleep depri

vation, Hasseiman et al. (1960) reported that the

last-named factor contributed to the increase in

sympathoadrenomedullary activity thus provoked

(cf. also Hernndez-Pe6n et al. 1969). Fiorica et

al. (1970), on the other hand, found no increases

in “total catecholamine” excretion.

7.5.2.2 Noradrenaline excretion

Noradrenaline excretion generally remained on

the control level and did flot exhibit pronounced

fluctuations attributable to the duration of expo

sure. It may be noted, however, that in subject

“B”, who developed an episode of ciaustrophobia

and panic, noradrenaline excretion rose to and

remained on rather high levels before and during

this episode.

7.5.2.3 Urine flow and specific gravity

As to urine flow and specific gravity, an increase

in diuresis was found during the stressor exposure

as compared to the initial control periods. This is

consistent with our findings in most of our pre

vious experiments. On the other hand, at least

part of this response probabiy reflects rather high

hydration, 300 ml of water being ingested every

third hour. Although this fluid dosage began

prior to the study proper, it is conceivable that

water balance was not reached until weil after the

The 24-hour means for urine flow showed a

significant increase from day 1 to day 2 (Friiberg

et al., 1970).

7.5.2.4 Protein-bound iodine

As demonstrated in figure 7:13, our subjects ex

hibited a highly significant increase in PBI, some

times even exceeding the upper normal limit.

For a more comprehensive discussion of these

findings the reader is referred to Johansson et al.

(1970). In the present context we shah simply

consider some of the main issues.

The first question is whether the PBI rise was

caused by the combination of continuous shoot

ing and sleep deprivation, as opposed to stimuli

like the 3-hourly food servings. This hypothesis

might have been tested by letting a control group

just sit and be exposed to the experimental proce

dures described above, excluding, however, the

sleep deprivation and the psychomotor activities.

Such a prolonged “non-stress” study was, how

ever, considered unsatisfactory as the sheer mono

tony would presumably represent a stressor.

PBI levels have been shown not to change

appreciably over relatively short periods of time

(Danowski et al., 1949), even in the absence of

any standardization of diet, physical and mental

activities etc. Similarly, Gaffney et al. (1960)

report that an increase in the interval between

PBI measurements from 1—13 days to 13 days—

7 months did flot increase the variability in level.

Other reasons, too, make it uniïkely that the

present diet contributed to the rise in PBI. With

an adequate dietary supply of iodine, an addi

tional daily ingestion of up to 125 mg of iodine is

reported not to alter PBI levels appreciably

(Friend, 1960). Such an amount corresponds to

no less than 3 kg of iodized sait, i.e. much more

than any one could possibiy ingest over a period

of a few days. Neither did the subjects in fact

receive appreciable amounts of iodine from non

dietary sources. Had the subjects started with an

iodine deficiency, however, it is conceivable that
even more or less “normal” doses of iodized table
sait would have increased the levels of PBI (cf.
Kelsey et ai., 1957). But in our case, iodine de
ficiency (cf. Lundwail et al., 1965) at the start of

the study is improbable, because the diet used in

the Swedish Army (flot comprising iodized salt)

has been calculated (Karisson and Levi, 1969) to

include approximately 120 1ug of iodine daily.

This amount compares favourably with the re

commended daily iodine allowance for adult

males, which is 110—140 4ug (U.S. National Re

search Council’s Food and Nutrition Board 1968).

Furthermore, the sandwiches served in our experi

ments cannot have constituted even a modest

“iodine load” as mentioned above, because none

of their ingredients is prepared with iodized sait

or contains iodine in appreciabie amounts (cf.

Karisson and Levi, 1969). Accordingly, the PBI

rises in our studies could flot be attributed to

dietary factors of the type described above.

On the other hand, it is of course impossible to

separate the psychosocial from the physical sti

muli inciuded in the experimental situation, the

latter being the prolonged sitting, the monotonous

and oft-repeated ingestion of food etc. (cf. Berg

ner et al., 1968). Suffice it to say that exposure

to the total experimental situation, including as it

did several conspicuous psychosocial eiements,

resulted in significant increases in PBI ievels.

Our second key question relates to whether or

flot the rise in PBI is accompanied by a corre

sponding increase in thyroid activity and in free

thyroxine in plasma.

Protein-bound iodine normaily consists mainly of

thyroxine, small amounts of triiodothyronine and

perhaps traces of other iodinated substances as

well (for a review and discussion see Wayne et

al., 1964). As a rule, PBI is considered to be an

approximate measure of the concentration of

thyroid homones in the blood (Scazziga and Le

marchand-Béraud 1967, Mason 1968, Farran

et al., 1971). As often poirited out, this measure

is not a simple function of the rate of hormon

ogenesis but merely a steady state concentration

(Gregerman, 1967).

This “steady state” may be disrupted in several

ways, as demonstrated by LaRoche and Johnson

(1967) in rats exposed to a simulated altitude of

17,000 feet. The authors suggest “than in the

early stages of treatment there is a profound

dichotomy between rates of thyroidal uptake and
start.

I
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secretion”. Similarly, Siiderberg (1958) concludes
that rate of secretion and rate of uptake are flot
parallel in the acute experiment. If this is true in
man, the rise in plasma PBI found in our studies
may theoretically have been determined flot only
by an increased thyroxine release (cf. Dewhurst
et al., 1968 b) or by a (catecholamine-induced?)
shift in the compartmental distribution of hormonal
iodine (Hays and Solomon, 1969), but also by a
decreased elimination rate, including decreases in
some or ail of the following processes: (a) periph
eral utilization, (b) tissue binding, and (c) ex
cretion (Brockis 1962).

However, the demonstration by Blomstedt
(1965) of an increase in thyroxine breakdown fol
lowing surgical trauma as well as cortisone ad
ministration argues against such a decrease in
thyroxine elimination rate. Surgical trauma has
further been reported to resuit in “an increased
production of thyroxine as measured by changes
in the protein-bound iodine”, as well as in a re
duced uptake of iodine by the thyroid immediate
ly after the operation (Johnston, 1965). The levels
of protein-bound iodine rose quickly and were
maintained for 3 days after operation. The author
interprets his resuits as pointing to a redistribution
of iodine in the body after injury (with less iodine
availabie to enter the thyroid gland) and to a rapid
release of preformed stored thyroid hormone after
trauma, along with an increased rate of hormone
utilization by the tissues. Studying the same phe
nomenon, Brockis (1962) reports findings which
suggest that active changes take place in the thy

roid gland following a surgical operation, and as it
is known that the content of iodine in urine is flot
diminished under these circumstances, this could
not account for the rapid rise in hormone level.
In an analogous way, the thyroid of normal man
is said to respond rapidly to acute febrile illness
with a marked increase in the rate of release of
thyroxine (Gregerman, 1967). However, as the
bacterial illness often results in a marked and
perhaps proportional acceleration of thyroxine
elimination (t 1J2 for injected thyroxine-1131
decreasing from 10.8 to 2.3 days), the plasma
thyroxine concentration may remain unaffected
(Gregerman and Solomon, 1964).

As judged from these studies there is no a
priori reason to expect that thyroxine elimination
from blood should decrease during the stressor
exposures of our study. If anything, it could be
expected to increase because (a) the urinary ex
cretion of iodine has been shown to increase
foilowing catecholamine injection in the rat, rab-
bit and dog (cf. Pitt-Rivers, 1960) and (b) as in
dicated above, an increase in tissue utilization has
been proposed to occur in response to various
stressor exposures, possibly as a result of the in
creased release of catecholamines (cf. Pitt-Rivers,
1960). As ail these processes tend to lower the
PBI level, and yet the PBI levels rose in our
studies, our results speak in favour of a thyroxine
release big enough to make up for a presumably
increased elimination and, in addition, to raise the
plasma pool of circulating hormone.

Determinations of the level of untagged PBI in
contrast to PBI’31 and radioactivity counted over
the thyroid gland did not change significantly
according to Flagg et al. (1965) in subjects cx
posed to a stressor film, suggesting that untagged
PBI is not a particulariy sensitive indicator of
thyroid response. On the other hand, we con
sidered it inexpedient to use radioiodine methods
in large-scale studies with healthy volunteers.
Furthermore, as pointed out by Brockis (1962),
the tracer protein-bound iodine represents only
a smail proportion of the overail protein-bound
iodine. The increases and decreases reflect the
fate of the most recently produced thyroid hor
mone. Whether this protein-bound iodine fraction
behaves similarly to the overall PBI is flot yet
known.

High PBI levels are occasionally found in pa
tients with clinicaily normal thyroid function (cf.
Rosenbaum et al. 1968). What remains normal is
the small non-protein-bound or free thyroxine
fraction, which represents the physiologically
active form of this thyroid hormone. The high
PBI levels in such a case may be due to increased
levels of thyroxine that bas been bouizd by serum
proteins, particularly thyroxine-binding globuline
(TBG) but also thyroxine-binding albumin and
prealbumin (TBPA) (Sisson, 1965; Scazziga and
Lemarchand-Béraud, 1967). If the number of

available binding sites of TBG and (to a lesser
extent) TBPA and albumin increases, more thy
roxine becomes bound to these sites and the PBI
level rises. This is said to occur during pregnancy,
estrogen administration (including the common
oral contraceptives), prolonged perphenazine ad
ministration, and acute liver disease and cirrhosis
(Sisson, 1965). However, none of these influences
is very likely in our officers and soldiers, ail of
whom were in perfect health as judged by clinical
criteria and flot on any drug regimen whatsoever.

Furthermore, surgery has been reported to in
duce not an increase but a significant decrease
in the binding capacity of TBPA, a fall in preal
bumin-1 (Surks et al., 1967) and in TBPA (Surks
and Oppenheimer, 1964) and an increase in the
peripheral breakdown of thyroxine (Blomstedt,
1965). Further, the release of corticosteroids is
known to rise during stress (Mason, 1968), and
cortisone derivatives have been reported to reduce
the binding capacity of TBG (Scazziga and Le
marchand-Béraud 1967). Against this background
it is considered improbable, although definitely
flot impossible (cf. Taylor and Fisher, 1968; Hays
and Solomon 1969), that the PBI increases found
in our study were due predominantly to changed
levels of carrier proteins.

This position finds further support in the re
cent demonstration by Crystal et ai. (1970) of a
rise in free thyroxine and a fail in TBPA oc
curring 1—4 days after myocardial infarction in
five euthyroid subjects.

As aiready noted, three of our subjects exhibit
cd “pre-stress” PBI levels above 8 g/100 ml
plasma. It is flot known whether these subjects
experienced specially pronounced anticipatory
anxiety or whether their rather high PBI levels
were due to other factors. Anyhow, none of them
was clinically hyperthyroid. The mean “pre
stress” PBI level of our group was, however,
quite normal (6.1±0.2 pg/100 ml) and rather
close to the normal levels obtained with the same
method (5.8±0.4 g/100 ml) and reported by
Lemarchand-Béraud and Vanotti (1969).

To sum we managed to induce relativeiy
pronounced and highly significant increments in
PBI levels in our group of 31 young and middle
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aged military subjects. If is not entirely clear
whether these increments were due to rises in
biologically inactive thyroxine, indicating a rise
in carrier proteins, or whether they reflect either
an increase in thyroid activity accompanied by
increased levels of free thyroxine, or an adrena
line-induced shift of thyroxine from tissue stores
into the vascular compartment.

In a subsequent study of similar design, signifi
cant PBI increments were induced in 32 senior
officers (Levi, 1969; Johansson et al., 1970), con
firming the present results. In a third study to be
carried out this year, the mechanisms of the PBI
rises wiil be investigated in more detail.

7.5.2.5 Seruin iron
As indicated above, the stressor exposure was
accompanied by a pronounced and highly signifi
cant fali in serum iron, in fact down to levels
usually considered clearly subnormal, in spite of
a rather liberal supply of iron-containing food
throughout the study. This dramatic drop in
serum iron could not be due to the venous punc
tures per se, as the blood loss amounted to no
more than 50 ml per puncture. Liijedahi et al.
(1969), in their studies of plasma iron elimination
rate, found that phlebotomy of 100—150 ml did
flot accelerate this elimination.

The “pre-stress” serum iron levels of our group
were very close to those found for healthy Swed
ish adult males as reported in numerous papers
(for a review, sec Strandberg, 1966). In contrast,
as indicated above, the “post-stress” serum iron
levels of ail but 3 subjects were below the lower
limit of the normai range (cf. Fairbanks, 1970).

As mentioned in paragraph 7.1, serum iron
levels have been shown to decrease in response
to a variety of physical stressors and in the course
of diseases as diverse as rheumatoid arthritis,
cancer, infections, and mental illness. This brings
to mmd the Selye hypothesis of stress as the non
specificity of physioiogicai response. The prescrit
finding speaks in favour of this hypothesis, de
monstrating that the stressor exposure of the
present study, too, evokes a serum iron decrease.

Our results have been confirmed in a similarly
designed study on 32 senior officers (Levi, 1969)

j
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and in studies reported by Kuhn et al. (1967 a
and b). These authors found the same type of
serum iron decrements in 4 males exposed to a
120 hour vigil and confirmed their findings in a
second study on another group of 6 males. During
sleep deprivation they found a graduai deciine in
serum iron, the maximum drop being to haif the
original levels, in much the same way as in our
study. The deciine was most marked during the
first 48 hours of sleep deprivation. The return to
normai values took roughiy one week. Total iron
binding capacity also decreased, but much less,
the maximum drop occurring during the 72nd
hour of the vigil. Urinary iron excretion and
gastrointestinal iron absorption did not change
significantly.

In agreement with the last named authors we
are inciined to interpret these results along the
unes proposed for the serum iron decrements
found in response to physicai stressors, namely
with reference to a stimulation of the reticulo
endothelial system, probabiy induced through
neuroendocrine pathways. However, future studies
should also consider other theoreticaiiy possible
explanations, such as an increase in hemoglobin
synthesis and a decrease in hemolysis and!or
in iron release from tissue stores. No doubt, the
problem deserves further study.

7.5.2.6 Hematocrit

Before drawing any conclusions as to changes in
various plasma and serum constituents, one must
consider the possibility that the stimuli evoked
changes in the extracellular fluid volume, which,

in turn, would automatically change the concen
tration of ail compounds normally present in this
fluid. Distress reactions are known to be accom

panied by changes in water and electrolyte meta

bolism (Schottstaedt et al., 1956). The resulting

shifts of water between intra- and extracellular

fluid compartments may conceivabiy influence

the serum level of various compounds, e.g. serum

iron and PBI (Reichlin and O’Neal, 1962; Wilson,

1966). If the extracellular fluid volume decreases,

the concentrations of these compounds may be

expected to rise, and vice versa. Such a hemo

would be reflected by the hematocrit. However,
no significant changes in hematocrit were found
in our study, the “pre-” and “post-stress” leveis
being 43.9±0.5 and 43.0±0.5, respectively (p>
0.05).

It is an everyday experience that prolonged
sitting leads to swelling of the feet. This phenom
enon was noted in several of our subjects towards
the end of the exposure. As shown by Johnson et
al. (1972), 24 hours of sitting, although leading
to swelling of the lower extremities, does not
evoke any change in interstitial and intracellular
fluid volumes as calculated from measured plas
ma volume, extracellular volume and total body
water of 6 subjects before and after a 24-hour
commercial overseas flight. Neither did periph
eral hematocrit or total serum protein con
centration change significantly. It seems unlikely
that the shift in body fluids to the dependent
parts of the body explains the changes in
serum levels of various compounds, as there is no
water retention and the intravascular water vol
ume remains unchanged.

7.5.3 Circadian rhythms
Briefly, ail our indices of sympathoadrenomedul
lary and renal function as well as our fatigue
and distress ratings exhibited circadian rhythms
during most of the 24-hour spans, in spite of the
uniform nature of the routine and the extensive
equalization of extrinsic Zeitgebers (task, in
gestion of food and fluid, bodily posture etc.)
between ail 3-hour periods of the day (Frôberg
et al., 1970). The quantity and quality of per
formance decreased, and distress and fatigue
increased during the early morning hours (3.00—
5.00 a.m.). It may be noted that these reactions
did not coincide with, but were preceded by,
a pronounced drop in adrenaline excretion. This
sequence of events may be a eue to a possible
causal relationship between the two sets of
variables.

Several of the psychophysiologieal eireadian
rhythms may have obvious implications in situa
tions where subjects are expeeted to perform

their periods of work and sleep, as in shift work
(cf. Luce, 1970).

It has further been shown that births (Jenny,
1933; Màlek et al., 1962; Kaiser and Halberg,
1962) and deaths (Frey, 1929; Jusatz and Eckardt,
1934) reach their peak frequeneies and several
somatic diseases make their début or exacerbate
(cf. e.g. Menzel, 1942; Halberg, 1953; Zflleh and
Hossman, 1967; Ask-Upmark, 1969) at the very
hours when, aeeording to Shakespeare (1605),
“churehyards yawn, and hell itself breathes out/
Contagion to this world: now could I drink hot
blood/ And do sueh bitter business as the day!
Would quake to look on”, i.e. during the hours
round about midnight, whereas e.g. endogenous
depressions usually are reported to be most in
tense not until the early morning hours, when
“depression cornes down like a eloud” (Slater

and Roth, 1969; Middelhoff, 1967). It would be
tempting to speeulate here about this time lag
between physiological and psychologieal phenom
ena whieh obviously occurs in clinieal practice as
well as in our experimental situation, but the
circadian aspects of the present study and others

eonducted at our laboratory will be dealt with in
detail in a future report (Frôberg, in preparation).

7.5.4 Psychophysiological relationships

Considerable numbers of parallel psyehologieal

and physiologieal data were obtained concurrent

ly in the present study, which therefore eonstitutes

a better basis for the assessment of psychophysio

logical relationships than do the studies reported
in Chapters 3—6.

Correlations were computed over the entire
sequence of the last 16 3-hour periods, based on
group and period rneans for eaeh pair of vari
ables. In this analysis the observations from the
first 24 hours were excluded in order to diminish
possible effects of learning the task and getting
aequainted with the situation, whieh would pre
sumably complicate the relationship. It was found
that both performance measures eorrelated posi
tively and signifieantly to adrenaline exeretion
but negatively and signifieantly to noradrenaline

Variable A Variable B rAB d.f.

Adrenaline Noradrenaline .05 14
Urine flow .31 14
Shots .66 14 .01
Hits .55 14 .05
Fatigue —.54 14 .05
Distress — .24 14

Noradrenaline Urine flow .75 14 .001
Shots — .52 14 .05
Hits —.54 14 .05
Fatigue .53 14 .05
Distress .55 14 .05

Shots Fatigue — .92 14 .001
Distress —.78 14 .001
Fatigue —.87 14 .001
Distress —.86 14 .001

Hits

The reverse was true regarding the correlations
between self-ratings of fatigue and urinary cate
cholamines. Thus, fatigue ratings correlated signi
fieantly but negatively with adrenaline exeretion,
and significantly and positively with noradren
aline exeretion.

There was also a significant positive correlation
between “distress” ratings and levels of nor
adrenaline, whereas the correlations with per

formance measures (shots and hits) were signifi
cant but negative, cf. table 7:1.

Similarly, performance showed high negative
eorrelations with “fatigue” ratings.

When computing correlations between vari
ables, it must be kept in mmd that the reactions,
although simultaneously measured, did not neces
sarily occur simultaneously, but can still be sig

nifieantly related to each other. As shown by
Friberg et al. (1970), minimum adrenaline ex
eretion levels precede by several hours the sub
sequent mw in performance and high in fatigue
ratings. Therefore part of our analysis has been
based not only on a correlation of data obtained
in our subjeets from the same periods of measure

ment but also on correlations obtained after lagg

ing one set of the data 1—2 measurement periods.

The ehoice as to which variable to lag was based

Table 7:1. Correlations between paired means of
variables ealeulated for the last 48 hours of the ex
periment.

L

t

concentration or hemodilution, if pronounced, eontinuously for 24 hours or more, or to alternate exeretion, cf. table 7:1. on inspection of the curves and calculations con-
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cerning their phases (Frôberg et al., 1970). Some

of the results of these analyses are shown in

table 7:2.

It will be seen from this table that several cor-

relation coefficients become considerably higher

if one of the variables is lagged one or two 3-hour

periods (cf. Fri5berg et al., 1970).

In describing the relationships between different

sets of variables, one may further wish to separate

two important factors, both of which may in

fluence the correlations under study:

(a) progressive changes due to sleep deprivation

etc. per se, and (b) circadian variations.

Making the assumption that the former effects

are approximately linear with time, partial cor-

relations were computed (Frdberg et al., 1970).

The results of this analysis indicate that when

the effect of hours of sleep deprivation is

“partialled out”, the correlations between adrena

une excretion on the one hand and performance

and fatigue measures on the other are clearly

significant and of the same magnitude as those
reported in table 7:1 (r = .80 for number of shots,

and — .70 for fatigue ratings). The corresponding
correlations between adrenaline excretion and

distress ratings was — .19. Partial correlations

between noradrenaline and performance, distress

and fatigue, however, were not significant. These
results support the assumption that there is a
relationship between the rhythms of adrenaline
on the one hand and performance and fatigue on
the other, while the relationship between the two

latter variables and noradrenaline excretion is

due primarily to “stressor-induced”, progressive

changes. In evaluating the non-significant, nega
tive correlations between adrenaline excretion and
distress ratings (table 7:1) it should be kept in
mmd that distress and fatigue ratings were highly

positively intereorrelated in the present experi

ment (r = .78, p <0.01). Probably most of the

distress, which neyer reached more than rather

modest levels, was due to the fatigue simultane

ously experienced. There is probably a consider

able qualitative difference between the distress

reported in several of the previous chapters and

e.g. in studies conducted by Frankenhaeuser

(1971) on the one hand and the present distress

ratings on the other. The situation was neither

open-ended nor obviously threatening. With the

exception mentioned above, no manifest anxiety

xvas observed or reported. Probably, a high “fa

tigue loading” in the distress ratings accounts for

the negative correlations found between adren

aIme and distress.

7.5.5 Miscellaneous physiological variables

As indicated by the data presented above, the

stressor exposure was accompanied by a number

of significant physiological reactions, some of

which are significantly related to performance

and/or self-ratings of “distress” and “fatigue”.

The assumption that the stressor exposure did,

indeed, significantly influence physiological func

tion is further supported by the finding of signifi

cant increases in erythrocyte sedimentation rate

(from 2.8±0.4 f0 7.5±0.9 mm per hour, p <

0.001). A more recent study on senior officers

demonstrated the same trend, accompanied by ST

and T level depressions in the ECG, decreases in

f ibrinolysis, and increases in plasma free fatty

acids and cholesterol (cf. Levi, 1972). Some

clinical implications of these findings will be dis

cussed briefly in the next chapter.

7.6 Summary
A study is presented, in which a total of 31 Army

•officers and corporals were exposed to a 75-hour

vigil that started with a 3-hour control period and

continued with 72 hours of performance on an

electronic shooting range under strictly standard

ized environmental conditions. It was found that

the exposure was accompanied by significant and

pronounced increases in fatigue ratings, moderate

încreases in distress ratings, pronounced but

transient confusional reactions in two of the sub

jects and decreased psychomotor performance.

Simultaneously, our subjects exhibited marked

and significant increases in adrenaline excretion
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and in protein-bound iodine, and a marked and

significant decrease in serum iron.
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Tabue 7:2. Correlafions with 3- and 6-hour lags befween paired means of variables. A lag of e. g. 3 hours
for a variable implies fhaf the values for fhaf variable have been “shiffed” one measuremenf period in re
lafion to anofher variable.
Calculafions refer f0 the lasf 48 hours of the study.

Variable A Variable B Lag in Lagged rAB d.f.
hours variable

Adrenaline Noradrenaline 3 B .55 13 .05
6 B .76 12 .01

Urine flow 3 B .82 13 .001
6 B .70 12 .01

Shots 3 A .78 13 .001
6 A .40 12

Hits 3 A .65 13 .01
6 A .28 12

Fatigue 3 A —.75 13 .01
6 A —.50 12 .05

Distress 3 A —.44 13
6 A —.32 12

Noradrenaline Urine flow 3 B .49 13 .05
6 B .19 12

Shots 3 B —.80 13 .001
6 B —.81 12 .001

Hits 3 B —.63 13 .05
6 B —.81 12 .001

Fatigue 3 B .83 13 .001
6 B .69 12 .01

Distress 3 B .53 13 .05
6 B .52 12 .05
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8.1 Objectives of this chapter
The data presented so far have been discussed in

some detail, but only chapter by chapter. In the

present chapter, the theoretical model and some

of the main hypotheses presented in Chapter 1

will be discussed, drawing on data from several

studies, including those by other authors. Hy

potheses and data discussed in eariler chapters

will either not be repeated at ail, or only in sum

mary form.

Some of our findings seem to have implications

for clinical and occupational medicine, and for

social planning and engineering. A few of these

implications will be presented and discussed.

Some of our findings also make possible the

formulation of new hypotheses and proposed

routes for further research. Based on these con

siderations, some general outlines for a future re

search program will be presented.

8.2 Psychophysiological reactions to psycho
social stimuli
8.2.1 Psychological response to psychosocial

stimuli

As mentioned in paragraph 2.17, coping behav

iour and differences in attitudes can profoundly

modify human responses to psychosocial stimuli.

Accordingly, it can neyer be taken for granted that

an experimental or “real-life” situation will evoke

distress and stress merely because the experimen

ter assumes this to be the case. Therefore, before

stating anything about psychophysiological re

lationships, the experimenter is obliged to check,

by questionnaires, interviews or behavioural ob

servations, whether the subjects did in fact react

as predicted. For example, the present author

assumed, for obvious reasons, that the sex films

(Chapter 4) would induce at least some degree

cf sexual arousal; yet one out of five of the

female subjects denied even the slightest arousal

of this type. Although we do not know for cer

tain whether these self-ratings reflected the actual

degree of sexual arousal, the ratings do bave some

face value, and the finding illustrates the ne

cessity of not using situational criteria alone but

of also always checking with the subjects con

cerning their subjective reactions to the stimuli

applied.

As repeatedly emphasized, the simple ordinal

rating-scales, although offering the advantage of

simplicity and intelligibility, are no doubt rather

crude yardsticks for measuring subjective reac

tions. They may be adequate when used for qual

itative purposes only, as was the case e.g. in the

studies reported in Chapters 3 and 5, but if we

want to use them for quantitative purposes, e.g.

primarily for the study of psychophysiological

correlations, it is probably preferable to use

methods like magnitude estimation, cf. Chapter 7.

Using this method we were able to demonstrate

distinct and reproducible maxima and minima as

well as in-between sections of the fatigue self

rating curve (figure 7:5). The mere shape of this

curve, and the rather high correlation between

the fatigue ratings on the one hand, and per

formance and physiological variables on the

other, speak strongly in favour of the application

of this method of measurement in psychophysio

logical studies.

8.2.2 Psychosocial stimuli, physiological mecha

nisms, and disease

Paragraph 1.3 outlined some hypotheses within the

general frame of reference presented in our

theoretical model (figure 1:1). It was hypothesized

that a variety of environmental psychosocial stim

uli (e.g. “life change”, cf. Rahe, 1972) would

elicit an increase in “stress (Selyle)”, characterized
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inter alia by enhanced sympathoadrenomedullary
activity and, concomitantly, by increased lipolysis,
under certain circumstances contributing to a
hyperlipoproteinemia. These and other, phy
logenetically old adaptational reactions, usually
rather obsolete in today’s psychosocial environ
ment, prepare the organism for a physical activity
that is rather seldom manifested. Simultaneously
with this prolonged state of physical “prepared
ness,” the “rate of wear and tear” in the organism
increases, as do eventually morbidity and mortal
ity.

Against the background of what has been re
ported in the previous chapters we will now
reappraise some of the hypotheses on which our
model is based.

According to our first hypothesis, psychosocial
stimuli lasting hours or days evoke physiological
reactions, comprising “stress (Selye)”.

The results presented in this volume, com
prising own studies as well as those by others
(reviewed in Chapter 1) confirm this hypothesis.
Short-term exposure to a variety of stimuli, in
laboratory settings as well as in real life, has
been shown to evoke increases in urinary and
plasma catecholamines and 17-hydroxycorticoste-
roids, free fatty acids and triglycerides. At least
the response in urinary catecholamine excretion
seems to be highiy non-specific, occurring in
connection with a very wide variety of stimuli,
as postulated in Selye’s “stress” concept.

Similarly, a real work setting (lasting about 8
hours) and a semirealistic stressor exposure with
72 hours’ continuous work in a shooting range in
duce protracted enhancement of adrenaline ex
cretion levels, and—in the last-named study—in
creased levels of protein-bound iodine and de
creased levels of serum iron. In addition, eryth

rocyte sedimentation rate increased, and ST
and T changes occurred in the ECG. A later

study, reviewed (but flot presented) in Chapter 7,

showed increases in free fatty acids and choies

terol and decreases in fibrinolysis.

A logical next question would be to ask whether

psychosocial stimuli occurring over weeks and
months would evoke physiological reactions, com
prising “stress (Seyle)”.

To elucidate this problem in relation to the
data presented by Rahe and others (for a review,
see Rahe, 1972), the following study was con
ducted in collaboration with our laboratory
(Theorell, 1970; Theorell et al., 1972).

Twentyone male, weli rehabilitated survivors of
a myocardial infarction gave weekly reports for
2—4 months of ail major life changes that had
occurred during the previous week. A life change
unit sum was calculated according to Holmes and
Rahe (1967). Urine samples were collected weekly
during the day prior to these reports, under strict
ly standardized conditions. A positive and signif
icant intra-subject co-variation was found be
tween the weekly sum of the life change units
and the pre-interview day adrenaline output.

The resuits referred to above support the as
sumption that psychosocial stimuli of short or
moderate duration, created in a laboratory or
occurring in real life, ail evoke changes in sym
pathoadrenomedullary activity, possibly as part of
a phylogenetically old, non-specifically evoked
reaction pattern, “stress (SeLye)”, inter alia often
(or always?) accompanied by increased lipolysis.

Accordingly, a relationship no doubt exists
between boxes 1 and 3 in figure 1:1 (see page 12).

Our next question is whether a corresponding
relationship exists between psychosocial stimuli
and disease (boxes 1 and 5).

Such a relationship can be specific (i.e. it relates
tu a particular disease) or non-specific (i.e. relat
ing to a variety af diseases). To elucidate the
first-named possibility, Theorell (1970) studied the
degree of life change to which subjects had been
exposed, who approximately six months later de
veloped myocardial infarction. He and other in

vestigators (cf. Rahe and Lind, 1971; Rahe and

Paasikivi, 1971; Rahe, 1972) found, indeed, that

exposure to many and/or dramatic life changes
was associated with a subsequent increase in

morbidity and mortality in myocardial infarction.
Moreover, as demonstrated by several authors,

such an exposure seems to predict increased
morbidity and mortality flot only in myocardial

infarction but in other diseases as well (for a
comprehensive review, see Rahe, 1972).

Turing back to our model (figure 1:1), let us
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Figure 8.1. Plasma triglycerides and cholesterol as
predictors of morbidity and mortality in myocardial
infarction (MI.), and of mortality in other diseases.
Distribution in deciles (1—10) of plasma levels in
relation to deaths. Vertical une indicates medians.
Each box indicates one death or case of jilness.

now examine the relationship between physio
logical reactions (i.e. mechanisms) and disease
(boxes 3 and 5). Again, this relationship, if any,
can be specifje (e.g. increased plasma triglyceride
and cholesterol levels predict degenerative heart
disease) or non-specific (i.e. the plasma levels of
these compounds predict increased morbidity and
mortality in a variety of diseases).

The first-named (specific) relationship, de
monstrated by many authors, can be exemplified
by the well-known relationship between hyper
lipoproteinemia and degenerative heart disease

j (cf. e.g. Keys et ai., 1971). However, and more
interesting, high plasma levels of triglycerides and
cholesterol have also been shown to constitute a
non-specifje risk factor (induced by increased
sympathoadrenomeduiiary activity?) predicting
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Figures indicate distribution of below-median (left)
and above-median (right) triglyceride and cholesterol
levels. (Tibblin, personal communication.) Clearly,
above-median levels seem tu predict subsequent
morbidity and mortality.

mortality in general (Tibblin 1972, personal com

munication), as demonstrated in a large-scale

study of initially healthy males born in 1913 and

followed annually since 1963, see figure 8:1. The

subjects formed a representative sample of men

aged 50 in Gothenburg at the time of the bio

chemical assessment.

Truc, the entire sequence of events shown in

figure 1:1 has neyer been demonstrated in man.

On the other hand, attempts have been made,

some of them successful, tu demonstrate it in

animais, including primates (for review, sec Levi,

1971).
Briefly, then, evidence has been presented in

favour of most of the links in the hypothetical

chain of events comprised in our model. Admit

tedly, much of the evidence is still no more than
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suggestive. But the data fit the hypothetical pat
tern sufficiently well to justify future research
in the area outlined above, e.g. by methods de
scribed in the present volume.

8.3 The “stress (Selye)” concept
As dernonstrated in Chapters 3—7, psychosocial
stimuli do clearly influence urinary catecholamine
excretion, either enhancing or lowering it, de
pending on the stimuli and on the psychophvsio
logical starting-position of the organism. Enhance
ment occurs flot only in response to stimuli which
most subjects rate as predominantly “unpleasant”
but also when the self-ratings indicate predom
inantly “pleasant” emotional reactions in most of
the subjects, as in the case of viewing the comedy
“Charley’s Aunt”. We interpret these data as
supporting the hypothesis concerning “stress
(Selye)” as the non-specificity (or stereotypy) of
physiological reaction to a variety of stimuli and
the hypotheses presented in figures 1:2 and 1:3,
taking into account not only “unpleasant” reac
tions but “pleasant” ones as welI. Probably, k is
the intensity, and flot the quality of these reactions
which is the main correlate of “stress (Selye)”.
Our results further support the assumption that
sympathoadrenomedullary activity constitutes
part of “stress (Selye)” and agree with the find
ings recently reported by Pâtkai (1971).

0f course, this is flot meant to imply that no
specific relationships exist between psychosocial
stimuli and physiological response, or between
subjective response and physiological concomi
tants. On the other hand, our findings do flot
support hypotheses proposed by other authors
concerning a specific relationship between e.g.
anxiety and adrenaline excretion, or between ag
gression and noradrenaline excretion. This inter
pretation is in agreement with findings reported by
Frankenhaeuser and ber group (for review, see
Frankenhaeuser, 1971).

True, the “stress (Selye)” non-specificity in
physiological response discussed so far relates ex
clusively to psychosocial stimuli. On the other
hand, it is well known that a considerable number
of physical environmental stimuli do evoke a
similar response, inter alia involving sympathoad

renomedullary activity. In a recent study con
ducted in collaboration with our laboratory, a
group of young, healthy male volunteers were
exposed either to low environmental temperature
(not combined with any psychosocial stressors) or
to a sequence of psychosocial stressors (flot com
bined with any uncomfortable climatic conditions).
Both exposures lasted 24 hours and were preceded
by 24-hour control periods. It was found (Lenn
quist, 1972; Lennquist et al., 1972) that both ex
posures elicited almost identical sympathoadreno
medullary and renal reactions.

Against the background of these results one may
ask (cf. Mason, 1971) whether this stereotypy re
flects a genetically determined psychobiological
program (box 2, cf. figure 1:1) in Selye’s sense,
or whether the common denominator in hoth
cases was the experienced unpleasantness of the
exposures, the physiological concomitants of which
we have registered. To check this possibility, an
attempt was made in collaboration with Ove Wil
son and bis group to expose subjects to cold
without their becoming aware of it (Wilson et al.,
in preparation), namely during sieep. This was
accomplished by discretely removing the framed
blankets (shaped like half cylinders) while the
subjects were asleep in a climatic chamber (at
10 and 200 C), without wakening them. Urine
samples were collected but, unfortunately, lost in
transport. The study is mentioned here for me
thodological purposes only.

As indicated in paragraph 1.8, there can be
several degrees of non-specificity in bodily re
sponse, the same reactions occuring in response
to (a) a relatively great diversity of situations, (b)
a relatively great diversity of stimuli (physical
and/or psychosocial), or (c) every stimulus. Our
results do not allow any definite statement as to
which of these alternatives is most valid, but they
do contribute to illustrate the non-specificity pos
tulated by Selye and emphasize the need for
further research in this fieid.

8.4 The physiologieal signifieance of
changes in free urinary catecholamines
As indicated in paragraph 2.14, the interpreta
tion of changes in urinary catecholamine excre

tion is by no means simple (cf. Sapira and Bron,
1971). As emphasized by Luce (1969), “nobody
imagines that brain events are precisely measur
able in urine”. Neither are sympathoadrenomed
ullary or, say, cardiovascular events. On the other
hand, the same author points out that enough
information can be inferred from urine analysis

to make it a kind of “chemical EEG”.

Mason (1968) quite correctly asks whether
“changes in urinary output of epinephrine and
norepinephrine might under some conditions re
flect changes in the metabolism or percentage of
excretion rather than the rate of internal secretion
of these compounds”. Thus the urinary excretion

of free catecholamines does probably flot provide

a quantitative but a seiniquantitative measure of
general sympathoadrenomedullary activity. Plas

ma catecholamine analyses and analyses of
catecholamine metabolites in urine in man (for

a review, see O’Hanlon, 1970) and determinations

of relevant enzymes and tissue catecholamines

in animais (cf. Rubenson, 1969; Kvet6ansky

et al., 1970; Axelrod et al., 1970), indicate that

a variety of stressor exposures do, indeed, evoke

an enhanced formation and/or release and/or
turnover of adrenaline and noradrenaline. It can

therefore be safely assumed that if there is an

increase in adrenaline excrelion, it is mostly

preceded by an increase in sympathoadreno

medullary activity in the organism. If the excretion

reaches high levels, sympathoadrenomedullary ac

tivity is probably high. It is conceivable that such

a sympathotonia, if prolonged, can be of patho

genic significance (cf. Raab, 1971; Hermann

and Mornex, 1964).

8.5 Catecholamine excretion as a predictor
of subjective reactions
The methods for measuring subjective response

and syrnpathoadrenomedullary activity are both,

no doubt, relatively crude. In spite of this, highly

significant correlations have been found between

these two sets of variables. As shown in Chapter

7, the correiations could reflect circadian co-varia
tion and/or co-variation in these responses as
evoked by various stressors. The relationship is
no doubt complex and probably influenced to a

certain degree by stimulus as wel[ as by response
specificity. Even so, significant correlations have
been found between subjective and physiological
variables, and between these variables and perfor
mance, complementing the findings reported by
Frankenhaeuser and ber group (for a review,
see Frankenhaeuser, 1971).

8.6 Some implications for evaluation of
laboratory data in clinical practice
With reference, inter alia, to data presented in

Chapter 7, The Lancet emphasizes in a lead
ing article (May 20, 1967, pp. 1091-2) that en
vironmental factors must be taken into account
when evaluating laboratory data in clinical prac
tice.

Such factors may be particuiariy confusing in
studies where the physician almost exclusively
relies on laboratory data, as in mass screening by
iaboratory investigations of large populations. But
even in general practice and in internal medicine
there seems to be a growing tendency to rely on
laboratory data alone, at the expense of a thorough
anamnesis and a clinical status.

A patient may, for instance, complain of fa
tigue, and turn out to have clearly subnormal le
vels of serum iron. Or he may exhibit protein
bound iodine levels that are clearly above normal,
bis main complaints being nervousness, anxiety
and distress. But which is the hen and which is (he
egg? According to our hypotesis, both are “eggs”,
the “hen” being the interaction between the ex
posure to e.g. psychosocial stressors and the in
dividual’s psychobiological program. At alI events,
there seems to be good reason to inquire about
sleeplessness and distress, about life changes,
frustations and social confiicts in patients ex

hibiting e.g. a catecholamine excretion level close

to what is usually considered as indicative of

pheochromocytoma, increased plasma lipids, de

pressed ST and T in the ECG, high PBI or low

serum iron levels.
Briefly, then, the patient’s psychosocial situa

tion can influence rather markedly the various

measures obtained at a department for clinical

chemistry or clinical physiology. Failure to realize

this may lead to serious diagnostic errors.

I

j
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8.7 Some clinical and research implications
Although present knowledge does flot allow any

definite conclusions as to the pathogenic signifi

cance of the physiological reactions demonstrated

in Chapters 1—7, it may be tempting to speculate

somewhat on this issue.

As emphasized in our review in Chapter 1 and

in paragraph 8.2.2, several authors have tried to

identify psychosocial stimuli that might be of
pathogenic significance, as well as high nisk
groups that have an increased propensity to react

to such stimuli by disease. In general, attempts

have been made to describe the contents of the

vanious “boxes” shown in figure 1:1 (p. 12) and

to relate them to each other. So far, most of the

evidence available is of an associative nature,

and no senious attempts have been made to probe

the entire pattern in man, probably because of

the difficulty in assessing this pattern in a suit

able study design.

Kagan and Levi (1972) have recently proposed

that at the present stage the following hypotheses

are ripe for testing:

(a) Control of psychosocial environment (box 1,

sequence between their respective crests offer an

opportunity to appnoach several interesting psy

chophysiological relationships. Some of the

rhythms may be pharmacologically modifiable.

Some may offen important information as to how

to plan man’s various procedures in shift work,

or with regard to continuous, long-term duty.I

psychological, social and economic function, we
may eventually be able to provide decision
makers with at least some of the relevant in
formation for their political action (Kagan and
Levi, 1972).

To be able to do this we must refine our me
thodology for assessing psychosocial stimuli, psy

chological and physiological reactions, precursors

of disease, and disease, in different cultures.

No one would deny the great difficulties in
volved, nor the great need for this type of large

scale multidisciplinary research programs.

So far very littie has been said about interact
ing variables (cf. box 6, figure 1:1). In the present

context we would like to mention just a few,

namely tobacco, alcohol, and caffeine-containing

beverages. As mentioned above, psychosocial
stimuli have been demonstrated to influence
sympathoadrenomedullary activity and lipid me

tabolism in a direction that might, under certain

circumstances, become disease-provoking. As

shown in studies conducted at our laboratory

(Levi, 1967; Friiberg et al., 1969; Brohult et al.,

1970) and by other investigators (e.g. Franken

haeuser et al., 1968, 1970), these “every-day stim

ulants” seem to induce very similar reactions.

Epidemiological studies have furnished some ad

ditional evidence of tobacco, alcohol and caffeine

abuse as possible risk factors. Accordingly, ef

fects on health and disease of these extremely

widespread pharmacological influences and their
possible interaction with the effects of psycho

social stimuli should be studied. More research

should also be devoted to the corresponding

influences of supposedly beneficial interacting

variables such as physical activity (cf. Raab,

figure 1:1) reduces disease.

(b) Control of psychological and/or physiological
reaction (box 3, figure 1:1) reduces disease.
(e) These responses are interrelated and are me
diated through neuroendocrine inechanisms as a

final common pathway.

This approach might eventually reveal the “key

to many problems of prevention and treatment”

sought by Flanders Dunbar (cf. paragraph 1.7.1.).

One research strategy would comprise phar
macological intervention (cf. Leanderson and

Levi, 1966). In addition, and probably no less im

portant, part of this research might be conducted
as an integral part of social action programs de

cided upon by health administrators, by introduc

ing multidisciplinary evaluation of the effects of

the social policy measures, i.e. of controlled in

tervention. By studying in the same setting the

stimuli, the various charactenistics of populations

exposed (or not exposed) to these stimuli, their

1966) and a balanced, adequate nutrition.

A few words should also be said concerning

possible implications of the circadian rhythms

demonstrated in Chapter 7. In internai medicine

and psychiatry we may be on look-out for bio
chemical correlates of the exacerbations and re

physiological and psychological reactions over

time in longitudinal, multidisciplinary studies, and

finally, the outcome in terms of health, disease,

missions of vanious pathological states, possibly
finding a key to their etiology and pathogenesis.

In addition, the marked fluctuation and covaria

tion, with or without time lag, in psychological
performance and physiological variables and the
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9.1 Summary
Using Selye’s physiological stress concept as a
starting point, the methodologic prerequisites for
a scientific study of the influence of psychosocial
stimuli on psychological and physiological re
actions in the human organism are described. A
number of experimental studies are reported,
focused on reactions assumed to be relevant for
psychiatry and internai medicine. The studies
comprise a number of variables, the measure
ment of urinary catecholamines as proposed by
Euler being focused upon.

It is well known that physical stimuli can evoke
disease. This has been demonstrated for a con
siderable number of stimuli and diseases. The re
lationship between psychosocial stimuli and disease
is less clear. In Chapter 1 the key terms are defined
and a theoretical model is presented for the pos
sible pathogenic effects of such stimuli.

A number of studies are reviewed elucidating
the relationship between psychosocial stimuli arid
physiologicai rnechanisms, between these mecha
nisms and various diseases, and between the
stimuli and the diseases. The mechanisms focused
on are primarily sympathoadrenomedullary, ad
renocortical and thyroidal.

The chapter concludes by presenting the pri
mary aims of this monograph: (a) mapping out
the influence of psychosocial stimuli on various
physiological mechanisms, (b) study of the re
lationship, if any, between experimentally induced
psychological and physiological reactions, (c)
comparison between physiological reactions to
short-term and Iong-term stressor exposures, and
(d) discussion concerning the relationship, if any,
between the physiological reactions thus evoked
and the pathogenesis of various diseases.

Chapter 2 comprises a detailed presentation of
various sources of error and various techniques

relevant for psychophysiological research. Some
guide-unes for the optimal design of such studies
and the methodoiogy of the studies comprised
in the following chapters are presented.

Chapter 3 presents a study based on Selye’s
hypothesis that sympathoadrenomedullary and
related reactions comprised in the “stress (Selye)”
concept can occur as concomitants flot only of
psychological reactions usually rated as “unpleas
ant” but of “pleasant” reactions as well. In con
trast, in situations evoking indifference, the level
of “stress (Selye)” as reflected e.g. in adrenaline
excretion, should be low. To test this hypothesis,
20 young female office clerks, acting as their own
controls, were presented with a different 1 1/2-
hour film on each of several consecutive even
ings. It was found that the calmness and equa
nimity induced by viewing bland natural-scenery
films was reflected on a biochemical level by a
significant lowering of the catecholamine excre
tion. In contrast, the agitating and aggression
provoking “Paths of Glory”, the anxiety-provok
ing “The Mask of Satan” and the amusing comedy
“Charley’s Aunt”, ail •induced significant in
creases in adrenaline excretion. These results sup
port the non-specificity in physiological reac
tions postulated by Selye.

In Chapter 4 a similar study is reported, against
the background of the Kinsey hypothesis that
males are more prone than females to sexual
arousal from visual stimuli. Accordingly, a total
of 53 female and 50 male students were shown
a 1 1/2-hour film program, comprising four
short, silent films chosen to induce predominantly
pleasant sexual arousal. Adrenaline and nor
adrenaline excretion increased significantly in
both groups during the film period in relation to
control levels before and after. During the film
period, sexual arousal was the predominant sub

jective reaction reported by both sexes, the self

rating scores as well as their increases, however,

being significantly higher in the male group. This

difference in reported subjective reactions was

parallelled by a corresponding difference in the

urinary excretion of adrenaline. These results are

interpreted to support the “stress (Selye)” concept

as well as the Kinsey hypothesis mentioned

above. In this study, as well as in the previous

one, significant changes occurred in urine flow,

specific gravity and creatinine excretion.

The background of the study presented in

Chapter 5 was a hypothesis concerning pathogenic

consequences of a prolonged enhancement of

sympathoadrenomedullary activity, e.g. for the

cardiovascular system. It is often assumed that

this may be due to cardiotoxic effects of the

catecholamines per se but also to their lipolytic

effects, eliciting an increased release of free fatty

acids from the adipose tissue and, eventually, a

hyperlipoproteinemia.

To test this hypothesis, 11 middle-aged males

were exposed to a simulated industrial situation

involving sorting ball-bearings for 2 hours to the

accompaniment of distracting noise and lights.

This exposure was found to evoke distress reac

tions of moderate intensity, accompanied by in

creases in heart rate, systolic blood pressure and

catecholamine excretion but also of free fatty

acids and triglycerides in arterial plasma. No

such reactions occurred in a control group flot ex

posed to this situation. The stressor-induced in

creases in free fatty acids and triglycerides but

not in cardiovascular or sympathoadrenomedul

lary reactions were significantly modified by the

administration of an antilipolytic drug, nicotinic

acid. The results support our hypothesis con

cerning the genesis of hyperlipoproteinemia in

response to psychosocial stimuli. It bas been hy

pothesized that such a hyperlipoproteinemia may,

in turn, be significantly related to atherosclerosis

and degenerative heart disease, but possibly also

to morbidity and mortality in general.

It is often claimed that psychosocial stimuli

inherent in real life provoke disease. Very often,

this assumption is made in relation to psychosocial

aspects of working life. Should this be so, one
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would expect that conditions of work should be

able to evoke reasonably pronounced reactions of

the “stress (Selye)” type, primarily enhanced

sympathoadrenomedullary activity.

In Chapter 6, the study concerned 12

healthy female invoicing clerks facing conditions

very similar to those involved in their every-day

work, a number of extraneous physical and psy

chosocial stimuli, however, being kept under con

trol. Highly progressive piece-wages were in

troduced on the first and third day of the ex

periment, and were found to result in significant

increases in output but also in rush, fatigue and

physical discomfort ratings, in adrenaline, norad

renaline and creatinine excretions and in urine

flow. Accordingly, every-day conditions at work

can significantly modify physiological reactions in

a way that inight be of pathogenic significance

for the human organism.

Chapter 7 reports sympathoadrenomedullary

reactions in response to a distress- and fatigue

provoking situation lasting 3 days and nights,

to which 31 young and middle-aged Army

officers and corporals were exposed. It was found

that the exposure was accompanied by significant

increases in adrenaline excretion, and in protein

bound iodine in plasma, in individual cases to

levels clearly above the normal range. Serum

iron levels decreased dramatically, reaching sub

normal levels in ail subjects but three. Significant

circadian rhythms were found in sympathoadre

nomedullary, renal, performance and self-rated

variables and significant psychophysiological cor-

relations are described.

Finally, Chapter 8 discusses existing evidence

supporting the hypothesis (figure 1:1, page 12)

that psychosocial stimuli can, indeed, evoke di

sease. The author further discusses and supports

Selye’s stress concept, and the concept of cate

cholamine excretion as a correlate of subjective

reactions. It is emphasized that the patient’s psy

chosocial situation must be taken into considera

tion when data from clinical laboratories are

evaluated. The author draws attention to the need

to focus flot only on studies presentïng evidence

of an associative nature but, in addition, on the

testing of hypotheses that control of the psy-
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chosocial environment and/or of man’s psycho
physiological reactions redu ces disease, and that
these responses are interrelated and are mediated
through neuroendocrine mechanisms as a final
common pathway. Finally, emphasis is placed on
the need for studies also taking into account pre
disposing or protective interacting variables such
as every-day stimulants, physieal training and a
balanced nutrition.

9.2 Zusammenfassung: Stress und
Unlust ais Reaktionen auf psycho
soziale Stimuii. Labor- und Feid
studien betreffend sympathoadreno
meduliare und verwandte Reaktionen.

Der Autor bat einen theoretischen Referenzen
rahmen von dem physiologischen Stressbegriff
Selye’s ausgehend angegeben und die methodolo
gischen Voraussetzungen eines wissenschaftliehen
Studiums der Einwirkung psychosozialer Stimuli
auf die psychologischen und physiologischen
Reaktionen des menschlichen Organismuses be
schrieben. Mehrere experimentelle 5tudien wer
den pràsentiert, worin solche Reaktionen studiert
worden sind, von welchen vermutet wird fUr Psy
chiatrie und Innere Medizin von Relevanz zu
sein, mit u. a. von Ulf von Euler vorgeschlagenen
Messungen von Katecholaminen im Urin.

Dass physikalische Stimuli Krankheit hervor
rufen kônnen, ist wohl bekannt, was eine bedeu
tende Anzahl Stimuli und Krankheiten betrifft.
Bezflglich psychosozialer 5timuli ist der Zusam
menhang bedeutend schlechter klargelegt.

1m Kapitel 1 definiert der Autor seine Fach
ausdrdcke und pràsentiert ein theoretisches Mo
dell, wie soiche Stimuli Krankheit verursachen
kônnen. Er berichtet liber eine Anzahl Unter
suchungen, die den Zusammenhang zwischen
soichen Stimuli und physiologischen Reaktionen,
zwischen den Reaktionen und verschiedenen
Krankheitszustiinden, und zwischen Stimuli und
den Krankheitszustànden beleuchten. Das Kapitel
wird mit Angabe der Hauptzwecke der Abhand
lung beendet:

(a) Klarlegung der Einwirkung der psycho
sozialen Stimuli auf verschiedene Klirperfunk
tionen, (b) Zusammenhang zwischen experimen
teIl hervorgerufenen psychischen und physiolo
gischen Reaktionen, (c) Vergleich der Reaktionen
auf kurze und langwierige psychosoziale Stimuli
und (d) Diskussion des eventuellen Zusammen
hanges der entstandenen Reaktionen mit der
Pathogenese verschiedener Krankheiten.

1m Kapitel 2 macht der Autor eine detallierte
Durchnahme der verschiedenen Fehlerquellen und
Techniken mit Relevanz fflr psychophysiologische
Forschung. Er gibt einige Richtlinien an, fur An
lage solcher Studien und berichtet zuletzt liber das
allgemeine Design und die Methodik der Studien,
die in der Abhandlung enthalten sind.

1m dritten Kapitel geht der Autor von der
Hypothese aus, dass sympathoadrenomedullare
und andere Reaktionen, die zum Stressbegriff
Selye’s gehôren, aIs Begleitphànomene nicht nur
unangenehmer, sondern auch angenehmer psy
chisehen Reaktionen entstehen kônnen. Er be
schreibt ein Experiment, in welchem man 20 Ver
suchspersonen wàhrend vier nacheinander folgen
den Abenden unter streng standardisierten Be
dingungen vier verschiedene Filme, unter Re
gistrierung psychischer und sympathoadrenome
dullarer Reaktionen, gezeigt hat. Der neutrale
Kontrollfilm resultierte in einer Senkung der Ka
techolaminenausscheidung mit dem Urin, wàh
rend der dramatische, komische bzw. schrecker
regende Film trotz offensichtlichen Verschieden
heiten in den selbstbewerteten psychologischen
Reaktionen der Individuen durchgehend eine Zu
nahme der Adrenalinausscheidung und des Urin
volumens und eine Abnahme des spezifischen
Gewichts des Urins hervorrief. Dies deutet auf
die von Selye postulierte Reaktionsstereotypie hin.

1m Kapitel 4 prlift der Autor mit gleichartiger
Methodik noch einen Typ von Stimuli, niimlich
Filme mit erotischem Inhalt. Er vergleicht dabei
die Reaktionen weiblicher und mànnlicher Ver
suchspersonen und findet heraus, teils dass Ver
suchspersonen beider Geschlechter, obwohl die
Filme haupts’dchlich als angenehm empfunden
wurden, mit bedeutenden Zunahmen in der Kate
cholaminausscheidung mit dem Urin reagieren,

teils dass die miinnlichen Versuchspersonen, ais

Gruppe betrachtet, st’rkere sowohi psycholo

gische ais physioiogische Reaktionen auf die Film

vorfUhrung aufweisen, in Ubereinstimmung mit

der Hypothese Kinsey’s darflber, dass Mànner in
der Regel stàrkere Reaktionsneigung auf isuelie
sexuelle Stimuli haben.

1m fûnften Kapitel werden in einer simulierten

Arbeitssituation die Mechanismen hinter der Hy
perlipoproteinemie studiert, die der Reaktion auf
verschiedene Arten psychischer Belastungen zu
geschrieben worden ist. Die Studie zeigt, dass die
Stimuli, die verwendet worden sind, sowohi psy
chische Unlustreaktionen wie Blutdruck- und
Pulssteigerungen, erhôhte Ausscheidung mit dem

Urin von Adrenalin und Noradrenalin und Stei

gerungen freier Fettsàuren und Triglyceriden im
arteriellen Plasma haben hervorrufen kônnen.

Die letztgenannten Reaktionen konnten durch
Behandiung mit Nikotinsàure stark modifiziert
werden. Die Resultate sprechen dafflr, dass die
von den psychosozialen Stimuli hervorgerufene
Sympathotonie su einer Mobilisierung freier Fett
sUuren aus den Fettdepots und sekundàr su einer
Hyperlipoproteinemie fUhrt. Die beiden letztge
nannten Glieder in der Ereigniskette konnten
ganz oder teilweise mit der antilipoiytischen Ni
kotinsàurenbehandiung blockiert werden.

1m Kapitel 6 ist ais Stimulus ein Leistungslohn
verwendet und die Studie in ciner wirklichen
Arbeitssituation durchgeftihrt worden. Das Lohn
system der Versuchspersonen wurde experimen
teil von Zeit- auf Leistungslohn geàndert, und die
Einwirkung auf Leistungen, selbstbewertete Erieb
nisse und sympathoadrenomedullare Reaktionen
wurden studiert. Die Einfûhrung eines hohen und
progressiven Leistungslohnes wurde von signifi

kanten Reaktionen sàmtlicher studierten Variablen

begleitet. Die prinzipielle Applizierbarkeit der
Methodik fUr Studien psychophysioiogïscher Ef
fekte verschiedener Umstànde im Arbeitsleben
und in anderen Milieus wurde betont.

Kapitel 7 berichtet liber psychologische und
physiologische Reaktionen auf Exposition eines
3 X 24 Stunden andauernden Wachhaltens unter

F anstrengenden àusseren Verhàltnissen. Der Autor
zeigt, dass die in frliheren Kapiteln beschriebenen
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sympathoadrenomedullaren Reaktionen auch hier
vorhanden sind und sogar verstàrkt werden, wenn
die Exposition langwierig gemacht wird. Ferner
werden Daten pràsentiert, die zeigen, dass das

proteingebundene bd in vielen FUilen steigt und

dass das Serumeisen in der Regel auf Werte sinkt,

die liber respektive unter den Normalvariationen

fUr diese Variablen liegen. Die statistischen Zu

sammenh’dnge zwischen psychischen und physiolo

gischen Reaktionen und deren Abhàngigkeit von

(a) der Dauer der Belastungen und (b) deren zir

kadianen Rhythmus werden prUsentiert und dis

kutiert.

Das achte Kapitel, schliesslich, diskutiert den

Zusammenhang zwischen psychosozialen Stimuli,

physiologischen Reaktionen auf diese Stimuli und

Pathogenesen verschiedener Krankheiten. Ferner

wird der Stressbegriff Selye’s diskutiert sowie

die Katecholaminausscheidung mit dem Urin ais

Korrelat subjektiver Reaktionen. Weiter wird

hervorgehoben, dass die psychosoziale Situation

des Patienten bei der Auswertung von Labor

daten in Betracht gezogen werden muss, dass

Anhaltspunkte vorbanden sind, dass gewisse Si

tuationen krankheitsverursachend su sein schei

nen, und dass es nun angezeigt ist, die Hypothe

sen zu testen, dass therapeutische Eingrifte in die

psychosoziale Situation und!oder in die subjektive

und physiologische Reaktionen des Individuums

Krankheit verhindern kônnen. Zuletzt wird auf

die miigliche krankheitsverursachende und krank

heitsverhindernde Bedeutung interagierender Va

riabien hingewiesen wie: Tabak, Aikohol und

Kaffee ais Beispiel der erstgenannten, physisches

Training und eine balancierte Erniihrung ais Bei

spiel der letztgenannten.
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9.3 Resumé: Stress et sentiments
de malaise en tant que reactions
aux stimuli psycho-sociaux.
Etudes pratiques et de laboratoire
des réactions sympatho-adrénomé
dullaires et apparentées.

Se basant théoriquement sur la notion de stress
physiologique de •Selye, l’auteur décrit les con
ditions méthodologiques nécessaires à l’étude
scientifique de l’influence des stimuli psycho
sociaux sur les réactions psychologiques et phy
siologiques de l’organisme humain. Il rend compte
de nombreuses études expérimentales de tels types
de réactions, semblant bien être du ressort de la
psychiatrie et de la médecine interne, notamment
à l’aide des mesures de catécholamines dans
l’urine (méthode Ulf von Euler).

Il est bien connu que des stimuli physiques
peuvent provoquer des maladies. On en a la
preuve pour un nombre important de stimuli et
de maladies. En ce qui concerne les stimuli
psycho-sociaux, la relation est notablement moins
clairement établie.

Dans le premier chapitre, l’auteur définit les
termes qu’il emploie et présente un schéma théo
rique des effets pathogéniques possibles des sti
muli psycho-sociaux.

11 cite diverses études prouvant la relation entre
des stimuli de ce type et certaines réactions
physiques, entre ces réactions et divers états
pathologiques, et entre ces stimuli et les maladies.
Les réactions spécialement étudiées sont sym
patho-adrénomédullaires, adréno-corticales et
thyroïdiennes.

Le chapitre s’achève sur l’indication des prin
cipaux buts de la thèse (a) détermination de
l’influence des stimuli psycho-sociaux sur diverses
fonctions du corps, (b) étude des relations entre
réactions psychiques et physiologiques artifi
ciellement provoquées, à titre expérimental, (e)
comparaison des réactions à des stimuli psycho
sociaux de brève et de longue durées, (d) discus
sion des relations éventuelles entre les réactions
obtenues et la pathogénèse de diverses maladies.

Dans le deuxième chapitre, l’auteur passe en
revue détaillée diverses sources d’erreurs et diver
ses techniques en rapport avec la recherche psy
cho-physiologique. Il indique les grandes lignes
d’une étude bien menée dans ce domaine et pré
sente le plan général et la méthode des études
incluses dans les chapitres suivants.

Le chapitre trois présente une étude fondée sur
l’hypothèse que les réactions sympatho-adréno
médullaires et autres embrassées par la notion de
stress de Selye, peuvent non seulement accom
pagner des réactions psychiques ressenties comme
désagréables, mais aussi des réactions éprouvées
comme plaisantes. Inversement, dans des situa
tions « neutres » le niveau de stress (toujours
selon Selye) tel que révélé par l’excrétion d’adré
naline notamment, devrait être bas. Pour vérifier
cette hypothèse, 20 jeunes employées de bureau
ont été invitées quatre soirs de suite, dans des
conditions strictement standardisées, à voir quatre
films différents, au cours desquels étaient en
registrées les réactions psychiques et sympatho
adrénomédullaires. Le calme et la tranquillité
d’esprit suscités par la projection d’un documen
taire présentant de jolis et doux paysages se sont
traduits au niveau biochimique par une baisse
significative de l’excrétion de catécholamines. Par
contre un film bouleversant et éveillant l’agressi
vité tel que « Les sentiers de la gloire », angois
sant tel que « Le masque de Satan » et une amu
sante comédie comme « La tante de Charley »

ont tous trois provoqué une typique augmenta
tion de l’excrétion d’adrénaline, malgré les évi
dentes différences des réactions psychologiques
ressenties par les participantes au test. Le volume
des urines s’est accru tandis que diminuait le
poids spécifique de ces urines. Ces faits viennent
à l’appui du postulat de Selye sur la stéréotypie
des réactions physiologiques.

Le chapitre quatre est consacré à une étude
similaire, tenant compte de l’hypothèse de Kinsey,
selon laquelle les hommes sont plus sensibles que
les femmes à une excitation sexuelle provoquée
par des stimuli visuels. Quatre courts-métrages
muets, choisis pour provoquer une excitation
sexuelle, on été montrés à 53 étudiantes et 50
étudiants. En comparaison des niveaux de contrôle

avant et après la séance, l’excrétion d’adrénaline
et de noradrénaline a augmenté de manière signi
ficative dans les deux groupes, durant la projec
tion. Au cours de celle-ci, l’excitation sexuelle
a été la réaction subjective prédominante consta
tée par les deux sexes, qui l’ont ressentie comme
avant tout plaisante, mais le groupe masculin
dans son ensemble a accusé des réactions tant
psychologiques que physiologiques nettement plus
fortes, se traduisant par une plus importante ex
crétion d’adrénaline que chez les femmes. Ces
résultats confirment à la fois la notion de stress
de Selye et l’hypothèse ci-dessus mentionnée de
Kinsey. Comme dans l’expérience citée au cha

pitre trois, on a pu constater des modifications
significatives du volume urinaire, du poids spéci

fique des urines et de l’excrétion de créatinine.

Dans le chapitre cinq, l’auteur étudie les méca

nismes amenant l’hyperlipoprotéinémie qu’on

pense provoquée par la réaction à diverses sortes
d’épreuves psychiques. L’expérience simulait une

situation dans le travail, et prouve que les stimuli

utilisés étaient susceptibles de provoquer non
seulement des réactions psychiques (sentiment
désagréable) mais encore une hausse de la pres
sion sanguine, une accélération du pouls, un ac
croissement de l’excrétion de l’adrénaline et de
la noradrénaline avec l’urine, et une augmenta
tion du taux des acides gras libres et des tri
glycérides dans le plasma. Un traitement à l’acide

nicotinique a pu modifier fortement ces dernières

réactions. Les résultats semblent démontrer que
la sympathotonie provoquée par les stimuli psy
cho-sociaux mène à une mobilisation des acides
gras libres des dépôts adipeux et, à titre secon
daire, à une hyperlipoprotéinémie. Ces deux der
niers maillons de la chaîne des réactions ont pu
être entièrement ou partiellement bloqués par le
traitement anti-lipolytique à l’acide nicotinique.
On a lancé l’hypothèse que l’hyperlipoprotéiné
mie peut à son tour être mise en relation de cause
à effet avec l’atherosclérose et la dégénérescence
cardiaque, ainsi peut-être qu’avec la morbidité et
la mortalité en général.

On a souvent affirmé que les stimuli psycho
sociaux inhérents à la vie réelle engendrent la
maladie. Très souvent cette affirmation est faite

en relation avec des aspects psycho-sociaux du
travail. Si tel est bien le cas, on doit pouvoir
s’attendre à ce que les conditions de travail
suscitent des réactions de stress (au sens de Selye),
en premier lieu une augmentation de l’activité
sympatho-adrénomédullaire.

Alors que dans l’expérience précédente on avait
soumis onze hommes d’âge moyen à une situation
industrielle simulée (tri de roulements à billes pen
dant deux heures avec accompagnement de bruits
et de lumières gênants), l’expérience relatée dans
le chapitre six s’est déroulée dans une situation
réelle, avec douze femmes en bonne santé, éta
blissant des factures. Néanmoins un certain nom
bre de stimuli physiques et psycho-sociaux n’ayant
rien à voir avec le problème ont été maintenus
sous contrôle. Les premier et troisième jour de
l’expérience, le traitement mensuel de ces femmes
a été remplacé par un salaire à la pièce, stimulant
la productivité. Il en est résulté une augmentation
significative de la production mais aussi de la
presse, de la fatigue, de l’inconfort physique, des
taux d’adrénaline, noradrénaline et créatinine, et
du volume urinaire. Par conséquent les conditions
de travail quotidiennes sont manifestement sus
ceptibles de modifier les réactions physiologiques
humaines dans un sens pathogénique. La méthode
s’avère capable d’une application pratique dans
l’étude des effets psychophysiologiques des diver
ses conditions de travail.

Le chapitre sept rend compte des réactions
psychologiques et physiques d’un groupe de trente
et un officiers et sous-officiers, jeunes ou d’âge
moyen, soumis durant trois journées de 24 heu
res, sans sommeil, à des conditions extérieures
éprouvantes. L’auteur montre ici que les réac
tions décrites dans les chapitres précédents non
seulement se révèlent mais encore sont renforcées
par la longueur de l’épreuve. On retrouve l’aug
mentation significative de l’excrétion d’adrénaline
et en outre on a pu noter dans plusieurs cas un

accroissement de l’iodine liée aux protéines dans
le plasma ainsi qu’une baisse en général de la
teneur en fer du sérum, l’un et l’autre supérieurs
aux variations normales de ces variables. La
baisse de la teneur en fer a été spectaculaire, sauf
dans trois cas. Des rythmes circadiens typiques
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ont été découverts dans l’activité sympatho-adré- sidération lors de l’appréciation des données de
JIEHHAPT flEB.

nomédullaire et rénale et dans les variables sub- laboratoire clinique, qu’il existe des preuves que
jectifs et de performance. Les relations statistiques certaines situations peuvent engendrer des mala

CTPECC IiI CWOEHE HAK OTBET HA flCXOCOUAJ1BHLIE BJIWIHI.
entre réactions psychiques et physiologiques et dies, et qu’il est désormais important de tester les
leur dépendance de (a) la durée des épreuves et hypothèses selon lesquelles des interventions thé

94 3aReHe.(b) leur rythme circadien sont présentées et dis- rapeutiques dans la situation psycho-sociale peu
cutées. vent contrer la maladie et des interventions dans

OTnpaEHok no3MienpOBe.eHHMX ccJIe.gOBaHM1’i nocJIytcL4JIa KoHuen—
Le huitième chapitre, enfin, discute les relations les réactions subjectives et physiologiques de l’in

oTpecca T. Ce.ui,e. B MoHorpatMII ,IaeTCJ onMcaHe OCHOBHbLX
entre stimuli psycho-sociaux, réactions physio- dividu à l’exposition à une situation provoquant

MeToMecxMx 1-IpMeMOB LtCflOJ 33TeM1LX .n.ii M3yeHJia OJHI flCI1X000—
logiques à ceux-ci et la pathogénèse de diverses normalement la maladie peuvent neutraliser la

MJILHIX BJIMSHMLI B. B03HMKH0BeHVIM ncMxouorWeCKMX peauLi y ‘te—
maladies. Les preuves existantes confirment l’hy- maladie. Les mécanismes neuro-endocriniens re-

.JIoBeKa. M3JIaraIoToJ pe3yJIETaTI KcnepMMeHTaJIJHb1x 1ccJIe,zoBaHMi
pothèse que les stimuli psycho-sociaux peuvent lient ces réponses—correlatives en tant que canal

a3.nwHbIx naToJIorMecKMx peaKtJMi HaJO.RaeMIIX B ncIIxMaTpwecKot
réellement engendrer des maladies. L’auteur commun final. Pour terminer, l’auteur souligne

coMaTIecKo }CJIMHMKax. PaOTa ao,IepKTIT oJumoe MCJIO ILaHHbIX
discute et soutient, en outre, la notion de stress l’importance possible de l’interaction de certaines .nO3IyteHHb1X B pe3yJIETaTe Mcciien.oBaH coepaHLa KaTexoJIaMMHoB

selon Selye, et le concept de l’excrétion de caté- variables pouvant provoquer la maladie (tabac,
B f0 MeTO.U.y iiiepa i JIwuaiKo.

cholamines avec l’urine, corrélative aux réactions café, alcool par exemple) ou au contraire la com
subjectives. Il souligne le fait que la situation battre (éducation physique, diète équilibrée, no- J43BeCTHO, ‘TO Ia3JIWHMe ‘T3KqeCKKe CTPIMy.nM MoryT n !BOZI4TE K

psycho-sociale du patient doit être prise en con- tamment).
I B03HMKH0BeHKIO ex iw ix 3aoJIeBaHK. B TOze BpeM, ocTaeTc

a.neHo eue He CHMM xapaKTep cB3e Meiçn.y ncMxocotMaJIBHbIMM BJIL’1-

JHI4SLMM M paJII44HMMK ooMaTK.lecKMMI1 3aoJIeBaHKsMM. B nepBot ‘iac—

-MoHorpacMK onpe.1eJIaeTc Kcxo.nHaa fl03KTJM$ aBTopa L4aeTca te-

opeTK’.ecKaI Mo,IeJ1L npeItno.narael4Lnc naToreHeTwecKI4x MexaHM3MoB

Bo3HLIKaIOuKX B 3YJtET8.T TaKO$ CT U14K. OnKcIBa1oTc xo,ii. M

Çe3YJTIDTaTM KcceoBaHKi, KOTObI UO3BOJIMJIL’I CTHOBI4TE onpeiW—

JIeHHbIe CBfl3L! Me)1CJJ.y yKasaHabIMKcT rJISfl.MIMM, pa3BPI3aIOIJMMKC flO.lt

MX BJIMHI4eM naToreHeTwecRMMLI MexaHI43MaMM K pHJJ.OM naToilorK—

ecxx COCTO$tH. B nporecce paoi 3HKMHPI aBTopa B flBIO

oepe,u bIJIO opaw,eHo Ha LI3HW MXHM3MOB C33aHHN.X C cini—

naToa.n.peHaJIooi, a.IrpeHoxopTMKaJïBHoà il TMpeOWIHOi (HRTU13MI’!. B

3KJIW4HI4 K3JIaraIaTc ocHoEHbie aatui paoTM:

a/ ]/i3y4eIe 3cxieKTOB BO3HMRaIOiux no BJIMiHLeM flCMxOCOUKaJIEHOI’i

CTMMyJI$1uwM Ha 3JIMHM d vo3IorMtecKKe MexaHL1aM1I / Silcc.ueto—

BaHT/Ie c3H3eI MeDiçIy KCnepMMeHTaJ1BHO BM3B&HHBIMI4 flCKXOJTOFHtIeCKKMM

M 1IM3MOJIOrKeCKIIMM peaKtwaMI4; 3/ YCTaHOBJIeHMe pa3JIw1Li Meiçn.y

3KoJIorMqecMLIMM peaHuLŒJIMM no B3ILHIIM ROPOTRO ,eIlCTByIOUMX W

,1uIL1Te3IHO eiCTBy1ouMX CTCCOBEIX ‘Bô3.IJeiicTBMi; r/ Ocyiçn.eHI4e

nenoiaraeix CBa3ei Meç1y BM3BHHMMM TKMM Opa3OM cL13KOJIO—

rwlecxKMH eaxuMiIMIit M flaToreHe3OM psa 3aoJIeBaHw.

qacTL BTO nocarn1eHa IeTaJIEHàMy M3JIOceHLIIO TexHM’ecHMx npPI—

CMOB KcnoJI yerrx ,n,ii.a ncMxoM3MoJ1orKecKMXKccJe.’OBaHw II Od—

C7ZHKIO pa331WH{LLX MCT0HMK0B OfflMOK BO3HMKaIOL4KX B flP’tC

OTI4X 3KCnep1IMeHTo3. flMB0HTCHeKoTOpbIe onTKMaJHbIe BapLaHTbI

TaIcLIx McciIe,1oBaHwtt, a Talvice OCHOBHbIe MeTO,1J.KKI4 HpPIMeH3U1MeC

B npoecceItaHHOi patioTbl.

TpeTba ac MOHOJLtK 3KJIIOMT ceH I4CCJIe.iWBaHMH OCHOBbI—

BaIouMecH Ha noJlo)KeHMII Ce.nbe o. TOM, TO cMMnaToa,u,peHoMe.B.y-u—

3IHpaie peaii H ,iJ,pyFL’ie npOBJieHML cTpecea MOFyT B03HI4KaT He
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TOJIEKO RK pe3yJU,TaT HenppIsrTHIx I’ Bo3e!cTBLdi, HO OHapy)iu4—
BIOTC TaIOEe IIpM “ UPI4StTHDC BJIMJHPI$IX. B flOTMBOnOJIoiçHocTE

TOMY MHL44JepeHTHa.R CTMMy TJLIH He BbI3IBT 3H1I4TJIEHOFO 143—
MeHeHwa YPOBH flOIBJIHL1I CTpecca. B eiax npoepi 3T0 rii—
IIOT3LI 20 MOJIOJ.bIM )KHli14HM iii 21JIHBHO npo,IJ.eMoHcTpl1poBaHo
HecKoJILKo 1,5 acoux 14JIMOB MMe1ou14x pa3JIwHoe coep)aHMe.
ISbIJIO ycTaHoBJIeHo, ‘ITO B14IJoBHe MJIM4bI BbI3MBaIo1iL1e t1YBCTBO JCflO
ROH14J 14 paccJIaJIeHLa, 11 BO1U4JIL1 K 3Ha’{PITeJIM{oMy cHMliceHI4Io 3Kc—
KpeIL4L4 KaTexoJIaMI4HoB. HaoopoT, ir.ŒI BM3MBIOi C0CTOHHL4
Hanp.2KeHw, cpaxa L’i arpecciii, a aice hoMe wie (pMJrrriN, EH—
3MBJ1M BbIP)KHHO flOBH11IH11 3KoKpeTll4 a.npeHaJIL4Ha. ETL4 ,n,aHHHe
noTBepç1aloT HeCHe I4)NHOCT peaK1L1i onl’IcaHHMx CextLe.

B eTBepToÎi lCTI4 n.aHbI pe3yJLbTaTLI 3xcnepl/IMeHT0B HflBJIHHbIX
Ha BbLCHeHMe ,IwCTOBepHOCTI4 Mfl0T3H KMHCLI, corilacHo HoTOpOli

MY)1Cfl4HLI MMIOT oiiee BMCOKM±I leM 1ceHa1’IHM YOBH ceKcyaJIbHo 303—
T1U4MOCT14 K 3PITJIBHHM cTLIMyJIaM. E C00TEeTCTBI4M C 3T1IM, LIJIO
LIccJIeoEaHo 53 50 M)14H / CTyeHTH /, KOTOpbIM bIJIM
flOK3HH 1 1/2 acoBe lJIBMbI BHHHH TaKPIM opa3oM, ‘TObI
MX Co,Iep1CaHE’1e MOFJIO BLI3BTE ceHcyaJIHoe B03Ôy1Ç11eH11e. BH3BMJIOC,
‘ITO B.nepL4o,fl 3TMX ()MJIbMO3 3HCKUL4H HJIMHà 14

Hopa.I)eHaJIL4Ha IOCToBepHo noBHnlaJIacB E oeMx rpynriax 110 CEH—
HMM C K0HTOJ1LHbIMI4 onpen,eJ1eH]4HM1i i0 11 nocaie KMHOceaHcoB. Bo
BeM.a npoco’rpa 14JIMOB, corJlacHo aHHubI cneuajijo opL1eHTM—
POBHHMX ncMxoJIor144ecKIIx 14CCJIeoBaHI4k, ce1ccyaJIMoe Bo3yçe—
HL4 OMMHNpOBaJlO B o5e14x rpyririax. 0Jl:-iaKo y 1ir,icq OHO Ôijio. 3M—
paiceo B 3Ha’IMTeJILHO 5oJIEInet’I cTeneHI4. TL1 pa3.J111q14H, BbNBMB—
mec fl14 nC14XoJlorL1’IeCKo oeHKe, HoppeJlMpoBaJl14 C aHHuMM 110—
Jl’IHHHMM 11p14 L4ccJIezoBaHI4M 3KC1ÇTML1 apeHaJIL4Ha. Pe3YJIbTaTH

MHTepnpeTMpoBaJII4cL 3 fl0ep:±CKy K0H1JeT11I4M CTpeCCa CeJIBe LI F11—
noTeabl rCLIHCII. B npoecce 3TO ‘aci L4ccJIeoBaHL1H, TaK):e KaK

LI B npe.IHu.yuJ$x, HaÔJIion,ajlLIcL 3MP)KHHM M3MHHMI B BHJeJIeHI4LI

pa BeU.eCTB e ee YJILHOM Bece, 3KCK0TV1I4 KpeaTLIHMHa.

Bo rJiaBe yFJIa 14CcJle,fl,oBaHW, K0T0MM nocB4IneHa IITar r.naBa, Ha—

X01J.14JI0C noJIozenIle, C0FJICH0 K0T00M JI1ITJIM4O

C14MnaT0apeHOMe3TJIJIH0i CPICTMM HBJLeTcsI BaKHMM IIOTOFeHMbIM

aKTopoM, ocoeHHo ,gJL Cep,eqH0—cocyL4CToi eIIcTeML1. flpe,njioia—

raeTcsi, ‘ITO 3T0 MOiCeT dMTB BH3BH0 COÔCTEeHH0 KapIIJIOTOKCM’leC—

HMM 3cJeKToM KaTexoJIaMIlHoB 11 MX JIMnOJIMTM’IeCKMM 3KT0M BHpa—

)Ka1OUI4MCJI B YBJ111’IHL1M ocEoi,5o)çxeHLIJI CEocsO.u{HX 2ICMHMX KI4CJIOT M

JII4nonpoTeIlHeMI4II. C ueJIL10 UOBPKLI 3TOii FM10TO3LI 11 Myi(’IL1H cpe—

Hero BO3PCT bIJIL1 nO.BepFHyTb1 BJ1L1HL4!O odM’IuLE HI4X yCJI0BMi

paoTM, KoTopaJ, OHaKo, fl0B0UIJICb B COnpOB0)1ÇIeHL1L1 oTEJIeKaJo—

uero li1M LI BCIILIIIIeR cBeTa. BbIJIO ycTaHOBJIeHo, ‘ITO HH0C B03—

ÂeicTBMe T1MBJIO K BO3HMHHOBeHLIIO onpe.1eJIeHHux peaKtçI4i BbIpazaB—

1uIxcR yBeJILI’IeHLIeM ‘4LICJIa cepex coRpaueHL1k, noBbuueHI4eM CLIC—

TOJILŒ’ICCKOFO .zaEJIeHw, YCLIJIeHI4eM 3KCKP1UIM KaTexoJIaMIlaoB LI no—

BnueHMeM CO.epzicaHLI E flJ13M CBO0IJHbIX )KMPHMX KI4CJIOT PI TPLI—
rJIMuep0B. E KOHTpoJLbHOi rpynne, ie no.gBepraBweIcJI Bo3.1eicT—

BLUO yKa3aH1oi’L CLITyauLILI, no.noC5ab1x peaRuw ae HaJIIo,gaJIocs. IIpPIMe—
HeHIle aHTPIJIIInoJILITwqecKLIx BeuJeCTB / HLIKOTLHOBaJI KIICJIOTa /MorJIo
B 3Ha4L4TeJrEHoi•Mepe OCJIaL4TE cepIe’IHo—Qocy1T,LIcTyIo LI clIMnaTo—

a,IIpeHoMe.uyJIJLapHyJo peaKILIL4. flOJIy’1eHHMe 3JILTTbI noKpenJIBJoT
FMflOT3 RacaIou1.yIoc reeaa rIInepJILInonpoTeItlHeMLILI OTET Ha
neL4xocouMaJu,HHe CTI4MyJIM. BbICKa3b1BaêTC nen0JIoKeHMe, ‘ITO Ta—
Ra JILInonpoTeLIHeMwa Molcer HaXO,gLITLCH B 3T14OnaToreHeTI4’IecKO

0331311 C apepocFcJIepo3oM M 1WFeHepaTL4BHb1ML4 nopa)ICeHLIHMLI MI4oHap—
.2a. Eoaoco rae oa oKa3LIBaeT BJ1L4HM Ha 01JJLIii IIp0teHT 3a—
OJ1eBaeMoCTLI LI CMepTHOCTM HaceJIeHL1 B teJIoM.

flplHsiTo c’IIITaTE, ‘1TO 3JIW4HM ncLIXocouLIaJIEHHe Bo3eiCTBI4,
BJLaIOILL4eC BMpalIceHTtIeM OP4HbIX yCJIOEI4i KL13HL4, UPOBOT.My1OT 303—
HLIKHOBeHIIe TeX MJILI MHbIX 3aoJIeBaHLIL 0’IeHi ‘1aeTo ‘raKoe npe—
noJlo)IceHIle BMCRaabaTC B cBa3L4 e ncMxoco1MaJIEHbIMLI acneKTaMLI

Tpy0BOi esLTeJILHocTM. B TKOM cJiy’Iae cieye coFJIacL4TEcR,
‘ITO B 3aBLIcLtMocTM OT xapaepa M yÔ3IOBL4 OTbI MOFT paa—
BPIBaTLC Te 113111 MHbI 1IOBJIHL4 cpecca 14 3 nepyio oepe 11OBM—
IueHI4e cMMnaToappeHoMerJIJLpHoi aKTLIBH0cTM.

E 1UeCTOi ‘1CTLI MDH0FLIPI flpPIB0.1I.RTC Pe3YJIETaTM MccJIe.1oBaHMi

12 33WOBHX DceHiiwH /‘ CJIy)iCau.I4X / B YCJIOBLIJIX o’1eHb CXOIKLIX C

MX OM’IHOLÎ TpyI1.OB0i cLITyatçLIe±k. 0.nHoBpeMeHHo OHM

HKOTOMM BHLUHMM Bo3eiCTBL131M: nporpecc11BHo—eneJIEHa OpMa
OIIJITM B fl3MIi LI TTPIL n,eHL 3FCC11epLIMeHTa. B peyJH.TaTe 6uio
CTH0EJ1H0 3Ha’ILITeJIEH0e flOBflUH14O ‘IBCTB yCTaJIocTI4, L43L1’IeC-

FCOFO .L4CK0M3OpTa / peFMCTpaT3LH BeJIaCE no COOTBeTCTBy1OLLŒM

IOKaJIaM /. HpoMe TOFO OHapyc1431oC nGBnh1eHI’Te 3HCKpMM a.IIpeHa—

.ULIHa, HO1a.peHaJIPIHa LI KTL4HI4H B MO’I. TaKMMopa3oM, noEce—

,2J,HeBHMe CJIOBI TPr.I103O1 .I1aTeJ1BH0CTM MOFT B 3Ha’I11TeJI1,H0i

Mepe Mou41)L4Lç1IpoBaTb cM3MoJIorM4eCKL4e RPIM ‘ieJIOBeRa ‘ITO B

CEOIO o’iepen, MOIICT PIMeTL naToreHHoe 314a’ieaMe.

B ceBMoi ‘IaCTLI aoTbI flMB0TC .aHHbIe LICcJIeoaHMi cI4MnaTo—

apeHoMey31JLpHbIx peaK1PIIi BO3HMRIOUL4X B OTBeT Ha cMTyauLIM, KO—
Topble npMBO’T K BIzIpaILceHHOMy yToMJIeHlIIo 14 MCTOIUeHM1O. I43y4eHPIe

flPOBOMJIOC Ha 31. MOJIOOFO 1431M epe,iaero BO3CT BoeHHoeJIy—

)1cauI4X, KOT0bI BTe’IeHLIe Tpex CTOK MJILI .ULUIIeHM cHa. 0Hapy—

IK14J1OCE ‘ITO 3TM CJ1OBM3I CO11pOBOIiÇIIaJILICS EbI)ICHHbIM flOBbIIIIHL1M

2HCRpe!L4LI aJJpeHaJIMHa M CEJ3aHHOFO C e3IKO1L LIo.1a

B nJIa3Me. B HeKoTobIx CJIy’IaSIX OBHB 3TMX BeLLecTB 3Ha’I1ITeJIHo

neBmia.n npeneJ1bx HOpMSI. CoII.epIcaHMe &eJIeaa B niiaae pe3KO OHM—
3L4JIOCL J3OCTL4Fa3I CYHOMJILHOFO YOBH y 28 M3 31 MCTITye11X.

KpoMe TOPO BbIBLIJ1C BM)1CHHN IPIpKaHbIk MTM B OI4MflaToaÂpe—
HOMeyJIJ1spHoi, flO’I’IH01 M .Iyr11X cllcTeMax. BLIJIM CTHOB31HM
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BACK
GROUND

pu RPOSE PLANS

The Work Environment Fund was
established by act of the Swedish
legislature on 28 April 1971. The Fund
is financed by means of an increase
in the compulsary fee paid by
employers for occupational injuries
and diseases insurance. It is
estimated that these contributions
will amount to over 20 million
Swedish crowns (approx. $ 4 million)
per year, which shall be used for
research, education, and information
in the field of working environments.

ORGANI
ZATION
The Fund is administered by a board
that determines the use and
distribution of the Fund’s resources.
The board includes representatives
of the various parties on the labo r
market and the director general of
the National Board of Industrial
Safety. The board assumed office on
1 January 1972.

The Work Environment Fund shall,
in accordance with its instructions,
support such research, education
and information as can counteract
the occurence of occupational
injuries and diseases and other
adverse health conditions that can
arise as a result of working
environments, or can improve
working environments and thereby
on-the-job health and safety.

• Grants for research shah apply
primarily to such research as
can be expected 10 achieve
practical on-the-job implemen
tation. Grants may also be
awarded for purpose 0f
furthering contact with research
underway abroad.

• Grants for education shah apply
primarily 10 the training of plant
industrial safety representatives
as well as ta the further training
of other occupational and
safety personnel.

• Grants for information shah
apply primarily to broadly
devised informational programs
aimed al large groups of
people in industry and other
working places.

As a basis for the Fund’s ope ration
in the field of research, a special
report was presented in April 1972.
Partly on the basis of this, the bôard
has drawn up certain guidelines for
the activities of the Fund, in which the
importance of concentrating the
Fund’s resources on larger projects
was emphasized. Research, having a
practical orientation, is to be
accorded special priority. Further,
the board emphasizes the
importance of adapting research
results already obtained elsewhere
to practical implementation at the
working place. The Fund will also be
working for a coordination of
research in the area of working
environment. Money will be
appointed in answer to requests as
well as on the Fund’s own initiative.
Some of the research areas that will
be accorded considerable attention
by the Work Environment Fund are
the following:

• Research mb the problems of
working hours, including the
Iength and distribution of
working hours, shift and night
work, etc.

• Research intended to reduce

the frequency and severity of
occupational accidents.

• Broad cross-discipline
Investigations of working
environment conditions within
various branches of industry.

• Research on deleterious
chemical substances in working
environments.

The Fund’s support of education
and information shall apply to limited
projects relevant in principle to
health and safety conditions in
various work-envi ronments; how
ever, it shah flot apply to continuing
activities within these areas.
The Work Environment Fund is also
eager to col laborate with authorities
and institutions in the field of
work-environment in other
countries for purpose of exchanging
experiences. Concrete joint projects
in the area of research are also
conceivable.
If you are interested in receiving
further information on the activities
of the Fund, kindly contact the
Head Office of the Swedish Work
Environment Fund.
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Introduction

Parallèlement à la croissance industrielle et économique au cours de ces vingt-
cinq à cinquante dernières années, la Suède a progressivement développé ses
organismes de médecine du travail. La Suède s’est fait connaître comme le
pays du juste milieu ou comme le pays du bien-être avec une progression
régulière du bien-être et de la sécurité sociale. Le produit national brut a
augmenté, l’espérance de vie s’est considérablement accrue, la mortalité
infantile a été réduite. Des maladies infectieuses, comme la tuberculose, ont
été réduites, d’autres, comme la diphtérie et la poliomyélite, ont disparu.

Cependant, au cours des 5—10 dernières années, il est devenu évident que
certains aspects humains ont été oubliés dans ce développement de la santé,
du bien-être et de la productivité. Les soins médicaux dans les hôpitaux sont
de haute qualité en ce qui concerne l’équipement et le personnel, mais l’aspect
humain a, dans une certaine mesure, été laissé de côté et les malades se
plaignent quelquefois que les médecins n’ont pas assez de temps pour parler
avec eux.

Le processus de l’industrialisation avec le transfert de la population agricole
vers l’industrie et de districts ruraux vers les centres urbains industriels s’est
accéléré pendant les vingt dernières années, mais les gens qui emménagent
maintenant dans les grandes villes, venant de la campagne, sont souvent
isolés et se sentent dépaysés dans les immeubles modernes. La pollution de
l’air et de l’eau et le bruit ont créé des problèmes dans la société moderne
suédoise. Le silence est devenu un luxe. La mécanisation et la rationalisation
ont réduit beaucoup de métiers à des routines monotones et beaucoup de
gens se plaignent d’aliénation au travail, de manque de responsabilité et de
satisfaction. Un grand nombre de jeunes en Suède hésitent aujourd’hui à
prendre un travail dans l’industrie en raison de leurs exigences croissantes de
santé et de sécurité aussi bien que de confort et de satisfaction dans le travail.
La situation de chômage est préoccupante. Le chômage s’est produit dans
certains métiers ou types d’industrie comme les textiles ou dans certaines
régions comme le Nord de la Suède. Beaucoup de gens ont dû se reconvertir
mais, à partir d’un certain âge, il peut être difficile d’apprendre un nouveau
métier et de se déplacer d’une région à une autre pour trouver un emploi.

Le nombre des personnes âgées dans la population a augmenté. Un grand
nombre d’entre elles ont besoin d’importants soins médicaux et beaucoup
sont isolés de leurs enfants et amis. La solitude des personnes âgées est un
grand problème. Il arrive qu’elles restent dans leurs vieilles maisons au centre
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des villes ou à la campagne, tandis que les jeunes vivent souvent dans des

appartements neufs avec tout le confort moderne dans les grands ensembles

des villes.
II y a des failles dans le « welfare state » qui ont été débattues au cours de

ces dernières années et qui seront certainement prises en considération par le

gouvernement et le Parlement (le Riksdag) pendant les dix prochaines années.

Une des leçons importantes des années récentes est que l’aspect humain

ne doit pas être oublié dans la planification des progrès de la société.

En ce qui concerne la médecine du travail, la situation en Suède est

semblable à celle de beaucoup de pays industrialisés, mais dans certains

domaines, la Suède est plus avancée, tandis que dans d’autres, nous avons

à apprendre des expériences d’autres pays.
La législation sur la médecine et la sécurité du travail s’est développée

selon des lignes communes dans les pays scandinaves, mais en Suède, la

coopération entre les autorités gouvernementales, les employeurs et les syndi

cats a été particulièrement marquante.
La sécurité s’est améliorée au cours des cinquante dernières années. Les

services de médecine du travail qui comportaient à l’origine surtout des soins

médicaux aux travailleurs et à leurs familles, se sont étendus progressivement

aux services préventifs, aux examens de santé, aux problèmes de l’adaptation

au travail, à l’ergonomie et à l’hygiène industrielle.

Les principes des services de la médecine du travail ont été définis dans

un accord entre les organisations des employeurs et des travailleurs. Les

risques d’accidents du travail ont été réduits. Avec l’introduction de l’ergono

mie et le développement de la mécanisation, les demandes de travail ont

diminué et beaucoup de postes exigent maintenant moins d’efforts physiques

que psychologiques.
Au cours des deux—trois dernières années, on a critiqué cette évolution, qui,

dans certains domaines, a été considérée comme trop lente. L’élévation du

niveau de vie et le développement de l’éducation ont modifié l’attitude de

beaucoup de travailleurs à l’égard de leur travail et de son milieu. L’accent

est maintenant mis sur l’amélioration du milieu de travail, la protection du

travailleur contre les risques d’accidents du travail et la promotion de sa

santé. On attache davantage d’importance à rechercher une meilleure satis

faction dans le travail, à assurer la coopération entre employeurs et tra

vailleurs pour la santé et la sécurité dans l’usine et à permettre au travailleur

lui-même de décider de ses conditions de travail ou de les influencer.

Un grand nombre d’études ont été faites pendant ces dernières années ou

sont en cours dans le domaine du milieu de travail. Le comité d’études sur

le milieu de travail met au point des propositions pour une nouvelle loi sur la

sécurité du travail. La recherche dans le domaine du milieu de travail a été

6

l’objet d’une étude où l’on tient compte aussi bien des travaux de recherche

actuels que des besoins futurs. L’Académie des sciences techniques a réalisé

une étude sur les questions de milieu de travail en se référant particulièrement

aux besoins de recherches et de formation dans les sciences du comportement.

Une étude inspirée par le Ministère des affaires sociales et de la santé publique,

commencée en 1972, a pour objet les engagements de l’Etat dans la recherche

ainsi que l’application pratique des sciences du comportement dans les pro

blèmes du milieu de travail. Un fonds de l’Etat pour la recherche, la formation

et l’information dans le domaine du milieu de travail a commencé à fonc

tionner en 1972.
La médecine d’entreprise, qui s’était surtout développée dans le secteur

privé, a été l’objet d’études et d’essais dans le secteur public, où l’on a appris

beaucoup de choses intéressantes. Des essais de planification régionale de la

médecine d’entreprise par départements ont été faits par la délégation natio

nale de la médecine d’entreprise.
Au niveau national, en Suède comme ailleurs, on trouve quatre aspects

principaux de la médecine du travail. La législation sur la sécurité des tra

vailleurs, qui garantit un minimum de sécurité et de santé sur le lieu de

travail. Elle est contrôlée par un organe gouvernemental. Les problèmes

quotidiens à l’usine doivent cependant être contrôlés ou supervisés par une

organisation au sein de l’usine, chargée de la santé et de la sécurité, ce sont

les services de la médecine du travail.
Des problèmes de portée plus générale sont pris en main par des instituts

régionaux ou nationaux se livrant à la recherche ou à des enquêtes à la

demande des autorités, d’organismes, d’usines, dhôpitaux ou de médecins.

Il faut également organiser la formation de spécialistes en sécurité, santé,

ergonomie, hygiène industrielle aussi bien que former dans ces matières chefs

d’entreprises, ingénieurs, contremaîtres et travailleurs.
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Législation sur la sécurité des
travailleurs et son contrôle. Niveau
minimum de sécurité et de santé

La première loi date de 1889. Elle fut ensuite progressivement étendue et
les premiers inspecteurs de la sécurité industrielle commencèrent leurs activités
en 1890. Une loi spéciale sur la sécurité des travailleurs entra en vigueur en
1913 et la loi actuelle en 1949, avec la création d’une Direction nationale
de sécurité et d’hygiène du travail et de l’inspection générale du travail, toutes
deux sous l’égide du Ministère des affaires sociales et de la santé publique. Un
rapport sur leurs activités, appelé « Sécurité du travail » a récemment été
publié par la Direction nationale d’hygiène et de sécurité du travail et je
voudrais me référer à ce document pour certains détails. Le comité, chargé
en 1970 par le gouvernement de préparer une nouvelle législation. a publié
une étude partielle en 1972. Le gouvernement a proposé des amendements de
lois au Parlement en 1973.

La loi sur la sécurité des travailleurs présente des données de base sur la
santé et la sécurité sur les lieux de travail. La législation couvre maintenant
tout le personnel employé. Son but est de fournir une protection générale
dans les processus de fabrication et les postes de travail, comme la ventilation,
l’éclairage, la prévention de l’exposition aux poussières, aux fumées, aux gaz,
aux vapeurs, les conditions d’emploi des jeunes travailleurs âgés de moins de
dix-huit ans et des femmes. Elle spécifie aussi la mise en place d’une section
spéciale de coopération entre employeurs et travailleurs. Un décret plus
détaillé fondé sur cette législation a été pris par le Ministère des affaires
sociales et de la santé publique. La Direction nationale de sécurité et d’hygiène
du travail publie des prescriptions plus détaillées et des instructions pour le
travail dans les fonderies, les forêts, les carrières, les chantiers de construction,
sous forme de manuels et de guides afin OEassurer une protection pratique
à l’usine. Ces publications sont destinées aux employeurs et aux employés
ainsi qu’à ceux qui dessinent, fabriquent, vendent et installent des machines.

La sécurité des travailleurs en Suède est fondée sur une combinaison de
législation et d’activités volontaires, grâce à une coopération entre patrons
et travailleurs aux niveaux national, régional et local. Chaque usine employant
plus de cinquante travailleurs doit avoir un comité de sécurité, comportant
des membres représentant les employeurs et les travailleurs et agissant comme
un organe consultatif. Un accord entre la Confédération patronale suédoise

(SAF) et la Confédération générale du travail de Suède (LO) développe et
spécifie les règles de cette coopération à l’usine.

11 existe environ 3,9 millions d’hommes et de femmes employés dans
300 000 lieux de travail. De ces derniers, 72 000 sont contrôlés par l’Inspection
du travail, 6 000 par des inspections spéciales et 85 000 par les autorités
locales, couvrant 2 millions de personnes au total. Les travailleurs qui ne
sont pas contrôlés par l’inspection du travail sont des hommes d’affaires
indépendants, des fermiers exploitant leurs propres terres, des artisans, etc.

La Direction nationale dc sécurité et d’hygiène du travail comprend à son
niveau le plus élevé le directeur général et son adjoint, ainsi que neuf autres
membres représentant surtout les organisations centrales du marché du travail.
La Direction est chargée de promouvoir des méthodes de protection contre
les risques du travail et de maintien de la santé et de la sécurité du travail.
La Direction s’occupe des problèmes des heures de travail, de la durée des
journées de travail et des pauses. Elle émet des directives et des recomman
dations au sujet de la législation sur la sécurité des travailleurs et de l’horaire
de travail. La Direction donne également des conseils sur la sécurité et la
santé, sur la formation à la sécurité, dirige et supervise les activités de
l’Inspection du travail. Au total 300 personnes surveillent l’application de la
loi sur la sécurité des travailleurs et s’astreignent à promouvoir la santé et la
sécurité des travailleurs aussi bien par conseils et recommandations que par
la formation à la sécurité. L’inspection du travail préfère de loin donner des
conseils et des recommandations, bien qu’elle ait tout le pouvoir nécessaire
pour imposer la loi sur la sécurité des travailleurs y compris celui de fermer
une usine si les conditions de sécurité ne sont pas jugées satisfaisantes.

Les conseils municipaux des villes et des communes rurales désignent des
inspecteurs par l’intermédiaire des comités de santé publique et ces inspecteurs
contrôlent les petites entreprises de moins de 10 employés et qui n’ont pas de
machines.

Pour l’année budgétaire 1972—73, le Riksdag a voté un budget de 26
millions de couronnes à la Direction nationale de sécurité et d’hygiène du
travail et de 23 millions à l’inspection du travail.

L’inspection du travail visite les usines et autres lieux de travail, soit régu
lièrement, soit à la demande, soit dans des cas précis, comme après un
accident du travail. Les plans des nouvelles constructions sont contrôlés par
l’Inspection du travail, spécialement les projets de nouvelles usines ou de
constructions destinées au personnel. LInspecteur du travail et son équipe
donnent des conseils sur les améliorations à apporter à la santé et à la sécurité
du travail. Les inspecteurs du travail contrôlent près de 72 000 lieux de travail
et en visitent à peu près 30 000 par an. Les autorités locales de la santé
publique en inspectent environ 40 000 par an.
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La Direction nationale de sécurité et d’hygiène du travail et l’Inspection du
travail agissent en étroite coopération avec les organisations des employeurs
et des travailleurs et le Conseil bipartite pour la sécurité du travail, mis en
place par la SAF et la LO.

En 1970, le gouvernement a désigné un comité chargé d’étudier et de
préparer une nouvelle législation sur la sécurité des travailleurs. Cette étude
a pour but de rechercher dans la présente législation ce qui n’a pas été
efficace et de promouvoir une loi mieux adaptée aux réalités actuelles en
renforçant les pouvoirs des délégués à la sécurité. L’étude partielle publiée en
décembre 1972 concerne les délégués à la sécurité ainsi que l’organisation de
la Direction nationale de sécurité et d’hygiène du travail et de l’inspection du
travail.
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Les ingénieurs de la sécurité qui s’occupent de la prévention des accidents
et des maladies du travail ont été actifs dans l’industrie suédoise sur une base
volontaire depuis plusieurs années. Toutes les grandes industries ont leurs
propres ingénieurs de sécurité employés à plein temps et beaucoup d’entre
prises moyennes ont des ingénieurs de sécurité employés à mi-temps. L’Asso
ciation pour la sécurité du travail, organisme volontaire, fondé en 1906,
encourageait l’étude de la sécurité et l’échange des expériences à un stade
précoce, à ses assemblées annuelles. La Compagnie d’assurances mutuelles
des employeurs contre les accidents a pendant plusieurs années été très active
en promouvant la sécurité, en mettant au point du matériel de sécurité et en
organisant des conférences annuelles sur la sécurité. En 1952, cette compagnie
a créé un comité chargé d’étudier le travail de l’ingénieur de sécurité et son
rapport a servi de base à un programme de formation des ingénieurs de
sécurité.

La tendance est maintenant de faire coopérer plus étroitement l’ingénieur
de sécurité avec le médecin d’entreprise. Son rôle traditionnel de prévention des
risques du travail susceptibles de causer des accidents et des maladies du
travail a été étendu à l’adaptation du travail à l’homme, c’est-à-dire l’ergo
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nomie. Plusieurs médecins d’entreprise travaillaient dans l’industrie suédoise,
il y a de cinquante à cent ans, pour les soins médicaux généraux des tra
vailleurs. Le premier médecin d’entreprise connu, plutôt un chirurgien. fut
nommé en 1545 dans une mine de cuivre pour soigner les mineurs, spéciale
ment leurs blessures. Cette société, Stora Kopparberg, fondée en 1367, a
pratiquement eu des médecins d’entreprise depuis 1545.

Dans les années 40, les activités de la médecine du travail ont été pro
gressivement ajoutées aux fonctions des médecins d’entreprise, qui avaient
déjà la charge des examens avant embauchage, des contrôles réguliers de
santé et de la surveillance des conditions de santé au travail.

A la suite d’expériences internationales sur les services de la médecine du
travail présentées aux premiers séminaires de l’OMS consacrés à la médecine
du travail, en 1952 et 1953, aussi bien que des expériences en Norvège d’un
accord volontaire entre employeurs, syndicats et l’association des médecins
sur les principes des services de la médecine du travail, un accord similaire
a été proposé et accepté en 1954 par un comité commun au sommet de la
SAF et la LO. Depuis, un manuel pour les services de la médecine du
travail a été publié et régulièrements mis à jour (dernière édition 1966).

Les services de la médecine du travail avaient pour objectif de

a) protéger contre les risques du travail
b) promouvoir la meilleure adaptation possible de l’homme à son travail et

du travaiL à l’homme (ergonomie)
c) promouvoir et préserver la capacité de santé et de travail
d) promouvoir le rétablissement de la santé et de la capacité de travail aussi

rapidement et efficacement que possible après blessures et maladies
e) intégrer la médecine du travail dans la production industrielle

Selon ce manuel, les services de la médecine du travail doivent englober
les principales activités suivantes

Mesures préventives techniques
Mesures préventives médicales
Première aide et traitement médical mineur
Réadaptation

Un nouvel accord plus détaillé sur les services et la sécurité de la médecine
du travail a été adopté par les deux organisations en 1967. Les quatre princi
pales activités des services de la médecine du travail — à savoir ceux de
l’ingénieur de l’hygiène et de la sécurité et ceux du médecin d’entreprise et de
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Des études ergonomiques ont abouti à la con
struction d’une sorte de brouette qui permet
une position de travail plus confortable et
présente en outre l’avantage de réduire le temps

du travail de façon appréciable.

I

Une équipe, qui étudie la charge du travail (inspiration d’oxygène), dans
une station d’armature de béton.

Couler du béton dans les jointures entre les
éléments de béton est ex trênlement pénible
pain’ le dos.
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(inc position astreignante
pour le dos l’arrimage des
armatures méinliiques de
béton.

Cct appareil résout le pro—
blè,ne : l’ouvrier n’a plus
besoin de se pencher telle-
tuent en avant. —

son équipe — étaient les mêmes, mais leurs fonctions étaient définies comme
suit

«— aider à la planification et à l’exécution des changements dans le milieu
de travail des travailleurs en ce qui concerne l’ergonomie, les conditions
relatives à l’hygiène de l’industrie, les mesures prises pour éviter les
blessures, l’équipement pour la protection du personnel

diriger ou aider à des analyses techniques des facteurs chimiques et
physiques susceptibles de causer des accidents ou des maladies, faire des
tests à la demande dans le but de déterminer, par exemple, le niveau
du bruit et le degré de la pollution de l’air et analyser les lieux de travail
du point de vue ergonomique et d’autres aspects d’adaptation

apporter de l’aide en donnant des avis dans la planification du personnel
de l’entreprise et, dans ce contexte, veiller à ce que la santé des
employés nouvellement recrutés soit contrôlée et que des contrôles
réguliers de santé soient faits pour les groupes qui doivent être l’objet
d’une attention spéciale, comme les mineurs, les personnes âgées et les
employés sujets à des risques d’accidents particuliers ou exposés aux
risques d’une mauvaise adaptation

donner des avis à la direction et aux employés pour les déplacements
de travailleurs

— promouvoir des mesures efficaces pour la réadaptation des travailleurs
après des maladies et autres incapacités

seconder en organisant la première aide en cas de maladie ou d’accident
subits;

— organiser des activités de sécurité industrielle et, dans le travail fait par
le comité de sécurité, comme, par exemple, la préparation des rapports
annuels et, chaque fois que le besoin s’en fait sentir, émettre des avis
et des instructions au comité de sécurité et aux agents de sécurité

surveiller le niveau de santé du personnel de l’entreprise, par exemple, au
moyen d’un registre des absences, d’une statistique des maladies et
blessures et enfin

— aider l’entreprise dans ses activités de formation du personnel. »

Les tâches des équipes du médecin et de l’infirmière d’entreprise doivent
comprendre les activités suivantes

accomplir les tâches d’un médecin-inspecteur

— faire ou organiser des vaccinations

— donner des avis en matière de mauvaise santé causée ou aggravée par
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le travail et, si un accord a pu se faire, administrer des soins ambulants
aux travailleurs lors de blessures dues à des accidents

— administrer des soins médicaux aux employés, sauf désaccord, et en
respectant le principe du libre choix du praticien, la préférence devant
être donnée aux cas où le traitement peut être administré pendant que
le patient est encore au travail ou lorsque la connaissance spéciale du
milieu de travail et des tâches professionnelles acquise par le service de
la médecine du travail est susceptible de contribuer pour une large part

à une réadaptation rapide.

Les deux organisations se sont mises d’accord pour promouvoir le déve
loppement des services de médecine du travail en accord avec ces principes.

Ce qui est particulièrement intéressant dans cet accord, c’est qu’il incorpore
le principe que les services de la médecine du travail doivent comporter deux
parties, une technique et l’autre médicale, mettant en relief l’étroite coopéra
tion entre l’ingénieur de la sécurité et le médecin du travail et que les services
de la médecine du travail devraient autant que possible être intégrés dans
l’entreprise afin de fonctionner de la façon la plus efficace possible et enfin
que le traitement médical, traitement de maladies du travail ou d’autre origine,
y était indu comme un service offert sur le lieu de travail aux employés.

Le gouvernement a désigné un comité chargé d’étudier les services de la
médecine du travail à la suite des recommandations du Bureau international du
travail en 1959. Le comité a proposé à l’unanimité dans son rapport de 1967
que les services de la médecine du travail se développent pour le moment sur
une base volontaire, fondée sur cet accord entre les organisations des em
ployeurs et des travailleurs.

Une délégation spéciale sur les services de la médecine du travail a été
désignée par le gouvernement en 1971 dans le but de suivre les développe
ments de la promotion des services de la médecine du travail et de coordonner
le travail dans ce domaine entre les autorités de santé publique et de soins
médicaux, de la sécurité des travailleurs et entre employeurs et travailleurs.
Cette délégation dépend de la Direction nationale de sécurité et d’hygiène du
travail et comprend des représentants de la Direction générale de la santé
publique et de la prévoyance sociale, des organisations des travailleurs et des
employeurs, de la Fédération des Conseils généraux et de la Société des
médecins d’entreprise. Des délégations pour la planification régionale de la
médecine d’entreprise sont progressivement mises en place dans chaque
province.

Un rapport de 1963 a révélé que les services de médecine du travail
n’existaient alors que dans les grandes industries, beaucoup pius rarement
dans les petites.

Dans cette entreprise, un coin détente-café a été installé. Les
ouvriers peuvent prendre leur pause quand ils en ont envie.
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Tableau 1

Charger des ballots de pâte à papier est un travail
lourd et risqué qui exige des ,nesures de sécurité eff i—
caces.

La mécanisation s’intensifie dans le tra—
s’ail forestier. Au cours des dix dernières
années, l’ébranchage des arbres, qui est
l’opération la plus longue lors de l’abat
tage, se fait à la scie mécanique. Les

risques daccidenis à l’ébranchage sont
grands et beaucoup de travailleurs ont eu
des ennuis avec les vibrations de la scie.

Services de médecine du travail en 1963 -

Nombre et pourcentage de lieux de travail dotés de ce type de services et

ayant plus de 100 employés. L’étude comprend 1 700 lieux de travail, pria ci

palement des industries

Services de médecine du travail
NombreNombre
de lieux A B

d’employés
de travail Nombre % Nombre %

100— 200 628 25 3,9 3 0,5

201— 500 598 I 82 13,7 13 2,0
501—1 000 200 J 56 28,0 17 8,5

1 001— 133 105 78,9 6 4,5

A Services de médecine du travail avec médecins et infirmières
B Services de médecine du travail avec infirmière et contact « régulier avec un

médecin

Source : Recueil dcs Enquêtes Gouvernementales, SOU 1968: 44.

C’est pourquoi des efforts considérables ont été faits pour créer des services

de médecine du travail pour de petites industries. Dans deux régions indu

strielles, des études-pilotes sur la nécessité de tels services ont été faites par la

Confédération patronale (SAF), déterminant les nécessités, d’après l’expérience

d’experts de la médecine et de la sécurité du travail et les souhaits des

employeurs et des travailleurs. Deux centres médicaux pilotes ont ensuite

été mis en place. L’industrie et les syndicats s’intéressent en ce moment beau

coup à la création de tels centres médicaux (services interentreprises) et, en

1973, il y a 97 centres médicaux dans le pays, couvrant 299 550 travailleurs

dans 1 385 entreprises. Un manuel décrivant l’organisation dc ces centres

médicaux sera publié en 1973 par la SAF.

Le besoin de services de médecine du travail dans de très petites entre

prises de 5 à 10 employés n’a pas été clairement constaté et des études-pilotes

vont être faites pour déterminer ces besoins, la façon d’y répondre, le genre

d’organisation qui serait la plus efficace, la meilleure manière de coordonner

les services de la médecine du travail et ceux de la santé publique et la façon

de former les médecins de la santé publique aux problèmes spécifiques de la

médecine du travail.
Dans ce domaine, le problème le plus important en Suède est celui du

développement futur des services de médecine du travail dans les petites et

I —
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moyennes cntreprises en appliquant le principe de centres médicaux sur une

base régionale.
Un autre problème est celui de développer les services de médecine du

travail de l’industrie à d’autres secteurs de l’emploi, comme les bureaux, les
forêts, l’agriculture, les docks et les transports. L’Institut national de la méde
cine du travail s’est livré à des études sur la santé dans l’industrie forestière,
Fagriculture et les docks. Un service de médecine du travail a été mis en place
pour les dockers du port de G6teborg et un autre pour les travailleurs fores
tiers dans le Nord de la Suède. Une étude-pilote sur les services de médecine
du travail dans l’agriculture va être entreprise dans le Sud du pays.

Tableau 2
Centres médicaux pour petites industries (services interen treprises) en 1973

. -
Nombre de

Conseils generaux Nombre Nombre
, centres

des departements - d’entreprises d’employesmedicaux

Stockholms làns landsting 9 155 23 100
Uppsala làns landsting 1 24 4 050
Sdermanlands làns landsting 7 95 16 050
Ôstergiitlands làns landsting 5 46 12 450
Jdnkpings ]àns landsting 6 172 11 150
Kronobergs làns landsting 2 42 8 800
Kalmar làns landsting 5 53 11 850
Gotlands liins landsting 1 8 1 800
Blekinge làns landsting 2 21 4 550
Kristianstads liins landsting 4 45 7 800
Malmôhus liins landsting 9 112 19 650
Hallands làns landsting 4 34 7 450
Gteborgs och Bohus làns landsting 4 61 11 350
Àlvsborgs ifins landsting 2 15 2 650
Skaraborgs lns landsting 4 64 8 400
Viirmlands làns landsting 7 60 13 600
Ôrebro làns landsting 4 78 16 700
Vàstmanlands làns landsting 5 73 8 850
Kopparbergs liins landsting 4 63 9 350
G’âvleborgs ifins landsting 3 50 7 850
Vsternorrlands làns landsting 3 33 8 650
Jàmtlands liins landsting 1 16 1 750
Vàsterbottens làns landsting 4 45 9 950
Norrbottens ldns landsting 1 20 1 750

Total 97 1 385 229 550

Au cours de ces dernières années, le système des services de médecine du
travail a été critiqué parce que les médecins engagés par les employeurs ne
seraient pas impartiaux et ne se préoccuperaient pas convenablement de la
santé des travailleurs. Ce à quoi les employeurs répliquent que le système
suédois des services de médecine du travail est fondé sur un accord entre la
SAF et la LO. Toutes les activités de l’industrie reposent donc sur des principcs
qui ont été acceptés par les organisations des travailleurs. La délégation
aux services de la médecine du travail, qui vient d’être désignée comprend
également des représentants de la LO.

Le développement rapide des services de la médecine du travail en Suède
est fortement soutenu par les employeurs, les syndicats et le gouvernement.
Le manque actuel de médecins a créé des difficultés ainsi que la capacité limi
tée de formation. On s’attend à ce que, d’ici 5 à 10 ans, la médecine du travail
dans son ensemble se soit considérablement développée.

Recherche
En Suède, comme dans beaucoup d’autres pays, la création d’instituts dc
médecine du travail a été un processus raduel.

En 1938, un Institut national de la santé publique a été créé avec trois divi
sions : hygiène générale, hygiène de la nutrition et hygiène du travail.

En 1946, un service des maladies professionnelles a été mis en place au
centre hospitalier universitaire de Stockholm (Karolinska Sjukhuset) et à
l’hôpital municipal de Stockholm (Sôdersjukhuset).

En 1952, création du Conseil pour l’administration du personnel. Cet
organisme étudie les problèmes humains au travail, spécialement leurs aspects
psychologiques et sociologiques. Il se livre à des examens dans les industries
et fait de la recherche appliquée.

Il a été suivi en 1955 par un Institut de la physiologie du travail. Il apparut
bientôt qu’il était indispensable de coordonner tous ces organismes qui s’occu
paient de différents secteurs de la médecine du travail. On peut trouver une
situation analogue, caractérisée par plusieurs activités séparées dans beaucoup
d’autres pays.

En 1964, le Ministère de la santé, du travail et des affaires sociales a
désigné un comité pour étudier ce problème. Dans son rapport, le comité
a proposé la création d’un Institut national de la médecine du travail, auquel
la plupart de ces organisations devaient être transférées ou coordonnées. Le

ii
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projet a été adopté par le Riksdag en 1966. L’Institut a commencé à fonc

tionner le 1er juillet 1966 mais a été intégré en 1972 dans la Direction natio

nale de sécurité et d’hygiène du travail avec les mêmes fonctions et comme

une unité monolithique.
Les principales activités de l’Institut et, depuis 1972, du Département de

la médecine du travail au sein de la Direction, sont la recherche, le service et

l’enseignement, tout comme dans la plupart des instituts d’autres pays. Selon

une étude internationale publiée en 1969:), le rapport entre ces activités varie

d’un pays et d’un institut à l’autre. En Suède, la tendance est qu’environ 50

à 60% des ressources du Département sont consacrées à la recherche et

30% à l’enseignement. A l’avenir, un maximum de 20C/c sera consacré au

service. Pour le moment, le service ne représente qu’une faible partie des

activités mais il est en voie de développement.
Quand l’Institut a démarré en 1966, il y avait une équipe de 90 personnes.

En 1969, elle est passée à 120 et en 1971 à 150, dont 30 liées à l’université.

Une unité régionale va être organisée à Umeâ, dans le Nord de la Suède,

en étroite coopération avec l’Université d’Umeà et l’hôpital régional.

Les différentes unités se livrent à la recherche et développent de nouvelles

méthodes. L’unité chimique, par exemple, étudie des méthodes susceptibles

d’analyser des substances toxiques dans l’air ou dans des matériaux biolo

giques. Une nouvelle méthode semi-automatique pour analyser le mercure

dans l’urine a récemment été développée. L’unité de physiologie du travail

étudie la charge du travail dans différents métiers. Des électrocardiographes

portatifs permettent d’enregistrer en permanence la fréquence du pouls pen

dant une journée de 8 heures. L’unité technique procède à des examens

d’hygiène sur, par exemple, l’exposition à la concentration de poussières dans

toutes les opérations où il y a tin risque de silicose, afin d’acquérir des données

solides pour la prévention des poussières.

*) voir bibliographie

Unités
Administration

Médicale

Le Département de la médecine du travail au sein de la

Direction nationale de sécurité et d’hygiène du travail

(L’institut national de la médecine du travail avait une

organisation analogue.)

Section de Ehygiène du travail
Section de l’hygiène physique du travail

Section de toxicologie
Section des maladies du travail
Section de la dermatologie du travail

Chimique:

Section de la recherche et du développement des méthodes d’analyses

Section de service

Technique

Section des problèmes généraux
Section des gaz et des solvants
Section des poussières minérales et des métaux

Section des techniques d’élimination des risques

Physiologique

Section du travail et de la physiologie de l’environnement

Section de la physiologie technique
Section de la physiologie clinique

Psychologique et sociologique

Beaucoup de problèmes de la médecine du travail doivent être étudiés par

des recherches de caractère interdisciplinaire, où plusieurs ou même toutes

les unités participent.
Ces vastes projets de recherche ont été divisés en quatre groupes princi

paux

a) Risques du travail. Des études médicales épidémiologiques sont combinées

avec des examens hygiéniques industriels par exemple sur la silicose,

l’asbestose, le bruit, les vibrations, dans le but de développer des mesures

préventives médicales et techniques. Une étude sur les solvants est pro-

jetée.

IIi
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b) Méthodes spéciales de travail et processus de production, comme la
soudure, la peinture, le travail par équipe, doivent être étudiés en coopéra
tion par des méthodes médicales, physiologiques, psychologiques, chimiques
et hygiéniques.

Un vaste projet de recherche sur le travail par équipe est en cours, qui
étudie, entre autres choses, les éléments de stress et l’adaptation de l’homme
par exemple au changement du travail de jour au travail de nuit. Le sous-
comité de la commission permanente et de l’Association internationale de
la médecine du travail a organisé une conférence sur le travail par équipe
à Oslo en 1969. Un rapport sur ces délibérations a été publié par l’Institut
national de la médecine du travail. Il comporte des rapports très inté
ressants de différents pays. Le compte rendu d’une deuxième conférence
sur le travail par équipe. en Bulgarie, en 1971, a également été publié
par l’Institut.

e) Des groupes importants de la population active peuvent avoir des pro
blèmes communs ou des difficultés à s’adapter au travail. Des études ont
été lancées sur des projets concernant le travailleur âgé et la réadaptation
du chômeur.

Il semble qu’il y ait une tendance dans beaucoup de pays industrialisés,
qui veut que. quand de nouveaux procédés de fabrication sont développés,
les nouveaux postes conviennent mieux aux jeunes travailleurs, puisqu’ils
exigent beaucoup de connaissances et une plus grande rapidité dans le
travail. L’Institut a publié une vaste étude sur l’adaptation des personnes
âgées au progrès des techniques, en insistant sur l’importance de Fergono
mie. Dans beaucoup de pays industrialisés, 40 à 50% des travailleurs ont
plus de 45 ans et il est donc très important, également sur le plan interna
tional, de s’assurer que les ouvriers âgés puissent sadapter à leur travail
et que le principe de l’ergonomie de l’adaptation du travail à l’homme
soit appliqué.

Groupes de travail. Une vaste étude des problèmes de santé de pro
fessions entières avec des méthodes médicales, physiologiques, psycholo
giques, sociologiques, chimiques et hygiéniques combinées, en vue d’étudier
la santé et la capacité de travail de l’homme, aussi bien que le poids du
travail, l’ergonomie et les risques du travail, a été lancée. Les groupes
sélectionnés pour ces études appartiennent à des professions où les risques
du travail peuvent être considérables, où la rationalisation et la mécanisa
tion peuvent amener un changement rapide de la situation du travail et
où un grand nombre de travailleurs sont employés. De telles études ont
été faites dans les forêts et parmi les dockers. D’autres sont menées en

permanence dans l’agriculture moderne et on en prépare pour les conduc

teurs de chariots élévateurs à longue distance.
Le premier projet important de recherche a démarré en 1967. Il con

cernait les problèmes de santé dans les forêts. Le travail dans les forêts

est en pleine mutation en raison de la mécanisation et de la rationalisation

qui peuvent impliquer beaucoup de problèmes d’adaptation aux nouvelles

conditions de travail. Une équipe de docteurs, de physiologistes, de psycho
logues, de sociologues et d’ingénieurs examinent la santé et la capacité

au travail de 500 travailleurs forestiers dont les différentes formes de
travail ont été étudiées sous le rapport du poids du travail et des risques
d’accidents. Des informations ont également été recueillies sur l’adapta
tion, les attitudes et la satisfaction au travail. Une étude spéciale a été
faite sur l’ergonomie des tracteurs et sur les vibrations des scies mécani
ques. Une recommandation a été émise au sujet des services de la méde
cine du travail dans les forêts, spécialement pour aller au-devant des
problèmes de santé dans la forêt, problèmes OEaujourdhui et de demain.
Un rapport sur ce projet de recherche a été publié en 1968.

L’institut, et, depuis 1972, le Département de la médecine du travail, pour
suit donc des recherches, mais travaille aussi à l’application pratique des
résultats obtenus. Des conférences ont été organisées avec des ingénieurs de
production et des experts forestiers en vue d’améliorer les tracteurs et les
scies mécaniques. Une liste de contrôle sur les plans de tracteurs a été publiée
par lInstitut comme un guide pour les dessinateurs, les ingénieurs de con
struction et les experts des industries forestières et du bâtiment. Une étude sur
les facteurs humains dans les accidents de forêts a été menée à bien. Un
centre médical spécial pour les travailleurs de la forêt a été mis enplace dans
le Nord de la Suède.

Il y a beaucoup de problèmes de recherches sur la médecine du travail plus
importants, aujourd’hui et dans le futur, comme les risques d’exposition aux
poussières, aux fumées, aux vapeurs, aux gaz, au bruit et aux substances
chimiques qui irritent la peau.

Une cadence trop rapide du travail et une haute productivité peuvent
provoquer le stress chez ceux qui sont les plus vulnérables à l’augmentation
de ce phénomène. D’un autre côté, la monotonie peut être un problème dans les
industries hautement mécanisées. Puisque les travaux les plus pénibles dis
paraissent progressivement et que la durée du travail diminue, l’entraînement
physique aux heures de loisirs sera d’une importance croissante, comme un
moyen de promouvoir la santé. La recherche dans ce domaine a déjà com

d)

mencé.
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Le nombre croissant des personnes âgées dans la population exigcra des
études spéciales sur l’adaptation du travailleur âgé.

Le nombre des femmes au travail va en augmentant. Des études ont été
faites et d’autres seront nécessaires. Les problèmes des femmes au travail
le rôle que l’on veut voir joué par les femmes au travail et à la maison qu’à
doivent être mis en rapport avec leur « double travail » dans l’industrie et à
la maison. « Le travail typiquement féminin » est davantage en relation avec
leurs qualités spécifiquement féminines.

Il est extrêmement important pour les résultats des recherches et des études
dans les industries qu’ils soient largement répandus par des publications. Ces
documents étaient distribués par l’Institut de la médecine du travail de trois
façons

I. Information aux organisations des employeurs, des syndicats, aux in
dustries, aux instituts, aux ingénieurs, aux médecins, aux infirmières.
à la presse et au grand public par un bulletin de nouvelles sur 8 pages
(AI-akiuellt), paraissant tous les deux mois et contenant des résumés des
activités de l’institut — en suédois.

II. Une série de rapports (AI-rapport) comportant des résultats de recherches
appliquées ou des études réalisées dans des industries, habituellement en
suédois, toujours avec des résumés en anglais.

111. Une revue scientifique, Studia Laboris et Salutis, pour des rapports
scientifiques en anglais.

Les résultats des recherches sont naturellement souvent publiés dans
les revues scientifiques connues. Des aspects d’applications pratiques de
certaines recherches sont publiés dans des feuilles «entreprises et dans
les journaux des organisations des employeurs et des travailleurs.

Depuis 1973, AI-aktuellt (Nouvelles de recherches) sont intégrées dans Àk
tuelit fra’n arbetarskyddsverket (Actualités de la Direction nationale de sécurité
et d’hygiène du travail) qui va continuer de publier aussi AI-rapport (Rapports
de recherches appliquées) comme une série Arbete och hhlsa (Travail et santé).

Des services ou des études, entrepris à la demande des autorités, d’indu
stries, d’hôpitaux, de médecins, sont progressivement développés et un grand
nombre ont été réalisés. Des médecins du travail et des ingénieurs de la
sécurité en ont inspiré plusieurs et coopèrent à leur réalisation et, le plus
souvent, des représentants des syndicats suivent de très près leurs travaux.
Les études varient beaucoup en nature : détermination des analyses de postes
dans une usine mécanique ; analyse ergonomique de machines au stade dc
prototype ; détermination de l’ordre de préférence pour différentes méthodes
destinées à améliorer l’environnement ; inventaire des possibilités de travail
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pour les vieux travailleurs ; cours pour les personnes chargées des problèmes
d’environnement dans les entreprises. Les personnes chargées du travail
reçoivent un rapport écrit, comportant une section spéciale pour des propo
sitions sur l’amélioration de l’environnement.

Les années passées ont montré qu’il y a un grand besoin de recherche et
aussi de suivre les données rassemblées. Parfois, certains travaux ont besoin
d’être poussés plus avant. Ainsi, par exemple, une étude a débouché sur unc
conférence pour les fabricants d’outils pour machines, qui s’est tenue en
1972. Le but de la réunion était de discuter des principes ergonomiques à
respecter dans la construction de ces outils.

Un autre problème important nécessitant une poursuite des recherches est
l’élaboration de normes ergonomiques en général.

Des travaux de recherche sur la médecine du travail et les domaines
adjacents sont également menés en dehors du Département de la médecine du
travail.

En 1962, le gouvernement a désigné un comité chargé d’étudier les possi
bilités d’organiser les soins médicaux des maladies du travail. Dans son
rapport, le comité a proposé l’organisation d’unités de médecine du travail
dans les huit hôpitaux régionaux suédois, chacun desservant une population
d’un mi]lion d’habitants. En 1971, quatre unités étaient formées, deux à
Stockholm, une à Lund et une à Ôrebro. Deux autres vont voir le jour
incessamment à Giiteborg et Umeâ. Une des unités de Stockholm est étroite
ment liée au Département de la médecine du travail et celle d’Umeâ le sera
également dans sa ville. Il y a de toute façon une étroite coopération entre
le Département et toutes ces unités.

La SAF a quatre experts de la médecine du travail, de l’hygiène et de la
sécurité, deux médecins et deux ingénieurs. Tous ces experts font des recom
mandations aux sociétés membres de la SAF sur les questions de santé et orga
nisent des cours pour rafraîchir les connaissances des médecins du travail, des
ingénieurs de sécurité et des infirmières de la médecine du travail. Ils orga
nisent aussi ou soutiennent des programmes de recherches et d’études sur des
aspects comme la santé et la sécurité du travailleur âgé, les absences dues à
la maladie, la santé des ouvriers des fabriques d’explosifs.

La LO a également deux experts, un médecin et un ingénieur, menant des
études sur, par exemple, les problèmes du chômage et l’attitude des ouvriers
envers leurs problèmes de santé au travail. Ils organisent aussi des cours de
formation pour les délégués syndicaux chargés des problèmes de santé et de
sécurité et pour les travailleurs responsables des mêmes problèmes. Il y a une
étroite coopération entre ces deux groupes d’experts.

Plusieurs organisations sont intéressées par la recherche dans la médecine
du travail. Le Conseil suédois de recherches médicales a mis en place un
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Dans les fonderies, les plus grands risques de silicose se présentent lors de l’opéra

tion appelée revêren?ent. Le diagramme montre que les conditions sont les meilleures

dans les grandes entreprises employant plus de 100 employés, sans doute en raison

de leurs plus grandes ressources. Les colonnes ombragées représentent des mesures

prises à des points fixes à des postes de travail, tandis que les colonnes blanches

,nontrent la concentration de poussières enregistrée lorsque les travailleurs portent

sur eux l’appareil qui recueille les échantillons de poussières. Le dernier procédé

donne des valeurs plus élevées, ce qui montre que le travailleur s’est approché davan

(age des sources de poussières pendant son travail quotidien.

Nombre
d’employés

T
groupe de travail spécialement chargé de la médecine du travail avec cinq
comités s’occupant de problèmes spécifiques. La Direction nationale pour
le développement technique a organisé un comité sur la science du travail,
qui étudie le milieu et les conditions du travail d’un point de vue humain.
Le Conseil pour l’administration du personnel a, depuis sa création en 1952,
consacré beaucoup d’efforts à la recherche de l’homme au travail, spéciale
ment à partir d’aspects psychologiques et sociologiques. Au cours de ces dix
dernières années, de grands travaux de recherches ont été réalisés dans des
instituts d’universités par le Conseil pour l’administration du personnel et
d’autres organisations sur la psychologie et la sociologie en relation avec des
problèmes comme celui des exigences psychiques du travail et celui de
l’évaluation de la capacité de l’individu, son adaptation au travail ainsi que
sur la sociologie du travail, comme les attitudes et la satisfaction au travail et
les facteurs susceptibles de les influencer.

En 1972, un fonds spécial a été créé, le Fonds suédois pour la protection
du milieu de travail, financé par une augmentation des cotisations d’assurance
des employeurs contre les accidents et les maladies du travail. Ce fonds, en
viron 20 millions de couronnes par an, va financer des recherches, de l’infor
mation et la formation à la médecine et à la sécurité du travail.

Pour jeter les bases des activités du Fonds dans la recherche, une étude
a été réalisée sur la recherche en cours dans le domaine du milieu de travail
et des documents ont été rassemblés au sujet des désirs et des besoins qui
sont susceptibles de s’imposer dans les cinq années à venir, si l’on tient compte
du développement technique, de l’évolution de la société et des changements
sur le marché du travail à la suite de la restructuration et de l’urbanisation
attendues. Dans cette étude, présentée en 1972, réalisée en contact avec des
experts d’autres pays, on a proposé de prioriter onze domaines de recherche
toxicologie industrielle, méthodes d’élimination technique des pollutions de
l’air, effets et élimination des bruits, climat, par exemple froid et courants
d’air, organisation et contenu du travail, maladies du dos, accidents, études
par branches, durée et lieu du travail, surtout du travail en équipes, absences
et rotation du personnel, main-d’oeuvre âgée et moyennement âgée.

Le Fonds a choisi quatre de ces domaines pour commencer et désigné des
groupes de travail pour planifier la recherche dans les domaines suivants
substances chimiques, travail par équipe, accidents et études pluridisciplinaires
par branches industrielles. De plus, le Fonds a désigné un groupe de travail
spécial pour revoir la formation dans le domaine du milieu de travail, en
pensant spécialement à la formation des délégués à la sécurité. La formation
supérieure sera elle aussi prise en considération. Dans le domaine technique,
il est évident qu’il y a de grandes lacunes dans le milieu de travail: C’est

‘5
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Les services de médecine du travail pour les travailleurs du bêtiment sont

organisés en unités—modèle. Une caravane avec un équipement spécial

pour des examens (le santé est stationnée près du chantier

pourquoi l’on est en train de préparer de nouveaux programmes afin de ren

forcer et d’améliorer cette formation.
Une seule industrie a appliqué une autre solution. Pour les ouvriers du

bâtiment, une organisation spéciale, Bvgghiilsan, a été créé. Elle a 17 centres

régionaux et comprend des unités mobiles avec des ingénieurs de sécurité, des
médecins et des infirmières du travail. Elle est responsable de la santé et de

la sécurité de tous les travailleurs du bâtiment en Suède, environ 250 000
hommes. Bygghiilsan a eu des ingénieurs de sécurité dès le début. La partie
médicale est maintenant progressivement mise en place et quatre centres
régionaux sont déjà entièrement équipés.
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Selon les traditions scandinaves, la médecine du travail est également
l’objet d’une étroite collaboration entre les pays scandinaves. Des représentants
des institutions de médecine du travail de Danemark, Finlande et Norvège
se rencontrent dans des conférences chaque année pour échanger leurs
expériences. Des groupes de travail sont organisés sur certains problèmes,
comme la chromatographie des gaz ou l’analyse des poussières. Des projets
communs sont également réalisés par les différentes institutions. Le Conseil
nordique a organisé en 1971 un comité sur la médecine du travail en vue de
continuer à promouvoir la coopération et la coordination des activités dans
les différents pays. Ce comité se réunit deux fois par an et a présenté un
rapport en 1973.

Les échanges d’expériences par-dessus les frontières, en particulier sur la
recherche et l’enseignement, ont pris une grande importance. Le Départe
ment de la médecine du travail reçoit un grand nombre de groupes en voyages
d’études et des conférenciers venant d’instituts étrangers. Les collaborateurs
du Département ont travaillé comme conseillers du Bureau international du
travail et de l’OMS, dans des pays en voie de développement, où l’industriali
sation et l’urbanisation créent souvent de graves problèmes de santé.

Enseignement et information

De brefs cours pour médecins d’entreprise ont été organisés pour la première
fois en 1948 par l’Institut national de la santé publique. Depuis, ils se sont
bien développés. Entre 1966 et 1972, ils ont été organisés par l’institut
national de la médecine du travail, et depuis 1972 par le Département de
la médecine du travail, au sein de la Direction nationale de sécurité et d’hygiène
du travail. De brefs cours de « rafraîchissement des connaissances » pour des
médecins d’entreprise ont été organisés chaque année depuis 1951 par la Con
fédération patronale (SAF). Des cours pour les infirmières du travail ont été
mis en place depuis 1955 par l’Institut national de la santé publique, puis
par la SAF, puis par l’institut national de la médecine du travail, dès sa
création en 1966. Ils ont maintenant été repris par le Département de la
médecine du travail. Des cours de formation pour les ingénieurs de sécurité
ont été arrangés depuis 1958 par la SAF, puis par l’institut en 1966 et main
tenant par le Département. La SAF organise chaque année des cours de

rafraîchissement » pour les ingénieurs de sécurité.
Il est permis d’espérer que le cours de formation actuel pour le personnel

des services de la médecine du travail (médecins, infirmières et ingénieurs
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de sécurité) au Département s’étendra sur toute une année universitaire.

Maintenant que tous les participants à ces cours ont acquis une expérience

pratique dans l’industrie, seule la partie théorique du cours est enseignée.

La longueur de ces cours varie de 4 à 12 semaines et ils sont divisés en pério

des de 1 à 2 semaines. L’enseignement est ainsi plus efficace. Les élèves

reçoivent des livres et des documents à lire, des problèmes à étudier jusqu’à

la période suivante, au cours de laquelle ils sont invités à présenter leurs

« devoirs ». Instruits par l’expérience, les responsables de l’Institut tendaient

à penser que la longueur idéale d’une telle période est d’une semaine. A

l’avenir, le reste de l’année sera employé à des études pratiques ou à des stages

de formation dans les différentes unités du Département de la médecine du

travail, dans des unités hospitalières de maladies du travail et dans des indu

stries sélectionnées, comportant des services ed médecine du travail dc haute

qualité. Un groupe de travail a été mis en place par l’Institut pour recom

mander au directeur une politique susceptible de résoudre les problèmes des

programmes d’enseignement. Le Riksdag a décidé en 1971 de faire participer

à ces cours chaque année 45 médecins, 45 ingénieurs, 60 infirmières et 45

ingénieurs en ergonomie.

Les étudiants en médecine ne reçoivent que très peu ou pas du tout de

formation en médecine du travail, habituellement quelques heures de con

férences pendant les cours de physiologie, de pharmacologie, de médecine

interne, de santé publique ou de médecine sociale. Les étudiants à l’Ecole

royale polytechnique supérieure de Stockholm ont quelques cours de médecine

du travail, mais les autres écoles supérieures n’en ont que très peu ou pas du

tout. Un centre technologique humain a été mis en place en 1971 à l’Ecole

polytechnique de Stockholm sous l’autorité de son directeur en vue de stimuler

la recherche et l’enseignement supérieur et d’inciter le développement technolo

gique à tenir davantage compte de l’homme dans la production. il est mainte

mant prévu de consacrer 10% de tout l’enseignement à l’environnement

humain, y compris le milieu de travail, à l’université technique de Luleâ.

dans le Nord de la Suède. Récemment, on a organisé des stages de formation

en ergonomie et en sécurité pour les étudiants de toutes les écoles d’ingénieurs.

De par la loi, chaque usine ou entreprise comportant plus de cinquante

travailleurs est tenue d’avoir un comité de sécurité. Les représentants des

travailleurs, « les ouvriers de sécurité », sont nommés par l’organisation locale

des travailleurs. Le Conseil bipartite pour la sécurité du travail, organisé par

les employeurs et les travailleurs, a arrangé des cours par correspondance pour

les ouvriers de sécurité ainsi que des conférences de formation régionale ou

spéciale. Dans de grandes industries, où il y a de nombreux ouvriers de

sécurité, l’un d’eux est nommé ouvrier de sécurité principal. La Confédération

syndicale (LO) a organisé pour eux un cours intensif de trois semaines à son

centre de formation.
Un nombre considérable d’ouvrages ont été publiés en suédois sur la méde

cine du travail, l’ergonomie et la sécurité du travail au cours de ces dix

dernières années. Des livres et des brochures ont été écrits sur différents

aspects de la médecine du travail par les experts de l’Institut, des hôpitaux

universitaires, des organisations des employeurs et des travailleurs.

Les experts de la médecine et de la sécurité de la SAF ont publié une

série de brochures sur différents sujets, comme les services de la médecine

du travail, le travailleur âgé, les risques de maladies dans les industries du

plastique et du caoutchouc, les dangers de la radiation ionisante, les services

de la médecine du travail interentreprises etc.
Les experts de la LO ont publié une série de livres et de brochures sur ces

problèmes afin d’informer les travailleurs et les délégués syndicaux. Les

brochures sont très bien présentées et donnent des informations sur des sujets

tels que la silicose, l’ergonomie, l’hygiène industrielle, l’adaptation au travail,

le bruit, les dermatoses, le stress au travail.
Des campagnes d’information ont été menées sur le plan national pour

informer les travailleurs, les contremaîtres et les directeurs aussi bien que le

grand public.
Le Conseil bipartite pour la sécurité du travail publiait vers 1950 des

informations sur la sécurité et la prévention des accidents. Vers 1960, une

compagnie d’assurances, Folksani, a publié des informations sur le milieu du
travail et sur la promotion de la santé par Fentraînement physique et, depuis

1970, la même compagnie d’assurances publie des brochures sur la santé

mentale au travail.
Ces campagnes ont eu pour résultats la diffusion d’informations sur une

large échelle à un grand nombre de gens. L’intérêt pour toutes ces questions

s’est accru et a stimulé l’organisation de groupes qui se sont mis à étudier

ces problèmes. Le résultat permanent a principalement été la publication d’un
très grand nombre d’ouvrages de valeur sur ces sujets.

Perspectives nouvelles

En même temps que le niveau de vie a augmenté, la façon de l’évaluer s’est
modifiée. On s’intéresse beaucoup plus aujourd’hui à la finalité du travail
et au milieu dans lequel on exerce son activité professionnelle. A l’exigence
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de conditions de santé et de sécurité au travail, est venu s’ajouter l’intérêt
pour le confort et la satisfaction. Un grand nombre de jeunes se détournent
actuellement de l’industrie dont les conditions de travail les rebutent. Quel
ques industries ont du mal à recruter de la main-d’oeuvre jeune et elles s’ap
pliquent de plus en plus à améliorer les conditions de travail et à modifier
l’organisation du travail, afin de rendre le travail à l’usine plus attrayant.
Plusieurs industries expérimentent actuellement de nouvelles méthodes en
vue d’augmenter la production et la satisfaction au travail.

Résumé

La médecine du travail en Suède est fondée sur des activités dans quatre
domaines

1. Niveau niinbnuin statutaire pour la santé et la sécurité au travail (inscrit

dans la législation). C’est la loi sur la sécurité des travailleurs, contrôl&

par la Direction nationale de sécurité et d’hygiène du travail e l’Inspection
du travail.

La combinaison de la législation et des activités volontaires entre les
organisations des employeurs et des travailleurs est typique de la Suède.

2. Les problèmes quotidiens à l’usine sont résolus par les services de la méde
cine du travail, qui sont en Suède volontaires mais fondés sur un accord
entre les organisations des employeurs et des travailleurs.

Les services de la médecine du travail comportent une partie médicale
et une partie technique, mettant en évidence Fétroite coopération entre
les ingénieurs de sécurité, les ergonomes, les médecins et les infirmières
du travail.

En vue de résoudre les problèmes des petites industries, les centres
médicaux régionaux ont été largement développés. Les services de la
médecine du travail sont maintenant progressivement organisés pour des
secteurs non-industriels, comme les docks, les forêts et l’agriculture.

3. La recherche a été menée principalement par l’institut national de la
médecine du travail, créé en 1966, et depuis 1972 par le Département de
la médecine du travail au sein de la Direction nationale de sécurité et
d’hygiène du travail. Elle est également faite par les unités des hôpitaux
régionaux chargées des maladies du travail, également, dans une certaine
mesure, par d’autres organisations et instituts universitaires. La recherche
se concentre sur les problèmes pratiques de l’industrie suédoise et d’autres
secteurs de l’emploi. Le Département s’occupe également dc l’application
pratique des résultats des recherches.

Enseignement et information. La formation des étudiants en médecine et en
polytechnique dans le domaine de la médecine dii travail n’est pour le
moment développée qu’à une petite échelle. La plus grande partie de la
formation en médecine du travail a été faite par l’institut, et depuis 1972
par le Département, au niveau universitaire. Des médecins et des infir
mières du travail, des ingénieurs de sécurité sont formés et les cours de

4.
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formation ont déjà été organisés, ou vont l’être de manière à couvrir une

année universitaire.

Un cours supérieur en ergonomie pour les ingénieurs et dessinateurs du

bâtiment a été lancé. It a été très favorablement accueilli. Des cours de

formation pour les ouvriers de sécurité ont été organisés par le Conseil

bipartite pour la sécurité du travail, émanation des confédérations patronale

(SAF) et ouvrière (LO). Des cours pour ouvriers de sécurité et délégués

syndicaux ont été créés par la LO des cours de « rafraîchissement des

connaissances » par la SAF pour les médecins et lcs infirmières du travail

et les ingénieurs de sécurité.
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i6 ALIENATION AND MENTAL HEALTII IN THE

MODERN INDUSTRIAL ENVIRONMENT

BERTIL GARDELL

THE PROBLEM

What influence does the modem industrial en
vironnwnt have on liuman work satisfaction and
general life adjustnient? This question bas bccn
discussed by Western social scicntists for many de
cades. In rccent ycars similar scicntiflc discussions
from the Eastcrn countries have also become avail
able to a widcr audience.

Researchers have callcd attention to a funda
mcntal conflict btween the goals and structure
of die cntcrprie and the individual’s nced of
autonomy and identity. Particularly great concern
has becn voiced over the negative influences on
individual work satisfaction and general life adjust
ment which arc imputcd to the conditions of work
at large plants engageci in mass production—a con-
cern which may be rnost simply interpreted as the
tiireat posed to human dignity by mechanization
and bureaucratization. This scientiflcally rooted
criticism bas focuscd on two of the basic tenets of
classical organ iza tion theory: authoritarian leader
ship, and segrnentcd and constrained tasks. In the
Western world a criticism that is partly scientific
and partly political bas also been aimed at the
capitalistic ownership structure. That part of the
criticism which appears to have the greatest rele
vance for present purposes procceds from analyses
of the individual’s status at the work place, and of
how self-dcterrnination and contributory influence
over working conditions affects interest in work,
and the experience of participation in the pro
duction system.

It will have emergcd from the foregoing that
the interaction bctween the structure of industrial
production and the individual’s emotional relation
ship to bis work is extremely cornplicated. The
discussion ruakes use of explanations at widely
varying levels, concemning the structure of owner
ship and power in society and industry, the system
of authority, the division of labour, and mechan
ization.

In planning the study which is reportcd here,
we thought it an impossible task to tackie this
whole complex of problems. Indeed, even if an
empirical investigation of Svedish conditions was

to be kept witliin i anagcai)le. hounds, ir ternis
of reference woiild have to he iiniitcd. The position
we took was that thc political system and owncr
ship pattcrn prohal)ly liad lcss bearing on the
probieni of alienation in die job world. Existing
rescarch in the fleld gave iis no cvidence to think
othenvise. On the otlier hand, we found that the
problems were sirnilar in socialistic and capitalistic
countries, and the saine could he said of capitalistic
and of inixed econoniic systems, rcgardicss of
ownership pattemn. The findings of research, it
sccrncd to us, tendcd instcad to suggcst that the
problem of alicnation in the job world crnanated
from the industrial production systein as such, and
that the causes slsould be chicfly souglit in the
authoritarian ystcrn of power an(l leadership, as
well as in the scgmented an(1 constraincd work, that
is, in circumstanccs which we suhsumed under die
heading of traditional organization ideology (Dalil
strm, Gardeil et al. 1966).

A hypothcsis we thought reasonable to forinu
late on die basis of carlier studies was tliis: In cer
tain cases, modem, higlmiy rationalized types of
production appear to corne into conflict wth funda
mental needs of sclf-estccrn, such as to have in
fluence and control over onc’s work situation, to
pcrccive work as meaningful and socially inipor
tant, to perceive affinity witli the firni as a social
system, and to fecl identity through onc’s work. Un
less thcse needs are satisfied at the work place, the
individual cxpcriences a basic frustration that ruani
fests itself in difTerent efforts to achieve adjust—
ment. 1-lere we can discern difTerent types of active
adjustrnent, e.g. the desire for change, voluntary
termination of service, presentation of grievances,
or participation in ii wildcat strike. It is likely,
however, that tise most prevalent type of adjust_
ment is of a passive (alienative) nature, i.e. the
individual depreciates bis work as a source of
needs satisfaction and asks no more than that it
pay him a good wage and should continue under
safe and hygienic physical conditions. The indivi
dual adopts an instrumental attitude to his work;
it becomes no more than a means to the end of
providing resources for needs satisfaction away
from work by different forms of consurnption. The

li
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work itself is perceivcd to he basicaiiy uninteresting
and non-involving. In this study, we shah focus
prirnarily on the passive types of adjustment, that
is to say, we want to investigate how the design
of work and its content covary with involvement,
feelings of rnonotony and frccdom, and the absence
or flot of instrumental attitudes.

As indicated carhier, a central tbcme of Western
rcscarch on work bas bccn to study whethcr high
work satisfaction improves performance, and/or
reduces labour turnover and absence. This intcrcst
rcflects a business justification for the rcscarch and
for practical mcasurcs calculatcd to improvc work
satisfaction. Obviously, to root industrial-psy
cboiogy rcscarch and application so cxclusively in
economic values is an unsatisfying state of affairs,
and this bas aiso exposed the discipline to a run
ning fire of hcavy criticism. As a rnatter of course,
intcrcst in the problems of work satisfaction must
he justifled with reference to work satisfaction in
its own rigbt. Democraticahly governed socicties
have generally acceptcd values to the eflcct that
the individual bas thc right to meaningful and in
tercsting work, the right to influence his own work
situation, thc right to frecdom from arbitrany be
haviour, from physical and mental attrition, etc.
The individual’s perception of work thereby be
comes essential for its own sake, regardlcss of
whcther any direct connexion with productivity
or otbcr economic yardsticks caibc dcmonstrated.
The incidence of work satisfaction or dissatisfac
tion may be stcn as exprcssing how wdll tbe
rnacbincry of production bas heen organized to
meet certain rcal human needs. Tbis is the primary
ideological point of dcparture for the project de
scribcd here.

But given this point of departure, it becomcs no
lcss significant and intcrcsting if it can be estab
lishcd that work satisfaction, and the conditions
of work that covary with such satisfaction, cx
hibit concurrent variations with otber variables
related t other essential values for the individual
and socicty. In this study, we have borne two such
value areas in mmd, namely health and efficiency.

Concerning the value area of health, we have
flrst of ail ticd in with the international discussion
on the reiationship betwcen work experience and
certain criteria that may be considcrcd relevant for
gencral psychicai wcll-being or mental health. In
so doing, we procecd from the concept of self
csteem, which is central flot only tô our principal
criteria of work satisfaction but also to theories of
positive mental hcalth. We shah discuss these
matters at greater length in a later section, and also
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specify the criteria on which we have drawn; herc,
we wish merely to delineate thc une of reasoning
that bas guided us.

We postulatc that sclf-esteem is strongly rooted
in work for most people in our society. Work and
its connexion with education and income, con
stitute the cardinal stratification variable in
Western societies. Due to the influences excrtcd
by tbe Protestant ctbic and other culturally condi
tioned factors, it is probable tbat most people look
UOfl work as a sociahly necessary, and bence pOsi
tivcly sanctioncd, act. Thcsc factors, morcovcr,
makc it probable that most pComIe pcrCCive work
to be one of the most important hifc arcas for thc
individual’s gencral satisfaction. According to a
study by Friedlander (1966), activities rclated to
work are regarded both by blue-collar and white
collar workers as more important for the individual’s
general hife adjustment than non-work-relatcd
activities, such as education, lisurc plirsilits and
club life. Similar findings have heen obtained
in Swcden from studies of life goals for bluc-cohlar
groups in inanufacturing and forestry (Forsiin,
1969). In both of thesc random samples, liaving an
interesting job was reported to [5e one of the most
important hife goals. Thoughts of thiis kind have
been presented in the international. rcscarch (sec
e.g. Frcnch and Kahn, 1962; Kornhauser, 1965)
and arc also discusscd in conjunction with the in
quiry into trade unionism and technological ad
vance sponsorcd by LO, the Swedish Confederation
of Tradc Unions (Dahlstriin, Gardell cl al. 1966).
Unsystematic, yet important observations have
also been made by doctors and others, who point
out how the sclf-estcern of certain individuals is
eroded by expulsion from the labour markct
through no fault of tbcir own, for instance in con
sequence of plant shutdowns, curtailed opcrations
and the like.

Against this background, it scems reasonable
to assume that the potentials of work for atisfying
needs, bound up with self-estcem, bear flot only
upon work adjustmcnt but also upon gencral life
adjustment or mental health. Working conditions
that afTord limited opportunitics for influence,
perceived meaningfulncss and sel f-real ization also
tend to instiil feelings of inferior abihity and prestige
in the larger society, and to diminish gcneral life
satisfaction.

Concerning the value arca of efTlcicncy, we have
dwelt upon the correlation that carhicr studios
have found betwcen work satisfaction and absen
teeism (Vroom, 1964). We have thought it reason
able to assume that the alienative or instrumental



attitiid to work entails low wûrk rr tivatinn, i.e.

low utlization of the individuals capacity, encrgy

and willingness to assume rcsponsibility on the
job. One consequence of the division of labour in
highly rationalizcd, large-scale industries bas bcen

to preclude large groups of ernployecs from taking

part in the planning and control of their own work.

The narrow scope for exerting influence over onc’s
own work situation, together with the limitcd

knowlcdge of production rclationships, rncans that
the individual has bccn dcprivcd of the chance
to make a positive conimitzncnt to work. The
rcsult is to climinate the most significant, encrgy.

relcasing rnotivational factors, with concomitant
narrowing of effort on economic or coercive in
ducements, and on ‘hygienie’ rneasurcs which airn

to remove stress factors and other conditions that
can contribute to the genesis of dissatisfaction. This

process generates an indifTerent attitude to work
and diminishes responsibility for it. The individual
focuses his interest instead on earnings and on the
needs satisfaction away from work which these
can give him through different fornis of consump
tion. IL scems reasonable that such an attitude to
work will, under certain labour market conditions,

also lead to high labour turnover and absence rates.

The relations found between job content, aliena

tion, and absences will not, however, be reported

in this article.
‘b

THEORIES, RESEARCH METHODS
AND DESIGN

Content of Work and Subjective Rewards from
Work
A general assumption of this study is that the
content of work affects in a central way the satis

factions to be gained from work of ego-relevant

needs. This influence of work content is flot limited
to the formation of attitudes around work but also
extends to more gcncral perceptions and emotional

states, which we assume to be relevant for the

individual’s mental health.
Needs, expectations, level of aspiration, psycho

logical rewards, and objectively existing condi

tions of work are the most important concepts that
enter into the hypotheses which this study formt

lates as to the connexion between conditions of

work on the one hand, and perceptions of, and

satisfaction from, work on theother.
Data presented by researchers, such as Korn

hauser (1965) and Blauner (1964), show that work

satisfaction tends to rise with higher occupational

levei, but the tendency is relatively moderate. This

rnight indicate that certain necds occur in difTcrcnt
strcngths if we conare in(lividuals at (lifitrent
occupational levels, whicli woil(l rxpLiin vhy vcuk

satisfaction can also he fclt ;it kw levels. I 1cr,’,
however, we should like to enter thc assuniption

that the manifcstcd need does not neccssarily have
to hc synonymous with the ‘actual’ nccd. Nceds
niay l)C latent or suppresseci owing to insurncicnt

stimulation or frustration from thc cnvironmcnt.

In other words, individuals arc capable of adapting
their rcquircmcnts or tlicir level of aspiration to the
prcvailing conditions of work. It bas also bccn
dciiionstratcd experimental iy (1 srael, 1956) that in

dividuals arc inclincd to adapt their levcl of
aspiration to psychological rcwards. Thc lcvcl of

aspiration fiictuatcs with thc in(lividual’s cx—

pcricnce of psychological reward in a certain situa
tion. From thc mental liealth aspect such an
adjustment of the aspiration level niay lw scen as
a criterion of rcality comprehension. Accordingly,
work satisfaction can be scen as a result of the level
of aspiration dcvised by the individual in thc face
of the work situation and the prospects for psycho
logical reward actually inhecnt in the situation.
This rnight be illustrated as tollows:

Pcrcrivcd (subjective)
The individual Objcctivc working cnvironmcnt
wlui his lcvel -+ conditions -÷ and dcgrcc of sans
of aspirations of work faction rclatcd thcrcto

Howcver, the emphasis of thc present stucly is

flot so much on satisfaction with work as a wholc,

as on different factors in work which may be

assumcd to nicet diiTcrent psyc.hological nccds.

Among thcse, it is the so-callcd ego-relevant

needs, i.e. desires for seif-realization in tise perfor

mance of work, which stand aL the centre of our

intcrcst. The content of work is rated along two

main dimensions, namcly tue indcpcndcnce of work

and the qualifications required to pcrform it. We

assume that these dimensions underlic thc extent to

which ego-relevant necds can he met at the work

place.
The rclationship hctwecn objective conditions of

work and mental health, as studied here, is illus

trated in FIGURE 16.1. Work satisfaction spccified

in ternis of different factors in work is hcre rc

gardcd as an intervening variable bctwcen objec

tive conditions of work and mental hcalth. We are

aware that the satisfaction of necds in othcr life

areas affects the individual’s mental health. By

limiting the researched group to LO-afhliated

é
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hluc-collar workcrs, cmploycd under the tcrms of

collective agrccments, and by sciecting firms out

• side metropolitan areas in places with similar con-

• suniption patterns and rccruitment bases (foreign

labour bas becn excluded), we fcel wc have ob

tained a measure of control, albeit limited, over

some of the factors which conceivably influence

mental health. The studicd groups di(Tcr instcad

with rcferencc to work content, and therefore en

abic us to study whethcr the satisfaction of nccds

correiatcs with mental hcaith and whethcr any dif

ferences of mental hcalth by occupational levcl

can be cxpiained by differences in needs satisfac

tion gained from work.

tions indicate that tasks which rcquire higb guali—

fications often leave the workcr frec to improve and

broaden bis performance, whereas tasks rcquiring

Iow qualifications do not involve frccdom possibili

tics of this kind. Corrclations bctwecn qualification

requirements and frccdom possibilities appiy to

tasks pcrformed by the investigatcd groups, relat

ing to 147 bluc-collar occupations (414 individuals)

in the puip and paper industry, and 134 hiuc

coilar occupations (640 individuais) in the engineer

ing industry.
The information obtained by .ratings of evcry

task (job), according to the nain aspects men

tioned above, constitutes environmcntai data.

Satisfaction with different factors

in work which satisfy needs in

different respects

Factors

rsatisfies Satisfies Satisfies Satisfics

financial develop— inter- physical

security ment and personai well
self— relations being
realization

Fio. 16.1. Relationshipz betwcen objective conditions of work and mental hcalth.

Expert Ratings of Work Content

The content of work is described froni two main

aspects:

I. The degrec of indcpcndcnce enjoycd by the

individual in deciding on the organization of

work, working methods, pace, initiating contacts,

doing a task in any of several different ways,

improving bis performance, and developing what

furthcr aptitudes he may have.

2. The qualifications required of the individual, i.e.

his know-how, initiative, ability to work without

supervision, and ability to form contacts, so that

work tasks will be satisfactorily performcd.

The ratings were made by an engineer attached to

the projcct, who for this purpose collaborated with

technical experts from the firms and the trade

unions.
A component analysis of the rating questionnaire

produced positive correlations . between variables

assignable to the freedom aspect and variables

assignable w the qualification aspect. The correla.
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Other particulars, such as inconw, wage payment

plans, types of shift operation, different aspects of

the physical environmcnt, whiie thcy amplify the

description of objective environmcnt, play a more

subordinate mie as far as the theory is conccrncd.

Self-ratings of Rcward5 from Work

The conventional, gcneraliy wordcd questions askcd

about job satisfaction do not get at die frccdom

aspects of work performance, nor at the degrec of

individual motivation, i.e. die extent to which tlie

work satisfles important psychological needs. For

that purpose we have formulated special questions.

With the alienation theory as our starting-point,

we assume that work must flrst of ail satisfy the

foilowing nceds, if it is to have any needs satisfac

tion value and to make the individual feel in

volved in, and highly motivated psychologically by,

hiswork (Blauner, 1964):

1. Need of influence and control over his own

work situation.
2. Need of a meaningful job.

•

_____

Objective conditions

of work rolating te

indcpcndcnco

quai ifications

wages
physical env.

working hours
etc.

Mental hcalth

•expresscd in

.work-reicvant

psychological.

dimensions

I



3. Nccd of interaction and fellowship with other
people.

These needs are rclated to the individual’s self
esteem and prestige. To the extent they arc flot
satisfled by work, the indiviclual may rcact activcly
in several different ways: by aggrcssion or coin
plaints, by trying to change bis tasks or switch jobs,
by falling iii or by absenting hirnself. 1-Iowevcr,
onc of the most common adjustmcnt models scems
to be diac the individual lowers his expectations
that the work shah he interesting, independent and
dcvcloping, and himits his evaluation of thc jOb to
its financial rcturn. Whilc this attitude necd flot be
equated with unhappiness or dissatisfaction, it does
signify lower satisfaction in work of ego-relevant
needs.

A basic postulate of our theory is that thc tech
nological factors, i.e. the design of the manufactur
ing process and the organization and content of
work, largcly deterrnine the formation of indivi
dual work-relatcd attitudes. We shaH touch upon
those characteristics of work organization which
bear upon the psychological needs wc talkcd about
and upon individual work motivation.

Nccd of Pcrsonah Say and Pcrsonal Control. This
nced can be said to be most directly affected by
three aspects cf the design of the manufacturing
prOcess, namely:

1. The individual’s influence over corporate policy
and management.

2. The individual’s control over terms and condi
tions of en-iployment.

3. The individual’s control over the immediate
work process.

Our intcrest here wihh bc conlined to the third
item, i.e. that which directly affects the organiza
tion and content of a work task. Moreover, it
would secm that this aspect is the most crucial for

satisfaction of the egs-relevant nceds through

wo rk.

The opportunities to exercise influence and
control over one’s own work situation are deter
mmcd by many factors .connected with the design
of the work task, of which some of the more im
portant will be mentioned.

1.The individual’s personal control over his own
working pace and rhythm.

2. The individual’s scope for regulating the pres
sure to which he is subject.

3. The individual’s personal control over physical
motions, breaks and the like.

4. The indiviclual’s scope for influencing produc
tion quantitativcly and quahitatively.

5. The individual’s scope for selecting methods a
tools to pcrform a task.

The design of work tasks in thesc respects dcte
mines the individual’s sense of on-tbe-job indepcn
dence, and bis sense of constraint and stress on th
jol), mental stress in particular.

Nccd of Jntcrcsting and Mcaningfiil Work. This
nccd bas to do with bow the inçliviçhiial pcrccivcs
the content of bis occupational role. According
to the scientific management philosophy, efficicncy
and carning power will bc improved if the work is
scgmcnted into srnahl coniponents that are carried
out hy dilTercnt persons. But hecausc of this
speciahization and segmentation of work, it be
cornes more difTicult for tlmc individual to sec how
his opcration relates to those performcd hy others
or to production as a whole. In today’s large-scale.
industrial enterprise, this overahl grasp is posscsscd
by no more than a few. The snajority of cmployecs
are only famihiar with what is happening in their
immediate vicinity.

The meaningfulness of worklargely dcpends on
the individual’s relationship to thrce cf its aspects,
narnely:
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I. The product.
2. Organization of the work process.
3. The skihl rcquircd.

A unique (individuai) product, such as a ship or a
house, constitutes a meaningful task in its own
right. A worker finds it much more difficuit to
comprehcnd thc purpose of his own effort when hc
works on a standardized product that takes shape
from repetitive work cycles.

The second aspect is conccrncd with how large a
part of the manufacturing proccss the employec
cornes in touch with in bis work. Where bu is
cahled upon to perform a major sequence of opera
tions, bis work wihl be more meaningful than if hc
is restricted to only one or a few operations.
Experiments have shown that intercst in work in.
creases if the individual can take part in the pre
planning and control of his own output.

The third aspect can be scen as a function of thc
other two. Seg-mented, rcpetitivc tasks often impose
extremely small demands on the individual, which
makes him feel that hs knowledge and skills are
flot being used to the full. In extreme cases that
may persuade the individual to feci he is dispens.
able: the task is so simple that anybody can do it.

j

I
I
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‘lic lndividual’s Participation in tbc Firm asSocial Systcm. Rcscarch in industrial sociologyindicates tbat the technical and administrativestructure of a firm has great bearing upon individual participation in the firni as a social system.Social isolation arises when the individual docsflot fcel any form of aflinity with die work situation and is incapiblc of, or unwilling to, identifyhirnsclf with the organization (or part of it) andits objectives. Contact with other people duringwork is of grcat importance, partly because it canT psychologicafly compensate for shortconiings ofcontrol over onc’s own work situation, for the absence of meaningfulncss, and the opportunities forstimulation and conimitmcnt which the work gives.The perception of isolation may be broadly inter.pretcd to include the following cornponents:
1. Perception of flot being in touch with people andflot entering into a fdllowship of any kind(estrangcmcnt).

2. Perception of flot belonging to and feeling afflnitywith a group (group hornelessncss).
3. Perception of flot accepting the standards andgoals which apply in thc job world (anomie).
In the job world, wc can sort out many difTcrentkinds of groups and alternative approaches to groupcommitrncnt. In the literature of industrial socio—logy, special emphasis bas bcen put on thc workgroup, the worker collective, the occupationaigroup, the formai corporate organization and itssubgroups, and the trade union organization.Sociologicai research has shown that even thoughthe employce perccivcs himsclf to be rather alooffrom the formaI corporate organization and itsobjectives and standards, he may stiil be firmlyanchored in the work group, the workcr collectiveand/or hc trade union organization. This meansthat the isolation dimension may pertain to theformai organization, and the informaI organization.The ends and nicans of the latter may diverge invarying degrce frorn the firrn’s standards and ob.

(‘‘
jectivcs and from the objectives of the union. Inthis study, we have mainly interested oursclves inthe individual’s relation to thc informai organiza.don, his contact with workmates and bis participa.tion in the norm system of the work group and theworker collective. The individual’s relation to‘ ‘ trade unionism aL the work place has also beenassessed, as welI as his relation to die firni, but theseaspects have been excluded from the present article.To test the connexion betwecn the difTerentquestions that were asked to measure perception ofpersonal control, perception of nzeaningfulness of

—

work and social isolation, we did a factor analysisbased on jreskog’s transformation mcthod (Jrcs.kog, 1963), which involvcs orthogonal rotation. Wepicked this so-callcd ‘varirnax’ rnethod because wesought the h ighest possible correl ations bctwcenitems in each attitude dimension, and the lowcstpossible correlations betwccn thc (lificrent attitudedimensions. In otbcr words, thc ohjcct of the factoranalysis is to investigate the possibilitics of formingthcoretically ami statistically mcaningful indices.Factor analyses wcre carricd out in (lljTcrcnt industries and at diflcrcnt icvcls with rccurring similaritics of factor structure, which bas pcrmitted theformation of a number of di(Tercnt attitude indiccsof this kind. The five indices to he presented herearc the following (throughout this chapter K signifies the number of items):
Intcrcsting work
Personal control over work
Mental stress
Social intcraction
Group cohesion

Index rcliability is dctcrmined by mcans 9f Cronbach’s alpha coefficient, which is a measure of thecorrelation bctween component questions of the indices (Cronbach, 1951). Wc think the scaies arereliable measures of the studicd attitudes and canbe used for group comparisons if the alpha coefficient goes above OE60. For ail the scales herereported, the alpha coefficient varies between 0.74and OE85.

Scif_rating of Dimensions Relevant for MentalJ-Icalth
In ordcr to compare difl’crcnt working environments with refcrcncc to the significance of workcontent for ego-relevant satisfaction of nccds, wehave developed a mental hcaith construct whosetheoretical structure deviates from that tradition.ally cmploycd in niedical science. Wc assume thatmental health cannot be discusscd apart fromnorms and values in the larger society. We movein a supcrflcial layer of pcrsonality and do flottalk about illness or mental disorder (Gardeli andWcstlander, 1968).

A separate report cntitlcd 0m industriarbete ochmental hiilsa (On Industriel Work and MentalHealth) discusses various criteria of mental hcalth,where, for the purpose of studying the influence ofenvironment on mental health in the job world, wepropose ‘that the following perception dimensionswith high abstraction Ievel form a inultivariatecriterion of mental health:

(K =7)
(K = 6)
(K=6)
(K =5)
(K=8)
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1. Perceptions of personal cornpetence and ability
without reference to any one activity arca, cx
prcssed in the form of seif-evaluation. The fol
lowing seif-evaluation aspects ought to be
important in thiscontext:
(a) a sdf-evaluation which refers to the mdi
vidual’s value in a vcry general sense (intrinsic
value);
(h) a self.evaluation which refers to the indivi
dual’s ability and performances (competence
perception);
(c)a scif-evaluation which refers to the indivi
dual’s prestige perceptions, i.e. how he believes
himself to be regarded and cvaluated by others
(prestige perception).

2. Perceptions of scif-realization possibilities with
out rcfcrencc to anyone activity area:
(a) whcrc opportunities for change and variety
are concerncd;
(b) where opportunitics for self-development and
improvernent are concerned.

3. Perceptions of other individuals in contact situa
tions, more specifically toward positive—nega
tive interaction tendency in contact situations.

4. Emotional rcwards of life in gencrai.’

We think these emotional states can be regardcd
as relevant criteria of ‘positive mental health’, but,
naturally, wc do flot daim any exhaustive descrip
tion of mental health for them. As a matter of
course, the dimensions we have chosen arc exclu
siveiy based on certain values or ideals. In our
opinion, a democratic society of the Swedish type
strives for and deems it positive if the individual
holds himself in high estecm, perceives that justice
is being donc to bis aptitudes and abilities, per
ccives that he can act freely and independently,
and perceives life to be rich and meaningful. These
ideais, we fcel, have been embraccd by most mdi
viduals and groups in our country. Accordingly,
opportunities for the fulfilment of these goals
ought to be relevant for the individual’s mental
health.

Aftcr performing factor analyses in accordance
with the same principles as before, wc considered it
appropriate to use five attitude scales which we
have calied:

General life satisfaction (K4)
Self-esteem—fceling of competence (K8)
Self-estecm—feeling of prestige (K8)
Contact-avoiding attitude (K=9)
Feeling of seif-realization (K5)

The reliability coefficients (Cronbach’s alpha) vary
for these indices between OE65 and O’79.
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The criteria werc tested for their rclcvance to
mental hcalth in thrce ways.

1. Corrclation with certain ciinical variables mea
sured by responses to questionnaire (Gardeil and
Westlander, 1968, Ch. 7.1).

2. Correlations with visits to doctors (Gardeli and
Wcstlandcr, 1968, Ch. 7.2).

3. Correlation with certain mcdically diagnosed
symptoms (Gardell, 1969, Chs. 5.4 and 5.6).

In the present article, incksion has been made of
the clinical scif-rating invcntory, from which two
variables werc dcrivcd by factor analysis: tendency
towards netirosis (K 17) and psychosomatic symp
toms (K =6) (Lidvali and Jonsson, 1964).

Rcscarch Data
The principal rcsearch data are taken from two
pulp and paper milis (companics belonging to the
same conccrn), and two engineering plants (com
panies hclonging to the sanie concern), ail sitcd in
non-metropolitan areas.

Evcry person selcctcd for interview liad hecn in
the service of bis employer for at lcast one year. Ail
the interviews wcre conducted during the period
of economic downtiirn bctween the spring of 1966
and the springof 1968.

To obtain refcrence points oiitsidc the manufar
turing sphere, we did a study of 290 unappointcd
cicrks in a cooperativc insurance firm (Gardeil,
1967) and a study cf 370 lumbcrjacks (lraWn from
two private and one state-owned forestry enter-
prises (Gardell, 1969). A special study of work
satisfaction and abscnteeism for men and womcn
—where skiil level and job content were controilcd
—was carried out in a chemicai products plant
(Gardeli, Baneryd et al. 1968). In the present
article we will discuss some resuits from the prin
cipal research data only.

RESULTS

In the foilowing, some of the main research find
ings will be prescrited in the form of tables and
diagrams. Oniy bricf comments wiii bc made on the
material.

Work Content and jts Relation to Age, Scx
and Incornc
Component and factor analysis of thc rating ques

tionnaire shows that variables from the ‘frccdom’
and ‘qualification’ aspects of work design corrclate
with one another. A general factor bas emerged in
both the engineering and pulp and paper industries,
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to on the hasis of which wc have constructcd a complexity is important; othcrwise, difTerenccs ofgencral measure of psychologically relevant work- alienation in groups with dilfcrcnt degrecs of work
. ing conditions which we cail ‘work cornplexity’. cornplcxity could bc cxplained by difïerences of

Eight variables are common to both industries, age.d These variables relate to freedom cf physical Selcctivity in terms of sex 15 distinctly operative
, movemept, variation of task, gencral say in work in both industries. Jobs of high work complexity:1- decisions, rcquired interaction, responsibility and are pcrforrncd by four women in the engineering

vocational training rcquired. Added for the en- plants, and in the pulp and paper mills by none.1 ginecring industry arc five variables relating to pcr Hence, the dominant impression is tliat Womcn are
sonal control over work pace and working methods, assigncd to unskilled and repctitive tasks, i.e. thcy
and frecdom cf social interaction. Added for the are in jobs of low work complcxity. For this reason,pulp and paper industry arc three variables con- women have bccn cxcludcd frpm certain analyses
ccrned with economic rcsponsibility and attentive- wherc the number of individuals in the ceils is

.

ness. small, and whcre the interpretation entails risks
There is no apparent connexion between age and of confusing sex effects with efTects from the workj work complexity in either type of industry. The content.

\ absence of a coi-relation beween age and work In both industries there are wcak but inverse
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correlations bctwecn income and work complcxity.
The tendcncy in engineering is for a larger propor
tion of high-income individuals to have jobs of
low work complexity. That is, no doubt, because
thcse jobs arc paid for almost entircly out of picce
rates and as sudi offer opportunittcs for higli
cirnings.

An opposite tcndcncy holds for the pulp and
paper industry, i.e. income arid work complexity
correlatc positively.

Corrclations bctwcen Work Complcxity, Overail
Job Satisfaction and Work Alicnation
The figures wiIl illustrate the relation between work

complexity on the one hand and difTerent dimen
sions in job-perception on the othcr.

In addition to work complcxity (and certain sub
groups of work cornplcxity) the structural variables
consist of incorne and rncthod of wagc paynient. In-
corne is bascd on the annual wage paid out in the
ycar preccding the intcrvicws. This variable bas
bcen dividcd into thrcc groups: low, average and
high inconic originating in thc incorne distribution.
Our aim here was to make thc wage classes as
equivalent as possible in sizc. The mcthods of wage
payment arc two: hourly rates and piccc-ratcs.
Piece-ratcs as applicd in our dngincering industries
are exclusively bascd on straight individual or
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group plans, while the pulp and paper industriesaiso make provision for mixed, individual andgroup plans. In as much as our data are limitcdand our principal interest attaches to freedomaspects of the wage payment mcthod, we haveelected to merge ail types cf piece-rates into asingle catcgory.
FroURE 16.2 shows the relation bctween thegeneral structural measure of work compexity andthe diijerent perception dimensions. We have takenout die extreme groups, high and low work omplcxity, in boUs industrial types and ticked off themean on the five.point attitude scales for eachgroup. The figure shows the following:

1. Perceptions of work as interestjng, i.e. the variable we have used to measure the meaninglessncss aspect of work alienation, varies with workcomplcxity in both industries. Those who holdjobs characterized by low work complexity feeltheir work to be more monotonous and uninteresting.
2. Other alienation measures—autonomy, mental

INTERESTING WORK

ENGINEERING

1 YOUNG (30)N—167

- OLD (>50)N—205

stress and social interaction—exhihit significantcorrelations with work complcxity in die engin-.ecring industry only.1
3. The results froni tise pulp and paper industryshow an ambivalence in die Perception of workin that it bctokcns increascd feelings of mentalstress in tue higlily skillcd jobs but at die sarnetime incrcascd involvcmcnt—frccdom from feelings of nionotony. In tenus of psycluological stressreactions, this ans1 iivalcncc suggcsts that perceptions of work as involving and mèntally strenuousmay be experienced concurrcntly. This ambivalence in the perceptive dimensions does flot showup in data from the engineering industry, whcreI The index of ‘autonomy’, bascd on six items, was notdevcloped whcn the studies at the pulp and paper industries were made. One item, control over work planning’,was n.sed at both industries and is therefore uçcd inFI0URES 162a and 16.2b whcre comparisons arc madebctwccn engineering and pulp and papcr industric. Thisitem bas a loading of 065 in the factor of autonomybased on six items, and within ihc enginccing industriesthe relation bctwccn work complcxity and autonomy ispractically identical for both measures of autonomy.
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Fia. 16.4b. Rclation between work complexity and work alienation (interesting work) withcontml for income.

the pattcrn instead is for involveinent to covary
throughout with freedoxn f rom feelings of stress.

4. The conventional meàsure—ovcrall job satisfac
tion—does flot correlate with work complexity
in the pulp and paper .industry, and only slightly
so in the engineering industry. Here, we again
cail attention to the distinction between general
job satisfaction and expressions for satisfaction
of ego-relevant needs in work, where we noted
that questions concerning general job satisfac
tion do not gct aL the psychologically central
issue of meeting ego-relevant needs through
work.

FIGURE 16.3 illustrates two factors that have
emergcd in the engineering industry, narncly
‘worker control over pace and methods’ and ‘op
portunities for social interaction’. Both these
measures consist of variables which we previously
assigned to the freedom aspect of work design. For
bath these aspects of working conditions, the dia-
gram demonstrates dear connexions with the dif
ferent dimensions of work .alienation. The coroilary
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of greater freedom on die job is lesser alienation
from work.

Corrclation betwcen Work Complexity and Work
Alicnaiion with Controls for Age, Incomc, Type of
Supervision and Pay Satisfaction
FIGuREs 16.4 (a and b) and 16.5 (a and b) illustrate
the connexion betwccn work alicnaion (intercsting
work) and work cornplexity with controls for age,
income, type of supervision and pay satisfaction. In
FIGURE 16.6 (a and b) the same controls are used
to show the connexion between work complexity
and perceptions of freedom and control over work
in the engineering industry. FIGURE 16.4a shows:

1. That the connexion between work complexity
and the perception of work as interesting holds
even after allowance is made for age and income.

2. That younger workers feel monotony to a greater
extent than the older ones in jobs of low work
complexity. A sirnilar diiTerence is observable for
other degrees of work complexity, but tends to
even out with increasing work complexity. This
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may be intcrpreted to niean that younger per- cent. A comparison of youngcr and older workcrs
sons have higher aspirations tlian older persons where both groups hold unfrec and unskillcd
—partly because they have a better basic educa- jobs—low work complcxity—discloscs that an in
tion—and that their disappointment at having strumental attitude applies to 79 per cent of the
ended up in unskillcd and rcpctitive jobs mani- younger and 71 per cent of the oldcr workcrs
fests itself in stronger feelings of the work as in the engineering industry, and 92 per cent and
meaninglcss and uninteresting. But if the 66 per cent in pulp and papcr. This disappoint.
younger workcrs are assigncd to tasks which ment ovcr unfrec and unskillcd jobs feit by
engage their resources to a greater extent and mcmbcrs of the young gcneration may serve tO
which arc frcer, the alienative attitudes strongly explain e.g. why many wcll-paying large fac
diminish. By means of one question put directly tories situatcd in arcas of Sweden where labour
wc sought to rncasure the instrumental attitude is scarce can no longer recruit Swcdish man
to work—i.e. the extent to which work is merely powcr for this type of work.
seen as a means for the satisfaction of needs FIGURE 16.4b also shows: jaway from the work place by contrast with being 3. That persons earning high and low incarnes do

., an end in itself. When wc compare younger and flot dilTer in their perception of work as intcrcst
older persans doing the same kind cf work and ing for any degree of work conlplcxity. Natur
entailing the same degree of work complexity, ally, this must not be interpreted to mean that

D k turns out that 38 per cent of the younger and incorne has no bearing on the attitude to work;
66 per cent of the older in jobs of high work what k does suggcst, however, is that dilTerences
cornplcxity exhibit an instrumental attitude to of incarne do not relevantly explain the dif
their work. This finding holds for the engineer. ferences cf work alienation which arise for dif
ing industry. The corresponding pmportions for ferent degrees of frecdorn.qualifition dernands

,b pulp and paper corne ta 43 per cent and 57 per from work.
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Fia. 16.5a. Relation between work complexity and work alienation (interesting work) with
contro4 for supervisory behaviour.
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INTERESTING WORK

WC p—0.000
PS p—0.000

I DISSATISPACTION WITK PAT
N—140

(abt.25%)

-, SATISFACTION WITII PAT
N—179 (abt. 25%)

Fiou 16.5 (a and b) illustrates the connexion
betwecn work complexity and work alienation with
controls for perception of personnel treatment by
immediate superiors and satisfaction-dissatisfaction
with earnings. By contrast with earlicr control
variables these are subjective variables, i.e. they
build upon the individual’s own perceptions. This
fact complicates the interpretation of work aliena
tion dilTcrenccs bctwccn the positive and ncgatve
èxtreme groups, but lacks relevance for interprcting
the correlations within cach cxtrcme group. The
extrcme groups as regards attitudes to forenien and
to pay satisfaction are dcfined by delimiting the
distributions as closely as possible to the first and
tliird quartiles. In other words, we have sought
to identify the 25 per cent most positive and
the 25 per cent most negative in the variables
concerned. The variable called ‘supervisor consider
ation’ builds upon Fleishman’s theories of consider
ation and initiating structure (Fleishman et al.
1955) as relevant descriptions of supervisory be
haviour, and on the deveiopment of these theories
and measuring methods by Lennerl6f (1968). The
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g. g DISSAPISFACTION WITII PAT
(abt. 251)

- SATISFACTION WITH PAT
N—103 (abt. 25%)

pay-satisfaction variable con tains questions deal ing
with size and fairncss of earnings, and bas becn
deyiscd within the framework of this study in
accordance with the principles we have applicd
to other variable constructs.

The diagrarn delineatcs a rclativcly clear-cut
picture for the engineering industry: the connexion
bctwcen work complcxity and work alienation per
sists after allowance is made for tue individual’s
perceptions of bis foreman and of bis carnings. 13e—
twecn the extreme groups, however, considcrable
difTerenccs are observable for every dcgrcc of work
complcxity. What may be cspccially important to
note is that tise combination of low work com
plexity and dissatisfaction with imniediate superior
and with earnings is associated with strongly pro
nounced alienative attitudes. Work alienation is
less marked when dissatisfaction with supervisor
and earnings is combined with high work com
plexity. Be that as k may, difTerences of work
alienation between the extreme groups are hazard
ous to interpret since they can be said to express the
positive correlation between different attitude
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scales. Such a correlation can be scen as a methodo.
logical dcfcct, as a sign of a gencral ‘personality
factor’, or as indicating that the worker’s percep..
tions of supervisor consideration and of his own
earnings also bear crucially upon thc question of
work alienation. Since the conccrn of this study
is with the connexion bctwcen tcdrnological struc
turc and work alienation, we can ignore difTcrcnces
betwccn the extreme groups and confine ourselves
to the connexion betwecn work complexity and
work alienation witlzin thc positive and the ncga.
tive extrerne groups. That will suffice for our pur
pose, and is also the rclationship to which we
attads primary importance.

Even though it is tricky to interpret the dif
ferences of work alienation between the extreme
groups, one fact deserves particular attcntion: the
number of individuals in unfrec and unskillcd jobs
(low work complcxity) who perceive their super
visor to bc inconsiderate is inudi larger (N=68)
than the numbcr performing thc same kind of work
who perceive thcir supervisor to be considerate
(N46). This suggcsts a correlation bctween kind
of work and type of supervision which goes in the
saine direction that Woodward claimed to have

CONTR?L OVER WORX

ENGINEERING

found in ber analyses of Lhc connexion l)etween
tcch nology and d iffercnt organizational variables
(Woodward, 1965). The p rcviously incntioned
study by Lennerlâf (1968) demonstrated a larger
proportion of inconsidcrate supcrvisors at estab
lishments whcrc the workers wcrc cngaged in mono
tonous and unskillcd tasks. In Lcnncrlàf’s study,
ratings of supcrvisory bchaviour wcrc made by out
side observcrs (psychologists) at one of thc engineer
ing plants which enter into our own study. Thus,
if we interprct difTcrenccs of work alienation be
tween the cxtrcme groups with reference to super
visor consideration to ncan that the supcrvisor can
compensate in his bchaviour for tli lack of frec
dom and the inadcquatc stimulation which charac
terize the work content (low work complcxity), we
must nccessarily admit that thc probability of ob
taining supervisors with this beha.’iour is lowest
for thcsc particular jobs.

FIGURE 16.6 (a and b) illustrates tue connexion
between work complexity and tue workcr’s personal
control over bis job and its performance within
the engineering industry, with con ti-ols for age,
income, perception of supervisor consi’dcration, and
satisfaction with earnings. This aspect .of work

s
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I

F

Ç,.

3.54

3.0

2.5-

Work complexity p-O.000
Age p—0.025

2.0

CONTROI. OVER WORK

4.01 ENGINEERING

Work comploxity p0.000

2.5

2.0

I YOEJNG (< 30) I i LOW INCOME
N—167 N—195

-4 OLD (>50) I -4 HIGH INCOME
N—205 N—252

Fia. 16.6a. Relation between work complexity and work alienation (control over work) with
control for age and income.
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alicnation (powerlessncss) exhibits an unambiguous

correlation with the frecdom and qualification

aspects of work coptent even after allowance is

made for the namtd control variables. Younger

persons assigned to nfree and unskilled jobs show
a pronounced feeling f powerlcssricss, which is also
true of persons engged in similar work who per

ceive their superviser to be inconsiderate. Reference

is made here to our carlier discussion concerning the

perception of work as interesting, and here we

should like te stress the similarity of correlations
and interpretations [pp. 158 and 159].

Connexion bctwcen Frccdom and Qualification

Dcmands in Work and Different Critcria Relevant

for Mental Hcalth

Introductory Viewpoints
Our theoretical model builds upon a basic assump

tion, namely that the conditions of freedom, and

the qualification demands which follow from the
technological structure and the work design bear

upon the ability to satisfy ego-relevant needs from
work. This satisfaction of needs is reflected flot
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only in thc dificrent aspects of frccdom-alicnation
wliich we touched upon carlier, but also in thc

more general eniqtional states which wc have con

sidercd relevant for mental health. We have ai

ready discussed the theoreticai content of our
mentai-hcalth concept as we)l as the vaiue-basc’
postulates, and also spccified the criteria we thougt

of interest for studying the impact of the working
environment on the individuai’s experiences. In
that connexion, we stressed that wc are dealing
with a superficiai layer of pcrsonaiity, that we are
flot taiking about ‘disorder’ or ‘heaith’ in the

ciinical sense, but that we are working only with
avêrage values for groups who difTer from one
another with refcrence to sociotechnical and

economic conditions of work, and that individual
reactions cannot be regarded as ‘attributes’ which
can he cxplaincd on the basis of psychological
biologicai models or theories about personality
governed perception. The variables we shah be
using here have to do with the individual’s feelings
about himseif, especiaily feelings of competence in
a broader and more abstract sense than in relation
to present occupation alone, as well as his feelings
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Fia. 16.Gb. Rclation betwcen work comphcxity and work alienation (control ovcr wbrk) witb

control for supervisory behaviour and pay satisfaction.
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of prestige in his iinmcdiate surroundings. Further,
we have considcrcd t.hese selfconcept aspects to
be salient to die broader concept of mental health.
Wc have souglit to enlarge the concepts of job
satisfaction and work alienation so as to impart
added weight to die discussion of die psychological
and sociological eflccts that working environment
and work design have on tue human organisrn. We
have demonstratcd in earlier works (Gardeli and
Wcstlandcr, 1968; Gardell, 1969) that thcse vari
ables are also related to convcntional clinical
variables pcrtaining to stress symptoms and psydrn
somatic symptoms. To augment our own variables
pertaining to self-esteeni and general life satisfac
tion, we therefore draw upon two clinical vari
ables derivcd from sclf-ratings (Lidval[ and Jonsson,
1964). As an aggregate concept for these five vari
ables we shah employ die term ‘mental health’ in
t.his text. In other words, ‘mental health’ wihl refer
for present purposes w these five variables alone
and to no others.

We shah be using our ‘mental health’ variables
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in three diiTerent ways. In this section wc take up the
question of the direct connexion betwccn frccdom
qualification aspects of work and ‘mental health’.
This wihl bc donc by relating die work-complcxity
variable (and some of die factors subsumcd under
this variable) and income to t.he diflcrent mental
health variables. The sociotcchnical conditions of
work and income are regardcd as independent
variables and mental hcalth as a dependent vari
able. In a second section we shaH relate worl
ahicnation to mental hcalth whierc work alienation
is rcgarded as die indcpcndcnt variable and mental
health as dcpcndcnt. In a third section, which ties
in directly with our theoretical model, we shah
relate the conditions of work w mental health,
with work ahienation as intervening variable.

Connexion between Work Content and
Mental Health
FzouiŒ 16.7 (a and b) illustrates the mean differ
ences in the mental health variables for groups with
low and high work complexity in the engineering

1.7
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Fto. 16.7a. Relation between work complexity and mental hcalth.
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and puip and paper industries. In both industries

there is a weak but consistent tendcncy towards

higher mental hcalth for those individuals who

have jobs marked by freer working conditions and

more complex tasks. The aspect of self-esteem

which describes the feeling of prestige exhibits

signilîcant differences in both industries. A signi

ficant difTerence also holds in the pulp and paper

industry for that aspect of sclf-esteern which des

cribes the feeling of competence. For the rest, the

difTerences are insignificant.
FIGURE 16.8 shows the differences of mental

health between high-incorne and low-income

groups in terms ofthe definitions given earlier [p.

157]. Here, there is a consistent tendency towards

higher mental health in those groups which earn

the highest incomes within the respective popula

tion. For both industries significant differences

arise in those variables which have been derived

from the clinical questionnaire, i.e. tendencies

towards anxiety and psychosomatic syndromes are

soinewhat more pronounced among the low-in

corne groups. In addition, the pulp and paper in

dustry discloses strongly signiticant dilTerences

between the income groups in those variables which

describe self-estecm and general life satisfaction.

FIGURE 16.9 and TABLE 16.1 show difTercnces of

mental health betwccn groups that have been

identified by combining the work complcxity and

income variables. Thc rnost distinct differences

emergc when we combine the two thcoreticaily

most favourabe conditions of work (high work

complexity and high incorne) and juxtapose this

group with the one which combines the two

thcàretically lcast favourable conditions. This bas

been done in FIGURE 16.9, which accordingly dis-

doses considerably lower values on ail mental

health variables for persons engagcd in unfree

and unskilled jobs with their concomitant of Iow

income.
In FzouiŒ 16.10 yet another structural variable,

method of wage payment, has been combined with

the others. In 50 doing, we have regarded piece

rates as a further restraint on free-working condi
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Fio. 16.8. Relation betwcen income and mental health

TABLE 16.1

RELATION BETWEEN WORK COMPLEXITY—INCOME AND MENTAL I-IEALTH

OENERAL LIFE SELF-ESTEEM— SELF-ESTEEM—

WORK COMPLEXITY SATISFACTION FEELING 0F FEELING F ANXZETY

(K = 4) cOMPETENCE (K = 8) PRESTIGE (K = 8) (K = 17)

- Engincer- Paper Engincer- Paper Engincer- Papcr Enginccr. Paper
. ing and Pulp ing and Pulp ing and Pulp ing and Pulp

Low work complcxity
Low income 2.38 2.35 2.33 2.40 2.32 2.11 2.32 2.40

Low rk complcxity
High income 2.26 2.16 2.11 2.05 2.14 2.06 2.06 2.23

High work complcxity
Lowincome - 2.15 2.27 2.13 2.18 2.01 2.00 2.13 2.17

High work complcxity
lligh income 2.21 2.06 2.05 2.10 1.97 1.92 2.08 2.15

4-point acale: high values = Iow mental health
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Fia. 16.9. Relation between work complexity—income and mental health.

tions. Accordingly, wc have comhined piece-rates
with low income and low skill requiremcnts and
compared ths group with the theoretically favour
able combination of hourly rates, high income and
high skill requirements. The diagram shows that
pci-sons paid by the piece in combination with low
income and unskillcd tasks exiibit much poorer
mental health across ail the variables we consider
to be relevant criteria in this context.

Con ncxion bctwcen Work Alienation and
Mental Hcalth.
The variables pertaining to work alienation are
here regarded as independent and the criteria of
mental health as dependent, this in accordance
with that part of our model which says that the
degree of satisfaction of ego-relevant needs from
work coi-relates positively with the individual’s
mental health. The work-alienation variables have
been classified wit.h the closest possible adherence
to the five-point response alternatives that enter

• into the different questions. This gave us three
• classes in ternis of point gradations:

I 10—25perccption of monotonous work; high
mental stress, low freedom and
con trol

II 26—35in betwecn
iII 36.—50pcrception of interesting work; low

mental stress, high frcedom and
con trol

The mean of tbc dilTerent mental hcalth variables
bas been estimatcd for cadi class, and the dif
ferences bctwcen means have bccn tcstcd for sig

nificance in the usual manner.
The individuals who comprise cach class will

vary in number with this method according to the
particular variable involvcd and the type of in
dustry. TABLE 16.2 enumerates the individuals who
enter into the different classes. The use of this
classification gives us an average of about one-fifth
who have expressed strong work alienation. How

ever, curtailed freedom and constraints are strongly
feit by only 10 per cent of the pulp and paper
employees. Be that as k may, we believe that pro

nounced work alienation also characterizes the in-
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P & P=Papcrand pulp; E=EnginccringIÇ
betwcen group since the class limit lies between2.6 and 35 points. Expresscd freedom f rom feelingsof powerlcssncss and nscaninglcssncss may be said toapply oniy to group III, i.e. for an average of onethird of the studied groups. Certain interindustryvariations arc observable as wcH as bctwccn thealienation variables, but thcsc are reiativciy moderate. As we had occasion to note carlier, it is thedifTcrcnces between groups within each industrywhich conccrn us more. We shah later [p. 168] calIattention to some interindustry dificrences, but flotuntil we have first identificd certain clearly delimitd groups who can be said to typify thc kindof production in question.
The connexion betwecn difTerent aspects of workahienation and niental health is shown in FIGURF.S16.11 to 6.l4 (a and b), where it is expresscd as(fTcrences of means in the mental health variablesuctwecfl groups having difTercnt degrees of workalienation. For ail aspects of work alienation, thereare significant positive correlations in both indus.tries as regards self-esteem and emotional rewards,--m life in general. The greater the freedom from.cnation, the higher is one’s self-esteem and themore pronounced is one’s emotional satisfactionwith hife as a whole. Although a positive correlationalso holds with reference to the clinicahly orientedvariable, this is as a ruile significant only for the

population of the engineering industry. Anothcrsignifîcant correlation, this one in tise pulp andpaper industry, is betwecn mental stress andanxiety, i.e. the stronger tise feeling of mental stresson the job, the more anxiety is exprcssed. Thesefîndings are interprcted to confirm our thcory of atransplantation frons ego-relevant satisfactions atwork to more general feelings of self-cstecm andlife adjustmcnt. We are well awarc that other in.terpretations are admissible, but lack of spaceprevents us from considering them in this paper.

Connexion between Work Content—WorkAlienation and Mental î-Icalth
Outlined on page 173 [FIGURE 16.15] is a modelwhere the relation between work content and mental health is rcgarded witii the perception of workas an intervening variable. In other words, weassume that the difTerence of ego-relevant satisfaction of needs from work affects the relation between work content and mental hcalth in animportant way. As we see it, these difTerences ofneeds satisfaction derived from the same type ofwork, are flot a question of biological differences inthe structure of needs or pcrsonality between different individuals, but rather a question of differences in aspirations and norms acquired by theindividual during the course of his upbringing
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TABLE 16.2
NUMBER 0F PEOPLE IN GROUPS WITH DIFFERENT DEGREES 0F WORK ALIENATION

INTERESTINO WORK FRELDOM AND CONTROL MENTAL STRESS SOCIAL INTERACTIONIN WORKP&P E P&P E P&P E P&P E• N% N% N% N% N% N% N% N%96 23 98 16 46 11 127 20 75 18 120 19 39 9 81 1311 179 43 293 47 184 44 246 39 203 49 294 47 193 47 287 45III 139 34 236 37 184 44 254 41 136 33 213 3+ 182 44rn, 265 42
I Perceives prescnt I Pcrccivcs I = Pcrccivcs I = Pcrccivcswork monotonous Iow frccdom high mental socialand contrai in stress in isolation inprcscnt work prcsent work prcscnt workII s In bctwcen II = In bctwccn II In bctwkcn 11 = InbetwccnIii Perccivcs prcscnt III = Pcrccivcs 1H = Pcrccivcs 1H = Pcrccivcswork interesting high frecdom low mental frccdom forand control in stress in social interpresent work prcscnt work action in
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and/or diverse experiences of the job world. ThesedilTerences of aspirations are bound up with suchfactors as age, social and economic background,sex, education and nationality. The group hereunder study is vcry homogencous in terms of education: 82 per cent in pulp and paper and 93 per centin engineering did not go bcyond elementaryschool. The pulp and paper industry employs no) forcign labour, while the population of the engineering industry includes 9 per cent of foreignorigin, but these persons have been naturalizedSwedes for many years. Both samples containabout 10 per cent of women, but they have been(D excluded from these analyses in order to eliminatethe influences of sex-determined aspiration levelson the relations between work content and mentalhealth that we wish to study here. Sexual differences of work perception and absenteeism are
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discussed in a separate study, where wc ht’ve alsoobtained instruments to permit comparisons of
men and womcn pursuing similar work (Gardeli,Baneryd et al. 1968). Thc age cfTects have hecn
kept under control by studying thc connexionswithin each group scparatcly.

The resuits so far produccd arc prescntcd in
FIGURES 16.16 and 16.17. What FIGURE 16.16 re
veals first of ail is that a larger proportion of mdi
viduals in the group pcrforrning tasks of low workcomplexity feci their work to bc monotonous, whilc
a larger proportion of the group performing tasks
of high work complexity perceives its work to beinteresting. This finding stands out with specialclarity for the engineering industry. In pulp andpaper the work is feit to be morotonous and interesting by roughly equal proportions. This factmust be continually borne in mmd, and, as we have
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aiready shown carlier, the relations between work
complexity and work alienation are particularly
distinct in thc engineering industry.

Secondly, and this is important, the diagram
shows that differences of work alicnation for the
satne type of work content are accompanied by
differences of mental health for ail variables in
both the engineering and pulp and paper indus
tries. The dilTerences are significant for ail variables
in the engineering industry but only for the vari
ables of general Jife satisfaction and sclf-estecm—
feeling of prestige in pulp and paper. This finding
holds, irrespective of whether it is based on jobs
of low or high work complexity, and k is equally
valid for younger and older workcrs [FIGURE 16.171.
Thirdly, the diagram shows no differences in the
mental health variables betwcen individuals in jobs

of varying coznplexity aCter allowance is made for
the perception of ego-relevant nccds satisfaction.
From this the most reasonable conclusion to draw
seems to bc that the significance of work content
for the individual’s mental hcalth is influenced by
his level of aspirations and the satisfaction with
work derived therefrom. If this icvel is low for
soirie reason, k is manifcsted both in less pro
nounced work alicnation and higher mental hcalth.

Thc import of this finding—put in a perspective
of practical policy—seerns open to dcbate. In the
first place, k must be remcmbercd that a rclatively
small part of the total group engaged in unfrec and
unskiiled jobs perceive their work to be interesting.
Most peopie in these jobs feci their work to bc un
interesting and non-involving, and they also hold a
pronounced instrumental attitudeto iL [sec FIGURE
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16.2 and pp. 162 and 163]. As we demonstrated
earlier, there is a direct connexion bctwcen mental
health and the sociotechnical and economic con
ditions of work, which becomes especially con
spicuous when we combine the freedom and
qualification aspects of work with income and
method of wage payment [FlouREs 16.9 and 16.10].
In the second place, it is extremely doubtful on
grounds cf democratic values, whether work satis
faction, self-estcem and general life satisfaction

should be uphcld for large groups hy Iowcring
their level of aspirations. To accept such an argu
ment is to encourage a conscrvatism that does flot
challenge the fairncss of prcvailing notions in
orgaflization thcory and rational ization philosophy.
In its ultimate consequence that iniplies an accept
ance in principle of the structure of socicty and the
job world, regardlcss of liow it is constituted. The
values which underlie this study make us more
inclined flot to accept low aspirations and resigna
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tion medianisms as desirable, since these in a
broader perspective retard a developinent towards
deepencd democracy and seif-realization in the
world of work. It is also probable thât the level of
aspirations, which now toicrates the unfree and
unskilled jobs, will change in the direction of in
creased demands for freedom and influence in con
sequence of higher educational attainments, more
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permissive forms of upl)ringlng and schooling, and
50 on. In Swcden, we can already discern clear
signs in this direction.

Dcgrce of Mcchanization, Work Alicnation and
Mental Hcalth
In an earlier work (Dahistrom, Gardeli et al. 1966)
we discussed the psychological significance of mech
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anization, ssuming therein a U-sliapcd connexion

bctwecn dcgrce cf niechanization and work aliena.

tien. The reason for this assuniption is that both

freedom and qualification aspects of highly rnech.

anized work will be restorcd to values resembling

those existing in craftcd types of production, even

though the tasks involved are otherwise cf vcry

difrerent character; the knowledge content and

manual skills are highly divergent, etc. On psycho

logical grounds, we have assumed that these

obvious differences betwcen craft methods of pro

duction and highly automatic processes are of lesser

importance; what is important instead is to have

very similar determinants of frec and skilled action.

This is by way of saying that craft methods (low

degree of mechanization) and the monitoring of

automatic processes (high dcgree of mechanization)

are pretty much of a piece in that both greatly

diverge from work produced by semi-automatic

methods where frcedom and skilled action are

severely circumscribed.
Ta test this assumption, we have drawn upon

ratings of work content made by our tcchnical

experts, and upon data relating to thc length of the

operational cycle, to define three groups which we

think essentially, albeit schematically, describe the

development of mechanization. The first group,

which we cail crafts, consists of individuals per

forming a skilled trade that does flot have any

elear operational cycle. This group comprises 161

individuals takcn from both tise engineering and

pulp and papcr industries. Most of its niembers

are tool-workcrs and maintenance mcn. The

second group consists of individuals in jobs that

the experts classificd as nsachine-controllcd manual

work with an operational cycle lasting flot more

than one minute. This group is cxclusively re

cruitcd from tise engineering indust.ry and sub

sumes a number of dif[crcnt trades. The third

group consists cf individuals whose work was

classificd as process monitoring or tue operation

of complicatcd mcchanical systems. This group

is niainly rccruited from the pulp and papcr in

dustry, in particular workcrs in digester houses,

bleaching plants and at papcr-making machines.’

Tue mechanization scaic thus defined has been

conspared with .ratings of degrec of mechanization

based on a scalc constructcd by Bright (1958). Ex.

pressed as an association cocfflcient, the con-cia

tion bctwecn the scales is 0.62. Chi’, based on a

3X3 table, is 2701934. Degrce of frccdom 4 and

P=0.0000.
As will be scen from TADLE 16.3, tIse vocational

training required of thcsc groups varies greatly.

Tise table shows that training requircmcnts are

2 The greater number corne f rom Gruvâns Bruk, rc

garded as one of the rnost tcchnically advanced paper-miils

in Europe, with computer-controllcd paper machines, etc.

s
TABLE 16.3

RELATION BETWEEN DEGREE 0F MECHANIZATION AND TRAINING REQUIREMENTS

DEOREE 0F
MORE TItAN 1/2 YEAR— 3 wzxcs— 3 DAYS— LESS TItAN

MEGHAr4IZATION 2 yits 2 yp.s 1/2 YE 3 wzs 3 DAYS

I Low=crafts N=161 159 99% 2 1% — — — — — —

II Medium =machine-controlled

repeutivework N=137 — — 17 12% 47 34% 52 38% 21 15%

III High=proccss monitoring

N’=54. 10 19% 12 22% 31 57% 1 2% — —

TABLE 16.4

RELATION BETWEEN DEGREE 0F MECHANIZATION AND WORK COMPLEXITY

DEOREZ 0F MECRANIZATION
WORX COMPLEXITY SIONIFICANCE

I Low=crafts
4.17 1- lI p(t)=0.000

II Medium=machine-controlled repetitive work 1.72 11.111 p(t)=0.000

III High=proocu monitoring
3.61 1411 p(t)=0.000
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greatest for the crafts (low dcgree of mechanization)( •nd least for the repetitive
jobs (medium degrec of mechanization). As a rule,the pmccss monitor5 (high degree Qf mechanization)must meet a high training qualification, though• not to the saine extent as for the crafts.

4.

SOCIAL INTERACTION

3.5

L0

It is essential for our theory that the frecdomand qualification aspects of work are fairly equiva.lent for low and high degrec of mechanizationand that they rank high, i.e. favourably for ego.relevant satisfaction of needs. By contrast, weassume substantial curtailments in these respects
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Fia. 16.18. Degrec o! mechanization and work alienation.



I — II p(t)—O.214 (N.S.)
!I —III p(t).0.000

I —III p(t)’.O.007

X — IX p(t)—O.fl81 (N.S.)
II —III p(t).O.039
I —III p(t)..0.75O (N.S.)

Fia. 16.19. Degrec of mechanization and mental health.
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for niacliinc-controllcd jobs wbich bave a mcdium
degrec of mcdanization. Wc have, thcrcforc, re
Iated our schematic niechanization scale to the
general structural measurc, work complexity, with
results that appear in TAIlLE 16.4. This table shows
tliat free and skiiled action is subject to strong limi
tations in madline-controiled repetitive jobs Com
parcd with other groups. In other words, the
developinent from iow to medium degrec of rnech
anization greatly curtails freedom in respect of
physical movement, variety of tasks, control over
working pace and methods,and social interactions,
and it also imposes severe limitations on the under
taking of skillcd action, participation in decision
making processes and the iike. A transition f rom
medium to high degrec of mechanization serves to
restore some of thesc factors to values resembling
those which hold for craft-bascd jobs. Certain
important exceptions bere have to do with control
over work methods and work planning, which
instead diminishes furthcr with a liigh degrce of
inechanization.

An additional curtailn’ient of frcedom in con-
flexion with medium degree of nwchanization is

t that ail of the jobs involved arc paid by the piece.
Hourly rates are in force for 83 per cent of the

who enter into the crafts group, and for
100 per cent of those who perform monitoring
work. The group cngaged in machinc-controlled
rcpetitive jobs undergoes further strains in the
form of high noise leveis and uncomfortable
operating positions. Noise levels exceeding 110 dB
were mcasured for 56 per cent in this group as
comparcd with 1 per cent and 6 per cent in the
craft and monitoring groups respectively. For 81
per cent of the group, it was found that they carry
out their work in a standing position ail the rime;
this compares, with 4 per cent of the craft-workers,
and with none of the process mon itot1.

FIGURES 16.18 (a ami b) and 16. 19 (a ami b)
illustrate thc dcgrce of mcchanization on the one
hand, and work alienation and mental hcaith on
the other. These diagrams conclusivcly show that
the dilTcrcnces cf frccdom, qualification rcquirc
inents and physical stresses, wliicli as wc demon
stratcd carlier characterize the various degrees of
inechanization, are also aconipanicd b)’ sul)stantial
dilTerences of both alienation and mental health.
Wc accordingly find that the crnphasis on more
efficient operations (rationalization), as crnbodied
by greater specialization, more forward planning
and greatef control of the individual’s work by
machincry, leads to increascd work. alienation and
poorer mental heaith. In the case of automatic
processes, for which it was notcd that some frecdom
and qualification factors are restorcd, work aliena
tion diminishes and thc lcvei of mental health is
raiscd, though flot to thc same level as for low
degrees of mechanization.

SUMMARY

Two psychologically important aspects of task
organization and job content are identiuicd in mass-
production and process industries, namcly:
1. Worker frccdom and con trol.
2. Qualification level requircd.
A general measure of work structure, hased on
these dimensions, is constnictcd, and, togcther
with income and pay systeni, relatcd to difTerent
aspects cf work alienation and mental health.
Severe restrictions in worker frcedoni and control,
and in qualifications required are found to be
related to increased work alienation and lowered
level of mental health. A U.shaped relationship
with degree of mechanization is demonstrated re
garding bot.h freedom-qualification aspects of job
content and work alienation mental health.
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1 Background

1.1 Introduction

Developments in the external environment, as represented by rivers, lakes
and seas, the air space above streets, expanses of plains and uplands, the
sou in which food is cultivated and the ground beneath our feet, have
attracted widespread attention and concern. However, “environment”
embraces the totality of surroundings in which we live: during the day
with work and rest, during the year with its rhythm of changing pursuits,
and in the course of a lifetime with its different phases of growth and
nurture, activity in work and ageing towards the end of the life cycle.
In this respect the problems that affect the safety, health and well-being
of man at the place where he works—the human work environment—is
of great concern.

1.2 The work environment and technological advance

Anxieties over the work environment are by no means restricted to
countries with a high economic standard of living. The surge of in
dustrialization is headiong ail over the world. Famine and poverty are
being fought with methods of production that are largely transmitted
from the already highly industrialized countries, but which must be
applied in societies where the conditions differ in whole or in part from
those where these methods were gradually evolved. Besides, this process
is proceeding at a tempo which allows even Iess lime for adjustment to
the conditions under which individuals are supposed to live and work.
The problems thus brought to the fore must be seen in relation to our
knowledge that industrialization including the corresponding transforma
tion of economy and urbanization, has, in many respects, been a painful
process in those countries which now have a high GNP.
0f late many industrial countries have shown rapidly increased interest
in problems of the work environment. Greater demands have been raised
to abate the risk of accidents and to reduce the perils to health of the
working population. At the same time there has been constantly growing
awareness in many countries that the cost of production must include flot
only the cost of materials and straight wages, but also the price of not
inflicting unnecessary damage or destruction on the external environ
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ment, as well as the price to be paid for protecting the physical and
mental health of employees.
Today, moreover, it lies readier to hand to intervene technically in these
processes than was earlier thought feasible. There are many reasons for
this. An accelerated rate of technological advance exposes us flot only
to new perils in the form of faster and more powerful vehicles and
allergies to new substances in our daily rounds. We are also being given
devices that reduce or eliminate dangerous operations: fork trucks per
form lifts that would otherwise cause many back injuries, new vacuum
suction equiprnent eliminates the risk of silicosis for workers engaged in
rock-drilling, etc. If we can design an aircraft cockpit so that the pilot
can take in ail instruments at a glance, the better to enable him to re
spond promptly and correctly to any upcoming situation without having
to exert himself unduly or to end up in physiologicaily unsuitable pos
tures, then many other problems of control, as in driving compartrnents
and switch towers, are amenable to similar solutions.
The big, spectacular events also have their importance. If we can safely
get the crew of a space capsule past the scorching barrier of reentry into
the earth’s atrnosphere, then we may also be provided with opportunities
for protecting the workers at smelting plants against high temperatures.
This is flot so much a question of technical spin-off effects as of the
overwhelming conclusiveness that cornes from a “showcase” demonstra
tion. If technoiogy can help us solve a very cornplicated space problern,
the realization will dawn that a feasible answer is also forthcoming for
more earth-bound problerns.
However, the answers to these problems are less frequentiy self-evident,
nor do they adrnit of solutions unless one is familiar with their special
character. The first stage of solving a technical problem consists in
defining the problem, delimiting it, quantifying its different components,
dividing it up into various sub-problems, looking for solutions to these,
and combining them into a favourable whole.
For this purpose great importance attaches to rnetrology or the science
of measurement. A great deal has happened and is happening in this
field. Moreover, further advances are in prospect as investigators need
more refined instruments to describe the processes and situations they
have selected for study.
Much ought to be achievable with the use of already known techniques
for solving problems at workplaces. This is truc, for instance, of a great
many noise problems. In the longer run, what is even rnore important
than protecting workers against noise is to arrange workplaces and to

design machines and other equipment that obviate exposure to harmful
noise in the first place. The relevant operating variables here are choice
of materials, engineering design, location of equipment and plant layout.
Stepwise rneasures may be appropriate, as in providing workers with
noise-control equipment, until results are forthcoming from the redesign
of machinery and sirnilar projects which necessarily take more time.
By the same token, existing technology can be made to improve con
ditions in one field after another. For example devices which exhaust
poisonous or allergy-inducing solvents bring about improvement in some
cases. In other cases it is better to replace one solvent with another
which produces similar technical effects but does not have the same
occupational drawbacks. A third approach is to replace the original pro
cedure with a closed process where nobody cornes into touch with the
solvent.
These examples could be multiplied rnany tirnes over. Inasmuch as
technology has advanced, the number of technical combinations that
suggest themselves for the solution of a given problem have increased
even more sharply. The possible combinations comprise the basis for
bringing out new products, for inventions or innovations. At the same
time it forms the bases for permitting one and the same product to be
made in different ways, flot only means of completely new processes but
also on the strength of major or minor modifications in existing pro-
cesses.
Many operations and cycles involved in the manufacture of ordinary
products emerged when the technical options were fewer, when flot as
rnany means were available or conceivable for achieving the same end.
This is a plausible explanation for rnany of the problems that beset today’s
workplaces. Yet at the same time it signifies an opportunity to improve
or solve many of the work-environment issues that now stand out as
serious and exigent.
In its most sweeping application the mode herein described for modifying
parts of the processes can lead to the adoption of quite different manu
facturing methods for putting out the same products. However, it is stiil
assurned that this has been donc with the application of known tech
nology.
None the less, these possibilities can be further extended if one in
troduces the potential inherent in new technical processes or elements.
This may relate, for instance, to the use of a material having predeter
mmcd properties and which as such has been “tailor-made” for the
particular task. It may relate to a new principle of mechanical moulding
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or to a new technique of chemical separation. In that way the modifica

tion potential can be enlarged to embrace the bringing out of brand new

processes or the launching of an alternative technology. Obviously, the

new process must stand up to critical examination and evaluation from
different angles, including that of the work environment. Be that as it

may, it ought to be clear that questions of the work environment are

every bit as deserving of professional consideration as (say) market

questions when it cornes to defining bench marks for the development
of an alternative technology.
A valuable instrument in activities of this kind should be the utilization

of special work-environment laboratories. Current work operations can

be critically examined in such facilities, in sorne cases by building up
essential segments of the operations, introducing modifications and then

testing them. This can be done without making expensive interventions

in the day-to-day course of production. Studies on a model scale can also

offer valuable leads. The technique of employing analog and digital

computers to simulate different processes offers other means of testing

and evaluating combinations that would otherwise be completely un

thinkable.
It should be emphasized that the technical measures must flot be viewed

in isolation. Social, psychological, economic and legal factors are es

sential ingredients of the work-environment complex. Thus in the absence

of compelling reasons the demands of the individual, group, society and1

international organizations should flot diverge by many powers of ten

between different work sectors. This problem can be illustrated with

reference to the unlike criteria that are imposed in nuclear engineering

and traffic engineering. Without wishing to imply that safety standards

in the nuclear engineering sector should be lessened, we question the

rationale that for decades has accepted the high rate of casualties and

risks on our roads and highways. In aviation the work of pilots must

comply with high safety standards, and that is no doubt justified. But

it may legitimately be asked why similar standards have flot been re

quired of the people who drive buses and trucks. In ah probability

equally valid comparisons could be drawn between sectors of the working

community.
The exploitation of known technology or the development of new tech

nology aimed at improving conditions of different workplaces is a task

deserving of the highest priority. But it is a task that must be pursued

systematically. It is ail well and good to have new and better solutions

emerge spontaneously, but that is flot enough. The existing problems

are already too numerous and often overly complicated: in other words,
we cannot afford merely to wait for the spontaneous solutions to turn up.
Manufacturing firms, industries, safety authorities and even trade unions
and employer organizations must systematically identify problem areas,
define sub-problems and by commissioning experts to tackie them,
explore for solutions. Public bodies entrusted with the responsibility for
R & D programmes in technology, medicine and the behavioral sciences
must support, initiate and coordinate research and educational projects
that (1) lay a better general foundation for concrete solutions; and (2)
open opportunities for new or alternative processes which permit equally
good products to be made without infhicting deleterious effects either
on the work environment or on the external environment.

1.3 Structural change and the urbanization process in Sweden. The
changing structure of the cconomy

The rapid process of structural change in the Swedish economy can be
best illustrated with reference to the distribution of gainfully employed

Agriculture, forestry and fishing 20 17 12 9 6

Mining and manufacturing 32 30 31 30 27

Construction and power generation 9 9 10 10 10

Distributive trades, transportation
and private services 29 31 31 31 32

Public services 10 12 15 20 24

The most conspicious trends are the sharply declining proportion of the
labour force engaged in agriculture and fishing—which is typical of the
industrial countries—and the vigorously expanding service sector (em
ploying more than 50 % of the labour force in 1970), especially the
public services, where education, social welfare and care of the sick
particularly require more personnel. However, even the apparently stable

persons among different sectors over a 25-year period.

Table J. Distribution of the labour force by economic sectors, 1950—75, in
per cent

1950 1960 1965 1970 1975

Sources: The Long-term Surveys: Svensk ekonomi 1966—1970, SOU 1966: 1 and

Svensk ekonomi 1971—1975, SOU 1970: 71
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sectors are undergoing considerable changes as regards the structure of
industries and firms. A declining proportion of total employment is
mainly accounted for by the textile, apparel and leather products in
dustries, at the same time that engineering (fabricated metal products,
machinery and transport equipment) is enlarging its share of the man
ufacturing labour force.
The elapsed part of this period has witnessed major changes of corporate
structure in the form of combines (mergers and long-term pooling ar
rangements), plant shutdowns and production cutbacks. From 1958 to
1969 the number of known combines rose from about 60 to nearly 400,
most of them in the engineering industry. Large firms have increasingly
resorted to collaboration, flot least of international scope, in preference
to other measures of rationalization or expansion. A growing proportion
of the shutdowns seems to be taking place in f irms that entered into
mergers only a couple of years earlier.
Changes in the structure of manufacturing industry, as measured by
the size of establisments, were flot especially great in the period from
1950 to 1967: in spite of fewer manual workers employed by the smallest
companies (those with no more than 10 workers) and a slight increase in
the number employed in “big companies” (with more than 1000 work
ers), Sweden is stili a country of small-scale enterprise. A clearer in
dicator of the dynamics involved in the process of structural change is
the incidence of corporate exits and entries in specific industries. Figure
1 cails attention to the growing number of advance notices of plant shut
downs and production cutbacks that have been filed with the labour
market authorities in the past decade. Figure 2 shows that the most
adverse impacts have been visited upon the textile and apparel indus
tries. However, even the largest industry, engineering, has feit the force
of rationalizations, and the same holds true of lumber and wood prod
ucts. It will be clearly seen from the diagram that (notices of) shutdowns
turned sharply upwards after 1963 and that the number of employees
affected have increased at the same rate. In other words, the necessary
redeployment of displaced manpower has assumed proportions such as
to give rise to considerable difficulties even when new job openings are
available. A changing society imposes great demands in the way of
mobility and adaptability. Many of the displaced are able to cope by
dint of their own efforts and with the assistance of the Swedish Labour
Market Board; for the most part, however, successful readjustment is
confined to younger persons and the well-educated.
The problem is most serious for those groups who are already dis-

Estabtishments

hOO

advantaged in some way: the elderly, the less-educated, women and the
handicapped. Follow-up studies of plant/firm shutdowns and production
cutbacks have shown that

(j) the majority of “redundant” personnel can admittedly be af
forded new employment almost immediately, but that some of them
transfer to new jobs only after experiencing a period of unemploy
ment; that many feel they have changed for the worse as regards
pay, physical or mental strain and/or work environment and job
satisfaction in general;

(ii) some of the redundant enter retraining programmes or undertake
relief work, while others enrol in public schemes of vocational
rehabilitation and are reduced to sheltered employment;

(iii) some of the redundant remain unemployed and stop looking for
work; they leave the labour force, i.e. are no longer counted as
unemployed even though that is what they are in the real sense.

300

200

100

Figure I
Advance notices of plant shutdowns, 1960—1970, by establishments
Source: National Labour Market Board

1960 -61 -62-63 -64 -65 -66 -67 -68 -69 -70
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In many cases these changes involve losses of welfare resulting from the
abandonment of accustomed surroundings, difficulties of adjustment,
and social isolation
Yet plant shutdowns, with the demands for readjustment and the fre
quent unemployment they bring in their train, do not present the sole
element of risk for the labour force, nor even the most important one.
A great many more persons by far lose their jobs when companies reduce
their payrolls, while yet another large number are the object of in-plant
transfers.
As a matter of course, structural change in Swedish society has affected
and is affected by the Swedish migration process and has given rise to
population movements on a big scale.

1.4 Plant location and urbanization

During the past few decades there has been a mass exodus from the
counties of Northern Sweden (Norrland) and other woodland tracts to
the southern and middle parts of the country, with most of the con
centration confined to two regions: the one coextensive with the lakes of
Màlaren and Hjilmaren; the other in the southwest, extending roughly
from Gateborg down to Malmô—Lund.
At the same time people are settiing in the larger and more densely
populated areas of the country as a whole.
The resuit of these population movements is to confront society with
two problem complexes: on the one hand, there are the rural-to-urban
drift and the problems of sparse settlement in Sweden’s northern regions;
on the other hand, there is the growth of metropolitan areas in southern
and central Sweden. By international yardsticks the latter problems are
of relatively modest scope. By contrast, the “outback” problems represent
a cumulative process, which may be considered highly specific for Swe
den owing to its intractable character.
One way of shedding light on these problems is the following: As of 1965,
15 % of the woodland-county population lived in urban settlements (as
defined for census purposes), as against 45 % of the population in the
rest of Sweden. At the same time the woodland counties accounted for
23 % of the national population but only 9 % of the people who lived
in urban settlements with more than 30,000 inhabitants.
The outback or sparse-settiement problem is caused in large part by
the fact that Sweden does not have any large clusters of population that
can develop into so-called growth points.

in thousands
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Figure 2
Number of employees affected by advance notices of plant shutdowns and
production cutbacks, 1960—1970
Soitrce: National Labour Market Board
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To what factors may this trend be attributed? It derives in large part
from the economic structure that formerly prevailed in the woodland
counties, where people used to be entirely dependent on the Jogging in
dustry and its offshoot lines of manufacture. These sectors have under
gone considerable rationalization and concentration in recent decades.
The result has been for the companies to concentrate their production
in certain regionally defined areas, where they have been given access
to a differentiated labour market, economies of scale and greater market
ing potentials. At the same time increased prosperity has altered the pat
tern of consumer demand, a trend that has visited its most adverse
impact on the agricultural sector.
Most of the migrants are young people between the ages of 25 and 34.
The departure of these heavy consumers affects the consumption pat
tern in areas of in- and out-migration. In consequence the supply of
services diminishes in sparsely settled areas while it enlarges in the
regions of in-migration. Other changes arise as well. As more people
leave an area they gradually remove the supporting base of more and
more activities, such as schools, shops, retail establishments, dwellings,
communications etc.
It is evident from the table that the regions, in terms of this size break
down, greatly differ from one another with reference to net migration,

Table 2. Certain differences between regians in terms of the their size

Groups of A-regions Average do- Average Number of Number
ordered by population mestic net income vacancies employed
base in tbe component migration per employce in relation to per 100
regions 1961—1965 1967 number of head of

unemployed population
avtumn 1965 1.11. 1965

29— 59,000 —7.0 SKr 19,275 1.04 41.4
60— 95,000 —4.0 “ 19,379 1.15 41.4
96—132,000 —1.4 “ 19,666 2.04 42.6

133—184,000 +0.4 “ 20,570 1.92 43.8

Gôteborg/Malmô/

Lund/Helsingborg/
Landskrona +6.8 “ 23,751 4.55 45.9

Stockholm/Sàdertâlje +6.9 “ 26,681 6.67 47.6

average income, vacancies per unemployed, and rates of participation
in the labour force. The large regions consistently have high net im
migration, high average income, many vacancies per employed and high
rates of participation. The latter finding should be interpreted to mean
that a certain degree of underemployment actually obtains in regions of
depopulation with a weak industrial base, which is bound to impede the
placement of marginal labour. Conversely, the regions of expansion are
50 beset by labour shortages that the working community can even absorb
people who do not meet the occupational definition of “able-bodied”.
Tying in with the earlier discourse on the distribution of different pop
ulation concentrations, we find that the woodland counties with their
low population densities have high volumes of out-migration, low average
income, few vacancies and low rates of participation in the labour force.
That pretty well sums up both the causes and effects of out-migration.
Since these regions have few jobs to offer, young people leave to obtain
employment and make use of their education. Those who stay behind
are older persons, poorly educated and with incomes at a low level. This
being so, it later becomes very difficult to generate a process of economic
growth, since both a stable population base and a reservoir of trained
manpower are lacking.
In seeking to promote the growth of regional population and employ
ment opportunities, the community at large is mainly concerned to
achieve balanced expansion in selected regions based on promising nodal
or growth points.
Other regions that do not offer long-term prospects of economic ex
pansion are to be given opportunities to achieve a balanced concentra
tion.
ÏJp to now, however, it bas not been possible to achieve the goal of a
more balanced development, in other words to prevent the severe social
and economic problems that have been generated in large parts of the
country by the concurrent processes of urban growth and rural depop
ulation.

1.5 Changing value judgments

The changes in individual values that can be observed and that can be
expected should be seen as concequences of the structural changes dis
cussed earlier. These shifting value judgments cannot be viewed in isola
tion from changes in the human condition. Technological advance opens
up opportunities for a higher standard of living, which in turn means thatSource: SOU 1970: 15, p. 7:25
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it takes less effort to satisfy the basic human needs of food, clothing and
shelter. Thanks to collective arrangements for security, it becomes less
imperative upon individuals to plan for future difficuities. This permits
the adoption of freer attitudes to work situations and may resuit in
demands on higher standards of safety and health at work. The policy
of full employment creates.—especially during boom periods—severe la
bour shortages, which widens the range of options available to individuals
in the working community, as a result, supervisors are under greater
pressure to adapt tasks and working conditions so as to meet individual
wishes.
Over and above this liberty-creating process, the prolongation of com
pulsory schooling has given individuals (especially those in their younger
years) increased resources, broadened interests and heightened aspira
tions and expectations as regards their work and living standard. The
altered pattern of education acts in several different ways. First, the
actual time spent in school has lengthened; second, the body of subject
matter taught has been broadened; and third, the values imparted by the
school have become less dogmatic. Further, the actual teaching situation,
the role of teachers and the socializing function of the school have ail
changed. Lastly, prolonged schooling makes pupils older and more in
dependent by the time they enter the job world.
Changes in the educational systems successively alter the determinants of
the national life as new cohorts take over. By contrast the mass media
irnpinge directly on larger segments of the population. The information
that is daily communicated by feature articles, news services and the
like can be compared with the education given in the school. Knowledge
of conditions in other parts of the world, as well as of the philosophies
and value judgments of other peoples, has increased phenomenally with
the advent of television.
From this it follows that the opportunities of individuals—the young
ones in particular—to assert themselves and their values have changed.
That is sometimes interpreted to mean that their demands and expecta
tions have grown, and sometimes that they have become less tolerant
to the non-satisfaction of their wishes. These changes first manifested
themselves among students who spend the Iongest time in education,
but they are now also observable at industrial workplaces, especially as
reflected by the mounting difficulties of recruiting young persons. Height
ened aspirations, fired by demands for a better “quality of life” and
greater seif-fulfillment, are also addressed to the job world, even though
work itself is being accorded Iess importance as compared with leisure,

family life, education etc. To an increasing extent the job world will be
asked to offer more interesting tasks o perform, new systems of rewards
and so forth.
Lengthening education, mounting self-esteem, the demand for individ
uality and the de-emphasis put on economic necessities: ah these things
also lead to demands for altered social relations. This is partly manifested
in “anti” reactions to authorities, leadership, social institutions, previously
accepted ground rules, standards and laws. Within the family circle the
effect has been to widen the gap between generations.
Attempts to combine the need of cooperation with growing demands for
individuahity have taken many different forms. Examples consist of
working teams, mass meetings, volunteer groups dedicated to such goals
as community improvement, organized demonstrations and perhaps even
wildcat strikes as well. A new and more widely accepted compromise
between community and individuahity has yet to be achieved.
In the job world the search for such a compromise is reflected by growing
demands for a participative say in the shaping of work environments, in
the performance of tasks and selection of supervisors, and a mounting
insistence on the curtailments of rights of managers to “direct and assign
the work”.

1.6 The democratization process in Sweden

Labour and management face one another in Sweden as two strongly
organized forces. Trade Unions were formed at an early stage of Swe
den’s late industrial revolution, gained strength quickly and in 1898
established a central organization, the Confederation of Swedish Trade
Unions (Landsorganisationen i Sverige, LO). The Swedish Employers
Confederation (Svenska Arbetsgivarefàreningen, SAF) was formed four
years later. Disputes were bitter in those initial years, culminating in the
general strike of 1909. Although this was the hast time the organizations
tried to break each other in open strike, they continued to regard conflict
as the chief means of settiing differences until the 1930’s. In 1938 SAF
and LO adopted their Basic Agreement (the “Saltsjâbaden Agree
ment”), which outhines a negotiating procedure to deal with disputes
and prohibits a number of direct actions. However, this agreement says
very littie about other working conditions, which were left for the em
ployer alone to decide. Here the trade unions took a defensive position:
they reserved the right to react to obvious disarnenities such as safety
hazards, but did flot lay daim to active participation in the shaping of
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work practices, technical equipment, organization and environment.
The first breakthrough in these roles assumed by the two organizations
came around the lime of World War II. In the controlled wartime and
postwar economy ail parties were interested in more efficient allocation
of productive resources and in increased production, especially in manu
facturing industry. Mechanization and rationalization altered the em
ployee’s workday. Tasks were simplified and greater weight was attached
to quantity than to quality and skill of workmanship. This trend was
accentuated by the proliferation of incentive pay schemes in various
forms. The process of readjustment that was forced upon the majority
of employees was perceived by many to be both painful and repugnant.
It was at this juncture that a number of moulds were created to facilitate
cooperation between the employers and trade unions.
Thus the operation of joint committees enabled employees to keep
themselves informed about planned changes in technical equipment,
environment and organization. The plans were discussed, and the em
ployees could make available their experience and know-how so that
any implemented change would also allow for their difficulties of
adjustment. Practical experience of enterprise councils, which for the
most part were vested only with advisory powers vis-a-vis corporate
managements, indicated a low degree of employee involvement in the
redesign of working conditions. This defensive posture has also charac
terized the behavior of employees on these bodies.
The agreement on joint committees did flot signify any major shift of
responsibility between the labour market parties in terms of the activities
they pursued. As far as the employer was concerned, this form of co
operation was a necessary precondition if the technical-economic de
velopment was to lead to optimal increases in productivity. The trade
unions concentrated for their part on the use and allocation of the now
rapidly increasing production result. Real wages went up, working hours
were shortened and the system of social security to deal with unemploy
ment, illness and old age was expanded. The reforming ambitions were
usuaily so intense that the trade unions themselves often spurred the
drive to make industries and firms more efficient.
Bit by bit, the work of the labour market organizations was centralized.
Negotiations on pay and conditions of employment were moved up to the
national level. The contents of collective agreements were enlarged so
as to leave only insignificant bargaining issues to be settled at the local
level. Most of the negotiations conducted by the parties in the individual
firm came to be concerned with applying the provisions of the centrally

drafted agreements. In these negotiations both sides were put under the
obligation to keep tlie industrial peace.
The consequences of structural and technical rationalization, and of the
rising material standard described earlier, face the labour market or
ganizations with the task of devising new arrangements to resolve their
differences. More and more of the expectations that members put into
their trade union have to do with in-plant factors that must be tackled
by the local chapters. It will then be up to the central organizations to
provide facilities that will enable the local organizations to take decisions
right on the spot.

The foregoing involves problems of the work environment, where
health risks are increasing rapidly in a number of areas.
It involves labour market pro blems which arise when tasks are stan
dardized and performance demands pushed to the point where large
groups of older and partially disabled employees risk being eliminated
from the labour market.
It involves the diminished job satisfaction associated with increasingly
repetitive and constrained tasks and with monotonous monitoring and
control functions.
It involves the employee’s growing aspirations to independence, to
participation in planning, decision-making and the assumption of
responsibility in his own work and the upgrading of his skills.
It involves a desire for a change of relations inside the firms in the
same direction as that taken by the democratization of the larger
society outside.

To promote these objectives the trade unions will naturally want to
develop the cooperation on advisory bodies towards an increasingly
greater say in the performance of management and supervisory func
tions. The parties must jointly explore new approaches to the operation
of rationalization programmes and the design of the work organization.
One way that suggests itself here is to restore segments of planning,
decision-making and control of performance to the production workers
in group form and thereby impart a more varied content and greater
challenge to their jobs. This would also fail in line with the democratiza
tion of on-the-job relations that is being impelled by developments in the
larger society.
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1.7 Summary

Hardly any of the features of technological advance, structural change
and urbanization that have been briefly described above are peculiar to
Sweden. They closely coincide with familar tendencies in many of the
world’s highly industrialized societies. It cannot be justifiably asserted
that new technicai methods are applied more quickly or on a greater
scale in Sweden then anywhere else, that firms are concentrating here
into larger entities with exceptionai speed or that the urbanization pro
cess leads to the formation of agglomerated settiements which can be
called extremeiy large by international comparison. What is typicai to
Sweden is the lofty ambition of its weifare-economics objective, which
flot oniy has the quantitative aspect of striving towards a high employ
ment level but aLso qualitative aspects: to give people a wider range
of choice in the tasks they perform, to create good work environments,
and to prevent the social and economic strains that follow in the wake
of structural change.
Mention has already been made of how improved education has served
to intensify demands in terms of job satisfaction and industrial democ
racy. Generaliy speaking, there is growing awarness of conflicts between
profit-oriented efficiency goals and social welfare goals and on the
enterprise level the problem may be how much of available resources
should be used for increasing production (and salary) and how much
for improving work environment. These conflicts are exacerbated by the
fact that Swedish industry’s dependence on foreign trade requires it to
become more competitive, at the same tirne that the modem industrial
environment tends to subject people to greater mental and—to some
extent—physical stresses. The remarks made in the sections that follow
are to be interpreted as attempts by the Welfare State to solve this con
flict situation: preventive measures in the field of industriai safety,
irnproved programmes of occupational heaith services, efforts to adapt
the machine to man and to hurnanize the work organization with the
aid of ergonomics—this whole compiex of measures seeks to augment
the goal of employment poiicy defined by ILO (“full, productive and
freely chosen employment for ail”) with a qualitative dimension. Ac
cording to the Swedish viewpoint, it is flot enough that everyone should
have work, that people can freely choose between jobs and that work
can be productive: it should also be perforrned in an environment that
meets reasonable requirements of physical and mental well-being.

2 The present work environment in Sweden
as seen from hygienic, ergonomic and
sociopsychological aspects

2.1 Introduction
Perceptions of health have corne a long way during the past fifty years.
This change is in no way specific for Sweden but has foilowed a sirnilar
pattern in other industriai countries as weil.
Many years ago the term “health” mainly referred to the abscence of
provabie illness. In order to restore health Iost through illness, medicai
care was therefore organized at the workplace, especiaily in largescaie
manufacturing industry. At first, however, this medicai activity was
mainly confined to treating employees who had sustained accidentai
injury or suddenly falien iii on the job. But in due course the activity
took on a prophylatic orientation, designed to prevent accidents and iii
health on the strength of various preventive medical and engineering
programmes and to monitor the state of employee health through dif
ferent forms of directive health check-ups, which were meant to super
vise the health and work adjustment of the ernployees. During this
period labour science research began to gather momentum, bot inter
nationally and nationaily, and the relationships between different types
of work-environmental risks and their connection with heaith and work
adjustment in a broader sense carne to be increasingiy appreciated.
Growing regard was paid to the generai definition of health given by
the World Health Organization in 1946. WHO defines heaith as “phys
ical, mental and social well-being” and flot as the mere abscence of
iliness. Towards the end of the 1 940’s it began to be emphasized in Swe
den that problems of mental heaith were also of great importance at
work.
In 1954 the Swedish industry established the rnodel based on a prelim
inary agreement between the organizations of ernpioyers and workers
that was to govern the design of their occupational health and medicai
services. It was given a medical and engineering function, and its mode
of operation in the more strictiy preventive sphere was to look after the
organization of work in terms of accident prevention, industrial hygiene,
ergonomics, job placement and adjustment.
But as the 1960’s comrnenced, the negative consequences of different
interacting factors in the work environrnent as a result of the in
dustrialization process came to be more and more conspicuous. Organi
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zations of employers and especially of employees both called upon the
larger society to take steps towards achieving a better-balanced develop
ment, one that would pay greater deference to human needs.
The government commission of inquiry into occupational health present
ed its report in 1967. According to the commission, in-plant programmes
ought to aim at preventing occupational risks, promoting health and
capacity for work, and contributing to work satisfaction, security and
efficiency. The commission was thus applying WHO’s broad definition
of health, supplemented with an observation that the job should be
adapted to the individual, according to WHO’s definition of occupational
health.
In the late 1960’s the different competents of WHO’s definition under
went a further shift of emphasis. Originally, the main concern of internai
occupational health was with physical health. During the 1950’s and
1960’s the mental components of health attracted increasing attention
at the workplaces. These components continue to grow in importance,
at the same time that more people are beginning to appreciate the
significance of social factors in the job world such as industrial democ
racy, participation in decision-making processes at the workplace, and
matters relating to work satisfaction. These factors vill presumably take
on more and more importance during the 1970’s.

2.2 Industrial safety: present status and dcvelopment tendencies
2.2.1 General tendencies
From the very outset of the first Industrial Revolution the term “in
dustrial safety” was made to subsume those measures which were in
tended to protect the employees against both accidents and ill health.
The accidents dominated for a relatively long time. Preventive measures
were flot closely integrated with the production process. Since knowl
edge of the factors that caused ill health was limited, preventive measures
had little efficacy. -

As in other countries attempts were made in Sweden to write certain
minimum requirements into law. The initial approaches to industrial
safety legislation are embodied in different ordinances from the 1 7th
and l8th centuries. What might be called Sweden’s first Labour Welfare
Act was adopted in 1889, and in 1890 the first factory inspectors started
making their rounds. The law of 1889 laid down a number of regulations
on safety at the workplace and stipulated criteria for ventilation, heating,
illumination, air pollutants and good hygiene. To accomodate these en-
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vironmental and climatic factors, a new concept was gradually in
troduced: occupational hygiene or industrial hygiene.
Major revisions and enlargements of the legislation were undertaken in
1912, 1938 and 1949. A central administrative agency, the National
Board of Industrial Safety (Arbetarskyddsstyrelsen), was constituted in
1949. During the 1960’s certain amendments were made in the Labour
Welfare Act, and its derivative ordinances as well as several commissions
of inquiry have dealt with the agency’s organization and duties. The Act
is now applicable to every kind of work except that in the home. An
official inquiry authorized to draft a completely new law on work
environment commenced in 1970. This will probably very much broden
the sphere with reference both to contents and measures.
Industrial safety would appear to be the first major issue on which
Swedish employers and employees have sought cooperative arrange
ments. Important milestones are the rules adopted in 1942 for works
safety organization and the introduction of local safety stewards. Under
the latter innovation the employees were enjoined to elect one of their
number to represent them and plead their interests in matters of in
dustrial safety. The institution of safety stewardship thus created by the
labour market parties, together with the practice that evolved for co
operation at the local level, was elevated to a statutory provision when
the Act was revised in 1949.
In a firm it is up to the management to organize safety work in the large,
lay down the division of responsibilities, allocate funds and to provide
the basics for a good system of industrial safety.
It also rests with management to formulate safety rules, arrange suitable
training and information, and to control and follow up the measures that
are taken.
The line supervision plans and directs the local safety programme, im
proves working methods and equipment, performs controls and inspec
tions, and investigates in detail accidents that have occurred. The em
ployees’ own representatives, especially the safety stewards, are flot only
supposed to be familiar with the occupational risks and make these
known to their workmates, but also take part in investigations and in
spections at the workplace and suggest improvements, promote coopera
tion and help to maintain a vivid consciousness of safety. As a rule,
safety stewards are designated by the local trade unions. The task of
training safety stewards rests in principle with the employee organizations,
while its counterpart for industrial safety engineers and foremen rests
with the employer. Even so, the principal responsibility for in-plant
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safety is vested in the employer under law, and it is a responsibility that
cannot be delegated.
For the purpose of bringing about sound and safe conditions at the
workplace, the Act specifically cails upon an employer and the people
in his employ to pursue an appropriately organized safety programme
under the employer’s direction and in cooperation.
It foliows that industrial safety in Sweden is regulated both under law
and on the basis of voluntary agreements reached between the labour
market parties. In connection with the 1942 agreement provision was
also made for a joint labour-management body called the Industrial
Safety Council (Arbetarskyddsnmnden). The Council 110W has a staff
of 11 persons and carnes on extensive programmes of training, infor
mation etc.
The course of events inside firms has moved towards a more solid in
tegration of industrial safety with the engineering work that goes on at
every workplace. It devoives upon the technical safety service to plan,
organize and control the measures that can be taken to prevent ac
cidents. This service acts as the firm’s body of expertise on safety mat
ters and must be adapted to the firm’s type and size. In principle it is
activating and decentralizing, in other words it imposes a heavy respon
sibility on the individual departments, especiaily the une supervisors and
foremen.
The technicai safety service takes part in the planning of structural
alterations and new plants, and also examines blueprints and proposais.
It recommends technicai improvements and new safety devices in both
existing and new plants. With the passage of lime these tasks have
become increasingly sophisticated and now often presuppose a great
deal of independent efforts based on elimination techniques.
The technical safety service keeps up with changes in legislation and
other developments in safety engineering. By virtue of contacts with
authorities, organizations, speciaiists and other firms, the service can
inject new impulses and ideas into its own firm.
Internaliy, the safety service functions as a joint body which takes part in
measures for influencing attitudes and activating safety consciousness.
Training, information and propaganda, addressed flot only to the em
ployees but also to outside recipients, among them homes and schools,
have proved to be important aids in this work.

2.2.2 Technical sa!ety on the job
0f the 3.9 million or so persons who are gainfully empioyed in Sweden,

more than 136,000 fall victim each year to occupationai injuries—as
defined by the officiai statistics, with the limitations that this implies.
About 2000 of these cases are ciassified as occupationai diseases while
the rest are on-the-job accidents. More than about 1800 people are im
paired for life, and work-reiated accidents take an annual toli of about
400 lives, of which about 300 are on-th-job accidents. In order to foliow
the genesis and severity of occupationai injuries, and to take preventive
measures on the strength thereof, the rate of occupational injuries is
evaluated. This is used to refer to the number of injuries per million
man-hours, the number of days absent per individuai and year on ac
count of injury, and the number of days absent per injury. For preven
tive purposes it is also important to establish the incidence of injuries in
different occupations, different etiological factors, type of injury and
parts of the body affected.
Severai industries and a large number of firms maintain their own
statistical records of occupational injuries. A system for inquiring into
and reporting on such injuries, where the factors mentioned above can
be analyzed, has been devised by the Industrial Safety Council and
adopted by a number of industries. This system makes a good data base
for the officiai statistics, and the results are complied on an annual basis.
The National Social Insurance Board tabulates the cases that are
reported either to it directly or to the local benefit societies. Because
these statistics suffer from a long time iag between the occurrence and
notification of injuries, they are now being overhauled.

2.2.3 Preventive measures against occupational injuries
Accidents are usually caused by several factors in combination. Espe
ciaily since the end of World War II, various studies have sought to map
out this complicated interaction. A commonly used classification of these
factors bas three main heads: technical, environmentai and human. In
the interests of better prevention it is particularly important to be able
to identify which factor or factors is the precipitating cause.
Accidents may be put in various categories ranging from “close calis”
and trifles to casualties and fatalities. A SWedish investigation has shown
that if prompt resuits are sought that can be made to underpin action
programmes to reduce the number of accidents, the best place to start is
with the near accidents. It has been demonstrated in investigations from
forest work that there are about 700 of these for every actual accident.
Other investigations, mostly from the Swedish iron and steei industry,
have shown that new hires, inexperienced or inadequately instructed
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persons run the gravest risk of meeting with accidents. The risk is often
aggravated by transfers ta other jobs or sinail changes in the working
method. A great role is also played by the quality of technical equipment
and the work environment. Poor discipline at the workplace, curtailed
freedom of movement and a shortage of good tools are some of the most
common causes of accidents.
Once the technical and environmental factors have been well pinpointed,
it becomes relatively easy to deal with them. Hence systematic and
detailed analyses of the situation are fundamental to modem industrial
safety with its technical and environmental orientation. The results of
such analyses are used to support the planning, execution and control of
adequate measures.
The human factors pose a more formidable problem. People at a work
place have different physical and mental resources, and the interplay
between the demands imposed by the job and individual capacity for
work is often a significant cause of accident risks. Social scientists have
therefore tried to find out how the human factors operate on the
accident process. For this purpose they are concerned flot only to de-
scribe the causes of accidents but also to define the characteristics of safe
working conditions.
The approaches now being used ta research the human factors include
the following:

(j) studies of hiring practices and suitable placement of new hires;
(ii) painstaking induction of new hires;
(iii) training and instruction;
(iv) detailed instructions and thorough review of special risks;
(y) continuous information and propaganda.

2.3 Industrial hygiene

2.3.1 General tendencies
The usual reference under this head is to measures designed to prevent
direct diseases or discomfort from the effects of physical factors such as
noise or heat, chemical factors such as dust, gases and fumes, and biol
ogical factors such as fungi, moulds and viruses.
Industrial hygiene occupies the border area between medicine and en
gineering, and as such incorporates elements of both disciplines. The
first hygienic efforts of a medical nature had to do with diagnosing and
describing the mechanism of different diseases caused by environmental
factors. Medical diagnosis has also had great importance for insurance

assessments of occupational injuries. The engineering efforts have em
braced methods of identifying exposure as well as methods of eliminating
harmful exposure.
The deleterious effects of lead, mercury, phosphorus, benzene and stone
dust were among the risks that received early attention.
Developments since the turn of the century are characterized by con
stantly increasing international cooperation and a growing volume of
interdisciplinary research, where doctors, chemists, engineers and other
specialists have tackled problems of industrial hygiene from different
angles.
The findings of research have permitted a better specification of mea-
sures of different kinds and their justification. This in turn has fostered
more universal appreciation of the importance of industrial hygiene.
Within the engineering portion of occupational health, the three major
segments are technical safety, industrial hygiene and ergonomics.

2.3.2 Technical measures
It is characteristic of advancing techonology that the new manufacturing
processes can give rise ta health risks where they are least suspected.
More often than not, an increase or change of production intensifies
the hygienic problems. A case in point is the increased risk of silicosis
in crushing plants. Factors which may be tolerated when taken separately
can produce synergistic effects in interaction that greatly compound the
risks. For various reasons the hygienic engineer must undergo specialist
training and have access to specialized equipment that is relatively mas
sive.
The human organism has a certain degree of built-in tolerance ta most
chemical agents. It is flot until the tolerable dose is exceeded that ail
ments or injuries arise.
To permit assessment of the potential risk for injuries or discomfort, dif
ferent environmental factors must be recorded in objectively measurable
magnitudes. Littie by littie, various analytical methods have been de
signed that are sufficiently fast and convenient of operation to lend
themselves ta on-the-job applications. For instance, it has been possible
to relate the measurements to different benchmarks, of which some
are called hygienic threshold values. These indicate the requirements
stipulated by the authorities. The American specification of hygienic
threshold limit values has been used in Sweden since the early 1940’s.
A corresponding Swedish list is of more recent origin, though this builds
in the main of American empirical data.
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The crucial technical measures of industrial hygiene have to be inserted
at the planning stage. Subject to budget constraints, better solutions can
be attained in many cases if, say, measures to combat noise, a hygienic
estimate of the ventilation requirement, a review of climatic factors or
an assessment for working methods are performed at this stage. The
follow-up of ill-health or discomfort factors can be delegated to no more
than a limited extent. They differ in that respect from the accident
preventing measures, and often require access to certain instruments or
laboratory equipment.
Measures of industrial hygiene are now broken down into the following
steps:

(i) A list of potential risks, dangerous substances etc. is prepared and
kept up to date. With this list as a guide, arrangement is made for
systematic observation of close calls, early indications of deleterious
effects, complaints etc.

(ii) In suspicious cases the cause in question is identified by objective
measurements. More often than not the real cause is other than
the one suspected out at the workplace. Investigations of this kind
must therefore be made by personnel who are conversant with
industrial-hygiene assessments.

(iii) Exposure is determined with reference to time and concentration
for the substance or agent under study. Where necessary, these
measurements are augmented by biological tests such as urine
assays, blood assays and diagnoses of hearing.

(iv) In partnership with the doctor, the exposure is related to hygienic
benchmarks or limit values. If personal predisposition of some kind
is suspected, e.g. individual hypersensitivity, the diagnosis is made
by the doctor. In certain cases the deleterious effect may be due to
an individual suspectibility, which makes the hygienic benchmarks
inapplicable. It may then be necessary to transfer the employee to
another job.

(y) Adequate technical measures are usually prepared in collaboration
with other engineers inside the firm, for instance from different
departments such as planning, production and operations.

(vi) The effect of any one measure is controlled and a follow-up pro
gramme worked out.

In some industries, such as the manufacture of chemicals, the products
are inherently toxious or otherwise hazardous when mishandled. Risks

of this kind must be investigated, and appropriate safety measures must
be devised flot only for the manufacture of such products but also for
their distribution and end uses. For instance, it may be necessary to
specify the main ingredients of a product on the informative label as
a guide to the user: this will be the case for certain paints and solvents.
On the basis of the information given to him the user can then organize
his own surveillance of the health risks, prepare instructions etc.
In addition to keeping track of the hygienic status, in which are also
included different sanitary matters such as conditions in staff rooms,
lavatories, locker rooms and the like, it is also necessary to check up on
different technical devices for operating efficiency: filters, fans, lighting
fixtures etc. Here again suitable measurements must be performed at
definite intervals. To a growing extent it has become necessary to plan
and control the discharge of industrial emissions outside the factory
area; while these usually involve air and water pollutants, consideration
must also be given to noise and other nuisances to the immediate
environs. The methodology of industrial hygiene largely lends itself to
such investigations. However, other criteria must be used than those which
are applicable inside the factory area. A programme of industrial hygiene
must be systematically charted to permit the earliest possible costing of
different preventive alternatives and to gauge their likely effects.
Cost-benefit analyses are necessary for this purpose. If the hygienic
expertise is available within the firm, the implementation of a pro
gramme will not be counted among the financially burdensome projects.
Outside experts may be brought in as needed.

2.3.3 Medical measures
As already mentioned, the industrial-hygiene research of an earlier day
focused on the diagnosis and treatment of occupational diseases, in ad
dition to which it provided a data base for the prevention of those
diseases on the strength of measures in environmental engineering. To
day, the medical measures are more concerned with improving the
physical and mental health of employecs in general. Technological
advances and the current industrial trend towards greater mechaniza
tion and automation have given medicine new tasks, tasks which have
to do with the adaptation of work to man in a broader sense. The prin
cipal objects of study in the past were those factors which caused
relatively well defined injuries, e.g. intoxications, specific infections and
eczema. Nowadays the objects are more likely to be a combination of
different stress factors. The key word here is “combination”, because
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adverse impacts on health do flot resuit from any one of these factors
acting alone. In many cases the deleterious effect does flot become
discernible until after many years of exposure, which may make it very
difficuit to establish the causal connection between exposure on the job
and the effect under study. Vast problems for the future are posed by the
teratogenic, mutagenic and carcinogenic risks. A great deal of attention
has been paid to the effects on health of heavy labour perforrned in
high temperatures, to the strains imposed by shift-working, and to ques
tions that involve highly mechanized and automated production. These
matters also entail questions of an intellectual and psychological nature,
but as yet relatively little research has been done on them. The general
state of the population’s health is of great importance, since factors of
stress at the workplace visit their more adverse impacts upon persons
afflicted with various physiological and psychological handicaps.
Diseases and accidents directly attributable to work now form but a
minor portion of health problems at workplaces. Questions relating to
general work adjustrnent, mental health problems and the significance
of mental disorders both for the individual and the plant have been
accorded greater weight.
Considerable interest has been devoted to the problems of elderly labour,
working women and the partially disabled, the latter also involving the
provision of employment opportunities and different issues of rehabilita
tion. The cooperation between employers and employees in these matters
has increased.

2.3.4 Deveiopment trends
During the 1960’s growing importance was attached to industrial
hygiene in relation to measures of environmental protection and control.
Up to a certain point technological advance, increased consumption and
work environmental improvement move in tandem. It is almost as though
a better environrnent does flot have to be planned, since it is thrown into
the bargain anyway when production is modified. But after a given point
the interacting negative effects penetrate with powerful force. In order
to cope with them resources have to be deployed on an enormous scale,
yet the desired goal eludes our reach and we have to make the best of
it. Since the implementation of environmental measures lags so far
behind, the initial costs are huge and the half-baked measures numerous.
This problem has taken on major relevance for Sweden. Experience
shows that it takes about ten years to arrive at an important new tech
nical solution, one forceful enough to work major changes in society.

This inertia must be reckoned with in the preventive planning.
In the preventive work the dernands made by society set reference points
for some of the measures that must be taken. In the industrial activity
of tomorrow firms will often be compelled to anticipate coming demands
on their own, this because they probably will often be the first to corne
up with the problerns. Even now, for instance, the manufacturer must
certify the qualities of his products in compliance with the present
legislation on toxic substancies. Demands that were forrnerly confined
to the prevention of direct injuries have now been extended to prevent
unnecessary wear and tear and to create optimal working conditions,
where work satisfaction will enter in as one of the central issues. This
developrnent imposes a particularly heavy responsibility on the engineers.
The technical measuies taken to date have been concerned to stay
beneath the upper limits of different threshold limit values. They have
greatly locked in the rate of technological advance—put it in the freezer,
so to speak—at the permissible level. Once the stipulated limit value is
allowed for with a margin to spare, the requirernents are thereby held
satisfied, and other inducernents for reducing the percentages even more
have usually been lacking. New gains from technology do flot corne
unless the quest for new solutions is pushed ahead by the rnost powerful
impelling forces. Here there has been no pressure or competitive squeeze
of the kind that would get things moving, safety measures have been
relegated to the background, and the technical innovations are con
spicuous by their absence. In many cases nobody has even taken the
trouble to find out about the great limitations that attach to the hygienic
threshold limit values. These values are often based on experiences of
relatively high exposures to specific substances or agents for brief pe
riods—as it happens, many of the values are derived from animal experi
ments. We know more about acute effects than about chronic effects.
Littie is known about the synergistics effects of different substances or
agents in interaction, but we know that they do occur.
More recently, support has been found for the opinion that reducing
the total quantity of pollutants to which one is exposed over a lifetime
could greatly reduce the morbidities and deaths from several chronic
diseases. If the lifetime load irnposed by polluted air in highly exposed
areas were to be cut in half, diseases of the respiratory tract would
decline sharply, to mention just one example. Air pollutants with that
effect are to be found both in the workplace and outdoors. The best
promise of achieving substantial reductions is to tackle pollution where
the percentages are highest, that is at the places where people work.
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It has been pointed out of late that the risk for chronic injuries is deter
mined more nowadays by the minimum levels associated with prolonged
exposure during a lifetime of work and during leisure time than by the
magnitude of peak values, for instance in situations of smog in the big
cities. From this li follows that attempts must be made at workplaces to
keep the minimum levels as close to zero as possible. Further, a good case
can be argued for bringing down the existing percentages at workplaces
if people spend their spare time in polluted air. At ail events main
taining the cleanest possible air at workplaces is strongly warranted on
health grounds. To stay barely inside the threshold limit values set up
for specific substances is no longer enough. This means that the limit
value principle should be regarded as one way of specifying minimum
requirements during a first phase of industrialization, but that another
principle must be adhered to in the next phase, namely the best-tech
nique principle. That applies both to the external and the work environ
ment. The best-technique principle implies searching in every situation
for the best available production-engineering solutions even if the initial
costs work out higher. li further implies that every kind of technical
development work must promote the advent of new technical solutions
which satisfy more stringent environmental criteria than the limit values
in force up to now.
A close interplay obtains between the environment of work and the
external environment—between microclimate and macroclimate. It is
the strain imposed on man round the dock from all sources that is
counted. From now on, therefore, every effort must be made to
demolish the present contrived barriers between work environment and
the surrounding environment. The crucial questions to ask are these:
How shall we go about fashioning the best technical counter-weapons
in the shortest possible time? and, What orders of priority shall we
assign to them?
The different industries engaged in the production of goods and energy
are now spending about SKr 5000 million per annum on plants and
buildings. These same industries are also investing about SKr 6500 mil
lion per annum in machinery. A programme to improve the work en
vironment in une with the present of aspirations would incur extra an
nual outlays in excess of SKr 1000 million.
Hence the massive effort of work environment cannot be implemented
without affecting on the one hand the wage levels, i.e. the way of aI
locating wage costs into wages, social and health services, preventive
measures against occupational hazards etc. and on the other hand the

ability to compete. This makes it important to have international rules
concerning occupational health. International rules (conventions, re
commendations, agreements) on aspects of health upon work environ-
ment may contribute to reduce these difficulties and will be of generai
value to protect and promote the health of man at work. However, it is
not possible to abstain from national efforts while waiting for agreements
for this purpose. The provision of greatly enlarged scope for technical
research and development holds the key to desired improvements of the
work environment at substantially reduced costs.

2.4 Ergonomic problems
2.4.1 What is ergonomics?
The word “ergonomics” is derived from the Greek ERGON (work) and
NOMOS (law). li was coined in 1949 by the British psychologist,
K. F. H. Murrell, as a composite naine for aspects of man at work taken
from the fields of anatomy, physiology and experimental psychology. AI
though the original definition will be retained in this report, it should be
noted that the purview of ergonomics has been gradually enlarged for
certain purposes. A case in point is systems ergonomics, a field which seeks
to develop methods for a broad analysis of the interaction between man,
machine and environment. Another common extension of the term in-
volves its use as a pedagogical concept in the training of engineers and
other “technical planners”. In both these instances ergonomics, in addi
tion to drawing upon the fundamental disciplines mentioned above, bas
come to embrace data from other areas, especially industrial and environ-
mental hygiene, differential, educational and social psychology, cybern
etics and technological work scicnce.
Regardless of whether the subject matter of ergonomics is defined in the
original narrower sense or more broadly, its practical application relates
to two main areas:

• The adjustment of man to work and the work environment with thc
aid of vocational counselling, education and training, suitable job
placement, follow-up of work adjustment and different measures of
habilitation and rehabilitation.

• Technical and organizational adjustment of work and the work en
vironment to human needs, capabilities and limitations.

While both these applications are obviously important, it may be observed
that the focus of practical concern bas gradually shifted towards the

I
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latter. Hence ergonomics is often defined nowadays as a technology
based on human-biological and behavioral-science data. One expianation
for this shift is that the human work situation, in consequence of tech
nological advance, tends to become more complex than in the past, which
makes it ail the more imperative to give thoroughgoing consideration

to man’s working capabilities already at the planning stage. As an ex
ample of what the term, ergonomics, signifies for rnany initiates in
Scandinavia, we quote the following excerpt from the statutes of the

Nordic Ergonomic Society, which was formed a few years ago:

“The Society’s objectives are to disseminate more profound knowl

edge of the interaction between man and the environment in which

he lives and works, and also to foster applications of such knowi

edge to the design of that environment, with consideration given

to human needs and capabilities, safety and health.”

The practical goals that are envisioned in the larger society from applica
tion of ail the knowledge which has been more or less pinned with the

“ergonomics” label may largely be subsumed under the following heads:

(j) Protection against accident risks.
(ii) Promotion of employee health, partly from the prevention of

occupational diseases and partly out of regard for the work

related role of other ilinesses.
(iii) Prevention of fatigue and discomfort.
(iv) Attainment of psychologically acceptable working conditions.

(y) Adequate utilization of the human work effort.
(vi) Design of suitable jobs for ail segments of the population.

As a matter of course, the degrees of urgency attached to these practical

goals will remain irrespective of whether a certain part of the future

factual base and its use will be called “ergonomics” or not.

2.4.2 Physiological pro blems of work
A powerful tradition of fundamental research on physiological problems

of work has long flourished in Scandinavia. This must be seen as back

ground to the early interest that was also taken in applied industrial

physiology, as well as to the subsequent pursuit of physiological studies

of occupational work on a fairly large scale. li should also be noted that

these applied studies have lent themselves to integration at many points

with fundamental research.

The exploratory investigations of the physiological work load in different
sectors of the economy that have been going on in Sweden since the
early 1940’s afford certain opportunities for assessing the development.
As to the energy demands of work, it can be established that a great
many heavy jobs are still left. For instance, this is true of logging, where
operations performed with power saws are every bit as arduous as the
earlier use of handsaws, axes and bark spuds. Other jobs that still
require much physical exertion are to be found in construction, steve
doring, manual loading and materials handiing (as in the manufacture
of steel, pulp and food products) and in the work of warehouses and
shipping departments. At the same time, it bas of course been found
that mechanization often eliminates heavy operations. This has been
obsen’ed, for instance, in the recurrent studies of steel mills that have
been made in the past twenty years, as well as in mining and the fully
mechanized logging that is now being developed. However, a typical
result of many studies is this: although the aggregate work load in the
course of a working has admittedly diminished, momentary peak exer
tions are stiil necessary—a demand that older personnel fmd especially
hard to meet.
Other physiological studies have had to do with the heat load. Here
again the rationalization process appears to have left the conditions
unchanged in some cases if it has flot actually made them more arduous,
a fact that has been observed in certain machine shop tasks and in the
metallurgical industry. In other cases mechanization has helped to reduce
the heat problems; this was one of the findings from the steel-mill
studies referred to above. That cold is also deserving of attention in
contemporary occupations has becorne apparent from studies of the food
processing industry and in connection with physically light mechanized

jobs performed outdoors.
One problem that has undoubtedly taken on greater importance in xnany
places is the physical load imposed by having to work in cramped or

abnormal postures as well as by rapid, repetitive operations which have

to be done by hand. These questions will be further discussed under the

next heading. Suffice it to mention here that this kind of work, apart
from its topical effect on muscles, back and limbs, also may subject the
heart to considerable strain. This may corne from prolonged standing,

from static muscular exertion, from work which engages the small

muscles and from work with the arms held in elevated position—in short,

in connection with the performance of many tasks that are common
both in factories and offices.
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Another fact that should be noted is that the physiological load both in
energy-demanding work and in troublesome work postures and motions
will greatly depend on the extent to which the performer can vary his
task and set his own pace. The opportunities for exercising such options
are stiil good in, say, manual woodswork and many construction jobs,
and work of this kind would indeed appear to be sometimes better suited
to elderly people than jobs which require less energy but are more con
strained. Although the psychological problems related to monotonous and
controlled assembly-line production are often emphasized, it should also
be noted that the physical load may be unexpectedly high owing to
constraint and standardized work speed in connection with, e.g. une
jobs and manual machine-tending.
Increasing mechanization has brought with it another problem: the poor
starnina that resuits when light work is combined with low physical
activity away from the workplace. A matter of longterni sociomedical
concern is the likelihood that lack of exercise contributes to degenerative
diseases, especially of the cardiovascular system, with its implication that
ongoing mechariization may entai! risks of greater morbidity of this
kind. It follows that great importance is attached to the effective pursuit
of physical training.
The foregoing exposition traces developments up to the present day, and
with that as the starting point we can speculate on the future significance
of industrial physiology problems as follows:

(i) Continuing mechanization will obviously shift more of the Ioad
on to machines, which among other things wi!l lower a now com
mon barrier to employment, especially of older persons. However,
machine work often creates other kinds of barriers, which means
that research will have to pay greater attention to such things as
working postures, perceptual abilities and physical factors of en
vironment.

(ii) The tendency towards deteriorated physical condition in con

sequence of lighter jobs presents a medical problem that is likely
to become more and more common.

(iii) Some tasks or operations are hard to mechanize and may be
expected to persist, at least in part. As a resuit they wi!l probably
continue to remain important barriers to the employment of
middle-aged and elderly persons. Further, momentary peak exer
tions of the type here indicated have the drawback that they often
give poorer training than more massive physical labour, for which
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reason some of them may corne to be performed with inadequate
working capacity.

(iv) Constrained work on assembly unes may impose a heavy physio
Iogical load even if the job’s energy demancis are moderate. The
cause may lie peripherally in the muscles, in that the performer
cannot rest when his body needs it most. It may also be bound up
with the greater strain imposed on the b!ood circulation by pro
longed standing or some other unvarying posture. The practical
significance of these conditions bas yet to be fully investigated.

(y) Many environmental factors, such as heat, carbon monoxide and
high altitude, increase the physiological load from a given quan
tum output of energy, a datum that must of course be taken into
account in the future technical planning.

2.4.3 Problems of a functional, anatomic nature
According to a questionnaire which the Swedish Confederation of
Trade Unions (LO) recent!y circulated to its members, problems as
sociated with health risks at the workplace were reported by more
than 80 % of the respondents. By far the most common problem, to
which more than 50 % of the respondents attested, had to do with
strains of a mechanical nature. This problem is also il!ustrated by the
officia! statistics on occupational diseases in Sweden, where between
one-third and one-half of ail the annually recorded cases fali under the
head of mechanical strain. To shed further light on this problem, it can
be mentioned that the number of applicants for government programmes
of occupational welfare on account of motor handicaps rose by 153 %
between 1960 and 1968.
These problems intertwine at many points with the physiological load
mechanisms that were discussed in the previous section, e.g. the cir
culatory strain of proionged standing and, for that matter, sitting
postures as well. However, here we corne upon a number of sub-prob
lems that deserve illumination from two other angles, namely muscular
physiology and anthropometry.
As regards athropometric measures of relevance for design of the work
place, Sweden is in the fortunate position of being able to draw directly
upon much of the comprehensive statistical evidence from the United
States, the greater part of which bas been obtained from measurements
of military personnel. Although measures of this type have been chiefly
used in residential planning, it is flot until recent years that they have
been more widely made to underpin the design of machinery.
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Under the head of back problems, investigations have shown that about
three-fourths of ail people sooner or later contract back ailments of one
kind or another. No clear-cut distinctions are observable in this respect
between light and heavy occupations. Even so, a bad back and a heavy
job naturally entail practical problems of a quite different order by
comparison with a light job. Yet many light jobs also have their prob
lems owing to rigid postures. An important aspect of ergonomics is to
make work easier on the back by simplifying lifts of burdens and im
proving postures at the workplace.
The design of motion patterns based on guidelines from muscular
physiology will assume constantly growing importance for future work
layouts. One important thing in this connection is to estimate the
additive effects on muscular activity imparted, for instance, by rnech
anical vibrations.
Ah these matters that have to do with suitable postures and opportu
nities for adequate motion patterns may be expected to carry over into the
future. Not only that, but they may well intensify because the rationahiza
tion process, unfortunately, often resuits in more stationary workplaces
with their concomitant risks of constrained postures as well as mono
tonous and “programmed” motion patterns.

2.4.4 Psychological problems
The mechanization and automation of work processes has been ac
companied by a growing interest in mans mental capabihities. Data
taken from experimental psychology have laid the foundation for man—
machine psychology and systems ergonomics. Many of the problems
analyzed in this category have been of an informational character, the
object being to shape an environrnent that facilitates the exchange of
information between man and machine. Its principal applications for the
present have been in traffic engineering and the military sector. An
industrial application did flot begin to acquire appreciable extent until
more recently, in that practical actions have up to now been mainly
based on relatively simple rules of thumb. These problems may be ex
pected to take on considerably increased importance for the future.
Another significant area of experimental psychology has to do with the
feelings of exertion and comfort induced by different occupational and
environmental factors. These matters have long been analyzed with ref
erence to specific environmental variables, in particular temperature
conditions, for which investigators have designed comfort indices of
the effective-temperature type, etc. A great deal of experimentation
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remains to be done in this field, where the object in respect of different
variables is to standardize the tolerance limits for human comfort that
should underlie the planning of workplaces. These tolerance limits
usually lie in the “subchinical” field and are often much narrower and
moreover harder to define than the toierance limits that must be apphied
on medical grounds.
A third important area relates to stress research, which is concerned
with the biological defence mechanisms that are triggered off by and
are common to a great many stressors of a physical and mental nature.
One focus of current research is to find out what practical significance
reactions can have, for instance as cause of diseases of different kinds,
a field that still remains unclear at many points.
If problems of the work environment are tackled from an overly narrow
ergonomic angle, it will obviously be found that man often does flot
react in the expected manner. Man forms part of a social system that
also affects his perception of the work environment and his ways of
acting. Ergonomics must therefore be fitted into a hohistic approach to
the study of environmental problems at the workplace.

2.5 Sociological and psychological aspects of the work environment
2.5.1 General remarks
In recent yeass continually growing importance has been attached in
Sweden to psychological and sociological aspects of the work environ
ment, which may now be said to form an integral part of those measures
of practical pohicy that are taken to improve industrial safety and the
human condition in the industrial setting. It may be assumed that this
is mainly bound up with increased aspirations in consequence of a
higher standard of living, better education and a labour market which,
generally speaking, has long been characterized by a shortage of labour.
Increased knowledge on the strength of psychological and sociological
research has probably also contributed to this development, for instance
from analyses of the connections between production engineering and
work satisfaction.

2.5.2 Value-based pre mises
The fact that dissatisfaction with and ahienation from work are now
widely regarded in Sweden as important social phenomena may be
hinked to at least four different value areas. First, under an economic
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set of motives, work satisfaction and work involvement are supposed to
be conducive to higher performance levels and/or lower labour turn
over and absenteeism. Although research has flot been able to provide
conclusive findings in this matter, a large number of investigations show
that labour turnover and absenteeism tend to increase with greater
alienation, especially if a shortage of manpower prevails on the labour
market at the same time. In Sweden there is now a widespread tendency
for young people to shun factory employment, apparently flot so much
because of the renumeration offered but because the industrial environ-
ment looks unacceptable to them on physical and social grounds. The
manning problem is especially difficuit for large, highly rationalized
firms with a high proportion of repetitive and constrained jobs. It is
obvious that this greatly induces the firms to interest themselves in
environmental issues.
Second, there is an ideological motive which stresses the intrinsic value
of work satisfaction. Democratically governed societies have generally
accepted values to the effect that an individual has the right to a

meaningful and interesting job, the right to influence his own working
situation, the right to freedom from arbitrary behavior, physical and
mental attrition etc. The individual’s reaction to work therefore becomes
essential for its own sake, irrespective of whether any direct connection
can be demonstrated with productivity or some other economic measure.
In other words, the incidence of work satisfaction or alienation can be
seen as manifesting how well the machinery of production is able to
accomodate certain real human needs. Norms of this kind appear to be
widely diffused, especially among younger and better-educated groups.
Third, there is a motive which emanates from the value area of health.

This builds upon notions of a relationship between health and aliena
tion. The starting point here is an assumption that self-esteem is strongly
rooted in work for most people in Western societies. Work and its con

nection with education and income constitutes the major stratification

variable in these societies. Status at the workplace generally determines

status in the larger society. Due to the influences exerted by the Prot

estant ethic and other culturally conditioned factors, it is probable that

most people look upon work as a socially necessary and hence positively

sanctioned act. These factors, moreover, make it likely that most people

perceive work to be one of the most important life areas. Given this

background, it seems reasonable to assume that the potentials of work for

satisfying ego-related needs bear flot only upon work satisfaction but
also upon general life adjustment or mental health. Working conditions

that afford limited opportunities for influence, perceived meaningfulness
and self-realization tend flot only to reduce work satisfaction but also to
instiil feelings of inferior ability and prestige in the larger society and
to diminish general life satisfaction. It also seems reasonable to assume
that impaired self-esteem correlates with the increase of certain physical
ailments. Investigations carried out in various countries, among them
the United States and Sweden, indicate that certain general relation
ships of this kind may exist.
Fourth, the latter-day Scandinavian discussion of how jobs are organized
has been linked with the issue of industrial deinocracy. This approach
entails certain notions that the realization of broader influence for
employees at the workplace presupposes a greater degree of seif-deter
mination and responsibility in the daily work round. Unless these pre
conditions are met, reforms of the economic/political structure will flot
assume any real significance for the ability of individuals to influence
decisions, and as such will not affect their work satisfaction, either. Con
versely, it is assumed that greater seif-determination and responsibility
at the workplace will create a more active orientation to work and
thereby intensify demands for influence over decisions, including those
which have to do with the general management of the firm. These
notions have very much permeated the current experiments with
deepened industrial democracy that are now under way in Sweden in
both the private and public sectors.
The Swedish debate on social changes in the work environment dwells
for the most part on two main aspects, namely the way in which the
system of authority is designed and the fragmented, constrained nature
of work. The first of these aspects is deait with elsewhere in this report
and we confine ourselves here to making only a couple of observations:
first, that ways and means of strengthening representative democracy in
firms are being intently discussed in Sweden at the present time, especi
ally in terms of how the changeover from joint consultation to em
ployee power, is to be effected; and second, that demands have been
raised insisting on greater influence for the trade unions over the social
and physical environment, inclusive of production engineering, per
sonnel policy, occupational health programmes and the like.
This means that an important segment of the questions which bear
upon democracy in the firrns can also be assigned to problems of in
dustrial safety and work environment in the broad sense. Deepend in
dustrial democracy and better industrial safety both aim to bring about
a more human work environment.
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2.5.3 Research on productiuity and work satisfaction
As will have emerged from the foregoing discussion, it is widely feit in
Sweden—on various grounds—that the individual’s reactions to work
and the work environment represents a value of cardinal importance
for the larger society. With that as a starting point, it becomes an
important probiem to find out whether mechanization and rationaliza
tion—which aim at more efficient and profitable forms of produc
tion—are achieved under certain conditions at the expense of work
satisfaction and resuit in low assessments of work as a source of needs
satisfaction.
A great deal of research has sought to clarify the significance of work

content and job design for individual satisfaction from and involvement

in work. Most of the investigations under this head proceed from an
assumption about a set of needs common to ail people in our civiliza

tion. These needs may be classified as follows:

(j) Needs related to the individual’s physical existence, such as
adequate incorne and safety of life and limb.

(ii) Needs related to the individual’s security, such as security of cm
ployrnent, freedom of choice on the labour market, and freedom

from arbitrary conduct.
(iii) Needs related to the individual’s self-esteem and prestige. In this

category we include the need of a job that is adequately related

to the individual’s physical and mental resources, the need of

variation and diversity at the workplace, the need of work that is
meaningful, the need of influence and control over one’s own

work situation, the need of social interaction and valuative par
ticipation in the working unit as a social system, the need of
opportunities for seif-fulfiilment from work.

The satisfaction of these needs through work will largely determine how

the individual evaluates it. 0f particular importance for a positive

nexus to the job is that the needs which are related to the individual’s

self-esteem will be met at the workplace. When these needs are blocked,

the resuit will be to generate one or more of many alternative reactions.

The individual may react aggressively, resist change, leading to wildcat

strikes in the extreme case; or he may react by quitting his job, asking

for a transfer, absenting himself frequently or falling iii. From the

individual viewpoint these behaviors are both rational and legitimate,

and may be seen as different ways of defending himself against a system
whose conditions he cannot accept. One of the most common reactions,
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however, entails a more passive form of adjustment, one that down
grades the job as a source of needs satisfaction. Work is regarded as
no more than an instrument for the creation of resources capable
of satisfying needs away from the workplace, as by different forms of
consumption. This instrumental attitude is widespread in present-day
industrial society and partly has to do with the way in which we have
built up our workplaces. Swedish investigations suggest that, on an
average, about two-thirds of today’s industrial workers embrace an
attitude of this kind. Moreover, this psychologicai attitude to work be
cornes more pronounced the more repetitive, unskilled and constrained
ajobis.
Establishing a positive nexus to work seems to depend in particular on
catering for those needs which are related to the individual’s self-esteem.
Two aspects of work organization and content seems to describe the
essential prerequisites for ego-relevant satisfaction of needs from work:
first, the degree of freedom enjoyed by the individual in regard to
determining for hirnself the planning of tasks, working rnethods, the pace
to follow, the taking of contacts, the performance of work according to
various alternatives, the improvement of his performance and the further
development of any personal aptitudes he may have; and second, the
qualification requirements that any one task on the individual’s creative
talent, i.e. on bis proficiency, initiative, independence and contact ability
so that the task will be satisfactorily performed.
The greater the opportunity that is given at work (up to a certain limit)
for free and skilled action, the better will be the prospects in hand for
satisfaction of ego-relevant needs.
To judge from the developrnent that the industrial system has taken
so far, the following characteristic features may be ascribed to it.
A guiding principle has been to distinguish between the performance of
work operations on the one hand and their planning and control on
the other. The latter tasks are entrusted to highly-skilied workers whose
conditions of employment are such that their Ioyality can be more or
less taken for granted. Further, successive endeavours have been made
to break down the operations into the srnallest feasible number of com
ponents and to keep training and learning time as short as possible for
the labour force. The coordination and control of ail these sub-func
tions have been delegated to supervisory personnel at different levels,
which has led to the pyramidal structure of organization with a single
control authority at the top. Rigorous rules and administrative pro
cedures which regulate order and discipline have also been deemed
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necessary. Incentive wage schemes have been used to link the individual’s

interest in good earnings with the firm’s interest in good performances
and have thus induced him to loyally accept the objectives of the
economic system.
Added to the foregoing is the fact that technological advance and the

deveiopment of work practices have proceeded in paraliel with a trend
towards larger and larger plants or units of production. This increased

bureaucratization has conferred certain advantages, for instance as

regards sedurity of employment, better job assignment (fewer “square

pegs in round holes”), more objective assessment of work performance

and greater opportunities for occupationai and social advancernent.
However, the large, bureaucratically ruled enterprise also brings with

it greater demands for advance planning and formai channels of com
munication, greater separation of different functions etc. In consequence

the individuai forms a iess comprehensive view of the firm as a social

system and enjoys less influence over his own job and its design.
The implications of this type of work organization and job design have

corne in for a good deal of attention in recent years. Swedish research

shows that, on an average, people who perform repetitive and con
strained tasks derive iess satisfaction from their work and feel it to be

more stressful and coercive cornpared to workers in more complex and

skilled jobs. These differences cannot be explained by differences of age,

sex or income, but subjective feelings of poorer work satisfaction appear

to be more widespread arnong young persons with a good educational
background if these are placed in repetitive and unskilled jobs.

Research has also shown that these feelings correlate with an instru

mental attitude to work, i.e. the individual focuses exclusively on the

earnings from work. Feelings of poorer work satisfaction also seems to

correlate with a higher rate of absences, lower self-confidence, a lower

general life satisfaction and with psychosomatic disorders. In addition,

certain research findings suggest that fragmented and constrained work

and the alienative attitude to it can be defeating of efforts to interest

broader groups in involving themselves in the firm’s decision-making
processes.

2.5.4 Current development tendencies
Experiences of this kind make it legitimate to address serious criticisrn

to present-day production technology. Future endeavours must con

centrate on enlarging the individual’s scope for exercising personal

control and giving him more opportunities to make use of his skills. A
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course of events in that direction would seern to be particularly neces
sary having regard to the higher educational attainments of the pop
ulation. As mentioned earlier, recruitrnent problems are especially
severe for the large, highly rationalized industries which operate in ex
panding segments of the labour market. Most adversely affected are the
plants which are characterized by repetitive, machine-controlled jobs and/
or otherwise inferior work environments with their concomitants of noise,
strenuous working postures and the like. It should also be pointed out
that many of these jobs are paid at piece rates. For the time being
firms are able to cope with their recruitment problems by resorting to
foreign labour or to women. Certain tendencies are also observable for
firms with hard-to-fiil jobs to locate in parts of Sweden where labour
is in better supply. While such a policy is understandable from the view
point of corporate managements, it needs to be stressed that solutions
along these unes cannot be considered satisfactory when a broader per
spective is applied, partly because they run counter to longer-ranging
solutions of environmental problems in the job world, and partly be
cause they run counter to the political quest for greater equality in the
job world and in the larger society.
h is reasonable to assume that the longer-ranging solutions will have to
aim at work environrnents which look satisfactory to the labour force as
a whole. Among other things, this means that jobs must be organized
to provide scope for a higher degree of self-determination and better
potentials for turning ail the facets of human ability to useful account.
This kind of thinking cornes into conflict with tirne-honoured prin
ciples of work organization and for some firms may well irnply lowered
productivity and difficulties of continuing production inside the coun
try’s borders. However, a number of firms have ernbarked on large
scale programmes of experimentation involving broader definitions of
job responsibilities, delegation of decision-making powers, alternatives to
assembly-line methods of production, etc. Similar efforts are being made
under the auspices of the Development Council for Cooperation Ques
tions, a body jointly sponsored by employer and employee interests,
and the Industrial Democracy Delegation, which is run by the govern
ment. Ambitious experiments are also being pursued to have straight
piece rates to a greater extent replaced by alternatives in the form of
mixed rates or a straight hourly rate; the trade unions have also put
forth demands for the adoption of monthly salaries.
While it is still much too early to pronounce definite judgment on the
experiences that have been gained, a great deal of evidence suggests
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Table 3. Connections between degree of mechanization and work content

Mean values, 5-point scale. High values = favourable prospects for satisfaction of
ego-relevant needs from work.

Psychologically relevant job charach- Degree of mechanization
teristics.

Low Medium High
Ratings made by technical experts in n = 161 n = 137 n = 54
collaboration with company executives Craft Machine- Process
and trade union officials production controlled, monitoring

repetitive

Freedom of physical movement 3.85 1.70 3.52
Variety of tasks 4.83 1.47 3.96
Attentiveness required 2.95 2.97 2.35
Seif-determination and personal control
over work performance
— working methods 3.36 1.10 1.96
— sequence ofoperations 3.53 1.01 1.94

pace ofwork 4.35 2.04 1.52
General influence over work-related
decisions 3.22 1.28 3.09
Freedom of social interaction
— may take contacts provided this does

flot disrupt work 4.80 1.77 3.39
— opportunities for initiating contacts 4.86 2.42 3.63
Economic responsibility
— tools, equipment, machinery 2.68 1.39 3.52

materials and products 3.51 1.75 3.32
— course ofwork 2.26 1.88 3.88
Vocational training required
— enough to grasp production relation

ships 4.20 1.48 3.50
— enough to cope with present position 4.99 2.44 3.57
— enough to corne up to normal earn

ings (for a trained new hire) 4.46 2.61 1.30

that the measures taken have in any event led to greater work satis
faction—and in many cases to increased productivity and lower ab
senteeism as well. None the less, it is also obvious that gains in work satis
faction and health will only be achievable in many cases at the price of
losses in productivity. The question of whether or flot such a develop.

ment can be considered acceptable will probably become a central
issue of collective bargaining and public policy during the 1970’s.
Another main une of development towards more favourable work en
vironments may be inherent in greater automation, both in the form of
a growing proportion of process industries and in the form of increased
investments which aim at having machines take over the repetitive
tasks that are now performed by human labour. Certain investigations
suggest that freedom aspects as well as the qualification requirements
connected with high degrees of mechanization may be restored to values
resembling those which mure to craft methods of production, even
though the tasks involved are otherwise of very different character. From
the psychological aspect the obvious differences between craft methods
and the kind of work performed in highly automated processes are of
minor importance, whereas the similarities in terms of seif-determina
tion and qualification requirements are strikingly great. This may be
illustrated with the table below, which sets out the values for a list of
psychologically relevant job characteristics. In repetitive tasks that are
controlled by machines, i.e. the jobs which are least satisfactory in the
eyes of labour, the constraints on freedom and qualifications are con
siderable in the monitoring of processes, by contrast, the tasks again
become less confining, monotonou.s and socially isolating and demand
a greater measure of education and responsibility. In a great many
studies it has also been shown that these jobs are much more greatly
esteemed by the workers concerned, even though their performance
involves shift work and some monotony and stress are felt on account
of under-stimulation.
It should be stressed, however, that increased automation does flot
necessarily bring improved work environments and more interesting
tasks in its train. In a great many cases increased automation has led to
more constrained and monotonous work. If this trend is to be checked,
we must at the same time formulate social goals for advancing tech
nology, in other words consciously exploit the technical potentials for
bringing about greater influence over the performance of work and
greater responsibility for the workers concerned.

Source: Gardeil, B. (1971)
Production Engineering and Work Satisfaction
Swedish Council for Personnel Adrninistration, Stockholm
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3 The welfare concept as seen by industry, the
society and the individual

3.1 Introduction
GNP is considered as an adequate analysis of production capacity.
However it has flot been designed to evaluate health and social welfare
and can thus flot be used as a measure of society’s aggregate welfare.
Once the standard of private consumption has reached a higher level,
greater emphasis is put on demands to protect the natural environrnent
and to improve the work environment. There is growing awareness that
economic growth (the increase in GNP), unless it is deliberately con
trolled, often conflicts with these environmental values. A measure of
the society’s welfare must be sensitive to changes in values. Since the
strength of environmental preferences is hard to evalute in monetary
terms and since a given GNP can be attained with or without paying
regard to changing values, GNP can neyer be more than a partial
measure of welfare. However, these are weaknesses that attach to every
measure of welfare. Inasrnuch as welfare is a concept with rnany dimen
sions, we cannot expect ail its aspects to be reflected in a single measure.
With regard to the above rnentioned aspects of health and welfare and
the need for a welfare measure, we must study the construction of GNP
more closely.
If we disregard short-term fluctuations in the utilization of resources,
GNP may be called a kind of index that measures the capacity of the
national economy to produce different goods and services. The deter
mination of GNP implies weighing together the produced quantities
of goods and services with their relative prices as weights. If the assump
fions of theories of competition formulated by the economists are met,
the system of weights (the relative prices) reflects, on the margin, the
value of productive resources in alternative uses. If these extremely
stringent conditions are fulfilled, the production mix will agree with the
prevailing preferences of society. However, this “theory of harmony” is
beset with crucial shortcomings, which are also bound to appear in the
GNP measure. Apart from the strictly technical problems of measure
ment which arise, the measure is unable to shed light on problems of
income-distribution. This is serious, since the distribution of incornes
directly affects the dernand structure and thus the production mix. The
structure of preferences also affects the composition of GNP, but

competition theory does flot try to explain how preferences originate.
But what is more serious for the treatment of environrnental factors is
that only preferences concerning goods and services priced in the market
directly influence the composition of GNP.
When changes in production technique are to be made at a workplace,
it is often easy to calculate changes in the capacity of capital equiprnent.
How the employee will be affected by the new environment, usually is
given little thought. The welfare changes that arise concern the decision
maker only if they result, by way of changes in productivity, in altered
quantities and prices of the goods produced. Unfortunately, the interval
within which environrnental deterioration results in welfare losses, with
out adversely affecting the production result, is often rather large.
When negative effects on physical and mental health becorne apparent,
it is almost aiways difficuit to attribute them with certainty to a specific
environmental change. Only a limited portion of the medical costs needs
to be charged to the production process that has caused them.
These indirect negative consequences of production decisions are just
as difficult to calculate when they bear upon the natural environment.
GNP is not affected by environmental deteriorations except as they
change the costs of producers or the preferences of consurners. The
consumer’s ability to express this environrnental preferences is usually
limited to political manifestations. Stronger environrnental preferences
are bound to induce the politicians to assign lower priority to economic
growth (increase in GNP).
The case for including investments in GNP may be argued by saying
that they point to production capacity flot only in the present but also
in the future. For the rest it can be said that the price system gives in
formation in only a very restricted sense about expectations of and
preferences for the future. If environmental preferences are further
strengthened in the future, the GNP-based planning now being donc to
corne to grips with anticipated bottleneck sectors of production will
have to consider one way or another also the aspects of human environ-
ment in planning the society’s future welfare. There is in Sweden as in
rnany other countries a great interest in cost-benefit studies, evaluating
the effects of medical, technical and social preventive measures. General
methods covering the whole field of health and welfare are difficuit to
find and many cost-benefit studies will have to be lirnited to special
problerns of health and welfare.
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3.2 Economic prercquisites of industry
The increased output and productivity of industry have been achieved
by means of ongoing rationalization, based primarily on innovations in
the technical sphere and in administrative techniques. To technological
advance may be attributed the advent of new materials, new manu
facturing processes, new designs, improvements in communications, and
mechanization of the decision process through the use of computers and
other automatic aids. Classifiable under the head of administrative
techniques are measures of the kind that create econornies of scale from
mergers, greater flexibility in the firms, and so on.
Pari passu with this rationalization process, the employees conditions of
work in individual firrns have undergone changes with reference to the
organization of work, job qualifications and the work environment.
These changes have had positive as well as negative effects for the
people concerned. Among the positive effects, the greater opportunities
for higher standards of living enjoyed not only by the privately employed
labour force, but also by the larger society, deserve particular mention.
In the first phases of this rationalization process the employee organiza
tions have been mainly concerned to improve their positions with a
view to sharing in the production increases. They have successively
focused on standard improvernents of an economic and social nature as
well as on various aspects relating to greater security.
A number of other positive effects have also flowed from the develop
ment insofar as mechanization has absorbed many types of arduous,
dirty or hazardous work formerly perforrned by hurnan muscle. It has
been possible to eliminate rnany hazardous environrnents, especially with
reference to accidents and acute risks, to the extent that technology has
helped to remove people from direct participation in the handiing of
goods, the processing of dangerous materials etc. Because of mechaniza
tion in general and automation in particular, human inputs in several
sectors, especially the processing industry, have been transferable from
direct participation in the process to monitoring and controlling func
tions. The exploitation of technical know-how in construction work has
made it possible to build more hygienic and pleasant workplaces.
Arnong the negative effects, it may be rnentioned that problems of
occupational hygiene have mounted in pace with a constantly growing
volume of chernical products whose consequences in this respect have
been difficult to foresee. Mechanization has also brought in its train,
pari passu with increased production effect, aggravated problems with
risks of this kind, such as increased quantities of dust, higher noise levels

etc. The ernphasis on profitability, as defined on efficiency and economic
grounds, in the introduction of new processes and new materials has
often meant that aspects of occupational hygiene are overly neglected.
A case in point here is asbestos, which from the technico-economic view
point has proved to be a highly useful material in a number of tech
nical products, but whose grave hygienic consequences for the labour
force came to be realized much too late. Mention may also be made of
the so-cafled jet scorching in the stone industry, where a new technique
for breaking stone has achieved major gains of efficiency but at the
same time brought with h two undesirable by-products: very high noise
levels and considerable dust problems with concomitant risk of silicosis.
These examples could be multipled many tirnes over.
Rationalization in the form of batch production in mechanized proces
ses has built upon an organization of methods according to the prin
ciple, “A job is best performed if it is performed after a predetermined
method in a predetermined way at a predetermined tirne”. This prin
ciple very much applies to a widely diffused type of work organization
where people are tied to short-cycle tasks in assembly-line work, machine
operation, inspections etc. Moreover, the present tendency is moving
towards a high degree of task specialization which compels the individual
to adapt physically to the design of a machine or the layout of a process.
Even though we have more and more corne to appricate the merits of
the science called ergonomics, it must be established that vast problems
have piled up over the years due to process layout and machine design,
with far too little regard paid to man’s physical and mental capabilities.
The result has been a sharp rise in the incidence of stress-caused ailments
of one kind or another.
As new types of work organization have taken shape, the problem com
plex has shifted its pivotal ernphasis towards psychological and socio
psychological problems which have to do with lack of freedorn, control,
isolation tendencies, communications and so on. While these problems
have been described at greater length earlier in this paper, they should
be emphasized in the present context because of their greater visibility
and their close connection with health aspects.
The rationalization process has led to demands for greater flexibility.
People have been compelled to accept readjustments both in the in
dividual firm and in the labour market generally. In the large firms
enterprizes production tends to become more and more uniform, in the
direction of what is called “standard performance” in job analysis. Due
to methods planning, wage payment plans and the like, employment
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problems arise for sections of the labour force whose capabilities are
limited in one way or another. This complex of problems visits its most
severe impact upon elderly workers, for whom less and less accom
modation can be found within the framework of structural change in
the industry. Wherever firms are rationalizing or unprofitable firms are
going out of business, one finds that these disadvantaged members of
the labour force are hit the hardest.
Obviously, the industrial community itself has become increasingly
alerted to the negative consequences of this development. Collectively
bargained agreements between the labour market parties have gradually
evolved a number of programmes that embody guarantees to cater for
the employees in their needs of security, health and work adjustment.
As far back as the 1940’s the foundation was laid for a cooperative
effort aimed at improved conditions of industrial safety and personnel
planning. Corporate managements have increasingly co-opted staffs of
experts to deal with employee welfare and occupational health. To a
great extent, however, these measures have been cast in a remedial and
rectifying mould, this in order to conform to a technology and a work
organization that are already hard and fixed in a great many respects.
Not until a relatively late phase comes the realization that these func
tions must be built into the corporate decision processes in such a way

J as to make a really effective contribution towards influencing the more
basic determinants of the production process itself.
It was during the 1960’s that the work environment first became a
topic of really widespread debate both in the job world and in the
larger society. In the past few years the trade unions have undertaken
a number of studies to find out how people perceive the environmental
situation at the places where they work. The findings of these investiga
tions indicate the existence of a pervasive anxiety as regards both the
physical and mental risks to health under present-day working conditions.
From the purely microeconomic aspect, it is quite obvious that the
f irms incur heavy costs due to such negative consequences of the ra
tionalization process. A tendency towards higher rates of labour turn
over is observable, which is especially pronounced for firms with a high
degree of specialization and batch production. Indeed, for some firm
these rates are now running above 100 %.
Illness-caused absences in alI branches of industry present another for
midable problem. The fact that absence rates average about 10 % in
manufacturing industry alone makes it necessary to overman the labour
force commensurately.
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Swedish firms, especially those located in industrial centres, have to
cope with great recruitment difficulties. To a great extent they must try
to import foreign labour, at the same tirne that they find it more dif
ficuit to assign suitable work to the older and partially disabled workers
who are already employed with them.
Even though the industry bas become more attentive to these negative
consequences of the rationalization process, it has been difficult to
analyze them with the available tools of business economics. The same
applies to the society at large, whose instruments for measuring welfare
increments and welfare losses cannot readily accommodate social and
environmental consequences of this kind. None the less, the industry
and the society have largely achieved consensus as to the more eco
nomico-technical goals of industry, that is to say, increases in production
contribute to increments in social welfare. This may well explain the
division of responsibility that has arisen between the two sectors ac
cording to the negative output that has unquestionably formed one
element of the private rationalization process.

3.3 The society’s social objectives
Pari passu with the rationalization process in industry (here understood
to refer to alI branches of economic activity), the society has built up
different systems of social security to provide its citizens with security
and greater equality to deal with life’s vicissitudes. The postwar period
has been especially productive in this respect with its provision for health
insurance, occupational injuries insurance, compulsory retirement pen
sions and so on. The purview of government labour market policy has
been more and more enlarged. One of its objectives is to assume respon
sibility for those who for various reasons connected with health and
social disabilities are unable to cope on their own with their situation
in the job world. This objective has become more and more difficult to
realize as policy aspirations have soared to higher levels.
The social costs in the aforementioned sectors have continually risen,
at the same time that administrative agencies have had to struggle more
and more with lagging resources in virtually all sectors. This is partic
ularly true of the health and medical services, where the need of care
has been mounting constantly. According to national accounts the overail
costs rose by about 40 % in volume between 1965 and 1969 (see
figure 3).
Under the head of social insurance, the past 20 years have witnessed
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Index 19661O0
Figure 3
Capital and current expenditures in the medical services according to
RUPRO 69 (the 1969 rolling-forecast survey)

several rounds of improvements in the compensation payable for illness
caused disability.
Over a period of ten years the level of compensation for health in
surance scheme was raised from about 65 % to about 80 % 1966. More
over there is a possibility by means of collective voluntary insurance,
which is rather common, to increase this level of compensation to about
90%.
Parallel with this trend there has been a steep rise in illness-caused
absences from work, especially in manufacturing, where the average
rate went up from about 5 % in 1960 to about 10 % in 1970. Many
factors may contribute to this increase, which is difficuit to analyze in
detail.
A main objective of labour market policy ah along has been to safe
guard full employment. Under this head the National Labour Market
Board has drawn upon a broad arsenal of instruments, of which the
following may be mentioned: employment exchange; a regional develop

ment policy to provide new job openings in communities with a weak
economic base; occupational welfae schemes in the form of relief work,
job training, retraining courses and sheltered employment in public
workplaces; searching-out programmes to prepare for job openings; and
inducements to private employers to provide semi-sheltered employment
in firms.
Compared with other countries Sweden has been able to maintain a
high employment level throughout the postwar period, with unemploy
ment rates that have stayed within the range of 0.5—2 %. On the other
hand it has become growingly apparent, especially during the past ten
years, that these low rates have been maintainable only on the strength
of ever-increasing public inputs as reflected by government programmes
of assistance to the private sector.
The consequences of rationalization and structural change in industry
have had most of their adverse impacts on elderly workers and those
whose physical and mental endowments fail short of meeting the de
mands imposed by the contemporary work situations.
Thus the society has had to assume a mounting responsibility for mea-
sures of labour market policy addressed to these groups. However, the
increased welfare services have also contributed to that larger groups
than before have been recorded within the labour force, especially older
persons and handicapped. This must be considered when figures of
unernployment from different years are being compared.
It is possible to discern a trend in labour market policy from an earlier
preoccupation with mediating between job-seekers and prospective
employers, with its concomitant of temporary supportive measures,
towards a policy that is more integrated with the business community.
Lastly, the society has entered a phase where it must more or iess re
luctantiy accept a situation of also having to assume the role of “meal
ticket”; sometimes this means resorting to employers in an activity
sector where production is flot a primary but a secondary goal, this in
order to satisfy the main criterion of giving jobs to that segment of the
labour force which cannot find employment in any other way.
Most of the labour demanded by employers in 1970 was for people in
the younger-age and vocationally trained categories. The demand figures
ranged from 65,000 to 80,000 vacancies. At the same time about 85,000
persons were registred in occupational welfare schemes. As of the end
of 1969, about 40,000 were receivirig support from labour market pohicy
in one form or another. If we compare the recession year of 1967 with
the boom year of 1969, we find that Sweden had more unemployed
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than vacancies in the autumn of 1967 but only about 50,000 persons

who were engaged in retraining, relief work or sheltered activity. Two

years later there were twice as many vacancies, but right in the middle

of the boom there were 65,000 persons at the receiving end of labour

market policy, and of these a growing proportion consisted of people

afflicted with handicaps of different kinds.
The proportion of older persons among the unemployed is higher than

before. During the second quarter of 1970 an average 42 % of the

unemployed registered with the employment agencies were 60 years of

age or older as against 26 %. in the corresponding period of 1968. In

dustry has substantially met its need of labour by bringing women into

the job world or by importing foreign labour.

3.4 An integrated view of welfare
The grounds on which present measures of welfare are based are now

coming in for more critical appraisal both within the industry and the

society at large. More and more glimpses can be caught in the public

debate of a widening gap between the welfare assessments that are

made in :the larger society and those that are made by the individual.

In the final analysis, much of what the public sector does to improve

welfare seems to boil down to no better than remedial measures that

have to be taken to offset negative output from the private sector, and

this aspect is being increasingly questioned. Constantly new demands for

increased medical resources ultimately stem, perhaps, in large part from

consequences of a work environment that is physically and mentally

strenuous. Rising social insurance costs are probably related to medical,

psychological and sociological consequences of the work environment

and working conditions. Perhaps the constantly increasing demands for

measures of therapy and rehabilitation to help the elderly and partially

disabled, as well as the demands for public employment of individuals

who cannot obtain jobs in industry, ultimately stem from rationalization

endeavours that could be channelled into different courses if other

values were postulated for them. One has to bear in mmd also the

influence of the expanded aim of social insurance upon its costs.

The focus of efforts is beginning to shift more and more from the re

medial to the preventive. Above ah, preventive efforts inside the in

dustry in the form of environmental improvement, new forms of work

organization and the technical design of jobs can help to lower costs

and demands for resources in the larger society. In our society new

approaches of this kind will lead to increasingly greater integration
between the respective inputs made by the private and public sectors.
This new philosophy should confer on man the opportunity to work in
an environment that satisfies his needs of physical and mental well
being.
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4 Development tendencies in the f ield 0f work
environment

4.1 Introduction
The term “environment” has a very broad definitional compass. People
speak of the external environment, social environment, work environ-
ment and so on. The efforts in these different areas readily tend to
fragment. In many cases the responsibility for these efforts is vested in
completely separate administrative entities. Legislation in the different
areas is based in different premises, the traditional methods of tackiing
the problems vary, etc.
In regard to the work environment two unes of development may be
distinguished. On the one hand, the very concept of work environment
bas been broadened so as to keep pace with the course of events. At
first problems of the work environment centered mainly around risk
factors such as accidents and occupational diseases. With time, the con
cept was extended towards the adjustment of the productive apparatus
to man’s physical capabilities. In the terminal stages of this development
problems of mental adjustment to work have also become increasingly
exigent. Today, the term “work environment” is made to embrace the
broad totality of aspects relating to human health and adjustment at
the workplace.
On the other hand, it has become more and more difficult to draw the
une between work environment and external environment. This holds
in great measure for the hygienic aspect, where it has become increas
ingly imperative to view configurations of exposure in the work en
vironment in relation to the total configuration. It also very rnuch holds
for the mental aspects of the work environment, where more and more
attention is being paid to the significance of work and working con
ditions for the rewards from and commitments to the overail life situa
tion.
Tendencies are now detectible in Sweden that appear to be moving to
wards a higher degree of integration in the environmental sphere. We
are beginning to discuss the feasibility of introducing uniformity in
legislation on environmental protection. We are trying to overhaul
administrative procedures in different sectors of the total environment.
The first steps to coordinate the education of experts on external en
vironment and work environment are being taken. On the other hand,

the decision-making systems for the improvement of the external en
vironment and for the improvement of the working environment have
to be different.

4.2 The future national welfare index must better reflect
environmental preferences
As pointed out earlier in this report, certain shortcomings attach to the
use of GNP as a measure of the national welfare. It is characteristic of
the changing values that have taken place in our country, especially
during the past ten years, that ever increasing demands have been put
on a work environment which guarantees health, employment security
and work satisfaction to the individual.
Our problem today is that we cannot insert such factors into assessments
of the national welfare. The present economic data base for welfare
calculations is under critical examination both in Sweden and abroad.
Different methods of weighting environmental and social factors are
being tried out. But in spite of the mounting fire of criticism aimed at
the durrent GNP concept, it has been anything but easy to find new
and more inclusive yardsticks for this purpose. When a general assess
ment of the nationa’ welfare is flot possible, studies of evaluation may
be limited to special problems.

4.3 Problems of the work environrnent must be solved alrcady at
the planning stage
The industrial rationalization process has long been preponderantly
controlled by economic-technical objectives. To a great extent the en
vironmentally conditioned inputs have been inserted at a stage where
the technological and organizational assumptions are already given.
Although the occupational health services built up by the business com
munity have admittedly been able to contribute substantially to the
elimination of negative environmental factors, an inordinately high
proportion of these efforts has been of a remedial character.
A typical feature of the latter-year development has been the growing
quest to incorporate considerations of the work environment already at
the planning stage. It is now possible to identify a quest within more
and more sectors to accord an equal footing in the fundamental decision
to matters that involve the physical, mental and social environment.
If a firm opts to impart such a direction to its corporate policy, it must
be prepared to underwrite greatly increased investments costs.
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4.4 Education and information are required for decision-makers
In a society where the environmentai aspects assume ever-growing
weight, the educational system must satisfy more exacting criteria. This
applies flot oniy to the education of experts on environment, but with
even greater force in the form of supplementary knowledge to prospec
tive decision-makers at ail levels. In recent years a growing body of
public opinion has favoured the adoption of courses on environment
at different levels of education. Thus certain curricula of the upper
secondary school have been offering instruction in ergonomics for the
past couple of years. At the university level there used to be no environ-
mental education in the undergraduate curriculum either for physicians
or engineers. Provision for labour-science subjects will be made in the
undergraduate curriculum of a new institute of technoiogy that is now
being planned. Medical education is strengthening the labour-science
components in the undergraduate subjects of hygiene and social mcdi
cine. The liberal arts faculties are seeking to introduce courses in “en
vironmentalism” which would lead to both first and advanced degree.

4.5 Dcvelopment of occupational heaith services
Sweden has a long-standing tradition of occupational health services
based upon employer-employee cooperation.
Problems of the work environment have taken on more and more facets.
Managements and employee representatives are therefore compelled to
evaluate increasingly complicated problems. Not only does this require
a much broader framework of knowledge and experience for those
responsible, but it also stresses the need for expertise on which to base
decisions.
In the course of equipping the occupationai health services of firms to
deal with these greater challenges, two problems have dominated for
the most part. First of ail, neither managements nor unions have pro
vided adequately for the training of labour welfare representatives.
Second, there have flot been enough resources to finance the additional
manning of these services with medical and engineering experts.
The organized employers and employees have both invested huge re
sources in education. Agreements on educational and training pro
grammes have been reached in the collective bargaining process. The
public sector has aiso contributed by providing greater capacity.
Techno-medical preventive programmes have long formed an integral
part of the Swedish occupationai health services, though it must be

pointed out that their purview has been chiefly restricted to the larger
firms. A cardinal goal is to expand occupational heaith to embrace ail
workplaces in the country. In 1967 the labour market parties agreed
on guidelines for occupational helath, whose programme is largely based
on the preliminary agreement of 1954 and on the 1959 recomrnendations
issued by the International Labour Organization.
Since 1967 the rate of expansion based on this voluntary agreement has
greatly accelerated. During the past few years this has chiefiy invoived
small and medium-sized firms, which have pointiy sponsored the for
mation of occupational health centres. About fifty such centres are now
in operation.
The larger society looks upon occupational heaith as supplementary to
the public health and medical services. Joint public-private bodies are
being organized to plan the future expansion. Society ought to assume
special resonsibility for the smail and scattered firms that cannot solve
their occupational heaith problems by merging with other firms.
For the moment the expansion of occupational health services is being
retarded by the shortage of engineering and medical personnel. More
engineers than doctors are needed in a ratio of about two to one. There
are flot enough trained engineers and doctors to fui ail the available
posts. From now on, however, the provision of greater resources ought
to open up new opportunities for improved occupational health. A
realistic assessment of the supply of doctors should be used to formulate
guidelines for the allocation of doctors to this fieid. Moreover, other
trained personnel are also in shortage, but society has made resources
availabie for a vigorous enlargement of education in this sector.
If we look at the costs of administering occupational health services,
their graduai expansion up to 1980 would require expenditures on the
order of SKr 600 million in that year, figured at current prices, as
compared with an estimated SKr 300 million in 1970.

4.6 Better means are needed to look after the individual
Sweden has a very high levei of aspirations for the work environment.
It is not enough for everyone to have a job, to be able to choose between
different tasks and to obtain economic rewards from work, but the job
shouid also be performed in an environment which meets reasonabie
demands of physicai and mental weil-being.
As will have emerged from the eariier exposition, this high ievei is hard
to implement. That holds not ieast for the older labour force, for whom
it is becoming more and more difficult to realize even the f irst criterion,
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namely thas everyone shah have a job. This problem has been most
recently recognized in the draft of a new law intended to improve the
employment opportunities of older persons. Among other things, the
proposed law cahis for serving longer terms of notice on older employees.
In addition, society offers inducements to employers in the form of
allowances to workplaces that are specially designed for older persons.
Just as important as giving the individual a safe, secure job is to enable
him to derive satisfaction from the work he cloes. In present-day Sweden
we have reached the point where we uphold the individual’s legitimate
right to influence the conditions around him and his work. This in
fluence may lie on different planes. First, the individual employee may
exercise influence over his own work; and second, he may exercise in
fluence over collective decisions. The latter decisions may be taken both
indirectly, e.g. through a trade union, and directly by the individual
himself.
At presera there are three different activities in Sweden which tie in
with these types of cooperation. First, a great deal of work goes into
devising cooperative systems in firms. The reference here is to a new
agreement on joint enterprise councils and to proposais for broadened
employee participation in management. Second, programmes of per
sonnel administration have been undertaken, at ieast in the larger firms,
which to some extent amount to experiments in employee “develop
ment”. The new agreement on enterprise councils identifies personnel
and educational matters as particularly urgent for mutual consultation.
Third, a pilot programme based on sociotechnical approaches is under
way which seeks to broaden employee self-determination on the job,
e.g. in the form om autonomous groups.
Most of the experiments and research in this area are sponsored by the
Development Council for Cooperation Questions, jointly forrned by the
Swedish Employers Confederation (SAF), the Swedish Confederation
of Trade Unions (LO) and the Swedish Central Organization of
Salaried Employees (TCO), and the government-run Industrial De
mocracy Delegation. The Development Council has mainly pursued its
work at “floor level”, i.e. it draws upon sociotechnical techniques to
change conditions on the factory floor. More recently, the Development
Council has also begun to tackle problems of personnel administration,
rationalization and board representation. By contrast, the Industrial
Democracy Delegation has been concerned from the outset not only
with sociotechnical approaches but also with cooperative systems. A
number of experiments have also been initiated by private firms.
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4.7. Legislation and inspection
Society must enact laws to lay down the demands that should be im
posed on the work environment and to arrange for inspection and super
vision to ensure compliance with statutory requirements. Developments
in the field of work environment are moving swiftly. It is therefore
necessary to revise the law constantly to keep pace with changes and
new knowledge as they unfoid. The present Labour Welfare Act in
Sweden dates from 1949 and various amendments have been written
into it since then. A government commission of inquiry appointed in
1970 has been asked to submit the draft of a new Labour Welfare Act.
The terms of reference given to the 1970 committee say that it should
be feasible to afford the employee with effective protection of his phys
ical and mental health at every stage of production. For this purpose
the law will insist on an interaction between preventive technical, med
ical and psychological factors. These should be addressed both to work
ing conditions and the individual and serve the twofold aim of correcting
deficiencies in the work environment and safeguarding health. The law
should encourage measures that seek to adapt jobs to the mental and
physical capabilities of employees and on the whole build up a work
environment that permits the employees to feel satisfaction and derive
pleasure from their work. It would also be desirable to consolidate this
law with legislation that relates to the external environment.
Society must ensure compliance with the legai stipulations out at the
individual workpiaces, above ail the small plants and establishments.
This makes it necessary to have efficient inspection and counselling
services. Our administrative agencies in this fieid are the National
Board of Industrial Safety and the Industrial Safety Inspectorate. The
broader the purview of work-environment problems and the more
complex they have become, the greater have been the demands put on
these authorities. The old type of inspection activity, which was mainly
of a technical character, has gradually evolved towards a more inter
disciplinary effort, involving elements of engineering, occupationai
hygiene and medicine, which emphasizes giving advice to firms in their
planning and development work. Pari passu with the .build-up of local
resources for environmental control within the business community,
the Industrial Safety Inspectorate is in a better position to ask for reports
on hygienic test results, ergonornic programmes etc. These opportunities
will become ail the greater as regards minimum hygienic standards,
demands for environmentah performance in machine design, planning
of construction projects and so on. Increasing use is being made of
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programmes tailored to specific industries, which are spelled out in the

form of so-called directives after mutual discussions between civil au
thority and parties at interest in the industry concerned. These directives
are then made to underlie programmes of environmental rehabilitation
in each industry, where the Inspectorate visits the firms and programs
the local activities with referenece to fixed deadiines for measures.

4.8 Society must put up resources for R & D and education

New knowiedge is constantly required to keep pace with the course of

events. There is always risk that negative consequences will be noticed

and action taken against them when things are too late. Society must

therefore buiid up facilities for labour science research with sufficient

dimensions to keep truly abreast of advancing technology. In Sweden

we have sought to amaigamate the labour sciences in a National Insti

tute for Occupational Health, which is called upon to act as a central

organ of research, development and education on matters of the work

environment. The Institute is also supposed to function as a coordinator

and initiator of R & D in relation to the labour science research that

goes on at universities and to other institutional research in this field.

Close and effective ties must be forged between the industry, the ad
ministrative agencies entrusted with matters of the work environment
and research institutions if we are going to be able to establish a cross

fertilization of ideas and, above ail, to translate research findings into

practical action programmes with the greatest possible speed.

Furthermore, the problems that have particular urgency for the industry

and the society at large at any one time must lend themseives to prompt

initiation of research efforts in the forms of applied research pro

grammes. The interval between research and practical application is

occupied by a development stage, the responsibility for which should,

it is feit, also be vested in society. This has to do with the development

of technical solutions in machine design, air conditioning, pollution

abatement etc.
Decision was taken in 1971 to levy a payroll tax whose proceeds will be

put into a fund for labour protection research, education and informa

tion. The integration between the business and scientific communities is

important, and towards this end the contact will be strengthened in

various ways, especiaiiy by arranging respesentation on research councils

for government, business organizations and research institutions.
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4.9 International cooperation
To a great extent, Swedish advances in the work environment fieid
have been promoted by an international exchange of experiences. As
regards research and documentation, regular contacts between Swedish
institutions such as the National Institute of Occupational Health and
similar institutions abroad have been of great value. The study of prac
tical solutions to work environment problems in different countries has
given very good resuits. Sweden has been able to pick out those foreign
solutions which have best lent themselves to practical application, having
regard to specific Swedish conditions, traditions and administrative
procedures, at the same tirne that Swedish experiences have proved
valuable in supplementing the actions taken by other countries.
Although much of this cross-fertilization has been on an informai basis,
regular provision has also been made for research seminars on the
strength of bilateral agreements, such as that concluded between Sweden
on the one hand and Yugoslavia and Czechoslovakia—Finland on the
other.
Organized international cooperation has also been arranged. The Nordic
Council recently formed a special task force for cooperation on occu
pational health between the Scandinavian countries, which has begun
its activities in 1971. OECD also seems to be an organization where
items on the working environment should be brought up. The inter
national congresses that are organized every third year by the Permanent
Commission and International Association on Occupational Health
have provided valuable opportunities for mediating experiences and
contacts between researchers and practitioners. Under the head of re
search and education, WHO has hosted international seminars and
rendered other contributions. In a series of reports the joint ILO-WHO
expert committee for occupational health has taken stands on various
matters of principie and recornmended different solutions, which have
been of great value for the development in Sweden. As regards practical
solutions, say in in-plant occupational heaith services or rehabilitation,
it is often advantageous to discuss these at international level in a three
party organization. ILO’s recomrnendations on occupational health
services have therefore contributed a great deal to Swedish progress.
An enlargement of this valuable international cooperation wouid be
desirable for Sweden, especially within the framework of ILO or WHO.
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PRÇ)POSITIONS PRESENTEES
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SUR LE MiLIEU DE TRAVAIL

par Karl—lngvar Rundqvist, assesseur au Secrétariat juridique
du Ministre des Afires sociales et de la Santé publique

En Suède, les débats publics sur les conditions de la vie de
travail ont été, ces dcrnires années, plus vifs que jamais.
Les questions afférentes au milieu de travail ont été au centre
des discussions. Lintért sest porté pour une large part
sur les répercussions qua eues et a toujours sur la santé,
la sécurité et la joie au travail, la rapidité de lévolution
technique et économique dans la collectivité suédoise. A
différentes occasions, il a été souligné que la législation en
vigueur en matière de protection des travailleurs qui, pour
l’essentiel, remonte 1949, ne répond plus aux exigences
actuelles.

Sur cette toile de fond, et aprês des exposés présentés par le rlement ainsi
que par la Confédération générale du Travail de Suéde (LO), le gouvernement
suédois a chargé en 1970 une commission de procéder uie révision générale
de la législation sur la protection des travailleurs ainsi que sur lorganisation
du secteur de cette protection. 1a chc des enquêteurs est, en considérant,
dans une optique axée sur les impératifs des temps préseats, les objectifs et
les méthodes pour la protection des travailleurs, de présenter des propositions
concrètes sur la façon dont la législation sur la protection des travailleurs et
les organes de cette protection doivent être refondus pour constituer des
instruments efficaces en vue de lobtention de bons milieux de travail. Len—
quête où en particulier sont représentées les organisation centrales du marché
du travail, a pris le nom d °enqute sur le milieu de travail.

Lenquête a décidé de donner la priorité t certaines questions traiter dans
un rapport partiel qui a été présenté au Ministre des Mfaires sociales et de
la Santé publique la mi-décembre 1972. Dans les propositions de ce rapport,
1accent a été placé sur les questions relatives I activitê locale de protection
sur les lieux de travail, comme aussi sur celles afférentes i’organisation de
la surveillance officielle.
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£9Jra!on -influence a cerue des travailleurs

La législation suédoise sur la protection des travailleurs prévoit que cest
la collectivité et ses organes la Direction nationale d’hygiène et de sécurité
du travail, au niveau central, et llnspection générale du travail, au niveau
régional, qui répondent en dernier lieu de la protection de la vie de avail.
Selon les statuts légaux, la responsabilité de la protection des travailleurs sur
le lieu du travail incombe erincipalemen 1 emploveur, les travailleurs devant
y contribuer dans une certaine mesure, Peu â peu S’est développé en matière
de protection les travailluars sur le marché du travail un système de coopéra
tion entre employeurs et travailleurs, ce qui se reflète également dans la légis
lation, Dans lcsprit de Î”enqute sur le milieu de travail, il importe de con
Uruer t développer le système de coopération entre les parties du marché du
txavafl. Un engagement accru de la part des travailleurs dans les efforts en
vue de la séeurité du travail augmente, selon l’enqute, l’influence de ceux—ci
sur le mi heu de travail. L’enquête constat:e que les statuts légaux de la pro—
tection des travailleurs ne répondent pas aux exigences qui, actuelle ment,
doivent être formulées en ce qui cegarde la participation des travailleurs â la
forme â donner au milieu de travail. C’est pourquhi ienquête présente des
propositions quant t une extension des statuts légaux â cet égard. A ce sujet,
ces prooosjtions portent avant tout sur les voies de la coopération des travail
leurs dans les activités de protection qu’exercent les délégués â la sécurité
des travailleurs et les comités de protection au sein des entreprises, des
administrations, etc.

â la sécurité des travailleurs

L’institution en Suède des délégués â la sécurité des travailleurs remonte au
commencement de ce siècle. A l’origine, ces délégués ne se rencontraient
que sur certains lieux de travail dans lindustrie. Ces délégués étaient, â
l’occasion des visites de l’inspecteur du travail sur ces lieux, chargés d’ex
poser 1CS points de vue des travailleurs sur ce qui, â lépoque, était considéré
comme questions de protection, Actuellement, des délégués â la sécurité des
travailleurs doivent généralement se trouver sur les lieux de travail occupant
au moins cinq travailleurs. Certaines possibilités sont données â l’organisa
tion syndicale des travailleurs de placer sur le lieu de tr,rail des délégués â
la sécurité des travailleurs qui ne sont pas eux-mêmes des travailleurs sur le
lieu de travail, Ultérieurement, les tftches des délégués la sécurité des
travailleurs se sont aussi étendues. C’est ainsi que maifltenant, ces délégués
ont â attirer l’attention de l’employeur ou de l’inspection générale du travail
sur les lacunes en matière de protection des travailleurs comme aussi â
essayer de promouvoir la participation des autres travailleurs dans les activi
tés du domaine de la protection des travailleurs. L’évolution a donné lieu â
une législation ainsi quâ des accords entre les parties du marché du travail
en vue de la coopération locale pour la protection du travail. L’enquête a
toutefois constaté que la réglementation devait être complétée sur des points
imn portants.

L’enquête propose que les attributions des délégués â la sécurité des travaill
eurs soient étendues. Ceux-ci auront également â participer â la conception
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des locaux de travail, des aménagements et des méthodes de travail. C ‘est
ainsi, par ex., que s’il y a lieu de craindre des risques sanitaires dus la
présence de gaz dans un local de travail, ces délégués pourront exiger que
l’employeur fasse contrier les conditions de sécurité. Les délégués la
sécurité des travailleurs seront, en outre, admis prendre connaissance de
tous les documents et informations d ‘importance pour lexerciee de leurs acti-
vités.

Une clause légale est proposée selon laquelle le délégué l la sécurjté des tra
vailleurs pourra disposer pendant ses heures de travail du temps nécessaire
I Vaceomplissement de ses tehes. Le temps réservé aux travaux courants
de ce délégué: rticipation aux rondes de contrMe de la sécurité, etc.
serait, en premier lieu, fixé par accord. Si les parties ne peuvent sentendre
sur le temps requis pour l’accomplissement des taches courantes, cette ques
tion sera r6solue par llnspection du travail. Dans les situations critiques,
le délégué â la sécurité des travailleurs pourra lui --même déterminer le temps
quil lui faudra pour sa contribution â la sécurité.

Attributions

Il est proposé que dans certaines situations, le délégué â la sécurité des tra
vailleurs interrompe le travail. En cas de danger immédiate et grave pour la
vie ou la santé des travailleurs du fait de conditions de protection défèctueuses,
s i.1 ne peut y être remédié sur—le—champ par recours â l’employeur, le
délégué â la sécurité des travailleurs pourra intervenir en interrompant le
travail, dans l’attente que l’inspection du travail prenne position. Ce délégué
sera aussi habilité interrompre le travail si iempioyeur refuse de se con
former aux interdictions formulées par l’organe de surveillance contre des
travaux déterminés ou contre l’utilisation de certains locaux, de certaines
machines, etc. En vue de combattre l’emploi abusif du droit d’interrompre
le travail, sont proposées certaines dispositions sur la responsabilité en
matière de dommages-intérêts.

En corrélation avec la modification de la situation des délégués â la sécurité
des travailleurs, ienqute estime nécessaire daecroDtre leurs possibilités
de formation. Employeurs et travailleurs répondront en dbmmun de ce que
le délégué â la sécurité des travailleurs recevra la formation nécessaire. Il
est proposé de rattacher une délégation de formation où seront représentées
les deux parties â la Direction nationale d’hygiène et de sécurité du travail,
organe central de surveillance. II incombera en particulrâ cette délégation
de donner les directives pour l’activité afférente â la formation. L’enquête
estime que les frais relatifs â la formation des délégués â la sécurité des
travailleurs doivent être â la charge des epIoyeurs. Une forme de percep
tion collective des frais de formation est proposée.

Afin d ‘appuyer et de stimuler davantage les activités de sécurité sur les lieux
de travail où l’organisation de cette sécurité est défectueuse, il. est proposé
que le système actuel avec délégués choisis en dehors de la sphère des tra
vailleurs soit développé. De tels délégués devront uvoir être désignés sur
les lieux de travail où n’existent pas de comité de protection. 11 est préconisé
que les frais relatifs â l’activité de ces délégués soient supportés par l’em
ployeur.
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Les comités de protection des travailleurs

Un comité de protection des travailleurs doit exister sur leS lieux de travaji

occupant au moins 50 travailleurs. Au sein de ce comité se débattent entre

les représentants des employeurs et ceux des travailleurs, les questïons rela

tives la seurité des travailleurs. De l’avis de i’enqut.e, ce comité devra

occuper une position centrale dans Vactivité locale de protection. Aux termes

de la proposition, des comités de protection devront toujours être établis lors

que les employeurs ou les travailleurs le demanderont. Dans ces comités

seront traitées, entre autres, les questions de planification de locaux de tra

vail, nouveaux ou modifiés, ainsi que d’aménagements et de méthodes de tra—

raii. Les questions concernant le service médical dentreprise devront égale

ment être traitées dans ce comité, afin de tirer parti des possibHtés données

aux travailleurs d exercer une influence dans le développement et le fonction

nement du, service médical d entreprise, Dans I ‘éventualité où les parties

n’arriveront pas s’accorder sur la teneur des décisions du comité de protec

tion, la question sera automaticiuement portée devant linspection du travail,

sî un membre du comité le requiert.

Afin que la force voulue soit assurée la position du comité de protection,

celui—ci devra comprendre une personne appartenant la direction de lentre

prise ou occupant une situation comparable ainsi qu’un membre du comité

directeur de l’organisation locale des travailleurs. En outre, cela va de soi,

le délégué la sécurité des travailleurs fera partie du comité.

Iranisation officielle de surveillance

L’enquête souligne que les propositions relatives l’activité de protection sur

les lieux de travail sont étroitement liées celles qu’elle présente qnt une

organisation officielle renforcée de la surveillance de la protection des tra

vailleurs. Les modifications proposées pour ce qui regarde cette surveillance

s’appliquent aussi dans une très large mesure L’Inspection générale de tra

vail qui a répondre de l’appui apporter a la sécurité des travailleurs dans

les entreprises et la surveillance de cette sécurité, entre autres, par des

conseils, le contrle des plans et des visites effectuées sur les lieux de travail.

L’enquête estime que L’inspection générale du travail, telle qu’elle est com

prise actuellement, savoir une inspection générale et un nombre d’inspections

spéciales, doit être en principe abandonnée. Il est donc proposé que les diffé

rentes inspections spéciales qui se pratiquent dans les mires, les travaux

forestiers le trafic terrestre et le trafic aérien soient ordonnées dans L’in

spection générale laquelle, cette occasion, sera renforcée et pourvue des

s pécia lis tes nécessaires - Simultanément, 1 enquête propose, en particulier,

afin de créer des possibilités accrues détroits contacts entre l’inspection du

travail et les lieux de travail, de porter dc 11 18 le nombre des circonscrip

tions de L’Lnspectlon générale du travail. Dans chaque cfrconscriion

sera établie une commission comprenant des représentants des parties du

marché du travail et dont le président sera le fonctionnaire en chef de la cîr—

conscription, le directeur de l’inspection génraie du travail. Cette com

mission sera i ‘organe auquel il appartiendra de décider sur les questions
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d’orientation et. de coordination des activités afférentes la sécurité des tra—

vaifleurs dans la circonscription. Cest elle également qui prendra les déci
sions en matière de prescriptions et. dinterdictions conformément la légis
lation sur la protection des trava ieurs.

Comme jusqu’ei, les lieux de travail de moindre importance continueront
lire I ‘objet dune certaine surveillance avec la participation des communes,
sous la direction de itnspcetion du travail. Cette surveillance sera normale
ment exercée par un inspecteur de l’hygiène possédant la formation nécessaire
en matière de sécurité des travailleurs.

Est présentée une proposition de renforcement considérable et d’extension de
la Direct:inu nationale d’hygiène et de sécurité du travail. Depuis le 1er
juillet 1972 date t laquelle un institut de médecine du travail, jusqu’alors in
dépendant, a été rattaché la Direction nationale d hygiène et de sécurité du
travafl, celle—ci comprend un service de médecine du travail. Actuellement,
i.l est. proposé, entre autres qu’un service de médecine du travail soit établi
dans la ville d’Umeâ. en Suède septentrionale,

lr les modifications proposées. l’enquête a voulu dans une mesure appré
ciable créer la possibilité de présenter dans un rapport ultérieur des proposi
tions de nouveaux sat.uts matériels pour la protection des travailleurs. Le
fait que fonctionnera déj! une organisation nouvelle et bien développée pour
la protection locale des travailleurs ainsi que pour la surveillance au niveau
central et au ni’eau régional lorsque seront appliqués les stuts légaux défini
tifs — lesquels seront vraisemblablement repris dans une nouvelle loi sur le
milieu de travail - a &é estimé offrir un avantage considérable.

li con lent toutefois de souligner que le rapport partiel présenté maintenant
comporte aussi dautres propositions d’importants égards. Se fondant sur
la nécessité de prendre des mesures de protection déjâ au tout premier stade,
ienqute a proposé différentes nouveautés en ce qui regarde l’emen préal
able des locaux de travail et des installations en faisant partie. Généralement,
cet examen du point de vue du milieu de travail sera effectué a l’occasion de
celui du projet. de construction auquel procèdent les autorités du Bâtiment. il
devra ètre contrMé que la possibilité dexposer ses points de vue la phase de
la planification a été doanée t la partie constituée par lestravailleurs. Len
quête a aussi présenté des propositions d’amélioration des règles de sécurité
et de coordination concernant les lieux de travail communs pour les travailleurs
de plusieurs employeurs, Par ailleurs, sont proposées des prescriptions pour
la protection des travailleurs sur les lieux de travail don; rie disposent pas
leurs employeurs propres. Sont importantes également différentes proposi
tions visant rendre plus efficaces les moyens de sanction dont doivent dispo
ser les autorités de surveillance.

Lenqute propose que les modification légales nécessaires entrent en vigueur
le 1er janvier 1974. il est prévu que l’extension et le renforcement de lorga
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nisation officielle seffectuerort pour la majeure partie au cours cVune période

de deux ans partir du 1er Juillet 1973. Les prouositions de Venqute ont

soumises un nombre de services publics et de collectivités invités en faire

connattre leur avis. Le gouvernement escompte pouvoir présenter des pro

positions su.r la base du rapport de lnqute t la session de 1973 du Piksdag.
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Introduction

In order to improve the work environment and the health of workers
Parliament decided in 1971 to establish a Work Environment Fund in
Sweden by increasing the compulsory fee paid by employers for insurance
against occupational injuries and diseases. The contributions wili amount
to over 20 million Swedish crowns (approx. Ø 4 million). The Fund will
be used for research, education and information.

As a basis for the research planning of the fund the Minister of Health and

Social Affairs requested in 1971 that a speciai study be carried out. I was

asked in July 1971 to conduct the study with the assistance of an expert on
toxicology and occupational medicine and one on ergonomics, physiology,

psychology and socioiogy. The report was presented in April 1972.

The aim of this study was to gather information from ail concerned -

technologists, industrial planners, empiobrs’ and trade union organiza

tions, research institutes as well as facuities of medicine, social sciences

and engineering as to what occupationai health probiems couid be foresen

in the next five to ten years, and what research projects should be planned

accordingiy, in the light of expected changes of technoiogy, industry,

labour market and society. Frorri the information thus obtained the study

group made a classification according to different systems, putting diffo

rent projects together in groups. Final]y some principles of priority were

established and eleven research areas of speciai priority laid down.

In carrying out this study I took the opportunity when at international con

gresses and conferences to discuss future occupationai research with ex
perts from many countries.
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Information collected in Sweden

• A main task of the study group was to obtain information on the expected

development in technology, industry and other fields of employment, to

collect information on development of the ernploymei t market, changes in

the distribution of the population from urban to rural areas and of the de-.

mographic development in Sweden, as well as expected changes in public

health.

Information was collected from six groups of experts, institutes, organi

zations and authorities, as follows:

1. Authorities and organizations active in planning industrial development,

employment, labour market, public health and social services, occupatio

nal health and safety, and social environment.

Z. Employer s’ and labour union organizations. The Swedish Employer s’

Confederation furnished information also from its branch organizations,

for instance the iron and steel industry, chemical industry, textile industry,

mining etc. Through the Federation of Labour Unions similar material was

obtained from its branch unions, such as the metal workers’ union, the mi

ners’ union, and the textile workers’ union. Interesting information was ai

so obtained from the Swedish Central Organization of Salaried Employees.

The Union of Employees in Public and Civil Services also provided informa

tion as well as the National Farmers’ Union and the Swedish Cooperativ€

Union and the Commercial Employers’ Association.

3. Authorities and organizations directly concerned with the control and

improvement rf work environment, occupationai health and safety, like

the Swedish Inciustriai Safety Board and the Factory Inspectorate, the asso

ciations of industrial physicians, of occupational health nurses and of safety

and industriai hygiene engineers, the occupational he.alth service organiza

tion for building and construction workers.

4. Authorities, organizations and institutions with general experience in

research and research planning but not directly engaged in occupational

health, among which were the university faculties of engineering, medicine,

natural sciences and social sciences, and the academy of engineering

sciences.
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5. Research councils or other organizations giving financial support to
research in different fields, embracing the Medical Research Council,
the Swedish Natural Science Research Couzcil, the Swedish Council for
Social Science Research, the Swedish Council for Forestry and Agricul-.
tural Research, the Swedish Board for Technical Development, the Swe
dish Càuncil for Building Research and the Bank for Sweden Tercentenary
Fund etc.

6. Institutes and organizations active in research in the occupational health
and safety field, such as the National Institute of Occupational Health and
university institutions, as well as the institutes of hygiene and public health,
the institutes of psychology, sociology and social medicine, the clinical
physiological university laboratories, and the regional occupational medical
clinics. The considerable experience of research on occupational health
collected through the years in the National Institute of Occupational Health
was in this respect of greatest importance.

Estimated need for future reearch in Sweden

The suggested projects and the estimated needs for research were classi
Lied in five large groups:

I. cenc rnethodology

Emphasis was laid on the need for further development of the methods in
occupationJ health services, and the need to evaluate regular health
examinatic’ns in relation to health hazards and work load, studying espe
cially the health problems of the very small industries.

Z. Work health factors of cnvironment

Health hazards from exposure to chemical substances were considered
to be of increasing importance. The great number of new chemicals be
ing introduced in industry will cail for toxicological studies and epide-.
miological research, especially concerning combÇned effects cf severai
toxic substances and the effect of long term expo sure. There will be a
great need for developing new engineering methods for the elin’iination
of air pollution of toxic substances in industry.
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Concerning dust a major point must be further research on the effect

of exposure from asbestos dust and organic dust such as wood, cotton,
dust in food industry and other sources. Another urgent question is the
further development of engineering methods for dust suppression.

Noise will be an important health problem in the future unless noise

prevention is applied at the planning and construction stage of new fac-
tories, machines and working processes. There will be a need to study
the effects from noise apart from deafness and there must be further

research on engineering methods of noise prevention.

A similar need for further research has been mentioncd in respect of
vibration and research on the effect of vibrations, especially the low

frequency vibrations and the prevention of exposure to vibrations.

Climatic factors, c3pecially the effect of cold climates and draught has

been emphasized. According to recent studies of job attitudes in Sweden

one of the most common complaints of the workers is complaints about

draught and cold climate. Another requirement is research on physi

cal and psychological effects of climate.

The psycho-social climate has attracted increasing interest during the

last 5-10 years in Sweden with special reference to such factors as job

organization, monotony, understimulation or underload. There is an

increasing demand, especially among younger workers, for a meaningful

occupation with job satisfaction and a possibility for the individual to

influence his own work environment. It will be essential to undertake

research on the effects of these psycho•-social factors as well as expe

riments to find new ways of organizing jobs in order to improve job sa

tisfaction. Mention was also made of mach psycho-social factors as

the effects of urbanization, especially when individuals were moved

from urban to rural areas, where they leave flot only their homes but

also their professions and are retrained for new jobs in new industrial

cities. The problem of the adjustment of migrant workers from other

countries was also brought up in this context.



Ergonomics will be an important factor of future work environment.
This will entail research on the effect of work environment factors

for back pain. Another fore ground question here will be research in

machine ergonomics especially as regards noise, vibration, the

design of instrument panels in transport machines for instance and

the design of robots to take over heavy andunpleasant work from man.

Also the development of technical aids to facilitate the work of handi

capped people will be of importance as well as the development of

research in ergonomics for handicapped.

Research in accidentprevention will be of great importance especially

as concerns the human as well as technological factors contributing to
an accident with injury. There will be a great need for basic research

as well as applied research on accident problems in different types

of industry such as the wood industry and mines.

3. Workingpyocesses

The necessity of research on occupational health and safety in working

processes has been emphasized and certain processes were mentioned,

welding for example. Cleaning of factories and offices has to a certain

extent been mechaized, for instance the cleaning of floors and windows,

but this work stiil entails considerable heavy physical work and health

hazards which should be reduced throug research.

4. Occpations or industrial branches

There is a great need of interdisciplinary studies on health problerns

including occupational hazards as wefl as the psycho-social climate.

In particular occupations within hospital and other fields of medical

care have been suggested as subjects fox survey. This work may include

heavy physical work oads, especially from lifting and carrying and

many aspects of ergonomics may be .-.pplied. Certain occupational ha

zards from infections should be considered. The new work organization

in hospitals has changed the psycho-social climate and there may be a

need to study job attitudes and job satisfaction in relation to the orga

nization of work.

It has also been mentioned that it would be useful to carry out an

occupational health studycelating to school teachers.
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The work and work environment of the farmers has changed consider
ably during the last decades. Farming has been mechanized, pesticides
and other toxic substances have been introduced, larger units of farm
ing have been created which will change the organization of the job.

Food industry has also been recommended for occupationai health

surveys especially emphasizing stress and noise.

The work environment of the small industries should be studied.
Very littie research has been carried out in this field, especially in
regard to preventive measures and how occupational health services
should be organized in order to meet the speciai problems of the smail
industries.

5.

The iength and distribution of the working time involves many health
aspects, especially in connection with shift work. There is now a
trend ail over the world to increase the amount of shift work, mainly
for financial but also for technological reasons. Shift work may in
fluence the physical, mental and social weli-being of the worker and

it is important to evolve methods for diagnosis of deviations from
normal health while stili at an early stage. Recommendations on how

shift work should be organized in order to reduce the negative health
effects as far as possible should be based on physiological, psycholo

gical and sociological studies.

6. Grops ofpersonnel

Certain large groups of personnel may have common problems or

difficulties in adjusting to work and work environrnent. The aging wor

ker has reduced functions of the body, especially in respect of their
maximum capacity. From the practical point of view reduced capacity

to work at high speed, to take in information and lowered perception

are important. It is important to design new working processes and

new machines that will fit the requirements of the aging workers.



In certain occupations such as forestry,where mechanisation is being

introduced, it is important to study the aging workers’ possibilities

of carrying out his duties under the new working conditions. -

Individuals with diseases of the heart, blood vessels and respiratory

organs may have reduced heart and lung functions and reduced resis

tance to certain factors of the work environment such as cold, irri

tant gases and dust. Further research in these fields has been pro

posed.

• It is also important to study the physical and mental health of those

who have been unemployed for a long time and have difficulties in re

entering the labour market due to some physical or mental handicap,

the aim in this case being to study the factors of this negative selection

as well as the possible stress effects of unemployment.

International experiences

A comparison of the information collected in Sweden with experiences from

other countries concerning the future need of research shows that the major

problems and the priorities are rather. similar in different countries.

Within occupational health occupational diseases have lost their dominating

position, although the health hazards of new working processes and from

the use of new chemicals must be studied already at the planning stage of

the working process. Methods to study the mechanism of action and to

establish the diagnosis at an early stage must be impvoved, as well as

methods for estblishing maximum allowable concentrations. In addition

to the traditional toxicological methods other ways must be found to study

the effects of toxic substances. The effect n higher nervous functions

have been studid especially in Eastern European countries but the Perma

nent Commission has established a subcomrnittee on this fieid. In the

future the rcsearch on toxic effects on the enzymatic system will be expand

cd. Methods on studying cancerogenic, teratogenic and mutagenic effects

must be developed.

The great number of new chemicals introduced in industry every year

will cali for a close international cooperation for instance through ILO,

WHO and the Permanent Commission since it will be difficult even for a
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large country with great resources to carry out sufficient research to

estabiish maximum allowabie concentrations for ail new substances

introduced or discovered.

Concerning silicosis there is a great need for further research on in

dustral hygiene engineering methods to improve dust controi Exposure

to vegetabie dusts, such as dust from cotton, hemp, fiax, different kinds

of dust from food industry, tobacco, will probabiy be of increasing im

portance. There is a great need for developing practicai methods for

field use in order to measure dust concentration and particle size in air.

In the fieid of toxic substances many studies have been devoted to the

effect of exposure to one substance. At work there is usualiy exposure to

several substances at the same time. Future research should concentrate

on the combined effects of iong-term exposure to low concentrations,

comparing exposed groups and control groups. The effect of multiple

stress must be studied, since exposure to toxic substances may be com

bined with stress factors at work. The great possibilities o using the ex

periences from occupational heaith services to collect a large body of

material over long periods must be consideed. Methods should be de

veloped ta coilect material according to a uniform system in order ta

aliow a comparison of resuits from different countries. It may be that

the exposed group in one country rnay be too small and research must

therefore be based on international cooperation.

The effect of occupational hazards or the physical and mental work load

upon such vulnerable groups as the aging wor:ers and the handicapped

must be studied in the future.

Many non-occupational diseases, like ischaemic heart disease or

diseases of joints, bones and muscles, may be influeiced aiso by factors

at work. Future research must devote corisiderable effort to studying

the influence of health factors of the work environment upon the occurrence

of non-occupational diseases.

Mental health problems have during the last decades been studied ta an

increasing extent but more research will be needed. Attitudes towards

00
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work concerning anxiety, alienation, job satisfaction must be studied in

relation to physicai and mental heaith factors at work.

Research has in the past devoted much time and effort to peak loads

especially where heavy physicai work, heat exposure, work at high speed etc

are entaiied. With increasing mechanization and automation the effect of

underload must be studied where the effects of reduced physicai activity

combined with reduced mental stimulation should be especiaily considered.

The trend in future research must be that man should as far as possible

be studied from ail different aspects concerning his physical, mental

and social weil-being, which wili mean more team wok, especiaily with

the basic team of physicians, engineers, nurses, physiologists, psycho

logists and sociologists.

Priorities

With the changing concept of occupational health and with a wide approach

emphasizing aiso the psycho-social climate at work and with the enormous

amount of problms to be studied in relation to technical deveiopment,

mechanization and automation as well as industrialization and urbanization

it is important to establish research priorities on the national and interna

tional level. When a research project is planned the background should be

described, a program worked out but at the same time the follow-up and

the practical application of the results should be foreseen. A research

project shouid not be considered as finished until its rsults have been put

into practice and appiied at the work place.

Sweden, like every other country, has to establish priorities taking regard

to the limited resources for research. The foilowing aspects on research

priorities were considered by this survey; the expected technological

and industria1 development and the corresponding planning, the expected

change in structure of industry as to size, economic sectors, as weli, as

expected changes in the labour market, the industrialization and urbaniza

tion. These aspects were emphasized by several experts within the organi

zations of industry, national employment service and the federation of



labour unions and the :mPloyer s’ federation.

As regards health factors at work the survey should consider the degree of

seriousness of the occupational disease or injury, the incidence or morbi

dity and the number of people expo sed.

Concerning health factors at work which influence non-occupational diseases

the survey should consider if the disease may cause disability and death, as

for instance ischaemic heart disease and if the morbidity is hîgh among the

working population.

In order to establish priorities of research in health problems of certain

occupations or professions the survey considered factors such as high

accident frequency, high general morbidity, high sickness absence and high

labour turnover. A rapid change of production processes may cause problems

of job adjustment. The workers’ subjective evaluation of his work, especial

ly if there is a strong negative attitude to the work with job dis satisfaction,

alienation, absence and labour turnover may cail for occupational health

research.

Gonsidering these aspects on priorities the survey selected the following

eleven fields as especially important for new or expanded research in the

near future: Industrial toxicoiogy; industrial hygiene engineering eliminat

ing air contamination at work; noise, effects and prevention; climate,

especially low temperature and air movement; organization and motiva

tion of work; back diseases; occupational il:juries; intei’disciplinary

health surveys of industrial groups; working time, length and distribu

tion during day and week, especially shift work; sickness absence and

labour turnover; the aging worker.

The sarûe fields seem to beof interest or importance also in many ohcr

countr ie s.

The Swedish Work Environment Fund was established 1. January 1972 in

order to support research, education anci information. Concerning this

survey on occupational health research the Board of the Fund has recent

ly selected the following four areas out of the eleven areas of priorities

mentioned above:

Research into the problems of working hours, including the length and

distribution of working hours. shift and night work etc.

8



Research intended to reduce the frequency and severity of occupational

accidents.

Broad cross-discipline investigations of working environment conditions

within various branches of industry.

Research on deleterious chernical substances in working environments.

Working groups have now been established ir each of the selected research

areas in order to describe what research has already been done, what is

now going on where, and what is needed of further research. The groups

shouid present a survey and then evaluate, study, report and follow-up

new research project.

Summ ar y

A national fund for research, education and information on occupational

health and safety of 4 million US dollar s/year was established 1972 in

Sweden. Based on a study on the future need for rsearch eleven top prio

rity fields were selected for research during the next few years: Industrial

toxicology; industrial hygiene engineering eliminating air contamination at

work; noise, effects and prevention; climate, especially low temperature

and air movement; organization and motivation of work; back diseases;

occupationai injuries; interdisciplinary heath surveys of industrial groups;

working time, length and distribution during day and week, especiaily shift

work; sicknes’ absence and labour turnover; the aging worker.
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The development of functions of sensory systems was originalh’ analysed from
REFERENCES 56 the appearance and changes of the reflexes which could be elicited by afferent

stimulations (for reviews, see e.g. Windle 1941, Carmichael 1951, 1954, Gott
lieb 1971). Several basic developmental concepts were postulated such as the
functional precocity of somesthesia, particularly the trigeminal afferent inflow,
compared to audition and vision.

The introduction and use of electrophysiological techniques, notably the
evoked potential method, made it possible to obtain further information about
the functional development of the sensory systems. The investigations on
somatosensory evoked cortical responses in newborn dogs, cats, rabbits and rats
(Scherrer and Oeconomos 1954, Grossman 1955, Marty 1962, Delhaye
Bouchaud 1964, Thairu 1971, Verley and Rokyta 1972) give conclusive
evidence tbat the afferent connections from tbe skin receptors to the cortical
projection areas are already present at birth in these animais. Recent studies
on the visual system during postnatal development bave provided data on
the involvement of different subcortical and cortical structures in the genera
tion of various components of the evoked cortical response (Rose 1968 a,b,
1971, Rose and Lindsley 1968). Comparable investigations have not been
made on the maturation of somatosensory cortical responses. However. the
relative functional importance of the afferent pathways directed towards the
somesthetic cortex of postnatal animals can be deduced from findings on
electrocortical activities in primary and nonprimary projection areas evoked
by electrical stimulation of ventrobasal and intralaminar thalamic nuclei and
reticular structures (Purpura 1961 a,b, 1962, Scheibel 1962, Scheibel and
Scheibel 1964, 1971, Verley, Siou and Garma 1966, Verley 1967 a, Verley and
Siou 1967). In addition, responses have been described in subcortical relay
stations evoked by peripheral tactile stimulation (Verley 1967 b).

The importance of the number and speed of the neuronal signals for the
functional differences between the neonatal and the mature afferent systems
bas recently been discussed (Scherrer, Verley and Garma 1968, 1970). Interest
has also been paid to the ability of the immature sensory cortex to code
information concerning different qualities of the peripheral stimuli. Thus,
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there are data available on the postnatal development of receptive field
characteristics in the visual cortex (Hubel and Wiesel 1963, Wiesel and
Hubel 1963, Barlow and Pettigrew 1971) and of somatotopic organization
in the somesthetic cortex (Rubel 1971). The results indicate that the func
tional organization of the celis within the somesthetic cortex, which serve
the processing of afferent information, is fairly well organized at birth in
postnatal cats. No investigation has been directed towards the problem of
the building-up of this functional organization during the early stages of
ontogeny.

Several studies on mammals empioying natural and electrical stimulation
of different peripherai receptors have demonstrated qualitative and quantita
tive changes in the electrocortical responses as a function of age (Hunt and
Goldring 1951, Scherrer and Oeconomos 1954, Rose, Adrian and Santibanez
1957, Ellingson and Wilcott 1960, Marty 1962, Marty and Thomas 1963,
Delhaye-Bouchaud 1964, Pujol, Granier and Marty 1966, Molliver 1967,
Fox 1968, MysIiveek 1968 a, Pujol and Marty 1968, Rose 1968 a,b, 1971, Rose
and Lindsley 1968, Meyerson and Persson 1969, Pujol 1971, SedIaek 1971,
Thairu 1971, Briquel and Verley 1972, Persson and Stenberg 1972, Rose,
Gruenau and Spencer 1972, Verley and Rokyta 1972). In newborn dogs, cats,
rabbits and rats, stimulation in the periphery of the somatosensory system
generates activity in the cortex as represented by a long-latency surface
negative response (Scherrer and Oeconomos 1954, Grossman 1955, Marty
1962, Delhaye-Bouchaud 1964, Thairu 1971). On the basis of studies on
effects of pharmacological agents on gross surface responses in the somatosen
sory cortex of neonatal kittens it has been suggested that both excitatory and
inhibitory synaptic processes are involved at different levels of the cortex
(Purpura 1961 c, Purpura, Shofer, Houspian and Nohack 1964). The relative
importance of inhibitory synaptic mechanisms in the newborn feline cortex
bas been repeatedly stressed (Purpura, Shofer and Scarff 1965, Purpura
1969, 1971). Correlative morphological studies show that the cortical cyto
architectonics at this neonatal stage are already relatively differentiated with
well separated layers containing neurons in different phases of maturation
(e.g. Cajal 1960, Noback and Purpura 1961, Marty 1962). In addition,
electron microscopic investigations on the cortex of perinatal dog, cat and
mouse have demonstrated a characteristic abundance of axodendritic synapses
in the superficial cortical layers (Voeller. Pappas and Purpura 1963, Meller,
Bleipohi and Glees 1968, Molliver and van der Loos 1970, Adinolfi 1971,
1972). The prominent superficial neuropile with well-developed axodendritic
synapses has been considered to account for the predominating surface nega
tive evoked and spontaneous electrocortical activities in the neonate (Marty,

Chevreau and Scherrer 1961, Marty 1962, Purpura et al. 1964). During the

late postnatal period the somesthetic evoked cortical potential undergoes a

change into its aduit positive-negative form. The evolvement of basilar

dendrites and axosomatic synapses (Marty et al. 1961, Marty 1962, Purpura

et al. 1964) and a deep neuropile with specific corticopetal fibers as well as

dendrites and axonal network of interneurons (Scheibel 1962. Scheibel and

Scheibel 1964, 1971) has been regarded to be of importance for bringing

about this change.
The data described indicate that the somatosensory afferent pathways and

their cortical projections have reached a comparativelv high degree of struc

tural and functionai maturation in the neonate of the aforementioned animais.

Consequently, it is of interest to analyse the initial phases of functional

development in the somatosensory system during the early prenatal period.

The classical investigations by Barcroft and Barron (1939 a,b, 1941, 1942)

on externalized sheep fetuses kept in umbilical contact with the ewe, indicates

that this preparation would be appropriate for the electrophysiological ex

ploration of the immature central nervous system. This technique was adopted

by Bernhard, Kaiser and Kolmodin (1959) and several investigations from

this laboratory have shown that this preparation is suitable for the electro

physiological analysis of the development of spinal and cortical functions

from verv early stages of ontogeny (Bergstrôm, Bernhard and Àngg5rd 1960,

Ànggrd. Bergstrôm and Bernhard 1961, Bernhard, Kaiser and Kolmodin

1962. Àngg5id and Ottoson 1963, Eidelberg, Koimodin and Meyerson 1965,

1967, Kolmodin and Meyerson 1966, Bernhard, Kolmodin and Meyerson

1967, Molliver 1967, Bernhard and Meyerson 1968, 1973, Meyerson 1968 a,b,

Meyerson and Perssori 1969, 1973, Persson 1971, 1973, Bernhard, Meyerson and

Persson 1972, Persson and Stenberg 1972). Since the sheep is relatively mature

at birth from a neurophysiological and behavioral point of view (cf. Rucke

busch 1971) the entire cycle of development of various nervous functions can

be conveniently studied under the same physiological and technical conditions

before a transition takes place from intrauterine to extrauterine life. In addi

tion, basic data on the neuroanatomical development of the isocortex in fetal

lambs bas heen presented by Astrm (1967).
h has been dernonstrated that the somesthetic evoked cortical response

in fetal sheep undergoes a series of changes as a function of age (Molliver

1967’. The characteristic surface positive wave form of the somesthetic

evoked potential in immature fetal sheep (see also Meyerson and Persson

1969, Persson 1971, 1973), compared to the predominately negative response

of neonatal animais (e.g. Scherrer and Oeconomos 1954, Marty 1962, Thairu

1971) indicates that a different mode of cortical activation exists in the
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sensory cortex during the early prenatal stages of development. The know
ledge about the cortical generative mechanisms to this immature cortical
activity and its structural correlates is sparse.

Tbe present investigation on the development of somatosensory cortical func
tions during early prenatal ontogeny deals mainly with the following aspects:
1. The functional development in tbe somatosensory cortex and its morpholog

ical correlates.

2. The development of the ‘specific’ and ‘nonspecific’ somatosensory systems.
3. The mode of operation in the immature somatosensory system.

These aspects bave been studied by means of analysis of gross and unit
cortical responses evoked by tactile trigerninal stimulation. The changing
characteristics of these responses have been correlated to simultaneous alter
ations of the cortical morphology.

Preliminary reports derived from this study have been presented (Meverson
and Persson 1969, Persson 1971, 1973).

METHODS

I. Electrophysiology

1. Material
The results are based on 67 experiments performed on sheep fetuses of dif
ferent Swedish breeds (Gotland breed and Swedish landrace). The gestational
age of the experimental animals was known in most cases and in the re
mainder estimated from weight-age diagrams (Meyerson 1968 b). Fetal ages
ranged between 42 days and full term, i.e. about 145 days.

2. Animal preparation
The details of the animal preparation have previouslv been reported (Meyer
son 1968 b) and only the general outline of preparation and the control of
animal condition will he presented.

On the morning of the experimental day, the pregnant ewe was fastened
to an operation table and anesthetized with a short-acting barbiturate,
Thiogenal® (Merck-Darmstadt) or Pentothalsodium® (Abbott), 25—30’
mg/kg slowly injected into a cannulated foreleg vein. The general anesthesia
was maintained tbroughout the surgical procedure with repeated injections
(5—10 mg/kg). The need for additional anesthesia was judged from the
corneal reflex.

Tbe animal was tracheotomized and artificially ventilated with a respirator
(Harvard respirator Model 613). In mort of the experiments the C02-content
of the expired air was measured (Beckman gas analyzer, Model LB-1) throngh
a small tube inserted into the tracheal cannula and continuously monitored
on a Grass-polgraph. The respirator was adjusted to maintain a level of
4—4.5% C02 in the end-tidal volume. Respiratory minute volumes were
5.0 to 10.0 1 depending on the weight of the ewes (cf. Cross, Dawes and
Mott 1959).

A catheter was inserted into the proximal end of one of tbe ligated common
carotid arteries for continuous recording of the arterial blood pressure and the
pulse rate. The systolic and diastolic pressnre was generally about 120 and
90 mm Hg respectively and the pulse rate varied between 60 and 120 per
min (cf. Spector 1956). Gare was taken w nsaintain the temperature of the
ewe at its normal value of 39°C (cf. Clawson 1928).

J
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In order to avoid bronchospasm and pulmonary atelectasis an injection

of adrenaline (0.2—0.4 mg s.c.) was given; the animal was hoisted to an

upright position; a ventriculotomy was performed and the stomach contents

evacnated.
The ewe was immobilized with Flaxedil® (Gallamine triethiodide, May and

Baker) 2—3 mg/kg i.v. and decerebrated by a section placed at the level of

the posterior thalamus. This operation completed the surgical procedure of

the ewe and the general anesthesia was now discontinued. Throughout the ex

periment small doses of Flaxedil® were administered. In the dog, k has been

shown that gallamine is present in fetal blood after the injection of large

doses (20—50 mg/kg) into the maternai uterine artery (Pittinger and Morris

1955). However, with the small doses used in the present study, there was

no sign of any placental transfer of the drug to the fetus.
After about two hours of recovery the fetus was carefuliy delivered through

a caesarian section. The fetus svas placed on a plastic cushion and embedded

in thin cotton sheets soaked in warm mineral oil. Great care was taken not to

damage the cotyledons or to stretch the umbilical cord. The body temperature

of the fetus was continuously monitored with a rectal and a skin termistor.

The normal temperature (39°C) of the fetus was maintained with the aid

of a heating lamp above the fetus and warm water running in the plastic

cushion. Two silver pins were placed in the forelegs and connected to a

Grass-polygraph for continoous recording of the fetal EKG. The pulse rate

of the younger fetuses (60—80 days) was l60—200/min, but was lower in

the fetuses near term (cf. Barcroft and Barron 1945).
The head of the fetus was then secured to a specially designed headholder.

LTnder a dissecting microscope (Zeiss Epitechnoscope) a smail or wide,

unilateral or bilateral craniotomy ;vas made according to the purpose of the
experiment. The dura was refiected. The exposed cortical surface was covered

with thin polyethene sheets and frequentlv flushed with warm minerai oil.

The majority of the fetuses exhibited spontaneous mobility (cf. Barcroft

and Barron 1939 a,b, 1942) and where therefore immobilized with a small

dose of Flaxedil®, 1—3 mg/kg intraperitoneally. It has been demonstrated in

the adult cat, that gallamine has excitatory effects on cuneate neurons
(Galindo, Krnjevié and Schwartz 1968), on thalamic relay nuclei neurons
(Andersen and Curtis 1964) and on cortical excitability (Halpern and Black

1967). These effects were attained with much larger doses (> 6 mg/kg) than
those used in the present investigation. No significant effect on the experi
mental results from the use of gallamine couid be observed.

3. Stimulation
As in the aduit animai (Nougier 1963) ipsilateral upper hp stimulation in
sheep fetuses elicited cortical responses with the most constant form, shortest
latencv and largest amplitude and was therefore used in the present study.

Tactile stimulation was performed with a spherical probe, which bad a
ciiameter of 0.5 mm, connected to an electromagnetical transducer driven by
a stimulator (Grass). One or two tactile stimulators were used, each mounted
on speciall constructed coordinate systems allowing movements in ail direc
tions. The stimulation profile svas a square wave of variable duration and
amplitude. In most experiments the duration of the stimulus ;vas 10 msec.
The amplitude of the stimulation was chosen so as to provide reproducible
cortical responses.

Sheep fetuses have glabrous nose skin until a gestational age of about 90
clays when the first hairs appear on the nose. Not until shortly before full
term do the fetuses have well-developed fur. Due to this fact the tactile
stimulation was on bare skin in most experiments but in some older fetuses
also on skiu hairs.

4. Recording
Recordings were made of evoked gross potentials from the surface and the
depth of the cortex as wehl as of evoked unitary activity from single neurons.

The surface exploring, reference and ground electrodes were all matched
calomel half-cehls connected to tbe preparation by agar saline bridges in
poletbx-lene tubes with a recordiug area of 0.5 mm2. The reference electrode
was placed on saline moistened cotton in direct contact with the posterior
part of the skull. The ground electrode was placed on a strip of saline
moistened cotton wrapped around the neck.

The electrodes were connected to a Grass P 6 amplifier and a Tektronix
502 CR0. D.c.-recording with an upper cut-off frequency of 0.5 or 2 kHz
was used in most experiments. The drift of this system was generahly less
than 50 iV per hour. In some experiments a.c.-recordings were used with
a time-constant of 100 msec. A Grass kymograph camera provided the photo
graphic recording.

Evoked field potentiais and extracellular single unit activity were recorded
with glass microelectrodes fihied with sodium chloride (5.5 N) or potassium
chloride (2.8 N). It is obvious that leakage of KC1 from the micropipettes
could affect the single unit activity. However, no change could be detected
in the firing pattern of spontaneously active neurons, which were extracellu
larly recorded with KC1-microelectrodes during 15—20 minutes. Micro-
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electrode impedances amounted to l—50 MQ. For the recording of evoked

field potentials the tip of the micropipette was broken mechanically before

use. The microelectrodes were attached to a microdrive (Stâlex) which vas

rigidly mounted on a stereotactic apparatus allowing movements in ail three

planes. The same amplifying system as for surface recording was used. The

unit activity was also monitored aurally with a Grass AM 5 audioamplifier.

The outputs of the oscilloscope were fed into a two-channel tape-recorder

(ReVox with FM-adaptation the upper cut-off frequency of the FM-record

ing system was about 650 Hz). One channel with FM-modulation ;vas used to

store slow potential activity and the other one to store trigger signais. unit

activity and spoken information.
The surface cortical response evoked by tactile stimulation of the trigeminal

nose area was first mapped. The expioring electrode vas placed in the cortical

position from which reproducible responses with minimal latency and max

imal amplitude were obtained. The microelectrode was then put in contact

with the exposed cortical surface close to the exploring electrode and on the

middle of the gyrus. In the younger fetuses the pia was soft and the micro-

pipette could be advanced through the pia without dimpling. However, in

the older fetuses the pia was severed locally in order to prevent erroneous

depth measurements due to dimpling. A mixture of mineral oil and vaseline

was carefully laid out on the surface of the cortex in order to prevent

pulsations and to retain moisture. The microelectrode was advanced vertically

through the cortex in steps of 2 u to a depth of 2 500 p or more. During

penetration a search was made for responsive and spontaneous units and their

depth location in the cortex was noted.
The same procedure was employed from unipolar recording of the evoked

field potentials from various depths below the cortical surface. Recordings

(n = 5—10) were made at increments of depth of 200 or 250 u. In a few

control experiments recordings were made during both the advancement and

the withdrawal of the microelectrode, and similar resuits were obtained at

equal depths. The evoked surface response and the evoked field potentials

were recorded simultaneously.

5. Mcthods of laminar potential analysis
The evoked field potentials recorded within the sensory cortices of aduit
animais in response to peripheral and thalamic stimulation have been studieci

by several investigators (Amassian, Patton, Woodbury, Towe and Schlag 1955,
Perl and Whitlock 1955, Li, Cullen and Jasper 1956, von Euler and Ricci

1958, Angel and Holmes 1967, Carter, Holmes and Houchin 1968. Borbély
1970). The hypothesis is now well established that the evoked sLow waves as

well as the surface evoked responses are the net result of extracellular current
flows generated mainly by local postsynaptic potentials of the cortical neurons
(e.g. Eccles 1951, 1964, Bremer 1958, Purpura 1959, Creutzfeldt. Watanabe
and Lux 1966 a,b, Creutzfeldt 1969, Creutzfeldt. Rosina, Ito and Probst 1969,
Pollen 1969). Afferent and efferent fiber activity may also contribute to the
evoked field and surface potentials if the activity is highly synchronized
(Purpura 1959, Creutzfeldt 1969, Pollen 1969). lJnder normal conditions,
glial ceils probably do not contribute significantly to the extracellular currerit
flow Grossman, Whiteside and Hampton 1969, Pollen 1969).

On the basis of the volume conductor theorv. the evoked field potentials
in the cortex and their corresponding depth-potential profiles have been
widely used to indicate the locations on excitable fleurons of the extracellular
current flow generators (‘sources’ and ‘sinks’). However, the use of voltage
gradient has recently been claimed to be more accurate for the analysis of the
spatial arrangements of cortical generators (Humphrey 1968 a,b, cf. Amassian,
Waller and Macy Jr 1964, Towe 1966).

Assuming the conductivity (K> of the cortex to be constant, net current density is
proportional to the voltage gradient at any given point:

I = — K grad V
In the cortex the average current flowing parallel to the cortical surface is regarded

as being effectively zero (e.g. Pollen 1969). Under such conditions it is the vertical
current flow which primarilv contributcs to the cortical potentials. The net vertical
component of the extracellular current I) is given bv

I,=—K

svhere z is a measure of depth f rom the cortical surface AIl changes in the extra
cellular current are considered to be due to charges leaving (‘source’) and entering
‘sink’) the cells. A rapid change in the vertical current flow in positive direction at a
restricted region in tIse cortcx occurs because charges are leaving the cells at the same
depth. Thus, a net maximal source of vertical current may be said to cxist wherc I.

is increasing most rapidly or ;vhere is maximally positive. Converselv. a net maximal

sink would exist where is most negative. Estimates of

aI, 192V
— = —

were obtained by treating the depth-potential profiles as continuous functions, reversing
their sign and graphically twice-differcntiating them.

In the present study, the laminar analysis of somesthetic evoked cortical
potentials comprised a description of evoked field potentials recorded at dif
ferent depths below the cortical surface and of depth-potential profiles. These
profiles were derived from amplitude values of the evoked field potentials
measured at latencies corresponding to the peak of the positivity or negativity
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(or both) of the surface response. Furthermore, on the basis of the depth

potential profiles, estimates were made of the corresponding vertical current

gradients to achieve additional data on the location of ‘sources’ and ‘sinks’.

II. Histology

After completion of the experiment, specimens were taken for histology from
the somesthetic cortex of 11 fetuses (62 to 127 days of gestation). The tissue
samples were fixed in formalin (10% in Ringer’s solution) and stained with
cresyl violet. In 8 brains the shrinkage caused by the preparation was
estimated (see pp. 40).

I. Development of somatosensory evoked surface responses

Cortical responses to tactile stimulation were obtained in all 67 fetuses
examined. During development the cortical evoked response to ipsilateral
upper hp stimulation underwent a series of characteristic changes in cortical
distribution, configuration, latency, amplitude and ability to follow repetitive
stimulation. Basic data on the maturation of the somesthetic evoked surface
cortical response in fetal sheep have been given in an initial study from this
laboratory by Molliver (1967). The present investigation constitutes a con
firmation and extension of this work mainly in order to provide a firm basis
for the understanding of the depth potential data.

1. Cortical distribution
The distribution on the cortex of the evoked response to tactile stimulation
of the ipsilateral superior hp (ISL) was studied in fetuses of various ages.
h was observed that a change of the stimulus locus from one point to another
on the nose induced a shift in the cortical area from which the maximal
responses could be obtained. This indication of a somatotopic organization
was found even in the youngest age group. Thus, in a 69-day-old fetus the
response could be recorded from an anterior and lateral area which included
approximately the whole anterior third of the lissencephalic brain (Fig. 1 A).
It is interesting to note this relatively large response area and the similarity
between this ISL-representation and that of the adult sheep (Adrian 1943,
Hatton and Rubel 1967).

The finding in ahI fetuses that the responses obtained from the periphery
of the cortical receiving area had the same onset latency as those in the center
of the field, indicates that the fringe responses do not represent electrocortical
activity due to a time-consuming tangential intracortical activation.

In Fig. 1 B is shown the response distribution in a 76-day-old fetus and it
can be seen that the cortical response was recorded from a large area of the
anterior pole of the brain. A shallow impression on the lateral aspect of the
brain denoted the apperance of s. suprasylvius (cf. Meyerson 1968 b). No
responses were obtained from recordings medial to this sulcus, i.e. from the
anlage of g. suprasylvius (association cortex), nor from the prospective g.
frontalis superior (motor cortex).

RESULTS
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After the age of about 85 days, it is possible to trace the aduit pattern of
sulci and convolutions in fretal brains (Meyerson 1968 b). The somesthetic
evoked response in a 91-day-old fetus could be recorded from g. frontalis
medialis and g. ectosylvius anterior (Fig. 1 C). These two areas presumably
correspond to SI and Su respectively in the aduit animal (Woolsey and
Fairman 1946). No responses were obtained from g. suprasylvius to tactile
stimulation of the nose.

2. Configuration
The change in the configuration of the somatosensory evoked cortical response
is a prominent developmental feature. Fig. 2 shows superimposed cortical
potentials (n = 3—16) evoked by tactile stimulation of the ipsilateral upper
hp in fetuses of various ages. A well-defined response was obtained even in

A

B

—I

42 58
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,-J

7472

—I

“LI

Fig. 1. Distribution of cortical responses evoked by tactile stimulation of thc ipsilateral
superior hp. A, a 69-day fetus B, a 76-day fetus; C, a 91-day fetus. The records of the
cortical responses correspond to the relative positions of dots on the brains. Horizontal
bars below the brains represent 1 cm. Calibration 200 V, 1CO ms. Note, in this and
subsequent figures, negativity is upwards.

101 115 125

Fig. 2. Development of the configuration of evoked cortical responses in fetuses of
various ages. The numbers above each record represent fetal ages in days. Cahibration:
200 1sV, 100 ms.
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the youngest fetus examined (42 days, 12 g, Fig. 2, 42). In this as in the other
fetuses younger than 68 days (Fig. 2, 58 and 62), the response had a surface
positive form. This unique observation that the somesthetic response of sheep
at its appearance in early ontogeny displays a surface positivity was first de
scribed by Molliver (1967) .At a fetal age of about 68—70 days a small nega
tivity appeared in the response after the positive deflection (Fig. 2, 69). Dur
ing the following developmental stage between about 70 and 80 days (Fig. 2,
72, 74, 76, 77 and 83), this negativity increased in amplitude and successively
became the predominating component. During the same period the initial
positivity showed a decreasing amplitude. In most fetuses of 90—100 days,
the evoked cortical potential was characterized by a single surface negativity
(Fig. 2, 91) sometimes followed hy a small positive wave (Fig. 2, 97). How
ever. in a few fetuses responses consisting of a double negative peak were en
countered (Fig. 2, 94). Predominating negative evoked responses to peri
pheral stimulation have also been recorded from the somesthetic cortex of
cats (Scherrer and Oeconomos 1954, Marty 1962), rabbits (Marty 1962,
Delhaye-Bouchaud 1964. Verley and Rokyta 1972) and rats (Thairu 1971)
during the immediate postnatal period of development. Around 100 days of
fetal life in the sheep, a small positive component, preceding the negativity,
reappeared in the response (Fig. 2, 101). This positivity increased in relative
amplitude with age (Fig. 2, 115 and 125) and at about 125 days the somato
sensory cortical response displayed a positive-negative configuration similar
to that of the adult animal (compare the a-response of Nougier, 1963).

3. Latency
The development of the onset latency of the evoked cortical potential and
the peak latencies of its main components is shown in Fig. 3 A—D. The onset
latency of the initial positive component amounted to 115 msec in the
youngest fetus (42 days, Fig. 3 A). This onset latency value should be com
pared to 20—25 msec obtained in the fetuses near term. The corresponding
values of the peak latencies of the positive component were 150 msec and 30
msec respectively (Fig. 3 B). The peak latency of the negative component in
69-day-old fetuses amounted to about 160 msec (Fig. 3 C). The same value
in fetuses older than 120 days were 40—50 msec. The latencies of the dif
ferent components of the cortical response were, thus, about 4—5 times longer
in the younger fetuses as compared with the corresponding values in the
fetuses near term (Fig. 3 D). For comparison, the onset and peak latency of
the positivity and negativitv in adult sheep on electrical stimulation of the
ipsilateral superior hp have been reported to amount to 5, 12 and 17 msec
respectively (Nougier 1963).

The graph in Fig. 3 A (see also Fig. 3D), illustrating the development
of the onset latencies of the somesthetic response. shows a plateau at about
110 msec between 40 and 80 days of age. There is a marked decrease of
latency between the 8Oth and the 120th day of gestation after which the
latency levels off. The peak latencies showed a continuous decrease to about
the l2Oth day and then a levelling off (Fig. 3 B, C, see also Fig. 3 D).

4. Amplitude
When the intensity of the tactile stimulation was increased stepwise above
the threshold, the peak amplitude of the cortical response increased at each
step and finally reached a level of saturation. The range in response ampli
tude from the threshold to the saturation level had a tendency to be larger in
younger than in older fetuses. The data plotted in Fig. 4, illustrating the
clevelopment of the peak-to-peak amplitude of the evoked potential, were
derived from responses obtained with supramaximal stimulation. The maximal
responses in the fetuses younger than about 63 days were of low amplitudes
(150—600 pV). Between 65 and 76 days, cortical responses could be ob
tained with peak-to-peak amplitudes of up to 1 500 tV. However, there was
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Fig. 4. Development of the peak-to-peak amplitude of the evoked cortical response. Curve
is eighth order polynomial approximation to the experimental data.

a large variability in the amplitude of the responses recorded from fetuses of

that age and low-amplitude evoked potentials were also observed. During the

following developmental period the cortical responses showed a progressive

diminution and from a fetal age of about 100 days the potentials had an
amplitude of 200—400 tV. Such low amplitude values are typical for the

adult animal (for sheep, see Nougier 1963).

5. Repetitive stimulation
In several investigations it has been shown that the ability of evoked cortical
responses to follow repetitive peripheral (Hunt and Goldring 1951, Scherrer
and Oeconomos 1954, Grossman 1955, Molliver 1967, Mysliveek 1968 a,
Thairu 1971, Briquel and Verley 1972, Persson and Stenberg 1972) and
central stimulation (Purpura 1961 a,b, Scheibel and Scheibel 1964, 1971,
Grafstein 1963, Meyerson 1968 a,b, Conwav, Wright and Bradley 1969) in
creases significantly during development. In sheep fetuses younger than 70
days of age the tactile stimuli had to be given at intervals of 20—30 seconds
to obtain reproducible cortical responses. In 75-day-old fetuses, the evoked
cortical potential could follow a stimulus frequency of about 0.5 Hz, whereas
the response followed a rate of about 1 Hz in fetuses older than 88 days. For
comparison, it may be mentioned that in nonanesthetized adult cats the
recovery time of the primary somatosensory response has been reported to last
200 msec corresponding to a repetition rate of 5 Hz (Allison 1968).

In order to evaluate the susceptibility of the various response components
to repetitive stimulation, experiments were performed in which the rate of
stimulation was increased above that giving responses of constant amplitude.
Fig. 5 A and B shows a series of successive cortical potentials obtained at
a stimulus rate of 1 Hz in a 65- and a 72-day-old fetus respectively. In the
65-day-old fetus the responses were reduced to a low-amplitude positive
deflection followed by a slow negative wave (Fig. 5 A). The corresponding

2 nd

Fig. 5. Cortical responses to repetitive stimulation (1 Hz) in a 65-day fetus (A) and a

72-day fetus (B). Calibration: 200 sV, 100 ms.

data (Fig. 5 B) from the 72-day-old fetus show that the change in the

cortical response was similar between the first and the second stimulation.

However, in the third response additional components appeared as represent

ed by the second positive deflection and the negative hump superimposed on

the slow negative wave (see also Fig. 19).
Facilitation vas observed in a few fetuses between 80—120 days of age.

In Fig. 6 is shown an example of such a facilitation in the response of an

82-day-old fetus induced by repetitive stimulation at a rate of 1 Hz. From

the second stimulation there was a remarkable increase in amplitude of both

the positive and the negative components. The facilitation appeared in a

waxing and waning fashion and the negativity was split up into two peaks.

Facilitation was neyer observed in younger fetuses. The alterations in the

cortical response in older fetuses during high frequency stimulation were

highly inconsistent.
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Fig. 6. Facilitation of the cortical response in an 82-day fetus by repetitive stimulation

cf 1 Hz. Calibration: 100 pV, 200 ms.
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6. Effcct cf strychnine
In an attempt to elucidate the developrnent cf inhibitory rnechanisms in the
cortex some experiments were undertaken in which the effect of strychnine
on the evoked cortical potential was studied. In Fig. 7 A is reproduced
evoked responses in a 76-day-old fetus before and after topical application
of 1% strychnine on the cortex. After strychnine there was a slight pro
longation cf the negative component. No significant change occurred in the
response amplitude. Fig. 7 B illustrates corresponding data from a 91-
day-old fetus. After strychnine prominent changes could be observed in the
response which displayed a twofold increase in the peak-to-peak amplitude
together with a rnarked prolongation of the duration. In addition a small
initial positivity appeared and there was also a hump on the rising phase
of the negativity. On the assumption that strychnine blocks inhibitory post
synaptic mechanisms in the cortex (Pollen and Ajmone Marsan 1965, Stefanis
and Jasper 1965, Phillis and York 1967), the fact that strychnine only had an
effect on the somesthetic response in older fetuses may be taken as evidence
of a delayed maturation of cortical inhibitory synaptic systems during early
periods of ontogeny.
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7. Afterdischarges
In 6 older fetuses (aged 85—120 days) it vas possible to evoke cortical

afterdischarges in addition to the ‘primary’ evoked potential (Fig. 8 A—C.

The afterdischarge usually consisted of an epoch of spindiing activity super

imposed on a negative d.c.-shift. The onset latency of the discharge amounted

to 400—600 msec and it had a duration of 400—800 msec. The frequency of

the waves in the afterdischarge varied from 8—16 Hz. The negative d.c.-shift

vas generally more pronounced in the older fetuses in which it could attain

a value cf about 400—600 uV.

C

B

—I
Fig. 8. Cortical afterdischarges evoked by tactile stimulation of the trigeminal nose

region. A, a 94-day fetus; B, a l0-day fetus; C. a 105-day fetus. Calibration: 200 tV,

200 ms.

Fig. 9. Selective effect of repetitive stimulation (0.5 Hz) on the ‘primary’ evoked re
sponse and the afterdischarge in a 100-day fetus. Calibration: 100 sV, 100 ms.

The cortical afterdischarge had a comparatively low resistance to repetitive

stimulation even compared te that of the ‘primary’ evoked response. As shown

in Fig. 9 the afterdischarge was almost completely abolished at a stimulation

rate of 0.5 Hz, whereas the ‘primary’ response was relatively unaffected. This

finding may indicate that the two responses are generated by different sub—

cortico-cortical mechanisms.
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Fig. 7. Effect of topical strychnine (1 %) on the evoked cortical response in a 76-day
fetus (A) and a 91-day fetus (B). Numbers above each record represent time in min
after strychnine application. Calibration: 200 jsV, 100 ms.
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II. Development of somatosensory evoked field potentials A B
In order to evaluate the relative contribution of the activity in the different
cortical layers to the building-up of the evoked surface response during deve
lopment, a series of experiments was performed in which the evoked potentials
were recorded at different cortical depths. Because the development of the
evoked surface response is characterized by a series of successive changes in
the size of its positive and negative components, laminar potential analyses
were based on the amplitudes of the evoked field potentials at the latencies
corresponding to the peaks of the surface positivity and negativity. On the
basis of the measured potential values, depth-potential profiles and estimates
of the corresponding vertical current gradient were made (see Methods). The
results to be presented comprise laminar analysis of the somatosensory evoked
cortical potentials from five successive developmental stages each charac
terized by a specific pattern of the surface response.

62-day-old fetus

The results of the laminar potential analysis in a 62-day-old fetus exhibiting
a surface positive cortical response are shown in Fig. 10. Upper traces in A
represent the surface potential and lower traces illustrate corresponding field
potentials recorded with a microelectrode at indicated depths. In recordings
from depths less than 1 000 u, the field potentials displayed a monopolar
positive form. similar to the surface response. At greater depths the field
potentials exhibited negative values with maximal amplitudes at a depth of
about 2 000 u. The peak latency of the deep negative wave was 115 msec
which corresponded to that of the surface positivity. The cortical thickness
amounted to 700 lu (horizontal dotted une in Fig. lOB and C, see pp. 40).
Thus, the positivity of the surface response corresponds to positive field po
tentials located within the primitive cortex and to negativities located in the
upper subcortical strata. The depth-potential profile shows that the maximal
negative values of the field potentials—corresponding to the peak of the
surface positivity—are located in subcortical layers (Fig. 10 B).

The graph in Fig. 10 C illustrates the vertical current gradient derived
from the depth-potential profile. On the assumption that the negative max
imum represents a net maximal current sink, this is located at a depth of
about 1 200 lu Similarly, if the positive maximum represents a net maximal
source, this is situated at about 1 000 lu To check the location of the micro
electrode tips, marking experiments were performed with the Prussian blue
method. The result revealed that the deep negativity and the net current
sink were located in the suhcortical strata (intermediate layer) of the imma
ture telencephalic wall.
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These observations indicate that early in development tactile stimulation
of the trigeminal nose region does flot activate neuronal elements within the
cortex proper but evokes activity in strata immediate below the cortex.

70-day-old fetus

Laminar analysis of somatosensory evoked cortical potentials in a 70-day.old
fetus is illustrated in Fig. 11. At this stage the surface response displayed
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Fig. 10. Laminar analysis of evoked cortical potentials in a 62-dav fetus. The upper
records in A are surface potentials; lower are field potentials recorded with a micro
electrode at indicated depths. Calibration: 200 sV, 100 ms. Depth-potential profile (B)
and estimate of the vertical current gradient (C) corresponding to the peak of the
surface positivity. A positive value of the gradient curve indicates a ‘source’ of vertical
current and a negative value indicates a relative ‘sink’ (Sec Methods). The horizontal
dotted unes (B and C) represent the approximate cortical thickness.
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cortical potentials in a 70-day fetus. The upper

records in A are surface potentials; lower are field potentials recorded at indicated

depths. Calibration: 200 sV, 100 rns. B, depth-potential profile (left) and estimate of

the vertical current gradient (right) at the peak of the surface positivity. C, the

corresponding data at the peak of the surface negativity. The horizontal dotted unes

(B and C) represent the approximate cortical thickness.

a biphasic positive-negative form with a predominance of the positive com

ponent (Fig. 11 A, upper traces). The configuration of the evoked fieid

potentials (Fig. 11 A, lower traces) recorded at depths down to 250 p was

almost identical to the surface response. At increasing depths the field p0-

tentials displayed a graduai shift in wave form which couid be characterized

as a graduai shortening in the latency of the negative wave which eventually

ied to masking of the positivity at the depth of 1 000—1 500 p. A maximal

amplitude of the negative potential was met at a depth of 1 000 u. The

shortest onset iatency of the deep negativity was observed in responses ob

tained at depths of 1 500—2 500 p, and it appears from the records that at

AMPLITUDE (v)

these depths the field potentials have a monophasic negative configuration.
In this developmentai stage the lower border of the cortex was found to be
situated at a depth of about 1 000 p (horizontal dotted une in Fig. 11 B and
C. sec pp. 40).

The gi-aphs in Fig. 11 B show the depth-potential profile (left) and the
vertical current gradient (right) corresponding to the peak of the surface
positivity. As seen the net maximal current sink was confined to the deep
layes-s of the cortex. Negative values of the vertical current gradient curve
correspond to depths of the primordia to cortical layers IV—VI (see Fig.
25 B). Positive values of the gradient were obtained in superficial cortical
layers. The depth-potential profile (Fig. 11 C, left) and vertical current
gradient (Fig. 11 C, right) of the surface negativity reveal a predominantly
cleep intracortical location of the net current sink with its maximum at 950 u.
The net curient source was iocated at the iower border of the cortex proper.
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These findings indicate that from 68—70 days of fetal life, the neurons within

the deeper layers of the cortex can be activated by the trigeminal afferent

inflow.

80-day-old fetus

The evoked field potentials in the cortex of an 80-day-old fetus displaying

a surface positive-negative response with a predominating negativitv. show

that with increasing depth the hiphasic response was transformed into a mono

phasic negativity (Fig. 12 A). This change in configuration was similar to

that observed in the previous stage although it now took place in more

superficial strata (down to 250 u, Fig. 12 A, lower traces). With increasing

depths down to 2 500 the evoked field potentials remained negative. The

depth-potential profile (Fig. 12 B, left) and estimate of the vertical current

gradient (Fig. 12 B, right) of the peak of the surface positivity show negative
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of evoked cortical potentials in a 1 10-day fetus. For further

maxima in the superficial cortical strata which later form the layers II—III
(see Fig. 25G). The corresponding data for the negative wave (Fig. 12 C)
reveal net current sinks in the prospective layers I—III and in the deep
strata of the cortex. The positive value of the vertical current gradient may
correspond to a midcortical net current source. These results with prominent
superficiai current sinks are consistent with the assumption that the sensory

stimulation now activated fleurons throughout the cortex and that there is a
predominance of activity in superficial strata.

94-day-old fetus

During the deveiopmental period in which the evoked response had a mono-
polar negative form, the field potentials remained negative at ail depth
recordings (Fig. 13 A and B). Two negative peaks in the vertical current
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65 66gradient graph were located at superficial (350 u) and deep cortical strata
(1 000 , Fig. 13 C). In between, there was a high amplitude positivity in
the vertical current gradient curve which may represent a midcortical net
current source. The results obtained may indicate the existence of two pre
ferential loci of neuronal activity corresponding to the cortical layers I—Il
and IV—V (see Fig. 25 D).

1 10-day-old fetus

Fig. 14 A shows the evoked cortical potentials from a 110-clay-old fetus
displaying a positive-negative surface response. The records of the field
potential show, that during penetration the initial positive component
dwindled quickly while the negative component grew and remained of high
amplitude throughout the cortex. A shortening of the peak latency of the
negative component was observed in superficial layers, and at a depth of
1 000 t it had a latency amounting to 70 msec, which corresponded to the
peak of the surface positivity. The net maximal current sink (Fig. 14 B, right)
corresponding to the surface positivity was located in the midcortex at the ap
proximate depth of the layer IV (see Fig. 25 E). There was indication of two
net current sources above and below this sink. The corresponding net maximal
current sink to the surface negative wave was located in the uppermost part of
the cortex (Fig. 14 C, right).

III. Development of somatosensory evoked single unit activity

1. Response characteristics
Altogether, 228 single unit responses were recorded in 32 sheep fetuses aged
between 65 and 125 days. Samples of evoked single unit responses are shown
in Fig. 15—18 (lower records). In the fetuses younger than 68 days of age
the unitary responses (9 of 12 units) generally consisted of a repetitive dis-
charge dispiaying 2—4 spikes (Fig. 15). The evoked unit activity recorded
from the cortex of fetuses between 70 and 90 days was always a single dis-
charge (Fig. 16). Neither an increase of the intensity of the tactile stimulation
nor an alteration of the stimulus locus on the nose caused a recruitment of
additional spikes, contrary to what is found in the adult animal (Mountcastle
1957, Mountcastle, Davies and Berman 1957, Towe and Kennedy 1961).

Between 90—110 days of fetal age single spike responses were encountered
from the majority of the fleurons (Fig. 17, 96, left and 105). Occasionally,
repetitive discharges were observed (Fig. 17, 96, right and 103). At the
same developmental stage a few neurons were seen to fire concomitantly
with the cortical surface afterdischarge (Fig. 24). During subsequerit deve

65

lopment the relative number of evoked repetitive unit discharges increased.
Thus, in a 115-day-old fetus most of the cortical neurons (12 of 17 units)
responded with repetitive spikes (Fig. 18, right records). The train of dis-
charge consisted of one to four spikes. Similar ‘modal values’ of cortical
neurons have been observed in the somesthetic cortex of the adult cat
(Mountcastle et al. 1957). From the age of about 100 days, it was possible
to establish a relationship between the relative site of the stimulation within
the excitatory receptive field of the neuron and the intensity of stimulation
on one hand and the pattern of discharge on the other. Thus, decreasing of
the stimulation intensity or changing of the site of stimulation away from
the center of the excitatory receptive field resulted in a reduction of the
number of spikes per response and a lengthening of initial response latency.
Ail these response properties have been found to be characteristic for the

I

r.

Fig. 15—18. Evoked surface and single unit responses in fetuses of various ages. The
numbers above each record represent fetal ages in days. Calibration: 200 sV, 100 ms.
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Fig. 18. Legend. sec Fig. 15.

somatosensory cortical neurons of the aduit cat (Mountcastle 1957, Mount
castie et al. 1957, Towe and Kennedy 1961).

Regardless of age, the great majority of the unit responses (80%) had a
positive-negative configuration, the remainder being monophasic negative.
There was a tendency for the relative number of negative-spike units to
increase with age. No relation was observed between spike form and pattern
of discharge. Since the units were recorded with a.c.-coupling with varying
time constant, no attempt was made to study the development of the
amplitude and duration of the spikes. Injury discharges were not observed
in cortical neurons of fetuses of the youngest age group. When present in
older fetuses the injury discharge displayed a characteristic pattern of a low

frequency burst of activity (cf. Huttenlocher 1967) remarkably different
from the high-frequency discharge found in adult neurons (e.g. Amassian
1961).

2. Repetitive stimulation and recoeery cycles
In order to get a further idea of the development of the capacity of the
somatosensory system to transmit closely spaced sigrsals, observations were
made in a few experiments of the effect of repetitive and paired stimulation
on the evoked unit activity in fetuses of varions ages. It was found that
the evoked unit responses were generally more resistant to repetitive stimu
lation than the evoked surface potentials. The neurons fired at rates which
induced considerable alterations in the wave-form of the evoked gross po
tentials.

The responses depicted in Fig. 19 were obtained from a 72-day-old fetus
stimulated with a frequency of 1 Hz. Except for the second stimulation the
evoked unit activity fired in response to stimulations delivered at this rate.
At higher frequencies the unit failed to follow and discharged only occasion
ally. It further appears that the amplitude of the positivity of the gross
potential decreased during repetition and that it also showed a tendency
towards splitting into two minute positive components. The firing of the
concomitant unit activity from the third stimulus occurred simultaneously
with the second of rhese positivities. An interpretation may be that the first
positive component of the positivity is of presynaptic and the second one
and the negativity are of postsynaptic origin (cf. Fig. 5). Figure 20 A shows

105

Fig. 17. Legend, see Fig. 15.
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Fig. 19. Effect of repetitive stimulation (1 Hz) on evoked surface and single unit re
sponses in a 72-day fetus. Calibration: 200 pV, 200 ms.
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Fig. 20. Effect of paired stimulation on evoked surface and single unit responses in
an 82-day fetus (A) with stimulus intervals of 400 msec (left) and 300 msec (right)
and in a 105-day fetus (B) with stimulus intervals of 200 msec (lef t) and 100 msec
(right). Arrows, time of stimulation. Calibration: 200 sV, 200 msec.

examples of responses to paired stimulation in an 82-day-old fetus with
a separation of the two stimuli amounting to 400 and 300 msec respectively.
At stimulus intervals of 400 msec or more both stimuli caused a discharge.
A similar experimerit is illustrated in Fig. 20 B in a 105-day-old fetus and it
appears that with intervals of 200 msec or more the second stimulation
evoked a single unit response.

3. Relation to evoked surface responses
The time relation of single neuronal responses to the evoked surface poten
tials in fetuses of different ages can be observed in Fig. 15—18. In fetuses
younger than 68 days, the initial spike of the evoked units discharged at a
time corresponding to the peak of the surface positivity. In Fig. 21 is
iilustrated the latencies of the recorded units in relation to the evoked
surface responses for four developmental stages. Each of these stages is
characterized by a typical configuration of the surface response. It should
be noted, however, that data from the initial developmental stage are flot
included since the number of units recorded was too small. The black
histograms represent the latencies of the initial spike, whereas the dotted
areas represent those of the second spike. In the developmental period

UATENCY (ns)

Fig. 21. Latencies of evoked single unit discharges in relation to the surface response
in four developmental stages (A—D). Each of these stages is characterized by the
configuration of the surface response. The black histograms represent the latencies of
the initial spike, whereas the dotted areas represent those of the secondary spike. Note,
the data f rom the initial developmental stage are not included.

comprising fetuses of 68 to 75 days of age, ail evoked single units discharged
during the course of the positivity with a maximum at its peak (Fig. 21 A).
During the next stage (Fig. 21 B) the single unit responses fired during the
positivity and the initial phase of the negativity with a maximum at a latency
vaiue corresponding to the onset of the negativity. In these two stages the
neuronal responses aiways consisted of a single spike.

The evoked units concomitant with the monopolar negative response oc
cured during the entire time course of the response with a preference of
discharge during the initial phase (Fig. 21 C). In fetuses older than 100 days
characterized by a positive-negative surface response the evoked units fired
during the positivity and the initial phase of the negativity (Fig. 21 D). The
dotted histograms in Fig. 21 C and D represent the latencies of the secondary
spikes of the units with repetitive discharge found in fetuses older than
90 days.

4. Depth-distribution
In the fetuses less than 68 days of age, it was flot possible to record more
than 12 units despite the fact that a large number of penetrations (about 100)
were performed with microelectrodes of different recording characteristics.
These 12 units were ail encountered at depths of 1 300—2 800 t below the
cortical surface. In order to check the depths from which these units were
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recorded, several experiments were made in which the location of the micro
electrode tips were marked with the Prussian blue method. In ail cases the
marked spots in the brain sections were found within the subcortical inter
mediate layer of the immature telencephalic wall.

In Fig.22 is illustrated the depth-distribution of evoked units isoiated in the
four stages subsequent to 68 days of age. The horizontal dotted lines represent
the approximate thickness of the cortex at each stage and the increase during
development can be seen (see pp. 40). li was observed that during the stage
shown in Fig. 22 A (68—75 davs), neuronal spikes were recorded from the
cortical depths (500—1 400 u) which correspond to the depths of the primor
dia to layers IV, V and VI (see Fig. 25 B). During the following developmental
periods (Fig. 22 B—D) evoked unit activity was obtained from all corti
cal layers. Generally comparatively few units were recorded from depths of
less than 200 u, i.e. from the marginal layer, and from beneath the lower bor
der of the cortex.

Combining the data from the depth- and the latency distribution of evoked
unit activity reveal three relevant features. During the fetal period character
ized by the monopolar surface positive response, the initial evoked unit dis-
charge was recorded solely within the subcortical intermediate layer and
during the positive surface component. During the next developmental stage
(Fig. 21 A and 22 A) unit activity was recorded from the deep cortical
iayers and during the course of the positive component of the surface response.
Finaily, the evoked units were obtained in all cortical layers and with latencies

o
500

1000
1500
2000

NUMBtR 0F NEURONS

Fig. 22. Depth-distribution of evoked single unit discharges in the same developmental
stages shown in Fig. 21 (A—D;:. The dotted horizontal unes represent the approximate
cortical thickness at each stage . iVote, the data f rom the initial developmental stage are
not included.

corresponding to both the positive and negative components of the surface

gross response (Fig. 21 B—D and Fig. 22 B—D).

5. Inhibition of cortical neurons

In the older fetuses (95—125 days of age) the spontaneous discharge of

cortical neurons was comparatively high (Persson, in preparation). Thus,

in some of these fetuses h was possible to study afferent inhibition by the

use of properly placed tactile stimulation to cause an arrest of the spontane

ously discharging units (cf. Mountcastle and PowelI 1959). Fig. 23 shows

typical examples of inhibition recorded in a 98- and a 115-day-old fetus.

In these cases, the inhibition caused an abrupt and complete cessation of

the discharge in the neurons lasting for 400—800 msec. There was no sign

of postinhibitory rebound.
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Tr ij
Fig. 24. Evoked single unit activity related to the cortical afterdischarge. Numbers

represent fetal ages in days. Cahbration: 200 uV, 400 ms.

6. Relation to evoked surface afterdischarges

A single sensory stimulation in some older fetuses evoked long-latency

cortical afterdischarges consisting of spindiing activity superimposed on a

A B

I

t
Fig. 23. Inhibition of spontaneousiy discharging cortical units hy tactile stimulation in

a 98-day fetus (A) and in a 115-day fetus (B). Arrows, time of stimulation. Cali

bration: 100 uV, 400 ms.
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negative d.c.-shift (cf. Fig. 8). It was possible to show that this afterdischarge
may be accompanied by repetitive unitary responses (Fig. 24). The left record
shows a unit which discharged in conjunction with the ‘primary’ response
and during the afterdischarge. Another type of discharge, more frequently
encountered, is illustrated in the right record, where there was activity only
during the cortical afterdischarge. No constant relation could be observed
between the spikes and the individual waves of the afterdischarge.

IV. Development of cortical morphology

Some data on the early morphological development of the neocortex in fetal
sheep are presented in this section to facilitate the understanding of the rela
tionship between structure and function. A great deal of information has
been coilected in an extensive investigation by Astrôm (1967). In the present
study some complementary resuits will be presented with special regard to
the maturation of the cortical stratification. Such data are of particular
significance in relating the neuronal events to the cortical structure.

In Fig. 25 is depicted a series of brain sections, stained with cresyl violet,
from fetuses of various ages. The specimens were taken from the cortical
areas in which somesthetic evoked responses were recorded. In the older
fetuses with gyrencephalic brains these areas correspond to the ‘area pre
parietalis’ of the adult animal (Rose 1942).

During the early developmental period when the fetal brain is lissen
cephalic, the neopallial wall is made up of three distinct concentric strata;
the cortical plate, the intermediate zone and the germinal layer (Âstrôm
1967). The immature cortex proper consists of two layers, the marginal and
pyramidal layers, which successively develop into the 6-layered adult neo
cortex. In the brain section from a 62-day-old fetus (Fig. 25 A) the cortex
proper and the upper subzone of the intermediate layer can be seen. This
type of stratification is characteristic for an early phase of neocortical ontogeny.
The lightly stained marginal layer (a) contains horizontally orientated cells,
the Retzius-Cajal cells (Retzius 1891, 1893, Cajal 1960, Astrôm 1967). An
incipient stratification can be observed in the pyramidal layer (b—d) with
an indication of a light band in its middle third (c). The cells in the pyra
midal layer have an immature appearance; in the outer part small dark
cells of bipolar shape are arranged in compact vertical columns; in the inner
layers a widening of the intercellular spaces can be observed. The sub
pyramidal layer (e) contains some large cells with a relative mature appear
ance, presumably stellate celis (cf. Âstrôm 1967).

The lamination of the cortex in a 69-day-old fetus stands out more

clearly and consists of 5 identifiable layers (Fig. 25 B). The uppermost part

(b) of the pyramidàl layer is crowded with cells of the same appearance

as in the younger animals. Compared to earlier stages the light band in

the middle of the pyramidal layer (c) has become wider and more prominent.

This is probably due to the fact that the evolvement of dendritic and fibiillar

processes has caused a separation of cells and consequently a widening of

the intercellular spaces (Lorente de Nô 1933, Astrôm 1967). The pyramids

Fig. 25. Somesthetic cortex at different stages of maturation. Brain sections f rom fetuses

of 62 (A), 69 (B), 82 (C), 98 (D) and 127 days of age (E). Cresyl violet stain. Hori

zontal bar represents 500 u.
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of the deep dark layer (d) are less packed and more mature than those in
the superficial pyramidal layers (b). Large stellate ceils can be observed for
the first time within the inferior pyramidal layer. These celis are the largest
neurons in the neocortex at this developmental stage; a fact which may be
of functional significance in the present context. The cellular morphology
in this stage has been described by Astrôm (1967) in detail with the aid of
the Golgi method.

The section (Fig. 25 C) from a 82-day-old fetus represents the next deve
lopmental stage and a more definite 5-layered stratification is now discern
able. In the Nissi preparations rnost celis appear to have reached a com
paratively advanced stage of development. However, the most superficial
celis are stili immature and form a thin dark stratum (b) below the marginal
layer (a).

A clear 6-Iayered stratification similar to what is found in the aduit
animal (Rose 1942) is observed in the cortex of a 98- and a 127-day-old
fetus (Fig. 25D and E). Mature pyramidal cells are found in all cortical
layers even in the most superficial ones.

To summarize, the cortical celis and strata, as studied in Nissl stained
preparations. become differentiated in a definite sequence. The marginal
and the subpyramidal layers are the first to become differentiated. These
strata will form the layer I and the lower part of layer VI in the adult
cortex. Thereafter the lightly stained stratum of the pyramidal layer develops
and will become the layers IV and lower III. Parallel with these changes,
stellate ceils are incorporated in the lower pyramidal layers. The deep
pyramids which constitute layers V and VI will then attain their mature
appearance. During the subsequent development the cells within layers III
and II differentiate to their mature form (cf. Astrôm 1967).

For the interpretation of the results in the current investigation the reli
ability of the estimations of the depth locations of neuronal activity as well
as its morphological substrate are of paramount importance. Therefore it is
necessary to know the degree of shrinkage induced by the histological pre
paration. For this purpose an iron deposit was produced through a micro
electrode tip at a fixed cortical depth as read off by the micrometer during
an actual experiment (e.g. Ànggârd 1965). By comparing the depths of the
Prussian blue spots in brain sections with the corresponding micrometer
readings the shrinkage factor could be determined. In the present fetal
material the shrinkage of the neocortex amounted to about 30% (range
25—35%) which is somewhat larger than the corresponding value (20—25%)
reported for the adult rat cortex (Borbély 1970). This difference may be ex
plained by the fact that the water content of the immature brain is higher

than that of the mature brain (e.g. Vernandakis and Woodbury 1962). In
Fig. 26 A is shown an example of an iron deposit produced at a depth of
500 u in the neocortex of a 71-day-old fetus contrastained with cresyl violet.
This deposit was located at the border between the immature superficial dark
(prospective layers II and III a; cf. Fig. 25 B, layer b) and the relatively
more mature rniddle light layers (prospective layers III b and IV; cf. Fig.
25 B, layer e).

The markings shown in Fig. 26 B are from an 82-day-old fetus. The whole
track down to 500 was marked and the lower limit corresponded to the
superficial cortical strata (layers II and III, cf. Fig. 25 C, layer b). The
deposit at 1 000 i was located at the lower border of the prospective layer
IV (cf. Fig. 25 C, layer c). On the basis of the shrinkage factor of 30% the
approximate cortical thickness was determined from the cresyl violet stained
brain sections made at different developmental stages: 700 at the age of
62; 1 000 at 72; 1 250 u at 82; 1 650 t at 98 and 1 900 u at 127 days.
These values have been used to denote the cortical thickness in Fig. 10, 11,
12, 13, 14 and 22.

A B.

___

Fig. 26. Prussian blue markings in co tical sections tained with cresvl \iolet. A, at a
depth of 500 u in a 71-day fetus; B, at depths of 500 u and 1 000 u in an 82-days fetus.
Horizontal bar represents 500 u.
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DISCUSSION

The present resuits demonstrate that a somesthetic response to tactile

stimulation can be recorded from the cortical surface of sheep fetuses already

at a very early stage of ontogeny, thus confirming the original study by

Molliver (1967). During the subsequent development the response under

goes a sequence of characteristic alterations. Earlier investigations on cortical

potentials evoked by somesthetic stimulation in dogs, cats, rabbits and rats

during the postnatal period show that a response is present at birth (Scherrer

and Oeconomos 1954, Grossman 1955, Marty 1962, Delhaye-Bouchaud 1964,

Thairu 1971, Verley and Rokyta 1972). A comparison of the functional

characteristics of the cortical response in these altricial, postnatal animals

and in the fetal sheep of different ages suggests that the developmentai stage
of the somatic sensory system of newborn dogs, cats, rabbits and rats corres

ponds approximately to that of the 80—90-day-old fetal sheep. In addition,
the sequence of changes in the response. in particular with regard to its con
figuration, during the postnatal period of these animais is very similar to
those observed in the later prenatal stages of sheep. These observations lend
support to the notion that the difference in rate of pre- and postnatal func
tional development of these species (Adoiph 1970) also applies to the
somatosensory system (cf. Gottlieb 1971). Thus, the present study on fetal
sheep covers the initial periods of deveiopment of the somatosensory system,
whereas earlier investigations on postnatal animals have been confined to
relatively more mature stages of ontogeny.

1. Aspects of the mode of operation in the immature somatosensory system
Unitary recording in the aduit cortex is subject to bias (Towe and Harding
1970). This bias may be even more important in the case of immature
neurons, which are smail and have fragile membranes as deduced from their
structural and functional properties different from those found in the aduit
(e.g. Purpura 1972). As a matter of fact, stable recordings during long
lasting sessions are very difficult to obtain and impossible to achieve in the
early prenatal cortical stages. Nevertheless, a large number of penetrations
were made into the subcortex at each developmental stage with micro-

electrodes of different recording characteristics. It should be recalled that
general anesthesia, shown to decrease responsiveness of cortical fleurons
(Mountcastle et al. 1957). has flot been used. It cannot be excluded that
factors at the stimulation site e.g. changes in the tissue properties and size of
the stimulated nose area in the relation to the stimulating probe may influence
results of the present study such as the developrnent of amplitude and cortical
distribution of the response. However, there are reasons to believe that these
factors do not contribute significantly and in a predictable way to the para
meters of deveiopment observed. Thus, for instance, the response amplitude
shows hoth an increase and a decrease during the period of development when
the relative stimulation area decreases.

The functional significance of the sensory evoked repetitive discharge in
the subcortical units of the young fetal sheep is unknown. A similar pattern
of discharge of subcortical fleurons evoked by light stimulation has been
observed in the newborn kitten (Hutteniocher 1967). When, during deve
lopment. evoked units were first obtained within the cortex they responded
with a single spike. Such a discharge pattern has also been demonstrated in
experiments on newborn kittens and shown to represent postsynaptic ac
tivation (Purpura et al. 1965). Another aspect of the low level of responsive
ness of the immature cortical neurons is their characteristic paucity of
spontaneous discharge (Persson, in preparation, cf. Hyvrinen 1966, Hutten
locher 1967, Laget, Thomsson and Delhaye-Bouchaud 1967, Armstrong-James
1970. Rubel 1971). Contrary to what has been found in the adult animal
(Mountcastle 1957, Mountcastle et al. 1957, Towe and Kennedy 1961, Da
rian-Smith 1966) the immature cortical neuron responds only with a single
spike regardless of the strength and location of the stimulus within the
peripheral receptive field. This finding points to a fundamental difference
in the function of the immature and the mature somatosensory system to
code information about the stimulus parameters. The appearance during
developrnent of cortical fleurons capable of evoked repetitive discharge de-
notes the transition to a stage when the somesthetic system begins to operate
in a way qualitatively similar to that of the adult. It is important to recall
that this maturationai process is highly dependent on extracortical functions
such as an increased maturity of the tactile cutaneous receptors and of the
peripheral sensory nerves (Ekholm 1967, Kasprzak, Tapper and Craig 1970).

Contrarv to the findings in a 76-day-old fetus, the clear-cut releasing effect
of strychnine on the evoked potential in a 90-day-old fetus as weil as the
presence of cortical units, at a comparable developmental stage, whose
spontaneous discharge was arrested by peripheral stimulation, strongly suggest
that inhibitory mechanisms within the cortex are effective at that later stage
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of development. In corresponding developmental periods of postnataL kittens,

pronounced long-lasting IPSP:s have been observed in cortical neurons as a

resuit of electrical stimulation in the thalamus (Purpura et al. 1965). Further

more, the duration of these IPSP:s is of the same order of magnitude as the

duration of the inhibitory arrest of spontaneous uuits cibserved in the present

study. These findings lend support to the idea that there may be a relative *

delay in the maturation of cortical inhibitory mechanisms (et. Huttenlocher

1967, Meyerson and Persson 1973). The late development of axosomatic

synapses, considered inhibitory in nature (e.g. Colonnier 1968) compared to

axodendritic ones (Voeller et al. 1963, Meller et al. 1968, Adinolfi 1971,

1972) may serve as further evidence for such a supposition. However, the

significance of axodendritic inhibition in the immature cortex (Purpura 1971)

and hippocampus (Purpura, Prelevic and Santini 1968) has been proposed

recently. It has been claimed that inhibitory postsynaptic mechanisms, both

in the cortex and hippocampus show a precocious development compared
to excitatory ones (Purpura 1969, 1971, 1972). The fact that these ob
servations were made on newborn kittens (compare with fetal sheep of
80—90 days of age) implies that no stage was studied sufficient immature
to justify a general statement about the relative rate of functional development
of excitatory and inhibitory postsynaptic mechanisms in the cortex. Intra
cellular recordings of the responses in cortical fleurons to peripheral stimulation
have to be performed in fetal animais to settle this question.

In recent publications (Scherrer et al. 1968, 1970) it has been discussed
that the ‘time, velocity and flow’ of neuronal signais are important factors,
which contribute to the differences in function of neonatal and mature
nervous system. The over-all conduction time from the receptors to the
cortex of very young sheep fetuses is long. Between 80 and 120 days, there is
a rapid and continuous decrease in conduction time. This change is dependent
upon several factors such as changes in synaptic transmission efficiency. in
creasing of conduction velocity and lengthening of conduction pathways
during growth (et. Mysliveek 1968 a). The major factor contributing to the
decrease of the onset iatency is presumably the increase of afferent fiber
diameters and in particular the development of myelin as repeatedly em
phasized (references, see Skoglund 1969). In the fetal sheep, myelin can
be detected in the trigeminal nerve at 60 days of age (Barlow 1969), in the
main sensory trigeminal nuclei at 66 days (Romanes 1947) and in the
thalamic radiation at 78 days (Barlow 1969). Conduction time approaching
adult values ;vas obtained in fetuses of 120 days of age. The fact, that the
distance from skin receptors to cortex in these fetuses is short compared to
that of the aduit animal, implies that the conduction time attains adult

values long before conduction veiocity (et. Scherrer et al. 1968). This finding

is in accordance with the weilknown fact that the conduction velocities of

peripheral (Hursh 1939, Skoglund 1960) and central nerve fibers (Veriey

1967 a, Meyerson 1968 b, Conway et al. 1969) of fetal sheep and of neonatal

cats and rabbits are slow. The fatiguability of the somatic sensory system is

extremely marked in young fetuses, as a stimulus interval of up to 20 sec

had to be used to obtain reproducible responses with constant amplitudes.

During development there is an increased capacity of the system to mediate

closely spaced signals and generate constant electrocorticai responses (et.

Scherrer and Oeconomos 1954, Molliver 1967). Thus, in tbe fetal sheep one

is confronted with an ineffective somesthetic system in terms of low con

duction velocities and reduced flow of the sensory neuronal signais which

are considered to be of importance for the sensory feed-back mechanisms

and memory processes (Scherrer et al. 1968, 1970).

2. Dez’eloprnent et the ‘specitic’ and ‘nonspecitic’ somatosensory systems

The similarity between the somatotopic organization of the ipsilateral upper

hp in the immature fetal sheep and in the adult (Adrian 1943, Hatton and

Rubel 1967) indicates that the lay out of aduit cortical projection is present

already at an early developmental stage. The results from a recent study on

the cortical somatotopy of newborn and adult cats (Rubel 1971) are in

accordance with this finding, since it was found that the projections from

ail the contralateral body surface to the primary sensorimotor cortex were

present at birth and organized in a similar way to that of the aduit animal.

From the time when the adult pattern of convolutions and fissures can be

observed in the fetal sbeep, the ipsiiateral evoked potentials were found to

be confined to those areas which correspond to the primary and secondary

somesthetic areas in the adult as defined eiectrophysiologicaHy (Adrian 1943,

Woolsev and Fairman 1946) and morphologicaily (Rose 1942). In no case

was it possible to record somesthetic responses from other brain areas. The

predominately negative evoked response of fetuses between 80—90 days of

age is identical to the corticai potential obtained in newborn cat (Purpura

1961 a,b, 1962) and rabbit (Veriey et al. 1966, Verley 1967 a, Verley and

Siou 1967) in response to electricai stimulation of tbe specific thalamic

relay nuclei. In the aduit sheep it bas been shown that electricai stimulation

applied to the sensory endings of the trigeminal nerve evokes prominent

responses in the ipsilateral ventroposteromedial (VPM) nucieus (Richard,

Auffray and Albe-Fessard 1967, Cabral and Johnson 1971) as weli as in the

primary somesthetic cortex (Nougier 1963). In view of these findings, it is

assumed that the cortical response evoked by tactiLe stimulation of the
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ipsilateral trigeminal nose region in sheep fetuses during development resuits
essentially from an activation via the specific thalamocortical system. A
similar conclusion about the trigeminal afferent input to the somatic sensory
area of newborn rabbit has been reported (Verley 1967 b).

It is a wellknown fact that in the adult unanesthetized animal different
types of sensory stimuli may evoke responses within the so-called association
areas of the cortex (e.g. Buser and Bignali 1967, Thompson, Bettinger. Birch
and Groves 1969). The failure to record such responses to trigeminal tactile
stimulation in any of the fetuses indicates a relative retardation of this as
sociative somatosensory system. It is of interest in this connection to refer to
a recent study by Mayers, Robertson, Rubel and Thompson (1971). They
demonstrated that in postnatal kittens, sensory evoked unit responses in
association areas developed comparatively late and that the somatosensory
units appeared later than visual and auditory ones.

A cortical afterdischarge triggered by single sensory stimulation has been
observed in the somesthetic (Scherrer and Oeconomos 1954) and visual
cortex (Marty 1962, Huttenlocher 1967, Rose et al. 1972) of unanesthetized
postnatal kittens. The findings in the present study that the cortical after
discharge appeared later in development than the ‘primary’ evoked response,
and that it was selectively suppressed by low-frequency repetitive stimulation
support the view that these two cortical activities are generated by different
subcortico-cortical mechanisms. Furthermore, it was frequently observed that
cortical neurons fired solely concomitantly with either of the two electro
cortical activities. There is reason to believe that the appearance during
development of the cortical afterdischarge is dependent on the functional
maturation of nonspecific reticular and thalamic structures and their inte
gration with the afferent specific system. Firstly, the simultaneous appearance
and the similar pattern of the evoked cortical afterdischarge and spontaneous
EEG-spindles (Bernhard et al. 1959, Bernhard and Meyerson 1968, Meyerson
1968 b) may indicate a common subcortical drive for these electrocortical
activities. The importance of intrathalamic integration for the synchronization
of the thalamocortical rhythmic activities in the adult (references, see Ander
sen and Andersson 1968, Purpura 1968, 1972) and immature animal (That
cher and Purpura 1972) has been stressed. Secondly, since the flash-evoked
cortical afterdischarge observed in postnatal kittens develops into a desyn
chronizing activity typical of aduit electrocortical arousal, it has been consi
dered to constitute a primitive reticular arousal (Rose et al. 1972).

On the basis of the foregoing discussion, it seems likely that there is a
differential development of specific and nonspecific afferent systems pro
jecting to the somatosensory cortical areas from the trigeminal region. The

specific pathways may activate the cerebral cortex already during early

prenatal stages as shown by the presence of the ‘primary’ evoked response

whereas generalized and associative activation involving the ascending reti

cular system integrated with the specific afferent system, seems to appear

comparatively late during ontogeny.
In this context it is of relevance to make a comparison with the differential

development of the specific and nonspecific components of the visual and

auditory systems. It has recently been demonstrated in the prenatal sheep that

the development of visually evoked cortical responses occurs in two phases

(Persson and Stenberg 1972). A similar developmental course has previously

been described in the postnatal development of cat, dog and rat (Marty et al.

1959, Marty 1962, Fox 1968, Mysliveek 1968 a, Rose 1968 a,b, 1971, Rose and

Lindsley 1968). Based on the different reactions to selective subcortical lesions

of the different components of the cortical response it has been proposed that

the early appearing negative component is mediated via the nonspecific optic

projection. Components appearing later in development have been considered

to be dependent on the specific visual pathways (Rose and Lindsley 1968).

On the basis of studies on auditory evoked electrocortical responses in post

natal dogs to electrical stimulation in the periphery and in the medial geni

culate body, it has been assumed that the specific thalamic relay nucleus is

indispensable for evoked auditory responses in the newborn animal (Mysli

veek 1968 b).

3. Functional development of the somatosensory cortex and its morphological

correlates
Earlier investigations on the postnatal development of evoked surface re

sponses in sensory cortex in various species have demonstrated the presence

of a predominant surface-negative potential immediately after birth. The

precocity of the superficial axodendritic neuropile has been considered to

account for this feature of the evoked potential (Marty et al. 1961, Scheibel

1962, Marty and Scherrer 1964, Purpura et al. 1964). However, the charac

teristic surface-positive wave-form of the somatosensory evoked response in

immature fetal sheep suggests a different mode of electrocortical activation

in the cortex during early prenatal stages of ontogeny. This is not due to

species-specific organization of the sheep’s cortex, since it has been reported

that predominantly positive evoked cortical responses may be obtained also in

the cortex of fetal dog (Mol1iver, personal communication). In addition, so

matosensory evoked cortical responses displaying initial positivity have occa

sionally been recorded in newborn rats (Thairu 1971).

The resuits of the laminar recordings of both gross and unit evoked activity
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disclose that in the mort immature fetuses examined. a trigeminal skin
stimulus induces neuronal activity in subcortical strata of the telencephalic
wall (cf. Meyerson and Persson 1969, Persson 1971, 1973). There is no ex
perimental evidence that intracortical elements are excited. The activity is
recorded as a surface positivity. Whether the recorded response is an ex
pression of presynaptic activity in the developing thalamocortical nerve fibers
(Bernhard et al. 1967) or postsynaptic activation of stellate neurons Iocated
subcortically cannot be definitely stated on the basis of the present findings.
In an investigation on postnatal kittens, it has been shown that spontaneous
and flash-evoked single unit activity during development was first obtained
from the optic radiation fibers (Huttenlocher 1967). Anyhow, it is flot
inconceivable that at f irst the somatosensory system operates as a dead-end
afferent system with no functional contacts with the cortical neurons. This
supposition is in accordance with the facts that during this developmental
period it has flot been possible to trace afferent fibers penetrating into the
cortical plate and that the ceils of ail cortical laminae have a primitive
bipolar shape (Âstrdm 1967).

The neocortical morphology of prenatal sheep during this early period of
maturation has many characteristics in common with what is found in the
fetal cat during a stage of cortical development which has been denoted
as ‘reptilian’ (Marin-Padilla 1971, 1972). This morphological organization
of the mammalian neocortex undergoes regressive changes during the course
of later ontogeny. The results of the present study indicate that this phylo
genetically old cortical organization characterizing the initial cortical deve
lopment is flot excitable by the sensory inflow from the trigeminal afferent
system.

At a fetal age of 68—70 days it is for the first time possible to activate
neuronal elernents within the cortex by trigeminal stimulation (cf. Meyerson
and Persson 1969, Persson 1971, 1973). The neuronal activity takes place
in the lower cortical layers (IV—VI) as shown by the depth recordings.
Therefore, it seems reasonable to infer that the trigeminal inflow now causes
postsynaptic activation. This assumption is flot contradicted by the fact
that only single spike discharges could be evoked, since intraceliular record
ings have shown that transsynaptic activation of immature sensorimotor
cortical neurons seldoni produces repetitive discharges (Purpura et al. 1965).
A further indication of the change in the cortical excitability at this deve
lopmental stage is the appearance of the direct cortical response (DCR;
Eidelberg et al. 1965) and of the transcallosal response (TCR; Meyerson
1968 a,b). It is conceivable that the surface positivity of the somesthetic re
sponse is essentially generated by an early excitatory midcortical activation,

since its net current sink is located in the primordium of layer IV and since

the concomitant single unit activity is encountered at the same cortical depths.

A small fraction of the surface positivity might be of a presynaptic origin as

shown by its ahility to follow repetitive stimulation. It has been assumed

that superficial inhibitory cortical activation contributes to positive surface

potentials in the aduit cortex (Purpura 1959, Creutzfeldt et al. 1966 a). It

is less likely that in young sheep fetuses superficial inhibition substantially

contributes to the positive component of the surface response, since topically

applied strychnine has no effect.

At the same developmentai stage the negative component of the evoked

surface response corresponds to a deep current sink-source pair at the lower

border of the cortex but no concomitant single unit activity can be recorded.

A subthreshold excitatory drive on the deep cortical fleurons without spike

generation may be suggested, since it has been assumed that immature cortical

fleurons exhibit a relatively high level of postsynaptic excitability but a

strikingly low level of spike responsiveness (Purpura 1972). However, the

possibility of an inhibitory activation of neuronal elements situated at the

lower cortical border cannot be disregarded. There is no experimental

evidence of a synaptic activation of fleurons in the superficial cortical strata.

Histological investigations of the cortex of fetal sheep during this deve

lopmental stage demonstrates the presence of fairly well-defined lamination

appearing as 5 layers of alternating high and low ce11 density (cf. Âstr5m

1967). Layers with low celi density have been considered to be caused by

separation of fleurons due to the formation of dendrites and axons (Lorente

de N6 1933, Âstrdm 1967). There is a good correlation between the cortical

depths f rom which evoked activity was obtained and the depths of the low

celi density layers, which presumably contain the morphological pre- and

postsynaptic substrate for the activity.
The afferent fibers reaching the cortex at this developmental stage are

directed towards the marginal and midcortical layers (Astrôm 1967). In

recent studies on the fetal cat brain during a comparable developmental

stage, it has been shown that a new set of afferent fibers, assumed to be speci

f ic, penetrates into the lower region of the pyramidal layer (Marin-Padilla

1971, 1972). The apical dendrites with signs of developing shaftspines and the

well-developed basal dendrites of the deep pyramidal neurons and the mature

stellate ceils, present in deep cortical layers (IV—VI; Astrôm 1967), may

serve as postsynaptic elements. 0f special interest is the appearance of spines

on the apical shafts of the deep pyramids, since they have been considered to

constitute a main postsynaptic locus for the afferent fibers of the specific

thalamic nuclei to the somesthetic (Jones and PowelI 1970) as well as to the
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visual cortex of the aduit animal (Globus and Scheibel 1967 a,b, Garey and
PowelI 1971). In a recent electron microscopic study of the vertical distri
bution of synapses in the neocortex of newborn dog (Molliver and van der
Loos 1970), three regions of high synaptic density were found, one corre
sponding to the marginal layer and two corresponding to the deep layers
containing the large pyramidal neurons. On the basis of the functional data
presented by Molliver it vas assumed that synaptic functions were first
established in the deep cortical strata. This idea harmonizes with the resuits
of the present study. It should be added that the evolvement in deep layers
of recurrent axonal collaterals and stellate celis in the cortex of fetal sheep
may provide the morphological substrate for intracortical connections. The
functional role of stellate ceils, which in the mature neocortex amount to
25% of total population of nerve ceils, has been emphasized (Scheibel
1962, Schadé, Backer and Colon 1964).

During the following developmental period (75—90 days) in fetal sheep,
there is a transformation of the surface response from a biphasic positive
negative to a monophasic negative form. This alteration is combined with an
increasing amplitude and decreasing latency of the negative component which
thus seems to mask and eventually extinguish the initial positive wave. As
mentioned earlier the monopolar negative response in the fetal sheep is
identical to that o’btained in neonatal altricial animals with peripheral
somesthetic stimulation (e.g. Scherrer and Oeconomos 1954, Marty 1962,
Thairu 1971). The observations of net current sinks corresponding to the
surface positivity and negativity in cortical layers T—III suggest the presence
of superficial ‘excitatory’ generators. This interpretation is substansiated by
the presence of evoked unit activity in these same layers. In addition the
laminar potential data suggest that the surface response receives a greater
contribution from the neuronal activity in superficial cortical layers than
from the activity in the deeper layers. In recent studies on sensory evoked
responses in the somesthetic cortex of newborn rabbits (Verley and Rokyta
1972) and in the auditory cortex of postnatal cats (Kônig, Pujol and Marty
1972) similar results have been reported. The observations that during this
developmental stage strychnine alters the form and amplitude of the evoked
surface response and that peripheral stimulation may inhibit spontaneously
active cortical fleurons lend support to the view that inhibitory phenomena
may play an important role in the cortex. This notion is compatible with
the demonstration of prominent and prolonged IPSP :s in cortical (Purpura
et al. 1965) and hippocampal neurons of newborn cats (Purpura et al. 1968).

There are several morphological characteristics which may account for
the data indicating a functional maturation of the superficial layers of the

neocortex during this developmental period (75—90 days). Thus, the imma
ture bipolar cortical neurons in layers II—III attain their mature form
(Astriim 1967). The successive evolvement of apical and, in particular,
basilar dendrites of the pyramids in these layers, indicates that this stage
constitutes the formative phase of the postsynaptic elements in the superficial
neuropile. Electron microscopic investigations of the neocortex of fetal and
newborn cat have shown a characteristic abundance of axodendritic synapses
in the superficial strata at a corresponding developmental stage (Voeller
et ai. 1963, Adinolfi 1971, 1972). Furthermore. in a synapto-architectonic
study on the somesthetic cortex of the newborn dog, a high level of synaptic
density was observed in the marginal layer containing the Retzius-Cajal cells
and the terminal arborizations of the apical dendrites (Molliver and van der
Loos 1970). A spread of neuronal activity can be mediated from deep to
superficial strata by the way of recurrent collaterals of the deep pyramids
and interneurons. The presence of elaborate interneurons is of particular
interest since cells of this class (cellule à double bouquet dendritique de
Cajal, Cajal 1955) have been assumed to be responsible for the vertical
spread of excitation in the vertical columns of the adult cortex (Colonnier
1964). In view of observations made in fetal and newborn cat (Marin-Padilla
1972, Laemle, Benhamida and Purpura 1972). one may also assume that in
fetal sheep. displaying surface negative responses, afferent fibers directly
activate the superficiaL layers.

In the present investigation the results obtained from the laminar analysis
of evoked field potentials and from the vertical distribution of evoked unit
discharges reveal that during the early prenatal ontogenesis of the sheep, the
trigeminal afferent inflow initially activates neuronal elements in the imme
diate subcortical stratum. During subsequent development, the activation
takes place in the deep layers of the cortex and successively invades super
ficial layers. This corticopetal gradient of functional development is expressed
by the graduai alterations in the configuration of the evoked response from
a surface positivity to a surface negativity. It is relevant to refer to findings
on the developing visual (Persson and Stenberg 1972) and transcallosal
cortical responses (Meyerson 1968 b) in fetal sheep. At their earliest appear
ance these responses display a predominating surface positive wave and sub
sequently undergo changes similar to those of the somesthetic response. These
observations suggest that, in general, the functional development of the
cortex takes place along a corticopetal gradient. The morphological cor-
relation to this pattern of functionai development is the well documented
observation that, in general, the maturation of the neurofibrillar organization
in the cortex of mammals, takes place along a corticopetal gradient from
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deep to superficial strata (Vignal 1888, Lorente de Né 1933, Cajal 1960,
Angevine and Sidman 1961, Berry and Rogers 1965, Caley and Maxwell
1968; for discussion, see Molliver and van der Loos 1970).

The beginning of the final developmental period is marked by the re
appearance of a small initial positivity in the surface response. Later the
positivity increases in amplitude and the response attains the adult positive
negative configuration. The reappearance of the positive component during
late prenatal development is paralleled by marked changes of the temporal
relationship of the net current sources and sinks. The deep sink observed in
previous stages is now recorded at an earlier phase of the cortical activation
and this in turn gives rise to the initial surface positivity. Thus, the well
known transformation during development of the evoked cortical potentials
from a surface negativity to a surface positive-negative form may tentatively be
interpreted as being the result of an unmasking of a pre-existing excitation
located in the lower part of the cortex. k is interesting to note that the
deep and superficial ‘centers’ of neuronal activity generating the positivity
and negativity of the developing cortical response in fetal sheep resemble
the A- and B-generators described in adult cats (Calvet, Calvet and Scherrer
1964, Calvet and Calvet 1965, Calvet, Calvet and Langlois 1965) and in
newborn rabbits (Garma and Verley 1965, 1967, Verley 1965, 1968). On the
basis of the results described one may assume an early net excitatory activation
of neurons in the midcortex followed bv the spread of activity to superficial
strata much in the same way as has been suggested for the adult somesthetic
cortex (Eccles 1964, Towe 1966, Landau 1967).

From studies in postnatal animals it has been proposed (Scheibel 1962,
Scheibel and Scheibel 1964, 1971) that the evolvement of the neuropile in
layer IV w’ith regard to specific corticopetal fibers and stellate celis may
account for the reappearance of the surface positive wave. Alternativelv the
significance of a further development of basal dendrites of the deep-seated
pyramids together with the development of axosomatic synapses has been
emphasized (Marty et al. 1961, Marty 1962, Marty and Scherrer 1964, Pur
pura et al. 1964). The details of the later morphological maturation of the
neocortex of fetal sheep are still lacking. However, well developed basal den
drites in conjunction with the deep pyramids are present in fetal sheep at an
earlier stage, and it is therefore likely that the development of the neuropile
of the layer IV constitutes a major factor for the reappearance of the surface
positivity.

SUMMARY

The prenatal development of somatosensory cortical functions vas investigated

by recording evoked surface and depth gross responses as well as extracellular

single unit activity following tactile stimulation of the trigeminal nose area.

Experiments were performed on externalized and nonanesthetized sheep fetuses

with ages from 42 days to full term kept in contact with the decerebrate ewe

through the intact umbilical cord.
Laminar analyses of evoked field potentials and depth-distributions of

evoked single unit responses showed that with age there was a change of the

locus of activity in the somesthetic cortex which reflected alterations in the

configuration of the surface response. The functional maturation of the

somatosensory system was further denoted by changes of the evoked surface

potential with respect to its cortical distribution, latency, amplitude and ability

to follow repetitive stimulation occuring as a fonction of age.

During the developmental period between 42—68 days the evoked surface

response consisted of a long-latency positive wave. Negative evoked field

potentials and evoked single unit responses were obtained only in the sub

cortical strata of the telencephalic wall. Whether or not this single unit

activity is of pre- or postsynaptic origin cannot be definitely stated. No signs

of intracortical activation could be observed. Thus, the results indicate

that during early ontogeny the trigeminal somatosensor system operates as a

dead-end afferent systein with no functional contacts with the cortex proper.

Doring the developmental stage between 68—7 5 days the evoked surface

response had a biphasic positive-negative configuration with a predominating

positivity. Both the laminar analysis of the evoked potentials as well as the

depth-distribution of the evoked single unit activity showed that aroond

68—70 days the tactile stimulation activated the cortex for the first time.

The evoked cortical activity was present in the primordia of cortical layers

IV—VI and there were no signs of activation of superficial strata. The

cortical neurons responded with a single spike regardless of the strength and

of the location of the stimulus within the peripheral receptive field. Correlative

morphological data indicate that afferent fibers shown to reach the mid

pyramidal layers may constitote the presynaptic substrate for the cortical

r
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activation. The dendrites of the deep pyramids and the mature stellate ceils,
present in the deep cortical layers (IV—VI), may serve as postsynaptic
elements.

During the subsequent developmental period (75—90 days) the surface
response underwent alterations in configuration from a predominantly positive
to a monopolar negative form. The surface negative response corresponded to
negative field potentials obtained in ail cortical layers. Unit responses from
neurons activated by the trigeminal inflow could now be recorded throughout
the cortex. Correlative morphological data indicate that this stage constitutes
the formative phase of the postsynaptic structures in the superficial neuropiie.
A spread of neuronal activity from deep to superficial strata may be mediated
by way of intracorticai connections through interneurons and recurrent col
laterals of the deep pyramids as well as of corticopetal afferent fibers directed
towards the superficial neuropiie.

The laminar analysis of evoked fieid potentials and the vertical distribution
of responding units show that at the end of the first trimester the trigeminal
inflow activates neuronal elements in the immediate subcortical stratum.
During the following development the activation takes place in deep layers
of the cortex and later on also invades more superficial strata. This
corticopetal gradient of functional development is expressed by the gradual
alterations in the configuration of the evoked surface response from a posi
tivity to a negativity.

On the basis of the selective effects of topical strychnine on the developing
somesthetic surface response, it is assumed that there is a delayed development
of inhibitory postsynaptic mechanisms in the cortex. Arrest of spontaneously
discharging cortical units as a result of trigeminal stimulation was not possible
untii a fetal age of about 90 days.

The representation of the ipsilateral upper hp in the cortex of immature
fetal sheep was similar to that of the adult. When the aduit pattern of con
volutions and fissures could he traced in the fetal brain, the response was
confined to tbose areas which correspond to the primarv and secondary
somesthetic areas of the adult sheep. Responses in the cortical associative
areas were neyer obtained. In some older fetuses (85—120 days) the response
also displayed a long-latency afterdischarge following the initial ‘primary’
complex. The finding tbat the ‘primary’ response and the afterdischarge
showed selective reactions to repetitive stimulation and were accompanied
by single unit activity of different characteristics indicates that these two
eiectrocortical activities are generated by different subcortico-corticai me
chanisms. On the basis of these findings it has been suggested that the
‘specific’ and, ‘nonspecific’ afferent inputs to the somatosensory cortex have a

differential rate of maturation.
From a fetal age of around 100 days, the evoked surface response changed

from a monopolar negative to a positive-negative form simiiar to that of the

adult. The results from the laminar potential analysis lend support to the

view that the reappearance of the surface positivity results from an unmasking
of a pre-existing excitatory generator located in deep cortical layers. In these

later stages of development the cortical neurons were capable of responding

with repetitive discharges to tactile stimulation. Tbe observations of the
present study suggest that, in the perinatal sheep, the somatosensory cortex has
reached a comparativeiy high degree of functional maturation.
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I

Workers’ Protection Act. Dated 3 January 1949. (Svensk Fôr
fattningssarnling No. 1; amendments 1950, No. 70, 1955, No. 100, 1958,
No. 111, 1962, No. 248, 1963, No. 245, 1966, No. 109, 1967, No. 461, 1970,
No. 694, 1971, No. 599.)

Chapter 1. Scope

1. Subject to the restrictions given hereinafter, this Act shah apply
to every activity, in which employees are used for work on account of an
employer.

In this Act, the expression “employee” means any person who executes
work on account of another (other than a person who is to be treated as an
independent contractor in relation to the latter); and the expression “em
ployer” means any person on whose account work is executed by such
employee without the intervention of a third person who has undertaken as
an independent contractor to take charge of the execution of the work.

2. In addition to what is provided in section 1, this Act shail apphy,
save as otherwise provided hereinafter, to—

(1) work which two or more persons execute on their joint account
under such conditions that, if employees were engaged in the
concern or undertaking, this Act would apply to it under section 1;

(2) work which is executed by a pupil in any vocational training
institution or section thereof, in respect of which the Crown orders
that this Act shail apply;

(3) work which is executed by a conscript in his capacity as such
under such conditions that tins Act would apply to it under section
1 if the work were executed by an employee on account of an
employer; and

(4) work which an inmate of an institution for prison discipline or
compulsory work, working home according to Public Assistance
Act, a public institution for inebriates, a mental hospital or other
institution for the care of the mentally diseased executes on the
instructions of the management of the institution, in the said
institution.
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In the cases here referred to, the provisions of this Act which relate to

employees shah apply, inutatis nmtandis, to the person who executes the

work; and the provisions of this Act which relate to employers shail apply

to the person or persons carrying on the business in which the work is

executed.

3. The following shah be excepted from the scope of this Act:

(a) work which is executed in the home of the employee or elsewhere

under such conditions that the employer cannot be held responsibie
for supervising the arrangement of the work;

(b) work which is executed by a member of th employer’s family, if

it takes place in the home of the employer or is to be treated as

belonging to agriculture or any subsidiary thereof which is flot

carried on as an independent undertaking, or to constructional
work in agriculture or any such subsidiary thereof;

(c) work which is executed in the home of the employer; and

(d) work which is to be treated as employment in shipping.

From the scope of this Act shah be excepted training within the Forces

or civil defence or othervise for the purpose of total defence and other work

within the Forces or civil defence other than such executed mainly under

the same circumstances as corresponding work in other activities.

4. Sections 17-21, 23-25 and 27-44 shah flot appiy as regards the types

of work mentioned in (1), (2) and (4) of section 2. The provisions of sections

17-21, 23-25, 27-31 and 33-38 shah flot cover work which is executed by a

member of the employer’s family.
[In respect of work covered by the Act to provide for supervision of

employment in radiology, this Act shah only apply as regards protection
against injuries other than those due to the action of X-rays or radioactive

substances.]’

5. In any case where work which is flot subject to this Act under

the foregoing provisions and is flot to be treated as employment in shipping

is carried on under such conditions that the persons engaged therein are

exposed to grave danger of accident or injury to health, the Crown may

order that the appropriate provisions of this Act shail apply to the said work,

and issue such directions as may be required in connection therewith.

Through an act 1958 No. 111, chapter 6, co-operation between employers
and employees, is applicable to safety work according to the act respecting pro
tection against radiations.

6. As regards the special duties imposed in sections 45 and 46 in

relation to the technicai equipment and places of employment there men

tioned, this Act shah apply even where the type of business is not one covered

by this Act under the foregoing provisions.

Chapter 2. General provisions regarding hygiene
and sa!ety measures

7. It shah be the duty of the employer, with particuhar regard to what

is prescribed beiow or in pursuance of this Act, to take ail steps which can

reasonabhy be required of him in view of the nature of the work, the con

ditions under which it is carried on and the age, experience and other quali

fications of the employees, for preventing the persons employed by him from

suffering injury to heahth as a consequence of the emphoyment or from

meeting with accidents therein.
It shall be the duty of the emphoyee to use the safety equipment provided,

to observe strictly the ruhes given in this Act or prescribed in pursuance

thereof, and in ail other respects to exercise due care and co-operate in so

far as it lies with him in preventing injury to heahth and accidents.

8. The workplace shah! be arranged in accordance with any speciai
directions which may be issued.

9. In so far as they are required, water for drinking and washing,
sanitary conveniences, a suitable place for changing, keeping and (in appro

priate cases) drying clothing and a suitable place for taking meals shah! be

made available to the employees at or near the place of emphoyment in such

manner as may be considered satisfactory in view of their number, the

proportion of each sex, and the nature and duration of the work.
Where it appears necessary in view of the conditions under which the

work is carried on, a suitable place for resting or a shelter offering adequate

protection against cold, ram and snow shah! be provided for the emphoyees.

10. In enclosed workplaces there shail be sufficient air space, as a rule

flot hess than 10 cubic metres for each person therein employed. Adequate

ventilation shah be provided in such places and, where necessary, at other

places where work is carried on.
While work is proceeding, there shah be adequate and suitable lighting,

and the temperature and degree of humidity shah! be such as may reasonably

be required in view of the character of the work and the place where it is

performed.
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Suitable arrangements shah be made where possible to prevent dust,
smoke, gas or steam from spreading in such quantities as to be injurious or
offensive to the employees, and to prevent them from being harmed by
exposure to noise, vibration or other similar inconvenience.

The place of employment shah be kept clean and tidy.
Work shah be so arranged that it may be carried out in a manner flot

invoiving unnecessary fatigue.

11. For the prevention of accidents in employment, all prime movers,
transmission gear, working machinery and other similar mechanical equip
ment, boilers and other pressure containers, and hoisting and transport
equipment, shah be provided with the necessary safety devices and shah in
general be so made and arranged as to offer adequate security.

Such measures to prevent empioyees from being injured by fails, failing
objects, collapsing masses, by sphinters, spiashes, sharp or bot objects or
hot liquids, by being crushed or struck, by inflammable, explosive, corrosive,
poisonous or other noxious substances, by electricai current, cold or heat,
or by dazzhing light, shah be taken as wil eliminate the danger as far as
possible.

12. Where no other measures for obtaining the necessary protection
against injury to health or accident can be adopted or can reasonably be
required, personal safety equipment of a suitable type shah be provided
for the employees. It shall be the duty of the latter to use the equipment
during work and to take good care of it.

13. Such arrangements shah be made for the provision of first aid in
the event of accident or illness as may be considered necessary in view of
the size and situation of the place of emphoyment, the character of the work
and the conditions under which it is carried on.

14. Detailed directions regarding the matters referred to in sections
8-13 shah be issued by the Crown.

15. Where any direction issued under section 14 prohibits the use of
a given type of machinery, tool or other appliance, or prohibits its use with
or without a certain device, the Crown may also direct that the object of
which the use is prohibited shah flot be transferred to or made available
for use by another person unhess such steps have been taken that it is no
longer covered by the prohibition or unhess it may be taken as certain that
the object will be used solely for a purpose to which the prohibition does
flot apply.

The provisions of the first paragraph shah apply, mutatis mutandis, in

cases where the use of a certain substance or of certain materials is pro
hibited tinder section 14.

16. The Crown may prescribe special conditions for the employment
of persons on work which is considered to involve speciai danger of accident
or injury to health. Is work considered to involve particular danger of
injury to health the Crown may order that persons shah not be employed
on such work.

Chapter 3. Special provisions regarding hours of work

17. When an employee is at work for six hours or more a day, his
work shah be interrupted to the extent which appears necessary having
regard to its character and duration and to working conditions in general,
by ahlowing one or more suitably spaced rest intervals of adequate Iength.
Exceptions to this rule may be made on occasion, where illness or other
unforeseen occurences render it necessary.

In this Act, the expression “rest interval” means an interruption of
work, of which the length is fixed beforehand and during which the emphoyee
is free to dispose of bis time and is flot required to remain at the place of
employment.

Where it is found unavoidable in view of the nature of the work and
the working conditions in general, time off for a meal at the work site or in

the immediate vicinity may be substituted for the rest interval.

18. Where, by reason of its connection with a mechanicah process or
as a resuit of other circumstances, the work invoives continuous strain or is
particuharly trying in other ways, the employee shah be aihowed the requisite
number of suitably adjusted and spaced breaks in the work.

In this Act, the expression “break in the work” means a short inter-
mission in the work fixed beforehand, which is ordered with a view to ahlow
ing the employee to detach himself from his work and which is flot to be
counted as a rest interval or time off under section 17.

19. Every employee shah have the necessary free time for rest at night.
The said free time shah include the period between 12 p.m. and 5 a.m.

Exceptions to the above rule may be made where certain types of work
must, in view of their nature, the needs of the public or other special circum
stances, be continued during the night or must be carried on during the
time before 5 a.m. or after 12 p.m. If a natural occurrence, accident or
other circumstance which couhd flot be foreseen causes an interruption of
operations or imminent danger of such interruption or of damage to life,
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heaith or property, the empioyees may to the extent which is needfui in view
of the circumstances be required to work during the period between 12 p.m.
and 5 a.m.

Employees in positions of authority may, where necessary, be required
to work during the period between 12 p.m. and 5 a.m., notwithstanding the
provisions of the first paragraph.

20. Where there are special reasons for so doing, the National Board
of Occupational Safety and Health may permit employees to be given work
during the period between 12 p.m. and 5 a.m. in other cases flot covered by
the provisions of section 19.

Such exceptions may also be authorised by the National Board of
Occupational Safety and Health where it appears, from the statements of the
employees’ organisation or organisations or otherwise, that the majority of
the employees who would be affected by the exception consider it desirable
and no danger to health or overstrain is iikeiy to arise therefrom.

21. In every period of seven days, an employee shah have flot iess
than 24 consecutive hours of free time save where speciai circumstances
occasionally require an exception to be made. The said weekly rest shah
be given as far as possible on Sundays and at the same times for ail persons
employed at the same place of employment.

The National Board of Occupational Safety and Health may, after hear
ing the appropriate organisations of employers and employees, permit ex
ceptions from the foregoing in respect of certain types of work or certain
places of employment.

If any reduction takes place in the weekly rest period referred to in the
first paragraph, corresponding time off from work shah be ahlowed as far as
possible.

Chapter 4. Special provisions regarding the employment
of young persons

22. In this Act, the expression “young person” means any person who
has flot attained the age of 18 years.

23. No young person shah be employed unless he has attained the age
of 14 years or will attain the said age during the calendar year, and unless
(in the case of employment other than during the holidays) he has completed
the prescribed elementary school course or has duly obtained permission
to leave the elementary school.

The National Board of Occupational Safety and Health may allow
exceptions to the foregoing as regards admission to employment on light
duties which may be expected to have no harmful effect on the health or

physical development of the young person, or on his capacity to benefit from
school education.

24. No young person who has not attained the age of 15 years or will
not attain the said age during the calendar year shaH be employed in handi
crafts, industry, construction, or work in a mine, quarry, gravel-pit or any
other similar place of employment, in forestry, lumbering or charcoal-burn
ing, in passenger or goods transport, or in hotels, restaurants or cafés. The
foregoing shall not apply to the carrying of messages, running of errands
or light distribution work.

As regards employment during the holidays, the National Board of
Occupational Safety and Health may permit exceptions to the first paragraph
in the case of certain types of work which are to be considered as particularly
light. The Board may also in particular cases permit young persons who have
attained the age of 14 years or will attain the said age during the calendar
year to be employed on work to which the first paragraph apphies, where this
appears necessary with regard to the vocational training of the young person
or otherwise to his advantage.

25. Young persons shall flot be employed below ground in mines,
quarries or in other work sites comparable with mines or quarries.

Where there are special reasons for so doing, the National Board of
Occupational Safety and Health may permit exceptions to the provisions of
the first paragraph in respect of male young persons who have attained the
age of 16 years and who are found on medical examination to be of good
health and physicai development. Exceptions may be permitted in respect of
male young person who has attained or during the calendar year attains the
age of 15 years and who on medical examination are found to be of good
health and physical development, if so required with regard to his vocational
training.

26. It shah be the duty of the employer to take speciai care that the
employment of young persons does not involve danger of accident or over
strain or other harmful effect on the young person’s health or physical de
veiopment, and that the young person is not employed on work which gives
rise to risk from the moral point of view.

If it is found that the employment of young persons on a certain type
of work involves particular danger in any respect mentioned in the first
paragraph, the Crown may prescribe special conditions for the employment
of young persons on such work or order that young persons shaH flot be
employed thereon.

27. No young person shail be employed unless the employer has rece
ived a work book for him, containing particulars as to his age and education,
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and a medical certificate. The said certificate must flot be more than one
year old at the time when the work book is handed to the employer, unless
the engagement of the young person is for less than one month or is for
work during the holidays. The certificate may consist of a note entered in
the work book when the medical examination is made under section 28.

The foregoing shah flot apply to work flot lasting more than three days
or involving hittie effort.

28. At every place of employment where a young person is employed,
a medical examination of the young person or young persons shail be made
once in every calendar year in order to ascertain whether the employment of
the young persons is detrimental to his health or physical development. The
foregoing shall not, however, apply to forestry work and log-floating (other
than work at sorting places).

The said examination shah be carried out by a medical practitioner
appointed for the purpose by the county administration (“examining sur
geon”). The cost of the examination shah, with the exception of the travelling
expenses and allowances of the surgeon, be defrayed by the employer, who
shah also be responsible for making available a suitable place for the exa
mination.

1f there are no means of providing a suitable place for the examination,
the examining surgeon may in agreement with the employer transfer the
examination elsewhere.

29. In the case of work involving very littie effort or lasting only a
short time each year, the National Board of Occupational Safety and Health
may grant exemptions from the examinations under section 28. Where such
exemptions are granted, a young person may be employed on the work to
which the exemption refers, notwithstanding the provisions of section 27,
even where the last medical certificate entered in the young person’s work
book before the said book is handed to the employer is more than one year old.

30. No young person shall be employed on work which is incompatible
with the certificate appearing in his work book unless the National Board of
Occupational Safety and Health has seen fit to allow such employment.

31. As regards the hours of work of young persons, the following rule
shah apply in addition to anything ehse prescribed in enactments or statutory
instruments for the limitation of hours of work, namely, that a young person
shah (subject to the following exceptions) in no case be employed for more
than 10 hours a day or 54 hours a week.

If a natural occurence, accident or other circumstance which could
flot be foreseen causes an interruption of operations or imminent danger
of such interruption or of damage to life, health or property, the hours of

work of a young person may to such extent as is needful exceed 10 hours a
day and 54 a week. The employer shail be required to give notice to the
National J3oard of Occupational Safety and Health of employment of a young
person in excess of the said hours and of the reason, extent and duration,
within two days after the beginning thereof. The employment shall not be
continued beyond the last-mentioned period unhess the permission of the
said authority is applied for. A decision in respect of such applications shah
be issued without delay. The above notices and applications shail be deemed
to have been given and made at the time when they are posted in the form
of a prepaid letter.

Where it appears necessary in any other particular case, the National
Board of Occupational Safety and Health shah have power to authorise the
employment of young persons for a short period in excess of the hours
given in the first paragraph.

32. It shail be the duty of the employer to ahlow every young person
employed the necessary free time to attend courses of rehigious instruction
or any vocational or continued education of which the cost is paid wholly
or parthy by the State or out of the funds of the communes.

33. Every young person emphoyed shahl be allowed a continuous period
of free time of flot less than 11 hours each day for his nightly rest. In the
case of young persons under 16 years of age, the said period shall include
the time between 7 p.m. and 6 a.m. and, in other cases, the time between
10 p.m. and 5 a.m., or, if the National Board of Occupational Safety and
Health so authorises for a particular locality, a particular category of work
or a particular establishment, some other period of seven consecutive hours
between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m.

The following exceptions to the foregoing shall apply:

(a) In the circumstances referred to in the second paragraph of section
31, a young person who has attained the age of 16 years may be employed
to such extent as may be necessary notwithstanding the provisions of the
first paragraph. The provisions of the said section shah apply, mutatis
mu tandis, as regards notification of such employment and application for
permission to continue it.

(b) The National Board of Occupational Safety and Health may, where it
appears necessary, permit young persons under the age of 16 years to be
ernployed between the hours of 7 p.m. and 10 p.m., on condition that no
departure from the rules requiring a nightly rest period of at heast 11 hours
resuits therefrom.

(c) Where there is special reason to do so, the National Board of
Occupational Safety and Health may permit a young person who has
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attained the age of 16 years and is medically certified to possess good health

and physical development to be employed outside the hours prescribed in

the first paragraph.
(d) A young person who bas attained the age of 15 years and is medically

certified to possess good health and physical development may with the

permission of the National Board of Occupational Safety and Health be

employed on log-floating to such extent as the circumstances require.

Chapter 5. Special provisions regarding the employment

of women

34. No woman shah be employed below ground in a mine or quarry.

The provisions of the first paragraph shah not apply in the case of

female employees occupying superior posts who are flot manual labourers.

The National Board of Occupational Safety and Health may allow a

woman, notwithstanding the provisions of the first paragraph, to be em

ployed below ground.

35. If a woman produces a certificate from a medical practitioner or

midwife to the effect that she can probably expect delivery within six weeks,

she must flot be refused leave from work.
A woman who bas borne a child shah flot be employed on work to

which the first paragraph of section 24 applies during the first six weeks

following childbirth unless it is medicalhy certified that she can begin earlier

without detriment to hersehf or the child.
A woman who is nursing her child must flot be refused the necessary

time off for the purpose.

36. (Abrogated 1962.)

37. (Abrogated 1962.)

38. If it is found that a given type of work involves particuhar danger

of accident when women are employed thereon or particular strain or

danger to health for women, the Crown may prescribe special conditions

for the employment of women on such work or order that women shah flot

be employed thereon.

Chapter 6. Co-operation between employers and employees

39. With a view to achieving safe and healthy working conditions in

the place of employment, the employer and the persons employed by him

shah collaborate under the direction of the employer in maintaining a

suitably organised safety service.

40. At every place of employment where five or more persons are

regularly employed, one or more of the employees shaH, unless there are

special circumstances which justify the making of an exception, be appointed
as safety delegates to represent the employees in matters relating to hygiene
and safety at work. A safety dehegate may, where it appears necessary, also

be appointed in places of employment with less than five employees.
The elections of the safety delegates shail be organised by the employees

or, at their request, by a local organisation which may be considered as
representing them.

Where conditions in a given type of business so require, the National
Board of Occupational Safety and Health may authorise the said local or
ganisation to appoint safety delegates from outside the group of employees
in a given place of employment, and issue instructions to be followed in this
connection. The foregoing shah not prevent the appointment of safety dee
gates under the second paragraph as well.

Substitutes shah be appointed for the safety delegates.

41. At every place of employment where 50 or more persons are re

gularly employed, there shah be a safety committee consisting of represen

tatives of the employer and of the safety delegate or delegates, with the duty

of promoting hygiene and safety at work. Where it appears necessary, a safety

committee may also be appointed at places of employment with a smahler

number of employees.

42. The safety delegates shah be permitted to carry out their duties
without hindrance. An employee shail flot suffer any deterioration of his
working conditions as a resuit of his being appointed as a safety dehegate or
on account of his activity as a safety dehegate; and the employer shail not
for that reason dismiss him from his post or vary the conditions of appoint-
ment to bis disadavantage.

If any employer or employee contravenes the provisions of the first
paragraph, he shah be required to make good any loss or injury caused. In
determining whether loss or injury has been caused and (if so) the extent
thereof, circumstances which are flot of a purely economic character shah
also be taken into account. If it appears reasonable in view of the smahL
degree of blame attached to the injurer, the attitude of the injured party in
the dispute, the extent of the hoss or injury in comparison with the injured
party’s resources or any other circumstances, the amount of damages may
be reduced; complete exoneration from hiability for damages may also be
given. If two or more persons are responsible for the hoss or injury, the
hiability for damages shah be apportioned among them in such manner as
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appears reasonable in view of the greater or lesser degree of blame attached
to each and of the other circumstances.

Any termination of a contract or other similar legal act which is in
contravention of the provisions of the first paragraph shah be invalid.

43. Actions under section 42 must be brought flot later than six months
after the ending of the measure in respect of which the daim is made. If
this is flot done, the right of action shah be lost.

44. Cases relating to the application of section 42 shah be examined
and determined by the Labour Court; but actions against employees shah
be brought in the ordinary court.

A trade union or other similar union of employees shah have the right
to bring and prosecute an action before the Labour Court on behalf of a
member of the union; and the said member shah not himself have the right
to sue unless he can show that the union refuses to plead on his behaif. The
rules for parties in respect of summons, personal appearance, hearing on
oath and other matters connected with evidence shah likewise apply to the
person for whom a union sues.

Chapter 7. Certain obligations of manufacturers, vendors, etc.

45. The manufacturer or vendor of machinery, tools or other technical
equipment and any person who makes such equipment available for use
shah ensure that the equipment, when delivered to be taken into use in
the Kingdom or when displayed here for sale or advertisement, is fitted with
the necessary safety devices and offers adequate security against accident
and injury to health; and shah also furnish the necessary instructions for the
putting up, use and care of the equipment.

Where there are special reasons for so doing, the National Board of
Occupational Safety and Health may prescribe that the equipment also shah
be furnished with a plate or a marking with the name of the manufacturer or
with other information which the Board thinks necessary.

The National Board of Occupational Safety and Health may also, where
there are reasons for so doing, as to special equipment as mentioned in the
first paragraph, prescribe that the equipment shall be approved by the Board
before delivered to be taken into use in the Kingdom or displayed here for
sale or advertisement.

Where the person who instalis the equipment referred to in the first
paragraph is an independent contractor, he shall ensure that the prescribed
safety devices are fitted and all other directions for the installation of the
equipment are complied with.
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46. It shall be the duty of every owner of land where a gravelpit or
similar place of employment is situated, when allowing any person for a
consideration to extract gravel or the hike therefrom, to ensure that the
place of employment is kept in a satisfactory condition from the point of
view of safety, even where this Act in other respects does not apply to it.
Where the right to extract gravel or other right of use has been assigned,
the foregoing provisions shahl apply to the user instead of to the owner.

Chapter 8. Administration

47. The National Board of Occupational Safety and Heahth and, under
their superintendence and direction, the labour inspection officers, and
commune supervision representatives shall supervise the observance of this
Act and of the directions issued in pursuance thereof. The inspecting staff
shah consist of labour inspectors and subordinate personnel. The Crown may
aiso order that special inspectors shall be responsible for supervising a
certain type of business, rehieving the above-mentioned officers and re
presentatives from ail or part of the hiabihity therefor.

The provisions of this Act which relate to labour inspectors shah apply,
mutatis mutandis, to special inspectors.

Detailed provisions as to the organisation of supervision shall be issued
by the Crown.

48. Each public heahth committee shall appoint one or more suitable
persons to be responsibie for the duties of commune supervision under
section 47, for a specified period or until further notice. The public heahth
officer shah also be required to act as a commune supervision representative
under this Act if he is appointed to do so.

The commune supervision representative shall receive reasonable com
pensation for his duties from commune funds.

49. If any commune supervision representative is remiss in the per
formance of his functions and the public health committee receives a report
to that effect from the labour inspector or becomes aware of the fact in any
other manner, the said committee shah take the necessary action to remedy
the situation.

If any public health committee fails to appoint a commune supervision
representative or to take action under the first paragraph, the county ad
ministration may entrust ahl or part of the duties of supervision to a person
appointed by it as commune supervision representative and, where necessary,
order that compensation under the second paragraph of section 48 shalh
be paid to the said representative.
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50. Every person who is responsible for supervising the observance of
this Act or of the directions issued in pursuance thereof shah have the power
whenever he so requests, to enter the places of employment which are hable
to supervision by him and the right to undertake any investigation required
for the performance of his officiai duties.

The employer and bis representative at the place of employment shah,
on request, furnish the supervising officer or body with ail expianations
required for the due exercise of supervision.

The foregoing provisions as to supervising officers or bodies shah hike
wise apply to medical practitioners who are responsibie for inspections or
examinations under this Act or in accordance with directions issued in
pursuance thereof.

51. No person who is or has been responsibie for supervising obser
vance of this Act or of directions issued in pursuance thereof, or who bas
been called upon to assist in the work of supervision, shah! disclose or make
improper use of any trade secret with which he bas become acquainted in
the course of his duties; and no such person shah reveai, uniess it can be
deemed to be in the officiai interest, any method of work or business matter
which becomes known to him in like manner. The foregoing shah apply,
mutatis mutandis, to members and substitutes in council of representatives
of the Labour Inspectorate as also to medicai practitioners who are or have
been responsibie for inspections or examinations under this Act or in accord
ance with directions issued in pursuance thereof.

52. Every medicai officer in the service of the State or of a commune
who becomes aware of any circumstance which is contrary to this Act or
to directions issued in pursuance thereof shah report the fact to the app
ropriate supervising officer or body. It shail be the duty of such medical
practitioners and of education committees, school authorities, public health
committees, building committees and police authorities to furnish the super
vising officer or body with such expianations and assistance as may be re
quired for the officiai duties of the latter under this Act.

53. If at any place of employment an unsatisfactory state of affairs
exists in respect of any matter referred to in sections 8-13 or a matter which,
while flot relating to Chapters 3-6 as a whole, is covered by section 7, and
the said state of affairs does not constitute a contravention of any provision
for which a special penalty is prescribed, the labour inspector shah have
power where necessary to order the employer in writing to take such action
within a reasonable time limit as wihl remedy the situation, or prohibit him
in writing from carrying on certain work or using certain premises, machinery,

tools or other appliances, certain substances or materials, or certain methods

of work, after a reasonable time limit, uniess certain conditions laid down

in the notice are observed. Before issuing such order or prohibition the

employer (and, in the case of measures in premises which the employer has

taken on hease, the lessor aiso) shah be given an opportunity of stating his

point of view.
Where an unsatisfactory state of affairs referred to in the first paragraph

involves considerable danger to the lives or heahth of the employees, the

labour inspector may issue a prohibition under the said paragraph with

immediate effect and until further notice, without awaiting a statement from

the person concerned; and may aiso, if necessary, cause any action required

for enforcing the prohibition to be taken by the police authorities at the em

pioyer’s expense.
‘iVhere, in a case referred to in the first or second paragraph, the action

to be taken relates to premises which the employer has taken on hease, the

labour inspector shah have power to prohibit any leasing of the premises as

a workpiace or place for certain work or certain purposes until certain

specified action is taken.
The National Board of Occupational Safety and Health may, without

any prior decision of the labour inspector, order action under this section.

54. If any employer contravenes the provisions of sections 17-21 and

the first paragraph of section 26, the National Board of Occupational Safety

and Health shah have power, after giving the employer an opportunity to

make a statement in the matter, to issue any necessary directions for ensuring

that the provisions contravened are henceforth observed.

55. If any employer employs a young person who has not undergone

the medical examination prescribed in section 28 during the hast preceding

cahendar year although this shouhd have taken place, the labour inspector

shah have power, if the circumstances so require, to forbid the employer

in writing to employ the young person after a reasonable time himit unless

he bas been previoushy examined by a medical practitioner and a certificate

of the examination has been entered in the work book.

56. Where it is found necessary to prevent a manufacturer or vendor

of machinery, tools or other technical equipment, or a person who makes

such equipment available for use, from dehivering the equipment to be taken

into use in the Kingdom or from dispiaying it here for sale or advertisement

without having comphied with the provisions of the first paragraph of

section 45 or the directions in virtue of the second and third paragraph’s of

the named section, then the National Board of Occupationai Safety and

Health shah have power, after giving the said manufacturer, vendor or person
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an opportunity of stating his point of view in the matter, to prohibit him
from delivering or displaying the equipment unless such steps are taken as
the Board considers to be necessary.

If there is special reason to do so, the Board may issue a prohibition
under the first paragraph with immediate effect and until further notice,
without awaiting a statement from the manufacturer, vendor or person
making the equipment available; and may also, if necessary, cause any
action required for enforcing the prohibition to be taken by the police
authorities at the said manufacturer’s, vendor’s or person’s expence.

57. If any installation contractor referred to in the fourth paragraph
of section 45 contravenes the provisions of that section, the National Board
of Occupational Safety and Health shah have power, if necessary, to lay
down certain conditions to be observed by him when carrying out the work
of installation, or to prohibit him from executing a certain type of installation
work. Before issuing the order or prohibition, the installation contractor
shah be given an opportunity to state his point of view in the matter.

58. If the owner of land where a gravel-pit or similar place of em
ployment is situated or the person to whom the right to extract gravel or
other right of use has been granted fails to comply with his obligations under
section 46, the owner or user may be required to take certain safety measures,
or may be forbidden to allow other persons for a consideration to extraci
gravel or other similar substance from the gravel-pit or at the place of
employment unless he complies with certain specified conditions. The pro
visions of section 53 shall apply, mutatis mutandis.

59. For the purpose of ascertaining whether substances or materials
used or manufactured by an employer in his business involve a risk that the
persons employed by him may incur damage to their health or meet with
accidents, the said employer shah, at the request of the National Board of
Occupational Safety and Health or labour inspector, arrange for the sub
stances or materials to be examined or furnish the necessary samples for
such examination.

It shah also be the duty of persons who manufacture, seli or otherwise
make equipment referred to in the first paragraph of section 45 available
for use, at the request of the National Board of Occupational Safety and
Health or labour inspector, to arrange for an examination of the said equip
ment for the purpose of ascertaining whether it affords adequate security
against accident and injury to health, or to furnish the necessary samples
for such examination.

If any person fails to comply with a requst under the first or second
paragraph, the National Board of Occupational Safety and Health shall have
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power to require him to take the requisite action within a reasonable time

limit, under penalty of a fine flot exceeding 1,000 kronor.
An investigation according to this section shah, where the National

Board of Occupational Safety and Health so prescribes, by payed for by

the employer or, in cases referred to in the second paragraph, by the vendor
or by the person who makes the equipment available for use.

60. If any case referred to in sections 53 and 54 arises in connection

with any business carried on by the State, the provisions of those sections
shah not apply. If the National Board of Occupational Safety and Health
finds, as a result of a report from the labour inspector or otherwise, that in

the said business an unsatisfactory state of affairs exists within the meaning
of the said sections, the Board shah cali upon the authority responsible for
superintending that business to take the necessary action. If such action is

flot taken, the Board may submit the matter for examination by the Crown
or, if the matter concerns the Riksdag or its institutions, that parliamentary
institution the Riksdag decides.

61. A complaint against an order or prohibition of the labour inspector

may be made to the National Board of Occupational Safety and Health. In

the decision of the labour inspector it has to be proclaimed what a com
plainant who wants to persue his daim has to observe.

The provisions of section 73 shah apply as regards complaints against

decisions of the National Board of Occupational Safety and Health.

Chapter 9. Penalties

62. If any employer employs a young person or woman in contravention

of the provisions of section 23, 24, 25, 27, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34 or 35 (second
paragraph), he shah be hable to a fine.

Where the offence consists of or relates to the employment of a young
person, the person having custody of the young person shah be hable to a

fine of not less than five and not more than 50 kronor if the employment
occurred with his knowledge and consent.

63. If any person fails to comply with an order, prohibition or direc
tion issued to him in pursuance of the provisions of section 53, 54, 55, 56,

57 or 58, he shall be hable to a fine or, in the event of exceptional aggravat
ing circumstances, to a term of imprisonment flot exceeding six months.

64. If any employer fails to fulfil his duty to give notice under section

31 or 33, he shall be hable to a fine of not less than five and not more than

300 kronor. If the employer or any other person on behahf of the employer
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furnishes particulars in a notice under the said sections which he knows are
incorrect, he shah be hable to a fine.

65. If any person furnishes the National Board of Occupational Safety
and Health or labour inspector with particulars which he knows are incorrect
regarding the taking of any steps which he bas been instructed to take under
this Act or in accordance with directions issued in pursuance thereof, he
shah be hable to a fine.

The foregoing shah likewise apply where any manufacturer, vendor or
person referred to in section 45 furnishes particulars which he knows are
incorrect to the National Board of Occupational Safety and Health or labour
inspector respecting equipment referred to in that section.

If any person on behaif of another furnishes any such particulars, know
ing them to be incorrect, he shah also be hable to the said penalty.

66. If any employer disregards bis obligation under section 28 to pro-
vide a suitable room for the medical examination of young persons, he shah
be punished with a fine.

67. If any employee unhawfully and without valid reason removes any
safety device or renders it unserviceable, he shah be punished with a fine
of flot less than five and flot more than 200 kronor.

Such offence shah flot be prosecuted unless the appropriate labour
inspector bas reported it.

68. If any person contravenes the provisions of section 51, he shail be
punished with a fine or imprisonment.

A public prosecution in respect of such contravention shah not be
instituted unless the aggrieved person lays an information.

69. The proceeds of the fines imposed under this Act shah go to the
Crown.

Chapter 10. Certain special provisions

70. As regards business carried on by the State, the provisions of this
Act which relate to employers and to manufacturers or other persons men
tioned in section 45 or 46 shah apply to the persons in charge of the work.

In the case of business carried on by a commune, the provisions which
relate to employers shah also apply to the person in charge of the work as re
gards observance of Chapters 4 and 5 and orders or prohibitions issued to
employers in accordance with section 54 or 55. The foregoing shah also
apply in the case of business flot carried on by the State or a commune, if
the National Board of Occupational Safety and Health at the request of the
employer accepts a certain person as being in charge in his stead.

71. In the final determination by the National Board of Occupational
Safety and Health of matters concerning the application of this Act or of

directions issued in pursuance thereof, special members appointed on the

recommendation of the national associations of employers and employees
shah take part, the number of such members and the appropriate procedure
being prescribed by the Crown.

72. The National Board of Occupational Safety and Health shah have

power to charge the labour inspectors, to such extent as the Board thinks fit,

with the duty of authorising exceptions under sections 23 and 29, in accord

ance with detailed directions issued by the Board.

73. No complaint may be brought against the decisions of the National
Board of Occupational Safety and Health in matters under section 23, 24,

25, 29, 30, 31, 33, 40 (third paragraph) or 70 (second paragraph).
Proceedings against the decision made by the National Board of Occu

pational Safety and Health concerning prohibition, order or direction accord

ing to sections 53—59, shah be instituted by an appeal to the Fiscal Court

of Appeal.’
Proceedings against the decision of the National Board of Occupational

Safety and Health in other matters under this Act or against the decision of

a county administration in such matters shah be instituted by an appeal to the

Crown.

74. Detailed directions regarding the application of this Act shah be

issued by the Crown.
In connection with the application of this Act, the National Board of

Occupationah Safety and Health shahh have power to give advice and in

structions.

75. When issuing directions in pursuance of this Act, the Crown may

at the same time prescribe penalties for offences against the said directions;

but such penalties shah in no case exceed six months’ imprisonment.

This Act shalh come into operation on 1 Juhy 1949; but matters relating

to exemptions under this Act may be deait with by the National Board of

Occupational Safety and Health before that date.
This Act repeals the Workers’ Protection Act of 29 lune 1912 (No.

206), and the Act of 19 February 1926 (No. 21) to prohibit the employment

of workers in certain cases on painting operations in which head colours

are used; but this Act shall flot affect the provisions of other enactments or

statutory instruments concerning the matters deait with in this Act.

1 WihI corne into force on Jan h, 1972.
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Where in any enactment or statutory instrument there occurs a reference
te a section which is replaced by the provisions of the new Act, the latter
provisions shah apply in lieu thereof.

Ail exemptions authorised under the former Act shah continue to be
vahid until the expiration of the period prescribed therefor or, where the
exemption was authorised without limitation of time, until the appropriate
authority has reason to revoke it.

Where at the commencement of this Act certain work is carried out
between the hours of 11 p.m. and 5 a.m., it may continue to be carried out
between the said hours, notwithstanding the provisions of section 19, for
two years after the commencement of the Act.

The provisions of sections 23-25 and 27 shah flot prevent a young person
from being employed on work on which he or she was properly employed at
the date of commencement of this Act.

The certificate books (intygsbok) issued te young persons under section
9 of the former Workers’ Protection Act shail be regarded as work books
(arbetsbok) under the new Act. Medical examinations under section 35 of
the former Act shah be regarded as having been carried out under section 28
of the new Act.

Any order or prohibition issued in pursuance of section 38, 38A or 39
of the former Act shall, in relation to the period after the commencement
cf the new Act, be regarded as having been issued under the corresponding
provisions of the new Act.

Royal Proclamation: Regulations under the Workers’ Protection

Act (»Workers’ Protection Proclamation»). Dated 6 May 1949. (Svensk

Fôrfattningssarnling 1949, No. 208; amendments 1956, No. 476, 1958, No.

660, 1963, No. 657, 1966, No. 520, 1970, No. 520.

General provisions

1. It shah be the duty of the employer to see that the persons employed

by him are informed of the special risks of accident and injury te health

which the work involves and, where necessary, to issue rules and instruc

tions te be observed by the employees for the avoidance of the said risks.

No person who lacks experience in a given type of work shah be placed

in charge of such work if danger of accident or injury to health may be

expected to result therefrom.
In the case of work in which insufficient knowledge or skill may be

expected te involve danger of accident or injury to health, care shail also

be taken that employees lacking the necessary experience are flot used on

such work without adequate instruction and supervision.

2. No person shail be employed on work which makes special demands

upon the workers’ health or physical development, if a medical examination

bas shown him to be lacking in, or it is otherwise evident that he does not

possess, the necessary physical or mental qualifications for the work, and he

may consequently expose himself or others to risk cf accident or injury to

health. In such cases, the employee should, if possible, be provided with other

more suitable employment.

3. The necessary rules as to the special precautions which employees

are required to observe in order te avoid accidents and in jury to health shall

be posted in the place of employment.
In places where there is particular danger of accident or in jury to health,

warning of such danger shah be given by means of conspicuous posters, sign

boards or notices painted on the machine, apparatus, etc.

II
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At the request of the employer, the labour inspector shah examine,
free of charge, any proposed rules or notices of the kind referred to above.

It shah be the duty of the employee to compiy strictly with the ruies
and notices referred to in this section.

4. Where an employee is required to work alone consideration shah
be given, when determining the need for safety precautions, flot oniy to the
nature and degree of the accident risk present, but also to the possibility of
the employee obtaining the necessary assistance in case of accident or illness.

5. Whenever an accident bas resulted in death or serious bodily injury
or has involved two or more employees, and also whenever an accident or
dangerous occurence is of such a character that it may be assumed that it
is of particular importance to bring it to the notice of the Labour Inspectorate,
the employer shah without delay inform the labour inspector thereof.

Notice, as provided for in the first paragraph, shah also be given of
cases of disease which are covered by the Act of 14 May 1954 respecting
insurance against occupational injuries (No. 243)’ or other diseases which
can be assumed to have been caused by employment that is dangerous to
health.

Prior examination of proposais for workrooms, etc.

6. An employer who intends to construct, reconstruct or extend any
workroom or staff accomodation may submit the proposai to the labour
inspector, accompanied by such drawings and other particulars as may be
required for the examination of the proposai. The labour inspector shah
give his written opinion of the proposal as soon as possible, without charge
to the employer. If, after the proposai bas been examined, it is proposed to
make any modification flot already prescribed by the labour inspector and
if the modification bas a bearing on hygiene and safety in the employment,
the proposed modification should be submitted to the labour inspector for
examination.

The foregoing shah appiy, mutatis mutandis, in the case of any re
organisation of the working arrangements or of any considerable alteration
in the method of work.

7. If a labour inspector has received for examination from a building
committee or from an employer any proposai of the kind referred to in sec
tion 6, he must request the employer to submit any additional drawings and
particulars which may be required for the examination of the proposai from
the point of view of labour protection.

1 JLO, Legislative Series, 1954 (Swe. 4).

8. No mining workshop or similar workroom situated entirely beiow
ground shall be installed except with the permission of the National Board of
Occupational Safety and Health. Such permission shah be subject to the
condition that the rules laid down by the Board for the installation of the
workshop or workroom are observed.

The foregoing provisions shah flot apply to work sites below ground
in mines or quarries or to military works or other State installations of
importance for national defence which the Crown has ordered to be iocated
in the mountairis or below the ground.

9. Before any premises formerly used for other purpose are taken
into permanent use as workrooms for any industrial purpose (even if a
building permit is flot required in connection therewith), the employer shah
give notice to the labour inspector: Provided that such notice shah not be
required if the labour inspector has already examined a proposai for re
construction or extension of the premises for their new employment.

For the purposes of this section, the expression “permanent use” means
regular use during more than six consecutive months or during seasonal work.

If in view of the new operations, special rules for the use of the premises
or for the conduct of the work are necessary, it shah be the duty of the labour
inspector to issue such rules without delay.

10. Every mine or quarry of which the whole or a considerable part is
below ground shah, if the National Board of Occupational Safety and Health
considers it necessary to so prescribe, be connected with the surface by two
or more suitably situated exits. Where a shaft is used as an exit, it shah be
provided with an adequate ladderway.

Where it appears necessary, the labour inspector may prescribe that
underground work sites in mines or quarries shah be provided with two or
more exits.

Certain hygiene arrangements

11. When giving effect to section 9 of the Workers’ Protection Act,
the provisions of sections 12 to 18 below shah be observed, while having
regard to the requirements of each particular case in view of the nature of
the work and other circumstances.

12. Drinking water of suitable quality shah be provided at easily
accessible places by a method satisfying the requirements of hygiene.

Suitable water for washing shah be provided at an adequate number of
suitably placed wash-basins, situated as far as possible in an enclosed space
or special room (“washroom”). In appropriate cases, the water for washing
shouhd be heated.

Il
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Where required by the nature of the work, shower-baths or foot-baths
shah be installed in or beside the washroom.

Unless otherwise agreed, soap or other suitable cleansing agents and,
where no other satisfactory means of drying are available, an adequate supply
of towels, shah be provided for the employees by the employer at bis ex
pence.

13. Rooms for changing and keeping clothes (“changing rooms”) shah
be conveniently situated and provided with appropriate and satisfactory
fittings.

Places for the drying of clothes (“drying rooms”) shail be conveniently
situated in or beside the changing rooms and shah be provided with satis
factory arrangements for heating and ventilation.

14. Places for taking meals (“dining rooms”) shah be conveniently
situated, and set apart and equipped for the purpose; where prepared meals
are flot supplied by the employer or otherwise, the necessary equipment for

keeping and warming up food and drink brought by the employees shail be
provided.

15. Sanitary conveniences shah be conveniently situated and separated
from one another and, as a rule, there shail be separate conveniences for men
and women; they shail be installed and ventilated in a manner satisfying the
requirements of hygiene. Where practicable, sanitary conveniences and
urinais shah be provided with flushing arrangements. If possible a wash
basin should be available in or near the convenience.

16. In certain types of activity where, owing to the nature of the work,
individual employees are frequenthy obhiged to spend the night elsewhere
than at the place where they live, a suitable room with the necessary number of
beds (“dormitory”) should be provided.

17. Where the work is of such a nature that waiting periods occur
more or less regularly, the employees should have a suitably situated and
equipped room (“waiting room”) at their disposal during waiting periods.

18. On building, engineering construction and similar sites where the
extent and duration of the operations are such that the employer cannot
reasonably be required to provide the rooms and other arrangements for

the employees referred to above, buts, wagons or other arrangements for the
accommodation of the employees may be provided in lieu thereof.

Measures for the prevention cf injury to health

19. When giving effect to the general provisions of the Workers’ Pro
tection Act respecting the prevention of injury to health, the provisions of
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sections 20 to 30 below shah be observed, while having regard to the re
quirements of each particular case in view of the nature of the work and
other circumstances.

20. Workrooms shah be supphied with the requisite amount of fresh
air in the way which is found most suitable for meeting the requirements of
ventilation in each particular case and so that draughts are avoided as far
as possible. Where conditions so require, the fresh air supphied shah be
heated, cleaned or subjected to other special treatment.

Where work is carried out below ground in mines, quarries, mountains,
tunnels or other similar workplaces, the necessary arrangements for chang
ing the air shail be provided. Similarly, where work is carried out in wells,
containers or chambers where there is risk of lack of oxygen or poisoning,
arrangements for changing the air shail be made or other adequate protective
measures taken.

Where there is a risk of Iack of oxygene or of poisoning the employees
shah satisfy themselves, before work, that the necessary change of air has
taken place.

21. The lighting of places of employment shahi be suitably arranged
having regard to the requirements of each workplace. Where natural highting
is insufficient or where, owing to the nature of the work or other particular
circumstances, such highting is out of the question, other highting suited to the
type of work shah be provided. In addition to general highting, local highting
shalh be provided where required. Suitable measures shalh be taken to afford
protection against glare.

22. Where necessary, appropriate arrangements shall be made to
enable the work to be carried on in suitable conditions as regards temperature
and humidity. In this connection, due regard shalh be had as to whether the
work is light or heavy in character and whether it requires the worker to
move around or is perfornied while sitting or standing in one place. Where
it appears necessary, work-sheds, drivers’ compartments on motor vehicles,
motor equipment and cranes and other similar spaces where persons work
should also be heated.

23. In the case of work where the employees are exposed for consider
able periods of time to a high degree of humidity, to wet, cold or heat, or
to strong light, adequate protective measures shall be taken unless such
measures may be regarded as impracticabhe owing to the nature of the work
or other circumstances.

Where the work is regularly performed while standing or sitting in one
place, measures shahh be taken, where necessary, to guard against cold from
the floor.
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24. In the case of work where dust, smoke, gases or vapours are rele
ased in such quantities as to be injurious or offensive to the employees, the
working process shah, as far as possible, take place in closed apparatus or
the work shah be performed in a separate room or enciosed place. If this is
not feasible, satisfactory arrangements for cohlecting and carrying off the
dust, smoke, gases or vapours or otherwise rendering them harmless shah be
made as far as possible at the place where such contamination of the air
originates and can spread.

Exhaust equipment shah flot be installed in such a way that the employees
are exposed, through contaminated air from such equipment, to influences
of the kind referred to in the first paragraph.

If certain work or certain kind of work is found to cause speciai risks
for bad health on account of the existence of dust, smoke, gases or vapours,

the National Board of Occupationai Safety and Heahth may, as condition for
employment of persons to such work, prescribe investigation of the con
ditions of the air. The Board will decide the extent of the investigation and
give directives required regarding the accomplishment of the investigation.

Investigation report and other necessary document for the judgment of
the findings of the investigations shah be submitted to the labour inspector

if so prescribed by the National Board of Occupational Safety and Health.
Ail expences incidentai to the investigation shah be paid by the em

ployer, unless by the National Board of Occupational Safety and Heahth
decided, that the expences, when special circumstances render it desirable,
shah to a certain extent be paid by Governmentah funds.

25. In the case of work where poisonous or other substances injurious

to health are used or where the conditions of work are such as to involve a

risk of poisoning or infection, effective protective measures shah be taken.
Poisonous or other substances injurious to heahth shah, where practicabie in

the circumstances, be replaced by non-poisonous or less injurious substances.

26. In the case of work where the employee is exposed for a consider

abie period of time to continuous or frequentiy and reguiarly recurring noise

or vibration, suitable protective measures shah as far as possible be adopted.

Riveting, forging, the cleaning of castings and other types of work which

are accompanied by noise or vibration that cannot be reduced or ehiminated
shah, if possible, be carried out in a special workroom or workphace.

If any work is carried out under such air pressure as to involve risk of

injury to the empioyees, effective protective measures shail be taken.

Employees must flot be employed on such work, under increased

pressure, which is carried out under water with diving equipment or diving

beil without hock (diving work) or other work in direct connection thereto,
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if he does flot have the knowledge of and experience in the work as prescribed
by the National Board of Occupational Safety and Heahth. The National
Board of Occupational Safety and Heahth may ahhow exeptions.

27. The work shah be so planned and arranged that postures which
are unnecessarily tiring for the employee are avoided. Where the work can
be regularly carried out in a sitting position without detriment to it, suit
able seats shah be provided. In other cases where working conditions ahhow
the employees to sit from time to time, a sufficient number of seats shahl be
made available for them.

Where the work involves the carrying or lifting of heavy objects, special
apphiances should, if possible, be used for the purpose.

Where work is regularly performed in a standing position and the
flooring is flot of suitable composition, the employee shall be provided with
a suitable surface to stand on.

28. Workrooms and fittings, machinery, apparatus and apphiances,
and also rooms for the employees, stairs and passageways shah be kept clean
and tidy. Where the nature of the work permits, in addition to the daily
cleaning and clearing up, a general cheaning of the workrooms shalh be
undertaken at regular intervals when floors, wahhs, ceihings, windows and
fittings shah be thoroughly cleaned. Painting or other surface treatment of
wahls, ceilings, floors, fittings, machinery, apparatus and the hike shah be
reasonable wehl rnaintained.

Sweeping shah be so carried out that dust is flot spread unnecessarily.
Sweeping of workrooms shouhd be avoided during working hours. Sweepings,
chips or other waste shail be collected in a suitable manner and removed.

It shah be the duty of the employees to comply strictly with the instruc
tions issued with respect to the matters deaht with in this section.

29. Personai protective equipment for the speciah purpose of prevent
ing injury to health shah, unless otherwise agreed, be paid for by the employer
and kept at the place of employment. Equipment of this kind, such as res
pirators, eye protectors, protective chothing, ghoves or footwear shah, to
such extent as the National Board of Occupational Safety and Health pre
scribes, be approved by the Board.

Personal protective equipment shouhd be provided even if the work is
onhy of an occasional character and protective measures which wouhd other
wise have had to be taken are consequenthy inappropriate for practicah
reasons as, for instance, in spray painting steel structures, sandbhasting the
outsides of buildings or the repair of gas mains.

30. Where possible, the time during which an emphoyee is emphoyed
on work entaihing speciah risks to his beaith shah be suitabhy reduced by
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giving him other work flot involving risk to health for a certain period in
each work-day or week, or for longer periods.

Measures for the prevention of accidents

31. When giving effect to the general provisions of the Workers’ Pro
tection Act respecting the prevention of accidents, the provisions of sections
32 to 47 below shah be observed, while having regard to the requirements of
each particular case in view of the nature of the work and other circum
stances.

Instructions respecting the inspections and tests referred to in sections
33, 35, 36 and 39 and rules prescribing the conditions for appointment as
inspector shah be issued by the National Board of Occupational Safety and
Health.

32. Prime movers, transmission gear, working machinery and other
comparable mechanical equipment shah be so constructed and equipped as
to be sufficiently safe; they shah be provided with the necessary guards and
shah be so erected, installed or placed as to remove to the greatest extent
possible any accident risk connected therewith.

The equipment referred to in the first paragraph shah be properly main
tained. In addition, the following special provisions shah apply;

(a) Rotating and other moving machine parts shail flot be run at such
speed or under such load that they cease to be sufficiently safe.

(b) Transmission beits, ropes or chains shah flot be mounted or shifted
while the transmission is running, unless a device suitable for the
purpose has been provided or an exception is deemed to be justified
in view of the low speed of the transmission or the smahh amount
of mechanical force transmitted by it.

(c) Before any prime mover or transmission gear which drives a work
ing machine is set in motion, warning thereof shah, where necessary,
be given to the employees concerned in good time by a special
signal in a manner to be announced in advance.

(d) Where this can reasonably be required, working machinery shah
be furnished with suitable and clearly marked devices by means
of which the machinery can be quickly stopped. Such devices shall
as far as possible be easily accessible from the place by the work
ing machine where it is expected that the emphoyee wilh normally
stand while working.

Where this can reasonably be required, working machinery shah also
be f itted with satisfactory devices to prevent unintentional starting of the
machine.
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The above provisions respecting devices for stopping and preventing
unintentional starting of working machinery shah also apply to transmission
gear.

33. Steam boilers, cookers, containers and other vessels for hiquids,
steam, air or any other gas under pressure (hereinafter referred to as ‘pressure
vessels’) shah be of such material and shah be so constructed and equipped
as to be sufficiently safe, and shail be suitably instahled and erected. What
in this paragraph is said about pressure vessels shah also apply on pipings
for hiquids, vapours, air or other gases under pressure.

Pressure vessels shah be properly maintained and shail, to such extent
as is prescribed or, if nothing is prescribed, to such extent as is deemed ne
cessary, be inspected and tested and be subject to satisfactory and constant
supervision. Certificates of inspection and testing and other documents ne
cessary for determining the safety of such vessels shah, in so far as the
National Board of Occupational Safety and I{ealth so prescribes, be sub
mitted to the labour inspector.

Pressure vessels shail neither be used at a pressure higher than the
maximum pressure permitted in each case, nor shail they be used unhess
prescribed inspection and test have taken place.

At a suitable place on every pressure vessel that is subject to inspection
and testing under the second paragraph there shah, in so far as the National
Board of Occupational Safety and Health so prescribes, be a plate or stamp
indicating the maximum permissibhe pressure and the date of the most recent
inspection. Jn order to prevent substitution, mobile containers of gas under
pressure shail be clearly marked in the manner prescribed by the National
Board of Occupational Safety and Heahth.

A steam boiler register shah, if the National Board of Occupational
Safety and Health so prescribes, be kept in respect of every steam boiler. The
model for such register shah be prescribed by the Board.

34. With respect to the rules to be observed in the construction and
arrangement of, and in working at or near, ehectrical machines, apparatus
and wiring with a view to preventing employees from being injured by electric
current, the special provisions relating thereto shah apply.

35. Lifting appliances, such as hoists, lifts, cranes, transporters, winches
and other similar appliances, and hikewise the fixed equipment behonging
thereto, shahi be of such material and be so constructed, erected and other
wise arranged as to ensure adequate safety, and shahi be provided with the
necessary guards.

Lifting apphiances shah be properly maintained and shah, to such ex
tent as is prescribed or, if nothing is prescribed, to such extent as is deemed
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necessary, be inspected and tested, checked for proper assembly and be satis
factorily and constantly supervised. Certificates of inspection and testing
and other documents necessary for determining the safety of such appli
ances shah, in so far as the National Board of Occupational Safety and
Health so prescribes, be submitted to the labour inspector.

Lifting appliance shah neither be used for a load heavier than the maxi
mum permissible load prescribed for that appliance or in contravention of
any regulation prohibiting or restricting the transport of persons on the
appliance, nor shall lifting appliance be used unless prescribed inspection
and test have taken place.

At a suitable place on or beside every lifting apphiance that is subject
to inspection and testing under the second paragraph, unless special circum
stances require that an exception be made, the maximum permissible load,
the date of the most recent inspection and, in the case of lifts or similar
appliances, particulars of any prohibition or restriction of the transport of
passengers shah be clearly indicated.

In the case of engine-driven or transmission-driven lifting appliances,
the relevant provisions of section 32, paragraphs (c) and (d), shall apply.

36. Transport equipment, such as cable railways, suspended railways,
rollways and tramways, conveyors, trucks, vehicles and wagons of various
kinds, shall be of such material and be 80 constructed and equipped as to en-
sure adequate safety, and shah be provided with the necessary guards.

Transport equipment shah be properhy maintained and shall, to such
extent as is prescribed or, if nothing is prescribed, in so far as is deemed
necessary, be inspected and tested and be supervised in a satisfactory and
constant manner. Certificates of inspection and testing and other documents
necessary for determining the safety of such equipment shah, in so far as
the National Board of Occupational Safety and Health so prescribes, be sub
mitted to the labour inspector.

Transport appliance shall neither carry a load heavier than the maxi
mum permissible load prescribed for it or be used in contravention of any
regulation prohibiting or restricting the transport of persons thereon, nor shah
transport apphiance be used unless prescribed inspection and test have taken
place.

In so far as is prescribed, the maximum permissible load and the date
of tbe most recent inspection and particulars of any prohibition or restric
tion of tbe transport of passengers shahl be clearhy indicated at a suitable
place on or beside every transport appliance. In addition, particular attention
shah be paid to the following provisions:

(o) Plant railways shalh be so arranged that there is sufficient free
space alongside the track to avoid employees being crushed
between any vehicle, wagon or load and any wahl, pillar, post, pile
or stack along the track, or in any other manner. The same shalh
also apphy to multitrack plant railways with regard to any risk of
injury which may arise from vehiches or wagons being moved
simultaneously over the different tracks: Provided that in the case
of underground raihways in fines or quarries and also in other
cases where there are special grounds therefor, the above require
ments as to free space along the tracks may be relaxed to such an
extent as may be considered reasonable in view of the traffic
conditions and the method of transport.

Where this is considered necessary, a suitable wahkway shall
be arranged along plant railway tracks. Plant raihways shah, in
appropriate cases, be equipped with reliable signalling devices.

(b) Where this is required in view of the construction of the equipment,
the inclination of the road or other conditions relating to the
transport or in view of the nature of the goods to be transported
and the method of transport, vehicles, wagons and other similar
transport equipment shall be fitted with reliable braking devices.

(c) In the case of engine-driven or transmission-driven transport equip
ment, the relevant provisions of section 32, paragraphs (c) and (d),
shail apply.

37. In loading and unloading operations, and in other work involving
the moving of heavy objects, care shahh be taken that the work is carried out
in a safe manner and, where necessary, under special direction and super
vision, and that suitable equipment and other aids are used for the work.

In transport work, care shah be taken as far as possible that employees
occupied in the work are not exposed to injury from sharp corners or edges
of the goods transported or from protruding nails, wire ends or iron bands
on the packing of the goods.

Where heavy objects are transported, the weight of the object shahh be
clearly indicated, to such extent as is considered necessary, on the outside of
the object or of the packing. With regard to the marking in certain cases of
the weight of objects to be loaded on board ships, the provisions of the Act
of 11 march 1932 (No. 55)1 shall apply.

38. Lubrication, cleaning, repair or similar maintenance work on prime
movers, transmissions, working machines or other mechanical equipment

ILO, Legislative Series, 1932 (Swe. 1).
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shah only be carried out after the equipment bas been stopped and secured
against unintentionai starting, unless adequate safety precautions have been
taken or the mechanicai equipment is so enclosed that contact with its
dangerous parts is impossible, or other speciai conditions justify an excep
tion.

When repair work or alterations are being carried out near moving ma
chinery or in other dangerous places, the necessary precautions shah be
taken for the protection, both of the persons employed on the work and of
others who may thereby be exposed to danger.

39. Tools and implements of every kind shah be of suitable and satis
factory material and workmanship. They shah be kept in good working
order and shah be stored and transported in a satisfactory manner.

Lifting tackie shah, to such extent as is prescribed or, if nothing is
prescribed, in so far as is deemed necessary, be inspected and tested and be
supervised in a satisfactory and constant manner. Certificates of inspection
and testing and other documents necessary for determining the safety of
such tackie shah, in so far as the National Board of Occupationah Safety and
Health so prescribes, be submitted to the labour inspector.

Lifting tackie shah neither be used to raise a hoad heavier than the
maximum permissible load prescribed therefor, nor shah lifting tackle be
used unless prescribed inspection and test have taken place.

Save where special circumstances warrant an exception, the maximum
permissible hoad shah be marked on ail lifting tackie.

With regard to tools or equipment put at the employee’s disposai by
the employer, it shah be the duty of the empioyee to report any defects
observed by him which may entail a risk of accident.

40. In order to avert risk of injury from fahis, failing objects or collaps
ing masses, care shah be taken that the work is arranged and carried out in
a safe manner and that the necessary safety precautions are taken. The
fohiowing special provisions shah apply:

(a) Floors, passageways and roads at the place of employment shah
be suitabiy constructed and laid out, be of sufficient size and
carrying capacity and so far as possible be kept in such a condition
that the employees will flot be exposed to risks from stumbling or
shipping. When necessary, sanding or other suitable means shah
be used to prevent shipping.

(b) Objects shah flot be stored unnesessarily in passageways and on
roads. Neither shaH such places be encumbered with bicycles used
for riding to and from the work. Where conditions ahlow, bicycle

stands with a protecting roof or other suitabie arrangements shah
be avaiiable near the place of employment.

(c) Basins, tanks and other open vessels, weils, pits, excavations, trench-
es and the hike shah be arranged in a safe manner as regards po
sition, contents and depth, and shah be fenced or covered to the
extent necessary. This provision shah apphy, mutatis mutandis,
to fioor openings. Wahi openings for hoading or unloading shail
be suitably protected.

(d) Stairs, iadders, gangways, scaffoids and platforms shail be of such
material and be so constructed and erected as to ensure adequate
safety, and shah be provided with the necessary handrails, fenc
ing and other safety arrangements. They shah be properiy main
tained.

(e) Materiahs, equipment and other objects shah be stacked or piled
in a safe manner.

(f) Roofs intended to be walked on shah be of sufficient structurai
strength and shah be fitted with suitable safety arrangements to
the extent prescribed or, if nothing is prescribed, to the extent con
sidered necessary.

(g) Shopes or wahhs of excavations, diggings and other similar works
shah be given a suitabie inclination or be stepped, having regard to
the nature of the sou and to the height of the shope or waii: where
necessary, they shah be suitably shored or braced. If undermining
cannot be avoided, the resuitant overhang shah be rehiabhy sup
ported.

(h) The roof and walls of workplaces, galleries and haulageways in
mines, quarries, tunnels and other spaces bhasted out of the rock
shah be kept free of hoose rock. Where in such places there is a
risk of loose stones or collapsing masses, props, braces, full timber
ing (hining) or other adequate methods, shail be adopted. Places
in which no work is going on and which are consequently not kept
free of hoose rock shail be shut off to prevent the entry of unauthor
ised persons; emphoyees shouhd be instructed not to enter such
places unless duly authorised.

41. For work in places where there is a risk of falhing, and other satis
factory means of protection cannot reasonably be arranged, except work on
piles of planks, straw-ricks, vehicles carrying high loads or other work in

I
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which such equipment cannot be used, the employer shah provide safety
beits and lifelines of suitable workmanship and good quahity. It shah be the
duty of the employee to use such safety equipment. If there is no satisfactory
device for attaching the hifehine or where it is necessary for any other reason
the employer shah arrange for the employee to receive suitable assistance
for the purpose of ensuring that the hife-hine is properly secured.

Work carried out in the open at great height should to such extent as
is reasonable be interrupted when strong wind, heavy snowfall or other
severe weather conditions entai! a greatly increased risk of accidents through
falhing.

In work of wharfs, jetties or other similar workplaces where there is
a risk of drowning, the necessary rescue equipment shah be kept in readily
accessible places. This provision shah apply even if the work is only of an
occasional character.

42. In work involving a risk of accident through gas poisoning, care
shah be taken that employees occupied in such work can receive the necess
ary aid as quickly as possible in case of poisoning.

For this purpose there should be a person at the workplace who can
carry the poisoned person to a room with fresh air or into the open and
arrange for him to receive suitable treatment. Where this can reasonably be
required, an apparatus for the administration of oxygen shah be available.

43. Where necessary, effective fire alarms shah be instahled to warn
the employees in case of fire.

With regard to the arrangements in other respects for the rescue of
employees in case of fire, special provisions in this behaif shah apply.

44. Satisfactory Iighting arrangements shahh be provided, flot only at
the places where employees carry out their work, but also in stairways and
passageways and on roads at the place of employment over which employees
have regularly to pass at the beginning or the end of the work or during
working hours.

In mines and quarries behow ground where other satisfactory lighting
cannot reasonably be required, portable mine lamps may be approved for
the purpose.

45. With regard to personah protective equipment specially intended
to prevent accidents at work, such as helmets, eye protectors, hair protectors,
protective gloves, leg and foot protectors, safety shoes, protective clothing
or special aprons for protection against the spilling of live coals, molten me
tal, acids, lye, etc., the provisions of section 29 shah apply, mutatis mutandis.

46. In work at machinery where the moving parts cannot conveniently
be enclosed or shielded, employees shah as far as praticable wear suitable
clothing. In other cases also, employees should endeavour to use such work
ing clothes as wihl flot head to accidents.

47. At every place of employment a suitable person shah be made
responsible for keeping and issuing dressings and other supplies reguired for
first aid in case of accident or illness. At places where a considerable number
of persons are emphoyed or where other special conditions so require, there
shah be the necessary staff of persons possessing the requisite training in
nursing.

At the larger places of employment, an ambulance room or sickroom
in which first aid can be rendered in case of accident or ihlness shah! be in
stalled if conditions so require. Such rooms shahh be suitably situated and
arranged, and shall be provided with the necessary equipment.

A sufficient number of notices indicating the place where first-aid ma
tenais and equipment are kept, the name of the person responsible therefor
and the nearest available person competent to render first aid shail be posted
at places where any considerable number of persons are employed.

Certain provisions concerning juvenile employees

48. When giving effect to sections 27-30 of the Workers’ Protection
Act, the provisions of sections 49-61 below shall be observed, while having
regard to the restriction on the application of the said provisions to certain
kinds of work under section 4 of the said Act.

49. Workbooks for young persons shah contain—

(a) the young person’s full name, date and year of birth; and, except
in the case of work during holidays,—

(b) a certificate to the effect that the young person has completed the
elementary school course or acquired corresponding knowhedge
and skills, or bas obtained proper permission to leave the elementary
schooL

In addition, the workbook shah contain a medical certificate concern
ing the young person’s state of health and physical devehopment. If a young
person shows signs of ill-heaith, weakness or deficient physical development,
the medical certificate shah! state in what respect this is so and under what
conditions he may nevertheless be employed.

The form for the workbook shah be prescribed by the National Board
of Occupational Safety and Health after consulting the Schools Supervisory
Board.
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50. A workbook containing the particulars required under paragraphs
(a) and (b) of section 49 shah be issued to the young person free of charge
by the appropriate teacher or principal of the school, or otherwise through
the intermediary of the school authority, when the young person or the
person having custody of him so requests, on the occasion of the young
person’s departure from elementary school or other public educational instit
ution or at any other time.

If in a particular case there is difficulty in obtaining a workbook from
the school authority, such book shail be issued by the pastor and, if so, the
latter shah be responsible for entering in the book the particulars prescribed
above, if they are known or certified to him.

Where the certificate referred to in paragraph (b) of section 49 could
not be entered in the workbook when the latter was issued, it shail on re
quest, if the young person shows that he is entitled to receive it, be entered
by the person who issued the book or by another school authority or pastor.

51. When a workbook is issued under the first paragraph of section 50,
it shalh be the duty of the school doctor to enter in the book the certificate
referred to in the second paragraph of section 49 and at the same time to
enter the necessary particulars of the medical examinations which the young
person has undcrgone during bis schoolyears and of the vocational guidance
given in connection with the said examinations.

If there is difficuhty in obtaining the entry of medical certificate in
the workbook by the school doctor, another doctor may be approached for
this purpose.

52. It shall be the duty of the employer, unless the young person is
also employed by another employer and the latter employment is to be
considered as the principal employment, to retain the young person’s work
book for the duration of the employment. If the young person’s employment
ceases before he bas attained the age of 18 years, the workbook shall be re
turned to him.

An employer who bas charge of the workbook of a young person shaH,
when the latter attains the age of 18 years or when for other reasons the work
book is no longer required by the young person, hand it to the labour in
spector.

53. Every employer who employs a young person shall enter in the
young person’s workbook the name and address of the place of employment,
the nature of the undertaking, the date on which the young person started
work, the nature of the work on which the young person is employed and
the daily hours of work of the young person: Provided that the said entries

need not be made where the young person is employed for a shorter period
than one month.

If the young person terminates bis employment or is given other em
ployment or other working hours for any period exceeding one month, an
entry to that effect shah be made in bis workbook, indicating the date of the
termination of employment or of the change of employment or working
hours.

54. No entry or mark capable of giving other information concerning
a young person than is prescribed in this Proclamation shah be made in any
workbook.

55. Every employer who employs one or more young persons shall,
if such employment is intended to hast longer than one month, notify the la
bour inspector of the fact in writing. Sucb notification shah be sent within
14 days from the date on wbich the young person or young persons started
work. If the employer ceases entirely to employ young persons and it is not
a question only of a temporary interruption, be shall hikewise notify the
labour inspector of the fact in writing within 14 days.

If a young person is only emphoyed on seasonal work and if the em
ployer is able to give rcliable information to that effect beforehand, a noti
fication containing sucb information shah be vahid for so long as the con
ditions notified continue to exist.

Tbe provisions of this section sball not apply to forestry work or to log
floating (otber tban work at sorting places). Where an exemption from the
examination prescribed in section 28 of the Workers’ Protection Act bas
been granted under section 29 of the said Act, the National Board of Occu
pational Safety and Health may also grant an exemption from the require
ment of this section respecting notifications.

56. If five or more young persons are normally employed at any place
of employment, the employer shah for each calendar year keep a register
of ail the young persons employed during that year. In the said register, which
shah be started before tbe first day of February in each year, there shall be
entered the young person’s names, the year and date of birth, the dates on
which they began work and, where a young person ceases to be employed,
the date on which the employment terminates. When a new register is begun,
care shah be taken to enter therein ahi the young persons who at the turn of
the year were stihh empioyed. If a young person is engaged after the register
bas been started for a given cahendar ycar, the above-mentioned particulars
in respect of tbe young person shail ahso be entered in the register. Forms for
tbe said register shahh be prescribed by the National Board of Occupational
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Safety and Health, which shail also have power to permit the use for this
purpose of other forms of record of a type approved by it.

The registers or records referred to above shah be kept at the place of
employment (or, if the work there has ceased, by the employer) for one year
after the calendar year to which the register or record relates.

The provisions of this section shail flot apply to forestry work or to
log-floating (other than work at sorting places).

57. The procedure for medical examinations under section 28 of the
Workers’ Protection Act shah be governed by special provisions.

1f during the calendar year a young person bas undergone a medicai
examination as prescribed in the second paragraph of section 49, no further
medical examination as mentioned above shah be required during the year
unless the exarnining surgeon considers it necessary in view of the young
person’s type of employment. This provision shah also apply, mutatis mu-
tandis, where the young person has undergone such medicai examination
earlier in the year at another place of employment.

1f a young person is employed in forestry work or log-floating (other
wise than in work at a sorting place), he or the person having custody of him
shah see that the medical certificate in the young person’s workbook is duly
renewed each year.

58. When carrying out the medical examination referred to in section
57, the examining surgeon shah enter in the workbook of each young person
examined the date of the examination and his observations respecting the
young person’s state of health and physical development. If the examination
surgeon considers it necessary to lay down special conditions for the young
person’s continued employment on a certain type of work or to prohibit him
from continuing such work, he shah make an entry to that effect both in the
young person’s workbook and in the inspection book (if any) referred to in
section 69. Where a change of employment is prescribed, the examining
surgeon shah as far as possible give indications as to the kind of work on
which the young person may suitably be employed.

Before an examining surgeon makes any order under this section,
he should consuit the employer.

59. If in respect of a given young person the National Board of Occu
pationai Safety and Heaith bas reason to vary or revoke an order entered in
the young person’s workbook by an examining surgeon, the Board shah cause
an entry to that effect to be made in the workbook and, where the order has
been entered in the inspection book referred to in section 69, in that book
also.

60. It shall be the duty of the examining surgeon, when examining
the young persons empioyed at a place of employment for the first time and
also on other occasions if there is a reason to do so, to acquaint himself with
the working conditions of the juveniles at the place of employment.

The employer shah, so far as it lies with him, see that ail the young
persons employed at the place of employment present themselves for the
examination referred to in section 57.

It shah be the duty of the young persons to present themseives for such
examination.

61. The examining surgeon shail inform the employer in good time
of the date of the medical examination. If the employer has engaged a speciai
medical officer for the employees, the latter may be present during the exam
ination.

Local sa!ety activities

62. Employers who do flot themselves wholly direct the work of accid
ent and disease prevention at the place of employment shah commission one
or more persons (safety inspector, personnel consultant or other person in
their employ) to deal with matters of safety and health in employment to a
greater or less extent on behaif of the employer. Where this has been done,
the employer shah inform the safety dehegates of the fact and also of the
manner in which proposais shah be made to the employer in such matters.
The employer shah also see that both the supervisory staff and the other
employees co-operate in the work of prevention.

63. Suitable persons with good judgment and the necessary knowledge
of, and interest in, matters of safety and health in employment shah be
chosen as safety delegates. Safety delegates shah! be wehh acquainted with the
working conditions within their respective safety sections.

The number of safety delegates shah be determined in relation to the
size of the place of employment, the nature of the work and the working con
ditions. If there is any doubt among the employees as to the number of safety
delegates to be appointed in a given place of employment, or as to the division
of the place of employment into safety sections, they shouid consuit with the
employer and the appropriate labour inspector before the election. At places
of employment where there are severai departments, a safety delegate should
be appointed for each department or group of departments engaged in similar
work. Where work is carried on in shifts, there shouid as far as possible be
a safety delegate at each shift for rehays comprising two or more employees.
Where a considerabie number of female employees are employed, a suit
able number of safety delegates shouid also be appointed from among them.
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At places of employment where work is carried on by employees be
longing to different trades (as in the building industry), safety delegates may
be appointed from each occupational group. In places of employment where
the employees are distributed among two or more workplaces (as in loading
and unloading work, forestry or log-floating or other comparable work), a
safety delegate may be appointed for each separate workplace at which
several employees are employed simultaneously.

64. The safety delegates, who must make themselves fully acquainted
with the relevant conditions in their respective sections, shail promote health
and safety at work and endeavour to enlist the co-operation of the other
employees for this purpose. If a safety delegate considers that a particular
protective measure should be taken, he shah make a proposal to the employer
in the manner prescribed by the latter. Any person who bas received such a
proposai from a safety delegate shah without delay give a reply to the delegate
on the matter. If a proposal submitted by a safety delegate in the prescribed
manner has flot received consideration within a reasonable time, the delegate
may request the labour inspector to intervene in the matter or in cases
respecting protection according to Radiations Protection Act the Committee
of protection against radiations at the National Institute of Radiation Pro
tection (Statens strâlskyddsinstitut).

‘Where a safety committee exists, the safety delegates may directly re
quest the committee to consider any matter of safety or hygiene that
they consider sufficiently important.

Safety delegates shaH have the right to acquaint themselves with the
particulars contained in workbooks and in the register mentioned in section
56, with any advice and instructions entered in the inspection book mentioned
in section 69, with such written communications relating to safety and hygi
ene matters as are annexed to the said inspection book, with document
mentioned in section 24 paragraph four and with the certificates of inspec
tion and testing referred to in sections 33, 35, 36 and 39.

65. The number of members of safety committees shah be determined
in relation to the number of employees at the place of employment, the nature
of the work and the working conditions.

The safety committee shah consider measures for the promotion of
health and safety at work and make proposais to the employer regarding such
measures. The said measures shah include matters of education and propa
ganda. The safety committee should acquaint itself with any statistics of
accidents and occupational diseases in the place of employment and with any
advice and instructions entered in the inspection book referred to in section
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69, and also with any written communications on safety and hygiene quest
ions which may have been annexed to the said book.

66. As soon as possible alter election, the names and safety sections
of the safety delegates shah be communicated to the employer and labour
inspector by the employees or union that held the election. Such notification
shah flot be required when a delegate is re-elected. If a new safety dehegate
succeds a previously elected delegate, the name of the person replaced by the
new delegate shah be given.

If an employer bas appointed a deputy to deal with safety and hygiene
questions or if a safety committee has been appointed, the labour inspector
shah! be informed in writing.

The employer shaH post notices at the place of employment, inclicating
the name of the deputy referred to in the second paragraph as well as the
names of the safety delegates and of the members of the safety committee.

67. When carrying out inspections or other business at a place of
emphoyment, the labour inspection officials shah get into touch with any
safety delegates who are available at the place of employment.

It shah be the duty of the labour inspection officiaIs to dehiver free of
charge to the safety delegates or safety committee copies of any advice,
instructions or other written communications given or sent to the place of
employment in respect of safety and hygiene matters. Copies of such
communications shall be kept by the safety delegates or safety committee for
at least two years, reckoned from the date of the communication. If a safety
delegate resigns, such copies shah be handed over to his successor.

Inspections

68. Inspection shah primarily be directed towards activities which, in
view of the nature of the work or of the conditions under which it is carried
out, may be regarded as involving special danger of accident or injury to
health.

In carrying out these duties, the inspection officials shah have regard
to what may be considered as reasonable in each case in view of the existing
conditions, and consider how, in each particular case, the objects of labour
protection eau be attained without imposing an unnecessary burden on the
employer.

Inspection officials should furnish employers, emphoyees and safety
delegates with information, advice and instructions in questions concerning
health and safety at work, and promote co-operation in such matters.

69. At every workphace where as a rule five or more persons are per
manently employed, except in cases where the labour inspector or the
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National Board of Occupational Safety and Heaith has granted an exemption,
an inspection book shah be kept in which the inspection officiais shah enter
such advice and instructions as they see fit to give in writing when they
inspect the workplace. If the labour inspector so requires, an inspection book
shail aiso be kept in smaller workplaces. The model for the inspection book
shah be prescribed by the National Board of Occupational Safety and Health.

Written communications transmitted otherwise than in the manner
described in the first paragraph shah be annexed to the inspection book or
kept together with it in a suitable manner. The same shail apply as regards
the certificates of inspection and testing referred to in sections 33, 35, 36
and 39.

The inspection book, communications and certificates referred to above
shah be kept in such manner as to be readily accessible. They shah be kept
at the workplace or, if operations at the workplace have ceased, by the
employer, for at heast five years reckoned from the date of the last entry (in
the case of the inspection book) or the date of issue (in the case of com
munications or certificates). The National Board of Occupational Safety and
Heahth may prescribe a period differing from that laid down in this para
graph in the case of the aforementioned certificates. If the business carried
on at the workphace is transferred, ail inspection books, communications and
certificates kept on the premises shah be delivered by the former owner to the
new owner.

Special provisions

70. At every place of employment where as a ruhe five or more persons
are permanently emphoyed, there shah be kept a copy of the Workers’ Pro
tection Act and this Proclamation, together with any enaetments amending
or supplementing them or made in pursuance of the Workers’ Protection
Act and concerning the type of activity carried on at the place of employ
ment.

The National Board of Occupational Safety and Health may prescribe
that the provisions of the first paragraph shah also apply to other places of
employment.

71. Unless an exemption from the provisions of section 21 of the
Workers’ Protection Act bas been granted for ail the employees, a notice
indicating the tirne of weekly rest for the employees (or, where this time is
flot the same for ail employees or groups of employees, the time for each
group or emphoyee) shah be posted at a suitable spot in every place of em
ployment where handicraft, industriai, building or transport operations are
carried on. Where a table of hours of work, as prescribed in the Act of 16

May 1930 (No. 138) respecting the limitation of working hoursl, contains
the particulars referred to in this section, no special notice need be posted.

72. Any employer who fails to make arrangements for an investigation
or inspection and test prescribed by the National Board of Occupational
Safety and Health under section 24, 33, 35, 36 or 39 or uses any pressure
vessel, piping, lifting apphiance, transport appliance or lifting tackle in con
travention of the provisions of section 33, third paragraph, section 35, third
paragraph, section 36, third paragraph, or section 39, third paragraph, shaH
be hable to a fine (dagsbi5ter).

Any employer who does not discharge bis obligation under section 5,
9 or 55 to make notification or fails to submit to the labour inspector any
investigation report, certificate or other document mentioned in sections
24, 33, 35, 36 and 39 or to comply with regulations issued under section 33,
fifth paragraph, or to discharge his obligations under sections 52, 53, 54,
56, 69, 70 and 71 shah be hable to a fine of flot less than 5 and flot more
than 300 crowns:

Provided that any person who fails to make arrangements for an in
vestigation or inspection and test or to discharge his obligation to make
notification or who neglects to submit an investigation report, a certificate
or other document shah flot be hable to a fine if the circumstances of the
case chearly show that the omission or neglect was due to an accidentai over
sight.

73. If any person instahls a mine workshop or similar workroom
situated entirely behow ground without having obtained the permission of
the National Board of Occupational Safety and Health, where this is required
under section 8, or faihs to comply witb the conditions prescribed for such
permission, he shah be punished with a fine unless an offence under section
53 of the Workers’ Protection Act has been committed.

74. (Abrogated 1970.)

75. The provisions of section 70 of the Workers’ Protection Act shah
apply, mutatis niutaridis, as regards compliance with section 5, the second,
third and fifth paragraphs of section 33, the second and third paragraphs of
section 35, the second and third paragraphs of section 36, the second and
third paragraphs of section 39, sections 52 to 56, the second paragraph of
section 60 and sections 69 to 71 of this Order.

1 ILO, Legislative Series, 1930 (Swe. 1); amendments: ibid., 1938 (Swe 5),
1940 (Sve. 1 D), 1942 (Swe. 2 B).
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76. Proceedings against decisions of the National Board of Occupational
Safety and Health on matters deait with in this Proclamation shah be instituted
by an appeal to the Crown.

This Proclamation shail come into force on 1 July 1949.
This Proclamation repeals the Proclamation of 31 December 1912 (No.

388) respecting fees for the issue of certificate books for young workers.
Where at any place of employment there is a register, as prescribed in

section 30 of the Act of 29 June 1912 (No. 206), the said register shall be
regarded as an inspection book for the purpose of section 69 of this Proc
lamation. Entries under section 32 of the said Act shah be regarded as
entries under section 56 of this Proclamation.
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Since a wellknown contract (Saltsjôbadsavtaiet) was signed

by the empioyers federation and the workers union in 1938,

the Swedish labour market has been known ail over the world

for its peace and calm.Swedish labour market relations have

been characterised by cooperation instead of f ights and dis

card.This officiaI picture has aiways had its cracks and

it has been more and more evident during the late 60s that

the antagonism between employers and workers is stiil there.

A iaw passed in 1928 makes strikes iliegal between the central

negotiations between employers and workers held evey third

year.Al1 the same ,the workers stiil go on strike when they

fmd it necessary and the number of strikes has been rising

during the last decade.In 1970 the employersfederation

paid 10 million Swedish crowns (2 million dollars) to member

firms as compensation for lost production through “wild cat”

strikes,which must be seen as a sign of hardening conflicts

in the local industrial areas.

Most strikes concern wages and related incomeproblems,

but during the last years new features have appeared among

the demands from the workers.An example of this was a big

strike at the state—owned mines in the north of Sweden,where

6 000 workers went on a “wild cat” strike for 3 months in

the winter of 1969-70.First of ail the workers demanded a

change in pay system,monthly pay instead 0f piece-rate.Second

ly,they wanted higher wages.There then followed a list of de

mands for changed working conditions,such as better ventilation,

impartial investigations into envirorimental factors and their

effects on the workers,etc.

The main resuit of the strike was a change in pay system.The

workers got their monthly pay,only based on time worked,with

out any sort of ment system or production ranking tied to it.

This system has now been in function for 3 1/2 years.



In the spring 1970 a research project was started with the

aim of studying the effects of the change in pay system in the

production system in general as well as changes in power

relations and organisational set-up as consequerices of the

strike.

This paper will present part of this study,the part which

concerns the effect of the change in pay system on safety

at work and risktaking.

We were four research workers doing the field study during

2 1/2 years.The team was interdisciplinary with economist,

civil engineer,sociologist and psychologist working in coope

ration with specialists at the company such as doctors,production

engineers etc.We used quantitative analyses of different

statistics concerning accidents,productiori,economy, turnover,

etc as well as qualitative rnethods like unstructured interviews,

observations while taking part in the work etc.We followed

different decision processes in the formai production organisa

tion as well as in the meetings of management,labour union etc.

The following presentation is based on accident statistics,

some economic statistics,interviews with about 300 workers

and their foremen and observations at the places of work.

Our frame of reference for studying the effects cf the pay

system on accidents and safety at work was a modification

of the systems model drawn up by Dr. P. Cazamian at the 4th

International Ergonomics conference in Strassbourg 1970.

The model states in brief: In any production system there

are two different parties with different interests,or rather

evaluations of the same phenomena in the production system,

management(employers) and the workers.Both parties try to

maximize their benefits and minimize their costs.The employer

offers a job to the workers where he has made an optimization

as regards the economy of machinery and work place layout in

relation to safety laws and regulations,social and cultural norms

taken into account as well.The optimization is a compromise

0f conflicting demands ,where the economic requirements

forces the employer to accept a risk which is flot minimal

but optimal with regards to his own objectives.To compeisate



for risks and dangerous situations the employer brings

safety equipement into the situation and defines for

the worker a particular working method,which will reduce

the risk,but he does so at the cost of requiring the worker

to provide a supplementary effort.To wear gloves,inhalation

protectors,etc. and to work in a specified manner introduces

an extra strain for the worker to get —his job done and

thereby his money.There is a “price to be paid” for the

safety in the work situation and both parties try to put

the costs on to the other.The workers will fmd situations

where the inherent risk of accident is acceptable with regard

to what they will earn if they work against the safety regula

tions (flot wearing the safety equipement will raise his

working speed etc) .Piece rate payment gives an extra bonus

to the workers the more risks they are prepared to take.

The piece rate system is introduced by the employers to

“motivate” the workers to high productien,ut it seems

probable that it has a motivating effect on risk-taking

behaviour as well.

That the piece rate systern has the speedrising effect

particularly in an inflation economy with continously

rising rents and prices is indicated in the Swedish labour

market statistics.It has alre.dy been said that negotiations

between eployers and workers are held every third year.Now

it is found that 50% of the rise in incarne statistics for

industrial workers during the 60s was taken out outside

the central negotiations,mainly by speedingup the working

rate when piece rate was paid or by manipt1lating the piece

rate system locally.It was in fact said at the congress of

the Swedish labour unions in 1971 that the working speed

was sa rnuch rised in most industries with piece rate pay

that dangerous situations were created ta a large extent.

Thus the congres was recoinmended to work against piece rate

systems as such in favor of monthly pay.

Thus there seemed ta be good grounds for our hypothesis that

a change f rom piece rate system ta monthly pay without any

sort of performance evaluation tied ta it,would mean changes

in the risktaking behaviour of the workers and thus in the

accident statistics af the company.



The resuits of our study shows that a dramatic change in the

accident rate took place immediately after the introduction

of the monthly pay system.It is a qualitative jump rather

than a quantitative change,see table 1.

1969 1970 1971 1972

Severe accidents 88 16 5 q

Less severe acc. 144 66 43

slight accidents 472 520 685

Table 1. Number cf accidents 1969 — 72,the Kiruna

mine.

The severe accidents almost disappeared( a 95% fali) in two

yea and the less severe accidents made a 70% fall.Severe

accidents include injuries such as destroyed hip or back,

amputation, etc.,with consequences likç pension or in the

“best” cases re—employinent in a very light job in sorne sort

of sheltered workshop.Less severe accidents include broken

bones etc.with consequences cf some time spent in a rehabili—

tation departement and/cr in a sheltered work shop for some

time and then back to the crdinary job.

The rise in slight accidents (smaller injuries from tripping

and falling,pinched fingers,etc.) is 45% .It was clearly

demonstrated in the inteviews with workers and foremen that

when the monetary stress had disappeared the workers had adop

ted another,snDther working rythm.Before,when disturbances

such as machine breakdown happened,the workers later tried

to compensate the production loss (and thus money to themsel

ves) by intensive work rate peaks the following hours.During

these peaks a lot more risks than ordinarily were taken:

workers werit into tunnels which were temporarily closed be

cause of risk cf falling rocks,too much gas,etc.The safety

equipement was now used when the workers were no longer

given “extra bonus” when flot wearing them.A lot of examples

on this was seen in practice.

A drastic example of the effect of a piece rate system on

security regulations occurred a ye&r after the introduction



cf monthly pay..There was a fail of rocks in a big area 0f the

Kiruria mine,a part 0f the mine collapsed.This was because

the regulation diarneter 0f the tunnels was exceeded by 5

meters:instead of a 9 meter diameter they were 14 meters.

These tunnels had been prepared in 1969 when the piece

rate system was used,which meant that the drillers and

loaders were paid for each ton cf rock,and sa they had

an interest in increasing the diarneters of the tunnels.

This increase had been done step by step over many years

and the resuit was that the ceiiings cf the tunnels which

are the floors to other groups working above,became too

weak.Fortunately anough the collapse took place on a sunday

when the mine was empty.

Dur conclusion is that the pay systein plays a criticai

role in ergonomic work on safety at the work piace.Safety

becomes a bargaining variable in the gaine between manage

ment and workers.A nice exarnple was given in a daybreak

mine (Svappavaara) during wintertime.The roads 0f the mine

were very slippery and the supervisors neglected to send

a truck to spread out sand because the production plan

called for ail trucks ta load iron ore.The workW’at they

had reached what they thought was a fair bargaining point

between risk and income,that the 11price to be paid” had become

too high,so they decided on a joint action to show their

discontent.They took up the instruction books in truck

driving and started to drive accordingly.The instruction

book teils you to use the saine gear downhill as uphiil.

Management imediately understood that the lowering in

driving speed downhill was a demonstration 0f discontent

with the lack of sand on the roads, so a truck was sent ta

spread eut sand.After that the workers closed the instruction

books and continued ta drive as before - against regulations.

Looking at the production statistics there is no change in

the production or productivity measures that can be attributed

ta the change in pay system (or rather to changes in working

pace).The total production of rock/manyear (including waste

rock) is increasing during the studied period,while the



production of refined,finished products is decreasing.This

is found to be the effect 0f deeper mining in coinbination

with more resources spent on refining the products.Sorne

of these figures are given in table 2.

1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972

Nuinber of employees 3,512 3,681 3,866 4,064 4,098 4,043

Total prod. ton/man year 6,770 7,651 7,778 7,147 8,378 9,344

Refined prod. ton/manyear 4,998 5,724 5,319 4,660 5,030 5,192

Table 2. Nuinber of employees and two productivity

measures for the period 1967 - 72,The Kiruna

mine.

The bargaining situation we have sketched earlier can be

drawn up in a very simple model, which just is to show that

what is a cost for the workers is a benefit to management

or rather the f irm and vice versa.

Nanagement

cost L benefit

____________________

t
benefit ( > cost

Wo rkers

Another example 0f this bargaining situation was found in

a battery production unit.The most important risk in battery

production is the cadmium in the air,which causes severe

diseases in the lungs and the kidneys.The workers asked for

safety eguipement and management installed breathing rnasks



connected with pipes to the fresh air.Rowever,Ehe masks

were flot used,because the workers found that they were

a great hindrance in work,reduced the working rate and

thus,as the workers were pais by piece rate, reduced their

pay with about 30%.This was thought to be a too big price

for the safety 0f the workers and the union asked for month

ly pay in negotiations with the ernployer.This was refused

with the following argument:”It is flot right to pay for

safety.Safety is flot a problem of pay,it is a technical

problem and needs a technical solution.We have offered you

such a solution.”

A..last example should be given f rom the mine-study.The drillers

had been complaining about their drilling machines for a long

time.The drilling machine consisted of a simple platform on

wheels with to drilling arms and a motor on it.The controls

were placed on the platform without any roof or cabin,and the

workers were thus exposed to falling rocks,humidity,cold,

vibrations and a very high noise level (.125 Dba).Af ter the

strike the employer ordered sorne new machines f rom a manu

facturer who got the workers specification for a good drilling

machine.The machine was delivered equipped with an insulated

safety cabin.The noise inside the cabin was reduced to 85 dbA

and it was safe and warm.But,instead of twa drilling arms

this machine had got three and the drilling speed in each arm

was doubled.BecauSe of the high drilling speed the worker

spent most of his time outside the cabin in order ta be

&ble to serve the arms and the cabin became a sort cf hindrance

because the controls were inside the cabin and could flot

be reached from the outside.It was only when working with

very hard rock that the workers got tirne te be inside the

cabin while drilling.Working with hard rock is a situation

when the risk for falling rocks is very small and thus a

situation when a safety cabin is less needed.

To swn up: Our study has shown that a conflict model gives

a good explanatory frame of reference in the understanding

0f the effects of pay systems on accidents and risk taking

behaviQur.The ergonomist seems to be working in a situation

where his work influences the positions of workers and



I

management in a bargaining situation.If a machine is designed

ta be safer its speed is often increased,which puts a cost

on the worker,whos interest it is to put the costs on the

employer and the firm.In our study we have found an overwhelming

arnount of evidence for this conflict situation.Changes at

the work place in machinery,layout,etc., reflects the power

positions of the two parties,workers arid management(employers)

There is aiways a price to be paid and the costs are always

put on ta the weaker part.

This then shows that a conflict model should be a good base

for further practical ergonomic work.If we neglect the

powerrelations and work f rom some sort of “harmony”-model,

there is a great risk that good ergonomic work will fail

and leave the main criterion unchanged: the nuniber of acci—

dents.

It is just an embryo to a systems model which has been presen

ted here.We need more empirical work and data before we can

start to design a more elaborate systems model or theory.

This autumn we hope to be able ta start further studies into

the problem of the effects of pay systems on risk-taking

and accidents.There are many pay systems in use,many of which

contain ment and production evaluation systems,the effects

of which we know almost nothimg about.The straight uncondi

tioned monthly pay 0f LKAB is stiil an exception in Sweden.

1/9 1973/Jkr
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Abstract

BERNHARD, C. G., B. KNAVE and H. E. PERSSON. Differential effects of ethyl alcohol
on retinal functions. Acta physiol. scand. 1973. 88. 373—381.

The actioo of ethyl alcohol on retinal function was analyzed by comparing its effects 00 the
conventional and low-intensity ERG in the dark-adapted intact slieep eye. The resuits showed
an increase of the b-wave and a decrease of the a-wave amplitude after small doses of alcohol
(bac. 20—40 mg %). The low-intensity ERG, i.e. the electroretinographic respooses below
b-wave threshold has recently been shown to consist of a slow, coroeanegative receptor re
spoose and two fast d.c. responses of opposite polarities from the inner nuclear layer. The
oegative dc. response is considered inhibitory in nature and the positive d.c. response ex
citatory. Administration of alcohol had no effect on the isolated receptor response but elicited
an amplitude increase of the positive d.c. response. The results from the low-intensity ERG
experiments suggest the mechanism behind the effects of alcohol on retinal functions to be
a selective suppression of tbe negative dc. response. Hereby tbe “cnntrolling” function on the
ceils generating tbe positive dc. response is suppressed, tbus “releasing” tbe positive dc. response
and the b-wave, which bas been shown to be built up by the positive d.c. response. The de
crease of tbe a-wave appears to 0e secottdary to the inctease of the b-wave, ail the more as
it was shown that alcohol had no effect on the receptor response. At higb blond alcohol con
centrations, the a-wave as well as the b-wave amplitude were found to diminish as an expres
sion for a presumed, general depression of the c.n.s.

/

Ethyl alcohol has long been popularly regarded as a “stimulant”. From a more bio
logical point of view, however, there seems little doubt that ethyl alcohol (alcohol)
is a primary depressant of the c.n.s., and that the apparent stimulation is the resuit
of a deptession of certain inhibitory control mechanisms. Such an effect, for in
stance, was demonstrated on the retinal functions in the excised and opened eye of
the frog (Bernhard and Skoglund 1941) and tortoise (Bernhard 1942). These
authors recorded the ERG after local administration of alcohol and found the
a-wave to diminish and b-wave to increase in amplitude. This was interpreted as
an effect of selective suppression of the negative component P III (in terms sug

gested by Granit 1933). The ERG changes obtained by Bernhard and Skoglund

were later confirmed in studies on the isolated retina of frog (Tomita, Funaishi and

Shino 1951, Forbes. Burleigh and Neyland 1955) and turtle (Forbes et al. 1955).

Bernhard and Skoglund also demonstrated a selective suppression by means of
alcohol on the inhibition of the impulse discharge in the optic nerve during re
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illumination after stimulation had ceased. This “disinhibitory” effect on the dis-
charge of the frog optic nerve was confirmed by MacNichol and Benolken (1956),
who found a similar effect on the lateral inhibition in the functionally well-defined
Limulus preparation.

Recently, as judged by results from experiments on cold-blooded vertebrates
(Murakami and Kaneko 1966, Murakami and Sasaki 1968 a, b, Sillman, Ito and
Tomita 1969) as well as on mammals (Hanitzsch and Trifonow 1968, Pautler,
Murakami and Nosaki 1968, Knave, Moller and Persson 1972) it has been suggested
that P III consists of a proximal part from the inner nuclear layer and a distal part
from the receptor cells. In one of these works alcohol was applied to the isolated
carp retina (Murakami and Sasaki 1968) and the effects obtained were interpreted
as due to a selective suppression of the proximal P III.

The effects of alcohol on the mammalian ERG, reported in earlier works were
not quite consistent with those just described, and to a certain extent they also were
at variance with one another. In cat and rabbit, only the a-wave was left after the
administration of high, lethal doses of alcohol (Praglin, Spurney and Potts 1955).
On the other hand, after relatively small doses in the rabbit, an increase of the
b-wave amplitude was recorded (Straub 1960, Manfredini and Trimarchi 1968).
In these works the a-wave was not evaluated, since the stimulus intensities used
were below a-wave threshold.

In other studies, again, an increase of the a- and b-wave amplitudes were reported
after small and moderate doses of alcohol intravitreally injected in the rabbit
(Monta 1970) and intravenously in man (Jacobson et al. 1969). In another study
on the ERG after peroral administration of a small dose of alcohol, the amplitude of
the b-wave was found to increase, while no change in the a-wave could be observed
(Ikeda 1963).

These seemingly controversial results prompted an approach with a new tech
nique to the problem concerning the effects of alcohol on retinal functions. Re
cently, a reinterpretation of the components of the mammalian ERG was presented
(Knave, Moller and Persson 1972). This was based on longterm experiments, in
which summated retinal responses from the intact eye in sheep to light stimuli within
an intensity range about 2.5 log units below the b-wave threshold were recorded.
This method has opened new possibilities for the evaluation of the effects of alcohol
on retinal functions in expeniments on the intact mammalian eye.

Methods
12 successful experiments were performed on sheep in the dark-adapted state. The method
used has recently been described in full (Knave et al. 1972).

Since the intensity-amplitude curve of the b-wave is known to have two saturation levels
(see e.g. Arden, Granit and Ponte 1960, Knave et al. 1972) the stimulus intensity was aiways
welI above the lower of these levels. Duration of light stimulation was 0.1 s. Intervals between
flashes were 1 min. The a-wave was measured from the isoelectric line, and the b-wave from
the trough of the a-wave. When recording the summated ERG below b-wave threshold, the
duration of stimulus was one sec and the interval hetween flashes was 10 s. A 20 per cent solu
tion (Ringer) of alcohol was administered either intravenously or via a ventriculotomy into

Fig. I. ERG of the dark-adapted sheep eye before
(A) and after (B and C) alcohol administration to
the stomach. The B and C records were taken at a
blond alcohol concentration of 25 and 140 mg %, re
spectively. Stimulus intensity: 5.0 lng units above
b-wave threshnld. Stimulus duration: 0.1 s. Time
calibration: 0.1 s. Amplitude calibration: 200 jcV.

the stomach. Capillary blond samples were taken and the ADH-method (alcoholic dehydro
genase) was used for determining their concentration of alcohol’.

Resuits

Effects of alcohol on single flash ERG at different blood concentrations
In studying the effects of alcohol on the ERG, two reasons are in favour for choosing

the stomach route for drug administration. First, this is the “natural” way. Secondly,

the resorption is slow enough to allow a detailed study of the sequence of the effects.
As will be pointed out below, however, some effects could be demonstrated more
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Fig. 2. Effect nf alcohol on e-wave and b-wave amplitudes of the dark-adapted sheep eye. 35
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The analysises were made at the Gnvernment Labnratnry for Forensic Chemistry and at the
Department of Alcohnl Research, Karnlinska institutet.
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clearly after i.v. administration. Thus, typical results will be presented, first from an
experiment in which alcohol was given into the stomach, and then from another
experiment after i.v. injection of the drug.

Fig. 1 shows the configuration of the ERGs obtained before (A) and after ad
ministration of alcohol to the stomach (B and C). At low blood alcohol concentra
tions (b.a.c.), the b-wave amplitude was found to increase, as illustrated by the
record in Fig. 1 B taken at a b.a.c. of 25 mg %. At high concentrations, the b-wave
as well as the a-wave amplitudes were found to diminish, as seen in Fig. 1 C, the
record being obtained at a b.a.c. of 140 mg %.

In Fig. 2, the amplitudes of the a- (lower array of filled circles) and the b-wave
(upper array of filled circles) as well as the b.a.c. (squares, solid line) are graphical

ly illustrated from the same experiment. After 25 and 90 min respectively (arrows),
35 and 65 ml of 20 per cent solution were given.

After the first small dose of alcohol, the b.a.c. slowly increased to a plateau at
40 mg %, and after the second dose there was a steep rise to high values (200 mg %
at the end of the experiment).

A temporary increase of the b-wave amplitude was noted about five min after the

first dose was given, coinciding in time with the first slow increasc of the b.a.c. to a

value of about 20 mg % (sec also Fig. 1 B). Bctwccn 70 and 90 min aftcr ad

ministration, i.e. whcn the b.a.c. reached thc plateau at 40 mg %, the b-wavc

amplitude rcturncd to normal values. After the second dose of alcohol thcrc was a

fast dccrcasc of thc amplitude of thc b-wave, (sec also Fig. 1 C).

Thc a-wavc was found to bc fairly constant up to thc administration of thc second

dose of alcohol, after which the a-wavc amplitude also diminished. As a mattcr

of fact, a decrease in amplitude was vagucly indicatcd alrcady beforc the second

dose, during thc time whcn the bac. reachcd its plateau at 40 mg %.
This suspcctcd decrcasc of thc a-wavc amplitude at low bac. was manifcstcd

after giving the alcohol intravcnously. In Fig. 3, thc amplitudes of the a-wavc

(dotted line) and b-wavc (solid linc), as wcll as the b.a.c. values (dashcd line), are

shown after six successive i.v. injections of 50 ml of a 20 per cent alcohol solution

at 20, 35, 49, 64, 79 and 100 mi rcspcctivcly (arrows). Dctcrmination of thc b.a.c.

was made 5, 10 and 15 min aftcr cach injection (exccpt for the last one, whcn blood

samplcs wcrc takcn aftcr 5 and 10 min only).

Aftcr cach injection the bac. increascd, the value obtained 5 min aftcr cach in

jection bcing highcr than the values obtaincd aftcr 10 and 15 min. Rapid, transient

changes in thc ERG amplitudes also occurrcd aftcr cach injection. Constant values

wcrc not obtained until aftcr about 5 min. The initial, transicut changes wcre most

probably duc to a redistribution of the injectcd alcohol (sec Ritchie 1970). Since

thc central nervous tissue has a rich blood supply and a high coefficient of affinity

for alcohol, the cffccts on c.n.s. arc cspecially rapid after i.v. administration. How

cver, the alcohol is soon rcdistributcd to othcr tissues, and not until this redistribu

tion is finished can constant values bc cxpcctcd. Thc transient cffccts immcdiately

aftcr the injections will not bc dcalt with furthcr, sincc wc do not know the actual

concentrations of alcohol, cithcr in the blood or in thc retina, during thcsc phases.
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It is more appropriate to evaluate the effects 10—15 min after each injection be
cause at that time the b.a.c. has reached constant levels.

As can he seen in Fig. 3. there svas an enhancement of the b-wave amplitude after
the injection of the first dose of alcohol. Increased amplitudes were stili obtained
after the second dose, although their magnitude vas now less than after the first
dose. The amplitudes diminished below the original level after the third dose, and
after the fourth, fifth and sixth doses successively decreasing amplitudes were re
corded. The a-wave amplitude did not increase initially; instead there was a step
;vise decrease with every injection.

These changes in ERG amplitudes are depicted in the graph of Fig. 4. Here the
means (six individual values) of the b.a.c. 10 and 15 min after injection are plotted
against the mean amplitude obtained during these periods. The decrease in a-wave
amplitude (dotted curve) was found to be almost linear with increasing concentra
tions of alcohol. The solid line shows the initial increase and subsequent decrease of
the b-wave amplitude.
Effect of alcohol on the summated ERG belote b-marie threshold
Recently, a reinterpretation of the components of the ERG was presented (Knave
et al. 1972). This analysis was based mainly on averaged responses below b-wave
threshold of the dark-adapted, intact sheep eye. At these low stimulus intensities it
was possible to separate three components, which were assumed to represent a rod
receptor potential and a negative and a positive d.c. response. generated in the
inner nuclear layer. Such a low-intensitv ERG is schematically depicted in Fig. 5
(upper diagram), as well as its components, riz. the md receptor potential (lower
diagram) and the d.c. responses (middle diagrams).

Furthermore, the negative d.c. response was tentatively interpreted 10 have an
inhibitory effect on the activity giving rise to the positive d.c. response. It was sug
gested that the negative d.c. response represented the proximal P III. This is of
special interest, in as much as alcohol has been claimed to selectively suppress the

A

w

proximal P III (Murakami and Sasaki 1968 b). Thus there are reasons to expect

an effect of alcohol on the d.c. components of the low-intensity ERG.

The experiments on the low-intensity ERG were designed to study the effects on

the receptor response isolated just above its threshold (Fig. 6) as well as on the

d.c. responses at somewhat higher stimulus intensities (Fig. 7). The averaged ERGs

were elicited by one-second flashes with an intensity 2.4 and 1.8 log units below the

b-wave threshold (Fig. 6 and 7, respectively), before (upper records) and 10 min

after i.v. administration of 50 ml of a 20 per cent alcohol solution (lower records).

B.a.c., determined immediately before and after the latter averagings, varied be

tween 50 and 70 mg %, i.e. the concentration at which maximal b-wave amplitudes

were obtained after i.v. injection (see Fig. 4).

As can be seen in Fig. 6 the shape and amplitude of the isolated receptor response

were of the same order of magnitude before and after alcohol administration. At

somewhat higher stimulus intensities, however, the electroretinographic response

changed in configuration after alcohol (Fig. 7). A positive plateau developed be

tween the two negative notches on the falling phase of the receptor response in

dicating an increase of the positive d.c. response (cf. Fig. 5).

light

Fig. 5. Schematic representation of ERG
consponents below b-wave threshold of the
dark-adapted sheep eye. Upper diagram de
picts a typical low-intensity ERG, which is
assumed to be built up of a receptor response
(lower diagram) and a negative and a posi
tive d.c. response (middle diagrams).

Fig. 6 (lef t). Effect of alcohol on the ERG below b-wave threshold

in tIse dark-adapted sheep eye. The slow cnrneanegative potential
represents the isolated receptor response elicited just above its
threshold with a stimulus intensity 2.4 log units below b-wave
threshold. 100 summated responses are shown before (A) and 10
min after i.v. administration of 50 ml of a 20 per cent alcohol solu
tion (B). The blood alcohol concentration determined immediately
before and after the latter ERG summation (record B), were 60
and 79 mg ¼, respectively. 1 s light stimulus marked in the lowest
record. Time calibration: 2 s. Amplitude calibration: 1 aV.

B

4%

A

Fig. 7 (right). Effect of alcohol on the ERG below b-wave threshold
in the dark-adapted sheep eye. The records are taken at a stimulus
intensity of 1.8 log units below b-wave threshoid. At this stimulus
intensity the summated response has a configuration similar to that
of the top record in Fig. 5. 100 summated responses are shown be
fore (A) and 10 min after i.v. administration of 50 mi of a 20 per
cent alcohol solution (B). The blood alcohol concentration, deter
mined immediately before and after the latter ERG summation
(record B), were 50 and 60 mg ¼, respectively. One sec light
stimulus marked in the lowest record. Time calibration: 1 s. Ampli
tude calibration: 10 jtV.

B. I
—
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increase. ail the more as it was shown in the present study that administration of

alcohol had no effect on the isolated receptor potential (sec Fig. 6).

This work was supported by grants from the Swedish Medical Research Council, grant no
14 X-3562. the Fylgia 80-year Foundation for Scientific Research and the Magn. Bergvail
Foundation for Scientific Research.
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Discuss on

The resuit of the present studies on shecp shows that small doses of alcohol are fol
lowed by an increase of the b-wave, as was first shown in experiments on cold
hlooded animais (Bernhard and Skoglund 1941. Bernhard 1942). The reduction of
the a-wave obsen’ed is also in accordance with the earlier resuits on cold-blooded
animais but flot with the resuits reported in man (Jacobson et al. 1969) and rabbit
(Monta 1970), where the a-wave was found to increase after snsall doses of alcohol.

In the recenth- performed analysis of the masnmalian ERG by Knave et al.
(1972), three main components have heen separated (sec above). According to the
present study on the effects of alcohol on the low-intensity ERG, there was no effect
on the isolatcd receptor response but a clear amplitude increase of the positive dc.
response at somewhat higher stimulus intensities (sec Fig. 6—7). In the above
mentioned work it was concluded that the negative d.c. response is inhibitory and
the positive one excitatory in nature. The authors aiso suggested that the negative
d.c. response exerts an inhibitory influence on the functions signailed by the positive
one. With this theory in mmd it is tempting to suggest that the primary effect of
alcohol on the ERG is a selective suppression of the negative dc. response. By such
a mechanism the “controlling” function on the positive dc. response is suppressed,
thus “releasing” the positive d.c. response. It should also be pointed out that the
negative d.c. response has been suggested to correspond to the so-called proximai
P III (sec introduction). Thus the finding that aicohol primarily suppresses the
proximal P III (Murakami and Sasaki 1968 b) is supported by thc resuits of the
present study.

The rcsults indicating that the primary effect of aicohoi is a sclective suppression
of the negative d.c. response may also serve as an indirect confirmation of the alcohoi
effects recorded by Negishi and Svaetichin (1966). Thesc authors found that alcohol
in low concentration suppressed the function of cells producing the S-potential,
whereas the photoreceptor ceils, spike-producing neurons and synaptic transmis
sion had a greater resistance to the drug. In the reinlerpretation of the ERG com
ponents, mentioned above, suggestive evidence xvas presented for the conclusion that
the negative dc. response was generated in the inner nuclear layer, probahly by the
horizontal cells, which have been shown to generate the S-potentials (Kaneko
1970).

The complementary resuits on the effects of alcohol on the low-intensity ERG
may offer an expianation of the increase of the b-wave and decrease of the a-wave
amplitude at low concentrations of alcohol in the blood. As mentioned above, the
most striking effect of alcohol is the amplitude increase of the positive d.c. response
(sec Figs. 5—7) which bas been shown to build up te b-wave (Knave et al. 1972).
Since increase of the positive dc. response appears to represent a release of the
activity of ceils in the inner nuclear layer from an inhihitory action exerted from
the horizontal ceils, the increase of the b-wave appears to be a sign of this disin
hibitory effect. The decrease of the a-wave appears 10 be secondary to the b-wave
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The use of ergonomics in the design

Toni lvergrd
Managing Director, ERGOLAB, Stockholm, Sweden.
The author presents the case for considering ergônomics factors as well as social anderivironmental considerations when designing new buildings and industrial plants. Afterconsidering the design processes currently being used in Sweden for houses, offices andindustrial buildings, he reviews the type and presentation of the data required,followed by an outiine of the application of the proposed system to the design of alarge and a small industrial development.

of new industries

H has often been stated, and often as a result ofhind
sight, that social, human factors and environmental (SHE)
considerations should be taken into account right from thestart when new buildings and industrial plants are being
planned and designed. In other words, the problems
which arise concerning the needs of both man and nature
in new buildings and industries, and in domestic housing
and the whole area of urban development, must be
predicted and solved before the first brick is laid. This
also implies a sound judgement of the technical means that
are available to solve these problems.

So much is seif-evident, and sounds almost trite.
But sadly enough, it is very seldom that this ideal exists inpractice, despite the fact that discussion and controversy
about human factors and environmental problems are
currently so fashionable. The main reasons for this are
two-fold:

1. The people with knowledge and experience in the
human factors field are flot those doing the designing
and planning.

2. A more serious problem at the present time is that
the information available in the fields of human
factors (eg. ergonomics, occupational and
environmental health) is mainly ofa diagnostic
and research-oriented character.

Experience, although limited in the use of this “diagnostic”information in Sweden and the USA, shows that it is flot
directly applicable to the processes of design and
planning. It requires some effort for a non-specialist to
search the literature, for example, for a relevant fact
which should be used in a design, and m4ny aspects
cannot be considered at ail. What is needed is a ‘data-bank’of knowledge, which can be used directly in the design andplanning processes and routines.

‘ These routines which are in current use in the design ofnew domestic and industnal buildings have achieved ahigh level of development and complexity while the
actual time allowed for these stages has been steadily 4reduced This in turn means that many design activitieshave to be performed in parallel, and complex rules forinformation flow between experts in different fields andfor decision-making tasks have been formulated. It is thuseven more diffïcult to break into these processes with newtypes of information.
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There are thus two needs: (1) to obtain SHE data insuch a form that they can be used easily in the design
process; (2) to attempt to change the design process
itself so that this new type of information can be
assimilated more easily.

The body of this paper is divided into three mainsections:

1. A discussion of the design processes currently being
used in Sweden for houses, offices and industrial
buildings.

2. hie type and presentation of the SHE data which
are required for planning and design processes.

3. Applications of the proposed system as experienced
in the architectural design of a large industrial
plant and in a smaller factory building.

The author’s main experience in this field has been gained
in the design of industrial plant and shopping areas, but
the systematic approach to be describedis applicable to
ail other building projects.

The design and planning process
In Sweden today there are basically two models which

are being used in the design of buildings:
The first model uses classical and well-tried

techniques, and is divided into three phases: analysis, design
and construction (these are also analogous with the
methods used in the USA). This means that the design
consultants are producing the complete design and can
follow it through from the initial stages to the completion
of the bid package. They are responsible for producing
detailed design drawings and descriptionsof ail parts of
the system. The bid package is made up of sub-packages
covering heating and ventilation, electrical installations,
sanitation, interior design and so on, and they also cover
the industrial process and the machinery to be used.
This kind of design and planning process is becoming less
common in Sweden nowadays.

The second model relates to the modem tendency forthe consultant designers to provide just the basic
framework for the design, and leave the detailed design
work to the different contractors. In this case, the bid
package consists of functionally oriented specifications
couched in much more general terms than in the first

.



model. The con tractors are then free to produce the
detailed design in ways which fit in with their own
particular construction inethods. There are two main
philosophies behind this:

1. The contractor should be able to produce a cheaper
product because he can use processes and techniques
withwhich his company has had the most
expenence and has optimised in terms of time and
cost.

2. The design process should take less time, as the
contractors know more about their techniques,
materjals and construction methods than do the
consultant designers.

There is an inherent risk in the use of the second model
that the customer does flot end up with the building or
plant that he originally envisaged. h is difficuit to be
specific when taiking in general and functional terms, and
it is still more difficuit to evaluate the bids produced by

• the contractors and to be able to compare them in relation
to the original specifications when they are phrased in
such general terms. Last, but by no means least, is the
difficulty of checking later whether the contractors have
fullfilled the specified requirements.. Fig 1 shows a diagram of a generalised design process,
which is applicable to both of the models mentioned
above. In the first model, the consultant designers are
involved in ail stages of the process, wheras in the second
model they are only concerned in the first phases.

In parallel with the building process are shown the steps
in the design of the industrial process,although, of course,
if buildings with other purposes thanindustrial are being
constructed the details ofeach phase wil be different.
However, the basic steps in this systematic approach wil
be the same whether the building is an industrial plant or,
for example, a goods distribution centre for retail shops
or an administrative office block.

In a centrai position in the diagram are indicated the
SHE factors, These are discussed in the next section.

Integration of SHE factors in a design process

Information required
SHE information must be considered at each of the

following points in the design process:

First, the aims’and whole raison d’etre ofthe
building in question must be examined from a
SHE viewpoint, in addition to considering the purely
commercial aspects.

Second is the determination of a site for the building.
Factors which must be considered here are air and water
pollution, waste disposai problems, positioning of the
building in relation to others on the site and aesthetic
problems of fitting the building into the general
environment.

Third is consideration of the internai design of the
building and the relevant work processes which will be

Production
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SH E
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Building
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system
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Analysis

Design
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design design design
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Fig 1 An example of a design process in which the social, human and environmental factors are considered
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carried out in it. The layout of the interior must be
• natural to, and easily understood by, its occupants.

Environmental problems such as lighting, noise levels, air
conditioning and gas and dust removal must be considered,
also the degree of automation needed and the job
principies, etc. Ergonomics questions of importance are the
arnount of monotony allowable in a man’s job, information
flow, communications and understanding of the process (also
selection and training of personnel in the first place).

Experts’ contribution
lnvojvement of SHE experts in the design process may

be divided into four phases:

1. Development of specifications

2. Design work and technical advice

3. Evaluation of bids

4. Evaluation and inspection on the fulfilment of the
original specifications and the operational
requirementS.

fliese four phases may be seen to be similar to the four
design phases listed earlier, and may similariy be applied
to both design models. In the first model, the SHE experts:
involved can be much more directly in touch with details
ofthe design. In the second model, the customer must
rely on the contractor having qualificated SHE experts in
his design team, and this will only been achieved if the
customer himself has a higi1y qualiflied (and tough) SHE
group. The jobs of such a group would be:

L To eamine the process or function of the building
and determine the necessary SHE factors which
must be taken into account.

2.tlnterpret and formulate these factors into simple
rules which the contractors must follow and
incorporate into the bid package.

3. Establishment of norms of how the bid pàckage
should be presented, so that it may be compared
readily with bids from other contractors as
regards compliance with the ruies mentioned in (2).

4. Specifications of the techniques and instrumentation
Qeeded for testing, inspecting and examining whether
tue original requirements have been fui filied.

The quality of the bid package provided by the
contractors would be much increased by these steps, and
it will be casier to question and check the information
given. On the other hand, it will be casier for the contractors
to produce a bid package according to this simple series of
guide unes,

Available information
The information which is availabie at present in the

SHE field is seldom in a form in which it can be used
directly in the design process, as mentioned in the
introduction, One example of what is needed, and how the
SHE information can be presented in a form where it is
directiy usable by designers, is that concerned with the
acoustic environment. One can specify exactly what noise
levels and which frequencies wil cause damage to the
hearing, and which will cause social and behaviou rai
disturbances. Standardisation has been achieved on methods
for noise measurement and instrumentation, and methods
and materials for noise reduction are also well-documented.

Other information, however, tends stili to be found
only in bits and pieces in the masses of research reports and
papers that are produced. It is ail very weil for the SHE
group to have access to the relevant information, but
unless it can be presented in a useable form to the designers
it is worthless. This implies two points; that the SHE
experts must be able to talk the same technicai language as
the designers, and that a ‘data-bank’ of ail the knowledge
and information in the areas where the SHE experts are
involved is needed. Thjs would not, of course, obviate the
need for the SHE experts, but would provide valuable
guidelines in the basic requirements for the designers.
Typical questions which should be specified more closely
are the optimum degree of automation in industries of
different types, information flow patterns, and the social
contacts and relationships (or opportunities for them)
within the working environment.

Some experiences in the use of these methods

The methods discussed in this paper have been used
several times in Sweden, and two exampies in which the
author was involved are discussed here. One concerns a
small textile factory in the nrth of Sweden, where the
methods were necessarily applied in a fairly elementary
way, and the other is a sizeable ou refinery built on a site
where a more sophisticated application was possible.

Textile factory
In this case, the more traditional form of bidding and

design procedure was used (akin to Model 1), which
meant that the work of the SHE experts was weii-integrated
with that of the other consultants in the design team. The
author acted as the social, human factors and environmentai
expert throughout for the design stages. He was called
in during the preliminary stages in the design process,
before selection of the site for the factory, but after the
main decision had been taken that a factory should
be built.

The design work had to be completed within a period
of six months and a number of outside consultants were
used at various stages, The general requirements were
defined by the author, but for the detailed design of the
different process plants and buildings specialists in, for
example, acoustics were caiied in to carry out the technical
calculations necessary. Experts on ventilation plants and
lighting equipment were also consul ted at the relevant
Stages.

In retrospect, one can sec that many of the possible
SHE problems were foreseen and avoided, but due to the
short time period and the work-load involved some
problems could flot be solved at the time and had to be
corrected later in the traditional and much more expensive
way. It is aiways difficult to analyse the costs and benefits
of complying with SHE requirements, but one can easily
estimate that the cost of forseeing the problems in the
design stage is between one fifth and one tenth of the cost
of correcting mistakes afterwards. The increase in the
design costs in this type of job would be between 10%-15%
of the total design costs.

011 refinery
In this plant, the more modem design and building

processes were used, similar to Model 2. In this case, the

.

.
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author was also cafled in at a very early stage in the design,
and he acted as co-ordinator of ail the SHE factors work.
Later in the design the general environmentai problems
which concerned the community (eg, air and water
pollution) were hÛnded over to another group of
specialists; and in the final phases these problems, and
those concerning saféty on the plant, were taken over by
the newiy-recruited permanent staff of the refirlery who
would be responsible for them in the future.

In the same wa that specifications (eg, for piping and
building construction) were produced by the designers, a
special SHE factors specification was also produced,
and this had to some extent a higher status than other
specifications. This meant that in the case of any conflict
ofinterest or information, the SHE specification would
have priority.

The specificatiohs dealt with all the various areas
mentioned above such as acoustic, visual and thermal

•environments, water and air pollution, waste disposal and
safety problems.

As already indicated, some of the specifications were
relatively easy to produce, while great difficulty was
expeflenced th others, To take noise as an example,

•the four steps of basic requirements, design rules, norms
to be complied with, and testing and inspection
specifications, could be specified in great detail. Even so,

it proved to be expensive to comply with all the legal
requirements forjust this one factor. Other sections of

the specification were necessarily somewhat simpler.

Conclusions

Much work stili has to be done, especially on
standardisation, in this field, and also applied research

into the kind of information which it is necessary to

provide for designers of these and similar systems Much

of the present-day SHE factors research is flot directed in

such a way as to give this type of information because its

aim is usually explorative in a general sense. Apart from

this applied research, there is also a great need to assemble

the data which have already been provided by researchers. into a usable and siseful form (the ‘data-bank’), and to

make this available to the designers and planners as soon

as possible. With the new design techniques mentioned
becoming more and more common, these needs are rapidly
becoming more urgent.

In the autumn of 1972, a new course in Social, Human
and Environmental factors has been given in Stockholm
fôr engineers involved in building services. This course is a
short introduction, based on the concepts outlined in this
paper, to present such information as can be used by them
in normal design work. Similar courses will probably also
bè organised for architects and interior designers at a
later date.

There may also be a research project starting in Sweden
which wilI aim to specify and detail the information and
standards necessary for rational design routines, which
include social, human factors and environmental
criteria, It would be most useful and interesting to make
contact with anyone else who is working in this field, and
the author would be glad to hear from anyone engaged
in similar research.

The future

There are a few instances in Sweden where the design
approach outlined here has been used with success in
buildings other than factories: eg, in the design of shopping
centres. This approach can also be used in the design of
living accommodation, and in urban development in
general. One can foresee that this approach couid probably
be most successful in the design of complete new towns,
where one is able to consider ail the main aspects of man’s
life, ie, both the working (industrial) life and the leisure
and domestic iife, As in ah compiex systems, such as a
new town, the various parts are inter-dependent in
different ways. This is especially true in the relation
between a man’s work and home, and if these could be
designed in an integrated fashion it may well be possible
to alleviate some of the problems caused by the
present-day patterns of living.
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Convective heat emission and awareness
of draught in human beings

Lars-Olof Glas, Toni Ivergàrd &
Georg Lewin

National Swedish
Building Research
Summaries

R26:1972

Complaints about draughts are common
both in the home environment and in
ferent working environments. Report No
R26:1972 describes a study which was
carried out in order 10 establish the efi
fect of dfferent parameters on the
“draught threshold” and 10 study the re
lationship between the convective cool
ing of electrically heated test objects
and the subjective reactions of people
while being cooled convectively. The
study is divided into an ergonomie sec
tion in which the subjective reaction to
cooling by air jets was studied, and an
engineering section in which cooling was
measured by physical means on test
objects, similar in size to parts of the
human body, which were subjected 10
air streams ofdjfferent velocittes.

Method of investigation
— ergonomie section
In addition to the test subjects who took
part in a preliminary investigation in
which minor corrections of the investi
gation method were made, nineteen
people participated in the investigation.
The test subjects lay on their backs on a
bunk with the upper parts of their bodies
bare. Air was blown onto their backs
from two separate pipes the bunk. The
test subjects had to determine the pipe. through which the air was being blown.
There were 4 possible air velocities
(0.08, 0.14, 0.2 or 0.3 m/s) and the air
flow had a duration of 0.3 or 18
seconds. There were thus 16 different
combinations: two positions (2 different. pipes), 4 velocities and two air flow
durations.

Method of investigation
— engineering section
Seven different test objects (three cylin
drical, three cubical and one flat) were
placed into a duct which was arranged
so as to give even air velocity distribu
tion around the bodies. The test objects
were electrically heated, the power being
different for the three test series. Temper
ature difTerences of approx. 5, 10 and
3Œ were obtained between the object
and the ambient air at air velocities
below OE05 m/s.

The surface temperature was measured
by means of thermocouples. The temper
ature measurement points were placed
on the cylindrical and cubical test ob
jects as shown in FIG. 1. The measure
ment surfaces on the bodies were sepa
rated from one another by heat insula
tion.

Resuks
It was found as a resuit of the ergonomi
cal investigation that an increase in the
duration of the air flow from 0.3 to 18
seconds caused a statistically significant
increase in the awareness of draugt. The
shorter air flow was on the whole insuf
ficient to permit reliable observations
with regard to the sensation of draught
experienced. FiG. 2 shows for the differ
ent air jet velocities the probability that
the air jet will be distinguished by the
test subjects. This applies to the longer
duration of 18 seconds. At a velocity of
0.15 m/s the air jet is distinguished with
a certainty of 50 %.

As shown in FIG. 3, it is evident from
the engineering investigation that an in
creasing cooling effect is obtained at air
velocities greater than 0.05 and 0.2 m/s
respectively, depending on the size of
the test object and the placing of the
measurement points. When these were
placed on the front of the object (the
side facing the air stream). the thermal
transmittance was higher than when the
measurement point was placed on the
rear of the object. The smaller test ob
jects had an obviously higher thermal
transmittance than the lager ones. There
was a cooling efTect, i.e. a clear increase
in the thermal transmittance, on the
front of the objects even at low air veloc
ities (approximately 0.05—0.06 m/s).

There was on the other hand no appre
ciable increase in thermal transmittance
on the rear of the test object until the air
velocity had exceeded 0.2 m/s.

Conclusions
One conclusion that can be drawn from
this investigation is that most of the
awareness of draught probably depends

Report R26:1972 refers to Grant D 738
from the National Swedish Council for
Building Research to Toni Ivergârd,
Stockholm
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on the convective heat emission and
flot on the contact effect due to the air
flow, since no significant differences
could be demonstrated for air flows of
short duration as regards the sensation
of draught which was experienced at dif
ferent air velocities.

In investigations of the awareness of
draught, engineering studies by means
of measurements of the convective heat
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emission should herefore in many in
stances be a perfectly satisfactory alter
native to tests on people. Care must,
however, be exercised in evaluating the
resuits of the investigations, since their
valiclity is dependent on a number of dif
ferent factors. It is particularly impor
tant in the engineering investigations to
bear in mmd the part of the body to
which the draught studies are to apply,

A : Measurement point al the front of a
cylinder of diameter 0 = 23 mm and
length = 35 mm

A 2: Measurement pôint at the rear of a
cylinder of diameter 0 = 23 mm and
length = 35 mm

since the convective heat emission is
very largely dependent on the size ofthe
object and the direction of flow of the
air stream. In the case of larger body
surfaces such as the back, with the air
stream parallel to the surface, it is to be
expected that air velocities will have no
effect on the sensation of draught until
they have exceeded approximately 0.2
m/s.

B1: Measurement point at the front of a
cylinder of diameter 0 = 100 mm and
length = 155 mm

B2: Measurement point at the rear of a
cylinder of ditmeter 0 = 100 mm and
length = 155 mm
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FIG. 2. Relation between detection ofairflows
of 18 seconds duration and the velocily ofthe
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Causes of accidents involving chiidren
in their homes or the immediate vicinity

— a method study

Tomas Berns, Helene Broms,
Tony Ivergàrd & Gerd Svensson

National Swedish
Building Research
Summaries

R66: 1973

Accidents are the commonest cause of
death amongst chiidren over the age of
12 months. Most accidents involving
children under school age take place at
home. Only afew oftheprevious studies
of accidents involving chiidren have
aimed at establishing the technical
causes.

The principle aim of this study was to
develop a method whereby it would be. possible to evaluate the risk of accidents
occurring with children in their home
environment. It is particularly important
to be able to isolate the technical causes
ofaccidents.

The study was divided into two parts.
• fi began with a detailed review of pre

vious research in thisfield and then with
this as a basis went on tomakeapractical
assessment of Iwo c4fferent methods of
establishing the technical causes ofacci
dents involving chiidren.

Previous research
The review of literature is divided into
six sections (What is an accident?, Clas
sification of accidents, Commonness of
accidents, Methods, Research, and Pro
duct Safety in the USA) and confirms
that most studies up to now have been in
the form of outiine surveys in which ac
cidents are classified and grouped accord
ing to their consequences and manner
of occurrence. ‘The few studies which
have concentrated on the manner in
which accidents have been caused have
been far too general to be of any real
practical value in preventive measures.
A review of the existing literature reveal
ed a need for detaiied studies of techni
cal functions.

The study
The statistical material which can be ob
tained about accidents causing serious
physical injuries is far too limited to be
of any use in establishing their technical
causes. This is particulariy true if we
seek a method of evaluating the risk in
voived in individual buildings or types of
buildings within a limited period of time.
We have therefore instead chosen to
consider two different methods of study
ing accident risk.
The first method invoives the use of

journals and open interviews. 24 fami
lies kept a record of ail the occasions on
which their chiidren almost had an acci
dent or something approaching an acci
dent at home over a period of 23 days.
These 24 families plus a further 12 were
also interviewed in detaii on aIl the acci
dents which had occurred earlier.

11e second method consisted of two
phases. In the first phase the most im
portant risks were established with the
aid of a detailed questionnaire. This was
foiiowed by a second phase involving
detailed studies at the scene of an acci
dent. The questionnaire was sent out to
198 famiies, 67 ofwhich replied.

Resuits

The theoretical part of the study shows
that in the dwellings studied, which are
flot representative of Swedish homes as
a whole, the following items were most
often the cause of accidents of various
types; piayground equipment, doors,
furniture, bicycles, stairs and cookers.
This shows good agreement with the
products found to be most frequently
invoived in children’s accidents and
those leading to hospital attention in the
United States.

The study also shows that it is possible
to trace certain types of accident back
to the design of the dwelling or to the de
sign of products in it. Certain types of
accident were common when the cooker
was situated alongside a heavily used
passage in the kitchen. Accidents with
chopping boards occurred only in those
kitchens where the chopping board was
adjacent to a passage. A lighted lamp in
a hot oven with a glass front encouraged
children to play with the oven, subse
quently leading to accidents and even
burns.

Evaluation of the method
The method of using a questionnaire foi
lowed by detailed studies was judged to
be the best for future evaluation of the
technical causes of accidents involving
children. The main reason for this choice
was that practical difficulties were en
countered with the method involving
diaries and interviews; it was extreme
ly difficuit to persuade the persons in
charge of the children to do something
as demanding as keeping a diary.

Despite the scope of the questionnaire
used, a relatively satisfactory level of
response was achieved. The follow-up
studies were easier to carry out than the
open interviews following the keeping of
the diary. One of the reasons for this
was that the follow-up studies could
concentrate on questions of a specific
and concrete nature.
It should thus be possible in the future

to evaluate individual buildings and
types of buildings and thus to provide a
basis for standardization of items made
safe for chiidren.

Key words:
accidents involt’ing children, home, meth
od study
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MAIN GROUPS NUMBER 0F ACCIDENTS IN EACH GROUP

Packaging

Personal effects

Household
products

Cleaning agents
and medicines
Heating, ventila
tion and sanitary
appl iances

Misc.

Household
appl iances

Recreational
equipment

Electrical kitchen
appliances

Toys

Children’s
belongings

Building
materials

Fittings

FIG. 2. Sub-division of the groups “Fitting” and “Building materials” 10 indicate the objects
which caused or contributed b accident risks.

1”

Total 374

FIG. 1. Main groups of items which caused or contributed to accident risks.

FITTINGS NUMBER 0F
ACCIDENTS
IN EACH GROUP

Permanent storage

Table

Fixed seat or shelf

Rug

Chair

Sanitary appliances

Electrical equip
ment, TV

Bed

Other furniture

Total

.

.

.

.

BUILDING NUMBER 0F

MATERIALS ACCIDENTS
IN EACH GROUP

Balcony

Fence

Stairs or ramp

Floor

Door

106

Sil I

Total 89
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Act of December 7. 1956
respecting the Protection of Workers with amend..
ments, latest of December 15. 1972, and with the
addition of an amendrnent of June 16. 1972, which

wil corne into effect later.

Annex

The Act of December 7. 1956 respecting the protection of workers,
as Iast amended by the Act of Descembor 15. 19721)

Ohapter 1. SCOPE 0F ACT; REGISTRATION 0F ESTABLISHMENTS

§ 1:
§ 1. EstabZi,hments covered by Àct.

(1) Save as otherwise expressly provided hereinafter, this Act shail
apply to every establishment which employs workers or which uses
mechanical power of 1 horsepower or more.

The following shail be exempt from the operation of the Act:
(a) maritime navigation, whaling, sealing, etc., and fishing, including

the treatment of the catch on board shipo;
(b) air navigation,
(c) agriculture and other activities to which the Act respecting the

conditions of employment of agricultural workers is applicable.
The Crown shail decide whether and to what extent government

service shail be exempt from the operation of this Act on account 0f
general or public interests.2) The Crown* shah also decide to what
extent an undertaking operated by n public authority shah be deemed
to be a government service.

1) 8e pages 39-42 with the act of June 16. 1972 no. 58, whlch wlll corne into effect
later, and which amends the sections 54, 54 n, 55, 55 a, 60, 63, 70, 71.

2) cf. Royal Decree of December 19. 1958.
) The Royal Ministry of Local Governrnent and Labour (Decision of Novem

ber 4. 1961).
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(2) The Crown may direct that machinery and other technical
installations and plant shah be subject to inspection in accordance with
this Act, even where they are net used in an establishment covered by
this Act. The same shah apply in the case of work that is not covered
by this Act, if it is carried on in conditions invoiving particular danger
ta hife or health.

§ 2:
§ 2. Definition of “empioyee”.

In this Act the term “employee” means any person who performs

work outside his own home in the service of another.
If an establishment is operated by a number of persons jointly on

their own account, only one of such persons shah be deemed to be the
employer for the purposes of this Act, and the other persans shah be

deemed to be employees. The i,nspectorate shah be notified immediately
of the name of the person who is ta be considered the employer.

Every establishment covered by this Act shall be registered in

writing with the Labour Inspectorate (cf. Chapter VII), if it has not

been registered with the Labour Inspectorate previously in accordance

with section 3 of the former Act respecting the protection of workers

of 19 June 1936.
If the establishment is in operation at the date of commencement

of this Act, it shah be registered within fourteen days of the said date.

If is it put into operation at a later date, registration shail take place at

least fourteen days before operations commence.
Registration shall also take place when an establishment intends to

start using a new permanent workplace, whether in connection with

removal or otherwice. Registration shah take place at least fourteen

days before such workplace is put into use.
If the construction plans for the establishment are submitted to the

Labour Inspectorate in accordance with the first paragraph of section

16, registration may be postponed up to n maximum of fourteen days

after the establishment is put into operation or the new workplace is

put into use.
When registration takes place, particulars shail be given of the

nature and situation of the establishment, the nature and size of the

motive power, and the number of employees.
Unless the Department* directs otherwise, establishments to which

the provisions of Chapter III do not apply shail be exempt from compul

sory registration.

Chapter 2. MEASURES FOR ENSURING HEALTHY
AND SAPE WORKING CONDITIONS

§ 5:
§ 5. Protection against accidents and injury ta health.

The employer shail ensure that the establishment is 50 installed and
maintained and that the work is so arranged and carried out that the
employees are protected against danger to hife and health as effectively
and as suitably as the circumstances permit.

The employer shah pay particular attention to the following:

(1) When employees are engaged, regard shail be had to their age,
their skill and other qualifications affecting their abihity to carry
out the work in n safe and proper manner. The employer shall
ensure that employees are informed of the dangers involved in the
work and that they receive such guidance and practice as are
necessary to avoid such dangers.
In the workrooms there shall be good highting, sufficient air space
and proper ventilation. The air shall as far as possible be suitably
warm and humid, and free from dust, unpleasant odours, smoke,
gas and steam. The workplace shall be kept clean and tidy and have
the necessary open and safe passageways. Noise and vibration shail
be suppressed as far as possible and the work shail be arranged in
such manner that it is not unnecessarily tiring.

(3) Power generators, transmission gear, working machinery, lifting
appliances, means of transport and other mechanical installations
shall be fitted with the neeessary safety devices and shah in other
respects be properly constructed, instahled, maintained and
supervised.

(4) The necessary precautions shail be taken to ensure as
possible that employees are protected from injury caused by fails,
failing objeets or shides, the handiing of objects, electricity, radia
tions or dazzhing lights, or by explosive, inflammable, hot, corrosive
poisonous or other injurious substances. Where poisonous or other
injurious substances are manufactured, packed or utihised in a
manner that may involve a danger to health, the containers and
packings used for such substances shall be clearly marked with the
name of the substance and a suitable warning. As far as possible
sueh dangerous substances shail be replaced by less dangerous
substances.

(5) Adequate personal protective equipment shah, where necessary,
be provided for the employees, of this may reasonably be expected
and no other preeautions can be taken to ensure adequate protec

§ 4:
§ 4. (Repealed by Act No. 2 of May 10. 1968.)

§ 3:

§ 3. Compulsory registration of establishments. (2)

9 The Royal Ministry of Local Government and Labour.
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tion against accidents or injury to health. It shah be the duty of
every empioyee to use and take good care of such equipment.

(6) At or near the workplace there shah be safe and wholesome
drinking water, water for washing, fadilities for washing and drying
and an adequate number of lavatories. Where necessary there shah
be a heated dining room and a suitable room for changing, storing
and drying clothes. Where the nature and size of the establishment
render it desirable, the employees shah be given facihities for
having baths.

Housing accommodation provided by the employer for his em
pioyees shall be properly constructed, equipped and maintained.
The empioyees shah take good care of such accommodation.

(7) The necessary measures, adapted t’o the sise and situation of the
workplace, the nature of the work and the conditions in which it is
earried out, shah be taken to enable first aid to be given in the
event of accidents or ilhness.

The employer shail ensure order and good conduct in the
establishment.

§ 6:
§ 6. Workplaces with two or more employers.

Where employees in the service of different employers are employed
at the same workpiace—

(a) each employer shah ensure that hie own sector of activity is 80

arranged and that the work of his own employees is so organised
and carried out that the other employees are also protected in
accordance with section 5;

(b) each employer shah, if necessary for the protection of his own
employees, assist the other employers in taking the necessary
safety measures in accordance with clause (a).

§ 7:

§ 7. Co-operation of employees in giving effect to
protective measures, etc.

The empioyees themselves shah co-operate in giving effect to the
measures taken for the purpose of protecting them against accidents
and injury to health. They shah comply with the instructions of the
employer and the inspectorate, use the prescribed protective appliances,
take due care and in every other way co-operate in preventing injury
to life and health.

The employees shall observe order and good conduct in the establish
ment.

§ 8:
§ 8. Medical supervision.

Where necessary to the life and health of the employees the
employees the Directorate of Labour Inspection shail have power to

order that a medical practitioner be attached to an establishment in
accordance with approved ruhes or that medical supervision be exerclsed
in some other approved manner.

§ 9:
§ 9. Co-operation in hygiene and safety matters.

In order to ensure healthy and safe working conditions at the work
place the employer shah organise systematic hygiene and safety
measures and carry out such measures in co-operation with the
emphoyees. The employer may delegate the organisation of hygiene and
safety measures to a deputy. In hygiene and safety matters he shail
co-operate with the hygiene and safety delegates chosen by the
employees from among themsehves.

The employer shah at ail times keep the inspectorate informed of
the names of the persons appointed or chosen as hygiene and safety
delegates (cf. sections 10 and 11).

§ 10:
§ 10. Hygiene and safety delegates.

At workplaces where there are few employees one of the union
representatives elected by the employees shail be the hygiene and
safety delegate. At workplaces where more than twenty persons are
employed the employees shall elect one or more hygiene and safety
delegates from among themselves. In building and civil engineering
undertakings the hygiene and safety delegates shahl be chosen from
among the elected union representatives. The name of every hygiene
and safety delegate eiected shail be communicated to the employer and
shah be made known to the employees by means of notices posted in
the establishment.

Where necessary the Directorate of Labour Inspection shail lay
down detailed rules governing the election sud term of office of hygiene

- I
and safety dehegates.

Hygiene and safety delegates shail work for the promotion of healthy
and safe working conditions. If a hygiene and safety dehegate discovers
irregularities or deficiencies in the hygiene and safety mensures taken
by the establishment or considers that new hygiene and safety measures
should be taken, he shahh notify the employer. It shah be the duty of
the employer to repiy to the hygiene and safety delegate. If no action
is taken on the notification within a reasonable time, the hygiene and
safety dehegate shali inform the inspectorate.

Hygiene and safety dehegates shalh acquaint themselves with the
hygiene and safety ruhes in force and the instructions, orders sud
recommendations made by the inspectorate, sud shall co-operate in
ensuring that they are put into effect.

Hygiene and safety delegates shah be protected in accordance with
section 43 against unwarranted dismissal, irrespective of their age or
length of service.
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§ 11:
§ 11. Hygiene and safety committee.

At workplaces where 100 or more persons are regularly employed
there shah be a hygiene and safety committee composed of representa
tives of the employer and the hygiene and safety delegates. Where
desirable a hygiene and safety committee shah also be set up at work
places where there are fewer than 100 employees. The committee shah
meet regularly to discuss hygiene and safety measures.

The hygiene and safety committee shail work for the promotion of
heaithy and safe working conditions. In the discharge of its duties it
shah aim at ensuring—

(a) that newly engaged employees are instructed in the dangers
inherent in their work and in the manner of avoiding such dangers;

(b) that conditions which may involve danger to life or health are
rectified;

(o) that the causes of accidents and occupational diseases are traced
and that an opinion is formed as to how these may be prevented;

(d) that training is given in the prevention of accidents and injuries to
health.

The provisions of the fourth paragraph of section 10 shah apply,
mutatis mutandis) to members of hygiene and safety committees who
are not hygiene and safety delegates.

5

§ 12. Boilers, tanks and pipes.

(1) BolIers, tanks and pipes €hat are under steam pressure shah be
properly manufactured, equipped, installed and maintained. They shah
not be brought into use until the inspectorate has given permission.
They shah be registered, tested and inspected in the manner prescribed
by the Crown.

The owner shah be bound to make the preparations prescribed for
such tests in the regulations and shah give such other assistance as
may be necessary.

The inspectorate may require that the person in charge of a boiler
be in possession of at certificate approved by the inspectorate to the
effect that he has the necessary akiil. The Crown* may direct that the
person in charge of a boiler shah have the qualifications to be
prescribed in detail by the Crown.

(2) The Crown may lay down rules respecting the public inspection
of tanks and pipes under pressure other than those mentioned in
subsection (1).

*) The Royal Ministry of Local Government and Labour.
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§ 13:
§ 13. Specictl hygiene and safety measures.

In the case of establishments, parts of establishments or operations
that are considered particularly strenuous or particularly dangerous for
the lives an’d health of the employees, the rown* may order special
hygiene and safety xneasures, inter aiia, that no establishment may be
set up, and no machine or working apphiance put into use without
permission, or that the hours of work shah be shorter than those
prescribed elsewhere in this Act.

If any such order is to apply to an establishment where the
employees or the employer belong to a national industrial association,
such association shah be given an opportunity to state its opinion.

§ 14:
§ 14. Testing of substances and materials.

If the Directorate of Labour Inspection considers that any substance
or material produced or used by an establishment in its operations may
expose the employees to the d’anger of accident or injury to heaith, it
may, for the purpose of determining whether such danger is present,
require the employer to carry out a test or furnish samples for testing.
The cost of such tests shall be defrayed by the employer, unless a fee
is charged under clause (e) of subsection (2) of section 62.

§ 15:
§ 15. Obligations of persons manufacturing, transferring

or assembling machines or other technical equipment.
Every person who manufactures a machine, tool or other technical

equipment and every person who sehis, rents or lends such equipment
shah ensure when he dehivers it for use or for disphay with a view to
sale or advertisement in Norway that it is fitted with the necessary
safety devices and is in other respects properly safeguarded against the
danger of causing an accident or injury. He shali also ensure that it is
accompanied by the nesessary written instructions for use and super
vision.

Any person who undertakes on his own account the assembly of any
of the equipment mentioned in the first paragraph shah ensure that it
is set up and assembled in a manner satisfying the requirements of this
Act respecting safe working conditions.

§ 16:
§ 16.1) Observations of inspectorate on plans for establishments, etc.

Any person intending to construct a building or undertake building
work which is notifiable under the building legislation currently in force
and which wil1 be used or is likely to be used for an establishment

§ 12:

1) Act 0f June 18. 1965 no. 7 § 121.
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covered by this Act shah submit the building plans to the labour
inspectorate before the work begins. Details shah be given of the nature
of the establishment and the plans shail indicate the type and location
of any machinery and technical equipment.

The right to submit plars to the inspectorate for an opinion on
whether their execution is consistent with this Act shah also be enjoyed,
in cases not covered by the first paragraph of this section, by any per
son intending to construct, start operations in or convert an establish
ment coming or likeiy to corne within the purview of this Ac. The same
shah apply to any person intending to bring any new or modified equip
ment or process into use or to introduce protective measures.

The provisions of the preceding paragraph respecting the right to
obtain the opinion of the inspectorate shah apply, where appropriate,
to persons who manufacture, transfer or assemble any of the equiprnent
mentioned in section 15.

§17:
§ 17. Reporting of employment accidents and occupational diseases.

(1) Obligation of establishment. If1) an ernployee sustains an
employment accident that causes death or serious injury, the employer
shail immediately and with ail possible dispatch report the injury to the
inspectorate and to the nearest police authority. The employer shah
confirm the report in writing.

If2) the establishment is not obliged to file reports pursuant to sec
tion 18 — 2 of the National Insurance act., less serious employment
accidents shall also be reported to the inspectorate in writing as soon
as possible and within three days at the latest, if it appears likely that
the employee, as a result of the accident, will be incapacitated for work
for at least three days.

The provisions of the preceding paragraph respecting employment
accidents shah also apply in the case of diseases that the employer
knows or should know to be occupational diseases.

(2) Obligation of medical practitioner. If2) a medical practitioner is
attending an employee who is suffering from an occupational disease
that is considered equivalent to an occupational injury under section
11 — 4 of the National Insurance Act, he shah report the disease in
writing to the inspectorate.

The Department shah issue detailed regulations respecting such
matters. It may direct that notification shah also be compulsory in the
case of other diseases that may be deemed to be caused by the nature
of the work or the conditions obtaining at the workplace.

1) Act of June13. 1969 no. 33 I.
2) Act of January 29. 1971 no. 29.
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Chapter 3. HOURS 0F WORK

§ 18:
§ 18. Work flot covered by the provisions respecting hours of work.

This Chapter shah not apply to—
(1) work of a managerial or superv-isory nature. This shah not be

deemed to include the work of foremen and others in similar posi
tions who, during the hours of work, accompany the persons they
are appointed to direct or supervise;

(2) work of a particuharly confidential nature other than that specified
in the first sentence og clause (1);

(3) the work of representatives, agents and commercial travehlers, in so
far as it is carried on outside the permanent workplace of the
establishment;

(4) forestry, timber measuring and lumber floating, exclusive of work
at permanent sorting booms where the work is performed wholhy
or parthy with machinery;

(5) salvage work and diving operations;
(6) work at theatres and other shows and performances;
(7) educational and training establishments, as regards the educational

and training personnel;
(8)) workers covered by the Act respecting hours of work in bakeries.

The Crown* may whohly or partly exempt work in a public adminis
trative service from the provisions of this Chapter, where the special
nature of the work renders the application of the said provisions
difficuht.2)

§ 19:
§ 19.) Night work, etc.

The normal hours of work shahi fahl between 6 a.m. and 9 p.m.
Work between 9 p.m. and 6 a.m. shaih be deemed to be night work

and may be performed onhy in the cases specified in this section and the
following section.

The following kinds of work may be performed at night:
(a) work that must be performed at night in order to ensure the normal

working of the establishment, such as the lighting, heating,
cleaning, maintenance and repair of workrooms, machinery and
other work appliances, stocktaking and the making up of accounts.
Where serious reasons so warrant, such work may also be carried
out at night for the purpose of ensuring the regular working of
another establishment;

1) Act of June 18. 1965 no. 8 § 16.
*) The Royal Ministry of Local Government and Labour.
2) Cf. Royal decree 0f December 19. 1958.
3) Act of November 28. 1958 no. 1.
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(b) work necessary to prevent damage to plant, machinery, raw
materials or manufactured goods;

(c) the work of watchmen and caretakers, and the care of animais;
(d) work in shops;
(e) transport operations and the necessary loading, unloading and

storage connected therewith, the despatch of mail, telegrams and
telephone calls. Work that must be performed at night to ensure
the operation of means of transport or satisfy the needs of
passengers shah be placed on the same footing as transport opera
tions;

(i)

(j)

(f) building and civil engineering work;
(g) work organised in two day-shifts falling between 6 a.m. and

midnight;
(h) work in hospitals and nursing homes and work in residential estab

lishments attached to educational and training establishments;
work in hotels and catering establishments, where it is necessary
for the serving of patrons;
work which by reason of its nature or character cannot be
interrupted.

— 11 —

Before permission i’s granted, the employees shah be ailowed to
state their opinion through their union representatives. Reasons for the
opinion shal’l be given.

Permission shah flot be necessary for the first four days if it
is imperative that night work should commence immediately and if
application is made to the inspectorate without delay.

In the case of an establishment bound by a collective agreement the
employer may conclude an agreement in writing with the employees’
union representatives for night work to be done for not more than two
successive weeks, and in any event for not more than three months in
ail in any calendar year, if such work is necessary for any of the reasons
given in clauses (a) to (d) of the first paragraph. If the agreement is
binding on the majority of the employees, the employer may extend its
application to ail persons employed in the establishment on similar
activities to those covered by the agreement.

Notice of an agreement reached under the fourth paragraph of this
section shah as far as possible be given to the district inspectorate
before the night work is introduced and otherwise without undue delay.

Any trade union enjoying the right of nomination prescribed in
subsection (1) of section 11 of the Act of 5 May 1927 respecting labour
disputes may conclude a collective agreement specifying that certain
work shah be done at night, even if it is not suh as to be included
among the exemptions mentioned under clauses (a) to (j) of the
preceding paragraph. A collective agreement may also provide for a
scheme of shiftworking or contain other provisions for dividing the
hours of work. With the Department’s permission an employer may, in
any establishment to which such an agreement applies, extend its
provisions as to night work and the division of hours of work to
employees flot covered by the agreement.

§ 20:
§ 20.1) Speciai permission or agreement relating to night work.

The Directorate of Labour Inspection may, subject to specified
conditions, grant permission for night work to be carried out in an
establishment or part of an establishment—

(a) where there is pressure of work at regularly recurring times of
the year;

(b) where unexpected or exceptional pressure of work has arisen;
(o) where acts of God, accidents or other unpredictable occurrences

have upset or threaten to upset the normal ourse of operations; or

() where general considerations so warrant or night work is deemed
to be necessary for special economic reasons.

§21:
§ 21. Work on Sundays and public holidays, etc.

(1) Work shall be suspended from 6 p.m. on Saturdays and the eves
of public holidays until 10 p.m. on the day preceding the next working
day. Work shah be suspended from 3 p.m. on the eves 0f Christmas,
Easter Sunday and Whit Sunday until 10 p.m. on the day preceding the
next working day.

The fohlowing kinds of work may be performed on Sundays and
public holodays:
(a) work that must be performed on Sundays and public hohidays in

order to ensure the normal working of the establishment, such as
the lighting, heating, cleaning, maintenance and repair 0f work
rooms, machinery and other working apphiances, stocktaking and
the making up of accounts. Where serions reasons so warrant, such
work may aiso be carried out on Sundays and public hohidays for
the purpose of ensuring the normal working of another establish
ment;

(b) work necessary to prevent damage to plant, machinery, raw
materials or manufactured goods;

(c) the work 0f watchrnen and caretakers, and the care of animais;
(d) work in shops;
(e) transport operations and the necessary loading, unloading and

storage work connected therewith, and the despatch of mail, tele
grams and telephone cahis. Work that must be performed on
Sundays and public hohidays to ensure the operation of means of
transport or satisfy the needs of passengers shall be placed on the
same footing as transport operations;
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(f) work in hospitals and nursing homes and work in residential estab
lishments attached to educational and training establishments;

(g) work in hotels and catering establishments, where it is necessary
for the serving of patrons;

(h) work which by reason 0f its nature or character cannot be
interrupted.

(2) An employee who has performed work on a Sunday or public
hliday under clauses (a) to (f) of subsection (1) shah be released
from work on the following Sunday or public holiday in accordance
with the provisions of the first paragraph of subsection (1). The
Directorate of Labour Inspection may authorise exeptions from this
provision in urgent cases.

(3) Employees performing work eovered by clause (g) of sub
séction (1) shail, as far as possible, be granted the weekly day of rest
(cf. subsection (3) of section 28) on a Sunday or public holiday every
second week. At least every fourth week the weekly day of rest shah
fail upon a Sunday or public holiday.

In hotels and catering establishments which by reason of their
situation find it particularly difficuit to provide accommodation for their
employees the Directorate of Labour Inspection may authorise excep
tions from this provision, so, however, that the weekly day of rest is
granted on a Sunday or public holiday at least once every six weeks.

(4) In the case of the work mentioned in clause (h) of subsection
(1) there shall be a weekly change of shifts in accordance with a shift
schedule. The provisions of the second and third paragraphs of subsec
tion (3) of section 23 shah apply, mutatis mutandis, to the sehedule.

The change of shifts shah be effected in a manner ensuring that as
far as possible the eniployees obtain the Sunday and public hohiday rest
prescribed in the first sentence of subsection (2) and have at least
every third Sunday off on average over the shift period.

§ 22:
§ 22.1) Special permission for worlc on Sundays and public holidays.

(1) If public or general interests or other important considerations
render it imperative, t’he Directorate of Labour Inspection may grant
permission for work to be performed on a Sunday or public holiday to
the extent necessary in the circumstances.

A permit for Sunday or hohiday work shall not cover the hours be
tween 3 p.m. on the eves of Christrnas, Easter Sunday or Whit Sunday
and 10 p.m. on the day preceding the next working day, or the hours
between 6 p.m. on Wednesday in Holy Week and 10 p.m. on Good Fri
day, unless this is expressly stated in the permit.

(2) Work which, by reason cf its nature or in virtue of an exemp
tion order, is performed on a 24-hour basis, but not on every day of the

weèk, and work organised in two day-shifts under clause (g) of section
19 may, with the permission of the Directorate of Labour Inspection,
be continued until 10 p.m. on a Saturday or the eve of a public holiday.

(3) Before an exemption is granted under subsection (1) or (2),
the employees shall be allowed to state their opinion through their
union representatives. Reasons for the opinion shah be given.

§ 23:
3 23.1) Normal kours of work.

(1)2) The normal hours of work of an em!ployee shah not exceed
nine a day or 42’/2 a week.

Hours of work shah normally be spread over six days a week,
without prejudice, however, to any agreements that may be made with
the object of distributing the hours over a shorter period.

The normal hours of work may be fixed by means of a written
agreement at a maximum of 42 1/2 a week on the average in the course
of a given year, so, howewer, that no single week exceeds fifty-one hours.
The agreement shail stipulate in which weeks during the year the
normal hours cf work wil1 bé either more or less than 421/2. When an
agreement is made with a trade union or with the emphoyees’ union
representatives and the majority of the employees are bound by it, the
employer may extend its application to ail persons employed in the
establishment on similar activities to those covered by the agreement.

(2)2) In tihe case of work done for the purpose of serving patrons by
employees remunerated on a percentage basis in hotels and restaurants
and in the case of staff employed in railway dining cars the normal
hours of work may be distributed otherwise than as prescribed in sub
section (1), on condition that they have been fixed by written agree
ment and that the timetable is displayed in the workplace, as provided
in section 52: Provided that such hours shail not exceed 42½ a week on
average over the period stipulated in the contract of employment, or
one year in any circumstances.

Timetables shall be prepared by agreement between the employer
and the employees or their representatives. Where the parties cannot
reach agreement, the timetable shail be fixed by the Directorate of
Labour Inspection in accordance with the provisions of this Act, after
consultation with the parties.

The provisions mentioned in the hast sentence of the third paragraph
of subsection (1) shalh apply, mutatis mutandis.

(3)3) In the case of work carried out at night under clause (j) of
section 19 and in the case of work carried out both at night under the
said clause and on Sundays and public hohidays under clause (h) of
subsection (1) of section 21, the normal hours of work specified in the

‘)Act of November 28. 1958 no. 1.
2) Act cf May 10. 1968 no. 2.
3) Act of May 5. 1972 no. 23.1) Act of May 10 1968 no. 2.
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shift schedule shah not exceed 40 a week on average calcuiated over
the shift period.

In the case of work carried out both at night under clause (j) of
section 19 and on Sundays and public holidays under clause (h) of sub
section (1) of section 21, the shift scheclule shah either be approved by
the Directorate of Labour Inspection or be drawn up in accordance with
the provisions of the third paragraph of this subsection. When deciding
whether to approve the shift schedule, the Directorate shah have
speciai regard for the wishes of the majority of the employees.

In the case of an establishment bound by collective agreement the
employer may conclude an agreement in writing with the emphoyees’
union representatives on the use of a shift schedule approved by the
parties to the collective agreement. The agreement may provide for
different schedules to be used over the year, so that the normal hours
of work may exceed 40 a week on average over a given shift period, on
condition that they are proportionately less over other shift periods.
If the agreement mentioned in this subsection is binding o n the
majority of the employees, the employer may extend its application to
ail persons employed in the establishment on similar activities to those
covered by the agreement.

(4) The normal hours of work of persons employed underground
in mines shah not exceed forty a week on an average calcuiated over a
period of three weeks. Agreements may be made to cover a longer
period, on condition that they are approved by the inspectorate.
Winding time shah be included in the hours of work. The provisions
rnentioned iii the mat sentence of the third paragraph of subsection
(1) shah be applicable, mutatis mutanclis.

The provisions of the first paragraph of subsection (1) of section 21
respecting shorter hours of work on Saturdays and the eves of public
holidays shail not apphy to a week in which there are one or more hou
days other that Sunday: Provided that work shah cease not later than
3 p.m. on the eves of Christmas, Easter Sunday and Whit Sunday.

(5)1) The normal hours of work in the driving of mountain tunnels
and the blasting of galleries underground shah not exceed nine a day
or forty a week.

Provision may be made by written agreement for the normal hours
of work to be so distributed that over a period not exceeding one year
the represent an average of forty a week, but not more than forty
five in any given week. The agreement shail specify the times of year
at which the longer or shorter hours of work than forty are to fail. The
provisions of the last sentence of the third paragraph of subsection (1)
shah apply, mutatis mutandis.

The provisions of the first and second paragraphs of this subsection
shah not apply to the construction of tunnels whose total length from

1) Act of April 13. 1962 no. 3.

mouth to mouth does not exceed 50 metres or to galleries not more
than 25 metres deep, measured from the entrance.

(6)1) Any trade union enjoying the right of nomination prescribed
in subsection (1) of section 11 of the Act of 5 May 1927 respecting
labour disputes may conclude a collective agreement governing the
distribution of the normai hours of work, notwithstanding the limita
provided for in subsections (1) to (5) of this section. The conclusion
of such an agreement shah require the consent of the parties. With the
Department’s permission an employer may, in any establishment to
which such agreement applies, extend its provisions as to hours of work
to employees not covered by the agreement.

§ 24:
§ 24.2) Hours of work in speciai circumstances.

(1)1) If the nature of the establishment or work requires an ir
reguhar distribution of the hours of work, the normal hours of work 0f
ail or certain categories of the persons employed in the establishment
may, with the permission of the Directorate of Labour Inspection, be 80

arranged that they average 42½ a week over a period not exceeding
six weeks. Before the Directorate takes a decision in such cases, the
employees concerned or their organisations shalh be allowed to state
their opinion.

(2)1) If in any occupation or establishment a considerabhe pressure
of work occurs at regularhy redurring periods because of the season, the
chimate or other circumstances, the normal hours of work for such
occupation or establishment may, with the permission of the Diretorate
of Labour Inspection, be so arranged as to average 421/2 a week over a
period not exceeding one year, so, however, that the normal hours of
work do not at any time exceed ten a day and fifty-four a week. Before
the Directorate takes a decision in such cases, the employees concerned
or their organisations shah be allowed to state their opinion.

(3) In the case of government offices and the construction, opera
tion and maintenance of means of communication operated by the State,
including postal, telegraph and telephone services, the Crown* may
prescribe an arrangement of the hours of work of the kind specified in
subsections (1) and (2), after the organisations of the public emphoyees
concerned have been given an opportunity to negotiate with respect to
the arrangement in question.

(4) If the normal working of an establishment cannot be ensured
unhess certain employees begin their work before or finish their work
after the other employees, the normal hours of work of such empløyees
may be increased by a maximum of two a day.

Customers may continue to be served up to haif an hour beyond the
hours of work permitted under subseetion (1) of section 23.

1) Act of May 10. 1968 nr. 2.
2) Act 0f November 28. 1958 no. 1.
*) The Royal Ministry of Local Government and Labour.

I
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(5) If, by reason of the nature of the establishment or the work
done, the work of certain employees or categories of employees is
interrupted by periods during which littie or no work is done, but it is
impossible for the employees in question to leave the workplace, the
normal hours of work of such employees may be increased by a maxi
mum of two a day.

The Directorate of Labour Inspection may allow the normal hours
of work to be extended on a given day beyond the figure given in the
preceding paragraph, on condition that the work is properiy organised.
Before the Directorate takes a decision in such cases, the employees con
cerned or their organisations shail be allowed to state their opinion.

(6)) In the case of qualified pharmacists in dispendaries and in
other cases where the employee’s duties consist wholly or in part in
remaining in the establishment and being available for work if
necessary, but where the employee is not required to work or be on the
alert except during short or occasionai interruptions, the Directorate of
Labour Inspection may authorise exceptions from the provisions
respecting the normal hours of work.

§ 25:
§ 25. Overtime.

(1) If any employee is employed beyond the time fixed for his
normal hours of work under sections 23 and 24 (cf. sections 13 and 29),
the work doue outaide the normal hours of work shail be treated as
overtime.

Overtime shah not be worked except in the foliowing speciai cases:
(a) where an unforeseen occurrence or the absence of one or more

employees has interrupted or threatens to interrupt the normal
working of the establishment;

(b) where overtime in necessary to prevent damage to plant, machinery,
raw materiais or manufactured goods;

(e) where there is unexpected or exceptional pressure of work;
(d) where overtime is warranted by public or general interests or other

considerations: Provided that the employer must obtain the inspec
torate’s permission if overtime is introduced for such reasons and
continues for more than one day;

(e) in state transport undertakings, including the Post Office and the
Telegraph Office, if the higher authority considers overtime
necessary on account of conditions in the undertaking. The working
of overtime in such cases shail be governed by the rules issued
from time to time by the state authorities.

(2) Before introdueing overtime the establishment shah as a rule
discuss the need for such action with the empioyees’ union represent
atives.

1) Act of May 10. 1968 no. 2.

(3) Employees who work overtime shah be paid a supplement in
addition to the wage agreed upon for corresponding work performed by
them during their normal hours of work. Such supplernent shail be not
less than 25 per cent.

The supplement payable in the case of piece work shah, in the
absence of a special agreement, be calculated on the basis of the weekly,
monthiy or hourly wage fixed for the emphoyee in question.

§ 26:
§ 26.1) Duration of overtime.

(1) Overtinie may be worked for a maximum of twenty hours in any
two consecutive weeks and shah as far as possible be evenhy distributed
over two or more working days.

(2) In the case of an establishment bound by a collective agree
ment the employer and the empioyees’ union representatives may con
clude an agreement in writing in particuhar circumstances providing for
overtime to be worked for a maximum of thirty hours in any two con
secutive weeks. If the agreement is binding on the majority of the
employees, the employer may extend its application to ail persons
emphoyed in the establishment on similar activities to those covered by
the agreement.

(3) In particular circumstances or for a period not exceeding six
months at a time the inspectorate may permit individual empioyees to
work overtime up to a maximum of thirty hours in any two consecutive
weeks.

(4) The overtime worked by an individual employee shah in no case
exceed 250 hours in any calendar year.

(5) In the case of establishments that require longer hours of work
at particular periods of the year on account of the nature of the goods
produced or for other reasons the Directorate of Labour Inspection may
lay down other rules for overtime than those contained in subsections
(1), (3) and (4). The empioyees shall be given an opportunity to state
their opinion through their union representatives before effect is given
to such rules. Reasons for the opinion shail be given.

§ 27:
§ 27. Wage liste.

Wage lists shah be kept in such a manner as to indicate the amount
of overtime worked by each individuai employee. They shail be availabie
for examination by the inspectorate.

The management of the establishment shah aliow employees’ union
representatives to inspect the overtime kiats, if they so reuqest.

1) Act of May 10. 1968 no. 2.
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§ 28:
§ 28. Rest breaks and weekly rest period.

(1) Where the normal hours of work exceed five-and-a-ha3f a day,
there shah be at least one rest break during working time. The
employer and the employees or their union representatives shah fix
the rest break by agreement, so, however, that the rest break or
aggregate cf rest breaks shah amount to at ieast haif an hour if the
hours of work exceed eight a day. If the parties fail to reach agreement,
the matter shail be decided by the inspectorate. The inspectorate may
order an arrangement other than that agreed to where this is necessary
to protect the health of the employees.

During rest breaks the employees shah not remain in the work
rooms without the permission of the inspectorate, uniess work in the
rooms has compietely stopped. The employees shah not be permitted
to work during rest breaks, but the time of the rest break may be varied
where the circumstances make it necessary to do so.

(2) In the case of 24-hour shift work ‘and contunuous shift work,
and whenever the nature of the operations renders it necessary, the
employer may, in lieu of granting a rest break within the meaning cf
subsection (1), allow the employees to take their meais during breaks
granted while the work is in progress, the empioyees being required in
such cases to remain at the workplace the whole time, if necessary.
Where the employer puts such an arrangement into operation, the rest
break shail be inciuded in the hours of work.

Questions as to whether the employer is entitied to avail himseif cf
the provisions of subsection (2) shail be decided by the Directorate cf
Labour Inspection.

The inspectorate may permit arrangements for the granting cf rest
breaks different from those prescribed in subsections (1) and (2).

(3) The normal hours of work of every employee shah be so distri
buted as to ensure that he has an uninterrupted rest period of at ieast
twenty-four hours each week. As far as possible the rest period shail
coincide fith a Sunday or public holiday and shali be granted at the
same time for ail the persons empioyed in the establishment.

In1) the case of work carried eut under an approved shift schedule
in accordance with subsection (4) of section 21 and in other speciai
cases the Directorate of Labour Inspection may prescribe a different
distribution cf the weekly rest period, se, however, that the empIoyees
receive a continuous rest period averaging not lese than twenty-four
hours a week during the shift period or some other specified period.

The Directorate cf Labour Inspection1) may aise authorise other
exceptions from the fozegoing provisions where it is disproportionateiy
difficuit to ensure reliefs or the amount of work required by the service
is insignificant.

1) Act 0f May 10. 1968 no. 2.

§ 29:
§ 29.l) Exemptions from provisions respecting normal heurs cf work.

Work that is necessary te prevent danger or damage to hife or
property resuiting from acts of God, accidents or other unforeseen
occurrences may be carried out at any time of the day notwithstanding
the provisions cf the first paragraph of section 19 and the first para
graph of subsection (1) of section 21. Such work may aise be carried
eut during rest breaks notwithstanding the provisions cf the second
paragraph cf subsection (1) of section 28. The limitations prescribed
in subsections (1) te (4) of section 23 and subsection (3) of section 28
shail net appiy during the first four days.

§ 30:
§ 30. De!inition of “day” and “week”.

In this Act the word “day” means the time between midnight on two
successive days, and the word “week” means the time between mid
night on two successive Saturdays.

The day and the week may be deemed te begin at other hours under
a collective agreement or in virtue of any other arrangement that cannot
be altered uniIaterally by either of the parties to an employment
relationship.

Chapter 4. SPECIAL PROVISIONS RESPECTING THE
EMPLOYMENT 0F WOMEN

§ 31:
§ 31. Maternity protection.

(1) A woman shah be entitled te leave cf absence for the first six
weeks following the birth of a child. She may daim leave of absence for
a further period of not more than six weeks, which may be taken whohiy
or in part before or after her confinement. The employer shah have the
right to demand that the presumed date cf her confinement be certified
by a medicai practitioner or midwife. He shail be given at least three
days’ notice cf a woman’s absence from work before confinement. If the
woman is able to prove by means cf a medical certificate that she is
suffering from a disease caused by pregnancy or confinement, she shah
be entitled to daim heave of absence for an additional period of net
more than six weeks before or after her confinement.

(2) A woman who is absent from work in virtue cf the provisions
cf subsection (1) shah net be dismissed if the employer is aware that
her absence is due te this reason, or if she informs him without delay
that she is absent for this reason. If she has ahready been given notice
of dismissal to terminate on a date within the period mentioned in sub

1) Act of November 28. 1958 no. 1.
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section (1), the dismissal shali be valid but the period of notice shah be
extended by the length of the said period.

The provisions of this subsection shah not apply to a contract of
employment for a specific job of a temporary nature if the job has been
completed before the woman again reports for work.

(3) Any woman who becomes indigent during absence from work
under subsection (1) shah be entitled to daim public assistance in
accordance with the legislation is force at the time.

(4) A woman who breast-feeds her child shail be entitled to daim
the time off necessary for this purpose, which shah amount to at least
haif an hour twice a day.

Chapter 5. SPECIAL PROVISIONS RESPETING CHILDREN
AND OUNG WORKERS

§ 32:
§ 32.1) Definiton of “chikZ” and “young person”.

In this Act—
(1) the word “child’ means a person under 15 years of age;
(2) the expression “young person” means a person between 15 and

18 years of age.

§ 33:
§ 33. Employment of children.

No child shaH be employed in an establishment to which the provi
sions of Chapter 3 are applicable: Provided that chiidren over 12 years
of age may be ecpioyed to dry peat and to dry fish in the open air and
to dehiver goods, sehl newspapers and serve as messengers, in so far as
such work is not prejudicial to their health, school attendance and
morals, and subject to such other conditions as may be prescri’bed by
the Department.

The Department shah have power to decide whether and subject to
what conditions children may be employed in work not covered by
Chapter 3 (cf. section 18).

§ 34:
§ 34. Employment of young persons.

Young persons shah not be employed to mmd steam boilers or
machines the operation of which demands particuar caution.

Young persons shah not be employed underground in mines or
quarries.

No’) child or young person who is attending school shah be
emphoyed unless he or she has at least four weeks’ hohidays a year, of

which at least two weeks must be in the summer holidays.
In the case of establishments or operations that are deemed parti

cuharhy strenuous or dangerous to the hives and health of young persons,
or where it is necessary for other reasons, the Crown* shail have power
to order that special hygiene and safety measures be taken (cf. section
13), inter alia, that a young person’s total hours of work and school
attendance (where he is attending an evening technical or trade school)
do not exceed a specified number in any one day or that the employ
ment of young persons be absolutely prohibited.

§ 35:

§ 35. Medical examination of chiidren and young employces.

No child or young person under 16 years of age shail be employed
in any establishment to whic’h this Act apphies unless it is estabhished
by a medical examination conducted prior to his engagement that there
is no medical reason why he should not enter employment.

Chihdren and young persons under 16 yrars of age who are in
employment shail be medicahly examined at regular intervals and flot

hess than once a year until their sixteenth birthday.
If the work or the establishment is particuiarly strenuous or danger

ous to the lives and health of young workers, the provisions of the first
and second paragraphs shall apphy, mutatis mutandis, to persons who
are over 16 years of age but have not yet attained the age of 19 years.

The Directorate of Labour Inspection shah prescribe detailed ruhes

for the carrying out of such medical examinations.
The Crown shah have power to direct that the age-himit prescribed

in the first and second paragraphs shail be raised from 16 to 1 8years
and that the age-limit prescribed in the third paragraph shahl be raised
from 19 to 21 years.

The Crown shah issue rules respecting the manner in which the
expenses rehating to the medicah examinations shah be defrayed, SO,

however, that neither the children and young workers who are examined
nor their partents or guardians shalh be required to defray any part
thereof.

§ 36:
§ 36. Employment of young persons at night.

(1) In industrial establishments, transport operations, civil en
gineering and building operations the hours of work of young persons
shah be so arranged that every young worker has at least twelve
consecutive hours off between any two spehls of work.

1) Act of May 10. 1968 no. 2.
) The Royal Ministry of Local Government and Labour.

V
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1) Act of May 10. 1968 no. 2.
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En the case of young persons under 16 years of age the rest period
mentioned in the first paragraph shail include the hours between 9 p.m.
and 6 a.m.

In1) the case of young persons over 16 years of age the rest period
mentioned in the first paragraph shail be so arranged as to include at
least seven consecutive hours between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m.: Provided
that it shah be unlawful to employ such young persons after 11 p.m.
without the permission of the Directorate of Labour Inspection.

For1) purposes of vocational training the Directorate of Labour
Inspection may grant permission for a young person over 16 years of
age to be employed during the hours at which he should be free
in virtue of this subsection, subject to such conditions as are necessary
to protect his health and on condition, moreover, that he is guaranteed
a rest period of at least thirteen consecutive hours between who speils
of work.

Young persons over 16 years of age may, notwithstanding the provi
sions of the first, second and third paragraphs, be employed between
9 p.m. and 6 a.m. where exceptional occurrences of the kind mentioned
in section 29 render it imperative.

(2) The Crown may direct that this section shah also apply to
establishments or operations other than those specified in subsec
tion (1).

§ 37:
§ 37. Employment of young persons on Sundays and public hoiidays.

(1) In industrial establishments and in civil engineering and build
ing operations young persons shah not be employed on Sundays or
public holidays: Provided that this shah not apply in the case of young
persons over 16 years of age where the work to be done is necessary to
prevent damage to plant, machinery, raw materials or manufactured
goods, or where exceptional occurrences of the kind mentioned in sec
tion 29 render it imperative.

Where’) it is necessary for the vocational training of a young
worker, the Directorate of Labour Inspection may grant permission for
a young person over 16 years of age to be employed on Sundays and
public holidays, subject to such conditions as are necessary to protect
his health.

(2) The Crown may direct that this section shah also apply to
establishments other than those specified in subsection (1).

38:§
§ 38.2) Hours of work of chiidren and young persons.

The normal hours of work of chiidren and young persons in employ
ment to which the provisions of Chapter 3 are applicable shah not

1) Act of May 10. 1968 no. 2.
2) Act of November 28. 1958 no. 1.

exceed those prescribed in the first paragraph of subsection (1) of
section 23.

When1) the normal hours of work are changed in accordance with
the provisions of the second and third sentences of the third paragraph
of subsection (1) of section 23 or subsections (1) and (2) of section 24,
the normai hours of work of young persons shail not exceed fine a day
or forty-eight during any one week without the permission of the
Directorate of Labour Inspection, which shall be required in every
individual case.

The provisions of subsections (4) to (6) of section 24 respecting the
extension of normal hours of work shah not be applicable to young
persons: Provided that th’is limitation may be waived in the case of
young person:s serving patrons for a maximum of half an hour ieyond
the permitted hours of work and on condition that the limits fixed in
the second paragraph of this section concerning the daily and weekly
hours 0f work are observed.

Children and young persons shah flot be employed on overtime.
The hours of work of children and young persons shall be SO

arranged that they do not prevent attendance at sehool, in so far as is
necessary for their training.

§ 39:
§ 39. List of chiidren and young persons.

The Department may direct that employers shall keep a hist of the
chiidren and young persons whom they employ.

Chapter 6. WAGES, DISMISSAL, EMPLOMENT RULES, ETC

§ 40:
§ 40. Wages.

(1) Wages shail be paid in legal tender, unless an agreement has
been made for payment by cheque, bank bill or postal transfer account.
They shail be paid at or near the workplace during the hours of work
or às soon as possible thereafter.

If an hourly, daily or weekly wage has been agreed to, wages shah
be paid at least once a week. In the case of piece work the settlement
may be postponed until the work is completed, so, however, that a
suitable advance shall be paid weekly in respect of the work that has
ahready been performed. Other time himits for setthement may be fixed
by agreement.

1) Act of May 10. 1968 no. 2.
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In the absence of any agreement to the contrary employees remuner
ated by the month or year shah be paid at least twice a month.

(2) No deductions shah be made from wages otherwise than in
pursuance of an agreement in writing, except deductions authorised by
law or deductions in respect of pension fund and sick fund contributions
prescribed by Iaw or compensation for damage that the employee han
caused wilfuhly or through gross negligence.

(3) Either at the turne of payment or immediately thereafter the
employee may demand a written statement setting forth the amount of
the wages, the method of caiculation and any deductions made.

§ 41:
§ 41.1) Period of notice.

(1) Except as otherwise agreed in writing or provided in a collec
tive agreement or employment rules—
(a) the period of notice for employees who are paid by the hour, day

or week or at piece rates and are not covered by subsections (2)
or (3) below shah be at least fourteen days;

(b) the period of notice for employees who are paid by the month or
year and are not covered by subsection (3) below shall be at least
one month and shali expire on the last day of a calendar month.

The provisions of this subsection shah flot apply to employees who
are expressly engaged for a specified period of probation or for the
performance of a specified piece of work of a temporary nature. Except
as otherwise fohlowing from the employment relationship, the eniploy
ment may be terminated at one day’s notice before the expiry of the
period of probation or the completion of said specified piece of work.

(2) Employees who have been ernployed for four years or more
without interruption in the same establishment after attaining the age
of 21 years shah be entitled to at least one month’s notice to expire on
the last day of a calendar month.

(3) Employees who have been employed for ten years or more
without interruption in the sanie establishment shaH lie entitled to at
least two months notice to expire on the hast day of a calendar month
if the ernployee lias attained 50 years of age, and at least three months’
notice if he han attained 60 years, at the tue the notice is given.

(4) Plie period of notice shah be the sanie for both parMes.

§ 42:
§ 42. Dismissai in event of unforeseeable occurrences.

(1) If accidents, acts of God or other unforeseeabhe occurrences
cause a total or partial stoppage of operations and the employees
are dismissed for that reason, the period of notice for employees
engaged on the work that must be stopped may be reduced to seven
days reckoned from the date of the occurrence or, in the case of fire,

1) Act of June 13. 1969 no. 331.

fourteen days reckoned from the date of the fire. Where the period of
notice in force at the time is shorter than that prescribed hereinbefore,
the latter period shah lie observed.

(2) The period of notice shah flot lie reduced under subsection (1)
in the event c,f the death or bankruptcy of the employer or a stoppage
of work that is due, through no fauht of the emphoyee, to workrooms,
machinery, tools, materials or other equpiment that the employer Is
bound to provide being unfit for use.

§ 43:
§ 43. Protection against unwarranted clismissal.

(1) The employer shahl be hiable to pay compensation if he dismisses
an empioyee who lias been employed for two or more years without
interruption in the saine establishment after attaining the age of 20
years and if dismissal is not warranted by the circumstances of the
owner of the establishment, the ernphoyee or the establishment.

Subject to the same conditions an employer who has dismissed an
emphoyee may, where it appears reasonable and reinstatement is
claimed by the emphoyee, be ordered to reinstate hmm in the establish
ment either in Mie same post or a post corresponding to his former post.
The court shah decide to what extent the employee shall also be entithed
to compensation in respect of the period during which he has been
deprived of his work in the establishment.

A notice1) of dismissal which is to take effect before the employee
attains 70 years of age and which is exciusively due to the employee
having attained pensionable age under the National Insurance Act of
17 June 1966, shaH not be regarded as warranted. On receiv’ing a
written enquiry from the employer, the employee is obhiged to declare
whether he wishes to continue in hie position after attaining said
pensiona’ble age. The employee shahl give nueh declaration not later
than six monthe before attaining pensionable age, provided he receives
the enquiry a reasonabhe time in advance. If the employee receives the
enquiry hater than stated in the preceding sentence, he shall submit the
declaration within a reasonable time after having received the enquiry.

The employee1) shaIl not be entitied to daim compensation or rein
statement if lie has been dismissed as a resuit of pressure exerted by
the other emphoyees in the establishment or by an organisation and the
employer had reason to behieve that he would sustain loss or damage
if lie did not dismiss the emphoyee.

(2) In a.ssessing the compensation payable under the first and
second paragraphs of subsection (1) regard shah be had to the
employee’s Ioss of earnings, hength of service, remuneration, prospects
of obtaining new employment in the came or in another occupation, hic
personah circurnstances, and ahi other circumstances that it je reasonable
to take into account. The compensation awarded shahI flot exceed one

1) Act of Deceruber 15. 1972 no. 78 I.
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half of the employee’s last annual earnings in the establishment:
Provided that, if the employee has been employed in the establishment
for ten or more years without interruption after attaining the age of 20
years, the compensation awarded may be equal to his last annual
earnings in the establishment. If he has been so employed in the
establishment for twenty years, the compensation awarded may be
equal to hos earnings in the establishment over the last three years.

If dismissal is cancelled, the provisions of the final sentence of the
second paragraph of subsection (1) shah apply, mutatis mutandis.

(3) Proceedings against the employer must be brought within six
weeks of the receipt of a written intimation of dismissal specifying the
time allowed for bringing proceedings. If a verbal intimation is given
or the intimation does not specify the time allowed for bringing proceed
ings, the time allowed shah be three months.

§ 44:
§ 44. Dismissal of siclc employee.

An employee who has been employed for two years or more without
interruption in the same establishment after attaining the age of 20
years and who is incapacitated for work by an accident or illness may
not be dismissed on such grou•nds during the first three months of
incapacity for work, unless he has incurred the illness wilfully or
through gross negligence or fraudulently concealed the fact that he was
suffering from the illness when he was engagecl.

An employee who wishes to avail himself of the foregoing provisions
respecting protection against dismissal shah notify the employer in
good time, by means of a medical certificate or in some other manner,
that his absence je due to illness. If the establishment so requests, a
medical certificate shah be furnished in respect of the entire perioci of
absence due to illness.

Where a person has been employed in the establishment for ten
years or more without interruption, the prohibition of dismissal on the
ground of ineapaeity for work shall apply for a consecutive period of
one year.

Notwithstanding the foregoing a sick employee may be dismissed
with the usual period of notice if, by reason of repeated absence or a
reduction of working capacity due to illness, he is so unfit for work in
the establishment that dismissal is deemed to be lawful under section 43.

§ 44 (a).
§ 44 (a) .1) Work for elderly empZoyees and for employees

who are not fully fit for work.
If an emphoyee has been partially disabled for his vocation as a

consequence of accident or of a disease which he has undergone, the
employer shall at the request of the employee examine whether the
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conditions in the establishment are suitable for providing the employee
with work for which he is vocationahly and medica’lly fit, if necessary
after suitable retraining.

When an employee who has attained pensionable age under the
National Insurance Act of 17 June 1966 so requests, the employer shah
in consultation with the employees’ union representatives examine
whether the conditions in the establishment are suitable for setting up
a work schedule for the employee which is suitable for his age.

§ 45:
§ 45. Testimonial.

Every employee who leaves his emphoyment after receiving lawful
notice may request a written testimonial from the employer. Such
testimonial shall set forth the employee’s name, date and year of birth,
the nature of the work he has done and the dates on which ho entered
and loft employment.

The foregoing shall not himit the employee’s right to request a more
detailed testimonial in employment relationships where this is custom
ary and the collective agreement contains no provision to the contrary.

§ 46:
§ 46. Exceptions.

The provisions of sections 41 to 45 shall not apply—
(1) in the case of employees who can be dismissed without notice under

the statutory provisions in force at the time or under the employ
ment rules;

(2) in the case of persons covered by the Public Servants Act of
February 15. 1918 or public officials.

The provisions1) of subsection (2) of section 41 amI sections 43—45
shall not aply to dismissal under the Act of May 5. 1927 respecting
labour disputes, or under the Act of July 18. 1958 respecting public
service disputes. In such cases the provisions of subsection (1) of sec
tion 41 shah apply to the empioyees mentione din subsection (2) of
section 41.

§ 47:
§ 47. Employment ruZes.

In2) industrial and commercial establishments and offices the
employer shall, if there are more than ten employees or if, irrespective
of the number of emphoyees, the inspectorate thinks fit so to order,
draw up employment rules for employees not holding managerial or
supervisory posts. The employrnent rules shah contain the necessary
disciplinary provisions, provisions respecting the organisation of the
work, the conditions for engagement, the giving of notice of dismissal
and dismissah, and provisions respecting the payment of wages.

1) Act of June 19. 1969 no. 74 II.
2) Act of May 10. 1968 no. 2.1) Act of December 15. 1972 no. 78 I.
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The employment rules shail not prescribe fines for infringements
of the rules.

The Department may direct that employment rules shah be drawn
up for establishments and employees other than those specified above.

§ 48:
§ 48.1) Preparation of employment rules.

(1) Where the provisions of subsection (2) do not apply, employ
ment rules shah require the approvai of the Directorate of Labour
Inspection to be valid. Draft rules shah be prepared by the employer,
who shah discuss the provisions of the rules with the empioyees’
representatives. If the establishment is bound by a coHective agree
ment, he shah’l discuss such provisions with the employees’ union
representatives. Otherwise ail empioyees over 18 years of age working
in the establishment shail eiect five representatives over 21 years of
age, with whom the employer shall discuss the provisions of the ruies.

If the employees’ representatives submit different proposais for the
rules, such proposais shail be attached when the employer submits the
draft for approval. If the employees’ representatives fail to discuss the
ruies, the employer shall mention the fact when he submits the draft
for approval.

(2) In the case of an establishment bound by a collective agreement
the employer and the employees’ union representatives may draw up
employment rules by agreement in writing. If the agreement is binding
on the majority of the eniployees, the employer may extend the appli
cation of the ruies to ail persons employed in the branch or branches of
activity in the establishment covered by the agreement.

The employer shah send a copy of the rules to the Directorate of
Labour Inspection.

§ 49:
§ 49.1) Time limit for szbmission of employment ruZes.

Where an establishment is of such a kind anti size that it is required
in pursuance of section 47 to have employment rules, the employer shall
transmit the draft referred to in subsection (1) of section 48 or the
rules drawn up by agreement in ternis of subsection (2) of section 48
to the Directorate of Labour Inspection within six weeks after the
establishment begins its operations.

If the inspectorate orders an establishment to have employment
rules in ternis of section 47, the draft referred to in subsection (1) of
section 48 or the rules drawn up by agreement in ternis of subsection
(2) of section 48 shail be submitted within four weeks of the order
given by the inspectorate.

1) Act of May 10. 1968 no. 2.

§ 50:
§ 50.1) Validity of emplayment rules.

To be valid, employment ruies must be drawn up in accordance with

the iaw and shah not contain provisions that are contrary to law.
Where the draft mentioned in subsection (1) of section 48 contains

provisions that are contrary to iaw or prejudicial to the employees or

where it has not been drawn up in accordance with the iaw, the

Directorate of Labour Inspection shall refuse to approve it.
Where empioyment rules drawn up by agreement in ternis of sub

section (2) of section 48 contain provisions that are contrary to iaw,

the Directorate shah draw the parties’ attention to the fact anti ensure

that the provisions are corrected.

§ 51:
§ 51.1) Amendment of employment ruies.

The provisions of sections 48 anti 50 shail also apply where employ
ment rules are to be amended or suppiemented.

§ 52:
§52. Posting of notices.

Ail ruhes anti provisions issued under this Act that concern a

particuiar establishment shall be posted up in an easily legible form at

one or more conspicuous places in the establishment.
The sanie shah appiy as regards the rules respecting hours of work

and rest periods in the establishment, any exemptions that are granted,

and the employment rules, where empioyment ruies must be drawn up

under section 47. A copy of the employment rules shah be issued to

every employee to whom they appiy.

§ 53:
§ 53. Invariability of provisions of Act.

Enpioyees may not give valid consent to departures from the provi
sions of this Act otherwise than as expressly authorised in the Act.

Chapter 7. LABOUR INSPECTORATE

§ 54:

§ 54.1) Supervision of observance of Act; Labour Inspection Council.

(1) Supervision of the observance of this Act shail be exercised by
the Labour Inspectorate, which shail consist of the State Labour
Inspectorate anti the commune labour inspectorates. In relation to
inflammable substances covered by the Fire Risks Act such supervision
shah be exercised by the inspectors referred to in that Act. The Crown
shah have power to prescribe how inspection work is to be carried out

‘) Act of May 10. 1968 no.2.
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§ 55:
§ 55. Commune labour inspectorate.

At least one member of the commune labour inspectorate shah be
an employee. At least one of the members shail be a woman. A medical
practitioner practising in the locaiity should aiso be a member. When
the election takes place, care shail be taken to ensure that at ieast one
of the persons elected has expert knowledge of machinery and the
operation thereof and that the members of the inspectorate include
persons with experience in the most important sectors of industrial
activity in the commune.

The commune council shah choose the chairman and vice-chairman
from among the members. in communes where it is necessary a pernia
nent chairman may be appointed. As a rule the observations of the
Directorate of Labour Inspection shah be obtained before a permanent
chairman is appointed.

In so far as is necessary the commune may appoint inspectors and
other permanent personnel for the commune inspectorate.

Not less than one month before the election of the inspectorate the
commune council shall announce how many of the members must be
employees and shail invite the persons employed in establishments
situated in the commune to submit candidates for election as employee
members and substitutes.

(3) A person who has been a member for four years shah be
entitled to refuse re-election for the ensuing terni of four years.

(4) If a commune inspectorate has less than six members, three
members shah constitute a quorum. Otherwise two-thirds of the
members shall constitute a quorum. Resolutions shail be adopted by
a simple majority. In the event of an equality of votes the chairman
shah have a casting vote.

The power of the commune inspectorate to grant exemptions may,
in urgent cases, be exercised provisionaily by the chairman, who shail
submit the matter in question to the inspectorate as soon as possible.

§ 55a:
§ 55 a.’) Âd4itional provisions as to the organisation

and operation of Labour Inspectorate.

Detailed provisions suppiementing those of sections 54, 54 a and 55
as to the organisation and operation 0f the Labour Inspectorate, the
operation of the Council and the reiationship between the Council and
the Directorate shail be laid down by the Crown. The rown may also
lay down provisions as to the relationship between the Labour
Inspectorate and the other inspection authorities.

The Crown may lay down provisions as to the delegation by the
Directorate of Labour Inspection of its authority under this Act to the
district inspectorates and the commune labour hispectorates.

in the case of government offices and transport undertakings operated
by the State, including the Post Office and the Telegraph Office.

In particular circumstances and special cases the Department may
engage experts not belonging to the Labour Inspetorate to carry out
inspection work. -

(2) The Labour Inspectorate shail be directed by a Council con
sisting of seven members and their personal substitutes appointed by
the Crown for four years. Employees and employers shah each have
two representatjves on the Council. At least one of the employees’
representatives and his personal substitute shah be appointed on the
recommeudation of the General Confederation of Trade Unions in Nor
way and at ieast one of the employers’ representatives and his personai
substitute on the recommendation of the Norwegian Employers’
Confederation.

The Crown shah appoint a chairman and vice-chairman from among
the other members. One of these latter members and his personal
substitute shah have hegal training.

The chairman may co-opt experts to advise in the consideration of
particular matters.

(3) The members of the Council and any experts who have been
co-opted or engaged shah be entithed to travelling and maintenance
ahiowances in accordance with the regulations applicable to public
servants. They shah also be entitled to such emoluments as may be
prescribed.

§ 54a:
§ 54 a.1) State Labour Inspectorate.

The State Labour Inspectorate shah consist of the Directorate of
Labour Inspection and the district inspectorates.

The Crown shah appoint the Director and such other officiais as are
remunerated in accordance with the scale for senior civil servants.
Other officiais shail be appointed in accordance with provisions to be
laid down by the Department.

The Director shah be responsibie for the day-to-day management
of the Directorate. He shail attend meetings of the Council but shah
not have the right to vote. A Deputy Director shalh be appointed by
the Department.

(1) A commune labour inspectorate consisting of not less than four
members and a hike number 0f personal substitutes shah be set up in
every commune.

(2) The members of the commune labour inspectorate and their
substitutes shail be ehected by the commune councih for the councih’s
term of office.

1) Act of May 10. 1968 no. 2. 1) Act of May 10. 1968 no. 2.
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§ 56:
§ 56.1) Decisions of inspectorate; appeal against d.ecisions.

(1) The inspectorate shah issue the general and special regulations,
recommendations and instructions necessary for the administration of
this Act.

Instructions shah be given in writing and, where they eoncern
alterations or improvement.s for the purpose of preventing employment
accidents and ensuring healthy working conditions, a suitable time limit
shail be fixed for comphiance. The inspectorate may, if imminent danger
so warrants, require that the necessary measures be taken immediateiy.

If the inspectorate’s instructions have not been comphied with and
a new time limit i’s fixed for compliance, and if such time limit is
exceeded, the inspectorate may order the total or partial cessation of

work in the establishment until the conditions complained of have been
remedied.

(2) Exemptions from the provisions of this Act shail not be vahid
uniess they have been granted in writing or by telegram.

(3) An appeai against any particullar decision shah lie to the next
higher inspection authority. An appeai against a decision by the
Directorate of Labour Inspection shah lie to the Labour Inspection
Council and against a decision by the Councii to the Department. The
Crown shah have power to lay down special provisions for the proce
dure for appeai to the Chief Inspector of Boilers. For the purposes of
this sulbsection the expression “decision” includes a ruling on an appeal.

The time limit for an appeal against an order shah be three weeks,
unless the order provides for a longer period.

(4) Plie empioyees’ union representatives shah be informed of the
recommendations, instructions and other decisions of the inspectorate.

§ 57:
§ 57. Àccess of inspectorate to establishments.

Thet) members of the Labour Inspection Council, the officiais of the
inspectorate, and the experts engaged in accordance with the hast
paragraph of subsection (1) of section 54 or co-opted under the hast
sentence of the first paragraph of subsection (2) of section 54 shah
have access at any time to any workplace which is coreted by this Act
or which it is propo:sed to bring within the scope of this Act. The same
shah appiy as regards the housing accommodation mentioned in the
second paragraph of subsection (6) of section 5. The person concerned
shaH produce bis credentiais if required to do so.

It shah Ibe the duty of the employer, the employees and every other
person connected with the establishment to furnich ail the information
considered necessary for the carrying out of the inspection.

In carrying out an inspection at the workpiace the officiais of the

inspectorate shah eonsuht the hygiene and safety representatives of the
employer and of the employees.

In establishments that have a staff doctor officiais of the
inspectorate shah, in carrying out an inspection, consult the staff
doctor.

§ 58:
§ 58.1) Inspection register.

The inspectorate may require establishments to keep an inspection
register. The Directorate of Labour Inspection may issue detaihed
regulations respecting the manner in which the inspection register is to
be drawn up, kept up to date and preserved.

§ 59:
§ 59.1) Obligation to preserve secrecy.

The members of the Labour Inspection Council, the officiais of the
inspectorate and experts shah, unless their duties otherwise require,
preserve secrecy respecting the operational and business circumstances
that come to their knowledge in the exercise of their functions and shalh
not make drawings of the equipment or proessess of an establishment
without its permission.

If any circumstance contrary to his Act is reported to the Labour
Inspection Council or the inspectorate, the name of the person reporting
it shahh not be divulhged unhess he expresshy consents to be named or the
report is found to be groundless.

§ 60:
§ 60.1) Relations between inspectorate and establishments.

(1) Public empioyees in the State Labour Inspectorate and officiais

appointed to the commune labour inspectorates shall not operate on
their own account or on behahf of another person, have considerabhe
financial interest in, or hold a post in, any establishment subject to
their inspection or undertake any business on behahf of any such
establishment in return for remuneration. In special cases where •it is
unhikely to be prejudicial to the service the Department may authorise
exceptions from the foregoing prohibition.

(2) No employer, manager or foreman may take part, as a member
of a commune inspectorate, in inuqiries or inspections rehating to an
establishment which he himsehf operates, or in which he has consider
able financial interests, or hoids a post, or an establishment of the same
kind as his own. No emphoyee may take part, as a member of a
commune inspectorate, in inquiries or inspections relating to the
establishment in which he is empioyed, unless with the Department’s
permission.

§ 61:
§ 61. Labour Inspection Council.

(Repeahed by Act No. 2 of 10 May 1968.)

1) Act of May 10. 1968 no. 2.
1) Act of May 10. 1968 no. 2.
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§ 62:
§ 62. Liability to pcty fees.

(1) Establishments which are covered by this Act and are hable to
insurance under the legislation respecting accident insurance for
industrial employees, etc., shah pay an annual inspection fee to the
Treasury.

The owner or user shah pay a fee to cover expenses incurred in the
inspection and testing of boilers, tanks and pipes under steam pressure.

The Crown shah prescribe detailed rules respecting the payment 0f
fees, which shah be enforceable by distraint.

(2) The Crown shah have power to impose—
(a) a normal inspection fee under the firat paragraph of subsection (1)

in the case of establishments covered by this Act but not covered
by the legishation respecting accident insurance for industria:1
workers, etc.;

(b) a fee payable by owners or users of machines, technical equipment
or plant to cover the expenses incurred in inspections ordered
under the first sentence of subsection (2) of section 1;

(e) a fee payable by owners or users of tanks and pipes within the
meaning of subsection (2) of section 12 to cover the expenses
incurred in inspections ordered under the said subsection;

(cl) a fee payable by the owners or users of machines, technical equpi
ment or plant to cover the expenses incurred in inspections and
tests ordered under the first paragraph of section 13;

(e) a fee payable by each establishment concerned where it is found
that the expenses incurred in inspections and tests ordered under
section 14 should be shared by two or more establishments.

The Crown shah issue detailed mies respecting the fees mentioned
in subsection (2). Payment of the said fees may be enforced by
distraint.

§ 63:
§ 63. Ecepenses of commune labour inspectorccte.

The expenses incurred in the functioning of the commune labour
inspectorate shah be defrayed by the commune.

The commune council shah fix an annuai ahlowance for the chair
man, which shah be reasonably proportionate to the work done.

Travelling expenses and subsistence allowances for the chairman
of the inspectorate shah be defrayed by the Treasury, but advances may
be ciaimed from the commune.

Chapter 8. PENALTIES

§ 64:

§ 65:

§ 66:

§ 67:

§ 68:

§ 69

Subjeet to any heavier penalty provided for in the General Penal
Code an employer or owner of an establishment shah be hable to a fine
if he—
(1) contravenes the provisions of this Act as to healthy and safe

woiking conditions or the regulations, mies or instructions issued
thereunder;

(2) contravenes the provisions of this Act as to night work, work on
Sundays and public hohidays, hours cf work, rest breaks, rest
periods and the special protection of women, children and young
persons or the regulations issued thereunder;

(3) faihs to make the registrations, post up the notices or keep the lists
required by this Act or to prepare employment mies;

(4) contravenes the provisions of section 40 as to the settiement of
employees’ wages.

The provisions of this Act as to employers shah ahso apply to
persons managing an establishment in the employer’s stead.

Subject to any heavier penalty provided for in the Generah Penal
Code an employee shail be liable to a fine if he is guilty of an offence
of the type referred to in clause (1) of section 64.

The provisions of sections 64, 65 and 66 shah not apply to officiais,
public employees and conciliation officers in the public service.

A parent or guardian ahlowing a child to be employed in contraven
tion of this Act shah be hable to a fine.

(1)

Subject to any heavier penalty provided for in the Generah Penal
Code a person shail be hable to a fine if he—

(2)

(3)

removes a prescribed safety device or causes damage to it either
wilfuhly or through gross negligence;
owns or uses machinery, tools or other technical equipment and
contravenes any provision or instruction contained in or issued
under this Act for the prevention of accidents or injuries in
connection therewith;
manufactures, sehis, rents or lends machinery, tools or other tech
nicah equipment and delivers it for use or for display with a view1) Act 0f May 10. 1968 no. 2.
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to sale or advertisement in Norway, if it fails to comply with the
provisions of the first paragraph of section 15 of this Act or the
regulations made thereunder;

(4) undertakes on his own account to assemble machinery, tools or
other technical equipment and assembles it otherwise than in
accordance with the provisions of the firat paragraph of section 15
of this Act or the regulations made thereunder.

§ 70:1)

Subject to any heavier penalty provided for in the General Penal
Code a person shali be hable to a fine if he hinders an inquiry under
taken by the Labour Inspection Council or any inspection service or
fails to give the assistance he is reuqired to give or supply the informa
tion deemed necessary for inspection purposes.

§ 71:1)

Any person who is attached to the Labour Inspection Council or an
inspection service shail be deemed to be a public officiai for the
purposes of the General Penal Code.

§ 72:
Proceedings for offences under this Act shall be instituted by the

public prosecutor: Provided that proceedings for offences under sec
tion 40 shah be instituted only on application by the injured party.

Chapter 9. COMMENCEMENT AND TRANSITIONAL PROVISIONS

§ 73:
(1) This Act shali corne into operation on July 1. 1957: Prov’ided

that the provisions of clause (b) of subsection (1) of section 23 shail
corne into operation on February 3. 1957, and the provisions of the final
paragraph of subsection (1) of section 1 (cf. the final paragraph of
section 18 and section 35) shail net corne into operation until January 1.
1959.

(2) On the date on which this Act cornes into operation the Act of
June 19. 1936 respecting the protection of workers, as subsequently
supplemented, shail be repealed: Provided that the provisions of sec
tion 1 cf the said Act respeoting governrnent offices and the
decisions taken by the Crown thereunder shall continue to apply until
January 1. 1959. In addition, the instructions and regulations issued
under subsection (2) of section 1 and sections 7, 9, 27 and 43 of the
said Act and under sections 3, 9, 17 and 18 of the Aot of September 18.
1915 respecting the protection cf workers in industrial establishments,
as subsequently supplemented, shail continue in force until further
notice.

Act of June 16. 1972 No. 58 respecting amendments in the provi

sions concerning the local labour inspection in the Act of Descember

7. 1956 No. 2 respecting the protection of workers.

I.

The act of Descember 7. 1956 no. 2 respecting the protection cf
workers is arnended as follows:

The heading and subsection (1) of section 54 shah read:

§ 54:
§ 54. Supervision of observance of the Act.

Labour Inspection CounciZ.

(1) Supervision of the observance of this Act shah be exercised by
the Labour Inspectorate. The Crown shah have power to prescribe how
inspection work is to be carried out in the case cf government offices
and transport undertakings operated by the State, including the Post
Office and Telegraph Office.

In special cases the Departrnent rnay engage experts not belonging
to the Labour Inspectorate to carry out inspection work.

Section 54 a shah read:

§ 54a:
§ 54 a. Directorate of Labour Inspection.

The everday management cf the Labour Inspectorate pertains to
the Directorate of Labour Inspection.

The Crown shah appoint the Director and such other officiais as are
remunerated in accordance with the scale for senior civil servants.
Other officiais shah be appointed te the Directorate in accordance with
employment rules laid down by the Crown.

The Diretor shah attend meetings cf the Council but shah not have
the right to vote.

Section 55 shah read:

§ 55:
§ 55. LocaZ agencies of the Labour Inspectorate.

The local labour inspectorate consista cf regional offices and divi
sional offices. Each regional office and the pertaining divisional offices
are directed by a regional superintendent.

Officiais of the regional and devisional offices are engaged in
accordance with employment rules laid down by the Crown.

r
— 37 —

1) Act of May 10. 1968 no. 2.
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Section 55 a shah read:

§ 55a:
§ 55 a. Âd,ditional provisions as to the organisation and operation

of the Labour Inspectorats.
The Crown will lay down further provisions regarding the organisa

tion and operation of the Labour Inspectorate, including relations be
tween the Oouncil, the Directorate, the regional offices anti divisional
offices.

The Crown may moreover lay down provisions regarding the delega
tion of authority within the Labour Inspectorate and regarding the
relations between the Labour Inspectorate and other authorities.

Section 60 shah read:

§ 60:
§ 60. Relations between Inspectorats and establishments.

Officiais of the Labour Inspectorate shah not for their own or
other’s account operate or have any considerable financial interest in or
hold a post in any establishment subject to their inspection, nor shail
they undertake any business on behaif of any such establishment in
return for remuneration.

In special cases where it is unlikely to be prejudicial to the service
the Department may authorize exceptions from the foregoing prohibi
tion.

Section 63 is repealed:
A new chapter 7 a is to have the following heading and content:

Chapter 7 a. COMMUNE WORKER PROTECTION COMMITTEES.

§ 63:
(1) In each commune there shah be a workers protection committee

of at least 3 members with personal deputies.
(2) The cornmittee is appointed by the commune council for the

council’s term of office.
At least one of the committee members shah be a member of the

commune couneil. Employees and employers shah each have at loast one
representative on the committee; the are appointed at the recommenda
tion of, respectively, the Federation of Trade Unions in Norway anti the
Norwegian Employers Association. It is desirable that both sexes be
represented on the committee.

A person who has acted as member of the committee for an election
period may refuse to be re-elected for the next period.

(3) The committee forms a quorum when at least two thirds of the
members are present. Resolutions are adopted by simple majority. In
the event of a tie the chairman has the casting vote.

(4) The committee shah
(a) promote protection of workers in the commune;

(b) assist in enforeing the provisions of the Aet regarding hygiene and
safety measures (see § 9, 10 and 11);

(c) furnish advice regarding the provisions of this Act and transmit
inquiries to the Labour Inspectorate about questions which the
eommittee itself is unable to answer;

(d) promote information on the rules for the protection of workers and
hygiene and safety measures;

(e) assist the Labour Inspectorate by reporting any matter which may
be contrary to the legislation regarding protectio nof workers or
its enforcement.

(5) The access of comtnittee members to the establishments, their
obligations of secrecy and their other relations with the establishments
are subject to the provisions of § 57, 59 and 60 of this Act.

The committee shail insofar as possible report in advance to the
Labour Inspectorate any forthcoming visits to establishments.

An employer, supervisor or forernan who is a member of the
committee shah not take part in investigations of an establishment
which he personahly operates, or in which he has considerable financial
interests or holds a post. Nor shall he take part in investigations of or
visits to establishments of the saine kind as his own.

An employee who is a member of the committee shail not take part
in investigations of the establishment in which he works, unless the
Department consents thereto.

(6) The costs of the committee’s activities will be paid by the
commune.

(7) The Department may decide, after having invited the opinion
of the communes concerned, that instead of commune committees
a joint inter-commune committee shail be appointed for ail or part of a
divisional office’s area. Such an inter-commune conimittee shail consist
of at least one representative of the employees and at least one
representative of the employers appointed by the Depa.rtment on the
recommendation of the Federation of Trade Unions in Norway and the
Norwegian Employers Association, and one representative from each
commune, appointed by the commune council from among its members.
Moreover, the Department may appoint additional members, if ap
propriate also the chairman of the committee. In other respects, the
provisions of commune workers protection committees wihl similarly
apply.
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Section 70 shah read:

§ 70:

Subject to any heavier penalty provided for in the General Penai
Code a person shah ho hable to a fine if he obstructs investigations
conducted by the Labour Inspectorate or a commune or inter-commune
workers protection committee, or if he fails to furnish the assistance he
is required to give or fails to supply the information deemed necessary
for inspection purposes.

Section 71 shah read:
§ 71:

Any persons who is attached to the Labour Inspectorate or to a
commune or inter-commune workers protection committee shah be
deemed to be a public officiai for the purposes of the Generai Penal
Code.

r’.
This Act shah corne into force from the date decided by the Crown.
The Crown may resoive to let the Aet corne into force at different

times in the carious counties or communes.

Fusa Boktrykkeri
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SUEDOIS SUR LE STRESS Pk;U PH1iflXs-
NATIONAL DE RECHERCHES ET D’ENSEIGNEC1fl’ SUR LES FACTEURS Ç
f HOLOGI.UESETLASANTE’

par Richard J. LitelI

Ces douze dernières ann4es, I’quipe du Laboratoire de
Recherches sur le Stress Clinique de l’Institut Karolinska
a t4 occup$e par des recherches dont le but 4tait de par
venir à une meilleure compréhension de la réponse de 1’
homme aux stimuli psychologiques.

Sous la direction 6nergique du Dr. Lennart Levi, le labora—
tore a glement organis4 une s4rie de symposia inter
nationaux annuels qui allaient amener chaque printemps à
Stockholm, l’dlite des chercheurs dans le domaine des
problèmes relatifs au stress.

L’importance des contributions apportées par ce laboratoire
a 4t4 telle que l’Organisation Mondiale de la Sana a r—
cernaient ddcidS de le désigner comme son premier centre in
ternational de recherches et d’enseignement sur les fac
teurs psychologiques et la santé (Il constitue de ce fait
le deuxième centre de recherches et d’enseignement de I’
Organisation Wond.iale de la Sant4 en Suède; l’antre, mi fait
aussi du ‘point 4e vue administratif3 partie 4e 1’ luetitat Este—
liaaa, est coasaor k la reproduction de l’hoe).

Lors de la nomination officielle à Stockholm, le Dr. Thomas
Lambo qui vient d’tre nommé Directeur Général Adjoint de
l’OMS, déclara que la recherche sur le stress est plus
avancée en Suède que nulle part ailleurs au monde. C’est
pourquoi il dit qu’il etait logique de choisir le labo
ratoire de Stockholm comme premier centre de stress de
l’OMS. Dans quelques années on assistera sans doute à 1’

Janvier 1972t
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installatian de centres analogues en Amrique du Nord et
en Asie.

Le Ur. Bror Rexed, Directeur Gnral de la Direction Na
tionale de la Santd Publique et de la Pr&voyance Sociale,
attira l’attention sur les effets n4fastes des maladies
relatives au stress. Peut—tre, dit—il, que le produit
national brut (PNB) n’est plus la mesure id4ale du progrès
et de la prosp6rit d’un pays. Peut—être que nous devrions
tenir compte du bonheur de l’homme et essayer à la place,
d’obtenirun bien—âtre national brut (BNB) 4lv4 ou une
satisfaction nationale brute (SNB). Le Dr. Rexed ajouta
que l’honneur fait au laboratoire par un organisme aussi
respect4 que l’OMS, ne nanquerait pas de rassurer les
autorités, facilItant de ce fait l’obtention d’aide
$conomique.

La nomination du nouveau centre, dit le Dr. Lambo, fait
partie d’un programme propos4 par l’OMS pour l’am4liora—
tion des services de santé qui profiteront des d.veloppe—
ments r4cents dan s le rapport de la sant4 mentale, sociai.e
et physiqu.e avec le bien—être psychsocial absolu, dont
la notion fi4t incorporée à la charte de l’OMS il y a de
cela 25 ans.

“Cet objectif principal, dit—il, aura le soutien des
efforts qui seront faits pour coordonner et concentrer la
recherche *ansi que pouz e’cprlmenter les hypothses
relevant de la question; pour évaluer les actions sani
taires, pour comprenre ce que cela implique pour le per—
sornel m4dical ai pour donner les ultats obtenus une
traduction acctptabI et accessible à ceux oui sont dans
le be,oin 1

4

Les fonctions du centre

Les fonctions du nouveau centre seront:

d’effectuer des recherches sur les effets que produisenteur
la sent4 les facteurs psychologiques, pour permettre que
les actions sanitaires s appuyant alors sur une base
plus large puissent contribuer à am4liorer la qualit4
de la vie;

— de donner dans cette perspective une formation à des
scientifiques de divers pays — et de faciliter les
4tudes transculturelies (un fait d’une importance
sp4ciale dans le cas des pays en voie de d4’veloppe—
ment, comme le souligne le Ur. Lambo);

— de cobrdonner, de documenter et de conseiller sur la
recherche partout ailleurs;

— de coop6rer avec d’autres institutions dans la marche
des 4tudes;

- de mettre au point une methodologie, et

— de mettre au point des façons de ivulr l’informa—
tion sur les questtons de sant4 publique.
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Tant que les programmes n’auront pas été établis dans le
détail, les activités du nouveau centre ne difflreront
pas sensiblement de celles qui sont couramment menées
au laboratoire du stress, disent les docteurs Levi et
Lambo. Il arrivera cependant que l4ôn insiste de plus en
plus sur des problèmes importants pour les pays en voie
de développement qui sont nombreux à opérer une trans
formation technologique et sociale accélérée. On espère
pouvoir épargner à ces nations quelques—unes des dôuleurs
de croissance qu’a connues le monde industriel.

2t1’est—cestele s t res s?

Par stress Qsiolojjlgje, on entend le plan €néral de I’
organisme humain pour s ‘adapter à un vaste registre d’
influences. Le but général de ce plan, que nous possédons
en commun avec nos ancêtres non—civilisés d’il y s des
millions d’années, de m6me qu’avec de vastes sections du
royaume animal, est de préparer l’organisme à l’activité

Lorsqu’il se trouve en présence d’une menace1
le plan général aide à élever l’état de préparation de 1’
organisme de façon à ce qu’il soit prtt, tel qu’il le
serait pour(le combat ou pour la fuite.

Le concept du stress ps rchoL; gg (détresse) est identique
sous plusieurs aspects. Tous deux peuvent &tre occasionnées
par pratiquement n’importe quel type de sur—stimulation
ou de sous—stimulation. En conséquence, le bombardement
de nos organes sensoriels caractéristique de la vie ur
baine moderne ainsi que la monotonie et le manque de
contact devant une chatne de montage dans une usine,
constituent tous deux un “stresseur”.

Que ces stimuli et d’antres soient en réalité inducteurs
ou non de réactions de stress physiologique, d’un senti
ment de détresse et/ou d’un comportement défensif et de
changements dans 1 ‘exécution, dépend dans une large me
sure de la façon dont la personne apprécie la situation
et des mécanismes qui lui permettent de se mettre à la
hauteur de celle—ci. La mme musique pop qui est source
d’un intense bien—tre chez un adolescent, peut occa—
sioxiner une intense détresse chez les parents de celui—
ci; cela dépend de l’appréciation.

Le stress psychologique s’accompagne habituellement de
stress physiâloglque. D’un autre ctté, il peut y avoir
stress physiologique sans qu’il y ait la moindre détresse
psychologique. En fait, merne des états émotionnels extrême—
ment agréables d’où sont absentes toutes marques de
détresse, peuvent s’accompagner de réactions de stress
phpsiologique assez prononcées, dans le cas de l’en
thousiasme, de forts sentiments d’engagement, de joie
ou d’excitation sexuelle.

Le stress est—ii nocif?

I’.’

En règle générale, les réactions de stress ont une fonction
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définie dans les situations qui demandent une activité mus—
culaire. Pour l’athlàte ou le laboureur, il est important
que le “carburant” soit lch dans le système sanguin, que
la circulation s’accire (battements de coeur rapides),
que le sang soit mIeux oxygn (respiration plus rapide)
et que le sang avec son “carburant” soit transporté là où
ii est le plus nécessaire, à savoir, les muscles.

Les nombreuses :infl. uenc es sociales, psychologiques et fi—
nancires qui s exercent frquemrnent sur l’homme moderne,
n’exigent pas ou ne permettent pas de r6actio.ns sous forme
d’activité musculaire. Le corps et cependant “prograrnm”
pour réagir aussi bier dans ces cas—là avec (lu stress.Quil s’agisse, par exemple, d’un refus d’augmentation,
d’une remarque blessante, d’une irritabilité croissante
dans les encombrements de la circulation ou d’une querelle
avec l’époux (ou ipouse). si de telles situations se
répètent souvent ou î elles sont prolongées, elles peuvent
laisser échapper des réactions de stress d’une telle force
et d’une telle durte, que la fonction et la structure
mmes du corps s’en trouvent endommagées On peut dire
à ce mornent—là que l’on a affaire à une maladie du stress.

Cette succession d’vnments a t4 4tudie par de nombreux
chercheurs à travers le monde. On a drnontr qu’une ex
position proionge, intense ou souvent rpte à des
“stresseurs” psycho—sociaux accroft le risque de maladie
psychiatrique ou psychosomatique. De plus, des exp&iences
faites sur des animaux corroborent cette preuve.

On estime qu’à peu près un tiers de la totaiit des jour—
nes de maladie enregistr4es dans les pays industrialisés
ont un rapport étroit avec les réactions de stress dont il
a 4t question.

Le facteur “huma in” e t “inhumain”

L’expression facteur “humain” signifie que le corps est
“programin” par l’éducation et autres influences, de telle
sorte que méme des environnements et des influences soit—
disant normaux, peuvent 6tre gnrateurs de stress. Une
personne qui a appris à se méfier de tous et de toutes
sera très facilement sujette au stress.

Réciproquement, il y a des environnements auxquels la
grande inajorit des gens éprouvent des difÎicults à s’
adapter, indépendamment de la façon dont ils peuvent être
“programmts”. La raison peut en être par exemple, que ces
environnements ont dsigns sans tenir compte des
lois psychologiques et biologiques qui gouvernent les
pssihilits et les besoins humains, On peut, dans ces
cas—là parier de facteur “inhumain”.

Le problème le pius important pour notre époque et pour
I ‘avenir, est que les divers env ïronnements de 1 ‘homme
— la famille, le lieu de travail, etc. — sont presque
exclusivement planifias à partir de considérations cono—
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miques, technologiques et polItiques, aux dépens des aspects
psychologiques et médicaux. Comme résultat, on peut se trou
ver face à un environnement social général qui est en dés?
accord total avec la “construction” biologique de l’homme.

Des miracles de la science pourront peut—6tre dans l’avenir
permettre la rcprogrammation de l’homme pour l’adapter à
un environnement hostile. Mais l’alternative logique est,
bien sr, de s’ efforcer d’adapter l’environnement social
aux capacités et aux besoins mentaux et biologiques humains
fondamentaux.

Une nroclic interdlinpire

La preuve que les stimuli environnementaux physiques sont
cause de maladie est convaincante pour grand nombre de
maladies. Mais le r1e des stimulivpsvcho—sociaux lutrin—
sques n’est pas tout aussi clair. Comme le dit le Di’, Levi,
il y a de fortes lad i cations, mais pas de preuves. L’
action de tels stimuli sur les mécanismes corporels e t
sur les précurseurs de maladie est mieux comprise, quoi
qu’ encore de façon assez rudimentaire. Il y e aussi le
fait que 1tfri soupçonne de plus en plus que des facteurs
psycho—sociaux et des facteurs physiques intervenants
pourraient emp’cher certains mécanismes, précurseurs et
maladies, dit le Dr. Levi.

Avant de nouvoir pratiquer la prévention sur une grande
échelle, nous devons apprendre davantage; ce qui signifie,
davantage de recherches, Le Dr. Levi maintient qu’une
approche interdisciplinaire est essentielle. Au nouveau
centre de l’OMS, on étudiera très peu, si toutefois étude
il y a, de projets purement médicaux, psychologiques ou
sociaux. Mais on insistera plutat sur l’interaction de
tous ces aspects dans quelque zone de problàmes donnée
que ce soit.

Selon Auhrey R. Kagan qui a été auparavant à l’OMS à
Genve et qui est maintenant professeur de passage au
nouveau centre, ce centre suivra ce qu’il appelle une
approche “pain, beurre et confiture” • Il s’efforcera de
combiner 1 ‘évaluation des actions sanitaires et sociales
(le pain) considérées comme importantes par la société,
en termes de sécurité, efficacité et coiit, avec des
études dont le but est de tester des hypothèses clés
(le beurre). De ce fait, on comprendra mieux les évalua
tions et les découvertes trouveront un champ d’applica
tion élargi.

Tout en évaluant les actions sanitaires et en testant
les hypoth?tses clés, il pourra gtre possible de mener des
observations sur les relations mutuelles de plusieurs
facteurs considérés comme importants, mais pour lesquels
on n’ a pas étudié de relation de cause à effet. La con
naissance retirée de cette tentative pourra faire fonc—
ti on de confiture, dit le Dr, Kagan.
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“Nous pensons que si nous pouvons établir des corrélations
quantifiées dans une quantité de divers types d’études,
nous aurons une chance raisonnable d’€tre en mesure de

4 p pproduire un modele simule d’une situation donnee, de telle
sorte que nous pourrons dire, en manipulant un facteur non
expérimenté, ce qui va se produire à la sortie,” dit—il.
“Nous serons en mesure de tester ce modèle et de le modi—
fier à partir de l’évaluation de l’action sanitaire et du
test de l’hypothèse.”

11. dit que l’on pouvait s’attendre à des résultats 100 %sars des évaluations de l’action sanitaire, dans une période
de temps raisonnablement courte. Le test de l’hypothèse
est, d’un autre c3té, plus spéculatif et il peut prendre
davantage de temps. Nais simuler l’ensemble du système
est un procédé hautemen.t speculatif et il demanderait bon
nombre d’années pour obtenir, le cas échéant, des résultats
concluants.

Pour ce qui est de l’avenir, le Dr. Kagan dit, “nous
attendons le pain, nous comptons sur le beurre et nous
serions très heureux d’avoir la confiture.”

Projts courants

Au laboratoire du Dr. Levi, les projets courants sont
centrés sur l’environnement des enfants et sur celui du
travail. Les enfants ne disposant pas de syndicats pour
plaider leur cause, dit—il, il est important de déterminer
la façon dont ils réagissent aux divers “stresseurs”.
Pourquoi tombent—ils malades? Quels environnements sont
bons ou mauvais? Quel type d’enfant est le plus vulnérable
aux situations de stress? Comment empcher les maladies
du stress chez les enfants?

De la mme façon, pourquoi les gens tombent—ils malades
au travail? Pourquoi restent—ils chez eux? Pourquoi leurs
situations les laissent—elLes insatisfaits? Cette année,
le quatrième des cinq symposia sur “la société, le stress
et la maladie”, organisé par le flr. Levi, patronné par
l’OMS et l’université d’Upsal et financé par le Groupe
d’Assurances Trygg—liansa, sera consacré précisément à
ce type de problème. Le thème en sera “les Facteurs du
Stress dans I ‘Environnement du Travail, le Développe—
ment Technologique et l’Urbanisation des Populations”.

De précédents symposla dans ces séries se concentrèrent sur
l’ environnement psychosocial et les maladies psychoso
matiques (1970), l’enfance et l’adolescence (1971) et
sur les r6les et les relations de 1 ‘homme et de la femme
(1972), Le cinquième et dernier symposium dans les sériesj qui se tiendra en 1975), considèrera l’environnement
des personnes vieillissantes et les problèmes psycholo
giques. L’année dernière, un symposium international
en dehors des séries, fut consacré aux “Paramètres de J
1 ‘Itmot ion”

j
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Dans une étude qui est sur le point de commencer, Marianne
Cederblad, psychiatre pour enfants, travaillera avec 100
enfants de trois ans dans les crèches de jour, et s’ef
forcera de déterminer le type d’activités le plus favorable
ainsi que la quantité maximum idéale du personnel.

Expér iene e

Les quelques enqutes types déjà effectuées au labratoire
duflr. Levi, donneront peuttre un exemple du genre de
résultats des recherches auxquels on peut s’attendre de
la part du nouveau centre de l’OMS.

Dans une étude, on présenta, plusieurs soirs de rang,
un film d’une heure et demie à 20 jeunes employées de
bureau. On trouva que le calme et la tranquillité d’esprit
amenés en regardant des films de paysages naturels paisibles,
étaient accompagnés d’une baisse significative de 1’
excrétion de catécholamine. Des films provoquant .trouble
et agression, d’un autre cSté, aussi bien qu’une comédie,
amenèrent tous tin accroissement significatif de l’ex
crétion d’adrénàline. L’interprétation des résultats de
cette étude soutient la non spécificité dans les réactions
physioogiques, comme postulé par le père du concept du
stress, Hans Selye Les réactions de stress étaient ob
tenues par des “stresseurs” aussi bien agréables que dés
agréables.

Une autre étude appuya l’hypothèse de Kinsey selon laquelle
les hommes sont plus portés à être excités sexuellement
par des stimuli visuels. On montra à 53 4tudiantes et 50
étudiants un programme de films d’ une heure et demie qui
consistait en quatre films courts et muets choisis pour
causer surtout une excitation sexuelle agréable. L’ex
crétion d’adrénaline et de nuradrénaline augmenta de
manière signi&ative dans les deux groupes pendant la pro—
ject ion. L’ excitation sexuelle était la réaction sub
jective prédominante rapportée par les deux sexes, mais
les valeurs atteintes suivant leur propre jugement et les
accroissements d’excrétion étaient signifteativement plus
élevés dans le groupe des hommes.

Dans encore une autre étude, 12 facturières en bonne santé
furent placées dans des conditions présentant une grande
similitude avec celles de leur routine quotidienne, mais qui
comportaient des quantît4de stimuli physiques et psycho
sociaux étrangers, gardés sous conti4le, Des salaires
aux pièces, hautement progressifs, furent introduits le
premier et le troisième jour; ils eurent pour résultat
d ‘accrottre le rendement de façon importante, mais aussi
la précipitation, la fatigue, les sensations d’ inconfort
physique, les excrétions d’adrénaline, de noradrénaline
et de créatinine ainsi que la production d’urine. En
conséquence, raisonnèrent les auteurs, les conditions
quotidiennes au travail peuvent modifier d’une manière
significative les réactions physiologiques d’une façon
qui 2t avoir une importance pathogénique sur l’organisme
huma in.
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La coopération de la Suède avec l’OMS

Pour conclure ses remarques dédiées au nouveau centre del’OMS, le flr. Lambo souligna le fait que l’OMS avait aupréalable cherché et obtenu une aide considérable de lapart de la Suède sur de nombreuses questions ayant traità la santé. Les contributions apportées par ce pays, ontété, déclara—t—il, spectaculaires et remarquables tanten quantitS qu’en qualité, tant pour fournir des ressourcesmatérielles qu’humaines.

“Je suis sùr, par, la qualité invariablement élevée de laréponse que nous (l’oMs) avons reçue (de la part de laSuède), ainsi que par ma connalssancd personnelle de ceuxqui sont concernés en cette occasion, que le nouveaupas qui est fait par l’OMS et par la Suède l’année du25ème anniversaire de l’organisation, sera un Jalon dansnotre approche pratique de l’amélioration de la qualitéde la vie chez les peuples du monde, et qu’il fera honneur à la sagesse perspicace de ceux qui ont été à 1’origine de la charte de l’OMS ainsi qu’à l’aide continueque ce pays procure à l’organisation,” dit le Dr. Lambo.

Les opinions énoncées dans cet article n’engagent quela seule responsabilité de l’auteur
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